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The retweeter in chief, Ann’s a cruel dude, a mean hombre! But as Ann 
now knows, defense of, not resistance to, trump is futile!

The new pro-trump coalition; viz., the Taliban plus Ann, now collectively 
referred to as the TalibAnn.
Old news ... Defense of trump is futile! … Ann et al. are beating a dead horse for 
lack of anything meaningful to say! 
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm  …  

trump lied, people died!

https://twitter.com/i/status/1305884830370988035 

http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.gif 
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/
Eric Trump’s Response To NYT Report Alleging Pay-To-Play: ‘We’ve 
Lost A Fortune’ [Let’s wake up here! Who to believe, the New York 
Times or mob family trumps. Clearly, the trumps have been doing 
pay to play, mob tribute for quite some time, albeit on a smaller 
scale; ie., my direct observation/experience vis-a-vis federal bench, 
maryanne trump barry, et al. 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf , 
celebrity, etc.. Quite pathetic! Brazen, with impunity. Wake up! 
trump et al. were already in their typical, downward, bankrupt style 
and sought the big patronage/source prize; viz., huge government 
bureaucracy revenues and quid pro quo for being there. ]

my direct experience federal bench, maryanne trump barry, et al. 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf , celebrity, 
etc.. Pathetic! Brazen, with impunity.trump et al. were already in their typical, 
downward, bankrupt style, sought patronage prize;viz.,huge government 
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bureaucracy revenues ,quid pro quo 

DRUDGEREPORT
SHOCK WORLD POLL: Trump less trusted than Xi!
USA handling crisis worse than China... 

trump lied, people died! 
https://twitter.com/i/status/1305884830370988035 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

YAHOO el presidente trump takes a step that even Nixon avoided
President Trump openly ordered direct, immediate government action 
against specific opponents, timed to serve his reelection campaign.

america is a total fraud!
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YAHOO el presidente trump takes a step that even Nixon avoided
President Trump openly ordered direct, immediate government action 
against specific opponents, timed to serve his reelection campaign.
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MARKETWATCH The stock market is going to ‘crack pretty hard,’ and 
here’s what one billionaire says investors should do to prepare The stock 
market is going to ‘crack pretty hard,’ and here’s what one billionaire 
says investors should do to prepare Published: Oct. 11, 2020 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-stock-market-is-going-to-crack-
pretty-hard-and-heres-what-one-billionaire-says-investors-should-do-to-
prepare-11602468784?link=MW_latest_news “...Within 18 months, it’s 
going to crack pretty hard. I think that you want to be avoiding it for the 
time being. When the next big meltdown happens, I think the U.S. is going
to be the worst performing market, actually, and that’ll have a lot to do 
with the dollar weakening.’ ...”

San Martin, Argentina – “perpetual recession…?” asks a Reuters headline 
this morning.
“Most likely, is our guess.
Already, before COVID-19 arrived, U.S. GDP growth rates were the lowest 
ever recorded. At only 1.8% per year, the U.S. economy limped and 
staggered – barely making any headway.
And now, with $78 trillion of debt… a public that has been warned not to 
leave home… and a $4 trillion budget deficit – we’ll be lucky to have any 
growth at all...”

https://finance.weissratings.com/reports/SMR/bw/fp-29-vft-1/event/?
sc=DINMI&ec=LSMRUT138&utm_campaign=Pandemic1.1VSL 
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https://secure.brownstoneresearch.com/?
cid=MKT484091&eid=MKT485567&channel=%7Bexternalchannel
%7D&assetId=AST149898&page=2 

DRUDGEREPORT FITCH lowers     US credit rating to 'negative' after debt   

pileup... 
Congressman: Actual national debt is $30 trillion... [ This amount is 
insurmountable; america hopelessly defacto bankrupt. ] 

Federal Debt Tops $27 Trillion for First Time... 
https://www.usdebtclock.org [These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable!]
Trump’s New Legacy: Biggest U.S. Trade Deficit In 14 Years and this 
WILLIAM BONNER“...Cover Up The federal government now owes $27 
trillion that it can’t pay. The country as a whole, including the private 
sector, owes $80 trillion… that it can’t pay. And the government has 
promised America’s 76 million baby boomers (and others) $210 trillion in 
unfunded “entitlements” – pension, medical, and Social Security benefits 
– that can’t be paid, either…..” https://www.usdebtclock.org/ 

HUFFPOST
Trump’s New Legacy: Biggest U.S. Trade Deficit In 14 Years 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-trade-deficit-steelworkers-
jobs_n_5f80f602c5b62f97bac2b429 

america is a total fraud!
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Bob Woodward: Trump Is 'Putting A Dagger In The Constitution' 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/bob-woodward-trump-election-
comments-003523588.html The journalist and "Rage" author commented 
on Trump's disturbing refusal to commit to a peaceful transfer of power if
he loses the election.

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

TRUMP WON’T PLEDGE PEACEFUL TRANSFER OF POWER —  ‘  GET RID OF   
THE BALLOTS’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-election-results-
transfer-power_n_5f6bd70fc5b653a2bcaf9455 [ trump/hitler reincarnate …
You can’t make this s**t up! ]

2 Officers Shot in Louisville Protests: Live Breonna Taylor … 
www.nytimes.com › breonna-taylor-decision-verdict

2 hours ago - What does that mean? ... Police officers with a 'no-knock' 
warrant broke down Ms. Taylor's door. ... jury decided to not charge any 
officer in the killing of Breonna Taylor, ... Because the officers did not 

shoot first — it was the young woman's boyfriend who opened fire, striking
one officer in the leg; he has said…

HOW WILL TRUMP CHEAT NEXT? https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
election-cheat_n_5f6d0354c5b6e2c91263069f Trump has cheated his 
entire adult life, from failing to pay contractors to accepting Russian help
in the 2016 election, and is now setting the stage to cheat again. [Truly, a
legitimate question!]

Adam Schiff Urges Trump’s Own Staff To Walk Out Now While They Can 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/adam-schiff-trump-staff-resign-
082916746.html 
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

YAHOONEWS Trump niece files suit: Family cheated me of millions The 
lawsuit alleged the president and two of his siblings portrayed 
themselves as Mary Trump's protectors while secretly taking her share of
minority interests.
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'Unfathomable cru  elty'   https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-niece-files-
suit-saying-153631586.html 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/
H.R. McMaster: Trump's 'unwise' policy choices "will result in greater 
danger to Americans" 
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/h-r-mcmaster-
trump-s-unwise-policy-choices-will-result-in-greater-danger-to-americans-
92475461664 
Retired Lieutenant General H.R. McMaster joins Andrea Mitchell to 
discuss his new book and President Trump's foreign policy. He says that 
the president's defense of Putin "emboldens him" and that "he's made 
unwise policy choices. [ People have to come to grips with the reality 
that trump’s used to dealing with mobster bosses/power brokers. trump is
but a typically sordid queens county, little italy (throw in Russian/KGB 
mafia) new york, jersey city, hudson county, new jersey kind of guy. In 
other words, PATHETIC! ]

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

Breonna Taylor live updates: Officer Brett Hankison charged … 
www.washingtonpost.com › nation › 2020/09/23 › breon...

2 hours ago - Louisville police fatally shot Breonna Taylor, a 26-year-old 
Black woman, ... because they had been fired upon first, by Kenneth 
Walker, Taylor's boyfriend. ... disputing earlier reports that a “no-knock” 

warrant was being served. ... after the Kentucky attorney general 
announced that no police officers would be...

Matt Walsh@MattWalshBlog
Everything you’re hearing about Breonna Taylor is a lie. It was not a no 
knock warrant. They did announce. The boyfriend fired first. And by the 
way, Breonna was apparently involved in her ex boyfriend’s drug 
enterprise. All of this info has been publicly available for weeks.
“hatred, destruction and terrorism”, death, extortion, high end money 
frauds, thefts sounds trumpish, organized crime to me; ... Weren't you in 
that film with Jon Voight getting swallowed by a snake named 
Donaconda?

https://twitter.com/MattWalshBlog
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TWEETS FOR THE SWEET
H.R. McMaster: Trump's 'unwise' policy choices "will result in greater 
danger to Americans" 
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/h-r-mcmaster-
trump-s-unwise-policy-choices-will-result-in-greater-danger-to-americans-
92475461664 
Retired Lieutenant General H.R. McMaster joins Andrea Mitchell to 
discuss his new book and President Trump's foreign policy. He says that 
the president's defense of Putin "emboldens him" and that "he's made 
unwise policy choices. [ People have to come to grips with the reality 
that trump’s used to dealing with mobster bosses/power brokers. trump is
but a typically sordid queens county, little italy (throw in Russian/KGB 
mafia) new york; jersey city, hudson county, new jersey kind of guy. In 
other words, PATHETIC! ]

america is a total fraud!
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Donald J. Trump
www.donaldjtrump.com
Meet me in New Jersey
Yahoo/Inbox
Donald J. Trump <contact@victory.donaldtrump.com>

To:albert_peia@yahoo.com
Thu, Sep 24 at 7:18 PM
Trump Pence Make America Great Again

Albert, ...

trump, that Queens, N.Y., Jersey City, N.J. kind of guy/mobster.

Same Reply:

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 2:31:44 PM PDT, DonaldJTrump.com 
<contact@victory.donaldtrump.com> wrote: This is important. We need to 
know where you stand.
Re: This is important. We need to know where you stand.
Yahoo/Sent
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albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>
To:DonaldJTrump.com
Fri, Sep 11 at 2:49 PM
You need to know where I stand?
How's this; plain english: F**k you, trump, you sick mobster bastard ... 
You're done!
YAHOONEWS Trump niece files suit: Family cheated me of millions The 
lawsuit alleged the president and two of his siblings portrayed 
themselves as Mary Trump's protectors while secretly taking her share of
minority interests.
'Unfathomable cru  elty'   https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-niece-files-
suit-saying-153631586.html 

america is a total fraud!
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Breonna Taylor live updates: Officer Brett Hankison charged … 
www.washingtonpost.com › nation › 2020/09/23 › breon...

2 hours ago - Louisville police fatally shot Breonna Taylor, a 26-year-old 
Black woman, ... because they had been fired upon first, by Kenneth 
Walker, Taylor's boyfriend. ... disputing earlier reports that a “no-knock” 

warrant was being served. ... after the Kentucky attorney general 
announced that no police officers would be...

Matt Walsh@MattWalshBlog
Everything you’re hearing about Breonna Taylor is a lie. It was not a no 
knock warrant. They did announce. The boyfriend fired first. And by the 
way, Breonna was apparently involved in her ex boyfriend’s drug 
enterprise. All of this info has been publicly available for weeks.
“hatred, destruction and terrorism”, death, extortion, high end money 
frauds, thefts sounds trumpish, organized crime to me; ... Weren't you in 
that film with Jon Voight getting swallowed by a snake named 
Donaconda?

america is a total fraud!
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TRUMP WON’T PLEDGE PEACEFUL TRANSFER OF POWER —  ‘  GET RID OF   
THE BALLOTS’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-election-results-
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transfer-power_n_5f6bd70fc5b653a2bcaf9455 [ trump/hitler reincarnate …
You can’t make this s**t up! ]
Trump refuses to commit to a peaceful transition of power after Election 
Day https://www.cnn.com/2020/09/23/politics/trump-election-day-peaceful-
transition/index.html 
WOODWARD: Historians examining Trump Era will ask 'What the F 
happened to America?' 
https://thehill.com/blogs/in-the-know/in-the-know/517535-woodward-
historians-examining-the-trump-era-will-ask-what-the-f [ Can’t say I didn’t 
warn you! ]

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

DRUDGREPORT Dear Donald, Dear Mr. President: Trump-Nixon '80s 
Letters Revealed… 
https://apnews.com/01f16cd5e4e8d563578b091715fdcce7 [ Well, that 
explains trump bud stone’s nixon tatoo/love fest … Pathetic! ]
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

POISONING THE U.S. DOLLAR https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-
diary/ Bill Bonner's Diary “...We are now headed into a period of 
depression, political and social instability, and claptrap financial policies 
on a scale never before attempted. The blowout inflation will come. But 
not right away. And in the short run, the dollar is likely to strengthen, not 
weaken...”

Politics The Week The Trump campaign is reportedly 'discussing 
contingency plans to bypass election results' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-campaign-reportedly-discussing-
contingency-153100735.html President Trump's campaign is discussing 
"contingency plans" that would involve bypassing the result of 
November's election, reports The Atlantic. The report …
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/
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TRUMP BLURTS IT OUT: WANTS HIS SCOTUS PICK TO DECIDE ELECTION
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-supreme-court-steal-
election_n_5f6bb408c5b653a2bcaf648a 

Bob Woodward says Trump has ‘failed miserably’ as president 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-reidout/watch/bob-woodward-says-trump-has-
failed-miserably-as-president-92353093538 [ Indeed he has! ] 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

YAHOONEWS U.S. Town & Country Robert F. Kennedy's Grandson Was the 
Whistleblower for Jared Kushner's COVID-19 Taskforce
Max Kennedy, Jr. revealed his identity to the New Yorker, saying that the 
Trump administration's response to the pandemic "was like a family office 
meets organized crime, melded with Lord of the Flies."

• A Kennedy who worked on Jared Kushner's COVID-19 task force said he   
was asked to distort a coronavirus prediction to make the outbreak seem 
less bad
Business Insider

• RFK's Grandson Blew The Whistle On Kushner's 'Lord Of The Flies' COVID   
Task Force: Report

HuffPost

HUFFPOST
Trump Celebrates Recent Violence Against Journalists, Says It’s ‘Actually
A Beautiful Sight’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-violence-
reporters-beautiful-sight_n_5f6ab53ec5b629afbe98284d [ Sicko trump … 
You can’t make this s**t up! ]
WOODWARD: Historians examining Trump Era will ask 'What the F 
happened to America?' 
https://thehill.com/blogs/in-the-know/in-the-know/517535-woodward-
historians-examining-the-trump-era-will-ask-what-the-f [ Can’t say I didn’t 
warn you! ]

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/
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Bob Woodward says Trump has ‘failed miserably’ as president 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-reidout/watch/bob-woodward-says-trump-has-failed-
miserably-as-president-92353093538 [ Indeed he has! ] 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

YAHOONEWS U.S. Town & Country Robert F. Kennedy's Grandson Was the 
Whistleblower for Jared Kushner's COVID-19 Taskforce
Max Kennedy, Jr. revealed his identity to the New Yorker, saying that the 
Trump administration's response to the pandemic "was like a family office 
meets organized crime, melded with Lord of the Flies."

• A Kennedy who worked on Jared Kushner's COVID-19 task force said he   
was asked to distort a coronavirus prediction to make the outbreak seem 
less bad
Business Insider

• RFK's Grandson Blew The Whistle On Kushner's 'Lord Of The Flies' COVID   
Task Force: Report

HuffPost

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

TWEETS FOR THE SWEET
Bob Woodward says Trump has ‘failed miserably’ as president 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-reidout/watch/bob-woodward-says-trump-has-
failed-miserably-as-president-92353093538 [ Indeed he has! ] 

HUFFPOST
Trump Celebrates Recent Violence Against Journalists, Says It’s ‘Actually
A Beautiful Sight’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-violence-
reporters-beautiful-sight_n_5f6ab53ec5b629afbe98284d [ Sicko trump … 
You can’t make this s**t up! ]
WOODWARD: Historians examining Trump Era will ask 'What the F 
happened to America?' 
https://thehill.com/blogs/in-the-know/in-the-know/517535-woodward-
historians-examining-the-trump-era-will-ask-what-the-f [ Can’t say I didn’t 
warn you! ]
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america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

Jeremy Bash: If CIA report on Russian agent Derkach is accurate, 'this is 
collusion’ https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/jeremy-
bash-if-the-intelligence-officer-s-report-is-accurate-this-is-collusion-
92347461909 [ DUH! Without doubt, the Russians have some serious s**t,
kompromat, on trump. ] 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/
DRUDGEREPORT
60% of Americans describe economy as 'poor'... 
DILLER WARNS ON STOCK MARKET; SAVE CASH... 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/09/22/barry-diller-calls-stock-market-great-
speculation-says-to-save-cash.html 
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

WOODWARD: Historians examining Trump Era will ask 'What the F 
happened to America?' 
https://thehill.com/blogs/in-the-know/in-the-know/517535-woodward-
historians-examining-the-trump-era-will-ask-what-the-f [ Can’t say I didn’t 
warn you! ]

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

THE PLAGUE STATES OF AMERICA: 200,000 DEAD 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-200000-covid-19-
deaths_n_5f616774c5b68d1b09c93009 
[ trump’s ‘hoax’ ]

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/
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How Covid-19 myths are merging with the QAnon conspiracy … 
www.bbc.com › news › blogs-trending-53997203 Sep 3, 2020 - Online and 
in real-life demonstrations, two viral conspiracy theories are increasingly 
coming together. [ trump (and his late bud epstein) were integrally part 
of, not thwarters of pedophile perversions, etc.. america is totally 
FUBAR ; viz., F**ked Up Beyond All Recognition! 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

You can’t make this s**t up! ]

TWEETS FOR THE SWEET!

DRUDGEREPORT Lindsey Graham Vowed President in Last Year Shouldn't
Fill...
'Use My Words Against Me'... https://www.newsweek.com/lindsey-graham-
earlier-vowed-president-their-last-year-1st-term-shouldnt-fill-supreme-
court-1533070 

Ann’s a cruel dude! ... But defense of, not resistance to, trump is futile! … Ann et
al. are beating a dead horse for lack of anything meaningful to say! 
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm  …  

http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.gif 

trump lied, people died! 
https://twitter.com/i/status/1305884830370988035 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

trump lied, people died!

https://twitter.com/i/status/1305884830370988035 

DRUDGEREPORT
FOXNEWS LAYOFFS...
HAIR AND MAKEUP CUT...

https://www.thewrap.com/fox-news-layoffs/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/fox-news-hit-with-layoffs
https://twitter.com/i/status/1305884830370988035
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NEWS CORP closing printing plant... 

YAHOO Politics Business Insider Trump is an incompetent, conspiracy-
theory-pushing liar who puts Americans' lives at risk 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-incompetent-conspiracy-theory-
pushing-003052194.html President Donald Trump lied to the US early in 
its coronavirus outbreak. Now his flirtations with QAnon are causing 
chaos amid the West Coast fires. 

Mary Trump: ‘Nobody tells as many lies on purpose’ as President Trump

Peter Strzok: 'I believe that the president is compromised by the 
Russians' https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/peter-
strzok-i-believe-that-the-president-is-compromised-by-the-russians-
91988549724 

NEW TRUMP STRATEGY: DECLARE THE ELECTION ILLEGITIMATE https://
www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-election-
illegitimate_n_5f63c48dc5b6c6317d019555 [ Sound’s like a plan! Nothing 
more to see here. You can’t make this s**t up! trump’s a national and 
international travesty/embarrassment! ]
WOODWARD: We are living in an Orwellian world… [ Indeed! ] 16 HOURS 
IN TRUMP’S ALTERNATE REALITY https://www.huffpost.com/entry/oan-
trump-news-network_n_5f5bbbf8c5b62874bc1cadd4 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/
DRUDGEREPORT
NBCWSJ: BIDEN +8 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/meet-the-press/after-tumultuous-
month-news-biden-maintains-national-lead-over-trump-n1240501 
TRUMP TO WOODWARD: I'M BEST ON JUDGES, OTHER THAN GEORGE 
WASHINGTON... https://www.chron.com/news/article/Trump-bragged-to-
Woodward-that-he-has-broken-15582490.php 

YAHOO Politics HuffPost Bob Woodward: Trump Doesn't Seem To Know 
'What Is Real And What Is Unreal' https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/bob-
woodward-trump-real-unreal-032946242.html [ You can’t make this s**t 
up! trump’s a national and international travesty/embarassment! ]
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WOODWARD: We are living in an Orwellian world… [ Indeed! ] 16 HOURS 
IN TRUMP’S ALTERNATE REALITY https://www.huffpost.com/entry/oan-
trump-news-network_n_5f5bbbf8c5b62874bc1cadd4 [ One can just 
imagine, without difficulty, the shock that Woodward, a man of great 
intelligence and sense of historical context, must have felt (breath-taking
in a manner of speaking was one phrase he reflexively sets forth) when 
experiencing firsthand the madness that defines trump. ]

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/
DRUDGEREPORT
NBCWSJ: BIDEN +8 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/meet-the-press/after-tumultuous-
month-news-biden-maintains-national-lead-over-trump-n1240501 
TRUMP TO WOODWARD: I'M BEST ON JUDGES, OTHER THAN GEORGE 
WASHINGTON... https://www.chron.com/news/article/Trump-bragged-to-
Woodward-that-he-has-broken-15582490.php 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

Mary Trump Shares Surefire Way For Biden To Get Under Trump’s Skin In 
Debates https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mary-trump-donald-trump-
lies_n_5f6486c5c5b6de79b6732d78 ...“First of all, and I mean this 
sincerely, I hope Vice President Biden refers to Donald as Donald just 
because that’s an easy way to get under his skin and nobody’s 
disrespected the office as much as Donald has, so he doesn’t deserve the
cover of the respect of the office of the presidency,” she said... 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

DEMS DEMAND PROBE INTO ICE DETENTION ‘UTERUS COLLECTOR’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/house-lawmakers-demand-investigation-
claims-excessive-hysterectomies-ice-
detainees_n_5f622de2c5b65fd7b857f333 [ Sicker and sicker. You can’t 
make this s**t up! trump’s hitler/nazi dreams come true! ]
THE WORLD LEFT BEHIND By Bill Bonner Wednesday, September 16, 
2020 – Week 27 of the Quarantine
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San Martin, Argentina – “perpetual recession…?” asks a Reuters headline 
this morning.
“Most likely, is our guess.
Already, before COVID-19 arrived, U.S. GDP growth rates were the lowest 
ever recorded. At only 1.8% per year, the U.S. economy limped and 
staggered – barely making any headway.
And now, with $78 trillion of debt… a public that has been warned not to 
leave home… and a $4 trillion budget deficit – we’ll be lucky to have any 
growth at all...”

Review: Woodward's Trump exposé 'Rage' reflects the lazy thinking that 
got us into this mess Woodward's journalism helped bring down Richard 
Nixon. But "Rage" it too ploddingly neutral and enamored of access to 
make a dent in this fallen age.

Trump Blames Biden, Who Isn’t President, For Not Instituting National 
Mask Mandate https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-biden-mask-
mandate-abc-town-hall_n_5f617ac9c5b68d1b09c9541a 

YAHOO Politics HuffPost Bob Woodward: Trump Doesn't Seem To Know 
'What Is Real And What Is Unreal' https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/bob-
woodward-trump-real-unreal-032946242.html [ You can’t make this s**t 
up! trump’s a national and international travesty/embarassment! ]

‘  Art Of The Deal’ Co-Author: I’ve Never Seen Trump ‘More Out Of Control’   
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/tony-schwartz-trump-out-of-
control_n_5f629236c5b6c6317cff40ea 

Michael Cohen On Why Republicans Support Trump: ‘We’re Stupid’

NEW TRUMP STRATEGY: DECLARE THE ELECTION ILLEGITIMATE https://
www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-election-
illegitimate_n_5f63c48dc5b6c6317d019555 [ Sound’s like a plan! Nothing 
more to see here. You can’t make this s**t up! trump’s a national and 
international embarrassment! ]
DRUDGEREPORT TRUMP: WE MAY NEVER KNOW ELECTION RESULTS! 
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-baselessly-states-election-result-
may-never-be-accurately-determined-minutes-after-fox-friends-segment-
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airs/ [ Sounds like a (trumpian) plan! You can’t make this s**t up! ]

Then there's this: DRUDGEREPORT "Ex-model claims Trump forced 
tongue down throat..." Talk about Yuk! https://www.theguardian.com/us-
news/2020/sep/17/donald-trump-accused-of-sexual-assault-by-former-
model-amy-dorris 

DRUDGEREPORT Lindsey Graham Vowed President in Last Year Shouldn't
Fill...
'Use My Words Against Me'... 

CASH GRAB: TRUMP LINES POCKETS WITH CAMPAIGN FUNDS 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-campaign-cash-personal-business-
2020_n_5f692bd7c5b6a9b19b3d5f72 

america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/ 

Mary Trump: It's ‘deeply delusional’ that Donald Trump feels he has been 
treated unfairly his whole life 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/mary-trump-deeply-
delusional-that-donald-trump-has-been-treated-unfairly-his-whole-life-
92027973866 

Mary Trump: ‘Nobody tells as many lies on purpose’ as President Trump 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/mary-trump-nobody-tells-as-
many-lies-on-purpose-as-pres-trump-92026949843 

america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
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CNBC’s Jim Cramer Apologizes for Nancy Pelosi Remark: ‘I Made a Very 
Stupid Comment’ https://www.thewrap.com/jim-cramer-cnbc-nancy-pelosi-
apology/ [ Stupid? I’d say crazy, ‘cause crazy Jim knows something about 
crazy … though infrequent, while flipping channels I’d occasionally in 
passing listen to the frenetic ‘crazy jim’, the ‘crazy eddie’ of wall street 
(plenty of insanity to go around there … ‘Liar’s Poker’ anyone?) … until he 
recommended Sears because he knew Eddie Lampert … right crazy Jim ]

Markets ‘There Is Little Money to Be Made Almost Anywhere in the 
World,’ Bill Gross Says https://www.barrons.com/articles/there-is-little-
money-to-be-made-almost-anywhere-in-the-world-bill-gross-says-
51600104383link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_
source=marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=cir
cular&utm_medium=BARRONS 

Politics Yahoo News Woodward says Trump has 'lost his way, not just as 
a president but as a human being' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-says-trump-has-lost-his-way-not-
just-as-a-president-but-as-a-human-being-191114686.html [ Sorry Bob; but,
the reality is that trump is all too human, “ to a ‘T’ “, for ‘Typically Sick 
Human’ to the utmost degree … hitler was such a sick human to the 
utmost degree but historically not alone in that regard. ]

YAHOO Business MarketWatch Stock market is at the start of a selloff, 
says veteran trader Larry Williams 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/2d8ad21b-3d9a-3d7b-b1ec-
094710889a46/stock-market-is-at-the-start.html [ DUH! ]
Attention, investors: Spooky times are on the way for the stock market. 
Starting right about now, the stock market will see a significant and 
sustained selloff through about Oct. 10. It’s riding for a fall, too, despite 
the widespread misbelief that it protects you against losses in weak 
stock markets.

https://finance.weissratings.com/reports/SMR/bw/fp-29-vft-1/event/?
sc=DINMI&ec=LSMRUT138&utm_campaign=Pandemic1.1VSL 
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https://secure.brownstoneresearch.com/?
cid=MKT484091&eid=MKT485567&channel=%7Bexternalchannel
%7D&assetId=AST149898&page=2 

DRUDGEREPORT FITCH lowers     US credit rating to 'negative' after debt   
pileup... 
Congressman: Actual national debt is $30 trillion... [ This amount is 
insurmountable; america hopelessly defacto bankrupt. ] 

DRUDGREPORT Dear Donald, Dear Mr. President: Trump-Nixon '80s 
Letters Revealed… 
https://apnews.com/01f16cd5e4e8d563578b091715fdcce7 [ Well, that 
explains trump bud stone’s nixon tatoo/love fest … Pathetic! ]

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

POISONING THE U.S. DOLLAR https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-
diary/ Bill Bonner's Diary “...We are now headed into a period of 
depression, political and social instability, and claptrap financial policies 
on a scale never before attempted. The blowout inflation will come. But 
not right away. And in the short run, the dollar is likely to strengthen, not 
weaken...”

Politics The Week The Trump campaign is reportedly 'discussing 
contingency plans to bypass election results' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-campaign-reportedly-discussing-
contingency-153100735.html President Trump's campaign is discussing 
"contingency plans" that would involve bypassing the result of 
November's election, reports The Atlantic. The report …
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

TRUMP BLURTS IT OUT: WANTS HIS SCOTUS PICK TO DECIDE ELECTION

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-supreme-court-steal-election_n_5f6bb408c5b653a2bcaf648a
http://albertpeia.com/
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-supreme-court-steal-
election_n_5f6bb408c5b653a2bcaf648a 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

DRUDGEREPORT
BERNSTEIN: 'GRAVER THAN WATERGATE'... 
https://twitter.com/i/status/1303793473334792193 

TAPED CONFESSION: Trump Admitted *In March* He Was Lying About 
Coronavirus https://huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-bob-
woodward_n_5f58fd32c5b6b48507fabc99 
Half a million US children have been diagnosed with Covid-19 [ trump’s 
‘hoax’ ]
More than 189,000 people in US have died from Covid-19 [ trump’s ‘hoax’ ]

Trump Admits He Lied About COVID-19 Threat In New Woodward Book
While Trump said publicly it would “just disappear,” he told journalist Bob
Woodward that he knew the coronavirus was “deadly stuff.”

[ Quite simply: 1) trump lied 2) trump knew he lied 3) trump lied with the 
intention of deceiving 4) trump’s lies were relied upon 5) 
damage/injury/death as a consequence thereby Election year theme: 
trump lied, people died! ]

Al
@alpeia
Prima facie FRAUD! trump lied, people died!

http://albertpeia.com/ 
america is a total fraud! 

As term nears end, Trump issues 'bizarre' health orders More than three 
and a half years into his four-year term, President Trump has finally revealed 
something he calls his health care plan. [ What a sick, total fraud trump is!

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/trumps-health-care-sham-154334003.html
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america is a total fraud! 
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American dictator': Trump co-author on Trump's 'serious threat to 
democracy'   https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/-american-  
dictator-trump-co-author-on-his-serious-threat-to-democracy-with-illegal-
election-plot-92496453834 

america is a total fraud! 
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TWEETS TO THE SWEET
Nancy Pelosi Still Doesn’t Think Biden Should Debate Trump: ‘Why 
Bother?’ The House Speaker told "CBS This Morning": Trump "doesn't tell 
the truth," and "he isn't committed to our Constitution." [ I absolutely 
agree 100%! ]

WashingtonPost Biden maintains lead over Trump as support from women
fuels ex-vice president’s advantage, Post-ABC poll finds 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/poll-trump-biden-post-abc/
2020/09/26/940ef678-ff7f-11ea-9ceb-061d646d9c67_story.html 

america is a total fraud! 
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Politics Salon Trump Tower Hicksville: Why is the Trump campaign 
sending rent checks to a Long Island P.O. box? 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-tower-hicksville-why-trump-
090002310.html Trump campaign's rent payments to Hicksville, New 
York, might be of interest to a tax fraud investigation
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/

HUFFPOST
NYT BOMBSHELL: TRUMP PAID NO TAXES FOR YEARS — *JUST $750 IN 
’16* 

‘  Freeloader-In-Chief’: Twitter Afire Over Explosive Trump Tax Return   

Report

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-tax-return-twitter-reaction_n_5f710c8fc5b6cdc24c1ad4c8
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HUFFPOST
THE DIRTY DETAILS: $750 TAX BILL, MOUNTAINS OF DEBT, CLEAR 
CONFLICTS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-debt-irs-421-
million_n_5f7117c8c5b61af20e776eb5 

america is a total fraud! 
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HUFFPOST
Russian State-Owned Media Taunts Trump With Post-Election Job Offer 
HuffPost https://www.huffpost.com/entry/rt-trump-work-for-
russia_n_5f6ac766c5b629afbe983c2e 

Politics HuffPost Trump Mocked 'F**king Stupid' IRS After Reaping Huge 
($10 million)     Refund: Michael Cohen   
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-moeffing-stupid-irs-michael-cohen-
114719415.html 
CON IN A CORNER: WIN AT ANY COST —   OR FACE THE MUSIC   
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-tax-returns-prosecution-
debt_n_5f724356c5b6117cd102f616 [ Sums it up! ] 

america is a total fraud! 
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https://drudgereport.com/ CAN'T AFFORD TO LOSE: TRUMP OWES $421M 
WATCHDOG CLAIMS CAMPAIGN 'LAUNDERING' MONEY 
PARSCALE THREATENS SUICIDE; 10 GUNS TAKEN 
NYT: 18 Revelations From Trove of Trump Tax Records... 
LOST MORE MONEY THAN MADE? 
FINANCED EXTRAVAGANT LIFESTYLE WITH USE OF BUSINESS 
EXPENSES... 
'Can you believe how f*cking stupid the IRS is?'
FLASHBACK: Ripped Obama 20.5% Rate... 
Said poor should have to pay to 'be part of game'...
WIRE: National Security Threat... 
Biden ad compares to what workers pay...
Sells 'I paid more income taxes than Donald Trump' stickers... 

https://wcbs880.radio.com/articles/news/times-report-on-trump-taxes-inspires-biden-campaign-stickers
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/518535-new-biden-campaign-ad-jabs-at-trumps-750-income-tax-payments
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/trumps-taxes-show-hes-national-093724888.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/09/28/politics/kfile-trump-taxes/index.html
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/always-a-tweet-what-did-trump-say-about-obamas-taxes-before-the-ny-times-story-on-his-own/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8780753/Can-believe-f-ing-stupid-IRS-Trump-mocked-10m-tax-refund-Michael-Cohen-claims.html
https://apnews.com/article/ruth-bader-ginsburg-courts-donald-trump-7e1d23d1e381ae3e0be6cb293338c05e
https://apnews.com/article/ruth-bader-ginsburg-courts-donald-trump-7e1d23d1e381ae3e0be6cb293338c05e
https://apnews.com/article/election-2020-new-york-archive-joe-biden-donald-trump-a745b2e59de2c85e8bcffce3f8466eeb
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/18-revelations-from-a-trove-of-trump-tax-records/ar-BB19tLgH
https://www.local10.com/news/local/2020/09/28/brad-parscale-had-made-suicidal-comments-and-had-altercation-with-wife-she-tells-police/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/andrewsolender/2020/07/28/non-partisan-watchdog-accuses-trump-campaign-of-laundering-170-million/#71c935c61283
https://theweek.com/articles/940021/trump-literally-cant-afford-lose-election
https://drudgereport.com/
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Michael Cohen says release of Trump’s tax returns is ‘the beginning of 
the end for Donald Trump’ 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-reidout/watch/michael-cohen-says-release-of-
trump-s-tax-returns-is-the-beginning-of-the-end-for-donald-trump-
92747333507 

Carl Bernstein: Trump Has Created ‘First Grifter Presidency’ In America’s 
History https://www.huffpost.com/entry/carl-bernstein-trump-grifter-
presidency_n_5f728576c5b6117cd10342cf [ Actually, trump’s worse than 
that; a mobster, to be sure! ]

america is a total fraud! 
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WARNING: HUGE TRUMP DEBTS A ‘NATIONAL SECURITY RISK’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-tax-debt-national-security-
risk_n_5f72acacc5b6117cd10374fc 
america is a total fraud! 
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Ex-Watergate Prosecutor Says ‘No Question’ Trump And Ivanka Could 
Both Face Prison https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-ivanka-trump-
tax-fraud_n_5f7292dfc5b6f622a0c375f9 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/

Politics USA TODAY Opinion A tawdry round one: Biden vs. Trump debate 
was an embarrassment for America https://www.yahoo.com/news/tawdry-
round-one-biden-vs-100012029.html 

DRUDGEREPORT NIGHT EXPOSES NATION IN DECLINE 

https://www.chron.com/news/article/Trump-Biden-cage-fight-stokes-
global-perception-15608915.php Trump-Biden 'cage fight' stokes global 

https://www.chron.com/news/article/Trump-Biden-cage-fight-stokes-global-perception-15608915.php
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perception of a country in decline, mired in chaos Rick Noack, The 
Washington Post 9-30-20

america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/

CNN Fact Checker Calls Trump’s Debate Performance ‘An Avalanche Of 
Lying’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/cnn-fact-check-trump-
debate_n_5f7419dec5b6374c55867245 

YAHOO Science Business Insider 9-29-20 After measuring radiation on 
the moon for the first time, scientists say a lunar base should be built 
underground to protect astronauts Astronauts didn't measure how much 
radiation they were exposed to on the moon. New data shows the doses 
are 200 times as high as on Earth. [ Ah, that radiation thing, as in the Van
Allen Belt, will do it (fry you) every time … 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv ]

america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/

YAHOO Politics Salon "He’s done": George Conway predicts Trump will 
wind up "bankrupt" and a "criminal defendant" 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/done-george-conway-predicts-trump-
153356837.html Video   Trump's Tax Returns Reveal Massive Personal   
Debts, Tax Liabilities And Staggering Business Losses
RAGING BULL: LYING, CHEATING, BARKING, BULLYING —   DEBACLE   
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/debate-2020-trump-
biden_n_5f73d4d5c5b66377b27a144a [ It’s called desperation! ]

YAHOO Politics The Independent 'They're all hustlers': Trump reportedly 
mocks his Christian supporters in private 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/theyre-hustlers-trump-reportedly-mocks-
180224098.html 
'I always assumed he was an atheist’ claims Barbara Res, former 
executive at the Trump Organisation
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BIDEN: 'Under This President, We've Become Weaker, Sicker, Poorer, 
More Divided And More Violent'... 

Russia's Military Strength Now at Post-Cold War Peak… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/russia-e2-80-99s-military-
strength-now-at-post-cold-war-peak-report-says/ar-BB19AgPx?
ocid=uxbndlbing 

america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/

Yes, Ann … they are ‘proud boy like’ disgusting americans. No 
discrimination allowed. Circular firing squads are necessary.
‘Proud boys’ … even the name is pathetic … should be ‘lost boys’ to fit 
trump’s peter pannish hitlerian fantasies. SICK!

america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/

Bob Woodward: We now have a constitutional problem 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/10/01/bob-woodward-trump-
biden-debate-constitution-tsr-vpx.cnn 

america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/

https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/-evil-three-ex-trump-
aides-join-to-oust-trump-after-debate-debacle-92897349875 

https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/-unhinged-trump-s-own-
lawyer-coauthor-and-wh-aide-pan-debate-92897349854 

PREZ TESTS POSITIVE https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-
tests-positive-coronavirus_n_5eb5d776c5b69c4b317a5ee5 [ Praise the 
Lord! ]

DRUDGEREPORT
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TRUMP INFECTED [ BY THAT DARNED HOAX! ] 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/10/02/president-donald-trump-says-he-has-
tested-positive-for-coronavirus.html
COVID-45: TRUMP INFECTED
WHITE HOUSE QUARANTINE
VIRUS NIGHTMARE ROCKS ELECTION 
WHITE HOUSE QUARANTINE 
VIRUS NIGHTMARE ROCKS NATION 
TOP AIDES INFECTED? 
Hope Hicks tests positive for corona...
Traveled with President for debate!
DID NOT WEAR MASK AT MAGA RALLY...
IS NOW EXPERIENCING SYMPTOMS... 
The Infected President of the Disunited States
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/10/02/trump-ymca-village-
people-dancing-fist-pump-moos-pkg-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/wacky-world-
of-jeanne-moos/ 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/

 OVAL OFFICE OUTBREAK — PRESIDENT INFECTED — 🚨  BIDEN TESTS   
NEGATIVE    🚨   

 🚨  TRUMP HOSPITALIZED — ‘FEVER,’ ‘FATIGUE’ — DEVELOPING...  🚨   

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-condition-
coronavirus_n_5f77952fc5b64cf6a250382f [ Darn hoaxes and fake news! ]

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/10/02/trump-ymca-village-
people-dancing-fist-pump-moos-pkg-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/wacky-world-
of-jeanne-moos/ 

america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/
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COVID-45: TRUMP HOSPITALIZED
AIRLIFTED TO WALTER REED
'TROUBLE BREATHING'

https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/02/politics/president-donald-trump-walter-reed-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8800117/Donald-Trump-taken-Walter-Reed-hospital-COVID-treatment.html
https://apnews.com/article/virus-outbreak-donald-trump-elections-melania-trump-michael-pence-f6ba3a16ab9b74b161a3a7211248e97e
http://albertpeia.com/
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'FEVER', 'FATIGUED'
GETS EXPERIMENTAL DRUG
POWER   NOT     TRANSFERRED TO VP   
Virus spread in White House with culture of invincibility...
An abundance of risk, not caution, before Trump's diagnosis...
SECRET SERVICE AGENT: 'He's never cared about us'...
More staffers, journalists infected...
NYT REPORTER SICK...
Confusion, concern...
WALLACE: President Arrived at Debate Too Late for Test...
NIGHTMARE ROCKS ELECTION...
Voter backlash fear...
National security implications...
Adversaries exploit illness?
Pentagon stands ready to defend nation...
How Pence could assume control...
Shock, sympathy, mockery...
Michael Moore: Might Be Lying...
Presidents have often deceived the public about their illnesses...
UPDATES... 

[ Darn hoaxes and fake news! ]
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/10/02/trump-ymca-village-
people-dancing-fist-pump-moos-pkg-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/wacky-world-
of-jeanne-moos/ 

america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/

Ann, you’re a cruel dude! ... But defense of, not resistance to, trump is 
futile! … Ann et al. are beating a dead horse for lack of anything 
meaningful to say! http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm  …  

http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.gif 

DRUDGEREPORT
ROSE GARDEN 'SUPERSPREADER' EVENT COULD PUT SCOTUS NOM IN 

https://www.tmz.com/2020/10/03/7-white-house-rose-garden-ground-zero-covid-super-spreader/
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.gif
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https://www.sfgate.com/opinion/article/Presidents-have-often-deceived-the-public-about-15617357.php
https://www.breitbart.com/entertainment/2020/10/02/michael-moore-its-possible-trump-lying-about-having-covid-19-to-gain-sympathy/
https://apnews.com/article/virus-outbreak-joe-biden-donald-trump-melania-trump-tokyo-394bac150b8d82f87764e47aa1c3261b
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-trump-incapaci-idUSKBN26N198
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Pentagon-stands-ready-to-defend-our-country-in-15616134.php
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/10/02/trump-team-watch-adversaries-exploit-presidents-illness-425098
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/36864/the-president-contracting-covid-19-is-a-major-national-security-crisis
https://theweek.com/speedreads/941307/trump-aides-reportedly-think-hell-face-harsh-judgment-from-voters-after-covid19-diagnosis
https://dnyuz.com/2020/10/02/trumps-positive-coronavirus-test-upends-campaign-in-final-stretch/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/chris-wallace-says-trump-arrived-at-debate-too-late-for-coronavirus-test
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/10/02/white-house-trump-coronavirus-425282
https://www.chron.com/entertainment/article/Three-White-House-journalists-test-positive-for-15617882.php
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https://apnews.com/article/virus-outbreak-donald-trump-joe-biden-archive-cleveland-82808a7ace38de0966ec140a7ad3cb21
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Virus-spread-in-White-House-with-culture-of-15617925.php
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/live-blog/2020-10-02-trump-covid-n1241780/ncrd1241920#liveBlogHeader
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JEOPARDY... [ trump begs your pardon, he never promised you a rose 
garden …. ][ Darn hoaxes and fake news! ]
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/10/02/trump-ymca-village-
people-dancing-fist-pump-moos-pkg-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/wacky-world-
of-jeanne-moos/ 

america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/

https://albertpeia.com/trumpthehoax22.jpg 

https://www.facebook.com/DJTNotMyPresident/videos/
vb.1817456088524100/339148056733326/?type=2&theater 

https://www.facebook.com/DJTNotMyPresident/videos/
1148326658894325/ 

america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/

DRUDGEREPORT
Lengthy era of rock bottom interest rates leaving mark on economy... 

Federal Debt Tops $27 Trillion for First Time... 
https://www.usdebtclock.org [These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable!]

No Place to Hide Anymore When Market Plunges... 

america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/

Ann et al. are beating a dead horse! 
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm  …   [ I don’t think I Have to 
say who that horse is...Shhhh! ]

http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.gif 

america is a total fraud! 
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DRUDGEREPORT 
WSJ/NBC POLL: BIDEN +14… 
LEAD DOUBLES AFTER DEBATE… 
Trump in Walter Reed Photo-Op Signs Blank Paper... 
Edits Out Cough? 
DOWD: Reality Bursts the Bubble... 

HUFFPOST Sen. Ron Johnson Took COVID Test En Route To Wisconsin 
Fundraising Dinner. It Was Positive. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/ron-
johnson-covid-positive-fundraising-dinner-
wisconsin_n_5f78ec9bc5b649e564b3a101 The Wisconsin senator 
defended his decision to attend the function, knowing he had been 
exposed to COVID-19.

MSNBC ‘  An absolute disaster’: Ohio voters discuss Trump’s response to   

the Covid-19 pandemic https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/ohio-
voters-discuss-trump-s-response-to-the-covid-pandemic-an-absolute-
disaster-93116485677 

CNN Trump's doctors give another jarring update on his health 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/04/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-
alternate-reality/index.html 

DRUDGEREPORT 
WSJ/NBC POLL: BIDEN +14… 
LEAD DOUBLES AFTER DEBATE… 
Trump in Walter Reed Photo-Op Signs Blank Paper... 
Edits Out Cough? 
DOWD: Reality Bursts the Bubble... 

Politics Salon The man who told the truth about Donald Trump … and no 
one listened https://www.yahoo.com/news/man-told-truth-donald-trump-
105901171.html [ I did read it; and knew it to be true from direct 
observation and experience! ]
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Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian 

america is a total fraud! 
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MSNBC Doctor criticizes Trump's 'joy ride' for putting others at risk 
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/doctor-criticizes-trump-s-motorcade-ride-
outside-walter-reed-hospital-93126725602 [ Ask him if he cares. trump’s 
inadequateness, the antithesis of greatness. No heroics from mentally ill 
mobster criminal trump. ]

MSNBC Doctor criticizes Trump's 'joy ride' for putting others at risk 
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/doctor-criticizes-trump-s-motorcade-ride-
outside-walter-reed-hospit  al-93126725602   [ Ask him if he cares. trump’s 
inadequateness, the antithesis of greatness. No heroics from mentally ill 
mobster criminal trump. Trump told staffers in masks to 'get that thing 
off': NYT ]
america is a total fraud! 
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Melania Trump calls Stormy Daniels a 'porn hooker'...
MORE LEAKED TAPES... 

CORONAVIRUS Doctor Warns Trump’s Coronavirus Treatment Can Cause 
Psychosis, Mania https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-covid-dexamethasone-
mental-health_n_5f7b22e6c5b64cf6a253baa3 Dr. Megan Ranney told CNN that 
the steroid dexamethasone can cause "mental health side effects." [ Wow! … 
psychosis, mania, mental health side effects … trump’s everyday state of 
mind(lessness) … They’re talking distinctions without a difference! ]

DRUDGEREPORT
Melania Trump calls Stormy Daniels a 'porn hooker'...
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MORE LEAKED TAPES... 
[ Melania a non-porn hooker? Quelle est la difference? ]
america is a total fraud! 
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Check out this video of Trump climbing a set of stairs at the White House 
after being discharged from Walter Reed Medical Center. Look closely -- 
Trump appears to be gasping for air after reaching the top and shedding 
his face mask.
While Trump says he's feeling better than he has in 20 years after getting 
pumped full of drugs at Walter Reed to combat COVID-19, the video tells 
an entirely different story.

CNN Trump's reckless return met with a changed White House Instead of a 
bustling hive of pre-election activity, the West Wing has become a breeding 
ground for viral contagion and mistrust TMZ Donald Trump Struggles 
Breathing Upon White House Return 10/5/2020 5:57 PM PT 

HUFFPOST
Trump’s New Legacy: Biggest U.S. Trade Deficit In 14 Years 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-trade-deficit-steelworkers-
jobs_n_5f80f602c5b62f97bac2b429 

america is a total fraud! 
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CRIME TRULY HAS PAID FOR THE TRUMPS. 
HOW EMBARRASSING FOR AMERICA. 
BEYOND EMBARRASSING! 
america IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD! 
http://albertpeia.com
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP MAGA RALLY AT WHITE HOUSE
GOP SOCIAL-DISTANCES PRESIDENT
'14% CHANCE OF WINNING' 
NYT: TRUMP BIZ FLOURISHED FROM PRESIDENCY...
BUILDS HIS OWN SWAMP...
7 NEW REVELATIONS FROM TAX RETURNS... https://www.msn.com/en-us/
news/politics/7-key-findings-about-trumps-reinvented-swamp/ar-BB19TySo
[ DUH! ]
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/ 

DRUDGEREPORT
Taliban endorses Donald! [ Yes, Ann; you’re so right. trump picking up 
peace-lovin’ endorsements across the globe. Ann, you’re a cruel dude! ... 
But defense of, not resistance to, trump is futile! … Ann et al. are beating 
a dead horse for lack of anything meaningful to say! ] 
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm  …  

http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.gif 

america is a total fraud! 
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DRUDGEREPORT
500 HOURS UNTIL VOTE!
BIDEN '86% CHANCE' OF WINNING
BATTLEGROUND MAP EXPANDS 

america is a total fraud! 
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YAHOO Lifestyle Popular Mechanics

This Tribal Map of America Shows Whose Land You're Actually Living On 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/tribal-map-america-shows-whose-
202100342.html 
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CRIME TRULY HAS PAID FOR THE TRUMPS. 
HOW EMBARRASSING FOR AMERICA. 
BEYOND EMBARRASSING! 
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A 'second wave' of mental health devastation due to Covid-19 is 
imminent, experts say https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/12/health/mental-
health-second-wave-coronavirus-wellness/index.html [ Truth be told, I 
believe covid would merely be a further coverup of and excuse for 
already pervasive inherent mental illness across all breeding populations 
in america. That reality of which trump is at once a glaring consequence 
and evidence, is quite tragic actually. ]
Al
@alpeia
ANNthropology ... http://albertpeia.com/anthroindex1.htm 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
BATTLEGROUND MAP EXPANDING
SHOCK POLL: BIDEN +17
'91% CHANCE' OF WINNING 
Trump superfan who worshipped 6ft statue of President dies after 
starving himself... 
DONALD DANCES NIGHT AWAY... 

america is a total fraud! 
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For the record:
Ann Coulter@AnnCoulter
“I know, it's embarrassing. Rhode Island is one-quarter the size of CT and 
has more impressive senators (both Dems).”

Ann’s on a bit of a roll; but, not to rain on her parade, I’m compelled to 
chime in. First, new york/new jersey mafia paradises with front men 
cuomo, de blasio, and previously only half sicilian trump tutor christie, 
florio, mobster trump lands both; thrice count trumpsters/kiddies of 
CONnecticut. But, talk about wops of the northeast, I still haven’t gotten 
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over that huge wopper promulgated by none other than Conn. Senator 
blumenthal concerning vietnam service that never was. Pathetically, his 
tears sufficed for re-election. What they did to poor, brilliant Tesla seems 
in ghostly cursed fashion paid back on edison’s floundering ge of 
CONnecticut as TESLA reaches for the stars. CONnecticut turned out to 
be a big disappointment, though better, more civilized than new york/new
jersey mafia/mob paradises. 

[ Though not set forth specifically in Judge Dorsey's factual background 
synopsis, Defendant Coan (Ch.7 trustee) was sued individually for having 
missed a filing deadline for adversary proceedings parallel to the RICO 
action causing dismissal with prejudice and substantial damages 
thereby. 
Order Page 1 Order Page 2 ]
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/
ShiffOrderDismisswithprejudiceonCoansfailuretofilePage1.jpg 
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/
ShiffOrderDismisswithprejudiceonCoansfailuretofilePage2.jpg 
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricoverifiedcomplaint3808.pdf 
Nancy, you’re preaching to the choir. ‘...Plaintiff, pro se, sues under the 
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organization Act ("RICO"), 18 U.S.C. §§
1961-1968, and the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1291, 
1346, 1402, 2401-2402, 2411-2412, 2671-2680. This court has subject 
matter jurisdiction pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1964(a) and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331,
1346(b) (1). II. BACKGROUND The facts are taken as alleged in the 
complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a broad-ranging conspiracy involving the 
United States of America, the U.S. Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. 
District Court Judges, various U.S. Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. 
Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, and fifteen John Doe 
defendants. The scheme involves the United States laundering proceeds 
from illegal drug sales through the New Jersey casinos of Donald Trump 
and systematically defrauding bankruptcy creditors and debtors through 
the theft of property and surplus funds generated through bankruptcy 
sales. Plaintiff further alleges fraud and a massive cover-up, effected by 
misrepresenting court proceedings and removing court documents, as 
part of the underlying crimes that give rise to his civil RICO claims. In 
1987, Plaintiff commenced an action alleging civil RICO violations in the 
U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey to recover money owed 
to him by a Mr. Dilena. The case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F112208opocoan%2FShiffOrderDismisswithprejudiceonCoansfailuretofilePage2.jpg%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR10DAf5dHJ7q3vFPAhrMLMvVb5HnXQb6IqaT3RNFG8WwPYTEpPa-wQTITw&h=AT15KQ4QEPopdYJ3w0tDJrV10inbwPda6KOsSUWMuI-Tvw5nmmutve-JDad318_va9cTL2ba2QcL6VW6sUOq7dlZh-bonSbebLHkHCJFLC5jVNiC_zzwbB64n7gHp1vYx_yKCGCRQFww6z6H-4E9&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT0gqdJfvxsevRxax0A1YJKY1uIQ5MUZe_MwbYGIQ-o69nIRafTSCsAHfuko-57NjeucwliTxZSOAimwPdH6hZm-otQdnLoKP8gqPiRiI43JYYLKEOxk3MIbKxd35OUuCv3-9f7aNLRWxm4CpA6k
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F112208opocoan%2FShiffOrderDismisswithprejudiceonCoansfailuretofilePage1.jpg%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2Cr1G4ylI3sIKV3oAX4KD4MRLKqUHRnzwBA9LnqwuJgv3JbuJrTd7S_2c&h=AT3pkzN83ZZ20ErXi60ejTm_odF6KlbdUbzoZkuGb73KLmWCkenDHn18JxQkoSkaVC15nApUWqmc30aRgS9LN9Cdizrx_lZx3oi5gUXDYI8wqa7RkTblG5hg4gNFQUVmrlg_XjhA1XoWxO1CGYl-&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT0gqdJfvxsevRxax0A1YJKY1uIQ5MUZe_MwbYGIQ-o69nIRafTSCsAHfuko-57NjeucwliTxZSOAimwPdH6hZm-otQdnLoKP8gqPiRiI43JYYLKEOxk3MIbKxd35OUuCv3-9f7aNLRWxm4CpA6k
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F112208opocoan%2FShiffOrderDismisswithprejudiceonCoansfailuretofilePage1.jpg%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2Cr1G4ylI3sIKV3oAX4KD4MRLKqUHRnzwBA9LnqwuJgv3JbuJrTd7S_2c&h=AT3pkzN83ZZ20ErXi60ejTm_odF6KlbdUbzoZkuGb73KLmWCkenDHn18JxQkoSkaVC15nApUWqmc30aRgS9LN9Cdizrx_lZx3oi5gUXDYI8wqa7RkTblG5hg4gNFQUVmrlg_XjhA1XoWxO1CGYl-&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT0gqdJfvxsevRxax0A1YJKY1uIQ5MUZe_MwbYGIQ-o69nIRafTSCsAHfuko-57NjeucwliTxZSOAimwPdH6hZm-otQdnLoKP8gqPiRiI43JYYLKEOxk3MIbKxd35OUuCv3-9f7aNLRWxm4CpA6k


Trump Barry[2]. The thrust of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds
owed to Plaintiff and comingled them with illicit drug profits that were 
then laundered through the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987
RICO action, Plaintiff claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme and provided him with documents to
support his theory. After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, 
Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office 
and that his documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another 
package of the same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney 
Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that 
Mr. Alito was no longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story 
to agents of the FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of 
deliberately slow proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989…..’ 

Nancy, in light of bi-partisan corruption in the “process”, I would feel very
foolish donating more than I have already, prior to a compromised 
resolution as, ie., set forth in my RICO case summary to the FBI per their 
request. http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
SOMEONE/SOME ENTITY HAS TO PAY THIS! Tell your ‘Joe’ et als this 
must be paid! [ For ie., clinton, bush, bush, obama, trump et als. No more 
hiding behind a totally corrupted bi-partisan process! ]
...[ It Should Be Noted That the Insurer and the Surety Would Be 
Subrogated To Any and All Rights/Claims/Causes of Action Upon Payment.
It Should Also Be Noted That Rico Claims are Assignable. Holmes v. 
Security Investor Protection Corp., 530 U.S. 258 (1992)(Plaintiff 
governmental agency subrogated to the claims of defunct brokerage); 
Federal Ins. Co. v. Ayers, 760 F.Supp. 1118(E.D. Pa. 1990)(Subrogated 
surety's monetary loss flowing from RICO predicate acts "constitutes an 
injury to plaintiff" (surety) " 's business sufficient to satisfy the 
requirements for standing under the Federal RICO statute"; accord 
General Accident Ins. Co. v. Fidelity and Deposit Co., 598 F.Supp. 1223 (D.
Md. 1984) and Levey v. E. Stewart Mitchell, Inc., 585 F.Supp. 1030 (E.D. 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2FricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1uWeX7DzOzl3o0zDQcGSTdbzQE646vy_J1200BIB43htIWAtMe-BvogjM&h=AT2vAv40vFtiVf2PnAyG8HDOAxr_ICujTbhHQU7H91ymI4vI1E_IMjyyggyk57LxVCjxyaiPdSzhfRCXBgay2Fc_u5ZoRvHlW3Q_NACQNdtpYAa2DqYvRFDbXVn2IBSH_KYrDIig5lcQQRP6TBCf&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT0gqdJfvxsevRxax0A1YJKY1uIQ5MUZe_MwbYGIQ-o69nIRafTSCsAHfuko-57NjeucwliTxZSOAimwPdH6hZm-otQdnLoKP8gqPiRiI43JYYLKEOxk3MIbKxd35OUuCv3-9f7aNLRWxm4CpA6k
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2BUs_vkEvF2JMQw1yTWQpo8HG2TPWDTkBFFQTrCtA7293fSmSc25u10JM&h=AT2UhkHRiyg74z6W-tTrD9_-FJM9svYLgmky9j2uWZ9Dyk0GSSm2LFUAH8EFwkcVK9VlkOkosjPYz28XcSGjLAD9g7I4oT6oA6adybr7UqaWjW418El3mMbfH3ZHWNy1k8n-mzOXFbQdKUS6nBtj&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT0gqdJfvxsevRxax0A1YJKY1uIQ5MUZe_MwbYGIQ-o69nIRafTSCsAHfuko-57NjeucwliTxZSOAimwPdH6hZm-otQdnLoKP8gqPiRiI43JYYLKEOxk3MIbKxd35OUuCv3-9f7aNLRWxm4CpA6k


Pa. 1984), aff'd mem., 762 F.Supp. 998 (4th Cir. 1985). In re National 
Mortgage Equity Corp. Mortgage Pool Certificate Secs. Litig., 636 F.Supp. 
1138 (C.D. Cal. 1986) (RICO claims are assignable). ]... 
http://albertpeia.com

I think Ann is jealous of Kamala Harris; who, unlike Ann, she's actually 
prosecuted criminals, not just talked about it while wringing her hands as
does Ann. 
And, is Ann in estrus, sending signals that she herself would like to mate 
with Willie Brown?

http://albertpeia.com

The Hoax! trump lied, people died!

YAHOO Politics HuffPost Conservative Columnist Sums Up Donald 
Trump’s Strong Case For Worst President In History 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/max-boot-donald-trump-worst-president-
editorial-085641989.html The Hoax! trump lied, people died! THE HOAX-
THE PRESIDENT OF THE DISUNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-dances-to-ymca-florida-rally-
185611990.html 

BEYOND EMBARRASSING! 
america IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD! 
http://albertpeia.com

YAHOO Dr. Fauci: ‘This is an outbreak of historic proportions, the likes of 
which we’ve not seen in 102 years’ 'little anthony and the washington 
imperials say, 'Goin' Out of My Head' https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=v3j9bAVqt3c

As of Wednesday, COVID-19 had infected 38.3 million people worldwide, a
number that mostly does not account for asymptomatic cases, and killed 
more than 1.08 million people. The U.S. still has the world’s highest 
number of cases (7.9 million), followed by India (7.2 million), Brazil (5.1 
million) and Russia (1.3 million), according to data aggregated by Johns 
Hopkins University. 

https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/data/mortality
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/data/mortality
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/6d345809-e623-367f-b2d4-f9d615f1cf51/dr-fauci-%E2%80%98this-is-an.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/6d345809-e623-367f-b2d4-f9d615f1cf51/dr-fauci-%E2%80%98this-is-an.html
https://t.co/sWzRlBUOPW?amp=1
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-dances-to-ymca-florida-rally-185611990.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-dances-to-ymca-florida-rally-185611990.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/max-boot-donald-trump-worst-president-editorial-085641989.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/max-boot-donald-trump-worst-president-editorial-085641989.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/max-boot-donald-trump-worst-president-editorial-085641989.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/max-boot-donald-trump-worst-president-editorial-085641989.html
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3nNVjJ0tjJuuGNO2zr8JtkixOWhyl6iBM2q05Myq47M_lTkrQEUuZc5vk&h=AT2UhkHRiyg74z6W-tTrD9_-FJM9svYLgmky9j2uWZ9Dyk0GSSm2LFUAH8EFwkcVK9VlkOkosjPYz28XcSGjLAD9g7I4oT6oA6adybr7UqaWjW418El3mMbfH3ZHWNy1k8n-mzOXFbQdKUS6nBtj&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT0gqdJfvxsevRxax0A1YJKY1uIQ5MUZe_MwbYGIQ-o69nIRafTSCsAHfuko-57NjeucwliTxZSOAimwPdH6hZm-otQdnLoKP8gqPiRiI43JYYLKEOxk3MIbKxd35OUuCv3-9f7aNLRWxm4CpA6k
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3nNVjJ0tjJuuGNO2zr8JtkixOWhyl6iBM2q05Myq47M_lTkrQEUuZc5vk&h=AT2UhkHRiyg74z6W-tTrD9_-FJM9svYLgmky9j2uWZ9Dyk0GSSm2LFUAH8EFwkcVK9VlkOkosjPYz28XcSGjLAD9g7I4oT6oA6adybr7UqaWjW418El3mMbfH3ZHWNy1k8n-mzOXFbQdKUS6nBtj&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT0gqdJfvxsevRxax0A1YJKY1uIQ5MUZe_MwbYGIQ-o69nIRafTSCsAHfuko-57NjeucwliTxZSOAimwPdH6hZm-otQdnLoKP8gqPiRiI43JYYLKEOxk3MIbKxd35OUuCv3-9f7aNLRWxm4CpA6k


The Hoax! trump lied, people died! 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/ 

TRUMP TOWN HALL STUNNER: *PRAISE* FOR QANON! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-refuses-denounce-qanon-nbc-town-
hall_n_5f88e71cc5b66ee9a5ee4db3 Trump Refuses To Denounce QAnon 
At Town Hall Event [ Sick! trump (and his late bud epstein) were 
integrally part of, not thwarters of pedophile perversions, etc.. 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 ]

america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/ 

TWEETS TO THE SWEET
DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
BURNED OUT: THE FALL OF TRUMP?
CAMPAIGN BRACING FOR LOSS
'9% CHANCE' OF WINNING ELECTORAL COLLEGE
JOHN KELLY UNLOADS
'MOST FLAWED PERSON' EVER 

Half Of U.S. Workers Made Less Than $35,000 Last Year... 
8 Million Slip Into Poverty... 
Jobless claims higher than expected... 
'Nightmare' stock valuations driven by 'young, dumb' investors, fund 
manager says... 
MAP: INFECTED STATES OF AMERICA... 
Inside the Fall of CDC... 
Grapples With White House Meddling, Its Own Mistakes... 
TRUDEAU: Border closed until America gets covid under control... 
WINTER WARNING: Germany sees most daily virus cases since start of 
pandemic... 
France hit by biggest spike... 
London Households Banned from Mixing as Rules Tightened... 
UNITED CEO: No return to 'normal' until 2024... 

https://theweek.com/speedreads/943922/united-airlines-ceo-doesnt-expect-normal-demand-flying-until-2024
https://news.trust.org/item/20201015084128-y6vkb
https://www.the-sun.com/news/1638966/france-biggest-covid-spike-30621-new-cases-second-wave/
https://news.yahoo.com/germany-sees-6-638-daily-035339283.html
https://news.yahoo.com/germany-sees-6-638-daily-035339283.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/travel/news/2020/10/15/justin-trudeau-canada-us-border-not-reopening-covid-19/3661758001/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/a-demoralized-cdc-grapples-with-white-house-meddling-and-its-own-mistakes-11602776561
https://www.propublica.org/article/inside-the-fall-of-the-cdc
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-cases-infections-rising-increasing-2ddca651-d3b0-40e5-a15c-fd5dfa749f3e.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/10/15/smead-nightmare-us-stock-valuations-driven-by-young-dumb-investors.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/10/15/smead-nightmare-us-stock-valuations-driven-by-young-dumb-investors.html
https://apnews.com/article/virus-outbreak-business-jobless-claims-united-states-economy-f904abdb3bc24f01e757915eb01a377a
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/15/us/politics/federal-aid-poverty-levels.html
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/goodbye-middle-class-half-of-all-american-workers-made-less-than-34248-45-last-year
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/16/politics/donald-trump-criticism-from-former-administration-officials/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/16/politics/donald-trump-criticism-from-former-administration-officials/index.html
https://projects.economist.com/us-2020-forecast/president
https://www.axios.com/trump-advisers-brace-for-loss-02d6b688-4d15-46f8-a28c-efdf2a5640c3.html
https://www.axios.com/trump-advisers-brace-for-loss-02d6b688-4d15-46f8-a28c-efdf2a5640c3.html
https://drudgereport.com/
http://albertpeia.com/
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-refuses-denounce-qanon-nbc-town-hall_n_5f88e71cc5b66ee9a5ee4db3
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-refuses-denounce-qanon-nbc-town-hall_n_5f88e71cc5b66ee9a5ee4db3
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-refuses-denounce-qanon-nbc-town-hall_n_5f88e71cc5b66ee9a5ee4db3
http://albertpeia.com/


america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/ 

https://www.msnbc.com/way-too-early/watch/sen-sasse-criticizes-trump-
during-call-with-constituents-93957189981 

https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/trump-s-praise-extrajudicial-killings-
cancels-out-his-law-order-n1243591?icid=msd_topgrid 

The Associated Press: Democrats aren't happy with how friendly Sen. 
Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., the ranking member of the Judiciary 
Committee, has been during Amy Coney Barrett's hearings. Her hug with 
committee Chairman Lindsey Graham, R-S.C., was the last straw for 
some. [ 87 years old, reported to be confused like trump at times giving 
different answers to the same question; time for do-nothing feinstein to 
go! ]

Former White House chief of staff tells friends that Trump 'is the most 
flawed person' he's ever met 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/16/politics/donald-trump-criticism-from-
former-administration-officials/index.html [ That was certainly my 
impression, despite all the media hype/hoopla though my client was 
happy to meet him and ultimately do business with trump casinos. ]
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/ 

YAHOO Politics LA Times New book by former Trump aide alleges early 
racist comments https://www.yahoo.com/news/book-former-trump-aide-
alleges-192229162.html Former Trump Organization executive Barbara 
Res describes the president as insecure about his IQ (for good reason), 
disdainful of his supporters and openly racist.

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

‘  Worst American President’: New York Times Flames Trump   

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/times-editorial-flames-

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/times-editorial-flames-trump_n_5f8a1648c5b69daf5e1326a3
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/times-editorial-flames-trump_n_5f8a1648c5b69daf5e1326a3
http://albertpeia.com/
https://www.yahoo.com/news/book-former-trump-aide-alleges-192229162.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/book-former-trump-aide-alleges-192229162.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/book-former-trump-aide-alleges-192229162.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/book-former-trump-aide-alleges-192229162.html
http://albertpeia.com/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/16/politics/donald-trump-criticism-from-former-administration-officials/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/16/politics/donald-trump-criticism-from-former-administration-officials/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/16/politics/donald-trump-criticism-from-former-administration-officials/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/16/politics/donald-trump-criticism-from-former-administration-officials/index.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2020-election/graham-hug-feinstein-draws-liberal-critics-barrett-hearing-n1243610
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/trump-s-praise-extrajudicial-killings-cancels-out-his-law-order-n1243591?icid=msd_topgrid
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/trump-s-praise-extrajudicial-killings-cancels-out-his-law-order-n1243591?icid=msd_topgrid
https://www.msnbc.com/way-too-early/watch/sen-sasse-criticizes-trump-during-call-with-constituents-93957189981
https://www.msnbc.com/way-too-early/watch/sen-sasse-criticizes-trump-during-call-with-constituents-93957189981
http://albertpeia.com/


trump_n_5f8a1648c5b69daf5e1326a3 

YAHOO Politics HuffPost 'Worst American President': New York Times 
Flames 'Racist Demagogue' Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/times-editorial-flames-trump-
000543948.html [ No truer words have ever been spoken! ] He "cannot 
solve the nation’s pressing problems because he is the nation’s most 
pressing problem," declares a blunt editorial.

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
$6,551,872,000,000: Federal Spending Smashes Record... 
Budget Gap $3.1 Trillion...
Average American has $90,460 in debt... 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP VOWS TO 'LOCK UP THE BIDENS' [ Yet, trump’s songs from 
‘YMCA’ to now ‘Midnight Rider’ tell the real story for trump 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TCRS4DRmf_w Bye don! TRUMP: I 
MIGHT LEAVE COUNTRY IF I LOSE 
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/521513-trump-on-if-biden-wins-
maybe-ill-have-to-leave-the-country ] 
USA HIGHEST COVID CASES SINCE JULY
ANOTHER FLORIDA SURGE 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

TRUMP: I MIGHT LEAVE COUNTRY IF I LOSE 

https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/521513-trump-on-if-biden-wins-maybe-ill-have-to-leave-the-country
http://albertpeia.com/
https://miami.cbslocal.com/2020/10/17/florida-reports-highest-coronavirus-numbers-in-past-two-months/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-latest-updates-10-17-2020-11602928147
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/521513-trump-on-if-biden-wins-maybe-ill-have-to-leave-the-country
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/521513-trump-on-if-biden-wins-maybe-ill-have-to-leave-the-country
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/521513-trump-on-if-biden-wins-maybe-ill-have-to-leave-the-country
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/521513-trump-on-if-biden-wins-maybe-ill-have-to-leave-the-country
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TCRS4DRmf_w
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/e2-80-98lock-up-the-bidens-e2-80-99-trump-says-at-georgia-campaign-rally/ar-BB1a75L6
http://albertpeia.com/
https://www.cnbc.com/select/average-american-debt-by-age/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-budget-gap-tripled-to-record-3-1-trillion-in-fiscal-year-2020-treasury-says-11602871210
https://www.cnsnews.com/article/washington/terence-p-jeffrey/6551872000000-federal-spending-smashes-record-fy20
https://drudgereport.com/
http://albertpeia.com/
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/times-editorial-flames-trump-000543948.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/times-editorial-flames-trump-000543948.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/times-editorial-flames-trump-000543948.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/times-editorial-flames-trump-000543948.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/times-editorial-flames-trump_n_5f8a1648c5b69daf5e1326a3


https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/521513-trump-on-if-biden-wins-
maybe-ill-have-to-leave-the-country [ Promises, promises! Additional 
incentive to defeat mentally ill mobster/criminal trump! ]

TOP EXPERT: COMING WEEKS WILL BE ‘DARKEST’ OF ENTIRE PANDEMIC
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/osterholm-pandemic-
forecast_n_5f8c6e02c5b67da85d1f2d67 

Hunter Biden story 'an obvious Russian plot,' says former ambassador to 
the Russian Federation https://www.msnbc.com/am-joy/watch/hunter-
biden-story-an-obvious-russian-plot-mcfaul-believes-94104133512 The 
Hunter Biden-Ukraine story--linked to (son of a mafia) Rudy Giuliani--is an 
‘obvious Russian plot,’ Michaeal McFaul, former American ambassador to 
the Russian Federation believes. Russians are also stoking doubt to 
‘endanger our democracy’ and U.S. citizens’ faith in fair elections, Rep. 
Gregory Meeks tells Tiffany Cross.Oct. 18, 2020 

[ american cultural transition, from dynamic duo’s to dizzy/ditsy duo‘s! ]

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

Ronald Reagan's son: We have grifters in the White House 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/10/18/ron-reagan-donald-trump-
children-grifters-white-house-republicans-intv-nr-vpx.cnn Reagan's son: 
We have grifters in the White House Newsroom Ron Reagan, son of 
former President Ronald Reagan and former first lady Nancy Reagan 
[ True enough; but, senile ronny helped make them and ‘just say no’ 
prescription addict nancy (the great Kitty Kelly) both loved those right-
leaning mafia guineas … Reagan extended a courtesy to me, and ‘cold 
war’ and so, for a time I overlooked a lot about ronny. ]

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
TRUMP CALLS BIDEN 'CRIMINAL' 
REPORTER IS 'CRIMINAL'
CNN 'DUMB BASTARDS'

https://www.the-sun.com/news/1657167/trump-rally-arizona-cnn-dumb-covid-chris-cuomo/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/watch-trump-lashes-out-at-two-reporters-in-bizarre-tarmac-scrum-calls-one-a-criminal-for-not-covering-hunter-biden/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/watch-trump-lashes-out-at-two-reporters-in-bizarre-tarmac-scrum-calls-one-a-criminal-for-not-covering-hunter-biden/
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.cnn.com/shows/newsroom
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/10/18/ron-reagan-donald-trump-children-grifters-white-house-republicans-intv-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/10/18/ron-reagan-donald-trump-children-grifters-white-house-republicans-intv-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/10/18/ron-reagan-donald-trump-children-grifters-white-house-republicans-intv-nr-vpx.cnn
http://albertpeia.com/
https://www.msnbc.com/am-joy/watch/hunter-biden-story-an-obvious-russian-plot-mcfaul-believes-94104133512
https://www.msnbc.com/am-joy/watch/hunter-biden-story-an-obvious-russian-plot-mcfaul-believes-94104133512
https://www.msnbc.com/am-joy/watch/hunter-biden-story-an-obvious-russian-plot-mcfaul-believes-94104133512
https://www.msnbc.com/am-joy/watch/hunter-biden-story-an-obvious-russian-plot-mcfaul-believes-94104133512
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/osterholm-pandemic-forecast_n_5f8c6e02c5b67da85d1f2d67
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/osterholm-pandemic-forecast_n_5f8c6e02c5b67da85d1f2d67
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/osterholm-pandemic-forecast_n_5f8c6e02c5b67da85d1f2d67
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/521513-trump-on-if-biden-wins-maybe-ill-have-to-leave-the-country
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/521513-trump-on-if-biden-wins-maybe-ill-have-to-leave-the-country


LOCK HER UP, LOCK HIM UP, LOCK THEM ALL UP 
[ Something between Shakespearean tragedy and low budget Hollywood 
melodrama we find ‘The Fall of the House of Trump’. Crazy Donny! ]

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 

‘Nature, Mr. Allnut, is what we are put in this world to rise above.’ 
KATHARINE HEPBURN, as Miss Rose Sayer, in The African Queen 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 

YAHOONEWS
Admiral who oversaw bin Laden raid says he voted for Biden
Retired Adm.William McRaven said in an op-ed that while he’s a "pro-life, 
pro-Second Amendment" conservative, he's backing Democrat Joe Biden 
for president. 

'The world no longer looks up to America' [ DUH! ] 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/black-lives-matter-navy-seal-
031036423.html 

DRUDGEREPORT 
TWO WEEKS!
MELANIA CANCELS CAMPAIGN TRIP
BETTING MARKETS STILL SHOW JOE
BIDEN OVERTAKES TRUMP AS TWITTER KING
MAP: INFECTED STATES OF AMERICA 
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-third-wave-testing-aabcc05d-228b-
4eba-bff1-1839dc6c6318.html 
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

HOW TRUMP’S CAMPAIGN BURNED THROUGH A COOL BILLION 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/how-trump-plowed-through-1-billion-
losing-cash-advantage_n_5f8eb496c5b62dbe71c61ee5 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/how-trump-plowed-through-1-billion-losing-cash-advantage_n_5f8eb496c5b62dbe71c61ee5
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/how-trump-plowed-through-1-billion-losing-cash-advantage_n_5f8eb496c5b62dbe71c61ee5
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/how-trump-plowed-through-1-billion-losing-cash-advantage_n_5f8eb496c5b62dbe71c61ee5
http://albertpeia.com/
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-third-wave-testing-aabcc05d-228b-4eba-bff1-1839dc6c6318.html
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https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-third-wave-testing-aabcc05d-228b-4eba-bff1-1839dc6c6318.html
https://www.axios.com/joe-biden-twitter-facebook-engagement-trump-e74d2504-eec3-4fbf-8dac-b21fd0df0c7a.html
https://www.predictit.org/markets/detail/3698
https://www.the-sun.com/news/1660655/melania-trump-covid-cancels-rally-appearance/
https://apnews.com/article/election-2020-virus-outbreak-donald-trump-arizona-florida-bb1fbe29559b2b6a6e7c01933cfa444e
https://www.yahoo.com/news/black-lives-matter-navy-seal-031036423.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/black-lives-matter-navy-seal-031036423.html
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https://apnews.com/article/virus-outbreak-donald-trump-politics-hillary-clinton-russia-16c5426b8e3b0a812d87ef8f1bb9dcff


america is a total fraud!
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A clinical summary applicable to mentally ill mobster/criminal trump 
NOW:

Sam Vaknin“...Narcissism IS a form of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder 
that got ossified and fixated and mutated into a personality disorder. All 
narcissists are traumatized and all of them suffer from a variety of post-
traumatic symptoms: abandonment anxiety, reckless behaviors, anxiety 
and mood disorders, somatoform disorders, and so on. But the presenting
signs of narcissism rarely indicate post-trauma. This is because 
pathological narcissism is an EFFICIENT coping (defense) mechanism. 
The narcissist presents to the world a facade of invincibility, equanimity, 
superiority, skilfulness, cool-headedness, invulnerability, and, in short: 
indifference. This front is penetrated only in times of great crises that 
threaten the narcissist's ability to obtain Narcissistic Supply. The 
narcissist then "falls apart" in a process of disintegration known as 
decompensation. The dynamic forces which render him paralyzed and 
fake - his vulnerabilities, weaknesses, and fears - are starkly exposed as 
his defenses crumble and become dysfunctional. The narcissist's 
extreme dependence on his social milieu for the regulation of his sense 
of self-worth are painfully and pitifully evident as he is reduced to 
begging and cajoling. At such times, the narcissist acts out self-
destructively and anti-socially. His mask of superior equanimity is 
pierced by displays of impotent rage, self-loathing, self-pity, and crass 
attempts at manipulation of his friends, family, and colleagues. His 
ostensible benevolence and caring evaporate. He feels caged and 
threatened and he reacts as any animal would do - by striking back at his 
perceived tormentors...”

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
TRUMP BATTLES '60 MINUTES'
SLAMS DEBATE MODERATOR
CAMPAIGN CASH DWINDLES 
PRESSURES BARR TO 'ACT' AGAINST BIDEN

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/oct/20/trump-barr-special-prosecutor-joe-biden-hunter-biden
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-campaign-burned-through-almost-half-its-cash-in-september/ar-BB1aewIc
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/10/trump-assault-debate-moderator-kristen-welker
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Trump-unhappy-with-questions-from-60-Minutes-15662813.php
https://drudgereport.com/
http://albertpeia.com/
http://albertpeia.com/


832 COVID   (THE HOAX) DEATHS TODAY   
NYT: Trump Records Shed New Light on Chinese Business Pursuits...
Has a secret, undisclosed Chinese bank account...
Paid $188,561 in taxes to communist country... 
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

RE-ELECT OR BUST: TRUMP LOSS COULD (SHOULD) MEAN PRISON TIME 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-loss-prison-statutes-of-
limitations_n_5f8f5353c5b62333b23ff0a0 

YAHOO Politics Salon Donald Trump is getting desperate — and his 
mental pathology is getting worse every day 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-getting-desperate-mental-
110001390.html As mental health professionals, we see a disturbed and 
destructive man whose psyche is unraveling before our eyes

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

‘Nature, Mr. Allnut(s), is what we are put in this world to rise above.’ 
KATHARINE HEPBURN, as Miss Rose Sayer, in The African Queen 

Ann, you’re a cruel dude! … But defense of, not resistance to, trump is 
futile! … Ann et al. are beating a dead horse for lack of anything 
meaningful to say! http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm ] 
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm

http://albertpeia.com/seeingthelight.wmv 
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Replying to 
@AnnCoulter
Ann, you’re a cruel dude! ... But defense of, not resistance to, trump is 

https://twitter.com/AnnCoulter
http://albertpeia.com/
http://albertpeia.com/seeingthelight.wmv
https://t.co/X1Rb4dj8qr?amp=1
https://t.co/X1Rb4dj8qr?amp=1
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https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-getting-desperate-mental-110001390.html
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https://www.the-sun.com/news/1664704/trump-has-bank-account-in-china-paid-taxes/
https://dnyuz.com/2020/10/20/trump-records-shed-new-light-on-chinese-business-pursuits/
https://dnyuz.com/2020/10/20/trump-records-shed-new-light-on-chinese-business-pursuits/
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EkzucV0XEAA7EiW?format=jpg&name=small
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EkzucV0XEAA7EiW?format=jpg&name=small


futile! … Ann et al. are beating a dead horse for lack of anything 
meaningful to say! ] http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm
… http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.gif 

Science Says Cats Are Good For Your Health 
https://edition.healthline.com/s/science-benefits-cat-lover-
d9acc83f25274e7e?utm_campaign=benefitscatlover-
a2ddaa07e0ff4554&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=oat&utm_term=HOME
PAGE_US 
Cats may wake us up at 4a.m. and barf at an alarming frequency, yet 
anywhere between 10 to 30 percent of us call ourselves “cat people.”

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
SHOCK POLL: TEXAS TIED!
MAGA RIPS DEBATE MODERATOR
TRUMP WEIGHS FIRING FBI DIRECTOR, BARR
IRAN POSES AS 'PROUD BOYS'
994 COVID   (THE HOAX) DEATHS TODAY   

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 

Ann, you’re a cruel dude! ... Passing off potentially hazardous-to-pc links 
… Shameful … But defense of, not resistance to, trump is futile! … Ann et 
al. are beating a dead horse for lack of anything meaningful to say! http://
albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm ] 
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm

http://albertpeia.com/seeingthelight.wmv 
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For the record:
Ann Coulter@AnnCoulter
“I know, it's embarrassing. Rhode Island is one-quarter the size of CT and 
has more impressive senators (both Dems).”

Ann’s on a bit of a roll; but, not to rain on her parade, I’m compelled to 

Al@alpeia

https://twitter.com/AnnCoulter
http://albertpeia.com/
http://albertpeia.com/seeingthelight.wmv
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https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Threatening-emails-reportedly-sent-to-Democratic-15663742.php
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Trump-weighs-firing-FBI-director-after-election-15665781.php
https://www.the-sun.com/news/1670265/trump-biden-debate-kristen-welker-bias-claims-election/
https://poll.qu.edu/pennsylvania/release-detail?ReleaseID=3680
https://drudgereport.com/
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chime in. First, new york/new jersey mafia paradises with front men 
cuomo, de blasio, and previously only half sicilian trump tutor christie, 
florio, mobster trump lands both; thrice count trumpsters/kiddies of 
CONnecticut. But, talk about wops of the northeast, I still haven’t gotten 
over that huge wopper promulgated by none other than Conn. Senator 
blumenthal concerning vietnam service that never was. Pathetically, his 
tears sufficed for re-election. What they did to poor, brilliant Tesla seems 
in ghostly cursed fashion paid back on edison’s floundering ge of 
CONnecticut as TESLA reaches for the stars. CONnecticut turned out to 
be a big disappointment, though better, more civilized than new york/new
jersey mafia/mob paradises. 

REPLY TO PRESIDENT ELECT BIDEN, HOUSE SPEAKER PELOSI EMAILS 
TO ME:

… [ Though not set forth specifically in Judge Dorsey's factual 
background synopsis, Defendant Coan (Ch.7 trustee) was sued 
individually for having missed a filing deadline for adversary proceedings 
parallel to the RICO action causing dismissal with prejudice and 
substantial damages thereby. 
Order Page 1 Order Page 2 ]
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/
ShiffOrderDismisswithprejudiceonCoansfailuretofilePage1.jpg 
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/
ShiffOrderDismisswithprejudiceonCoansfailuretofilePage2.jpg 
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricoverifiedcomplaint3808.pdf 
Nancy, you’re preaching to the choir. ‘...Plaintiff, pro se, sues under the 
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organization Act ("RICO"), 18 U.S.C. §§
1961-1968, and the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1291, 
1346, 1402, 2401-2402, 2411-2412, 2671-2680. This court has subject 
matter jurisdiction pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1964(a) and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331,
1346(b) (1). II. BACKGROUND The facts are taken as alleged in the 
complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a broad-ranging conspiracy involving the 
United States of America, the U.S. Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. 
District Court Judges, various U.S. Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. 
Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, and fifteen John Doe 
defendants. The scheme involves the United States laundering proceeds 
from illegal drug sales through the New Jersey casinos of Donald Trump 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F112208opocoan%2Fricoverifiedcomplaint3808.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0GregxQtWBelLzheLfnWXpK-_Rghp6fPoyEHnvz30k8gSqIkALYtVUYz8&h=AT3_8HUDW3adN2rRadAwrJyGbo1fwo5HMmMQAlGXBkWpom0V9-9qAFRKHYmEbJFXKF1CCM2ty7S4f8dnJsmZUnoMzm-ydgT7d-8tbQvFnY5OFnqELVQUGz-L4PUR9_pJw8CZU9KocKg8PNeAY29M&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT0gqdJfvxsevRxax0A1YJKY1uIQ5MUZe_MwbYGIQ-o69nIRafTSCsAHfuko-57NjeucwliTxZSOAimwPdH6hZm-otQdnLoKP8gqPiRiI43JYYLKEOxk3MIbKxd35OUuCv3-9f7aNLRWxm4CpA6k
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F112208opocoan%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3zB5K68vszBcEz5ttxYKSyXy78xOMHcp_YlVmFryByGv5nrwrX6CFXR1g&h=AT3MpcFA0kF08651FAvJnW8VedsEhtAqI-nx6ALcdV9mb2is92gbFl_Yrr-oLFA1f6cNBad1ZwlplqLuyUXqdmcBDt4wKe_YHdry8YgE5sWMTGQzmkxA-Qu5_7tDQQjJgxHEMastCmkSapwHH016&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT0gqdJfvxsevRxax0A1YJKY1uIQ5MUZe_MwbYGIQ-o69nIRafTSCsAHfuko-57NjeucwliTxZSOAimwPdH6hZm-otQdnLoKP8gqPiRiI43JYYLKEOxk3MIbKxd35OUuCv3-9f7aNLRWxm4CpA6k
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F112208opocoan%2FShiffOrderDismisswithprejudiceonCoansfailuretofilePage2.jpg%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR10DAf5dHJ7q3vFPAhrMLMvVb5HnXQb6IqaT3RNFG8WwPYTEpPa-wQTITw&h=AT15KQ4QEPopdYJ3w0tDJrV10inbwPda6KOsSUWMuI-Tvw5nmmutve-JDad318_va9cTL2ba2QcL6VW6sUOq7dlZh-bonSbebLHkHCJFLC5jVNiC_zzwbB64n7gHp1vYx_yKCGCRQFww6z6H-4E9&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT0gqdJfvxsevRxax0A1YJKY1uIQ5MUZe_MwbYGIQ-o69nIRafTSCsAHfuko-57NjeucwliTxZSOAimwPdH6hZm-otQdnLoKP8gqPiRiI43JYYLKEOxk3MIbKxd35OUuCv3-9f7aNLRWxm4CpA6k
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F112208opocoan%2FShiffOrderDismisswithprejudiceonCoansfailuretofilePage2.jpg%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR10DAf5dHJ7q3vFPAhrMLMvVb5HnXQb6IqaT3RNFG8WwPYTEpPa-wQTITw&h=AT15KQ4QEPopdYJ3w0tDJrV10inbwPda6KOsSUWMuI-Tvw5nmmutve-JDad318_va9cTL2ba2QcL6VW6sUOq7dlZh-bonSbebLHkHCJFLC5jVNiC_zzwbB64n7gHp1vYx_yKCGCRQFww6z6H-4E9&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT0gqdJfvxsevRxax0A1YJKY1uIQ5MUZe_MwbYGIQ-o69nIRafTSCsAHfuko-57NjeucwliTxZSOAimwPdH6hZm-otQdnLoKP8gqPiRiI43JYYLKEOxk3MIbKxd35OUuCv3-9f7aNLRWxm4CpA6k
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and systematically defrauding bankruptcy creditors and debtors through 
the theft of property and surplus funds generated through bankruptcy 
sales. Plaintiff further alleges fraud and a massive cover-up, effected by 
misrepresenting court proceedings and removing court documents, as 
part of the underlying crimes that give rise to his civil RICO claims. In 
1987, Plaintiff commenced an action alleging civil RICO violations in the 
U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey to recover money owed 
to him by a Mr. Dilena. The case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne
Trump Barry[2]. The thrust of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds
owed to Plaintiff and comingled them with illicit drug profits that were 
then laundered through the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987
RICO action, Plaintiff claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme and provided him with documents to
support his theory. After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, 
Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office 
and that his documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another 
package of the same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney 
Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that 
Mr. Alito was no longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story 
to agents of the FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of 
deliberately slow proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989…..’ 

Nancy, in light of bi-partisan corruption in the “process”, I would feel very
foolish donating more than I have already, prior to a compromised 
resolution as, ie., set forth in my RICO case summary to the FBI per their 
request. http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
SOMEONE/SOME ENTITY HAS TO PAY THIS! Tell your ‘Joe’ et als this 
must be paid! [ For ie., clinton, bush, bush, obama, trump et als. No more 
hiding behind a totally corrupted bi-partisan process! ]
...[ It Should Be Noted That the Insurer and the Surety Would Be 
Subrogated To Any and All Rights/Claims/Causes of Action Upon Payment.
It Should Also Be Noted That Rico Claims are Assignable. Holmes v. 
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Security Investor Protection Corp., 530 U.S. 258 (1992)(Plaintiff 
governmental agency subrogated to the claims of defunct brokerage); 
Federal Ins. Co. v. Ayers, 760 F.Supp. 1118(E.D. Pa. 1990)(Subrogated 
surety's monetary loss flowing from RICO predicate acts "constitutes an 
injury to plaintiff" (surety) " 's business sufficient to satisfy the 
requirements for standing under the Federal RICO statute"; accord 
General Accident Ins. Co. v. Fidelity and Deposit Co., 598 F.Supp. 1223 (D.
Md. 1984) and Levey v. E. Stewart Mitchell, Inc., 585 F.Supp. 1030 (E.D. 
Pa. 1984), aff'd mem., 762 F.Supp. 998 (4th Cir. 1985). In re National 
Mortgage Equity Corp. Mortgage Pool Certificate Secs. Litig., 636 F.Supp. 
1138 (C.D. Cal. 1986) (RICO claims are assignable). ]... 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com

YAHOO Politics HuffPost Conservative Icon George Will Predicts The 'Pouting' 
End Of Donald Trump's Presidency https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/george-
will-donald-trump-end-presidency-prediction-065515965.html 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com

HUFFPOST BIDEN: COURTS ‘OUT OF WHACK’ — ‘LIVE BALL’ ON REFORM!
[ DUH! … Joe et al. : SHOW ME THE MONEY! … Kamala Harris is a great 
choice! Congratulations President Biden!
But first: https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=3012872628940092 Yes, 
Joe, Kamala, Nancy, Democrats, Republicans, et als, states especially 
new york, new jersey, connecticut, florida, virginia, america among other 
nations, knew about mentally ill mobster/criminal trump including as 
pertains to my own scenario corruptly handled, covered up and which 
now must be resolved by payment as, ie., set forth in my RICO case 
summary to the FBI per their request 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com without lies/excuses. 'Blood on his hands': Fmr. 
White House medical adviser slams Trump for lying to public about 
COVID-19 https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/-blood-on-his-
hands-wh-medical-veteran-hits-trump-as-he-admits-virus-scam-on-tape-
91369029583 
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america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 
Hey, I'd love to give you a call, Albert:
Yahoo/Inbox
Joe Biden <feedback@act.democrats.org>
To:albert_peia@yahoo.com
Thu, Jul 23 at 11:58 AM
DemocratsJoin us.
Hey there, Albert. It’s Joe Biden. 
Yes, Joe. By all means call me. You, your people have my number by way 
of the numerous text messages and my replies. I've done more than my 
share to finish trump. trump's done! He along with other mobsters, 
corrupt politicians, government officials, judges including trump's sister 
maryanne have actionably cost me far more than I've indicated I'm willing
to accept for resolution. Call me. I'll be calling you, Nancy, et als after the
election for resolving this at long last. trump's done. It was not easy, and 
very costly to me in many ways owing to pervasive american bipartisan 
corruption. Congratulations Mr. President!
My Email Reply: I don’t want to misrepresent so let me be clear: I would 
vote for Biden/Harris over trump/pence if I were voting; but, even that is 
contingent upon what has been egregious bipartisan corruption and 
resolution thereof. Absent that, for me, just more of the same; viz., 
distinctions without a difference. I vote on my website. So, I’ll say yes 
with the aforementioned qualification.
Sent: Monday, June 22, 2020 at 2:27 PM
From: "Nancy Pelosi" <info@pelosiforcongress.org>
To: "albert peia" <albertpeia@mail.com>
Subject: humbly asking for your endorsement
albert peia
I'm genuinely asking:
Will you sign your name and officially endorse me before midnight? >>
I’ll be straightforward with you: ..…
I’ll be straightforward with you, Nancy: As with Joe, this is a contingent 
endorsement; otherwise for me, just more of the same; viz., distinctions 
without a difference for me :
From: Donald J. Trump
Re: They're coming after me
Yahoo/Sent albert peia<albert_peia@yahoo.com>
To: Donald J. Trump
Goodbye don!

http://albertpeia.com/


EMAIL
A contingent endorsement (of Joe Biden – DEMOCRATS Thanks for adding
your name and endorsing Joe Biden's candidacy for president. ) follows; 
but this first, at long last, is paramount and makes all the difference in 
the world: 
EMAIL
[ Though not set forth specifically in Judge Dorsey's factual background 
synopsis, Defendant Coan (Ch.7 trustee) was sued individually for having 
missed a filing deadline for adversary proceedings parallel to the RICO 
action causing dismissal with prejudice and substantial damages 
thereby. 
Order Page 1 Order Page 2 ]
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/
ShiffOrderDismisswithprejudiceonCoansfailuretofilePage1.jpg 
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/
ShiffOrderDismisswithprejudiceonCoansfailuretofilePage2.jpg 
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricoverifiedcomplaint3808.pdf 
Nancy, you’re preaching to the choir. ‘...Plaintiff, pro se, sues under the 
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organization Act ("RICO"), 18 U.S.C. §§
1961-1968, and the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1291, 
1346, 1402, 2401-2402, 2411-2412, 2671-2680. This court has subject 
matter jurisdiction pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1964(a) and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331,
1346(b) (1). II. BACKGROUND The facts are taken as alleged in the 
complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a broad-ranging conspiracy involving the 
United States of America, the U.S. Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. 
District Court Judges, various U.S. Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. 
Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, and fifteen John Doe 
defendants. The scheme involves the United States laundering proceeds 
from illegal drug sales through the New Jersey casinos of Donald Trump 
and systematically defrauding bankruptcy creditors and debtors through 
the theft of property and surplus funds generated through bankruptcy 
sales. Plaintiff further alleges fraud and a massive cover-up, effected by 
misrepresenting court proceedings and removing court documents, as 
part of the underlying crimes that give rise to his civil RICO claims. In 
1987, Plaintiff commenced an action alleging civil RICO violations in the 
U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey to recover money owed 
to him by a Mr. Dilena. The case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne
Trump Barry[2]. The thrust of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds
owed to Plaintiff and comingled them with illicit drug profits that were 
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then laundered through the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987
RICO action, Plaintiff claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme and provided him with documents to
support his theory. After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, 
Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office 
and that his documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another 
package of the same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney 
Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that 
Mr. Alito was no longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story 
to agents of the FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of 
deliberately slow proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989…..’ 
Nancy, in light of bi-partisan corruption in the “process”, I would feel very
foolish donating more than I have already, prior to a compromised 
resolution as, ie., set forth in my RICO case summary to the FBI per their 
request. http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
SOMEONE/SOME ENTITY HAS TO PAY THIS! Tell your ‘Joe’ et als this 
must be paid! [ For ie., clinton, bush, bush, obama, trump et als. No more 
hiding behind a totally corrupted bi-partisan process! ]
...[ It Should Be Noted That the Insurer and the Surety Would Be 
Subrogated To Any and All Rights/Claims/Causes of Action Upon Payment.
It Should Also Be Noted That Rico Claims are Assignable. Holmes v. 
Security Investor Protection Corp., 530 U.S. 258 (1992)(Plaintiff 
governmental agency subrogated to the claims of defunct brokerage); 
Federal Ins. Co. v. Ayers, 760 F.Supp. 1118(E.D. Pa. 1990)(Subrogated 
surety's monetary loss flowing from RICO predicate acts "constitutes an 
injury to plaintiff" (surety) " 's business sufficient to satisfy the 
requirements for standing under the Federal RICO statute"; accord 
General Accident Ins. Co. v. Fidelity and Deposit Co., 598 F.Supp. 1223 (D.
Md. 1984) and Levey v. E. Stewart Mitchell, Inc., 585 F.Supp. 1030 (E.D. 
Pa. 1984), aff'd mem., 762 F.Supp. 998 (4th Cir. 1985). In re National 
Mortgage Equity Corp. Mortgage Pool Certificate Secs. Litig., 636 F.Supp. 
1138 (C.D. Cal. 1986) (RICO claims are assignable). ]... 
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http://albertpeia.com
]

CNN North Carolina is the center of the political universe 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/22/politics/north-carolina-voters/index.html 
[ Well Doug, there you go! ]
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
SHOCK POLL: TEXAS TIED
MAGA RIPS DEBATE MODERATOR
TRUMP WEIGHS FIRING FBI DIRECTOR, BARR
RELEASES FULL '60 MINUTES' INTERVIEW
WALKS OUT AFTER TOUGH QUESTIONS! 
TWITTER ACCOUNT HACKED 
994 COVID DEATHS TODAY 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
1,038 COVID (HOAX) DEATHS TODAY... 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com

Ann Coulter
@AnnCoulter
Fine, Joe. Our president is a jock-sniffer for journalists and shouldn't have
talked to Woodward. Jock-sniffer? You sound experienced in that regard. 
Ann, Ann, Ann; you’re a cruel dude! … But defense of, not resistance to, 
trump is futile! … Ann et al. are beating a dead horse for lack of anything 
meaningful to say! http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm ] 
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm
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https://www.chron.com/news/article/Trump-weighs-firing-FBI-director-after-election-15665781.php
https://www.the-sun.com/news/1670265/trump-biden-debate-kristen-welker-bias-claims-election/
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DRUDGEREPORT 
COVID INFECTIONS NEAR PEAK https://www.cnbc.com/2020/10/23/covid-
us-reports-more-than-71600-new-cases-as-hospitalizations-rise.html U.S. 
reports more than 71,600 new Covid cases as new infections near record 
highs and hospitalizations rise Fri, 10-23-20
70,000 A DAY
'THIS IS NOT A DRILL' 

BORAT: “I here to defend America’s mayor, Rudolph Giuliani. What was an
innocent sexy-time encounter between a consenting man and my 15-year-
old daughter have been turned into something disgusting by fake news 
media. I warn you, anyone else try this and Rudolph will not hesitate to 
reach into his legal briefs and whip out his subpenis.” 

FAUCI: TRUMP HASN’T SHOWN UP TO COVID MEETINGS IN MONTHS 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fauci-trump-coronavirus-task-force-
several-months_n_5f934534c5b6db8bd16ad29b [ And, it’s driving Little 
Tony and the Washington Imperials out of their heads. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c ]

Trump Balks At Idea Of A ‘Female Socialist President’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-female-socialist-
president_n_5f934f25c5b6771969e05a3e [ Unless it’s their brand of 
socialism, ie., clinton, bush, bush, obama, etc., wherein they socialize the
losses and privatize the gains, ie., wall street bailouts, savings and loan 
debacle, boondoggles, emoluments, war crimes/profiteering, outright 
theft https://missingmoney.solari.com/ , etc., and then as well the already 
extant good socialism as per The Great George Orwell. ] 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 

DRUDGEREPORT 
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MAG: China Paid Trump At Least $5.4 Million Since He Took Office, Via 
Mysterious Tower Lease... 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/danalexander/2020/10/23/forbes-estimates-china-
paid-trump-at-least-54-million-since-he-took-office-via-mysterious-trump-tower-
lease/#34b6e34fed11 
[U.S. Constitution prohibits federal officials from accepting “any present, 
emolument, office, or title, of any kind whatever, from any king, prince, or 
foreign state” without Congressional approval.]
PAPER: As Trump fights for political future, outcome could affect his company, 
which owes more than $400 million...
COVID'S WORST DAY 
DEATHS COULD HIT 500,000 BY FEB
FAUCI: FEDERAL MASK MANDATE 

america is a total fraud!
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DEATH COUNT AD GRATES ON JARED+IVANKA! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/lincoln-project-jared-kushner-ivanka-
trump-times-square-billboards-lawsuit_n_5f938ebec5b6e77726557ee7 

america is a total fraud!
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TRUMP TURNS ON GOP SENATORS: ‘I DON’T WANT TO HELP’ SOME! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-told-donors-privately-that-it-will-be-
very-tough-for-republicans-to-hold-senate-
report_n_5f949b70c5b6e7772655f124 “..I think the Senate is tough, 
actually. The Senate is very tough,” Trump reportedly said at the event. 
“There are a couple senators I can’t really get involved in. I just can’t do 
it. You lose your soul if you do. I can’t help some of them. I don’t want to 
help some of them..” [ trump the soul man. What soul? You can’t make 
this s**t up! ]

BEYOND EMBARRASSING! 
america IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD! 
http://albertpeia.com

YAHOO Politics Business Insider More than 700 leading economists, 
including 7 Nobel winners, urge US voters to reject Trump, a 'selfish and 
reckless' president https://www.yahoo.com/news/more-700-leading-
economists-including-122343575.html 
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DRUDGEREPORT 
Bond Defaults Deliver 99% Losses in New Era of Bankruptcies... 
https://financialpost.com/news/fp-street/bond-defaults-deliver-99-losses-
in-new-era-of-u-s-bankruptcies

The surreal Burning Man Festival 2020.

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 

Trump relies on repeating lies until supporters believe them 
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-relies-on-repeating-lies-
until-supporters-believe-them-94728261987 [ A page out of hitler’s blood-
red linings playbook! With all that’s known of mentally ill mobster/criminal
trump much less what’s indicated of piece of s**t trump; that trump is not
already in jail and still purportedly in contention as americans wring their
hands while cowering in fear is absolute proof that america is a s**thole 
and total fraud! ]
http://albertpeia.com/ 

DRUDGEREPORT 
Bond Defaults Deliver 99% Losses in New Era of Bankruptcies... 
https://financialpost.com/news/fp-street/bond-defaults-deliver-99-losses-
in-new-era-of-u-s-bankruptcies

YAHOO Politics Business Insider More than 700 leading economists, 
including 7 Nobel winners, urge US voters to reject Trump, a 'selfish and 
reckless' president https://www.yahoo.com/news/more-700-leading-
economists-including-122343575.html 

"The Stock Market Will Crash": Why Investors Should Ignore Trump's 
Fiery Assertion 

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/17698873-9111-3ee1-a49f-d5917876a821/-the-stock-market-will.html
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Jason Johnson: ‘Trumpism is not dead even if Donald Trump is removed 
from office’ https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/jason-
johnson-trumpism-is-not-dead-even-if-donald-trump-is-removed-from-
office-94512197946 [WOW! You can’t make this s**t up. Talk about too 
much time on his hands and mental masturbation. ‘Trumpism’-a merger of
mental infirmity, mental illness, and criminality? ‘trumpism’/trump is a 
direct consequence of ‘obama/holderism’ which was a direct 
consequence of ‘dumbya bushism’ which was a direct consequence of 
‘hillbilly mobster clintonism’. One piece of s**t after another.] 

Mother of four killed by pack of dogs in Alabama 
https://nypost.com/2020/10/20/mother-of-four-killed-by-pack-of-dogs-in-
alabama/?
link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=mark
etwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_m
edium=NYPOST [Truth be told, when I saw a pedigree German Shepherd 
take a dump, and lap up its own crap like it was the greatest thing since 
sliced bread (with great enthusiasm), on further inquiry I learned such 
was an inherent dog trait. Cats and other mammals, primates, humans 
(hopefully) don't do that.] 

america is a total fraud!
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MEANWHILE: Supremes Hand GOP Huge Victory, Blocks Mail Ballots 
Received After Election Day https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw https://www.huffpost.com/entry/supreme-court-
wisconsin-absentee-ballots_n_5f975dd8c5b63fd49cef5106 

america is a total fraud!
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DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
Trump's $1.1BILLION debt mountain!
Owes $340 million to DEUTSCHE BANK... 

america is a total fraud!
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8883501/Trumps-1-1BILLION-debt-mountain-President-owes-huge-sums-linked-real-estate.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8883501/Trumps-1-1BILLION-debt-mountain-President-owes-huge-sums-linked-real-estate.html
https://drudgereport.com/
http://albertpeia.com/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/supreme-court-wisconsin-absentee-ballots_n_5f975dd8c5b63fd49cef5106
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
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https://nypost.com/2020/10/20/mother-of-four-killed-by-pack-of-dogs-in-alabama/?link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_medium=NYPOST
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https://nypost.com/2020/10/20/mother-of-four-killed-by-pack-of-dogs-in-alabama/?link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_medium=NYPOST
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/jason-johnson-trumpism-is-not-dead-even-if-donald-trump-is-removed-from-office-94512197946
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/jason-johnson-trumpism-is-not-dead-even-if-donald-trump-is-removed-from-office-94512197946
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/jason-johnson-trumpism-is-not-dead-even-if-donald-trump-is-removed-from-office-94512197946
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Americans may soon refuse to trust the Supreme Court. And it will be 
Trump's fault. https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/we-may-never-recover-
damage-trump-has-done-supreme-court-n1243986?icid=msd_botgrid 

[ Well, in america’s world of laundered drug money, trump fit right in. 
Indeed, trump had plenty of places (properties, losing business ventures, 
etc., to put the laundered dough. And, there’s at least one supremie, viz., 
the jersey italian non-stallion alito who actively participated in a coverup 
of a trump-involved casino money laundering scenario and was duly 
rewarded for his criminal complicity 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf and, 
trump’s Russian connection
Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House.]

WASHPOST The 45th President Trump has brought his company more 
than $2.5 million from taxpayers Among the charges: Mar-a-Lago billed 
the government $3 apiece for glasses of water for Trump and Japan's 
Shinzo Abe.

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
WALL STREET SPOOKED BY VIRUS 
HOSPITALIZATIONS SURGE 
FAUCI: WORSE AND WORSE
UK POLICE TO RAID HOMES OVER HOLIDAY DINNERS 

CNN US may not be back to normal until 2022, Fauci says [ And it’s drivin’
Little Tony out of his head! https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=v3j9bAVqt3c ]

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 

http://albertpeia.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/28/health/us-coronavirus-wednesday/index.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8886855/Police-commissioner-says-officers-break-Christmas-dinners-families-flout-lockdown-rules.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/dr-fauci-tells-australians-that-the-us-is-getting-worse-and-worse-and-might-not-get-close-to-normal-until-2022/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/10/28/covid-cases-hospitalizations-continue-to-surge-as-us-reaches-critical-point-in-pandemic.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/10/27/stock-market-futures-open-to-close-news.html
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/ballrooms-candles-and-luxury-cottages-during-trumps-term-millions-of-government-and-gop-dollars-have-flowed-to-his-propertiesmar-a-lago-charged-the-government-3-apiece-for-glasses-of-water-for-trump-and-the-japanese-leader/2020/10/27/186f20a2-1469-11eb-bc10-40b25382f1be_story.html
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.newrepublic.com%2Farticle%2F143586%2Ftrumps-russian%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3ou3D4DF9DaScfxa1Ds585766qtGbDFpWz5036FbSNJqbpXvPkqkC5g0o&h=AT11jsJvtI137kNiChS3w43QIkDJNDA4DmacTKFxAp9EHMkU8_GvcEQince8lgL9xRpyYMOLY9WiPVuWRt7lW_94-CIhP875HYBKv8KbGezb91p0wb2oqfMP_TD5ML-6QZvrYj3swsVgu085uki8
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Al Peia
eric holder is a corrupt piece of s**t!
obama/holder … Remember those guys? [To be fair and balanced, there’s 
also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in the 
factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric Holder 
spent six years as attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks for 
their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives behind bars. Now, 
he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense firm, making 
millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid criminal 
consequences.1 Worse, it was just reported that the firm, Covington & 
Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder awaiting his
return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5 million 
condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions about 
how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his old 
firm even while it continued to represent companies under Department of
Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a future job offer, 
that alone could violate criminal laws.2 …”
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/
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• Al Peia  
trump is an age-old enemy of mine, cost me money, etc., owing to 
corruption, coverups, etc., clinton, bush, bush, obama et al. , and now 
we're all paying. I can't and won't forget it! 
Regards!

Mark Hamill Shows Why Trump’s The ‘Worst President Ever’ In New Biden
Video https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mark-hamill-reacts-to-
trump_n_5f9a5202c5b6aab57a0f6ec6 [ Forget the force. The facts, reality
are with him (Mark Hamill). ]

SHAMELESS: GOP SEN. ‘NOT FAMILIAR’ WITH ‘ACCESS HOLLYWOOD’ 
TAPE! https://www.huffpost.com/entry/kelly-loeffler-access-hollywood-
trump_n_5f9ad49ec5b6c265d8f1284b [ Well, in the new GOP, she’s 
probably hopin’ someone will “Grab her by the pussy,” -the infamous tape 
in which Donald Trump bragged that he could get away with sexually 

https://www.huffpost.com/news/topic/donald-trump
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assaulting women. “Grab ’em by the pussy,” Trump told “Access 
Hollywood” reporter Billy Bush. Sick america! ] 

DRUDGEREPORT
DEBT CLOCK TICKS PAST $27 TRILLION… https://www.usdebtclock.org/ 
States Face Biggest Cash Crisis Since Great Depression... 
Economy in same place as height of Great Recession... 
PRESIDENT PONDERS DEFEAT
VIRUS CASES ALL-TIME HIGH 

BEAST: How America Became a Country Full of A**holes...
Already in New Civil War?
The Crazy Last Days of Giuliani and Bannon... 

DRUDGEREPORT
UPDATE: DEMS '77% CHANCE' OF WINNING SENATE...
'98% CHANCE' TO WIN HOUSE… 
PRESIDENT PONDERS DEFEAT [ trumped, thumped! ]
FADES IN BETTING ODDS 
VIRUS CASES ALL-TIME HIGH 
DEBT CLOCK TICKS PAST $27 TRILLION… https://www.usdebtclock.org/ 
DEBT CLOCK TICKS PAST $27 TRILLION… https://www.usdebtclock.org/ 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
THE FINAL COUNTDOWN
3 AM TWEETS 
SUSPICIOUS MAIL DELAYS IN PA 
RECORD 91,248 VIRUS CASES IN DAY 

Trump cancels election night party at hotel... 

BONNER “...According to the number-torturers, U.S. GDP grew 33% in the 
third quarter – a record. But wait. How could GDP go up so much while 22 
million people – 13% of the workforce – are receiving unemployment? And when
actual on-the-job earnings are down by hundreds of billions of dollars? And 
when long-term unemployment is rising as more and more small businesses 
simply give up?...” [Hmmm!]
DEBT CLOCK TICKS PAST $27 TRILLION… https://www.usdebtclock.org/ 

States Face Biggest Cash Crisis Since Great Depression... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-states-face-biggest-cash-crisis-since-the-great-depression-11603910750
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/523528-trump-changes-election-night-plans-cancels-party-at-trump-international
https://news.trust.org/item/20201030133431-3k7wc
https://www.pennlive.com/news/2020/10/mail-delays-even-worse-across-pa-with-42-of-philly-mail-taking-longer-than-5-days.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/3am-tweet-trump-ominously-declares-joe-biden-will-only-win-white-house-if-supreme-court-fails-to-stop-it/
https://www.chron.com/news/article/As-Election-Day-nears-Trump-ponders-the-prospect-15684509.php
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-cases-new-record-election-58219528-d890-4bde-b68d-2a9e328f1536.html
https://www.predictit.org/markets/detail/3698
https://www.chron.com/news/article/As-Election-Day-nears-Trump-ponders-the-prospect-15684509.php
https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/2020-election-forecast/house/
https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/2020-election-forecast/senate/
https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2020/10/the-crazy-last-days-of-rudy-giuliani-and-steve-bannon/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/qjp48x/is-the-us-already-in-a-new-civil-war
https://www.thedailybeast.com/how-america-became-a-country-full-of-assholes
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-cases-new-record-election-58219528-d890-4bde-b68d-2a9e328f1536.html
https://www.chron.com/news/article/As-Election-Day-nears-Trump-ponders-the-prospect-15684509.php
https://theweek.com/speedreads/946645/recordbreaking-gdp-growth-leaves-economy-same-place-height-great-recession
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-states-face-biggest-cash-crisis-since-the-great-depression-11603910750
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/access-hollywood-tape-trump_n_5f74c39fc5b6d698bb274838


“All these names are eventually going to be repriced, they’re all 
ridiculously valued. It’s just that I don’t know when and I don’t know from 
what stratospheric valuation they inevitably reprice,” said David 
Bahnsen, chief investment officer at The Bahnsen Group in Newport 
Beach, California. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/stocks-biggest-loss-
since-march-pandemic-election_n_5f9c7f5bc5b65662bcc6e726

2020 Feels Like An Apocalypse — Because It Is One 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/apocalypse-
2020_n_5f8f824ac5b6b005f5f0a7c0 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
THE FINAL COUNTDOWN
TRUMP INNER CIRCLE PREPS FOR DISASTER
STOCKS POINT TO BIDEN WIN 
RECORD 97,080 VIRUS CASES IN DAY 
Poll finds majority of Europeans would vote for Biden... 
Zuckerberg braces for civil unrest... 
Colorado survivalist camp with bunkers, weapons and guard towers 
prepared... 
WALMART RESTOCKS GUNS, AMMO... 
Military election wish: Clear-cut winner...
National Guard Arrives In Philly... 
DC Getting Boarded Up... 
MAG: 2020s Could Be as Dangerous as 1850s... 
Trump cancels election night party at hotel 
Searing Supercut Counts Down Trump’s ’100 Most Tremendous Scandals’ 
In Time For The Election https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-
100-scandals-the-daily-show_n_5f9d08e9c5b658b27c3a9a8a 
[ WELL DONE, SUCCINCT, FACTUALLY CORRECT/INFORMATIVE! THIS IS 
A MUST SEE/HEAR! ] 

DRUDGEREPORT
ALL NY VISITORS MUST SHOW STATUS
USA HITS 100,000 DAILY CASES 
TRUMP: 'I COULD HAVE BEEN THE GREATEST' 
https://twitter.com/ZevShalev/status/1322653888093323264 [ You can’t 
make this s**t up! trump is so sick! 
https://twitter.com/i/status/1322654619772850177 ]

https://twitter.com/i/status/1322654619772850177
https://twitter.com/ZevShalev/status/1322653888093323264
https://twitter.com/ZevShalev/status/1322653888093323264
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-record/u-s-reports-world-record-of-more-than-100000-covid-19-cases-in-single-day-idUSKBN27G07S
https://nypost.com/2020/10/31/gov-cuomo-says-all-travelers-must-get-tested-for-covid-19/
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https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/523528-trump-changes-election-night-plans-cancels-party-at-trump-international
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/why-the-2020s-could-be-as-dangerous-as-the-1850s/ar-BB1axkV2
https://www.washingtonian.com/2020/10/30/its-absolutely-heartbreaking-to-watch-washington-boarding-up-for-an-election/
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/10/30/national-guard-arrives-in-philadelphia-following-several-days-of-unrest-in-city/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-election-military/why-the-u-s-military-would-welcome-a-decisive-2020-election-win-idUSKBN27F1DC
https://www.tmz.com/2020/10/30/walmart-takes-down-guns-ammo-display-potential-civil-unrest-election/
https://kdvr.com/news/local/colorado-survivalist-camp-with-bunkers-weapons-and-guard-towers-prepared-for-post-election-turmoil/
https://kdvr.com/news/local/colorado-survivalist-camp-with-bunkers-weapons-and-guard-towers-prepared-for-post-election-turmoil/
https://news.yahoo.com/facebook-chief-zuckerberg-braces-civil-031326452.html
https://news.yahoo.com/poll-finds-majority-europeans-vote-095834567.html
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/523734-us-records-97000-new-covid-19-cases-shattering-daily-record
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-stock-markets-presidential-predictor-is-on-cusp-of-delivering-bad-news-to-the-trump-campaign-11604076754
https://www.thedailybeast.com/donald-trumps-inner-circle-braces-for-2020-campaign-disaster
https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-biden-focus-on-midwest-in-last-weekend-of-2020-campaign-11604074814
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/apocalypse-2020_n_5f8f824ac5b6b005f5f0a7c0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/apocalypse-2020_n_5f8f824ac5b6b005f5f0a7c0
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/stocks-biggest-loss-since-march-pandemic-election_n_5f9c7f5bc5b65662bcc6e726
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/stocks-biggest-loss-since-march-pandemic-election_n_5f9c7f5bc5b65662bcc6e726


DRUDGEREPORT
Leaving New York: High earners explain why they left 'world's greatest 
city'... [ Start spreading the news, we’re leaving today, we want no part of
it, trump mob guinea land, new york, new york. ]
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 

Rift between Fauci and White House bursts open 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/01/politics/donald-trump-anthony-fauci-2020-
campaign/index.html [ And it’s drivin’ Little Tony (and the Washington 
Imperials) out of his head! https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=v3j9bAVqt3c ]

HUFFPOST To Beat McConnell, Democrats Need A Last-Minute Miracle 
From Amy McGrath https://www.huffpost.com/entry/amy-mcgrath-mitch-
mcconnell-kentucky-senate_n_5f9c6593c5b6f7f4a16bfc93 [How does 
sodomite ‘mitch the bitch’ get away with this s**t, as does his ‘no-soul 
mate’ trump? In 1967, Mitch McConnell was court-martialed for sodomy 
but … https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2013/2/24/1189537/-The-Strange-
and-Possibly-Sordid-Story-of-Mitch-McConnell-s-Military-Service In 1967, 
Mitch McConnell was court-martialed for sodomy but was quietly 
released from active duty thanks to the intervention of a Senator..

TRUMP HINTS: FIRE FAUCI POST-ELECTION! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-fire-
fauci_n_5f9f99bbc5b658b27c3c1319 
[ Where is the love asks Little Tony https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=MBT1neIA0tc and it’s drivin’ Little Tony (and the Washington Imperials)
out of his head! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c ]

Yes Anthony, Donny, ‘Where Did the Love Go?’ https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw 
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I truly hope that Ann was being her usual sarcastic self in positing 
trump’s transparent awfulness as a positive. After all, to be sure, one 
does not have to try hard to imagine how shocking it truly was/is to 
rational sensibilities consonant with civilized behavior and rules of law to
see the so-called powers that be fall over themselves enabling, covering 
up for mentally ill mobster/criminal trump. Pathetic!

MSNBC
Joy Reid: Is America more like Trump than we’d like to admit? [ Well, 
truth be told, as I’ve previously documented on this website; america is 
indeed a nation, as is trump, predominantly mentally ill, criminal. It’s an 
anthropological reality of these contraindicated breeding populations, 
melting pot theme so proudly embraced that intense propaganda (as, ie., 
trump lies) has obfuscated, covered up. In other words, american ‘blue 
bloods’ share with the general american populace the more accurate 
description viz., ‘bad bloods’. ]
ANNthropology ... http://albertpeia.com/anthroindex1.htm 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

https://twitter.com/alpeia/with_replies 

https://twitter.com/alpeia 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
BIDEN GETS MOST VOTES IN AMERICAN HISTORY 
NATION WAITS FOR FINAL RESULTS! 
BIDEN 264 TRUMP 214
50.25% 48.13% 
NATIONAL MAP
GA MI NC NV PA 

MARKETWATCH [ trump’s Hoax Update ]
New coronavirus cases in U.S. hit record 103,000 in a day 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/new-coronavirus-cases-in-u-s-hit-
record-103-000-01604538303?link=MW_latest_news 
MARKETWATCH Biden pulls ahead of Trump in Georgia 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/biden-pulls-ahead-of-trump-in-

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/biden-pulls-ahead-of-trump-in-georgia-11604654889?link=MW_latest_news
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https://www.politico.com/2020-election/results/pennsylvania/
https://www.politico.com/2020-election/results/nevada/
https://www.politico.com/2020-election/results/north-carolina/
https://www.politico.com/2020-election/results/michigan/
https://www.politico.com/2020-election/results/georgia/
https://www.politico.com/2020-election/results/president/
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-joe-biden-election-day-966a3decc2c3262946c03baf2dd14e8f
https://theweek.com/speedreads/947822/biden-now-received-more-votes-president-than-other-candidate-history
https://drudgereport.com/
https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://twitter.com/alpeia/with_replies
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https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/joy-reid-is-america-more-like-trump-than-we-d-like-to-admit-95288901818


georgia-11604654889?link=MW_latest_news 
HUFFPOST BIDEN NEARS KNOCKOUT —   CAMPAIGN: ‘VICTORY   
IMMINENT’   —   LATEST   https://www.huffpost.com/entry/biden-edges-
closer-2020-election-swing-states_n_5fa41d8fc5b65f36890f5a3c 

LASHES, THRASHES, TRASHES https://drudgereport.com/ 
ANXIETY SOARS IN DIVIDED STATES OF AMERICA 
JOE ON TRACK FOR 80 MILLION VOTES! 
BIDEN 264 TRUMP 214
50.51% 47.85% 

RESULTS MAP
AZ GA NV PA 

http://albertpeia.com/burningman.gif 

DRUDGEREPORT
Biden on path to win 306 Electoral College votes, same as Trump's 
'landslide' victory in 2016...
President turns angry and despondent as defeat looms... 
BRINK OF VICTORY
JOE TO ADDRESS NATION AT 8 PM 
BIDEN 264 TRUMP 214
50.53% 47.83% 

RESULTS MAP
AZ GA NV PA 
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

Courtesy Drudge, Quoting master con artist from 'Art of the Deal':

https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/drudge-report-needles-trump-art-
185205786.html 

BIDEN: ‘WE’RE GOING TO WIN’ — CLAIMS BROAD MANDATE   —   LATEST   
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/biden-edges-closer-2020-election-swing-
states_n_5fa41d8fc5b65f36890f5a3c 
DRUDGEREPORT
Crowds celebrate 'Trump is over' party in NYC... 
https://www.radio.com/wcbs880/news/local/new-yorkers-party-in-

https://www.radio.com/wcbs880/news/local/new-yorkers-party-in-manhattan-to-celebrate-election-results
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https://www.chron.com/news/article/Trump-turns-angry-and-despondent-as-possible-15706088.php
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manhattan-to-celebrate-election-results 
Biden on path to win 306 Electoral College votes, same as Trump's 
'landslide' victory in 2016...
Advisers delicately try to prepare Donald for defeat...
'Election Not Over'...
PLANS 'VICTORY RALLY'... Concession not required by law...
Wild claims test limits of Republican loyalty...
ROMNEY: Fraud claim 'reckless'...
Tough road in getting Supreme Court to intervene...
BIDEN +28,877 IN PA...
+4,395 IN GA...
John Lewis district deals blow to president...
Pelosi Refers To Biden As 'President-Elect'... 
SPOKESMAN: Trespassers will be escorted out of White House...
Secret Service ramps up Joe protection…

HUFFPOST 
 IT’S OFFICIAL:BIDEN WINS WHITE HOUSE — TRUMP TROUNCED🚨  🚨 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/joe-biden-wins-presidential-election-
2020_n_5f9c6a95c5b6f4683cee8c33 
POLITICS 
11/07/2020 Joe Biden Wins Historic 2020 Presidential Election, 
Vanquishing Donald Trump With a victory in Pennsylvania, Joe Biden 
secured his win over Donald Trump, the first U.S. president to lose 
reelection in 28 years.

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/
YOU'RE FIRED! 

HUFFPOST 
Polls Underestimated Trump Again. Here’s What We Know So Far. [ No! 
It’s not that they underestimated trump; it’s that they overestimated 
america! ]

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/presidential-polls-wrong-trump-wins_n_5f9f973ac5b65662bcc8b3b3
https://apnews.com/article/Biden-Trump-US-election-2020-results-fd58df73aa677acb74fce2a69adb71f9
https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
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https://www.chron.com/news/article/Secret-Service-plans-to-ramp-up-protection-of-15706703.php
https://metro.co.uk/2020/11/06/us-is-capable-of-escorting-trespassers-from-white-house-biden-spokesman-says-13549951/
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/2020-election-live-updates-2020-11-06/#post-update-a68a8bf6
https://www.ajc.com/politics/politics-blog/heart-of-john-lewis-district-deals-blow-to-trump/BCMMSU4ZJFD73AL6MPJCCRPQQM/
https://www.cbs46.com/news/latest-biden-holds-1-096-vote-lead-over-trump/article_55a89f82-1e2f-11eb-b4c8-8328010e3f8f.html
https://www.politico.com/2020-election/results/pennsylvania/
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-litigation-to-keep-job-653660196b1aa994861c884f13ff19c3
https://apnews.com/article/pat-toomey-no-evidence-vote-fraud-0ac291da7ab09f6336d24290ef81f53b
https://apnews.com/article/election-2020-donald-trump-larry-hogan-voting-fraud-and-irregularities-elections-515dfc954f70a8e42794f4a06f2821c2
https://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/nation-world/national/article247011617.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/1753300/biden-verge-election-win-trump-victory-rally/
https://www.mediaite.com/election-2020/this-election-is-not-over-trump-campaign-issues-defiant-statement-after-first-biden-victory-call/
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Advisers-delicate-try-to-prepare-Trump-for-defeat-15708784.php
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/biden-on-path-to-win-306-electoral-college-votes-same-as-trumps-landslide-victory-in-2016
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https://www.radio.com/wcbs880/news/local/new-yorkers-party-in-manhattan-to-celebrate-election-results


Mary Trump trolls Donald and says he ‘won’t be able to run for president 
in 2024 because he’ll be in prison’ 
https://www.the-sun.com/news/1756130/mary-trump-toll-donald-run-
president-2024-prison/ [Well, why not? … His role model adolph did that, 
in a manner of speaking.]

MARKET WATCH
Coronavirus update: U.S. case tally tops 10 million and Biden warns 
vaccination is still months away despite positive Pfizer news 

TRIBUTE TO JEOPARDY/ALEX TREBEK (and Bond, James Bond)

https://www.yahoo.com/news/watch-snls-sean-connery-torment-
045248784.html 

MARKET WATCH
Coronavirus update: U.S. case tally tops 10 million and Biden warns 
vaccination is still months away despite positive Pfizer news 

YAHOO Politics The Independent Ivana Trump says her ex-husband is ‘not
a good loser’ [ But he is a loser; as with any mobster, a very big loser who
is willing to do anything to obfuscate that reality. He surrounds himself 
with other losers who likewise will do anything to obfuscate that reality. ]

DOJ IN THE DIRT — BARR BACKS TRUMP —   LAWYER QUITS IN   
PROTEST! https://www.huffpost.com/entry/william-barr-voter-fraud-trump-
justice-department_n_5fa9d962c5b6f21920def7bd 

http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg [ Highlight/emphasis added ]
america is a total fraud!
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Ann, the horse’s name is donny ... 
Ann, you’re a cruel dude! … But defense of, not resistance to, trump is 
futile! … Ann et al. are beating a dead horse for lack of anything 
meaningful to say! http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm ] 
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm

Ann, the horse’s name is donny ... 
https://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.gif 
http://albertpeia.com/seeingthelight.wmv 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
CDC: HAVE THANKSGIVING OUTSIDE
CASES TOP 100,000 FOR 7TH DAY
RECORD HOSPITALIZATIONS
NYC BACK TO HOTSPOT 

Trump solicits 'election defense' donations that finance new leadership 
PAC… 
Cohen Predicts He Will Abandon White House, Hide Out at Mar-A-Lago 
Through Inauguration...
Officials fear could reveal nation's secrets...
Russian State Media Mulls How to Take Advantage Before He's Gone...
COLD WAR: Melania refusing to meet with Jill... 
Growing Discomfort at Law Firms Representing President... 
america is a total fraud!
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U.S. Hits All-Time High For COVID-19 Hospitalizations 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-all-time-high-covid-19-
hospitalizations_n_5fab4e0dc5b635e9de9d06b2 [ and it’s drivin’ Little 
Tony (and the Washington Imperials) out of his head! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c ]

‘  EPIDEMIC OF DELUSION’: GOP ALL IN ON ELECTION REJECTION —   

LATEST https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-biden-gsa-2020-
election_n_5fa9ec79c5b64c88d40422d1 
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CNN Alarm grows over Trump's 'dictator moves' as he denies election 
defeat Trump's administration looks like a tottering regime, with attacks 
on the military chain of command, a bunker mentality and delusional 
claims of victory https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/11/politics/donald-trump-
joe-biden-transition/index.html 

YAHOO Politics The Independent Mary Trump says her uncle is 
attempting a coup on departure from White House 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mary-trump-says-her-uncle-182044919.html 
They're going to break as much as they can on the way out’

CODE RED: COVID HOSPITALIZATIONS SURGE TO ALL-TIME HIGH https://
www.huffpost.com/entry/us-all-time-high-covid-19-
hospitalizations_n_5fab4e0dc5b635e9de9d06b2 

John Brennan: Fears Trump could reveal state secrets after leaving office
are 'well-founded' https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/former-
cia-director-trump-could-reveal-state-secrets-after-leaving-office-
95689285801 
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DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
RECORD HOSPITALIZATIONS
VIRUS OUT OF CONTROL
'COVID HONESTY' DILEMMA FOR WORKERS
MODEL PREDICTS 400,000 DEATHS BY FEB 

YAHOO Politics The Independent‘I’m beginning to see what happened in 
Germany’: Democrat compares Trump refusing to concede to rise of 
Hitler https://www.yahoo.com/news/m-beginning-see-happened-germany-
145243439.html 'How do you elect a person president, then all of a 
sudden you’re going to give him the authority to be dictator? That’s what 
Hitler did in Germany.’ [ DUH! ]

New Study Shows COVID-19 May Also Lead To Mental Health Disorders 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/study-covid-19-mental-
health_l_5faadafbc5b623bfac545b03 The most common conditions 
experts have seen include post-traumatic stress disorder, anxiety, 
depression, insomnia and dementia. 
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DIRE: FIVE STATES SET COVID DEATH RECORDS 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/5-states-record-covid-
deaths_n_5fabf7dbc5b68707d1fb123f 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
RECORD HOSPITALIZATIONS
VIRUS OUT OF CONTROL
'COVID HONESTY' DILEMMA FOR WORKERS
MODEL PREDICTS 400,000 DEATHS BY FEB 
STILL NO PEAK 

THE WORLD MOVES ON...
Boris Johnson mocks 'previous president'...
White House in tumult...
Public schedules show little interest in work...
Trump team hunts for proof of fraud... 
ROVE: Result Won't Be Overturned...
3% believe Donald was reelected...
Republicans muzzle anger over Pentagon culling... 
Truckers threaten nationwide strike for MAGA...
CHARGED: Golf-Club Wielding Trump Supporter Attacks Elderly Couple 
Holding Biden Signs...
Postal worker admits fabricating allegations of tampering...
Money to support court fight could flow to president...
'Commercialize and monetize all of this'... 
WHITE HOUSE TURMOIL — TRUMP MOOD SWINGS — ASLEEP AT WHEEL 
— LATEST https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-veterans-day-white-
house-drama_n_5fac9fcec5b6d647a39bb099 

Trump's emotional state said to be 'quite fragile' after election loss 
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-s-emotional-state-is-quite-
fragile-after-election-loss-95760453510 

Gen. Barry McCaffrey on shakeup at the Pentagon: ‘Mark me down as 
alarmed’ https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/gen-barry-
mccaffrey-on-shakeup-at-the-pentagon-mark-me-down-as-alarmed-
95737413944 
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[ TIME TO APPLY TRUMP’S GOLDEN RULE TO TRUMP: NO 
MERCY! ]

YAHOONEWS
Drudge Report https://drudgereport.com/ , a Former Trump Ally, Looks to 
Biden https://www.yahoo.com/news/drudge-report-former-trump-ally-
201614545.html 

WASHPOST Trump’s election challenge looks like a scam to line his 
pockets Opinion by Dana Milbank

TRUMP SHAKEUP SENDS CHILLS THROUGH MIL. — 10 TENSE WEEKS — 
LATEST https://www.huffpost.com/entry/military-wary-trump-shakeup-
could-upend-apolitical-nature_n_5fad3e08c5b6ed84597ee379 

MARKETWATCH The Stock Market Is Soaring. Why the Countdown to a 
Tumble Has Started. 
https://www.barrons.com/articles/what-will-stocks-do-in-2021-and-2022-
51605050560?
link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=mark
etwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_m
edium=BARRONS&adobe_mc=MCMID
%3D33765368431853895684615918636231509251%7CMCORGID
%3DCB68E4BA55144CAA0A4C98A5%2540AdobeOrg%7CTS
%3D1605222438 

Al
@alpeia
Replying to 
@AnnCoulter
and 
@nytimes
I unequivocally agree with Ann, despite the fact she's a cruel dude! eric 
holder is a corrupt piece of s**t!
obama/holder … Remember those guys? [To be fair and balanced, there’s 
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also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in the 
factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric Holder 
spent six years as attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks for 
their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives behind bars. Now, 
he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense firm,making 
millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid criminal 
consequences.Worse,it was just reported that the firm, 
Covington&Burling,has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder 
awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a$1.5 
million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions 
about how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his
old firm while it continued to represent companies under DOJ 
investigation.If the firm & Holder agreed on a future job offer,that alone 
could violate criminal laws.

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
USA piles up record October budget deficit...
SPENDING HITS NEW HIGH... 

https://www.usdebtclock.org/ 
http://albertpeia.com/burningman.gif 

News
Yahoo News Canada

‘  At the heart of it all, he's a narcissist’: Trump’s last grasp at White House  

is like the sad story of 'Emperor’s New Clothes', expert says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/us-election-trump-concede-white-house-
192730796.html 

Trump’s lack of willingness to concede the election doesn’t come as a 
surprise to anyone who’s watched him in office during his tenure.

DISGRACE: TRUMP QUIET ON COVID AS OUTBREAK OUT OF CONTROL —
LATEST https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-election-loss-remains-
silent-covid-19_n_5fae0678c5b6370e7e318936 [ Oooooh! Disgrace … 
they’re breaking the american psychosociopath’s heart! ]
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News
Yahoo News Canada

‘  At the heart of it all, he's a narcissist’: Trump’s last grasp at White House  

is like the sad story of 'Emperor’s New Clothes', expert says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/us-election-trump-concede-white-house-
192730796.html 

Trump’s lack of willingness to concede the election doesn’t come as a 
surprise to anyone who’s watched him in office during his tenure.
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 

Yahoo Politics Complex Trump Has Reportedly Been Asking About 
Pardons for Himself, His Family, and More 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/trump-reportedly-asking-pardons-
himself-194038001.html The idea of Donald J. Trump pardoning himself, 
however, is not a constitutionally supported idea. But we should know by 
now that such a thing rarely stops him. [ TIME TO APPLY TRUMP’S 
GOLDEN RULE TO TRUMP: NO MERCY! Failing to completely finish trump 
and company will be regretted for decades to come with far reaching 
consequences/damage! ]

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 

Samuel Alito Goes Full Political Commentator In Federalist Society 
Speech https://www.huffpost.com/entry/samuel-alito-political-supreme-
court_n_5fadf9f1c5b6dd8959789997 

alito, typical corrupt jersey guinea 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf [ ... 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located...’ 
america is a total fraud!
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http://albertpeia.com/ 

‘  LANDSLIDE’: BIDEN TOPS 300 EVs   https://www.huffpost.com/entry/biden-
has-won-306-electoral-college-votes-in-2016-trump-called-that-a-
landslide_n_5faeebedc5b6d05e86e6ca4d 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 
ALITO UNBOUND: Supreme Court Justice Delivers Stunning Partisan 
Screed To Federalist Society https://www.huffpost.com/entry/samuel-
alito-political-supreme-court_n_5fadf9f1c5b6dd8959789997 

Ted Cruz @tedcruz Reasonable question. Al @alpeia Is this the same ted 
cruz whose father according to outgoing president trump was complicit 
in JFK's assassination?

Samuel Alito Goes Full Political Commentator In Federalist Society 
Speech https://www.huffpost.com/entry/samuel-alito-political-supreme-
court_n_5fadf9f1c5b6dd8959789997 

alito, typical corrupt jersey guinea 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf [ ... 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located...’ 

October 15, 2010 (*see infra {ultimately delivered by UPS}) 
Steven M. Martinez, Assistant Director In Charge
Federal Bureau of Investigation, USDOJ
11000 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1700
Los Angeles, CA 90024

Dear Sir:

• ………...
• Newly appointed judge, Maryanne Trump Barry, Donald Trump’s sister, was assigned 

the RICO case despite the conflict of interest in light of hundreds of thousands of 
dollars of illegal (drug) money being laundered through the Trump casinos by the 
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RICO defendants, and despite my motion to recuse her which motion she heard 
herself and denied, and U.S. Trustee Hugh Leonard with whom I met personally 
refused to join or file a separate motion to recuse and not long thereafter left said 
office for private practice at Cole, Shotz, et al. on retainer with the RICO defendants as
his primary client. 

• Probative and evidentiary documents, affidavits, exhibits, including those turned over
to FBI Agent Jeff Hayes in Long Beach, CA, had been given to Assistant U.S. Attorney
Jonathan Lacey with whom I met personally at the U.S. Attorney’s Office in Newark, 
N.J., at which time Samuel Alito was U.S. Attorney, and went over said documents 
and their probative value with him. Within approximately a month thereafter upon 
inquiry I was told that Jonathon Lacey was no longer with the office, that the 
file/documents could not be located, and that there was no further information 
available concerning contacting him or his location. I thereupon delivered by hand, 
copies of said documents to the office of then U.S. Attorney Alito, addressed to him, 
with assurance they would go directly to him. In addition to being inept [ I looked in 
on the one mob case he had brought, bungled, lost (accidently on purpose?) since I 
was suing some mob-connected under RICO and the court (I had known / previously 
met outside of court the Judge Ackerman through a client) was absolute bedlam and 
a total joke since incompetent corrupt Alito brought in all 20 mob defendants (rather 
than prosecute one or a few to flip them first) who feigning illness had beds/cots in 
the courtroom along with their moans during testimony and had the jury in stitches. 
As much as I hate the mob, it truly was funny, if not so tragic.], Alito is also corrupt 
(and maybe corrupt because he is inept). After a reasonable (but still rather short) 
time I called to determine the status and was told that Alito was no longer with the 
Office of the U.S. Attorney, that he was (appointed) a federal judge, and that neither 
the documents nor any file or record of same could be located. Alito did parley the 
same / cover-up into quid pro quo direct lifetime appointment to the Court of Appeals,
3rd circuit, despite the absence of judicial experience or successful tenure as U.S. 
Attorney (Maryanne Trump Barry as well). This is the same Sam Alito that now sits on 
the purported highest court in the land. The real application of the illegal rule ‘don’t 
ask, don’t tell’. 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 

Everyone, join the fray against mentally ill mobster/criminal trump and 
company. In military parlance, this is what’s called ‘mop up’. 

http://albertpeia.com/ 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 

HOMELAND SECURITY CHIEF DEFIES PRESIDENT 
https://nypost.com/2020/11/13/dhs-boss-chad-wolf-defies-trump-order-to-
fire-cyber-chief-chris-krebs/ 
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YAHOO Politics Rolling Stone Delusional Trump Staffers Threw Victory 
Party: ‘Enjoyed Drinks, Clinked Glasses to a Second Term,’ Report Says 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/delusional-trump-staffers-threw-
victory-213926743.html 

http://albertpeia.com/ 

I really thought Ann was smarter than that. ‘Trumpism’-a merger of mental 
infirmity, mental illness, and criminality? ‘trumpism’/trump is a direct 
consequence of ‘obama/holderism’ which was a direct consequence of 
‘dumbya bushism’ which was a direct consequence of ‘hillbilly mobster 
clintonism’. One piece of s**t after another.
Ann et al. are beating a dead horse for lack of anything meaningful to say!
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm  …  

Laurence Tribe explains why Trump probably can’t pardon himself https://
www.msnbc.com/the-reidout/watch/laurence-tribe-explains-how-trump-
probably-can-t-pardon-himself-95895109662 

Thousands of cars line up for food bank in Texas 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/15/us/dallas-texas-food-bank-coronavirus/
index.html 
[ To Ann(ie) Get Your Gun, even your red state Texas is paying the price 
for trump ineptitude, mental infirmity, mental illness. ]
Lawsuits that tried to disrupt Biden's wins are withdrawn 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/16/politics/lawsuits-michigan-pennsylvania-
wisconsin-georgia/index.html 
BIDEN RIPS TRUMP OBSTRUCTION: ‘MORE PEOPLE MAY DIE’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/biden-trump-obstructing-transition-
coronavirus-vaccine_n_5fb2f197c5b6f79d601a0c8f 
TAPED CONFESSION: Trump Admitted *In March* He Was Lying About 
Coronavirus https://huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-bob-
woodward_n_5f58fd32c5b6b48507fabc99 
Half a million US children have been diagnosed with Covid-19 [ trump’s 
‘hoax’ ]
More than 247,000 people in US have died from Covid-19 [ trump’s ‘hoax’ ]

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 
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BIDEN RIPS TRUMP OBSTRUCTION:MORE PEOPLE MAY DIE 
https://huffpost.com/entry/biden-trump-obstructing-transition-coronavirus-
vaccine_n_5fb2f197c5b6f79d601a0c8f TAPED CONFESSION:Trump Admitted In 
March He Was Lying About Coronavirus https://huffpost.com/entry/trump-
coronavirus-bob-woodward_n_5f58fd32c5b6b48507fabc99 Halfmillion US 
children diagnosed Covid-19 More than 247,000 people US died from Covid-19 
[ trump’s ‘hoax’ 

YAHOOPolitics Salon Lock him up! If Trump refuses to leave the scene 
after his defeat, there's an obvious solution https://www.yahoo.com/news/
lock-him-trump-refuses-leave-180002846.html 
To heal the country, Donald Trump needs to go away. He won't do it on 
his own, so prosecution is the only answer

Georgia secretary of state says Lindsey Graham suggested he find a way 
to toss legal ballots https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/ga-sec-of-state-
says-lindsey-graham-suggested-he-find-a-way-to-toss-legal-ballots-
96032325627 
GA SEC STATE: GRAHAM SUGGESTED TOSSING BALLOTS!

Bob Woodward: Trump is testing how far people will go along with him 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/bob-woodward-trump-testing-how-
far-people-will-go-along-with-him-96039493966 [ We all know how a similar 
test went down for trump’s role model, hitler himself. TIME TO APPLY 
TRUMP’S GOLDEN RULE TO TRUMP: NO MERCY! Failing to completely 
finish trump and company will be regretted for decades to come with far 
reaching consequences/damage! ]

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 

DRUDGEREPORT Biden privately tells advisers he wants to avoid 
investigations of Donald... https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/justice-
department/president-elect-biden-wary-trump-focused-investigations-
sources-say-n1247959 [Wake up sleepy joe! Say it aint so sleepy joe! 
We’re past the investigation stage, into now the 
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PROSECUTION/INCARCERATION STAGE. Don’t worry, if necessary you 
can always pardon hunter.]
DailyKosTrump appointed 281 lobbyists in his first 3 years in office 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 

YAHOO Court rejects Trump claim on ballot observers in Pa.
https://www.yahoo.com/news/pennsylvania-supreme-court-rejects-trump-
211700634.html 

YAHOONEWS Politics When Ivanka Trump Tries to Rebrand, Don’t Forget She 
Sold You Out
Ivanka is a powerful woman, yet she has consistently used that power to 
help block wage-equality efforts and our right to choose. 

http://albertpeia.com/ivankhazelig.mp4 

Trump keeps asking for money to fund his lawsuits. That doesn't mean 
it's where he's spending it. 
https://www.msnbc.com/katy-tur/watch/election-law-analyst-on-trump-
lawsuits-this-isn-t-a-coherent-legal-strategy-96084037634 

Al Peia
Demented senile fraud pat robertson meant to say, 'from satan'.

TRUMP FIRES CYBER BOSS WHO SAID ELEX WAS SAFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-fires-cybersecurity-official-chris-
krebs_n_5fb467e6c5b69969a6a0232a 

YAHOO Politics Rolling Stone No Matter What Lawsuits He May File, 
President Trump Is an Epic Loser 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/no-matter-lawsuits-may-file-
224409066.html 
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Not quite!
ANNthropology ... http://albertpeia.com/anthroindex1.htm 

Georgia election officials back up account that Lindsey Graham pushed 
for legal votes to be tossed 
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/graham-faces-questions-for-
reaching-out-to-ga-election-officials-96112709559 [Another one gone bad 
for their don(trump).] 

Trump Posts News So Fake That Tucker Carlson Had To Apologize For It 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-fake-news-dead-
voters_n_5fb495d4c5b664958c7be006 

US sees deadliest day in 6 months 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/18/health/us-coronavirus-wednesday/index.
html 

QUARTER MILLION AMERICANS DEAD 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/quarter-million-coronavirus-
deaths_n_5fac2a51c5b6ed84597d822b [These trump hoaxes are so 
realistic, brutal!]

MAIL.COM US drops drug trafficking charges against ex-Mexican general 
https://www.mail.com/news/politics/10328496-us-drops-drug-trafficking-
charges-ex-mexican-gener.html#.7518-stage-hero1-1 [Little too close to 
home; money laundering and bribes are easy money and too lucrative to 
give up. Ask america’s don (trump)!]

http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

WASHPOST As defeats pile up, Trump tries to delay vote count in last-
ditch attempt to cast doubt on Biden victory Giuliani, the president’s 
personal lawyer, has told associates his ambition is to stall the vote 
certification in an effort to have GOP lawmakers pick electors, an 
outcome that appears unattainable. 
YAHOO Politics The Independent Pennsylvania attorney general says   (son  
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of a mafia) Rudy Giuliani is ‘sad to watch’ 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/pennsylvania-attorney-general-says-rudy-
185023236.html [The reality is that in corrupt venues, ie., defacto mob 
(among other nefarious interests) controlled as in ie., new york, new 
jersey, his pathetic performance would be enough to prevail, facts/law 
notwithstanding.] 

Yahoo Entertainment Video Pennsylvania lawyer said Giuliani’s 'absurd' 
presentation in court left him 'dumbfounded

COMICALLY STUPID. PROFOUNDLY DANGEROUS. 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-steal-election-
2020_n_5fb5ae9dc5b664958c7d69fc 
Yahoo Entertainment Video Pennsylvania lawyer said Giuliani’s 'absurd' 
presentation in court left him 'dumbfounded

CNN Ex-Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan: I've never seen 
anything like this [DUH!] Although multiple drug makers have announced 
encouraging results from their vaccine trials, infection rates are still on 
the rise around the world, as well as in the United States. 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
CDC: NO TRAVEL
PANDEMIC WORSE THAN EVER
TESTING STRAINED
HOSPITALS BUCKLE
NYC ON BRINK 
DEATH IN EUROPE EVERY 17 SECONDS 
Team prepares for fight to end...
President wrecking govt on way out...
World braces for more bedlam... 
WIRE: Sowing post-election chaos is goal… 
MI official who wants to rescind vote to certify election results says 
received calls from Trump...
Donald Checkmated in PA... 
Biden ballots approach 80 million!
Republicans increasingly accept defeat…

https://apnews.com/article/election-2020-joe-biden-elections-coronavirus-pandemic-lindsey-graham-398ca439970ff5ab7bfdbe775729f46c
https://apnews.com/article/election-2020-joe-biden-donald-trump-politics-elections-372af3b89bc1f5f0f6d7f8c80025a9b0
https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/11/checkmate-in-pennsylvania-for-the-trump-campaign/
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-reportedly-called-michigan-gop-election-officials-who-now-want-to-rescind-vote-to-approve-wayne-county-results/
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-reportedly-called-michigan-gop-election-officials-who-now-want-to-rescind-vote-to-approve-wayne-county-results/
https://apnews.com/article/election-2020-joe-biden-donald-trump-elections-coronavirus-pandemic-cae4b93cb0a730d4a3b077d25f63d2f9
https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/19/world/donald-trump-foreign-policy-election-intl/index.html
https://theweek.com/articles/950613/trump-wrecking-government-way
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/trump-s-team-prepares-election-fight-end-december-n1248147
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/global-health/science-and-disease/one-person-every-17-seconds-dies-covid-19-europe-warns/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/more-cuomo-covid-restrictions-coming-soon-as-mayor-moves-nyc-schools-all-remote/2733885/
https://www.statnews.com/2020/11/19/covid19-hospitals-in-half-the-states-facing-massive-staffing-shortage/
https://apnews.com/article/travel-public-health-new-york-coronavirus-pandemic-health-db20ebbcc1fa8a411be8f9ebc241af3b
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-cases-infections-dining-thanksgiving-bars-b93f666d-a70b-4c0e-9cb7-f58f20c5421a.html
https://www.axios.com/cdc-thanksgiving-travel-coronavirus-spread-48170cf3-8121-4bb5-bd37-2ddb507cdb55.html
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/16/health/moderna-vaccine-results-coronavirus/index.html
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Trump Getting Ever More Brazen In His Attempts To Steal The Election 
He Lost https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-stealing-
election_n_5fb5a49bc5b69969a6a1caad [ Brazen? How about calling this 
what it is; viz., CRIMINALLY INSANE! trump in a nutshell, euphemisms 
aside. States especially new york, new jersey, connecticut, florida, 
virginia, america among other nations, knew about mentally ill 
mobster/criminal trump including as pertains to my own scenario 
corruptly handled, covered up and which now must be resolved as, ie., 
set forth in my RICO case summary to the FBI per their request 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf without
lies/subterfuge/excuses. 

President-elect Joe Biden’s victory in Georgia was reaffirmed after the 
state finished its recount of nearly five million ballots. 
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2020/11/19/us/joe-biden-trump-updates?
action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage 

‘  No Pardons. No Immunity’: Mary Trump Says Her Family Must Pay   
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mary-trump-no-pardon-donald-trump-
family_n_5fb752a7c5b67f34cb39c357 [ YES, INDEED THEY MUST! ]

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 

Politics New York Daily News Taunts Giuliani With A Mucky New 
Nickname https://www.huffpost.com/entry/new-york-daily-news-nickname-
rudy-giuliani_n_5fb7848dc5b6f6adf9498276 

Carlson: Trump lawyer refused to provide fraud evidence 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/tucker-carlson-trumps-attorney-
got-angry-when-they-pressed-her-for-evidence-of-voter-fraud-
062143725.html 
Tucker Carlson says Trump attorney Sidney Powell "got angry" when he 
invited her to come on his show and provide evidence of voter fraud. 

'We would have given her the whole hour'»
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GOOGLENEWS
US election results 2020: Joe Biden defeats Donald Trump to win 
presidency 
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/ng-interactive/2020/nov/20/us-
election-results-2020-joe-biden-defeats-donald-trump-to-win-presidency 
Biden wins election and Georgia recount. Trump refuses to formally 
concede.
The Guardian 59 minutes ago

MNUCHIN CUTS FED AID — OUTRAGE: ‘TRYING TO TANK THE ECONOMY’
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mnuchin-denies-trying-to-hinder-incoming-
biden-administration_n_5fb7fdacc5b67f34cb3a94ef 

DRUDGEREPORT Rudy says someone should 'cut head off' Dems and 
makes throat-slashing gesture... [ CRAZY RUDY! ]

Ann, you’re a cruel dude, a mean hombre! But as Ann now knows, defense
of, not resistance to, trump is futile! 
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm 

Seldom is it, to be sure; but, on this (infra) I unequivocally agree with the 
National Fraternal Order of Police post and Ann's retweet thereof!
National Fraternal Order of Police (FOP) The ambush attacks on our 
officers MUST stop! Those who target our officers must be punished to 
the fullest extent. This officer, despite being shot in the chest, was 
motivated to keep fighting: "I'm not going to let this person take me away
from my family & the people I love." https://pic.twitter.com/5n9qialE9S 

Replying to @GLFOP and @AnnCoulter

http://albertpeia.com/ 

Seldom is it, to be sure; but, on this I unequivocally agree with the 

https://pic.twitter.com/5n9qialE9S
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm
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https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiiAFodHRwczovL3d3dy50aGVndWFyZGlhbi5jb20vdXMtbmV3cy9uZy1pbnRlcmFjdGl2ZS8yMDIwL25vdi8yMC91cy1lbGVjdGlvbi1yZXN1bHRzLTIwMjAtam9lLWJpZGVuLWRlZmVhdHMtZG9uYWxkLXRydW1wLXRvLXdpbi1wcmVzaWRlbmN50gGIAWh0dHBzOi8vYW1wLnRoZWd1YXJkaWFuLmNvbS91cy1uZXdzL25nLWludGVyYWN0aXZlLzIwMjAvbm92LzIwL3VzLWVsZWN0aW9uLXJlc3VsdHMtMjAyMC1qb2UtYmlkZW4tZGVmZWF0cy1kb25hbGQtdHJ1bXAtdG8td2luLXByZXNpZGVuY3k?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen


National Fraternal Order of Police post and Ann's retweet thereof!

america is a total fraud! https://pic.twitter.com/5n9qialE9S 

UNRELENTING: HIGHEST COVID DEATH RATES SINCE MAY 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/highest-covid-19-deaths-since-may-
2020_n_5fb89804c5b6cd86dfbdb6a3 

DRUDGEREPORT
HEALTH OFFICIALS MAKE FINAL PLEA BEFORE HOLIDAY 
PEAK TESTS, CASES, HOSPITALIZATIONS 

CASES, HOSPITALIZATIONS BREAK RECORD 
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 
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Senators who rejected impeachment in favor of 'letting voters decide' 
now reject voters' decision https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/senators-
who-urged-voters-to-decide-impeachment-won-t-admit-trump-lost-the-
election-96339013632 

CNN US coronavirus cases surpass 12 million It only took less than a 
week for the US to record more than 1 million Covid-19 cases. One expert
says the disease is spreading 'faster' and 'broader' than ever. 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/21/health/us-coronavirus-saturday/index.ht
ml 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
DANGER DAYS
CASES, HOSPITALIZATIONS BREAK RECORD 
President Skips G20 Pandemic Preparedness Meeting to Go Golfing... 
Founders didn't prepare for president who refuses to step down, 
historians say...
Detroit asks judge to sanction Trump campaign for spreading 
disinformation...
Outrage in Black community over claims of voter fraud...
WIRE: Who needs Russia? Loudest attacks on America are from Donald...
Fails to leverage power of office to subvert Biden win...
BALZ: Vindictive man seeks to undermine...
Criminal probes, legal dangers await after White House... 

YAHOO Entertainment INSIDER The world's best chess player said 
Netflix's 'The Queen's Gambit' 'did chess better' than anything else 
Hollywood has done, but the game still has a culture of belittling women 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/worlds-best-chess-player-said-
080000265.html 

Easy program, to be sure; but nevertheless, some real slaughters, look 
here:

TRUMP CRUSHED IN COURT — PA RESULTS STAND — JUDGE RIPS RUDY
RUSE https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pennsylvania-giuliani-
lawsuit_n_5fb9a3dec5b66bb88c5e7fe9 

Levin Report Steven Mnuchin Swears He’s Not Tanking the Economy Just
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https://www.thetelegraph.com/news/article/A-vindictive-Trump-seeks-to-undermine-Biden-s-15744851.php
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to F--k Over Joe Biden https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/11/steven-
mnuchin-joe-biden-economy [ Mark, your reports are invaluable! ]

GOP Governor On Trump’s Election Tantrum: Beginning To Look Like A 
‘Banana Republic’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/larry-hogan-banana-
republic_n_5fba9a8fc5b63d1b77043d5e [DUH! The shoe certainly fits!]

PREZ READIES ARMS DEAL DISASTER — BUT CONGRESS COULD STOP IT
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-arms-deal-
uae_n_5fb6e9b3c5b618e45b468a37 

Chris Christie Tears Into Trump’s Legal Team: ‘A National 
Embarrassment’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/chris-christie-national-
embarrassment_n_5fba7c5cc5b6e4b1ea435614 

Chris Christie Tears Into Trump’s Legal Team: ‘A National 
Embarrassment’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/chris-christie-national-
embarrassment_n_5fba7c5cc5b6e4b1ea435614 [ National 
Embarrassment? Jersey’s the joke that keeps on giving. new york/new 
jersey mafia paradises with front men cuomo, de blasio, and previously 
only half sicilian trump tutor christie, florio, mobster trump lands both; 
thrice count trumpsters/kiddies of CONnecticut. But, talk about wops of 
the northeast, I still haven’t gotten over that huge wopper promulgated 
by none other than Conn. Senator blumenthal concerning vietnam service
that never was. Pathetically, his tears sufficed or re-election. What they 
did to poor, brilliant Tesla seems in ghostly cursed fashion paid back on 
edison’s floundering ge of CONnecticut as TESLA reaches for the stars. 
CONnecticut turned out to be a big disappointment, though better, more 
civilized than new york/new jersey mafia/mob paradises. 

DRUDGE https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Analysis-Notoriously-noisy-
president-goes-15746802.php “..In the 19 days since the election, 12 have
included no events on the president's schedule. He has appeared at 
public events four times and has played golf at his Virginia course six 
times. He has taken no questions from reporters. Since Election Day, he 
has spoken 8,143 words publicly over 18 days through Saturday, 
according to Factba.se, a website that tracks all of his utterances and 
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movements. On average in 2020, he spoke 8,398 words daily, according 
to Bill Frischling, the website's owner, but only 454 words per day since 
Nov. 3. On the last day of the campaign alone, he uttered more than 
55,000 words. He averaged about 48 minutes on camera every day in 
2020, Frischling said. He has spent about 50 minutes on camera since 
Nov. 3..”

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 

DRUDGEREPORT
Thanksgiving Flashback: Trump Mocked Turkey For Refusing to Concede,
Demanding Recount... 
Overexposed president goes dark in defeat...
Averaged 48 minutes on camera every day in 2020! 
Blames lawyers as 'fools making him look bad'… 
Secret Service asked about protecting soon-to-be-former president full 
time in FL...
Bernstein lists 21 Republican senators who have privately expressed 
contempt for Donald... 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8976975/Watergate-reporter-
Carl-Bernstein-lists-21-GOP-senators.html 

I knew there was a reason I always discounted ‘emmys’! Crazy son of a 
mafia, everyone’s mayor giuliani, now the mob’s man cuomo, these 
guineas feed on others’ misery, tragedy. 

HEAD-ROLLING FACTS ABOUT HENRY VIII, ENGLAND’S MURDEROUS 
KING
https://www.factinate.com/people/41-head-rolling-facts-henry-viii/5?
fact=4&utm_source=LFTTRM&utm_medium=henryviii_TTR_d_US&utm_con
tent=henryviii_TTR_d_US_V1 
[ In passing, while having found Shakespearian tragedies nonpareil, I 
found the aforementioned fascinating. ]
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DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
THANKSGIVING SUPERSPREADER FEAR 
'WE WANT TO SEE THE FAMILY'
2,284 DEATHS IN DAY
CA CASES JUMP 17% IN 24 HOURS 
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 

YAHOO Politics The Independent Melania welcomes White House tree 
after being caught on tape saying ‘who gives a f***’ about Christmas 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/melania-welcomes-white-house-tree-
190951480.html 

A very slobenian trumpy Christmas!

Ann, you’re a cruel dude, a mean hombre! But as Ann now well knows, 
defense of, not resistance to, trump is futile! 
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 

MSNBC Exiting Trump puts dubious characters in top roles at Pentagon, 
NSA https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/exiting-trump-puts-
dubious-characters-in-top-roles-at-pentagon-nsa-96490565930 
STOCKS SOAR ON TRUMP EXIT 

‘  WE’RE DROWNING’: HEARTLAND HOSPITALS SWAMPED   
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/covid-cases-flood-
hospitals_n_5fbd255cc5b66bb88c619fe3 [ Hoax? Trifling occurrence? 
Ann, you’re a cruel dude, a mean hombre! ]

https://twitter.com/i/status/1331071355911979009 

america is a total fraud!
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WOW! Talk about caretaking america's decline, the best mentally ill 
mobster/criminal trump's little marco could or would do was that trump 
has small hands meaning oooh, you know what. Pathetic!

DRUDGEREPORT STOCKS SOAR ON TRUMP EXIT 

GETTING WEIRDER: President Tweets Quaid Video Declaring FOXNEWS 
'Dead'...
Call to 'Re-Vote' Election... 
Probably can't pardon himself. May still try... 
CARLSON, INGRAHAM PIVOT... 
Congressman seeks to have Giuliani disbarred! 
CEOs TURN ON DONALD: Schwarzman Ends Highly Lucrative Era With 
Nod to Biden... 

DRUDGEREPORT STOCKS SOAR ON TRUMP EXIT 

Laurence Tribe@tribelaw
Now he’s something like 36-1. So much winning! 
Pennsylvania Supreme Court Reverses One of Trump's Only Post-Election 
Litigation Wins
The Pennsylvania Supreme Court on Monday dealt the Trump campaign 
yet another legal loss while... more
lawandcrime.com
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 

DEATHS HIGHEST SINCE MAY 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EnoP45HXcAAvu_1?
format=jpg&name=medium 
RECORD HOSPITALIZATIONS 

11-24-20

YAHOO Politics HuffPost Trump Lawyer’s Latest Praise Of The President 

https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/jenna-ellis-donald-trump-praise-backfires-074741282.html
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Goes Viral For All The Wrong Reasons Jenna Ellis described Donald 
Trump as a "WARRIOR." Critics had a field 
day.https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/jenna-ellis-donald-trump-praise-
backfires-074741282.html reminded Ellis of her past slamming of the 
president. Others recalled Trump’s medical exemption from the Vietnam 
War draft because of alleged bone spurs in his heels and his insulting of 
America’s war dead as “suckers” and “losers.” Journalist Mehdi Hasan, 
meanwhile, noted how Trump in the 1990s had called avoiding 
contracting sexually transmitted infections to “my personal Vietnam.”

TURKEY DAY TIRADE: TRUMP WON’T CONCEDE, MAY SKIP 
INAUGURATION https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-biden-
inauguration_n_5fc03b85c5b6e4b1ea49d80f [ Well, if trump doesn’t go to 
Joe Biden’s Presidential inauguration, might as well call it off (trump’s 
ostrich strategy/maneuver). Trump is so embarrassingly sick beyond the 
pale. ]

http://www.albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 

HuffPost Washington Post Editorial Board Tears Into Donald Trump: 'A 
Total Disgrace' https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/washington-post-
editorial-board-donald-trump-disgrace-074412720.html [ DUH! This was so
of trump ab initio! Where were the investigative reporters, prosecutors, 
fbi, cia, nsa, judges, et al. ? What’s worse is that they’re still playing 
footsie with this mentally ill mobster thief in chief! PATHETIC! ]

Trump: 'Don't ever talk to the (former) president that way' Reuters White 
House correspondent Jeff Mason pushed back on President Trump's election 
fraud claims, prompting an angry outburst. 'You're just a lightweight' [ Talk 
about lightweights; the one thing trump knows something about and of 
himself! ]
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Steve Schmidt: ‘We’ve entered the corrupt pardon phase of the Trump 
coup’ https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/steve-schmidt-
we-ve-entered-the-corrupt-pardon-phase-of-the-trump-coup-96633925837 
I’m ‘aghast at what I have seen happen here in Washington,’ fmr. CIA 
Director Brennan says 

http://www.albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud!
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Federal appeals court denies Trump campaign effort to revive 
Pennsylvania lawsuit saying 'claims have no merit'
https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/27/politics/trump-pennsylvania-lawsuit-
appeal/index.html 

Diaper don!

Obama CIA Director John Brennan blasts assassination of Iranian nuclear
scientist
Former Director of the Central Intelligence Agency John Brennan 
condemned the killing of an Iranian scientist believed to be linked to 
Tehran's nuclear program … [ Indeed, when you take into account israel 
as a nuclear scofflaw, the prospective consequences of such action will 
be substantial. ] 
Fox News

america is a total fraud!
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Iran's top nuclear scientist killed in apparent assassination, state media 
reports https://www.foxnews.com/politics/obama-cia-director-john-
brennan-blasts-assassination-of-iranian-nuclear-scientist-offers-advice-to-
iranian-le Former CIA Director Brennan blasts assassination of Iranian 
nuclear scientist. Brennan condemned the killing of an Iranian scientist 
believed to be linked to Iran's nuclear program.[Given that israel is a 
nuclear scofflaw, the consequences of such action will be substantial. ] 
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DON DENIED AGAIN — OBLITERATED IN PA — ‘NO MERIT’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-appeal-
pennsylvania_n_5fc14674c5b6e4b1ea4b3578 

YAHOO For Trump it's over, but there may be some more shouting [ True 
enough … ‘All over but the shouting’, for trump! 
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HuffPost Trump Biographer Hits President Where It Hurts: Can’t Even 
Succeed At Being A Loser “He is a profoundly incompetent person, a 
loser, if you might say," author Michael D’Antonio said of the president. 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-biographer-incompetent-loser-
104413136.html [ Profoundly incompetent … I like that … explains trump 
to a “T”.
http://www.albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
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YAHOO World Business Insider Former CIA Director John Brennan says 
the assassination of a top Iranian nuclear scientist was 'criminal' and 
risked inflaming conflict in the Middle East 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-cia-director-john-brennan-
155058070.html 

Ann, you’re a cruel dude, a mean hombre! But as Ann now knows, defense
of, not resistance to, trump is futile! 
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm 
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RECORD COVID COUNTS IN 16 STATES — NO SIGNS OF SLOWING https://
www.huffpost.com/entry/us-coronavirus-average-
cases_n_5fc2c15ec5b63d1b770c8fac 

FAUCI COVID WARNING: ‘SURGE UPON A SURGE’ FROM HOLIDAY 
TRAVEL https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fauci-holiday-travel-covid-19-
surge_n_5fc3b769c5b6e4b1ea4c21ca [ And, it’s driving Little Tony and 
the Washington Imperials out of their heads. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c ]

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
TRUMP DUMP: FBI RIGGED ELECTION! [ They’ll take it … positing 
effective competence (with the exception of straight-shooting Agent 
Barndollar) where none exists, were in step with do nothing, no results 
mueller et al. , with a history of ultimate compromised (homosexual) 
bureaucrat hoover, etc.. As is so of nearly all delusional assertions of 
their protected mentally ill mobster thief in chief trump, RIDICULOUS! ]
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Yahoo Politics The Independent Trump was ‘muttering, I won, I won, like ‘Mad 
King George’ after election defeat, report says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-muttering-won-won-mad-150045521.html 
President ‘scrambled for an escape hatch from reality’ according to The 
Washington Post [Ann’s ‘Man Who Would Be King’; mad as a hatter, nuttier than 
a fruit cake, etc.; but Ann, time to give it up. Ann et al. are beating a dead 
horse! http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm  …  
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I’ve previously referenced case assigned FBI Agent Ronald Barndollar 
( May 2, 1950 - June 6, 2016, Ronald K. Barndollar passed away … 35 
years as a Special Agent and polygraph examiner for the FBI )(he 
explained such mob things to me as, ie., having a hearse pull in front of 
me as I drove to my office to intimidate me (which I had already deduced,
but the actual effect was to get my ire up), although I was a bit shaken by
a police stop (yes they have some local police in pocket, and they 
legitimately have guns) on my way to the (RICO) case related deposition 
carefully orchestrated on private grounds/roadway of my condominium 
complex probably to avoid constitutional/federal jurisdictional law 
issues); Agent Barndollar, that rare breed of lawman, 
incorruptible/uncompromised/uncorrupted by bureaucratic 
influences/realities, speaking to him as he “cleared his office of flotsam” 
as he put it [I took that to mean in a cryptic way (all calls were recorded),
‘float sam alito’, to whom the covered up case (coverup) led … obviously 
we’ll never know, at least from him) ] , as he resigned/retired from the FBI
and continued his specialty, polygraphs as an independent contractor. 
How about a polygraph for ‘no good neighbor sam’ alito, which would 
have flushed out mentally ill mobster/criminal thief in chief trump along 
with other jersey/new york criminal mafia guineas long ago. Bear with 
me. [At risk of appearing paranoid, I know they monitor/read my stuff, ie., 
facebook, twitter, website, etc., hoping for a misstep on which they can 
predicate/rationalize action/inaction. It truly has been a pathetic and 
costly in many ways american experience. I now await the swearing in of
new President Biden et al. to at long last resolve this (these) matter(s). I 
realize the aforesaid is dreadfully boring, to everyone but me. I honestly 
must say, though contraindicated by inherently corrupt american reality 
which I now thankfully know, I would not have chosen differently. But I 
also must say, it has not been worth it (their goal and nation-damning 
message)]. THAT’S THE WAY IT IS!

http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
[ excerpt Judge Dorsey’s opinion: “... After no answer from Mr. Lacey for 
several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no longer with the U.S. 
Attorney's office and that his documents could not be found. Plaintiff 
delivered another package of the same documents several months later 
to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for several months 
Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in the U.S. 

http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf


Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located...”]

america is a total fraud!
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Typical crazy wops; jersey/new york guinea-land american style crazy. 
“..In any case, a prosecutor said later, the hit men, brothers named 
Vincent and Eddie Carini, were shown a piece of paper with only the 
name “Aronwald” on it. They killed the wrong Aronwald. And that wasn’t 
all, a 2003 article in The New York Times reported:
“After the botched assignment, Mr. Cacace had his hit men killed, 
prosecutors said. Then, they added, he had the hit men who had killed 
the hit men killed..”
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First Cat? Bidens Reportedly Bringing A Feline To The White House 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/joe-biden-cat-white-
house_n_5fc44585c5b66bb88c6809c0 [ Great choice! ]
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The top infectious disease expert in government can't get the president 
to listen to him https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/dr-fauci-warns-
of-post-thanksgiving-covid-surges-as-trump-doesn-t-weigh-in-
96867397998 [ And, it’s driving Little Anthony and the Washington 
Imperials out of their heads. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=v3j9bAVqt3c ]
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YAHOO Politics The Wrap Maria Bartiromo Slammed for ‘Delusional’ 
Trump Interview: ‘Not Much Daylight Between Maria and Alex Jones’ 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/maria-bartiromo-slammed-
delusional-trump-191736747.html [ WOW! That’s a pretty serious trashing 
… Not that serious money people took her and the so-called money-
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honeys serious anyway. ]
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YAHOO The Independent Ivanka Trump ‘Not Wanted’ posters appear 
across New York City https://www.yahoo.com/news/ivanka-trump-not-
wanted-posters-232447488.html [ A modicum of hope for New York City ]
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WASHPOST Last two of six states Trump contested certify his defeat

All six battleground states in which Trump was challenging the results — 
Georgia, Michigan, Nevada, Pennsylvania, Arizona and Wisconsin — have 
formally certified Biden’s win. 

YAHOO Politics HuffPost Former Trump Associate Felix Sater Must Face 
Money Laundering Suit https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/felix-sater-
money-laundering-trump-porperties-152852825.html A judge allowed the 
case accusing Donald Trump's former business associate of funneling 
stolen funds through schemes involving Trump properties.

NYT: TRUMP TALKED PARDONS FOR KIDS, JARED AND RUDY! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pardons-children-rudy-giuliani-
kushner_n_5fc6edd5c5b6c869173cb541 
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Anderson Cooper Delivers Lengthy Takedown Of Trump’s Latest ‘Con’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/anderson-cooper-donald-trump-latest-
con_n_5fc741b1c5b6b47a31ecac22 

Justice Department Investigated ‘Bribery-For-Pardon Scheme’ As Trump 
Campaigned, Court Reveals [ TIME TO APPLY TRUMP’S GOLDEN RULE TO
TRUMP: NO MERCY! Failing to completely finish trump and company will 
be regretted for decades to come with far reaching 
consequences/damage! ]

‘  ASSAULT ON DEMOCRACY’: WI GOV RIPS TRUMP SUIT   

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/wisconsin-gov-calls-trump-election-fraud-
lawsuit-an-assault_n_5fc7d391c5b64511ef9f3af7 [ DUH! Whatever 
america is; trump’s tenure therein, however brief, is testament to the 
fact/reality that america is a something far less than a legitimate/real 
democracy. That trump and his criminal accomplices are not in jail for 
their innumerable criminal acts further evinces that reality! TIME TO 
APPLY TRUMP’S GOLDEN RULE TO TRUMP: NO MERCY! Failing to 
completely finish trump and company will be regretted for decades to 
come with far reaching consequences/damage! ]

Trump tells GA Gov. Kemp to 'call off election' because 'it won't be 
needed' https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2020/12/1/1999221/-Trump-tells-
GA-Gov-Kemp-to-call-off-election-because-it-won-t-be-needed?
detail=emaildkre [ Well, if mentally ill mobster/criminal trump says it, it 
must be so. NOT! You can’t make this s**t up! ]

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
DARK WEEKS: MORGUES AND HOSPITALS OVERFLOW 
https://apnews.com/article/pandemics-coronavirus-pandemic-
2d8758a7bac85cd136248d5ce85533ed 
USA MOST DEATHS SINCE APRIL...
CDC director: 'Most difficult in public health history of nation'...
'Surge On Top Of Surge'... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
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YAHOO Politics The Independent Hannity says Trump should pardon 
himself and his family – but former White House lawyer insists that’s 
impossible https://www.yahoo.com/news/hannity-says-trump-pardon-
himself-164632945.html 

NAT’L EMERGENCY: 100K HOSPITALIZED — 200K CASES — RECORD 
DEATHS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/americans-hospitalized-covid-19-
100000_n_5fc7b2fcc5b64e938c9640d4 
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Mary Trump Warns What Her Uncle Will Put ‘Considerable Energy’ Into 
Post-Presidency https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mary-trump-donald-
trump-post-presidency-warning_n_5fc893d5c5b6933ec7dc8de8 
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YAHOO Health Reuters Videos Cat buried under concrete rescued after 
two days https://www.yahoo.com/news/cat-buried-under-concrete-
rescued-145444588.html 

YAHOO Politics The Daily Beast Project Veritas’ New CNN Bombshell: 
Jeff Zucker Thinks Rudy Giuliani Is ‘Crazy’

YAHOO Business The Independent Donald Trump and Jared Kushner 
receive $3.65m in PPP loan money intended for small businesses, report 
says
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YAHOO Politics The Telegraph Former Bill Clinton associate claims ex-
president did visit Jeffrey Epstein’s private island https://www.yahoo.com/news/
former-bill-clinton-associate-claims-205136245.html [ clinton’s a sick mobster 
as is trump! ]
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YAHOO Politics One Of Trump’s Election Fraud “Witnesses” Also Says 
He’s Being Haunted By Ghosts. Ok! https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/one-
trump-election-fraud-witnesses-194256049.html [Tempest in a t(for 
trump)teapot? “His claim to his home is deep, but there are too many 
ghosts. He must absorb without being absorbed.”-William Morris. Just 
when we thought trumpantics could not be more preposterous! Hmmm. 
Riiight.]
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UN WARNS: 2021 WILL BE ‘LITERALLY CATASTROPHIC’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/un-warns-2021-is-shaping-up-to-be-a-
humanitarian-catastrophe_n_5fca7f60c5b63a153451a84b 
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DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
FAUCI: JANUARY WILL BE TERRIBLE [ And, it’s driving Little Anthony and
the Washington Imperials out of their heads. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c ]
'WORST CASE SCENARIO'
JOB GROWTH SLOWS SHARPLY 
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Kellyanne Conway: ‘It Looks Like Joe Biden And Kamala Harris Will 
Prevail’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/kellyanne-conway-joe-biden-
kamala-harris-will-prevail_n_5fca903fc5b6636e0925233d [ DUH! ]
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albert peia
Oscar Wilde
04 Dec 2020
'The Portrait of Dorian Grey' is among what I would categorize as literary 
superlatives. This book is a gift for a child; though I must say I find it 
somewhat difficult to imagine Oscar Wilde as a children's book author; I 
won't be reading 'The Happy Prince' myself.

Niece says 'cruel and traitorous' Uncle belongs in prison... 
https://apnews.com/article/mary-trump-donald-trump-cruel-traitorous-
c2c6812cdc5e1daeaf111d566e52f405 
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Like trump (lies), palin appears to be projecting:
‘AN UTTER FRAUD. AN ABSOLUTE AND UTTER FRAUD,’ 
MCGINNISS CALLS PALIN IN AN INTERVIEW ABOUT THE 
BOOK WITH NBC.
Joe McGinniss Sarah Palin Book, 'The Rogue,' Makes 
Controversial Claims About Former Alaska Governor  ‘Joe 
McGinniss's new book, The Rogue: Searching for the Real 
Sarah Palin, 

Scroll down to Sarah Palin: 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/09/15/joe-mcginniss-sarah-palin-rogue-book_n_964091.html?ref=fb&src=sp&comm_ref=false#sb=682403,b=facebook
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/09/15/joe-mcginniss-sarah-palin-rogue-book_n_964091.html?ref=fb&src=sp&comm_ref=false#sb=682403,b=facebook
http://today.msnbc.msn.com/id/44531485/ns/today-books/t/author-speaks-out-salacious-palin-claims/#.TnIJNk-IG-I
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‘AN UTTER FRAUD. AN ABSOLUTE AND UTTER FRAUD,’ MCGINNISS 
CALLS PALIN IN AN INTERVIEW ABOUT THE BOOK WITH NBC.
Joe McGinniss Sarah Palin Book, 'The Rogue,' Makes Controversial 
Claims About Former Alaska Governor  ‘Joe McGinniss's new book, The 
Rogue: Searching for the Real Sarah Palin, hits bookstores next week, 
but its controversial claims about the former Alaska governor are already
making waves.

In the book, McGinniss writes that Palin had a one-night stand in 1987 
with future NBA basketball player Glen Rice nine months before she 
married her husband Todd. He quotes a friend who said Palin "had a 
fetish for black guys for a while."
"She was a gorgeous woman. Super nice. I was blown away by her," Rice 
tells McGinniss in the book, NBC reports. "Afterward, she was a big crush
that I had."
McGinniss's book also alleges that Palin had an extramarital affair with 
her husband's business partner, Brad Hanson, in the mid-1990s, and 
snorted cocaine off a 55-gallon oil drum while snowboarding.
"An utter fraud. An absolute and utter fraud," McGinniss calls Palin in an 
interview about the book with NBC. 
"At best, she's a hypocrite," McGinniss tells NBC's Savannah Guthrie. "At 
worst, she's a vindictive hypocrite."
McGinniss famously moved into a house next door to Palin's Wasilla, 
Alaska home to write his book -- prompting the Palins to accuse him of 
stalking them. They built a high fence along their property to protect their
privacy.
In response to McGinniss's book, Todd Palin gave a statement to NBC 
saying that McGinniss "spent the last year interviewing marginal figures 
with an axe to grind in order to churn out a hit piece to satisfy his own 
creepy obsession with my wife."
"I'd ask the fathers and husbands of America to consider our privacy 
when one summer day I found this guy on the deck of the rental property, 

http://today.msnbc.msn.com/id/44526235/ns/today/t/statement-todd-palin-regarding-joe-mcginniss-rogue/
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just 18 feet away next door to us, staring like a creep at my wife while 
she mowed the lawn in her shorts," Palin said.
McGinniss says that anything he learned about Palin by living next door 
did not make it into the book, but he does become a character in the 
story himself.
The New York Times writes in its review:
Soon Mr. McGinniss is settling in to enjoy the fuss his mere presence has 
created. "Normally, for a news story to continue beyond the first 24-hour 
news cycle, something newsworthy must occur," he writes loftily, but 
"The Rogue" is filled with proof to the contrary. What was his hate mail 
like? He quotes it. What did Glenn Beck call him? That’s here too. Who 
took umbrage at this venom and chose to help him? One man offered him 
a hideout, despite Mr. McGinniss's slight skepticism about his motives. 
"But you don’t know me," Mr. McGinniss protested. 

McGinniss's book is scheduled to hit bookstores on Tuesday, Sept. 20.’
The Rogue: Searching For The Real Sarah Palin' Cover Revealed Call it 
Palin Noir. Joe McGinniss' upcoming biography of Sarah Palin has a cover
design more fitting for a detective novel. It has a bold... 
Joe McGinniss, Palin Neighbor & Author, Leaving Wasilla To Write Book 
ANCHORAGE, Alaska — Sarah Palin can take down the fence. Palin's 
neighbor of three months on Wasilla's Lake Lucille, author Joe McGinniss,
is packing his... 
Bristol Palin Interview Accidentally Reveals Mother's 15 Abortions  

www.theonion.comWASILLA, AK—Sarah Palin's political team was forced
to do emergency damage control Monday after the former Alaska 
governor's daughter Bristol accidentally divulged on live television that 
her mother has undergone at least 15 abortions over the past 30 years. 
"She's always telling me how special I am, especially considering the five
or six babies she aborted before I was born," Palin, 20, said during a CNN 
interview in which she was asked if she thought her mother would make 
a good president. "Then of course there were the twins she aborted 
shortly after having me, another four abortions after Willow somehow 
survived hers—but anyway, she's a wonderful mom. She just gets 
pregnant a lot and doesn't always want to have the baby." Palin also 
commended her mother's strength in carrying three babies with Down 
syndrome to term, and then even choosing not to give Trig up for 
adoption like the others.
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Biden transition blocked from key intelligence as Trump appoints 
'screwballs' to Pentagon 
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/biden-transition-blocked-
from-key-intelligence-as-trump-appoints-screwballs-to-pentagon-
97165893518 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
HOSPITALS TURN AWAY PATIENTS
'WORST CASE SCENARIO' 
Covid top killer in USA this week; Overtakes heart disease... 
Biden Plans Virtual Inauguration...
Officially clinches Electoral College with California certification... 
Just 26 congressional Republicans acknowledge win...
ROMNEY: Trump leadership in pandemic is 'great human tragedy'...
President silent as health officials sound alarms…
China plants flag on moon... 
Fixated on own political fate...
CIA psychological profiler who labeled him 'dangerous' dies of virus... 
Secrecy and spin: How Florida's governor misled public... 
Testing only getting harder to come by....
FDA Career Staff Delaying Vax?
Rollout relies heavily on CVS and WALGREENS...
Bay Area speeds up lockdown and orders 8.5 million people to stay 
home...
Volunteers To Patrol Streets, Enforce Masks... 
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https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/528706-trump-largely-silent-as-health-officials-sound-covid-19-alarm
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These Cat Jokes Deserve a Round of Applause 
https://www.alwayspets.com/s/cat-jokes-909921e0e6004753?
utm_campaign=kittyjokes-
ebaf5659efe14d34&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=oat&utm_term=HOME
PAGE_US 
Relax and celebrate all things cat with this series of fun cat jokes.

These Cat Jokes Deserve a Round of Applause 
https://www.alwayspets.com/s/cat-jokes-909921e0e6004753?
utm_campaign=kittyjokes-
ebaf5659efe14d34&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=oat&utm_term=HOME
PAGE_US 
Relax and celebrate all things cat with this series of fun cat jokes.
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News In The Know Cops arrest influencer over 'inappropriate' photoshoot
at ancient pyramid: 'Insulting the great Pharaonic history'
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/cops-arrest-model-over-inappropriate-
204620588.html [ How about Ann giving this a whirl! 

Non-sequitur Ann. We expect better logic from our americon contribution 
to Pharaonic history. Ann, who has Pharaonic qualities of her own, Ivy 
League undergrad plus law school to boot. Go for it, Ann! Do us proud! ]

Typical crazy wops; jersey/new york guinea-land trump/americon style 
crazy: 
“..In any case, a prosecutor said later, the hit men, brothers named 
Vincent and Eddie Carini, were shown a piece of paper with only the 
name “Aronwald” on it. They killed the wrong Aronwald. And that wasn’t 
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all, a 2003 article in The New York Times reported:
“After the botched assignment, Mr. Cacace had his hit men killed, 
prosecutors said. Then, they added, he had the hit men who had killed 
the hit men killed..”
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Maddow: Losing and complaining are the most lucrative scams of 
Trump's presidency 
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/maddow-losing-and-
complaining-is-the-most-lucrative-scam-of-trump-s-presidency-
97166405559 
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Rudy Giuliani admitted to the (MENTAL?) hospital 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/12/06/politics/rudy-giuliani-coronavirus-
positive/index.html 
"Get better soon Rudy, we (are carrion?) will carry on!!!" Trump wrote on 
Twitter. 
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Trump barely shows up to work, ignoring U.S. crises 
https://news.yahoo.com/trumps-final-days-rage-denial-161650930.html 
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Michael Cohen: Trump’s biggest post-White House worry is the IRS, and 
here’s why 'A danger': Trump insider … on Trump’s life after WH 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/-a-danger-trump-insider-
who-went-to-prison-on-trump-s-life-after-wh-97286725999 [By ow, most 
would agree that trump could delusionally rationalize any action however
illegal, traitorous for his (“unfair”) treatment.With rump’s time in office 
dwindling, his former personal attorney Michael Cohen joins MSNBC’s 
Chief Legal Correspondent Ari Melber to iscuss the potential legal fallout 
Trump may face when he is no longer president. Cohen explains his role 
in providing a hush money ayment to Stormy Daniels and confirms Trump 
directed him and collaborated with him to do so, and argues that Trump 
will “sell ational security information to the highest bidder” and pose 
“danger” to the country. 

MARKETWATCH Short Seller Jim Chanos on Navigating the Golden Age of
Fraud https://www.marketwatch.com/videovideo/short-seller-jim-chanos-
on-navigating-the-golden-age-of-fraud-2020-12-07/E89FB3F3-E8F7-4607-
8278-6F51C4170AE6.html 

YAHOO Sports The Telegraph 'Melania Antoinette': First lady faces 
backlash after unveiling tennis pavilion at the White House 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/melania-antoinette-first-lady-faces-
235144298.html [ Let them eat tennis balls, or just balls; her card before 
address change:
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'If you or I did that we'd be indicted': Trump pressing officials to falsify 
vote results https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/-if-you-or-i-did-
that-we-d-be-indicted-trump-pressing-officials-to-falsify-vote-results-
97308229515 
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Mary Trump: Donald has ‘taken the politics of grievance to an artform’ 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/mary-trump-donald-has-
taken-the-politics-of-grievance-to-an-artform-97302086000 
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Arizona Republican Party Calls on Voters to Die For Trump... 
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/arizona-republican-party-now-calling-
on-voters-to-die-for-trumps-election-fight/ [ That’s very sick/trumpy! ]
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75 YEARS OF MOVIES: THE DEFINING FILM OF EACH YEAR FROM 1945-
2019 https://newarena.com/entertainment/75-years-of-movies-the-
defining-film-of-each-year-from-1945-2019-2/9/?amxt=tbdt_ref_2_all10 
Through the power of filmmaking, Hollywood has created some of our 
most powerful memories, social trends, and pure entertainment. All of 
these classic films — and those soon to be known as — defined the year 
in which they were released, creating a decades long filmography of 
triumphant artistry.
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Lawrence: The Supreme Court basically told Trump, 'You are out of your 
mind.' https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/lawrence-the-
supreme-court-crushed-trump-97379397803 [ DUH! ]

The retweeter in chief, Ann’s a cruel dude, a mean hombre! But as Ann 
now knows, defense of, not resistance to, trump is futile!

Good morning. In today's AP Morning Wire:
• US virus deaths hit record levels with the holidays still ahead. 

• After the UK, Mexico, India and Morocco eye vaccinations this 

month. 

• President-elect? Republicans may wait until January to say Joe 

Biden won. 

• After liberation from IS, Iraq's Mosul, amid ruins, sees slow revival.

YAHOO Politics HuffPost Harvard Law Professor Hits Donald Trump With 
The Cold Truth: ‘You Are A Loser’ 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-election-
over-082118042.html 

'DEPRESSED' TRUMP GHOSTING FRIENDS WHO ADMIT HE'S THE 2020 
LOSER
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/-depressed-trump-
ghosting-friends-who-admit-he-s-the-2020-loser-97439301806 
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'DEPRESSED' TRUMP GHOSTING FRIENDS WHO ADMIT HE'S THE 2020 
LOSER
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/-depressed-trump-
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ghosting-friends-who-admit-he-s-the-2020-loser-97439301806 

https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/election-pushback-turns-
menacing-97440325543 

The retweeter in chief, Ann’s a cruel dude, a mean hombre! But as Ann 
now knows, defense of, not resistance to, trump is futile!
'DEPRESSED' TRUMP GHOSTING FRIENDS WHO ADMIT HE'S THE 2020 
LOSER
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/-depressed-trump-
ghosting-friends-who-admit-he-s-the-2020-loser-97439301806 

https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/election-pushback-turns-
menacing-97440325543 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
US virus deaths hit record levels with the holidays ahead...
Pandemic fatigue sets in among Californians as state faces 'viral 
tsunami'... 
China sends spies to sleep with members of Congress: Ex-intel officer... 
Beijing Races Toward Plan to Blacklist, Redlist Firms for Behavior… 
FTC, states launch antitrust lawsuits against 
FACEBOOKINSTAGRAMWHATSAPP… 
Illegally trampled competitors by buying up rivals… 
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Over 3,000 died of Covid in the U.S. on Wednesday, a record. Trump said 
nothing. https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/over-3-000-died-of-
covid-in-the-u-s-today-trump-said-nothing-97447493862 
[ Hoax … fake news … funeral parlor operator conspiracy … ]
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GOP senators ready to acknowledge Biden won 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/12/09/politics/republican-reaction-trump-
refusal-to-concede/index.html 

U.S. Stocks Are Mixed as Jobless Claims Rise Sharply 
https://www.barrons.com/articles/asian-stocks-follow-wall-street-lower-
as-european-stocks-await-ecb-decision-51607594903?
link=MW_latest_news [ Come on … Like mentally ill mobster/criminal 
trump, Wall Street is total fraud and bull s**t … I want to know how they 
make up what already is worse from a macro economic, micro economic, 
financial perspective than even the Great Depression … ANSWER: They 
can’t make it up, with all the “Weimar dollars” and obfuscation in the 
world! ]

Politics HuffPost ‘Art Of The Deal’ Co-Author: Trump Will Inflict 'Suffering 
On All Of Us’ As Term Ends https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/tony-
schwartz-trump-inflicting-suffering-on-all-of-us-005645707.html Tony 
Schwartz said the president feels "unbearably diminished by the 
country's lack of acceptance of his dominance."

'Sedition, and perhaps treason': Joe’s scathing message to Republicans 
backing Trump’s coup https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/more-
than-100-house-gop-support-texas-lawsuit-97536069852 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
Deaths rising by 9/11 proportions each day...
Grief will weigh on psyche for years to come... 
200 hospitals at full capacity... 1/3 almost out of ICU space... 
FEDERAL SPENDING SMASHES RECORD...
$6,500,000,000,000.00 BLOWOUT… 
Website Doxxing Trump's Enemies Catches FBI's Eye... 
COUP-COUP: 'Elite Strike Force' Has Now Lost More Than 50 Election 
Challenges... 
SCOTUS REJECTS TRUMP’S COUP CASE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-supreme-court-voter-

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-supreme-court-voter-fraud_n_5fd39185c5b66a7584147c7a
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https://www.nextgov.com/cio-briefing/2020/12/federal-government-spending-nearly-twice-much-its-taking/170681/
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fraud_n_5fd39185c5b66a7584147c7a [ CooCoo … Crazy trump! ]
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FOXNEWS POLL: Majority say America worse off than it was 4 years 
ago... https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/529913-55-percent-in-
new-fox-news-poll-say-us-worse-off-than-it-was-4-years 
ELECTION IS OVER — DAMAGE TO DEMOCRACY LINGERS 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/the-election-is-over-trumps-attacks-will-
linger-for-far-longer_n_5fd4c79ec5b690d5d3045566 [ DUH! ]

REPLY TO PRESIDENT ELECT BIDEN, HOUSE SPEAKER PELOSI EMAILS 
TO ME:

… [ Though not set forth specifically in Judge Dorsey's factual 
background synopsis, Defendant Coan (Ch.7 trustee) was sued 
individually for having missed a filing deadline for adversary proceedings 
parallel to the RICO action causing dismissal with prejudice and 
substantial damages thereby. 
Order Page 1 Order Page 2 ]
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/
ShiffOrderDismisswithprejudiceonCoansfailuretofilePage1.jpg 
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/
ShiffOrderDismisswithprejudiceonCoansfailuretofilePage2.jpg 
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricoverifiedcomplaint3808.pdf 
Nancy, you’re preaching to the choir. ‘...Plaintiff, pro se, sues under the 
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organization Act ("RICO"), 18 U.S.C. §§
1961-1968, and the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1291, 
1346, 1402, 2401-2402, 2411-2412, 2671-2680. This court has subject 
matter jurisdiction pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1964(a) and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331,
1346(b) (1). II. BACKGROUND The facts are taken as alleged in the 
complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a broad-ranging conspiracy involving the 
United States of America, the U.S. Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. 
District Court Judges, various U.S. Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. 
Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, and fifteen John Doe 
defendants. The scheme involves the United States laundering proceeds 
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from illegal drug sales through the New Jersey casinos of Donald Trump 
and systematically defrauding bankruptcy creditors and debtors through 
the theft of property and surplus funds generated through bankruptcy 
sales. Plaintiff further alleges fraud and a massive cover-up, effected by 
misrepresenting court proceedings and removing court documents, as 
part of the underlying crimes that give rise to his civil RICO claims. In 
1987, Plaintiff commenced an action alleging civil RICO violations in the 
U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey to recover money owed 
to him by a Mr. Dilena. The case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne
Trump Barry[2]. The thrust of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds
owed to Plaintiff and comingled them with illicit drug profits that were 
then laundered through the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987
RICO action, Plaintiff claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme and provided him with documents to
support his theory. After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, 
Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office 
and that his documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another 
package of the same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney 
Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that 
Mr. Alito was no longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story 
to agents of the FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of 
deliberately slow proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989…..’ 

Nancy, in light of bi-partisan corruption in the “process”, I would feel very
foolish donating more than I have already, prior to a compromised 
resolution as, ie., set forth in my RICO case summary to the FBI per their 
request. http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
SOMEONE/SOME ENTITY HAS TO PAY THIS! Tell your ‘Joe’ et als this 
must be paid! [ For ie., clinton, bush, bush, obama, trump et als. No more 
hiding behind a totally corrupted bi-partisan process! ]
...[ It Should Be Noted That the Insurer and the Surety Would Be 
Subrogated To Any and All Rights/Claims/Causes of Action Upon Payment.
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It Should Also Be Noted That Rico Claims are Assignable. Holmes v. 
Security Investor Protection Corp., 530 U.S. 258 (1992)(Plaintiff 
governmental agency subrogated to the claims of defunct brokerage); 
Federal Ins. Co. v. Ayers, 760 F.Supp. 1118(E.D. Pa. 1990)(Subrogated 
surety's monetary loss flowing from RICO predicate acts "constitutes an 
injury to plaintiff" (surety) " 's business sufficient to satisfy the 
requirements for standing under the Federal RICO statute"; accord 
General Accident Ins. Co. v. Fidelity and Deposit Co., 598 F.Supp. 1223 (D.
Md. 1984) and Levey v. E. Stewart Mitchell, Inc., 585 F.Supp. 1030 (E.D. 
Pa. 1984), aff'd mem., 762 F.Supp. 998 (4th Cir. 1985). In re National 
Mortgage Equity Corp. Mortgage Pool Certificate Secs. Litig., 636 F.Supp. 
1138 (C.D. Cal. 1986) (RICO claims are assignable). ]... 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]

america is a total fraud!

http://albertpeia.com
ELECTION IS OVER — DAMAGE TO DEMOCRACY LINGERS 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/the-election-is-over-trumps-attacks-will-
linger-for-far-longer_n_5fd4c79ec5b690d5d3045566 [ DUH! ]

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
FLASHBACK: Kevin McCarthy recorded saying 'Putin pays Trump'.. 
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/donald-trump-house-
majority-leader-kevin-mccarthy-told-colleagues-vladimir-putin-pays-
president-russia-james-comey-a7741961.html 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
COVID kills 3,309 Americans on most lethal day...
Death spiral of public life...
Vaccine to start arriving in states Monday…
SUPREME COURT REJECTS THE DON
ELECTORAL COLLEGE FORMALLY ELECTS BIDEN ON MONDAY 
DISASTER UPON A DISASTER: U.S. EVICTION CRISIS LOOMS 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eviction-crisis-public-health-disaster_n_5fd3d8a6c5b66a758414e38c
https://apnews.com/article/election-2020-joe-biden-donald-trump-lawsuits-elections-fe784086a81497dcfe38f0eb5bffd36d
https://www.cnn.com/2020/12/11/politics/supreme-court-texas-trump-biden/index.html
https://apnews.com/article/pandemics-coronavirus-pandemic-0437add2a9245e1f9c57e04e085c6cbc
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-death-spiral-schools-transit-restaurants-ac9b310b-aca1-477c-97b2-2a5193584873.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9046191/COVIDs-deadliest-day-3-300-people-die-coronavirus-day-FDA-finally-approves-Pfizer-vaccine.html
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eviction-crisis-public-health-
disaster_n_5fd3d8a6c5b66a758414e38c [ Another day in paradise! ]
Trump Named ‘LOSER OF THE YEAR’ By German News Magazine Der 
Spiegel https://www.huffpost.com/entry/der-spiegel-trump-loser-of-the-
year_n_5fd3f66cc5b663c37596977a "Trump's presidency ends as it 
began: Without decency and without dignity," Der Spiegel declared. [ Are 
the Germans the only ones with courage enough to editorialize in 
mainstream print the reality of the disaster of america’s mentally ill 
mobster/criminal donald j. trump, and family/accomplices, et al.? Realize 
america’s look the other way media/governmental bureaucrats never 
found a favor too big/criminal/outrageous to bestow upon duplicitous 
trump and company. ]

WASHPOST After Supreme Court dismisses Texas case, Trump says his 
efforts to challenge election results are ‘not over’

Once there was a silly old ram
Thought he'd punch a hole in a dam
No one could make that ram, scram
He kept buttin' that dam

'Cause he had high hopes, he had high hopes
He had high apple pie, in the sky hopes
[ Sorry sick donny … Talkin’ about the LA RAMS, not you! ]

Looking back at trump’s disastrous tenure as president; a 
scorecard, check all that apply: CHECK ALL!

It’s Official: Joe Biden Secures Enough Electors To Become The 46th 
President  https://www.huffpost.com/entry/joe-biden-electors-46th-
president_n_5fd7d5f0c5b62f31c1ff8809  [ It’s to the trail of tears for 
trump loyalists! ]
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Maddow: Barr ends shameful tenure that began with a big public lie about
the Mueller investigation 
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/barr-ends-shameful-tenure-
that-began-with-a-big-public-lie-about-the-mueller-investigation-
97731653541 

DRUDGEREPORT
SEASON FINALE: MCCONNELL FINISHES TRUMP 
https://apnews.com/article/mitch-mcconnell-congratulates-joe-biden-
2ed09a34fbbc3342fe45c733ee0dd725 
Barr's replacement has record of protecting Trump and friends, punishing
Trump's enemies https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/barr-s-
replacement-as-a-g-has-record-of-protecting-trump-and-friends-
97820741577 
[ DUH! ]

Fewer than 70 of 900 invited guests showed up to Mike Pompeo's State 
Department Christmas party https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-
9059601/Fewer-70-900-invited-guests-showed-Mike-Pompeos-State-
Department-Christmas-party.html 
Daily Mail

U.S. YAHOO The Independent Trump must turn over financial documents 
to New York attorney general, judge rules 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-must-turn-over-financial-
222118285.html 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
RECORD COVID DEATH DAY: 3,400... DEVELOPING... 
New strain features 17 mutations sparking fears vaccine won't work... 
Record numbers of patients push hospitals and staffs to limit... 
BLIZZARD 2020! UPDATE: Major snow and ice storm hits Northeast…
10" CENTRAL PARK 
RECORDS SMASHED 

NY Gov Cuomo Bans Sale of Confederate Flags... Admits Law Violates 
First Amendment! [ Oh, is that all? Just the First Amendment? Eh, what 
the heck (sarcasm, just kidding) … I think the nation is tired of ‘trumpy 
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https://www.accuweather.com/en/winter-weather/biggest-snow-ice-storm-in-years-set-to-wallop-eastern-us/865948
https://www.accuweather.com/en/winter-weather/monstrous-snowstorm-turns-fatal-buries-roadways-throughout-northeast/868390
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Record-numbers-of-covid-19-patients-push-15809731.php
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https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-must-turn-over-financial-222118285.html
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https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwipk86JkdPtAhXKH7kGHeErDPkQxfQBMAF6BAgCEAg&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.dailymail.co.uk%2Fnews%2Farticle-9059601%2FFewer-70-900-invited-guests-showed-Mike-Pompeos-State-Department-Christmas-party.html&usg=AOvVaw2OOGQswoY6r9ljdeAa_FAi
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https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/barr-ends-shameful-tenure-that-began-with-a-big-public-lie-about-the-mueller-investigation-97731653541
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mob-friendly new york/new jersey, etc., look the other way law’ that gave 
rise to mentally ill mobster/criminal trump among other still extant 
mobsters. ] 
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RECORD COVID DEATH DAY: 3,656...
Numbers of patients push hospitals and staffs to limit... 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
NUKE WEAPONS AGENCY BREACHED IN MASSIVE CYBER ONSLAUGHT 
America's Toughest Year? Two-Thirds Feel 'Defeated'...
77% Say Nation in 'Existential Crisis'… 
20.6 million people receiving some type of unemployment benefits... 
California reporting more cases than most countries!
ICU capacity drops to 0% in SoCal...
Americans in Full Revolt Against Lockdowns...
Mental Health Issues At Crisis Levels For Children...
Hospital accused of faking injection on TV...
Newsrooms face tricky task of covering adverse side effects... 
PFIZER blames feds for slowing vax rollout...
Sitting on 'millions' of doses…

Chris Christie Spells It Out For Longtime Friend Trump: Accept Defeat 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/chris-christie-donald-trump-joe-biden-
victory_n_5fdc6206c5b650b99adb6c24 [ Half-sicilian to fredo cuomo, 
brother of mob friendly frodo cuomo (jersey/new york guinea to guinea ... 
No don tumpbalony, not like in your old corrupt stomping grounds). ] 

Typical crazy wops; jersey/new york guinea-land trump/americon style 
crazy: 
“..In any case, a prosecutor said later, the hit men, brothers named 
Vincent and Eddie Carini, were shown a piece of paper with only the 
name “Aronwald” on it. They killed the wrong Aronwald. And that wasn’t 
all, a 2003 article in The New York Times reported:
“After the botched assignment, Mr. Cacace had his hit men killed, 
prosecutors said. Then, they added, he had the hit men who had killed 
the hit men killed..”

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/chris-christie-donald-trump-joe-biden-victory_n_5fdc6206c5b650b99adb6c24
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/chris-christie-donald-trump-joe-biden-victory_n_5fdc6206c5b650b99adb6c24
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/chris-christie-donald-trump-joe-biden-victory_n_5fdc6206c5b650b99adb6c24
http://bypass.theweek.com/speedreads/955841/pfizer-says-millions-vaccine-doses-are-waiting-shipped--but-government-hasnt-told-where
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/530695-pfizer-says-no-covid-vaccine-production-problems-or-shipment-delays
https://www.cnn.com/2020/12/16/media/coronavirus-vaccine-reactions-reliable-sources/index.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/1984002/hospital-accused-faking-nurse-coronavirus-vaccine-injection-tv/
https://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2020/12/16/covid-19-creating-mental-health-crisis-for-kids-therapist-says/
https://reason.com/2020/12/16/americans-are-in-full-revolt-against-pandemic-lockdowns/
https://abc7.com/health/pandemic-icu-capacity-drops-to-0%25-in-southern-california/8850811/
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/California-the-latest-epicenter-is-reporting-15809619.php
https://apnews.com/article/technology-jobless-claims-unemployment-coronavirus-pandemic-economy-3dfd19dfdf6a9e940b492e23b4d87403
https://www.studyfinds.org/americas-toughest-year-2020-left-people-feeling-defeated/
https://www.studyfinds.org/americas-toughest-year-2020-left-people-feeling-defeated/
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/12/17/nuclear-agency-hacked-officials-inform-congress-447855
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Record-numbers-of-covid-19-patients-push-15809731.php
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9061919/US-breaks-record-coronavirus-deaths-3-400.html
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Mitt Romney: It’s Extraordinary Trump Hasn’t Mentioned Suspected 
Russia Cyberattack https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mitt-romney-trump-
russian-cyberattack_n_5fdc23f2c5b6aa861e5d2716 [ Well, better late 
than never to impugn trump’s “affinity” for and protection of ‘The Brighton
Beach Boys’ (KGB, et al.) ….. As Putin just said of Navalny, if they wanted
him dead he’d be dead … riiiiight … Then again, Mitt predicted a trump 
win earning him the moniker, ‘Mitt is full of s**t’ . ]

MAIL.COM “...there was The New York Times story about Russia and 
China listening in on Donald Trump’s phone calls because of his refusal to
use secured government phones. 
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2020/12/17/2002567/-Trump-s-Twitter-
account-hacked-using-spectacularly-simple-password-say-Dutch-
prosecutors?detail=emaildkre The narcissist usually opts to use his own 
personal mobile phones. Trump lack of sophistication in these matters is 
something we can all imagine permeates every aspect of his life. It’s a 
mixture of having a mediocre mind that is also smothered in narcissistic 
hubris. On Oct. 22, a man from the Netherlands named Victor Gevers 
reportedly hacked into Donald Trump’s Twitter account. How did he get 
past the president of one of the most powerful countries Earth has ever 
known? He guessed the password, silly! You get three guesses before 
you go below the fold. If you guessed “maga2020!”, congratulations! You 
could have had access to one of the most powerful people with the 
world’s biggest microphone...Remember: Donald Trump was and will 
always be a national security nightmare.” 

Millions in donations to Trump's 'election defense' fund go right into his 
and his family's pockets 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/trump-s-latest-con-
ripping-off-maga-fans-after-losing-98046021506 [ ‘The Art of the Con’ by 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump and crime family ]

https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/trump-s-latest-con-ripping-off-maga-fans-after-losing-98046021506
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https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/trump-s-latest-con-ripping-off-maga-fans-after-losing-98046021506
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2020/11/11/1995077/-Trump-is-now-a-national-security-risk-for-life
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2020/12/17/2002567/-Trump-s-Twitter-account-hacked-using-spectacularly-simple-password-say-Dutch-prosecutors?detail=emaildkre
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2020/12/17/2002567/-Trump-s-Twitter-account-hacked-using-spectacularly-simple-password-say-Dutch-prosecutors?detail=emaildkre
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2020/12/17/2002567/-Trump-s-Twitter-account-hacked-using-spectacularly-simple-password-say-Dutch-prosecutors?detail=emaildkre
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2018/10/25/1807156/-Trump-uses-iPhone-to-claim-he-doesn-t-use-an-iPhone-because-he-doesn-t-care-if-you-know-he-s-lying
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2018/10/25/1807156/-Trump-uses-iPhone-to-claim-he-doesn-t-use-an-iPhone-because-he-doesn-t-care-if-you-know-he-s-lying
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mitt-romney-trump-russian-cyberattack_n_5fdc23f2c5b6aa861e5d2716
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mitt-romney-trump-russian-cyberattack_n_5fdc23f2c5b6aa861e5d2716
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mitt-romney-trump-russian-cyberattack_n_5fdc23f2c5b6aa861e5d2716
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Kushner Helped Launch Shell Company That Paid Campaign Funds To 
Trump Family: Report https://www.huffpost.com/entry/american-made-
media-trump-campaign-shell-company_n_5fdd3505c5b60f8288564e86 

YAHOO Politics The Independent Former Melania Trump aide claims the 
first lady called Ivanka and Jared ‘snakes’, reigniting feud rumours 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-melania-trump-aide-claims-
192002173.html 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
TRUMP DOWNPLAYS HACK, RUSSIA ROLE
CONTRADICTS POMPEO
BLAMES CHINA
'FAKE NEWS' 
Covid Epicenter: California…
FDA investigating allergic reactions in multiple states… 
Hospital halts after tingling, elevated heart rates...
Nurse faints minutes after getting jab... VIDEO... 
San Fran Health Director Warns Of 'Catastrophic Situation'...
8 Nuns Die In Past Week At Wisconsin Retirement Home... 

Trump Shrugs Off Massive Kremlin Cyberattack As No Biggie, Baselessly 
Points To China https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-cyberattack-shrug-
off-china-russia_n_5fde803dc5b6e5158fa78462 [ Well, if Russia says it, it 
must be true … If trump says it, it must be true … WOW! You can’t make 
this s**t up! ]
Mark Levin turns on former bro, crime family trump? Read THE LEVIN 
REPORT
TheLevinReport Trump Stays Silent on Nuclear-Stockpile Hack, Focusing 
Energy on Showerhea…Surprise, surprise: The president has said nothing 
about a massive Russian hack. But he’s right on top of low-flow toilets 
and showerheads. https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/12/donald-
trump-russia-hack-showerheads Oops: Jared Kushner Reportedly Created
a Shell Company to Secretly Pay   Trump Family Members and Spend Half   
the Campaign’s Cash  …     And first daughter-in-law Lara Trump was the 
president. https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/12/jared-kushner-
campaign-shell-company 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-cyberattack-shrug-off-china-russia_n_5fde803dc5b6e5158fa78462
https://chicago.cbslocal.com/2020/12/18/eight-nuns-die-in-past-week-at-wisconsin-retirement-home/
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/12/17/covid-surge-san-francisco-case-numbers-still-spiking-city-order-mandatory-quarantine-for-travelers/
https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1339779233372123137?s=20
https://nypost.com/2020/12/18/nurse-faints-while-talking-to-press-about-getting-covid-19-vaccine/
https://www.fox32chicago.com/news/suburban-hospital-pauses-covid-vaccinations-after-4-workers-experience-adverse-reactions
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/530966-fda-investigating-allergic-reactions-to-pfizer-vaccine-reported-in-multiple
https://apnews.com/article/ap-top-news-anthony-fauci-coronavirus-pandemic-los-angeles-california-5aa5ee763e7c32a76735a61c5d923baa
https://www.axios.com/trump-russian-cyberattack-f95835d0-1aa7-4a52-9b49-ea3c34d7952a.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9070837/Trump-breaks-silence-huge-cyber-attack-says-China-responsible-not-Russia.html
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-politics-mark-levin-coronavirus-pandemic-hacking-6080f156125a4a46edef2a6dcf826611
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Trump-contradicting-Pompeo-downplays-gravity-of-15816266.php
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-melania-trump-aide-claims-192002173.html
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HACK OF THE CENTURY...
NSA ALARM... BANKS ON ALERT... NATO SCANS SYSTEMS...
'ACT OF WAR' BY RUSSIA... SINCE MARCH?
How foreign cyber-spies compromised America... 
Trump contradicts Pompeo, downplays Russia's role...
Keep up the good work, Putin tells spy agency staff… 
https://news.trust.org/item/20201220122515-3ljpr 

TRUMP IS LOSING HIS MIND 
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/12/trump-losing-his-mind/
617446/?
fbclid=IwAR3lxItg3Uxaz9WIukwc1Keus34molB8lzY8Lt7qHuRUfvD23Lj4tv
zC3No 

The president is discussing martial law in the Oval Office, as his grip on reality 
falters.

December 20, 2020

Il est fini!

Why Trump should resign today https://www.cnn.com/2020/12/20/opinions/
trump-should-resign-covid-obeidallah/index.html 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
MUTANT STRAIN SPREADS 
RESISTANT TO VAX?
UK ISOLATED
STOCKS, OIL TUMBLE 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-stock-markets-dow-update-12-21-2020-11608546648
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/12/21/new-covid-strain-makes-uk-a-global-pariah-amid-travel-bans.html
https://us.cnn.com/2020/12/20/health/walter-reed-covid-19-variant/index.html
https://news.sky.com/story/covid-19-new-strain-found-in-denmark-netherlands-and-australia-says-who-12169262
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/12/20/opinions/trump-should-resign-covid-obeidallah/index.html
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https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Trump-contradicting-Pompeo-downplays-gravity-of-15816266.php
https://www.reuters.com/article/global-cyber-usa-idUSKBN28T0Y1
https://apnews.com/article/hacking-russia-bafff5557a8941aa1a5ef239d36c4e28
https://www.axios.com/solarflares-russia-hack-agencies-0a21d7e4-9fcf-4f6d-b86c-f903d155dd9d.html
https://news.abs-cbn.com/overseas/12/19/20/nato-checking-systems-after-us-cyberattack
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/banks-on-alert-after-first-sweep-finds-no-evidence-of-major-hack/ar-BB1c3cRg?ocid=uxbndlbing
https://news.yahoo.com/massive-cyberattack-grows-beyond-us-160222029.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/12/17/nuclear-agency-hacked-officials-inform-congress-447855


'Thuggery': Ret. Gen. McCaffrey slams Flynn's suggestion that Trump use 
martial law to retain power 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/-thuggery-four-star-army-
general-blasts-trump-s-maga-martial-law-plot-98210885528 ‘'Seven Days 
in May' (1964) | The 15 Best Political Films of All   Time…   
https://entertainment.time.com/2012/09/05/the-15-best-political-films-of-
all-time-the-votes-are-in/slide/seven-days-in-may/ One review:”..Seven 
Days in May could very well have been made in 2019. Same stuff, 50 
years earlier..” Not quite analogous but similar enough. Saw this on a 
field trip in Mrs. Paul’s class (?) (does anyone know if she ever became a 
lawyer; she seemed to be considering it?). [ You can’t make this s**t up! ]

YAHOO Politics The Independent Trump news – live: ‘Sociopathic’ 
president conducting ‘cash grab’ as Fox, Newsmax drop voting 
conspiracies
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(FACEBOOK: Saw this on a field trip in Mrs. Paul’s (?) class (does anyone 
know if she ever became a lawyer; she seemed to be considering it?). 
[ You can’t make this s**t up! ] http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! http://albertpeia.com

PREZ PARDON SPREE: SCAMMERS AND KILLERS SCOT FREE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pardons-george-papadopoulos-
duncan-hunter-gop_n_5b17ef27e4b0734a9939b618 

Trump's private bankers resign from Deutsche Bank 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/12/22/business/trump-deutsche-bankers-resign/
index.html 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
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MUTANT STRAIN SPREADS
STARTED IN USA?
VAX PUT TO TEST
BIDEN WARNS 'DARKEST DAYS' AHEAD 
DEADLIEST YEAR IN AMERICAN HISTORY... [trump’s ‘hoax’]
FATALITIES TOP 3 MILLION… [trump’s ‘hoax’]
Life-Expectancy Gains Reversed… [trump’s ‘hoax’]
FAUCI DOSED... JOE JABBED... More lawmakers decline...
Vaccine injury claims steered to obscure federal office...
ER HELL: Video Shows Patients Lining Hallways Of CA Hospital... 

Time for Ann to be accountable for her far less than awesome(her word) 
trump chump change choice.
Ann’s a cruel dude, a mean hombre! But as Ann now knows, defense of, 
not resistance to, trump is futile! 
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.gif 

The predictability of mentally ill mobster/criminal trump’s reaction to 
election loss; america, along with trump’s enablers/facilitators are so 
pathetic, culpable for the sick fraud trump!
https://twitter.com/i/status/1340351783474892800 

Trump's presidential legacy, by the numbers WASHINGTON (AP) — Words 
matter. But numbers tell stories, too. Presidential historians and others 
will plumb them as they assess Trump’s legacy
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-iran-nuclear-health-coronavirus-
pandemic-coronavirus-vaccine-22e9cd885c1d4de1b9be68e13233a306?
utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=December23_
MorningWire_Automated&utm_term=Morning%20Wire%20Subscribers 
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‘  LET’S DO IT’: PELOSI-SCHUMER PUSH FOR TRUMP-BACKED $2K   

CHECKS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/democrats-trump-stimulus-
checks_n_5fe34af7c5b6e1ce833796a3 
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https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/531175-biden-receives-first-dose-of-coronavirus-vaccine-publicly
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/12/22/health/us-coronavirus-tuesday/index.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/2012534/mutant-covid-strain-already-us-started-scientists/
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CHRISTMAS COVER-UP: TRUMP BAILS OUT HIS HENCHMEN 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pardons-roger-stone-paul-manafort-
other_n_5fe2c9bbc5b6acb534555278 

Trump Back At Mar-A-Lago, Raising Taxpayer Golf Tab To $151.5 Million 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-151-million-
golf_n_5fe3bc61c5b6e1ce83383074 trump has already played golf on his 
own properties 289 times since taking office in January 2017 [ Don’t 
forget, Ann’s awesome (her word) man was unrelenting in his criticism of 
wobama for doing a fraction of the same. Pathetic! ]

A Brief Reminder Of Charles Kushner’s Creepy Crimes, Through Tweets 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/charles-kushner-trump-
pardon_n_5fe3f923c5b66809cb3004c8 
Latest Round Of Trump Clemency Benefits Manafort, Other Cronies 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/latest-round-of-trump-clemency-benefits-
manafort-other-cronies_n_5fe49ca7c5b6e1ce8338d6b1 Latest Round Of 
Trump Clemency Benefits Manafort, Other Cronies
“The pardons from this President are what you would expect to get if you gave 
the pardon power to a mob boss...”
Trump’s Post-Election Pardons List: War Criminals, Crooked Politicians 
And Family https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pardons-allies-law-
enforcement-mueller-investigation_n_5fe4eaf7c5b6acb5345775d5 trump’s
pardons include military contractors who killed children, law 
enforcement officers who violated civil rights and, of course, his allies. 

Trump Mocked After He Claims Twitter Censorship Leads To Communism
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-twitter-communism-
congress-tweet_n_5fe52b2dc5b6e1ce83391738 [ trump is such a sick, 
pathetic piece of s**t! ]
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Reality has come to america … conned by king con trump … bamboozled 
by mentally ill mobster/criminal trump, america’s too embarrassed to own
up to the folly and is soft touch in handling this nation-destroying con 
man, their don. Trump is bulls**t, a total fraud! Close scrutiny, trump’s 
totally incompetent; hence, the mobster sluggo approach for obfuscation.
He’s a total vegetable; hence, the midnight tweet-storms, the non-stop 
lies, the infantile ‘he’s rubber, they’re glue’ projection of foibles put-on. 
Oh wait; he was, ‘a bowling champ(?) in queens new york’. Trump’s a 
total vegetable. 
Outside the dumbed down u.s.:
independent.co.uk Donald Trump might be the stupidest President ever It 
should come as no surprise - and it has not - that he is sorely lacking in 
sophistication, knowledge of the world, understanding of government and
a rudimentary grasp of economics. President Donald Trump does not read
- except in small doses and when his own name appears prominently. 
Prior to the presidency, his only activities were work and golf. He does 
not mingle with intellectuals, cultural trend-setters or artists. 

Trump Named ‘LOSER OF THE YEAR’ By German News Magazine Der 
Spiegel https://www.huffpost.com/entry/der-spiegel-trump-loser-of-the-
year_n_5fd3f66cc5b663c37596977a "Trump's presidency ends as it 
began: Without decency and without dignity," Der Spiegel declared. [ Are 
the Germans the only ones with courage enough to editorialize in 
mainstream print the reality of the disaster of america’s mentally ill 
mobster/criminal donald j. trump, and family/accomplices, et al.? Realize 
america’s look the other way media/governmental bureaucrats never 
found a favor too big/criminal/outrageous to bestow upon duplicitous 
trump and company. ]
MARKETWATCH: Trump has reportedly suggested nuking hurricanes 
headed toward the U.S.. WOW! 

What happened to america? trump happened.

PATHETIC!
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VACATIONING TRUMP SAYS AFGHANISTAN BETTER THAN UNITED 
STATES Dec 26th, 2020 https://www.mediaite.com/politics/vacationing-
trump-says-afghanistan-better-than-united-states/ [Well, if trump says it, it
must be true.]

Trump’s Donors Funnel $10.5 Million Into His Businesses During His 
Presidency https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-self-dealing-campaign-
slush-fund-donations_n_5fe7b503c5b6acb534585c51 
Rep. Beatty: Trump has been on vacation while people are starving and 
dying https://www.msnbc.com/the-sunday-show/watch/trump-not-signing-
covid-relief-bill-fate-of-2-000-checks-discussed-by-rep-beatty-
98444357549 [America, as a nation, must be faulted for soft-touch 
approach to mentally ill mobster/criminal trump; to be sure, does anyone 
really think sicko trump cares about getting people more money ($2,000 
vs. $600) or just an excuse for havoc, disruption, etc.. Then there’s the 
Russian stuff/connection. PATHETIC!]

Opinion  : Nero fiddled. Trump plays golf  
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Geraldo Rivera Has Had Enough Of ‘Entitled Frat Boy’ Trump "Sadly, he 
lost a bitterly contested election," said Rivera. "S**t happens [ Indeed, 
S**t happens; the story of token geraldo’s life. ] 

YAHOONEWS Politics Business Insider Trump supporter and Fox News 
star Geraldo Rivera said the president is acting like an 'entitled frat boy' 
since losing the election [ geraldo, the token (fox needed one in light of 
their all in for trump, ie., ‘where’s Walldo’ ridiculousness), has no 
credibility whatsoever as he plays both diametrically opposed sides in 
light of disaster and loser trump. He’s pathetic and bulls**t like his 
former master! ]
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PAPER TIGER: TRUMP FOLDS IN FLORIDA —   SHUTDOWN AVERTED   
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-signs-covid-relief-government-
spending_n_5fe4f93ec5b6ff7479808b3f 
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YAHOO Politics New York Post bluntly tells Trump to 'stop the insanity' and end
his 'undemocratic coup' attempt https://www.yahoo.com/news/york-post-bluntly-
tells-trump-083300428.html 

Trump’s Favorite Newspaper Gives Up On Him: ‘It’s Time To End This Dark 
Charade’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/new-york-post-murdoch-trump-
attempted-coup-editorial_n_5fe950aec5b6ff7479821eaa 

Presidential historian on Trump's final days: 'There's nothing in history that's 
remotely like this' 
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/presidential-historian-on-
president-trump-s-final-days-in-office-there-s-nothing-in-history-that-s-remotely-
like-this-98492997672 [ DUH! From direct observation and experience: I could 
have and did warn of disaster, mentally ill mobster/criminal trump ( Note: from 
USDC JUDGE OPINION/COVERUP- “ ...broad-ranging conspiracy involving the
United States of America, the U.S. Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. 
District Court Judges, various U.S. Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. 
Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, and fifteen John Doe 
defendants. The scheme involves the United States laundering proceeds 
from illegal drug sales through the New Jersey casinos of Donald 
Trump...” ). No excuses for america the total fraud. ]
HUFFPOST ‘IRRESPONSIBILITY’: BIDEN BLASTS TRUMP ADMIN NATSEC 
OBSTRUCTION 
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MSNBC Biden criticizes Trump admin for 'roadblocks' on national security
issues

CNN Biden says his transition team has 'encountered roadblocks' from 
Trump appointees
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Trump Labels Melania As The ‘Greatest First Lady Of All Time’ 
smalljoysnews.com
.. speculations arose on how Melania never appeared on any leading 
fashion magazine cover as First Lady of the United Stat  es  

Laurence Tribe: Biden admin. puts democracy at risk if it allows Trump to
self-pardon https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/harvard-law-
professor-donald-trump-s-pardons-must-not-obstruct-justice-98513477611
'GIVE THE PEOPLE $2000'
DEBT NEARS $28 TRILLION
WAS $19.9 TRILLION WENT TRUMP TOOK OFFICE 

MARKETWATCH First case of new, more contagious COVID-19 variant 
found in U.S. https://www.marketwatch.com/story/first-case-of-new-more-
contagious-covid-19-variant-found-in-u-s-11609280767?
link=MW_latest_news 

Neal Katyal: 'Trump is still living in a fantasy world' on election results 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-reidout/watch/-trump-is-still-living-in-a-
fantasy-world-98576965839 [ Come on, WAKE UP! america’s what’s living 
in a fantasy world; to be sure, mob infested jersey/new york embraced 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump’s fairy tales, adopted by corrupt mob-
friendly america; and the rest is as they say, HISTORY (of decline and fall
of america). ]
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It truly is difficult to imagine america recovering from the disastrous 
debacle named trump! 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/video/politics/the-wildest-political-
moments-of-2020/2020/12/28/98b7e234-c1e7-4c54-a7ea-
d60164b0244a_video.html 

Onetime COVID skeptic Dr. Drew reveals he has it

US sets daily Covid-19 death record for the second day in a row. 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/12/31/health/us-coronavirus-thursday/index.ht
ml [trump’s hoax]

It truly is difficult to imagine america recovering from the disastrous 
debacle named trump! 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/video/politics/the-wildest-political-
moments-of-2020/2020/12/28/98b7e234-c1e7-4c54-a7ea-
d60164b0244a_video.html 

Trump Abruptly Cuts Short Florida Vacation To Return To White House 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-leaving-mar-a-lago-
early_n_5fedcaedc5b6fd33110d013b [ Come on … another bulls**t trump 
fiction/scenario … ashamed/afraid to face the music/attendees, loser that 
he is, trump ‘disappears’ to fight the fake fight … What a pathetic, 
mentally ill mobster/criminal piece of s**t trump certainly is! ]
DRUDGEREPORT 
AMERICA DAILY DEATH NEAR 4,000… 
SUPER-STRAIN TSUNAMI?
FAUCI SOUNDS ALARM, AGAIN… [ And it’s drivin’ Little Anthony (and the 
Washington Imperials) out of his head! https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=v3j9bAVqt3c ]

'Unimaginable': Fauci calls out those who still believe Covid is 'fake 
news' https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/dr-fauci-
thinks-it-s-unimaginable-some-americans-still-believe-covid-is-fake-news-
98646085546 

[ And it’s drivin’ Little Anthony (and the Washington Imperials) out of his 
head! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c ]
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RARELY HAVE MARKET TIMERS BEEN AS BULLISH AS THEY ARE NOW, 
WHICH IS A WARNING SIGN FOR STOCKS
By Mark Hulbert marketwatch.com — MarketWatch Premium Published: 
Dec. 31, 2020 at 3:21 a.m. ET Mark Hulbert delivers a contrarian analysis 
of market timer sentiment in the stock, bond and gold markets. (GREG 
WOOD/AFP via Getty Images) Market timers in the stock market are more 
bullish today than at almost any other time this century. That bodes ill for
the stockmarket over the next few weeks. 
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YAHOO Politics The Independent Trump news – live: President blamed Kushner 
for election loss over Covid testing, report says [ To be sure, sick don, 
kushner’s a corrupt veg like you; but, a bit too transparent a motive in blaming 
him, he who stole your girl! ]
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US surpasses 20 million cases. The worst is still to come

'Unimaginable': Fauci calls out those who still believe Covid is 'fake 
news' https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/dr-fauci-
thinks-it-s-unimaginable-some-americans-still-believe-covid-is-fake-news-
98646085546 [ And it’s drivin’ Little Anthony (and the Washington 
Imperials) out of his head! https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=v3j9bAVqt3c ]

Trump and Hawley set off Republican meltdown 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/02/politics/trump-hawley-electoral-college-
georgia/index.html 

Federal judge throws out Gohmert lawsuit asking Pence to interfere in 
Electoral College count 
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YAHOO Politics The Independent Trump says he won’t accept defeat as 
court throws out Gohmert lawsuit https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-
says-won-t-accept-181142330.html [ america’s mentally ill 
mobster/criminal former president; therein lies the rub! ]
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S&P 500 Has Only Been This Expensive One Other Time … S&P 500 Has 
Only Been This Expensive One Other Time — At The Peak Of The Dot-Com
Bubble
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/s-p-500-has-only-been-
this-expensive-one-other-time-%E2%80%94-at-the-peak-of-the-dot-com-
bubble-1029928625 

https://www.benzinga.com/analyst-ratings/analyst-color/21/01/18970092/s-
p-500-has-only-been-this-expensive-one-other-time-at-the-peak-of-the-dot-
com-bubb 

Lin Wood @LlinWood “If Pence is arrested, @SecPompeo will save the election. 
Pence will be in jail awaiting trial for treason. He will face execution by firing 
squad. He is a coward & will sing like a bird & confess ALL.” [ WOW! You can’t 
make this s**t up. As we long suspected, as if covid weren’t enough, definitive 
proof trump’s insanity is contagious! ]

MSNBC / the beat with ari'Loser': Dem Strategist says Trump 'has nobody' to 
console him, maybe a 'hug from 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/-loser-dem-strategist-says-
trump-has-nobody-to-console-him-maybe-a-hug-from-lou-dobbs-98565189794?
cid=referral_taboolafeed 
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Donny Deutsch: Donald Trump is nothing more than the ‘chief crime boss’ 
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/donny-deutsch-
donald-trump-is-nothing-more-than-the-chief-crime-boss-98616389969 
[ Absolutely TRUE! Send a signed copy of this report to the ‘alphabet’ 
soup of government/bureaucratic slugs, feds of all stripes and colors, 
judicial hacks, etc., who (from my direct observation and experience) 
were falling all over one another to cover for trump and other 
mobsters/criminals; and the rest is as they say, HISTORY (of decline and 
fall of america). PATHETIC! ]

John Heilemann: We’re heading into the ‘crescendo of crazy’ of Trump's 
last days https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/john-
heilemann-says-we-re-heading-into-the-crescendo-of-crazy-98608709709 

A look at the investigations and lawsuits facing Trump after he leaves 
office   https://www.msnbc.com/the-reidout/watch/trump-facing-multiple-  
lawsuits-upon-leaving-office-98627653973 

Trump's latest 'con': Ripping off MAGA fans after losing 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/trump-s-latest-con-
ripping-off-maga-fans-after-losing-98046021506 

'Sociopathic': GOP presidential speechwriter blasts Trump’s scheme to 
overturn election he lost 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/-sociopathic-gop-
presidential-speechwriter-blasts-trump-s-scheme-to-overturn-election-he-
lost-98209349553 

Trump begs Georgia secretary of state to recount election: 'I just want to 
find 11,780 votes' 
https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/trump-pressures-
georgia-secretary-of-state-to-recount-election-i-just-want-to-find-11-780-
votes-98726469948 [ In the “old days”, they’d find twice what pussy-
grabbin’ celebrity mobster trump asked for ... PATHETIC! ]
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NYTIMES In Taped Call, Trump Pressured Georgia Official to ‘Find’ Votes 
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/03/us/politics/trump-raffensperger-call-
georgia.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage 

President Issues Vague Threats in Bid to Overturn Election

LATIMES Trump pressures Georgia official to ‘find’ votes to overturn the 
election https://www.latimes.com/politics/story/2021-01-03/trump-
pressured-georgia-official-on-vote-tally-as-allies-seek-to-overturn-results-
in-congress 

WASHINGTON POST In extraordinary hour-long call, Trump pressures 
Georgia secretary of state to recalculate vote Listen to the full audio and 
read the transcript 

It’s impeachable. It’s likely illegal. It’s a coup.

http://www.albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 

CAUGHT ON TAPE: TRUMP TRIES ELECTION FRAUD — SHOCK AUDIO 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-georgia-secretary-of-state-
pressure_n_5ff20848c5b6fd33110ebd7d 
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Trump begs Georgia secretary of state to recount election: 'I just want to 
find 11,780 votes' 
https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/trump-pressures-
georgia-secretary-of-state-to-recount-election-i-just-want-to-find-11-780-
votes-98726469948 
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Trump asks Georgia officials to 'find' votes to tilt election 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/03/politics/donald-trump-brad-raffensperger-
call-washington-post/index.html 
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Carl Bernstein: This is the ultimate smoking gun tape 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2021/01/03/trump-georgia-votes-
raffensperger-call-tapes-bernstein-sot-vpx.cnn 
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DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
TRUMP CAUGHT ON TAPE TRYING TO RIG RESULTS 

THE DON LIKE YOU'VE NEVER HEARD HIM BEFORE! 
Bernstein says Georgia Trump tapes is 'far worse' worse than 
Watergate... 

MAY FACE CRIMINAL CHARGES IN GEORGIA 
https://dailycaller.com/2021/01/04/georgia-suggests-trump-criminal-probe/ 

Multiple senators oppose certifying election results... 

Calls for Cruz arrest... 

Cotton breaks with colleagues... 

ROMNEY: 'Egregious ploy' threatens country... 

Rep. Calls for Street Violence... 

https://www.thedailybeast.com/louie-gohmert-calls-for-street-violence-as-pence-lawsuit-loss-sends-maga-world-spiraling
https://thehill.com/homenews/senate/532387-romney-plan-to-challenge-election-egregious-ploy-that-dangerously-threatens
https://thehill.com/homenews/senate/532472-cotton-breaks-with-conservative-colleagues-who-will-oppose-electoral-vote
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2021/jan/3/sen-ted-cruz-to-democrats-calling-for-his-arrest-o/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/More-GOP-senators-vow-to-challenge-Biden-s-win-15842072.php
https://dailycaller.com/2021/01/04/georgia-suggests-trump-criminal-probe/
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https://twitter.com/keithedwards/status/1345796238722129923
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Pro-Trump lawyer says Pence should face execution... 

DC turns protest battleground... Boarded up...

MAGA clash with cops across country... 
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Trump allies shouldn't be sworn into office until cleared of their own 
claims of election fraud https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/trump-allies-
shouldn-t-be-sworn-office-until-cleared-their-n1252676?icid=msd_topgrid 

US coronavirus death toll surpasses 350,000; Dr. Fauci says vaccinations 
are offering a `glimmer of hope' 
https://www.chicagotribune.com/coronavirus/ct-nw-covid-19-updates-
20210103-kzkfzv7i2nhhbeu327mucpszde-story.html The death toll in the 
United States has climbed past 350,000, the most of any country, while 
more than 20 million people nationwide have been infected. States have 
reported record numbers of cases over the past few days, and funeral 
homes in Southern California are being inundated with bodies.
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White House tried calling Georgia official 18 times, sources say 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/04/politics/trump-brad-raffensperger-calls-
georgia/index.html 
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DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
TRUMP CAUGHT ON TAPE TRYING TO RIG RESULTS 
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9105505/Trump-says-Georgia-Senate-runoff-races-ILLEGAL-invalid.html
https://wtop.com/dc/2021/01/downtown-quiet-ahead-of-planned-wednesday-election-protests/
https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/D-C-is-becoming-a-protest-battleground-In-a-15840671.php
https://news.yahoo.com/pro-trump-lawyer-lin-wood-123415836.html


THE DON LIKE YOU'VE NEVER HEARD HIM BEFORE! 
Bernstein says Georgia Trump tapes is 'far worse' worse than 
Watergate... 

MAY FACE CRIMINAL CHARGES IN GEORGIA 
https://dailycaller.com/2021/01/04/georgia-suggests-trump-criminal-probe/ 

Why it 'sure looks' like Trump committed crime with call 
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/why-it-sure-looks-like-trump-
committed-crime-with-call-98756677579 

One more (yet another) crime? Ari Melber on why Trump’s Ga. call may be
an unpardonable felony 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/one-more-crime-trump-s-
ga-call-may-be-an-unpardonable-felony-98783813890 

Raffensperger Demands Apology From Perdue After Wife Got Death 
Threats https://www.huffpost.com/entry/brad-raffensperger-david-perdue-
apology_n_5ff47229c5b61817a539d84c 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
DEMS TAKE TOTAL CONTROL!
RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS
FLASH: WARNOCK PROJECTED TO WIN
FLASH: OSSOFF PROJECTED TO WIN
MAGA FREAKOUT ON DC STREETS 

Scotland’s leader explains why Trump can’t visit Scotland’s Leader 
Explains Why Donald Trump Can’t Visit After His Term Ends 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-scottish-golf-resorts-61-million-
loss_n_5ff3bcb9c5b6ec8ae0b53917 

“...Trump bought the Scotland properties with huge amounts of cash at a 
time when he was heavily indebted and having a difficult time finding a 
bank to loan him funds. Scottish Green Party co-leader and member of 

https://greens.scot/InvestigateTrump
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/as-the-king-of-debt-trump-borrowed-to-build-his-empire-then-he-began-spending-hundreds-of-millions-in-cash/2018/05/05/28fe54b4-44c4-11e8-8569-26fda6b404c7_story.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-scottish-golf-resorts-61-million-loss_n_5ff3bcb9c5b6ec8ae0b53917
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-scottish-golf-resorts-61-million-loss_n_5ff3bcb9c5b6ec8ae0b53917
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/scotland-donald-trump-coronavirus-pandemic-093409428.html
https://twitter.com/BGOnTheScene/status/1346658756285894661
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/breaking-cook-politicals-dave-wassermann-calls-georgia-runoff-for-democrat-raphael-warnock/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/kelly-loeffler-and-raphael-warnock-runoff-in-georgia-who-is-winning-the-senate-election/
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/georgia-senate-runoff-election-results-2021/story?id=74588101#senate
https://www.cnn.com/election/2020/results/state/georgia
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2020-elections/georgia-results
https://apnews.com/article/election-2020-joe-biden-donald-trump-race-and-ethnicity-senate-elections-85d4caf2e38b5cc3cc21bdd4a6691d6d
https://drudgereport.com/
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https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/why-it-sure-looks-like-trump-committed-crime-with-call-98756677579
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/why-it-sure-looks-like-trump-committed-crime-with-call-98756677579
https://dailycaller.com/2021/01/04/georgia-suggests-trump-criminal-probe/
https://dailycaller.com/2021/01/04/georgia-suggests-trump-criminal-probe/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/carl-bernstein-says-trumps-call-to-raffensperger-is-the-ultimate-smoking-gun-from-a-criminal-president/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/carl-bernstein-says-trumps-call-to-raffensperger-is-the-ultimate-smoking-gun-from-a-criminal-president/
https://twitter.com/keithedwards/status/1345796238722129923


Parliament Patrick Harvie called on the government in November to file 
an “Unexplained Wealth Order” against Trump to compel him to reveal 
the source of that cash. The circular flow of money in the Trump 
companies provides an opportunity for money laundering, The New 
Yorker business writer Adam Davidson has suggested. He called the 
resorts “money disappearing” operations. Trump “owns the asset, lends 
the money, owes the money, is owed the money,” Davidson explained. 
“The overall picture is crystal clear: Every year, Trump lends millions to 
himself, spends all that money on something, and claims the asset is 
worth all the money he spent.” But Trump couldn’t possibly have spent all
the outlays he claims on his properties, Davidson said. “We have the 
planning docs. We know how much he spent — it’s far less than what he 
claims. The money truly disappears. It goes from one pocket to another 
pocket and then the pocket is opened to reveal nothing is there.” The 
leader of the Scottish government, First Minister Nicola Sturgeon, told 
Harvie late last year that Trump will face “due accountability” if evidence
is found linking the resorts to money laundering or any other financial 
fraud…..”
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america is a total fraud!
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DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
DEMS TAKE CONTROL!
SWEEP GEORGIA
NEW DAWN OF LIBERALISM
THANKS, DONALD https://www.politico.com/news/2021/01/06/republicans-
turn-on-trump-georgia-loss-455305 
[ Some are deluding themselves by positing the reason for this 
trump/republican debacle as something other than mentally ill mobster 
criminal trump (ie., demographics, etc.). The bottom line is, regardless, it 
took an outrageously pathetic, incompetent mentally ill mobster criminal 
loser trump to motivate them to get to the polls. ]

Daily Kos Breaking News

Breaking news from Washington:
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https://www.politico.com/news/2021/01/06/republicans-turn-on-trump-georgia-loss-455305
https://www.politico.com/news/2021/01/06/republicans-turn-on-trump-georgia-loss-455305
https://www.politico.com/news/2021/01/06/republicans-turn-on-trump-georgia-loss-455305
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/georgia-elections-may-clear-path-for-2-000-stimulus-checks-as-democrats-eye-unified-control-of-washington/ar-BB1cwy5b?li=BBnbcA1
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2020-elections/georgia-results
https://apnews.com/article/Georgia-election-results-4b82ba7ee3cc74d33e68daadaee2cbf3
https://drudgereport.com/
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-scotland-green-party-money-laundering-probe-golf_n_5fadfe7ec5b6c582dacb8581
https://www.huffpost.com/topic/nicola-sturgeon
https://lawandcrime.com/high-profile/finance-journalist-trumps-scotland-resort-isnt-a-golf-business-but-a-money-disappearing-business/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-scotland-green-party-money-laundering-probe-golf_n_5fadfe7ec5b6c582dacb8581
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• Violence from Trump supporters growing worse, multiple police   
injuries, Capitol invaded 

• Coup attempt forces evacuation of Congress; Trump continues to   
goad insurrection 

• Trump supporters overpower police on Capitol steps, force their way  
into buildings, security overrun
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DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
MAGA STORMS CONGRESS...
CAPITOL CHAOS...
Protesters Breach...
In the building...
Armed standoff...
REPORT: 1 SHOT...
Woman Carried Out Covered in Blood...
VIOLENCE...
TEAR GAS...
EVACUATIONS...
Pence whisked away...
LOCK DOWN...
LIVE...
Reports of possible pipe bombs across DC...
ROMNEY FURY: 'This is what the president has caused today, this 
insurrection'...
The Don hides in motorcade after claiming he'd march...
Rudy threatens 'trial by combat'...
FOXNEWS Cuts Don Jr. After He Screams Profanities...
Conspiracy Theory Extremism Tops 2021 Terror Concerns... 

https://www.hstoday.us/subject-matter-areas/infrastructure-security/5-terrorism-trends-to-watch-in-2021/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/fox-news-cuts-away-from-don-jr-speech-after-he-starts-screaming-profanities/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/2090214/rudy-giuliani-trial-by-combat-maga-rally/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/959172/trump-claims-hell-lead-march-capitol-only-slip-back-white-house-motorcade
https://twitter.com/jmartNYT/status/1346907794830712834
https://twitter.com/jmartNYT/status/1346907794830712834
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/congress-electoral-college-vote-count-2021/h_3a995cbf41435b7e584429676317326d
https://www.cbsnews.com/live/
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/06/buildings-in-us-capitol-complex-evacuated-amid-pro-trump-protests.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/live-blog/electoral-college-certification-updates-n1252864/ncrd1253071#liveBlogHeader
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/electoral-college-vote-certification-2020-01-06/#post-update-25385f14
https://twitter.com/igorbobic/status/1346900359353163779
https://twitter.com/ElijahSchaffer/status/1346901420147167232
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/msnbc-airs-woman-covered-in-blood-carried-out-of-congress-on-a-stretcher-amid-pro-trump-protests-chaos/
https://www.fox5dc.com/news/pro-trump-protesters-storming-capitol-building
https://nypost.com/2021/01/06/trump-supporters-storm-capitol-building-as-fateful-vote-looms/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/live-blog/electoral-college-certification-updates-n1252864/ncrd1253071#liveBlogHeader
https://nypost.com/2021/01/06/trump-supporters-storm-capitol-building-as-fateful-vote-looms/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9118653/Thousands-Trump-supporters-gather-White-House-Save-America-rally.html
https://www.nationalreview.com/news/hill-staffers-evacuate-as-trump-supporters-clash-with-police-outside-capitol-building/
https://drudgereport.com/
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Back In July, Trump Demanded Capitol Protesters Serve 10 Years In 
Prison https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-tweet-july-capitol-
protests_n_5ff62283c5b665581f6774de [ TIME TO APPLY TRUMP’S 
GOLDEN RULE(S) TO TRUMP: NO MERCY! Failing to completely finish 
trump and company will be regretted for decades to come with far 
reaching consequences/damage! Mentally ill mobster/criminal trump and 
company's current outlandish violent chaos is but a mild taste of far 
worse nation destruction to come if soft touch/forgiving approach to 
trump and company is embraced. ] 

DAILY KOS

Daily Kos Breaking News

Breaking news from Washington:

• Violence from Trump supporters growing worse, multiple police   
injuries, Capitol invaded 

• Coup attempt forces evacuation of Congress; Trump continues to   
goad insurrection 

• Trump supporters overpower police on Capitol steps, force their way  
into buildings, security overrun

Daily Kos Breaking News

The latest from Washington, DC: 

• Congress under siege; gunfire as fascists breach House   

• Democrats to take control of the Senate as Jon Ossoff wins in   
Georgia 

• Please compare the police response to Black Lives Matter and a   
white mob storming the Capitol 

Earlier this afternoon:

• Violence from Trump supporters growing worse, multiple police   
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injuries, Capitol invaded 

• Coup attempt forces evacuation of Congress; Trump continues to   
goad insurrection 

• Trump supporters overpower police on Capitol steps, force their way  
into buildings, security overrun

Daily Kos Breaking News

The latest from Washington, DC: 

• Donald Trump speaks to insurrectionists occupying Capitol: 'I love   
you. You're very special' 

• Trump's fascist allies still occupy Congress as Trump turns full   
traitor 

• Biden: 'This is not a protest, this an insurrection'   

Earlier this afternoon: 

• Congress under siege; gunfire as fascists breach House   

• Democrats to take control of the Senate as Jon Ossoff wins in   
Georgia 

• Please compare the police response to Black Lives Matter and a   
white mob storming the Capitol 

• Violence from Trump supporters growing worse, multiple police   
injuries, Capitol invaded 

• Coup attempt forces evacuation of Congress; Trump continues to   
goad insurrection 

• Trump supporters overpower police on Capitol steps, force their way  
into buildings, security overrun 

Daily Kos Breaking News

The latest from Washington, DC: 
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• Trumpists intended to take members of Congress hostage, hold   
show trials, conduct executions 

• Trump incited the storming of the Capitol. Racist policing enabled it   

• Watch: Trump's violent MAGA army storms Capitol, invades building   

Earlier this afternoon: 

• Donald Trump speaks to insurrectionists occupying Capitol: 'I love   
you. You're very special' 

• Trump's fascist allies still occupy Congress as Trump turns full   
traitor 

• Biden: 'This is not a protest, this an insurrection'   

• Congress under siege; gunfire as fascists breach House   

• Democrats to take control of the Senate as Jon Ossoff wins in   
Georgia 

• Please compare the police response to Black Lives Matter and a   
white mob storming the Capitol 

• Violence from Trump supporters growing worse, multiple police   
injuries, Capitol invaded 

• Coup attempt forces evacuation of Congress; Trump continues to   
goad insurrection 

• Trump supporters overpower police on Capitol steps, force their way  
into buildings, security overrun

GOOGLENEWS
'A direct attack on democracy': World leaders react with shock after 
Trump supporters riot at US Capitol World leaders condemn the 
'unacceptable attack' against American democracy by supporters of 
President Donald Trump.

DAY OF DISGRACE: MAGA MOB RAGES — TRUMP ‘BEARS 
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https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/EFIaeITdRlQ/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fu1584542.ct.sendgrid.net%2Fss%2Fc%2FatcYNHk4Eh2YdGnwBh-YDCxDIu4OO3SBv2TLoLPFt2e8MuD6bxMxNXmTlmtA_FoimQBrpSgWCiygIewlv2oP3wgTbuUEggOi9zCkV0Eom-v3uhHxZ5b2w9pO4AWMmzCn7FTMBmdEUq0yaqgdPqcDfk2pHQ965nnE0d0N5GEIiKX64ZNZw5eneYT5ryvtTtvB%2F38c%2FT26IJhcsQgm_XP4NvhXSLw%2Fh2%2F99GsuDigOC8owL906QOgMTXvXCGBVebMIlzZe1fuoyI
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/msbrBlo9Ojs/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fu1584542.ct.sendgrid.net%2Fss%2Fc%2FatcYNHk4Eh2YdGnwBh-YDCxDIu4OO3SBv2TLoLPFt2e8MuD6bxMxNXmTlmtA_FoifdpTfB6-htA5IaWq2Sv6otIzYqm27xc6dZd9tT8bfEjFQenQ3A5kzTNizuQhXBKsII7BW1L_GWBUv2k1-4cX2vuCf7QOZpNXJTDTVOti52sjuznMouPJfmOeSTQkGZ4HS_FXAaCNOD-7imx5PZisWKSlLPMIc9lvHn77z4tTHdE%2F38c%2FT26IJhcsQgm_XP4NvhXSLw%2Fh1%2FV2FTgCI2R6pX6sImLh_os7Y-VkCg4mxXnbXUSzmbZ4A
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RESPONSIBILITY’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-supporters-
storm-us-capitol_n_5ff60cc7c5b6ef6b1582ac9c [ PATHETIC! ]

MARKETWATCH 
World leaders, Boris Johnson, Justin Trudeau, and Wall Street bosses 
condemn ‘shocking’ and ‘disgraceful scenes’ at U.S. Capitol 

GOP REP URGES CABINET TO REMOVE TRUMP: ‘END THIS NIGHTMARE’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-25th-
amendment_n_5ff72fa9c5b6ef6b15844934 [ Little bit late methinks; but, 
to be sure, better late than never. Keep this foremost in mind: IF NOT 
FOR THE PLAGUE, TRUMP WOULD HAVE BEEN REELECTED QUITE 
HANDILY. PATHETIC! That probable outcome coupled with plague (or 
absence thereof) says something about the state of american society; to 
repeat, for the record (my website): I believe that to fully comprehend 
this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and fall, the 
following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of biological 
anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding populations 
as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough grasp of 
psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe mental 
illness throughout america at all levels of society. Third, command of the 
subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary to fully enable 
successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of criminality 
throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the minds eye of 
america's devastating plight can be derived from such profound literary 
works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal Farm’-Orwell; and, in 
light of the wall obsession of mental case mobster former thief in chief 
trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall 
enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter. ]

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-25th-amendment_n_5ff72fa9c5b6ef6b15844934
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-25th-amendment_n_5ff72fa9c5b6ef6b15844934
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-25th-amendment_n_5ff72fa9c5b6ef6b15844934
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/world-leaders-boris-johnson-justin-trudeau-and-others-condemn-shocking-and-disgraceful-scenes-at-us-capitol-2021-01-06?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/world-leaders-boris-johnson-justin-trudeau-and-others-condemn-shocking-and-disgraceful-scenes-at-us-capitol-2021-01-06?link=MW_latest_news
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THE ULTIMATE QUESTION IS: WHO HAS THE FOOTBALL?

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
CERTIFIABLE! https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-reportedly-conclude-
mentally-132000587.html 
Pelosi, Schumer call for Trump's immediate removal from office...
Republicans weigh drastic options...
Transportation Secretary Chao -- McConnell's wife – resigning… 
'Traumatic, Entirely Avoidable Event'...
FACEBOOK UNFRIENDS THE DON...
President Getting Closer to Pardoning Himself... 
Republican rep calls for 25th Amendment to be invoked... 

MENACE: AMERICA’S POWER-MAD PRESIDENT — 13 DAYS OF DREAD 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-threat-remove-25th-amendment-
impeach_n_5ff7716bc5b6c0ae2e73824e 

Mary Trump To Lawmakers: Ignore ‘Performative’ Trump Speech, He Must
Be Impeached https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mary-trump-capitol-
riots_n_5ff7e32fc5b691806c47a553 

PELOSI: KEEP NUKE CODES AWAY FROM TRUMP — SPOKE WITH TOP 
GENERAL https://www.huffpost.com/entry/pelosi-trump-military-
strikes_n_5ff895d6c5b66f3f795d856c [ Well, at least they’re now paying 
some attention to the Jeopardy Answer in the form of a question; viz., 
THE ULTIMATE QUESTION IS: WHO HAS THE FOOTBALL? ]

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
HOW CRAZY WILL HE GET?
288 HOURS
SET TO PARDON INNER CIRCLE, FAMILY
MONDAY: IMPEACHMENT 
Pelosi calls General to block President from nuke codes... 
WSJ TELLS DONALD: GET OUT BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE… 
'He is alone. He is mad King George'...
MAG: Pardoning Himself Won't Save Him...
NOONAN: 'America not safe in his hands'... 
HOPE LEAVING WHITE HOUSE… 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-08/trump-s-close-aide-hope-hicks-will-depart-white-house-next-week
https://www.wsj.com/articles/bring-the-insurrectionists-to-justice-11610065179
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2021/01/a-self-pardon-wont-save-trump/617592/
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Trump-s-retreat-into-rage-is-followed-by-grudging-15854550.php
https://www.wsj.com/articles/donald-trumps-final-days-11610062773
https://nypost.com/2021/01/08/pelosi-calls-gen-milley-to-block-trump-from-using-nuclear-codes/
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/washington-dc-riots-trump-news-friday/h_6730f3c932c438afbd93334423f1a680
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-prepares-pardon-list-for-aides-and-family-and-maybe-himself/ar-BB1cyXeC
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/08/biden-inauguration-trump-will-not-attend-on-jan-20.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/after-capitol-riot-trump-officials-rush-to-keep-him-from-sparking-another-conflictat-home-or-abroad
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https://www.the-sun.com/news/2095247/25th-amendment-adam-kinzinger-trump-president/
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/07/us/politics/trump-self-pardon.html
https://apnews.com/article/facebook-ban-trump-3e9a00e791f9806a4d925ec9a2fbe9f3
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/biden-presidential-victory-congress-electoral-college-2021-01-07/#post-update-eba33a75
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/07/trump-riot-fallout-officials-quit-over-capitol-mob-attack.html
https://www.axios.com/republicans-trump-removal-25th-amendment-a91c9dc4-b01f-4a50-ae41-aea971388d57.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2021/01/07/lawmakers-trump-25th-amendment-455832
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-reportedly-conclude-mentally-132000587.html
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-reportedly-conclude-mentally-132000587.html
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https://drudgereport.com/


TWITTER CUTS OFF TRUMP —   PERMANENT BAN   
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-twitter-
ban_n_5ff733bbc5b61a92a8c08b8c 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
HOW CRAZY WILL HE GET?
264 HOURS LEFT 
MONDAY: IMPEACHMENT II
ARTICLES DRAFTED
HE'S BANISHED FROM TWITTER! 
MAGA MOB STOLE NATIONAL SECRETS? 
Laptops, iPads taken... 
Taxpayers on hook for damage... 

Not Even Close Ann...Keep this foremost in mind: IF NOT FOR THE 
PLAGUE, TRUMP WOULD HAVE BEEN REELECTED QUITE HANDILY. 
PATHETIC! That probable outcome coupled with plague (or absence 
thereof) says something about the state of america. http://albertpeia.com/
beatingadeadhorse.htm  …  

For the record (my website): I believe that to fully comprehend this 
horrific american scenario encompassing decline and fall, the following 
are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of biological 
anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding populations 
as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough grasp of 
psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe mental 
illness throughout america at all levels of society. Third, command of the 
subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary to fully enable 
successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of criminality 
throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the minds eye of 
america's devastating plight can be derived from such profound literary 
works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal Farm’-Orwell; and, in 
light of the wall obsession of mental case mobster former thief in chief 
trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall 
enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter. ]

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fbeatingadeadhorse.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2nySYH_Onwlp4Mzn8eTeIOVG4BYiNVrW9rLZaj1uBhX7-5uel4VHJUlaY&h=AT33CyAXKtDPuU1Tphvz9kZxlaUl-kIrshJS90hA9c2EuJ3OZfUFVpoToZgHAeA85KfT0txf3MPQE3rOEaGXwg95A1-tGqChCaFwqXggjfZheJ8DQQiLmf6aYcNuhPfk5TBtsUkUbmqqNEwK3Tss&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT2VVyE9obd5HYLw2IOVCruyVVVh1SGvBNx0RIVcCvRwasbRopvfzzQWR9LUkQF5zte79PgNW_WapwKkSYJgLKUjeOwXzOCfOO3Rcb0y1B6MRhEZhph3CCJAlBQXTIU
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm
https://news.trust.org/item/20210107224701-p9gh4
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/pro-trump-rioters-stole-nancy-pelosis-and-other-top-lawmakers-laptops-and-ipads-democrats-say/ar-BB1cAxiB
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9125611/DoJ-warns-national-secrets-stolen-mob-ransacked-Capitol-offices.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/08/twitter-permanently-suspends-trumps-account.html
https://nypost.com/2021/01/08/articles-of-impeachment-drafted-by-democrats-after-capitol-siege/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9126731/Democrats-meet-decide-impeaching-Donald-Trump-again.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-faces-mounting-demands-to-leave-office-or-face-impeachment-for-inciting-capitol-mob-attack/ar-BB1cB6z4?ocid=uxbndlbing
https://www.thedailybeast.com/after-capitol-riot-trump-officials-rush-to-keep-him-from-sparking-another-conflictat-home-or-abroad
https://drudgereport.com/
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‘  Deranged And Dangerous’: Newspapers Nationwide Demand Immediate   

Removal Of Trump https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-
newspaper-editorial-boards-must-go_n_5ff979edc5b691806c495576 
LIGHTNING IMPEACHMENT PLANS   —   PELOSI: HE’S ‘UNHINGED’ — GOP   
SEN: GO https://www.huffpost.com/entry/democrats-plan-trump-
impeachment-out-now_n_5ff92501c5b656719885d1c2 

Joe: Trump, his son, and Giuliani should be in prison for insurrection 
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/two-days-after-riots-trump-
reverses-his-stance-on-election-loss-99130437760 

Kasparov: Impeachment now is the best protection against a future 
Trump 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
HOW CRAZY WILL HE GET?
264 HOURS LEFT 
MONDAY: IMPEACHMENT II
ARTICLES DRAFTED
HE'S BANISHED FROM TWITTER! 
MAGA MOB STOLE NATIONAL SECRETS? 
Laptops, iPads taken... 
Taxpayers on hook for damage... 
Pelosi calls General to block President from nuke codes...
POLL: Majority want him removed...
REPUBLICAN SENATOR: GET OUT... 

The week that shook America https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/09/politics/donald-
trump-dangerous-capitol-riot/index.html [DUH! Week? How ‘bout 4 years.]
This is when America realized how dangerous Donald Trump is [DUH!]

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
HOW CRAZY WILL HE GET?
No surprise: Trump left many clues he wouldn't go quietly...
BALZ: End coming swiftly and with stinging rebukes... 
POLL: 57% WANT HIM OUT NOW...
Self-Pardon Could Make Criminal Charges More Likely... 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/a-trump-self-pardon-could-make-criminal-charges-more-likely/ar-BB1cAIZL?ocid=uxbndlbing
https://news.trust.org/item/20210109165433-1rpnf
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/For-Trump-the-end-is-coming-swiftly-and-with-15858207.php
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-ap-top-news-conspiracy-theories-elections-828feb5006a2fad60f457f5a6cbe731f
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https://nypost.com/2021/01/08/pelosi-calls-gen-milley-to-block-trump-from-using-nuclear-codes/
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Iraq Judge Orders Trump’s Arrest, Could Face ‘Death’ Over General’s 
Killing https://www.newsweek.com/iraq-judge-trump-arrest-death-
sentence-1559820?utm_source=knewz 

THE WORLD VIEW-CONSENSUS :
“The U.S. has lost its moral authority to preach democracy and human 
rights to other countries,” he said. “It has become part of the problem.” 

[trump’s damage to america is deep and enduring]

2nd GOP SEN. CALLS ON TRUMP TO RESIGN:   ‘  GO AWAY’ ASAP   The 
Pennsylvania senator said the president has “spiraled down into a kind of
madness” and should “go away as soon as possible.” [DUH!] 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/pat-toomey-says-trump-should-
resign_n_5ffb16c6c5b691806c4a0f2f 

“...He is obviously full of shame at this point that he lost this election, he 
can’t even face his folks down in Mar-a-Lago at this party, he came back 
to D.C. because that is how bad he feels about this loss.” ... his existence 
now is one of a “loser.” For the rest of his life, he will tell everyone that 
he won that election but it was rigged. He’ll believe it. He has to...” 
https://www.politicalflare.com/2020/12/trump-reportedly-in-a-horrible-
place-shattered-humiliated-embarrassed-his-whole-world-upended/?
fbclid=IwAR3LyB0ERXgbFUSqrQC-
ISsfT677dc7K3xjut_PP4DeChjVdX0OT4RhX2dM 

THE MAGA MYTH’S CATASTROPHIC CULMINATION 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-make-america-great-again-
riot_n_5ff8dc13c5b691806c490ecd 

IMPEACHMENT FULL SPEED AHEAD —   PELOSI: TRUMP ‘IMMINENT   
THREAT’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/pelosi-pence-25th-amendment-
impeachment_n_5ff8bdc5c5b6567198859a77 
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https://www.politicalflare.com/2020/12/trump-reportedly-in-a-horrible-place-shattered-humiliated-embarrassed-his-whole-world-upended/?fbclid=IwAR3LyB0ERXgbFUSqrQC-ISsfT677dc7K3xjut_PP4DeChjVdX0OT4RhX2dM
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Psychoanalyst: Trump is a “delusional psychopath” who needs to be 
removed immediately 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/psychoanalyst-trump-is-a-
delusional-psychopath-who-needs-to-be-removed-immediately-
99181637806 

http://www.albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 

Laurence Tribe: Senate could hold short impeachment trial ‘if halfway 
responsible’ https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/laurence-tribe-
senate-could-hold-short-impeachment-trial-if-halfway-responsible-
99180613758 

IMPEACHMENT BLASTOFF: ‘GRAVELY ENDANGERED’ THE UNITED 
STATES https://www.huffpost.com/entry/house-democrats-introduce-
impeachment-trump_n_5ffc7b05c5b66f3f795ff342 

WOW! Ann the nuevo annthropologist apologist, ‘wealth of nations’ 
philosopher/queen. Very heavy, Ann.

http://www.albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 

IMPEACHMENT BLASTOFF: ‘GRAVELY ENDANGERED’ THE UNITED 
STATES https://www.huffpost.com/entry/house-democrats-introduce-
impeachment-trump_n_5ffc7b05c5b66f3f795ff342 

Ann Coulter
@AnnCoulter
Humans will always reproduce - it's a biological thing. We need more 
incentives for people to innovate and create things.

https://twitter.com/AnnCoulter
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/house-democrats-introduce-impeachment-trump_n_5ffc7b05c5b66f3f795ff342
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Al
@alpeia
Replying to 
@AnnCoulter
WOW! Ann the nuevo annthropologist apologist, ‘wealth of nations’ 
philosopher/queen. Very heavy, Ann.
http://albertpeia.com/anthroindex1.htm

Keep in mind, cramer recommended Sears because he admittedly knew 
Eddie Lampert; so much for security analysis/finance. Wiped out! 

FBI WARNING: ARMED INSURRECTIONS AT ALL 50 STATE CAPITOLS 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fbi-warns-of-armed-protests-at-all-50-
state-capitals-in-lead-up-to-inauguration-
day_n_5ffcb08dc5b63642b6fe2836 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
FBI WARNS OF 'HUGE UPRISING'
WEDNESDAY: DOUBLE IMPEACHMENT
'INCITEMENT OF INSURRECTION' 
RASMUSSEN: 43% want Trump Arrested... 
Approval Hits All-Time Low: 33%... 
IT WAS THE RED-HATTERS! [Mad hatters!]
Records show fervent Trump fans fueled US Capitol takeover...
'Home-grown fascism'...
Raging collection of grievances, disillusionment...
More sinister attack than first appeared...
Pelosi says staff hid under table for hours... 

HOUSE MEMBERS WARNED: THREE NEW MOB THREATS;   ‘  PRETTY   
OVERWHELMING’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/democrats-briefed-
plot-overthrow-government_n_5ffd29a4c5b691806c4bf199 

[You can’t make this s**t up … trumpishly PATHETIC!]

YAHOO Politics Business Insider Secretary of State Mike Pompeo cancels
European trip because US allies were too 'embarrassed' to meet with him

https://www.yahoo.com/news/secretary-state-mike-pompeo-cancels-195043410.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/secretary-state-mike-pompeo-cancels-195043410.html
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https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Pelosi-says-staff-hid-under-a-table-for-hours-as-15860759.php
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-ap-top-news-michael-pence-nancy-pelosi-capitol-siege-14c73ee280c256ab4ec193ac0f49ad54
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Capitol-mob-brought-raging-collection-of-15860227.php
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-politics-michael-pence-nancy-pelosi-capitol-siege-db96cb1f31c02baef7957e773ac99971
https://apnews.com/article/election-2020-joe-biden-donald-trump-coronavirus-pandemic-elections-1806ea8dc15a2c04f2a68acd6b55cace
https://apnews.com/article/election-2020-joe-biden-donald-trump-coronavirus-pandemic-elections-1806ea8dc15a2c04f2a68acd6b55cace
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-approval-hits-all-time-low-of-33-percent-nearly-two-thirds-say-president-is-undermining-democracy-quinnipiac/
https://www.deseret.com/opinion/2021/1/11/22224874/abraham-lincoln-healing-divided-america-malice-toward-none-charity-for-all-trump-capitol-riot
https://apnews.com/article/pelosi-house-impeach-trump-575a4070cbef5441d61fb7e4a497f9b7
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-news-01-11-21/h_777c1cc43aa7ed02526fd33f524271f7
https://www.the-sun.com/news/2119913/trump-insurrection-25th-amendment-armed-protests/
https://drudgereport.com/
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https://twitter.com/AnnCoulter
https://twitter.com/alpeia


https://www.yahoo.com/news/secretary-state-mike-pompeo-cancels-
195043410.html [The new reality founded upon rationality.]

Garry Kasparov: What happens next 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/12/opinions/battle-against-anti-democratic-
extremism-kasparov/index.html [Thinking ahead; chess anyone?]

 🚨  IMPEACHED AGAIN  TEN GOPers VOTE YES — MITCH NIXES FAST   🚨  

TRIAL https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-impeachment-
second-time_n_5fff2d66c5b63642b7015187 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
160 HOURS LEFT
IMPEACHED AGAIN
HISTORIC DISGRACE
'FLIGHT RISK' 

‘T’ FOR THE TILLERMAN NO LONGER. THANK GOD, CAT SAYS: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1b8z1h_rIs 

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

IMPEACHMENT FOR THE INSURRECTIONIST — DONALD IN DISGRACE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-impeachment-second-
time_n_5fff2d66c5b63642b7015187 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-impeachment-second-time_n_5fff2d66c5b63642b7015187
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https://t.co/w0Q8S3x8RJ?amp=1
https://t.co/rrWFstu9DI?amp=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1b8z1h_rIs
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2021/jan/13/donald-trump-flight-risk-if-criminal-charges-filed/
https://www.politico.com/news/2021/01/13/house-impeachment-trump-458589
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/13/house-to-impeach-trump-for-inciting-capitol-riot.html
https://apnews.com/article/congress-impeachment-vote-donald-trump-044f0d3a8a33c459f52be8039ca7b286
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IMPEACHED AGAIN Naturally! Trump is the only President to be 
impeached twice. Ten Republicans joined Democrats in charging him 
with 'incitement to insurrection' in a 232 to 197 vote. 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/13/politics/house-vote-impeachment/index.h
tml 

Chilling Supercut Exposes Violent Pre-Riot Rhetoric From Trump And His 
Enablers https://www.huffpost.com/entry/daily-show-supercut-trump-
insurrection_n_60000f8bc5b63642b7020d8e 
[ Normalizing insanity; no exaggeration, no joke! ]

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
140 HOURS LEFT
WHITE HOUSE CLEARING OUT
MOVING BOXES
LOOTING VALUABLES?
'FLIGHT RISK' 
Entire National Mall to close on Inauguration Day... Expecting trouble, DC 
locks down... 
Soldiers flow into Capitol in scene reminiscent of Civil War...
National Guard Authorized to Use Lethal Force... 
Dozens on terror list came to DC...
Pentagon: Far-right extremists recruiting in military... 

YAHOO
HuffPost

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/far-right-extremists-recruiting-in-military-pentagon/ar-BB1cLhau
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/dozens-of-people-on-fbi-terrorist-watch-list-came-to-dc-the-day-of-capitol-riot/ar-BB1cL1mx
https://www.usnews.com/news/national-news/articles/2021-01-14/national-guard-at-capitol-authorized-to-use-lethal-force-in-aftermath-of-mob
https://triblive.com/news/world/soldiers-flow-into-capitol-in-a-scene-reminiscent-of-the-civil-war/
https://apnews.com/article/biden-inauguration-dc-lockdown-4d8ddcb1530851c6721b9301e455e39a
https://apnews.com/article/biden-inauguration-dc-lockdown-4d8ddcb1530851c6721b9301e455e39a
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/national-mall-be-closed-inauguration-day-n1254276
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2021/jan/13/donald-trump-flight-risk-if-criminal-charges-filed/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-white-house-begins-packing-up-211724935.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/2140129/trump-moving-out-white-house-boxes/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/after-capitol-riots-trump-rants-in-near-empty-white-house-ill-never-say-biden-won
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Carl Bernstein Delivers Blistering Rebuke Of Donald Trump’s GOP 
Congressional ‘Cult’ https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/carl-bernstein-
donald-trump-second-impeachment-075956685.html 

Video   Carl Bernstein says Trump is 'more of a   
disgrace' than Nixon following second impeachment 

Carl Bernstein slams Trump’s ‘congressional cult’ for 
enabling his ‘irrational, illegal, seditious conduct’

A LEGACY OF ASHES: TRUMP’S RUINOUS REIGN LEAVES LASTING PAIN 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-legacy-presidency-hurt-
americans_n_5ff5d01ec5b61a92a8be8480 

SORRY Ann; but you own this disaster called trump!

In Trump We Trust: E Pluribus Awesome!: Coulter, Ann ...

www.amazon.com › Trump-We-Trust-Pluribus-Awesome
In Trump We Trust: E Pluribus Awesome! Hardcover – August 23, 2016 · 
Donald Trump won the presidency by being a one-man wrecking ball 
against our ...

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
116 HOURS LEFT
29% APPROVAL
RAGES AT NIXON COMPARISONS 

YAHOO Politics California Governor Gavin Newsom Refuses To Address Recall 
Effort, Called “California Coup,” During Press Conference 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/california-governor-gavin-newsom-
refuses-234926826.html [ I was going to leave this alone; but, being here in 
SoCal I must remind Californians to think wisely about the future; that they 
Gavin is smart, not foolish.]
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DRUDGE MANHATTAN DA EXPANDS CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION 

https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/15/politics/manhattan-da-trump-
organization-family-compound-westchester/index.html 

MARY TRUMP: MY UNCLE ‘ENJOYED EVERY SECOND’ OF CAPITOL RIOT 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mary-trump-donald-trump-capitol-
riot_n_6002a33ac5b697df1a05dd56 “He is a physical coward but he’s 
perfectly happy when other people commit violence on his behalf,” said 
Donald Trump’s niece. 

Trump’s Legacy: 2 Impeachments, An Insurrection, Countless Lies And 
Corruption https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-legacy-impeachment-
insurrection-lies-corruption_n_6001ff22c5b6efae62f88bd4 

YAHOO Politics Business Insider An associate of Rudy Giuliani told a 
former CIA officer that a Trump pardon would 'cost $2 million': report 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/associate-rudy-giuliani-told-former-
220140979.html 

Biden's term nears as Trump's dissolves in disgrace and disarray https://
www.cnn.com/2021/01/18/politics/joe-biden-donald-trump-inauguration-
coronavirus/index.html 

Trump to issue around 100 pardons and commutations Tuesday, sources 
say
• New York Times  : Trump allies have collected tens of thousands of   
dollars from pardon seekers
• Opinion  : Trump's sordid pardons cement his corrupt legacy   
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https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/17/opinions/trump-presidential-pardons-
avlon/index.html 

YAHOO Politics Business Insider An associate of Rudy Giuliani told a 
former CIA officer that a Trump pardon would 'cost $2 million': report 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/associate-rudy-giuliani-told-former-
220140979.html 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
24   HOURS LEFT  

Covid concerns, razor wire and no Trump: An inauguration like no other... 
FBI vetting Guard troops in DC amid fears of insider attack… 
Screened for Extremism...
Pentagon deploys hundreds of active-duty troops...
Rehearsal evacuated after fire in homeless camp...
Video shows warning message tested in desolate streets...
Bulletproof vests and gas masks: Journalists prep...
REVEALED: Trump allies behind rally that ignited Capitol riot... 

DRUDGEREPORT
24   HOURS LEFT  

WHAT A DIFFERENCE A DAY MAKES, 24 LITTLE HOURS!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1aHFAZCabAY 
GRAND FINALE: 100 PARDONS
GALLUP: LOWEST RATED PRESIDENCY

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

Trump leaves America at its most divided since the Civil War 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/19/politics/trump-divided-america-civil-war/
index.html 

YAHOO U.S. Business Insider Capitol rioters say Trump told them to do it,
which some legal experts say could   (should) open him to criminal   
charges https://www.yahoo.com/news/capitol-rioters-trump-told-them-
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123643116.html 

Mary Trump: Congress must bar Donald Trump from holding office again 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/mary-trump-congress-must-
bar-donald-trump-from-holding-office-again-99658309925 

Trump's final day: Looking back at a presidency defined by chaos   https://  
www.msnbc.com/hallie-jackson/watch/-the-work-does-not-stop-now-hallie-
jackson-recalls-covering-trump-s-presidency-99679813733 

WHAT A DIFFERENCE A DAY MAKES, 24 LITTLE HOURS!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1aHFAZCabAY 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
THE LAST NIGHT! 
FAREWELL ADDRESS
GRAND FINALE: 143 PARDONS
BANNON GETS ONE 
GALLUP DECLARES LOWEST RATED PRESIDENCY
ANGST IN PALM BEACH 
REPORT: IRS may have paid $57 million in error for Trump tax break... 
GALLUP DECLARES LOWEST RATED PRESIDENCY
ANGST IN PALM BEACH 
Trump leaves as he came: Isolated and unpredictable...
McConnell, McCarthy skip sendoff... 
How First Day of Presidency Foreshadowed The Years to Come... 
Outcast, Trailed by Pandemic, Joblessness...
Many paths ahead for Donald... Tens of millions stick by him... 
Pence becomes 'man without a home'...
TOMORROW: Inauguration like no other... 'Field of Flags'...
Celebration of democracy clouded by fear... 
Two Guard members removed from ceremony... 
QANON discussed posing as troops to infiltrate Guard...
Secret Service Bracing for Dangerous Times...
Feds file conspiracy charge against Oath Keeper leader...
U.S. Soldier Allegedly Conspired to Plot Attacks on 9/11 Memorial...
'Morning Joe' Warns About Future Revolts...
FLAKE: What Biden era feels like six months in... 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2021/01/19/america-six-months-now/
https://www.thewrap.com/trump-stupidity-morning-joe/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local/crime-and-courts/u-s-soldier-allegedly-conspired-to-plot-attacks-on-9-11-memorial-sources-say/2837595/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/us-files-conspiracy-charge-against-oath-keeper-leader-in-alleged-plot-against-the-capitol/ar-BB1cT81o
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2021/01/how-secret-service-plans-protect-joe-biden-now/617726/
ttps://www.adn.com/nation-world/2021/01/19/qanon-adherents-discussed-posing-as-troops-to-infiltrate-inauguration-fbi-briefing-says/
https://apnews.com/article/biden-inauguration-joe-biden-politics-ron-klain-mitch-mcconnell-45d78184ec204e0a775e0f38496ff67b
https://news.yahoo.com/celebration-democracy-clouded-fear-140059295.html
https://news.yahoo.com/biden-inaugurated-amid-high-security-052251407.html
https://news.yahoo.com/covid-concerns-razor-wire-no-014358732.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/elections/2021/01/19/mike-pences-future-chances-running-president-hurt-trump/6640990002/
https://news.yahoo.com/lowest-moment-trumps-presidency-tens-100050172.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/citizen-trump-the-many-paths-ahead-for-the-ex-president/ar-BB1cR7gW
https://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/trump-leaves-town-an-outcast-trailed-by-covid-19-pandemic-joblessness-101611047742915.html
https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2021/01/19/trump-2017-inauguration-presidency-460248
https://www.axios.com/republican-leaders-biden-church-skip-trump-departure-75c20557-3968-4815-8f0c-e6d1ff46704e.html
https://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-government/white-house/article248535105.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/trump-mar-a-lago-neighbors-palm-beach/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/328637/last-trump-job-approval-average-record-low.aspx
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/19/irs-may-have-given-millions-in-error-for-20percent-qbi-tax-deduction-report.html
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https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-ap-top-news-pardons-and-commutations-66c82f25134735e742b2501c118723bb
https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/19/politics/trump-self-pardon-warning/index.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2021/01/19/trump-stresses-economy-foreign-policy-farewell-address-nation/4217614001/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Trump-era-s-battles-over-truth-will-outlast-his-15879674.php
https://drudgereport.com/
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TRUMP FINAL HOURS — PARDON SPREE: BANNON, MONEYMAN & MORE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-
pardons_n_5fe4b87dc5b6e1ce8338ec5a 

Jon Nicosia
@NewsPolitics
·
6h
.

@AnnCoulter
Delivers Blistering Condemnation of Trump Presidency: 'Dear GOP 
Senators: Please Vote to Convict'

Ann Coulter Calls on Senate to Convict Trump
Ann Coulter on Wednesday called for the Senate to convict outgoing 
President Donald Trump     in his upcoming impeachment trial.  

Great picture, Ann!

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
HE'S GONE...
DISGRACED DONALD FLEES TO FLORIDA...
SKIPS INAUGURATION IN WAR-TORN CAPITAL...
'Unwell' Appearance... 
Nation Exhausted...
The Don Revokes Lobbying Ban After Promising to 'Drain the Swamp'...
Extends clemency to sports gamblers and rappers...
Boon for well-connected fraudsters... 

PELOSI: ‘HARMFUL’ TO SKIP TRUMP IMPEACH. TRIAL — ‘PEOPLE DIED 
HERE’ [Yes, indeed!] https://www.huffpost.com/entry/nancy-pelosi-trump-
impeachment-trial_n_6009acd9c5b6efae62ffe041 
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https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Trump-extends-clemency-to-sports-gamblers-and-a-15884718.php
https://www.axios.com/trump-revokes-ethics-order-barring-former-aides-lobbying-82628c48-c840-4566-833e-c439272b5f6e.html
https://dnyuz.com/2021/01/19/he-was-just-everywhere-a-tired-country-after-four-years-of-trump/
https://popculture.com/trending/news/inauguration-day-2021-donald-trump-unwell-appearance-sparks-chatter-among-americans/#7
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-leaves-white-house-skipping-131813594.html
https://news.yahoo.com/us-president-joe-biden-empathizer-010347146.html
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Laurence Tribe: Senate could hold short impeachment trial ‘if halfway 
responsible’ https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/laurence-tribe-
senate-could-hold-short-impeachment-trial-if-halfway-responsible-
99180613758 

HERE’S HOW MUCH IT COSTS FOR THE SECRET SERVICE TO PROTECT 
TRUMP’S FAMILY https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/much-costs-
secret-protect-trump-144145622.html [What a waste of money/resources!]

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

YAHOO For Prosecutors, Trump's Clemency Decisions Were a 'Kick in the
Teeth' https://www.yahoo.com/news/prosecutors-trumps-clemency-
decisions-were-130540129.html 
TRUMP'S PARDON LARGESSE A BOON FOR WELL-CONNECTED 
FRAUDSTERS
[ What’s missing as well is consideration of the inherent risks incurred 
and endangered lives (“blood, sweat, and tears”) in prosecuting 
desperate criminals as these trumpy low-lifes! ]
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Drain the swamp? Not so much — it was never more 'putrid' than under 
Trump   https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/fleece-trump-s-own-  
supporters-he-ll-pardon-you-99834949938 

The parallels between Trump and Mussolini 
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/the-parallels-between-trump-
and-mussolini-99863109731 Writer Ruth Ben-Ghiat draws parallels 
between former President Donald Trump and Benito Mussolini's founding 
of the Fasicsts in Italy. 

HERE’S THE REAL REASON THE MAFIA WENT AFTER STEVEN SEAGAL By
Michael Gordon December 24, 2020 
https://scribol.com/pop-culture/celebrities/mafia-steven-seagal/4/?
as=799&asv=1 [ Typically, trumpishly sick/uncivilized jersey/new york 
guineas! ]

YAHOO Politics Trump paid Capitol rally organizers over $2.7 million 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-paid-capitol-rally-organizers-
180118672.html 

Politics Lawless Presidents Will Victimize U.S. If Trump Isn’t Held To 
Account, Warns George Conway https://www.huffpost.com/entry/george-
conway-donald-trump-punishment_n_600cd19ac5b6f401aea50a69 “We 
might as well say, flat-out, that presidents are above the law," the 
attorney writes.

THE DOWNFALL OF THE DONALD https://www.huffpost.com/entry/the-
downfall-of-the-donald_n_6008958fe4b006dd8ede689a Former President 
Donald Trump is out of office after two impeachments, numerous 
scandals and an insurrection.
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DONALD TRUMP’S NIECE WANTS TO CHANGE HER NAME TO DISTANCE 
HERSELF FROM FORMER PRESIDENT 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-niece-wants-change-
062917604.html 

Mary Trump says ‘cruel and traitorous’ Uncle belongs in prison

Mary Trump predicts her uncle won’t run again in 2024

Melania Trump takes a sartorial step up after leaving the White House

Videos and photos show Melania is delighted to be out of White House

S…..
Trump couldn’t leave any stone unturned. He had to destroy every federal
institution with his scorched earth policies. And yet, people voted for this
psychopath a second time! 
Al Peia
You're a psychotherapist, well studied in psychology; I suggest some 
anthropology; reason: If not for the pandemic (literally an act of God), 
trump would have been re-elected quite handily! america is trump's 
referenced s..thole country, and a total fraud!

Biden tells CNN Trump's impeachment trial 'has to happen' 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/25/politics/joe-biden-trump-impeachment/
index.html 

Democrats deliver article of impeachment against Trump to Senate –

Guardian News

Clarence ‘pubic hair on coke can’ Thomas, typical corrupt, incompetent 
jersey guinea alito, ‘resign before further investigation’ Kennedy, 
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GOP EXTREMISTS/TRUMP SUPPORTERS COULD (SHOULD) DOOM PARTY 
I witnessed the rise of Nazism firsthand. We must act now to protect US 
democracy https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/26/opinions/holocaust-fascism-
un-capitol-riots-butter/index.html 

EXPERT WARNS: ‘DARKEST WEEKS’ OF PANDEMIC COULD BE COMING 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/michael-osterholm-warning-coronavirus-
pandemic_n_60112bc5c5b6b8719d888159 

https://drudgereport.com/ 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
BOOK: KGB began grooming 'young and vain' Donald Trump 40 years ago 
by saving him from financial ruin... 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9184687/How-Russia-began-
grooming-Donald-Trump-40-years-ago-saving-financial-ruin-book-
claims.html 

[ trump was a (Russian) spymaster’s dream come true! ]

‘The author writes Trump was rescued multiple times from multiple 
bankruptcies by boatloads of Russian cash laundered through his real 
estate in the 80s and 90s as well as Russian money picking up the tab for
buildings franchised under Trump's name’ 

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
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We're just now learning how far Trump tried to go to overturn the election
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/trump-considered-naming-
new-ag-to-help-push-fraud-claims-99960901589 [ Analogous to crimes, ie.,
attempted murder, conspiracy, are they preposterously rewarding trump 
et als for having failed though damaging much by just trying? PATHETIC! 
Apply trump’s own golden rule to trump et als; viz., NO MERCY! ]
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Fox:
Cloris Leachman, yes, she was great in ‘The Last Picture Show’. Horses, 
made me think of ‘The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse’; must be a sign 
of the times. Hey, you being a military man, how about former CIA 
director Brennan being so vehemently opposed to mentally ill 
mobster/criminal trump; and for good reason: trump was a (Russian) 
spymaster’s dream come true! DRUDGEREPORT BOOK: KGB began 
grooming 'young and vain' Donald Trump 40 years ago by saving him from 
financial ruin... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9184687/How-
Russia-began-grooming-Donald-Trump-40-years-ago-saving-financial-ruin-
book-claims.html 

‘The author writes Trump was rescued multiple times from multiple 
bankruptcies by boatloads of Russian cash laundered through his real 
estate in the 80s and 90s as well as Russian money picking up the tab for
buildings franchised under Trump's name’ 

politicalflare.com Trump Withdrew Troops From Germany RIGHT After His
Phone Call With PutinThe darndest coincidences happen whenever Trump
talks to Putin. We should start bynoting that we’d never know that Trump 
speaks to Putin by phone were it not for the fact that the Kremlin itself 
puts out press releases telling the world. The White House never 
advertises these calls, though they d... 

YAHOO Politics Business Insider

Russia has been cultivating Trump as an asset for 40 years, former KGB 
spy says

Yuri Shvets told The Guardian that the KGB had identified Trump as a 
potential asset as far back as the 1980s.
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DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
BOOK: KGB began grooming 'young and vain' Donald Trump 40 years ago 
by saving him from financial ruin... 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9184687/How-Russia-began-
grooming-Donald-Trump-40-years-ago-saving-financial-ruin-book-
claims.html 

[ trump was a (Russian) spymaster’s dream come true! ]

‘The author writes Trump was rescued multiple times from multiple 
bankruptcies by boatloads of Russian cash laundered through his real 
estate in the 80s and 90s as well as Russian money picking up the tab for
buildings franchised under Trump's name’ 

FAR-RIGHTERS SHUT DOWN DODGER STADIUM VAX SITE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/dodger-stadium-vaccine-los-angeles-
protester-shutdown_n_6015fe2cc5b653f644d4517e Dodger Stadium Mass 
Vaccine Site Shut Down In Los Angeles After Protesters Block Entrance 
“Wow. Have fun being a byproduct of Bill Gates,” one protester told a 
frustrated driver hoping for a vaccine. [ How ‘bout: ‘WOW. Have fun being 
fertile ground for mentally ill mobster/criminal trump’s GOP.’ PATHETIC! ]

Some current events:
https://youtu.be/i-uYAtlhLXY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rSTu1I5t700 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9LqK8GiIMYw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9LqK8GiIMYw
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Trump stockpiles millions in donations as he faces second impeachment 
trial https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/31/politics/donald-trump-save-america-
pac-contributions/index.html 

Trump's new political committee took in more $30 million in the final 
weeks of 2020 as he made relentless and baseless claims of voter fraud, 
new filings show

Infectious Disease Expert Warns ‘Category 5’ COVID-19 Hurricane Is 
About To Hit https://www.huffpost.com/entry/michael-osterholm-category-
5-hurricane-coronavirus_n_60178a0fc5b63b0fb2823174 

Fox:

Sorry, but I can’t let your misguided praise of trump go; not fair to your 
fellow soldiers, past and present [ trump’s insulting of America’s war 
dead as “suckers” and “losers.” ]

politicalflare.com Trump Withdrew Troops From Germany RIGHT After His
Phone Call With Putin The darndest coincidences happen whenever 
Trump talks to Putin. We should start by noting that we’d never know that
Trump speaks to Putin by phone were it not for the fact that the Kremlin 
itself puts out press releases telling the world. The White House never 
advertises these calls, though they d... [ You don’t have to be a military 
genius, strategist to understand the implications of the aforesaid. ]

YAHOO Politics Business Insider

Russia has been cultivating Trump as an asset for 40 years, former KGB 
spy says

Yuri Shvets told The Guardian that the KGB had identified Trump as a 
potential asset as far back as the 1980s.
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YAHOO Politics HuffPost Trump Lawyer’s Latest Praise Of The President 
Goes Viral For All The Wrong Reasons Jenna Ellis described Donald 
Trump as a "WARRIOR." Critics had a field 
day.https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/jenna-ellis-donald-trump-praise-
backfires-074741282.html reminded Ellis of her past slamming of the 
president. Others recalled Trump’s medical exemption from the Vietnam 
War draft because of alleged bone spurs in his heels and his insulting of 
America’s war dead as “suckers” and “losers.” Journalist Mehdi Hasan, 
meanwhile, noted how Trump in the 1990s had called avoiding 
contracting sexually transmitted infections to “my personal Vietnam.”

BOOK: KGB began grooming 'young and vain' Donald Trump 40 years ago 
by saving him from financial ruin... 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9184687/How-Russia-began-
grooming-Donald-Trump-40-years-ago-saving-financial-ruin-book-
claims.html 

[ trump was a (Russian) spymaster’s dream come true! ]

‘The author writes Trump was rescued multiple times from multiple 
bankruptcies by boatloads of Russian cash laundered through his real 
estate in the 80s and 90s as well as Russian money picking up the tab for
buildings franchised under Trump's name’ 

Keep in mind, if you’re doing what trump infamously, illegally tried to do, 
having the military in your back pocket is crucial.
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Trump called fallen soldiers "losers" and "suckers”

About 530,000 results (0.32 seconds)
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Trump: Americans Who Died in War Are 'Losers' and 'Suckers ...

www.theatlantic.com › politics › archive › 2020/09 › tr...
Sep 3, 2020 — The president has repeatedly disparaged the intelligence 
of service members, and asked that wounded veterans be kept out of 
military parades...

Trump called American war dead 'suckers' and 'losers', report ...

www.theguardian.com › us-news › sep › trump-americ...
Sep 3, 2020 — President calls story 'a total lie – a disgrace' after Atlantic 
reported he declined to visit French cemetery because he did not want to
mess up his...

Trump calls military dead 'losers.' 

www.usatoday.com › story › news › 2020/09/04 › tru...
Sep 4, 2020 — An explosive Atlantic article says Trump called fallen 
soldiers "losers" and "suckers," claims the president denies. Here's what 
we know.

Trump panned over reports he called US war dead 'losers ...

www.bbc.com › news › world-us-canada-54034707
Sep 5, 2020 — A magazine claims the president called US soldiers killed 

in action "losers", something he denies.
Missing: insulting | Must include: insulting

Report: Trump disparaged US war dead as 'losers ... - AP News

apnews.com › article
Sep 3, 2020 — DELRAY BEACH, FLa. (AP) — A new report details multiple 
instances of President Donald Trump making disparaging remarks about 
members...
Missing: insulting | Must include: insulting

Donald Trump called dead US soldiers 'suckers' and 'losers ...

www.telegraph.co.uk › news › 2020/09/04 › donald-tr...

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2020/09/04/donald-trump-called-dead-us-soldiers-suckers-losers-report-claims/
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Sep 5, 2020 — Officials confirm claims that president refused to visit a 
war cemetery in France and did not want to support John McCain's 
funeral.

report: trump disparaged us war dead as 'losers ... - Snopes.com

www.snopes.com › AP News › U.S. Politics
Sep 4, 2020 — A new report details multiple instances of President 
Donald Trump making disparaging remarks about members of the U.S. 
military who have...

Trump Denies Calling US War Dead 'Losers,' 'Suckers'

www.snopes.com › AP News › U.S. Politics

Sep 4, 2020 — The allegations, sourced anonymously in The Atlantic, 
describe multiple offensive comments by the president toward fallen and 
captured U.S. ...

Trump disparaged U.S. war dead as 'losers' and 'suckers ...

www.marketwatch.com › story › trump-reportedly-deride...
Sep 4, 2020 — A new report details multiple instances of President 
Donald Trump making disparaging remarks about members of the U.S. 
military who have...

Trump Calls Fallen Soldiers "Losers" and "Suckers" | The ...

www.youtube.com › watch
Sep 8, 2020 — Jimmy addresses President Trump calling fallen military 
service members “losers” and “suckers” while his 2020 campaign burns 
through $800...
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https://www.google.com/search?q=trump%E2%80%99s+insulting+of+America%E2%80%99s+war+dead+as+%E2%80%9Csuckers%E2%80%9D+and+%E2%80%9Closers.%E2%80%9D&client=firefox-b-1-d&ei=mDAYYN6HDOXJ0PEPmLOZUA&start=80&sa=N&ved=2ahUKEwjes_nbkcnuAhXlJDQIHZhZBgoQ8tMDegQIBRBD
https://www.google.com/search?q=trump%E2%80%99s+insulting+of+America%E2%80%99s+war+dead+as+%E2%80%9Csuckers%E2%80%9D+and+%E2%80%9Closers.%E2%80%9D&client=firefox-b-1-d&ei=mDAYYN6HDOXJ0PEPmLOZUA&start=70&sa=N&ved=2ahUKEwjes_nbkcnuAhXlJDQIHZhZBgoQ8tMDegQIBRBB
https://www.google.com/search?q=trump%E2%80%99s+insulting+of+America%E2%80%99s+war+dead+as+%E2%80%9Csuckers%E2%80%9D+and+%E2%80%9Closers.%E2%80%9D&client=firefox-b-1-d&ei=mDAYYN6HDOXJ0PEPmLOZUA&start=60&sa=N&ved=2ahUKEwjes_nbkcnuAhXlJDQIHZhZBgoQ8tMDegQIBRA_
https://www.google.com/search?q=trump%E2%80%99s+insulting+of+America%E2%80%99s+war+dead+as+%E2%80%9Csuckers%E2%80%9D+and+%E2%80%9Closers.%E2%80%9D&client=firefox-b-1-d&ei=mDAYYN6HDOXJ0PEPmLOZUA&start=50&sa=N&ved=2ahUKEwjes_nbkcnuAhXlJDQIHZhZBgoQ8tMDegQIBRA9
https://www.google.com/search?q=trump%E2%80%99s+insulting+of+America%E2%80%99s+war+dead+as+%E2%80%9Csuckers%E2%80%9D+and+%E2%80%9Closers.%E2%80%9D&client=firefox-b-1-d&ei=mDAYYN6HDOXJ0PEPmLOZUA&start=40&sa=N&ved=2ahUKEwjes_nbkcnuAhXlJDQIHZhZBgoQ8tMDegQIBRA7
https://www.google.com/search?q=trump%E2%80%99s+insulting+of+America%E2%80%99s+war+dead+as+%E2%80%9Csuckers%E2%80%9D+and+%E2%80%9Closers.%E2%80%9D&client=firefox-b-1-d&ei=mDAYYN6HDOXJ0PEPmLOZUA&start=30&sa=N&ved=2ahUKEwjes_nbkcnuAhXlJDQIHZhZBgoQ8tMDegQIBRA5
https://www.google.com/search?q=trump%E2%80%99s+insulting+of+America%E2%80%99s+war+dead+as+%E2%80%9Csuckers%E2%80%9D+and+%E2%80%9Closers.%E2%80%9D&client=firefox-b-1-d&ei=mDAYYN6HDOXJ0PEPmLOZUA&start=20&sa=N&ved=2ahUKEwjes_nbkcnuAhXlJDQIHZhZBgoQ8tMDegQIBRA3
https://www.google.com/search?q=trump%E2%80%99s+insulting+of+America%E2%80%99s+war+dead+as+%E2%80%9Csuckers%E2%80%9D+and+%E2%80%9Closers.%E2%80%9D&client=firefox-b-1-d&ei=mDAYYN6HDOXJ0PEPmLOZUA&start=10&sa=N&ved=2ahUKEwjes_nbkcnuAhXlJDQIHZhZBgoQ8tMDegQIBRA1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Od3XNM8ZyVE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Od3XNM8ZyVE
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-reportedly-derided-us-war-dead-as-losers-suckers-2020-09-03
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-reportedly-derided-us-war-dead-as-losers-suckers-2020-09-03
https://www.snopes.com/ap/2020/09/04/trump-denies-calling-us-war-dead-losers-suckers/
https://www.snopes.com/ap/2020/09/04/trump-denies-calling-us-war-dead-losers-suckers/
https://www.snopes.com/ap/2020/09/03/report-trump-disparaged-us-war-dead-as-losers-suckers/
https://www.snopes.com/ap/2020/09/03/report-trump-disparaged-us-war-dead-as-losers-suckers/


DRUDGEREPORT 
The Don and Republicans took in $175 million by claiming to fight 'stolen 
election'...
Just $10 million went to legal fees! Ex-president keeps massive cash 
haul... 
MAG: China Paid Trump At Least $5.4 Million Since He Took Office, Via 
Mysterious Tower Lease... 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/danalexander/2020/10/23/forbes-estimates-
china-paid-trump-at-least-54-million-since-he-took-office-via-mysterious-
trump-tower-lease/#34b6e34fed11 
[U.S. Constitution prohibits federal officials from accepting “any present, 
emolument, office, or title, of any kind whatever, from any king, prince, or
foreign state” without Congressional approval.]

YAHOO Revealed: Trump cash didn't go to legal fights

The picture that emerged in new campaign finance reports was of Trump 
waging a PR effort to falsely argue that he had won the election.

Not a serious legal push»

trump’s a total fraud!

Trump Raised $76 Million For Himself, But Spent Nothing On Election 
Challenges Or Georgia https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-slush-
fund_n_6018900dc5b6bde2f5c232bb Trump’s bait-and-switch ads cited 
the need to contest his election loss and for the GOP to hold the Senate 
as he sought funds for his “leadership” PAC. 

“He put nothing back. He didn’t care,” said one top Republican familiar 
with the fundraising operation.

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-slush-fund_n_6018900dc5b6bde2f5c232bb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-slush-fund_n_6018900dc5b6bde2f5c232bb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-slush-fund_n_6018900dc5b6bde2f5c232bb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-slush-fund_n_6018900dc5b6bde2f5c232bb
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-raked-cash-denying-loss-125839286.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-raked-cash-denying-loss-125839286.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-raked-cash-denying-loss-125839286.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-raked-cash-denying-loss-125839286.html
https://www.archives.gov/founding-docs/constitution-transcript
https://www.forbes.com/sites/danalexander/2020/10/23/forbes-estimates-china-paid-trump-at-least-54-million-since-he-took-office-via-mysterious-trump-tower-lease/#34b6e34fed11
https://www.forbes.com/sites/danalexander/2020/10/23/forbes-estimates-china-paid-trump-at-least-54-million-since-he-took-office-via-mysterious-trump-tower-lease/#34b6e34fed11
https://www.forbes.com/sites/danalexander/2020/10/23/forbes-estimates-china-paid-trump-at-least-54-million-since-he-took-office-via-mysterious-trump-tower-lease/#34b6e34fed11
https://www.forbes.com/sites/danalexander/2020/10/23/forbes-estimates-china-paid-trump-at-least-54-million-since-he-took-office-via-mysterious-trump-tower-lease/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/danalexander/2020/10/23/forbes-estimates-china-paid-trump-at-least-54-million-since-he-took-office-via-mysterious-trump-tower-lease/
https://www.wionews.com/world/as-trump-raked-in-cash-denying-his-loss-little-went-to-actual-legal-fight-360674
https://www.wionews.com/world/as-trump-raked-in-cash-denying-his-loss-little-went-to-actual-legal-fight-360674
https://www.wionews.com/world/as-trump-raked-in-cash-denying-his-loss-little-went-to-actual-legal-fight-360674


trump’s a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

White House ‘Obviously’ Reviewing Trump’s Ongoing Intelligence 
Briefings, Jen Psaki Says https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jen-psaki-trump-
intelligence-briefing-review_n_601887b6c5b6aa4bad36b5a0 

Critics see the ex-president as a risk because of his Russia ties, his 
foreign businesses, and more. [ DUH! ]
trump’s a total fraud!

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

Trump's attorneys argue that his speech is protected by First Amendment
https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/02/politics/democratic-impeachment-filing/
index.html [ Is Schenck still good law? In a unanimous decision written 
by Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes (my personal favorite jurist), the 
Supreme Court upheld Schenck's conviction and found that the Espionage
Act did not violate Schenck's First Amendment right to free speech. ]

"Mr. Soft Touch" when it comes (came) to the gangs of new york and 
corruption, including crime family trumps, cuomo’s just a typical new york 
(jersey) guinea!

Trump's attorneys argue that his speech is protected by First Amendment
https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/02/politics/democratic-impeachment-filing/
index.html [ Is Schenck still good law? In a unanimous decision written 
by Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes (my personal favorite jurist), the 
Supreme Court upheld Schenck's conviction and found that the Espionage
Act did not violate Schenck's First Amendment right to free speech. ]

Some current events:

https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/02/politics/democratic-impeachment-filing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/02/politics/democratic-impeachment-filing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/02/politics/democratic-impeachment-filing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/02/politics/democratic-impeachment-filing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/02/politics/democratic-impeachment-filing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/02/politics/democratic-impeachment-filing/index.html
https://t.co/w0Q8S3x8RJ?amp=1
https://t.co/rrWFstu9DI?amp=1
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jen-psaki-trump-intelligence-briefing-review_n_601887b6c5b6aa4bad36b5a0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jen-psaki-trump-intelligence-briefing-review_n_601887b6c5b6aa4bad36b5a0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jen-psaki-trump-intelligence-briefing-review_n_601887b6c5b6aa4bad36b5a0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jen-psaki-trump-intelligence-briefing-review_n_601887b6c5b6aa4bad36b5a0
https://t.co/w0Q8S3x8RJ?amp=1
https://t.co/rrWFstu9DI?amp=1


https://youtu.be/i-uYAtlhLXY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rSTu1I5t700 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9LqK8GiIMYw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9LqK8GiIMYw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rSTu1I5t700
https://youtu.be/i-uYAtlhLXY


CNN
OPINION  : THE PEOPLE WHO LET PUTIN GET AWAY WITH PERSECUTING   
NAVALNY https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/03/opinions/condemn-putin-over-
navalny-sentence-kasparov/index.html The people who let Putin get away
with persecuting Navalny By Garry Kasparov (CNN)The Russian 
opposition leader Alexey Navalny was sentenced in Moscow on Tuesday 
to two and a half years of prison. His supposed crime was a probation 
violation committed while he was in a coma in Berlin after being 
poisoned by the same state security forces that have locked him up 
again. It's pointless to talk about the details of the case. Not when 
Vladimir Putin is the only real judge, jury and, from time to time, 
executioner (which he denies). The dictator Putin has up till now avoided 
imprisoning Navalny for very long, although he has targeted Navalny's 
family, as any mafia boss would.

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

Fox:
Mr. Lanks is right!
You're embarrassing yourself with blind, trumpy chauvinism/loyalty. I 
don't think you're naive (I hope not). trump literally is all that ... BAD! The 
bribes flowed freely and bipartisan corruption is a given; I'll grant you 
that. Moreover, I’d join you in saying as is so of his predecessors clinton, 
bush, obama, trump is a mentally ill criminal piece of s**t! It's so 
embarrassing for pervasively corrupt america that they're more inclined 
to cover-up than embark upon loose ended prosecutions.

Kamala Harris is a great choice! Congratulations President Biden!

But first: https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=3012872628940092 Yes, 
Joe, Kamala, Nancy, Democrats, Republicans, et al., states especially 
new york, new jersey, connecticut, florida, virginia, america among other 
nations, knew about mentally ill mobster/criminal trump including as 
pertains to my own scenario corruptly handled, covered up and which 
now must be resolved as, ie., set forth in my RICO case summary to the 
FBI per their request 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=3012872628940092
https://t.co/w0Q8S3x8RJ?amp=1
https://t.co/rrWFstu9DI?amp=1
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2017/03/23/here-are-ten-critics-of-vladimir-putin-who-died-violently-or-in-suspicious-ways/
https://edition.cnn.com/2021/02/02/europe/alexey-navalny-russia-court-hearing-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/03/opinions/condemn-putin-over-navalny-sentence-kasparov/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/03/opinions/condemn-putin-over-navalny-sentence-kasparov/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/03/opinions/condemn-putin-over-navalny-sentence-kasparov/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/03/opinions/condemn-putin-over-navalny-sentence-kasparov/index.html


http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf without
lies/subterfuge/excuses. http://albertpeia.com 

Hey, I'd love to give you a call, Albert:
Yahoo/Inbox
Joe Biden <feedback@act.democrats.org>
To:albert_peia@yahoo.com
Thu, Jul 23 at 11:58 AM
Democrats Join us.
Hey there, Albert. It’s Joe Biden. 
Yes, Joe. By all means call me. You, your people have my number by way 
of the numerous text messages and my replies. I've done more than my 
share to finish trump. trump's done! He along with other mobsters, 
corrupt politicians, government officials, judges including trump's sister 
maryanne have actionably cost me far more than I've indicated I'm willing
to accept for resolution. Call me. I'll be calling you, Nancy, et al. after the
election for resolving this at long last. trump's done. It was not easy, and 
very costly to me in many ways owing to pervasive american bipartisan 
corruption. Congratulations Mr. President!
My Email Reply: I don’t want to misrepresent so let me be clear: I would 
vote for Biden/Harris over trump/pence if I were voting; but, even that is 
contingent upon what has been egregious bipartisan corruption and 
resolution thereof. Absent that, for me, just more of the same; viz., 
distinctions without a difference. I vote on my website. So, I’ll say yes 
with the aforementioned qualification.

Sent: Monday, June 22, 2020 at 2:27 PM
From: "Nancy Pelosi" <info@pelosiforcongress.org>
To: "albert peia" <albertpeia@mail.com>
Subject: humbly asking for your endorsement
…..
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricoverifiedcomplaint3808.pdf 

Nancy, you’re preaching to the choir. ‘...Plaintiff, pro se, sues under the 
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organization Act ("RICO"), 18 U.S.C. §§
1961-1968, and the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1291, 
1346, 1402, 2401-2402, 2411-2412, 2671-2680. This court has subject 
matter jurisdiction pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1964(a) and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331,

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricoverifiedcomplaint3808.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://albertpeia.com/
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf


1346(b) (1). II. BACKGROUND The facts are taken as alleged in the 
complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a broad-ranging conspiracy involving the 
United States of America, the U.S. Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. 
District Court Judges, various U.S. Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. 
Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, and fifteen John Doe 
defendants. The scheme involves the United States laundering proceeds 
from illegal drug sales through the New Jersey casinos of Donald Trump 
and systematically defrauding bankruptcy creditors and debtors through 
the theft of property and surplus funds generated through bankruptcy 
sales. Plaintiff further alleges fraud and a massive cover-up, effected by 
misrepresenting court proceedings and removing court documents, as 
part of the underlying crimes that give rise to his civil RICO claims. In 
1987, Plaintiff commenced an action alleging civil RICO violations in the 
U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey to recover money owed 
to him by a Mr. Dilena. The case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne
Trump Barry[2]. The thrust of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds
owed to Plaintiff and comingled them with illicit drug profits that were 
then laundered through the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987
RICO action, Plaintiff claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme and provided him with documents to
support his theory. After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, 
Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office 
and that his documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another 
package of the same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney 
Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that 
Mr. Alito was no longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story 
to agents of the FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of 
deliberately slow proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989…..’ 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com 

SOMEONE/SOME ENTITY HAS TO PAY THIS! Tell your ‘Joe’ et als this 
must be paid! [ For ie., clinton, bush, bush, obama, trump et als. No more 



hiding behind a totally corrupted bi-partisan process! ]

...[ It Should Be Noted That the Insurer and the Surety Would Be 
Subrogated To Any and All Rights/Claims/Causes of Action Upon Payment.
It Should Also Be Noted That Rico Claims are Assignable. Holmes v. 
Security Investor Protection Corp., 530 U.S. 258 (1992)(Plaintiff 
governmental agency subrogated to the claims of defunct brokerage); 
Federal Ins. Co. v. Ayers, 760 F.Supp. 1118(E.D. Pa. 1990)(Subrogated 
surety's monetary loss flowing from RICO predicate acts "constitutes an 
injury to plaintiff" (surety) " 's business sufficient to satisfy the 
requirements for standing under the Federal RICO statute"; accord 
General Accident Ins. Co. v. Fidelity and Deposit Co., 598 F.Supp. 1223 (D.
Md. 1984) and Levey v. E. Stewart Mitchell, Inc., 585 F.Supp. 1030 (E.D. 
Pa. 1984), aff'd mem., 762 F.Supp. 998 (4th Cir. 1985). In re National 
Mortgage Equity Corp. Mortgage Pool Certificate Secs. Litig., 636 F.Supp. 
1138 (C.D. Cal. 1986) (RICO claims are assignable). ]... 

Trump doesn't want to testify? The Senate has ways of making him talk. 
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/trump-hopes-skip-his-impeachment-trial-
democrats-should-subpoena-him-n1256824?icid=msd_topgrid 

MSNBC https://www.msnbc.com/ 

'Evidence is overwhelming': Trump impeachment manager says he's 
'responsible' for riot 

New reporting shows White House role in directing Trump mob to Capitol 

As more Capitol rioters are caught, Trump's ringleader role comes into 
focus 

Federal judge overturns local courts to keep some accused Trump mob 
members in custody 

https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/federal-judge-overturns-local-courts-to-keep-accused-trump-mob-members-in-custody-100266565844
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/federal-judge-overturns-local-courts-to-keep-accused-trump-mob-members-in-custody-100266565844
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/as-more-capitol-rioters-are-caught-trump-s-ringleader-role-comes-into-focus-100267589503
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/as-more-capitol-rioters-are-caught-trump-s-ringleader-role-comes-into-focus-100267589503
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/new-reporting-shows-white-house-role-in-directing-trump-mob-to-capitol-100380741757
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/-evidence-is-overwhelming-trump-impeachment-manager-says-he-s-responsible-for-riot-100429381634
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/-evidence-is-overwhelming-trump-impeachment-manager-says-he-s-responsible-for-riot-100429381634
https://www.msnbc.com/
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/trump-hopes-skip-his-impeachment-trial-democrats-should-subpoena-him-n1256824?icid=msd_topgrid
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/trump-hopes-skip-his-impeachment-trial-democrats-should-subpoena-him-n1256824?icid=msd_topgrid
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/trump-hopes-skip-his-impeachment-trial-democrats-should-subpoena-him-n1256824?icid=msd_topgrid


YAHOO Politics America’s trade gap soared under Trump, final figures 
show https://www.yahoo.com/news/america-trade-gap-soared-under-
112050557.html 

DR. OSTERHOLM: VARIANTS WILL CAUSE A HUGE CASE SURGE 
https://www.msnbc.com/ayman-mohyeldin/watch/dr-osterholm-variants-
will-cause-a-huge-case-surge-100604485889 

Biden says Trump shouldn't receive classified intel briefings 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/05/politics/biden-trump-intelligence-briefing/
index.html [ DUH … That should rationally be without having to say so! ]

YAHOO Politics The Week Former CIA officer explains why Biden is right 
not to 'run the risk' of sending Trump intelligence briefings 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-cia-officer-explains-why-
155500145.html 

YAHOO Politics The Independent Trump funnelled money from donors 
into private business after election loss, report finds 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-funnelled-money-donors-private-
225759287.html 

Fox Business Cancels Lou Dobbs’ Show 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fox-cancel-lou-dobbs-
show_n_601dd37bc5b6f38d06e39159 [ Dobbs’ Fairy godfather and don 
GONE, means trouble in ‘dobbs ferry’ for namesake, the porcine sweet 
lou, flushed down the loo, boo hoo.]

DRUDGEREPORT
115 inmates take over St. Louis jail... [ ‘Inmates (over)running the 
asylum’; a sign of the times in (trumpy)america. ]

Mutated virus may reinfect people already stricken once... 

Why global travel unlikely to resume 'till 2024...

Fraudsters Offer Fake Test Results...

https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-covid-era-travel-scam-fraudsters-offer-fake-test-results-11612612802
https://www.jpost.com/health-science/coronavirus-in-israel-vaccination-doesnt-equal-liberation-657898
https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/mutated-virus-may-reinfect-people-already-stricken-once-with-covid-19-sparking-debate-and-concerns/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/115-inmates-take-over-section-downtown-st-louis-jail-n1256932
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fox-cancel-lou-dobbs-show_n_601dd37bc5b6f38d06e39159
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fox-cancel-lou-dobbs-show_n_601dd37bc5b6f38d06e39159
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fox-cancel-lou-dobbs-show_n_601dd37bc5b6f38d06e39159
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-funnelled-money-donors-private-225759287.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-funnelled-money-donors-private-225759287.html
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Record 5,077 deaths in day...

Putin's Once-Scorned Vaccine Now Favorite… 

U.S. DEATHS: 461,869… (462,567) 

WORLD SICK MAP…
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

YAHOO Entertainment The Guardian American Kompromat review: 
Trump, Russia, Epstein … and a lot we just don't know 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/american-kompromat-review-trump-russia-
070004834.html 

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

A big fan of the brilliant jurist Oliver Wendell Holmes, I would have 
preferred a referenced reaffirmation of Schenk v. U.S., though implicitly 
(if not explicitly) reaffirmed in their cited case, Brandenburg v. Ohio ; but, 
vis-a-vis mentally ill mobster/criminal trump’s typically egregious 
unlawful conduct, the narrow issue concerning the frivolous interposition 
of 1st Amendment defense to impeachment astutely addressed 
hereinafter required no such explicit reference. 
http://albertpeia.com/scholars-reject-trump-1a-defense.pdf 

DAILY KOS
A Visit to the Donald J. Trump Presidential Library 

https://djtrumplibrary.com/ 

https://djtrumplibrary.com/
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2021/1/31/2013189/-A-Visit-to-the-Donald-J-Trump-Presidential-Library
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/putins-once-scorned-vaccine-now-favorite-in-pandemic-fight/ar-BB1drjfv
https://nypost.com/2021/02/05/us-records-record-5077-covid-deaths-after-audit/


DONALD TRUMP BANNED FROM FUTURE READMISSION TO SAG-AFTRA 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/donald-trump-banned-future-
readmission-164307712.html 

DRUDGEREPORT
POLL: Majority say Trump should be convicted, barred from office… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/majority-americans-trump-convicted-
barred-holding-federal-office/story?id=75729878 
Trial brings reckoning even if acquittal likely... 
Still-shaken lawmakers, troops stand guard... 
Rioters' words loom large in President's role in attack... 
REPUBLICANS HAVE HIS BACK... 
Defense team will show clips of Dems urging violence in 2020... 
Will Donald face criminal charges? 
FBI net closes on MAGA mob... 

Joe: GOP excuses for Donald Trump are 'pathetic' 
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/trump-s-second-impeachment-
trial-to-start-this-week-100682821771 [ Unfortunately, ‘pathetic’ when 
applied to trump, has bipartisan application; ie., 

About 5,870,000 results (0.44 seconds)

Jeffrey Epstein's connections to Donald Trump and Bill Clinton ...

https://www.vox.com › jeffrey-epstein-trump-bill-clinton
Aug 10, 2019 — But they also got a good deal of attention because of 
Epstein's past ties to two particularly prominent people: former President 
Bill Clinton and...

The outrage over Bill Clinton's links to Epstein exposes the ...

https://www.theguardian.com › commentisfree › aug › t...
Aug 5, 2020 — Trump's fans were happy to overlook the president's 
closeness to the late sex offender, but now that Clinton is being 
associated with him they...

Then, of course, there’s the “high-end” drug distribution connection which
brings the bushes along with clinton, the united states generally, into the 

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/aug/05/the-outrage-over-bill-clintons-links-to-epstein-exposes-the-hypocrisy-of-the-rightwing-media
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equation: 

http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 

But first: https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=3012872628940092 Yes, 
Joe, Kamala, Nancy, Democrats, Republicans, et al., states especially 
new york, new jersey, connecticut, florida, virginia, america among other 
nations, knew about mentally ill mobster/criminal trump including as 
pertains to my own scenario corruptly handled, covered up and which 
now must be resolved as, ie., set forth in my RICO case summary to the 
FBI per their request 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf without
lies/subterfuge/excuses. http://albertpeia.com 

Hey, I'd love to give you a call, Albert:
Yahoo/Inbox
Joe Biden <feedback@act.democrats.org>
To:albert_peia@yahoo.com
Thu, Jul 23 at 11:58 AM
Democrats Join us.
Hey there, Albert. It’s Joe Biden. 
Yes, Joe. By all means call me. You, your people have my number by way 
of the numerous text messages and my replies. I've done more than my 
share to finish trump. trump's done! He along with other mobsters, 
corrupt politicians, government officials, judges including trump's sister 
maryanne have actionably cost me far more than I've indicated I'm willing
to accept for resolution. Call me. I'll be calling you, Nancy, et al. after the
election for resolving this at long last. trump's done. It was not easy, and 
very costly to me in many ways owing to pervasive american bipartisan 
corruption. Congratulations Mr. President!
My Email Reply: I don’t want to misrepresent so let me be clear: I would 
vote for Biden/Harris over trump/pence if I were voting; but, even that is 
contingent upon what has been egregious bipartisan corruption and 
resolution thereof. Absent that, for me, just more of the same; viz., 
distinctions without a difference. I vote on my website. So, I’ll say yes 
with the aforementioned qualification.

Sent: Monday, June 22, 2020 at 2:27 PM
From: "Nancy Pelosi" <info@pelosiforcongress.org>
To: "albert peia" <albertpeia@mail.com>

http://albertpeia.com/
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=3012872628940092
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg


Subject: humbly asking for your endorsement
…..
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricoverifiedcomplaint3808.pdf 

Nancy, you’re preaching to the choir. ‘...Plaintiff, pro se, sues under the 
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organization Act ("RICO"), 18 U.S.C. §§
1961-1968, and the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1291, 
1346, 1402, 2401-2402, 2411-2412, 2671-2680. This court has subject 
matter jurisdiction pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1964(a) and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331,
1346(b) (1). II. BACKGROUND The facts are taken as alleged in the 
complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a broad-ranging conspiracy involving the 
United States of America, the U.S. Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. 
District Court Judges, various U.S. Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. 
Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, and fifteen John Doe 
defendants. The scheme involves the United States laundering proceeds 
from illegal drug sales through the New Jersey casinos of Donald Trump 
and systematically defrauding bankruptcy creditors and debtors through 
the theft of property and surplus funds generated through bankruptcy 
sales. Plaintiff further alleges fraud and a massive cover-up, effected by 
misrepresenting court proceedings and removing court documents, as 
part of the underlying crimes that give rise to his civil RICO claims. In 
1987, Plaintiff commenced an action alleging civil RICO violations in the 
U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey to recover money owed 
to him by a Mr. Dilena. The case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne
Trump Barry[2]. The thrust of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds
owed to Plaintiff and comingled them with illicit drug profits that were 
then laundered through the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987
RICO action, Plaintiff claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme and provided him with documents to
support his theory. After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, 
Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office 
and that his documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another 
package of the same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney 
Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that 
Mr. Alito was no longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story 
to agents of the FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of 
deliberately slow proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for 

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricoverifiedcomplaint3808.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan


bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989…..’ 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com 

SOMEONE/SOME ENTITY HAS TO PAY THIS! Tell your ‘Joe’ et als this 
must be paid! [ For ie., clinton, bush, bush, obama, trump et als. No more 
hiding behind a totally corrupted bi-partisan process! ]

...[ It Should Be Noted That the Insurer and the Surety Would Be 
Subrogated To Any and All Rights/Claims/Causes of Action Upon Payment.
It Should Also Be Noted That Rico Claims are Assignable. Holmes v. 
Security Investor Protection Corp., 530 U.S. 258 (1992)(Plaintiff 
governmental agency subrogated to the claims of defunct brokerage); 
Federal Ins. Co. v. Ayers, 760 F.Supp. 1118(E.D. Pa. 1990)(Subrogated 
surety's monetary loss flowing from RICO predicate acts "constitutes an 
injury to plaintiff" (surety) " 's business sufficient to satisfy the 
requirements for standing under the Federal RICO statute"; accord 
General Accident Ins. Co. v. Fidelity and Deposit Co., 598 F.Supp. 1223 (D.
Md. 1984) and Levey v. E. Stewart Mitchell, Inc., 585 F.Supp. 1030 (E.D. 
Pa. 1984), aff'd mem., 762 F.Supp. 998 (4th Cir. 1985). In re National 
Mortgage Equity Corp. Mortgage Pool Certificate Secs. Litig., 636 F.Supp. 
1138 (C.D. Cal. 1986) (RICO claims are assignable). ]... 

Yes, PATHETIC is a perfect one word description of bipartisan application
to america. To reiterate, a fortiori,
PATHETIC!

http://albertpeia.com/


Hitler used his 1924 trial as a megaphone. Trump can't be allowed to do 
the same. https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/trump-probably-won-t-speak-
his-impeachment-trial-may-be-n1257095?icid=msd_topgrid [ True; yet, the
fact that it must be said is a testament to how far gone america is. Now, 
watch for the soft touch approach to mentally ill mobster/criminal trump. 
Pathetic! ]

So I’m not accused of racism, let me include obama (so called “man of 
the people”- bulls**t!) as follows:
eric holder is a corrupt piece of s**t!
obama/holder … Remember those guys? [To be fair and balanced, there’s 
also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in the 
factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric Holder 
spent six years as attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks for 
their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives behind bars. Now, 
he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense firm, making 
millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid criminal 
consequences. Worse, it was just reported that the firm, Covington & 
Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder awaiting his
return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5 million 
condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions about 
how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his old 
firm even while it continued to represent companies under Department of
Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a future job offer, 
that alone could violate criminal laws. …”
america is a total fraud!

TRUMP LAWYER THREAT: TRIAL COULD CAUSE SECOND CIVIL WAR 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-lawyer-impeachment-civil-
war_n_6022f891c5b6d78d444a90ac [ Well, there we go; nothing to see 
here; potential second civil war defense/implicit threat … WOW! You can’t
make this s**t up! ]

TRUMP DEFENSE GOES OFF THE RAILS: INCOHERENCE, EXCUSES AND 
THREATS! https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-impeachment-
trial-senate_n_60231da2c5b6173dd2fa50b6 
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Day One: Graphic footage, emotional testimony and a 'meandering' 
defense of the former president https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/
watch/trump-rages-as-senate-votes-his-second-impeachment-is-
constitutional-100773957942 

Horrific mob scenes dominate Trump's impeachment trial 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/10/politics/donald-trump-impeachment-trial-
congress-lawyers/index.html 

DRUDGEREPORT
THE   SECOND     IMPEACHMENT OF TRUMP   
https://apnews.com/article/Trump-impeachment-trial-
0d0916330d20cc139c64f73af5ef4647 
DEFENSE MESSY
56-44 VOTE TO MOVE FORWARD 

https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/10/politics/donald-trump-impeachment-trial-
congress-lawyers/index.html YAHOO “...But on Jan. 6, Trump exhorted 
his followers to march to the Capitol and “fight like hell.” The mob 
eventually breached the building, and Raskin described lawmakers on the
House floor being instructed to put on gas masks. “And then there was a 
sound I will never forget, the sound of pounding on the door like a 
battering ram. The most haunting sound I ever heard, and I will never 
forget it," he said...”

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-impeachment-incitement-
insurrection-senate_n_60228f2dc5b689330e32b4b8 

https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/trump-rages-as-senate-
votes-his-second-impeachment-is-constitutional-100773957942 

Mary Trump Makes Blunt Prediction About Ivanka Trump, Donald Trump 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mary-trump-cousins-donald-trump-jr-ivanka-trump-future_n_60239f12c5b6173dd2fa9542
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Jr.’s Political Prospects
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mary-trump-cousins-donald-trump-jr-
ivanka-trump-future_n_60239f12c5b6173dd2fa9542 

Washington Post Editorial Board Spells Out Why The Senate ‘Must 
Convict’ Trump https://www.huffpost.com/entry/washington-post-editorial-
board-donald-trump-impeachment-2_n_6024ef87c5b6b295bc047e8e 

As more Capitol rioters are caught, Trump's ringleader role comes into 
focus https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/as-more-capitol-
rioters-are-caught-trump-s-ringleader-role-comes-into-focus-
100267589503 

New reporting shows White House role in directing Trump mob to Capitol

'Evidence is overwhelming': Trump impeachment manager says he's 
'responsible' for riot

Netanyahu's Covid plan is even more racist than Trump's

DRUDGE
TRUMP'S WORDS COME BACK TO HAUNT HIM
WSJ: WON'T LIVE DOWN DISGRACEFUL CONDUCT
PROUD BOY BLAMES PRESIDENT 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/proud-boys-member-tells-court-
trump-to-blame-for-inciting-capitol-riot/ar-BB1dztqO?
dpir=1&ocid=uxbndlbing 
DOJ says Oath Keepers leader waited for Trump's direction before 
Capitol attack… 
Impeachment trial video shows vast scope, danger...
MAGA mob 'wanted to lynch the VP'...
Lawmakers hunted by mob...
'Oh Naaaaaaancy'...
Some rioters believed they answered God's call… (Sick!) 
Dems wrap prosecution with Donald's 'lack of remorse'...

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/congress/democrats-will-wrap-prosecution-with-trumps-lack-of-remorse-after-capitol-attack
https://www.sfgate.com/opinion/article/Some-Capitol-rioters-believed-they-answered-God-s-15942977.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/capitol-rioters-searched-for-nancy-pelosi-in-a-way-that-should-make-every-woman-e2-80-99s-skin-crawl/ar-BB1dAkp4?ocid=uxbndlbing
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Where's   (gutless wonder) John Roberts?   

Anderson Cooper: ‘The Fix Is Likely In’ On Trump’s Impeachment Trial 
[ DUH! ]

Fox News Analyst: ‘Hard To Quantify’ How Badly Trump Betrayed The 
Constitution [ DUH! ]

america IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD! 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
Convict Trump or face dire democracy damage, prosecutors say...
Acquittal 'could embolden extremists'...
DOJ says Oath Keepers leader waited for Donald's direction before 
attack...
Some believed they answered God's call...
Senators Show Signs of Fading Attention...
NOONAN: Vote to Acquit Is a Vote for a Lie...
Where's John Roberts? [Yes...Where’s waldo? Where is that gutless 
wonder?]

Man charged in Capitol riot worked for FBI, lawyer says ...
www.politico.com › news › 2021/02/09 › man-charged...
Thomas Caldwell worked as a section chief for the FBI from 2009 to 2010 
after ... Caldwell's lawyer said he denies ever going into the Capitol and 

has ... Other messages read: “Tom all legislators are down in the Tunnels 
3 floors down" and ... is weighing whether to bring sedition charges, 
officials have said. [ Why am I not surprised. What a bunch of slugs! There
are exceptions , of course; but, too few to make a rule: 
I’ve previously referenced case assigned FBI Agent Ronald Barndollar 
( May 2, 1950 - June 6, 2016, Ronald K. Barndollar passed away … 35 
years as a Special Agent and polygraph examiner for the FBI )(he 
explained such mob things to me as, ie., having a hearse pull in front of 
me as I drove to my office to intimidate me (which I had already deduced,
but the actual effect was to get my ire up), although I was a bit shaken by
a police stop (yes they have some local police in pocket, and they 
legitimately have guns) on my way to the (RICO) case related deposition 
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carefully orchestrated on private grounds/roadway of my condominium 
complex probably to avoid constitutional/federal jurisdictional law 
issues); Agent Barndollar, that rare breed of lawman, 
incorruptible/uncompromised/uncorrupted by bureaucratic 
influences/realities, speaking to him as he “cleared his office of flotsam” 
as he put it [I took that to mean in a cryptic way (all calls were recorded),
‘float sam alito’, to whom the covered up case (coverup) led … obviously 
we’ll never know, at least from him) ] , as he resigned/retired from the FBI
and continued his specialty, polygraphs as an independent contractor. 
How about a polygraph for ‘no good neighbor sam’ alito, which would 
have flushed out mentally ill mobster/criminal thief in chief trump along 
with other jersey/new york criminal mafia guineas long ago. Bear with 
me. [At risk of appearing paranoid, I know they monitor/read my stuff, ie., 
facebook, twitter, website, etc., hoping for a misstep on which they can 
predicate/rationalize action/inaction. It truly has been a pathetic and 
costly in many ways american experience. I now await the swearing in of
new President Biden et al. to at long last resolve this (these) matter(s). I 
realize the aforesaid is dreadfully boring, to everyone but me. I honestly 
must say, though contraindicated by inherently corrupt american reality 
which I now thankfully know, I would not have chosen differently. But I 
also must say, it has not been worth it (their goal and nation-damning 
message)]. THAT’S THE WAY IT IS!

http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
[ excerpt Judge Dorsey’s opinion: “... After no answer from Mr. Lacey for 
several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no longer with the U.S. 
Attorney's office and that his documents could not be found. Plaintiff 
delivered another package of the same documents several months later 
to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for several months 
Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in the U.S. 
Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located...”]

america is a total fraud!

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 

MAG: Nikki Haley's Time for Choosing... 
Pronounces Trump Politically Dead… 
'We shouldn't have followed him'... 

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2021/02/12/nikki-haley-tells-politico-republicans-shouldnt-have-followed-trump/6735480002/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/nikki-haley-pronounces-trump-politically-dead-he-let-us-down-cant-let-that-ever-happen-again/
https://www.politico.com/interactives/2021/magazine-nikki-haleys-choice/
https://drudgereport.com/
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
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REPORT: TRUMP WOULDN’T CALL OFF RIOTERS!   TENSE TALK WITH GOP  
LEADER https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-mccarthy-phone-call-
capitol-riot_n_60271ea9c5b6591becd8cea9 
“...When House Republican leader Kevin McCarthy called then-President 
Donald Trump on Jan. 6 to implore him to call off his supporters who 
were besieging the Capitol, Trump reportedly responded with mockery — 
prompting a “shouting match” to ensue between the two men.“Well, 
Kevin, I guess these people are more upset about the election than you 
are,” Trump told McCarthy, according to a CNN report published 
Friday.The California congressman reportedly responded with anger, 
telling Trump that as they spoke, rioters were breaking through the 
windows of his office. “Who the fuck do you think you are talking to?” 
McCarthy demanded of Trump, according to CNN...”

Trump wouldn't call off rioters 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/12/politics/trump-mccarthy-shouting-match-
details/index.html 

NYTIMES The Editorial Board Trump Is Guilty There’s no doubt who must 
be held responsible for attacking the Capitol and trying to overturn the 
results of the election. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/12/opinion/trump-impeachment-
guilty.html?action=click&module=Opinion&pgtype=Homepage 
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DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
Republicans and Democrats demand Cuomo resign for covering-up death 
toll in nursing homes... 
Refused for months to release data... 
Keeps low profile in Oval Office meeting... 
["Mr. Soft Touch" when it comes (came) to the gangs of new york and 
corruption, including crime family trumps, cuomo’s just a typical new 
york (jersey) guinea!]

THE FIX IS IN: GOP ACQUITS THE INCITER   —   7 GOP VOTES TO CONVICT   
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/senate-acquits-trump-impeachment-trial-
capitol-riot_n_60281b46c5b6741597e266f2 

THE FIX IS IN: GOP ACQUITS THE INCITER   —   7 GOP VOTES TO CONVICT   [
DUH! ]

Anderson Cooper: ‘The Fix Is Likely In’ On Trump’s Impeachment Trial 
[ DUH! ]

Fox News Analyst: ‘Hard To Quantify’ How Badly Trump Betrayed The 
Constitution [ DUH! ]

america IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD! 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

Netanyahu's Covid plan is even more racist than Trump's 
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/netanyahu-s-covid-plan-even-more-racist-
trump-s-n1257283?icid=msd_topgrid 
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Opinion  : The world watches, stunned as Trump is cleared   
https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/14/opinions/world-reactions-trump-
acquitted-andelman/index.html [ As trump intended, he’s the biggest 
thing since adolph hitler. America is so PATHETIC! ]

Elon Musk says he is an alien two years after denying suspicions that he 
hails from another planet. The SpaceX and Tesla founder, 49, made the jaw-
dropping claim in response to a question about how he runs so many massive 
companies at the same time. https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-
musk-claims-alien-bizarre-23491683 [ Don’t make me laugh! No alien from 
another world could bulls**t people of this world to the tune of billions as has 
musk man Elon. You really have to give him credit for that much, and pulling it 
off! Sign of the times, the biggest hoax since Orson Welles' 'War of the Worlds' 
radio broadcast terrified the nation. Then the grimey child “numerical name 
thing”. Ho, hum. Boring! ]
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MUSK: MOVE TO MARS BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE! [ Yeah, right after Musk 
moves there. ] 

YAHOONEWS Politics ABC News Kanye West announces he's running for 
president MUSK VOWS SUPPORT… PUBLICITY STUNT FOR NEW MUSIC? 
[ Hmmm … a rational motive for an irrational act? Could be, who cares 
….. But, an inhabitant of a dying planet exploring a dead solar system at 
great cost has got to make you wonder. ]

Elon Musk savages 'underwhelming' Microsoft billionaire Bill … 
metro.co.uk › News › Tech - Elon Musk has mockingly labelled Microsoft 
boss Bill Gates as 'underwhelming'. [ Very funny! ]

McConnell says 'no question' Trump provoked Capitol riot after voting to 
acquit https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/mcconnell-says-no-question-
trump-provoked-capitol-riot-after-voting-to-acquit-100999749940 

Politics HuffPost Seth Meyers Compares Lindsey Graham To A 
'Chihuahua' Obsessed With Trump The senator's insistence on defending 
the former president through thick and thin is mind-boggling, the "Late 
Show" host said.

Lindsey Graham calls on Trump to keep ‘this MAGA movement’ alive as 
former president again basks in impeachment acquittal 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/lindsey-graham-calls-on-trump-to-
keep-this-maga-movement-alive-as-former-president-again-basks-in-
impeachment-acquittal-01613416294?link=MW_latest_news 
“...In their conversations, Graham, once a staunch critic who argued that 
Trump’s nomination in 2016 would deservedly destroy the Republican 
Party, has stressed to Trump, who had threatened to start his own party 
to punish disloyal Republicans, that the GOP needs him to win...” 
[ Cornholer/Pointman Graham has spoken … again … No credibility 
whatsoever! PATHETIC! ]
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'We didn’t send him there to do the right thing': PA GOP official slams 
Toomey's guilty vote https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/gop-
senators-who-voted-to-convict-face-home-state-backlash-101086277843 
[WOW! Talk about the new nihilistic philosophical underpinnings of the 
trumpy republican party. Tragic. Pathetic.]

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
trump acquitted TEXAS (HELL) FREEZES OVER 

MILLIONS STILL IN DARK 

CHILL MAP 

Secretary of State Reveals How Deadly Capitol Riot Has ‘Tarnished’ U.S. 
Diplomacy https://www.huffpost.com/entry/anthony-blinken-us-diplomacy-
tarnished_n_602cc1c7c5b67c329619fb73 [ DUH! And outside the 
“american bubble”, the picture’s not great (ie., Epstein bro clinton, war 
criminal bush, midnight toker wobama, mentally ill mobster criminal 
trump, etc.).

YAHOO HuffPost Ted Cruz's Tweet About California Energy Shortages 
Comes Back To Haunt Him https://www.huffpost.com/entry/ted-cruz-
energy-shortages-texas_n_602bee30c5b680717eea996e The Texas 
senator blasted California's electricity policy when that state faced 
blackouts last year, but now his own state is in the same boat. [Ted Cruz 
is a total flake without any credibility whatsoever. What can you you 
expect from the son of a John F. Kennedy Assassination accomplice as 
pointed out by mentally ill mobster/criminal trump who Cruz warmly, 
loyally embraced.]

THE WEST POINTER SISTERS!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=I57hkclh3kk&list=RDI57hkclh3kk&index=1 
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WASHPOST Millions of jobs unlikely to come back, even after pandemic, 
economists warn

YAHOO Business GOBankingRates Bank of America Issues Warning 
About Potential Stock Market Bubble 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/bank-america-issues-warning-
potential-220542367.html 

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/bank-america-issues-warning-potential-220542367.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/bank-america-issues-warning-potential-220542367.html
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US stocks are in a bubble, and it's unclear when it will pop, hedge fund 
manager says https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/08/investing/wall-street-
market-bubble-yusko/index.html “...Last month famed investor Jeremy 
Grantham said the bull market that began in 2009 had "matured into a 
full-fledged epic bubble" marked by "extreme overvaluation, explosive 
price increases, frenzied issuance and hysterically speculative investor 
behavior...” [ DUH! … Yes, this is the market bubble of all market bubbles 
(as a courtesy to President Elect Biden I’ve refrained from focus on this 
obvious reality – REASON: True enough, the plethora of debased dollars 
printed increases the nominal numeric ‘Weimar wheelbarrel’ effect for all 
asset classes, including particularly paper shares of stock, but the 
underlying damage, economic and financial, from the pandemic and point 
in the economic cycle has not even in the slightest been discounted … 
financial armageddon, no fault of Biden’s, awaits america especially)]. 

DING DON, RUSH IS GONE
https://youtu.be/yDnGl5FUzQE 

HUFFPOST “...Once, after arguing with a Black man who called into his 
show, he told the caller to “take that bone out of your nose and call me 
back.“ Another time, Limbaugh asked his audience, “Have you ever 
noticed how all composite pictures of wanted criminals resemble Jesse 
Jackson?” while discussing the Black civil rights activist and politician. 
Limbaugh once ludicrously asserted that “if any race of people should 
not have guilt about slavery, it’s Caucasians.” He invited a guest on air 
who sang “Barack, the Magic Negro” to the tune of “Puff, the Magic 
Dragon.” In 2016, he read an essay on air that had been penned by a well-
known white supremacist...”

FBI Opens Investigation Over New York Gov. Cuomo’s Nursing Home 
Death Scandal https://www.huffpost.com/entry/andrew-cuomo-nursing-
home-deaths-coronavirus-ron-kim_n_602d6ad1c5b66da5db9ea439 “He 
tried to pressure me to issue a statement, and it was a very traumatizing 
experience,” Kim said. He added that Cuomo told him “‘we’re in this 
business together and we don’t cross certain lines,’ and he said I hadn’t 
seen his wrath and that he can destroy me.” [Spoken like a typical new 
york/jersey mafia guinea.] 
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PLEASURE CRUZ: JETS TO CANCUN AS TX FREEZES! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/ted-cruz-cancun-
texas_n_602e7d8bc5b66dfc101ccef3 

The U.S. Government Is Flat Broke
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/ 
Flat Broke
First, let’s recall the basic numbers from the CBO...

• The budget deficit will total $2.3 trillion – 10.3 percent of GDP – in FY
2021 and total $12.3 trillion (4.4 percent of GDP) over the next 
decade.

• Debt will reach a new record as a share of the economy, growing 
from over 79 percent of GDP at the end of FY 2019 to over 102 
percent of GDP by the end of 2021… and will grow another $13.6 
trillion by the end of 2031, ultimately reaching $35.3 trillion.

• Four major trust funds are on a path toward insolvency. CBO 
projects Highway Trust Fund insolvency in FY 2022, Medicare 
Hospital Insurance Trust Fund insolvency in FY 2026. Social Security
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund insolvency appears 
likely in calendar year 2032 and Social Security Disability Insurance 
Trust Fund insolvency in the mid-2030s.

• Debt could be even higher than projected. If policymakers enact $2 
trillion of additional fiscal relief, extend expiring tax provisions, and 
grow annual appropriations with GDP, debt would total 120 percent 
of GDP by 2031.

Now, let’s add some numbers of our own.

This year, the feds will collect about $3.8 trillion in taxes. But they will 
spend $380 billion on interest on existing debt (at the lowest rates in 
history) and about $4 trillion on “transfer payments” (depending on how 
much stimmy the feds give out).

You see the problem clearly, as we do.

More than 100% of the feds’ revenue is spent before they ever begin 
governing. The “transfer payments” are things such as Obamacare, Social

https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/
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Security, and supplemental unemployment benefits – moving money from 
one pocket to another.

But that leaves nothing for the Department of Defense. Nothing for the 
fight against COVID-19. Nothing for the thousands of boondoggles and 
bamboozles finagled over the years.

In other words, the federal government is flat broke. It has not a single 
penny with which to fulfill its core responsibilities. Not a farthing for the 
courts. Not a peso for the Pentagon. And not a dollar for infrastructure… 
research… climate change… or anything else.

Maxwell admitted Epstein DID have tapes of Trump, Clintons… 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9270769/Ghislaine-Maxwell-
admitted-Jeffrey-Epstein-DID-tapes-Donald-Trump-Clintons-2016.html 
[Sick american pieces of s**t!]

“Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) as an Existentialist Philosopher “I know 
my lot. Some day my name will be linked to the memory of something 
monstrous, of a crisis as yet unprecedented on earth...” (Nietzsche 
2007:88). Remarkably, what in 1888 sounded like megalomania came 
some years later to be realized. The name ‘Nietzsche’ has been linked 
with an array of historical events, philosophical concepts and widespread
popular legends. Above all, Nietzsche has managed somehow to 
associate his name with the turmoil of a crisis. For a while this crisis was
linked to the events of WWII. The exploitation of his teaching by the Nazi 
ideologues (notably Alfred Rosenberg and Alfred Baeumler), although 
utterly misdirected, arguably had its source in Nietzsche’s own 
“aristocratic radicalism”. More generally, the crisis refers to the prospect
of a future lacking of any meaning. This is a common theme for all the 
existentialists to be sure. The prospect of millennia of nihilism (the 
devaluation of the highest values) inaugurates for Nietzsche the era in 
which the human itself, for the first time in its history, is called to give 
meaning both to its own existence and to the existence of the world. This
is an event of a cataclysmic magnitude, from now on there are neither 
guidelines to be followed, lighthouses to direct us, and no right answers 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9270769/Ghislaine-Maxwell-admitted-Jeffrey-Epstein-DID-tapes-Donald-Trump-Clintons-2016.html
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but only experiments to be conducted with unknown results.” - ‘Living 
Issues In Philosophy’: Titus

YAHOO Politics Business Insider All the businesses cutting ties with the 
Trump Organization 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/businesses-cutting-ties-trump-organization-
205500997.html 
Companies and groups from Deutsche Bank to the Screen Actors Guild 
are severing relationships with the former president and his real-estate 
firm.

DRUDGEREPORT 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9270769/Ghislaine-Maxwell-
admitted-Jeffrey-Epstein-DID-tapes-Donald-Trump-Clintons-2016.html 
Ghislaine Maxwell admitted Jeffrey Epstein DID have tapes of Trump and the 
Clintons after she was tricked by 60 Minutes producer in 2016 - 'but refused to 
help locate them because she wanted Hillary to win'

• Ghislaine Maxwell told 60 Minutes producer Ira Rosen in 2016 that she 
didn't know where Epstein's tapes of Donald Trump were

• Rosen, an Emmy-winning producer, revealed he tricked Maxwell into 
confirming the recordings existed, in his new memoir, Ticking Clock, 
released Tuesday

• The encounter took place in early 2016, ahead of the US presidential 
election

• 'I want the tapes. I know he was videotaping everyone and I want the 
tapes of Trump with the girls,' Rosen said, acting on a 'hunch'

• Maxwell, 59, replied 'I don't know where they are,' confirming their 
existence

• Rosen writes Maxwell refused to help him locate the tapes because she 
did not want Donald Trump to get elected

• 'I know the way you people think. If you do one side, you must do the 
other. If you get the tapes on Trump you have to do Clinton,' she told him

YAHOO Business Reuters Antivirus software pioneer McAfee charged by U.S. 
with cryptocurrency fraud
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https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/u-says-john-mcafee-indicted-
164633603.html Antivirus software pioneer McAfee charged by U.S. with 
cryptocurrency fraud … Authorities accused McAfee and his bodyguard, 
Jimmy Gale Watson Jr., of exploiting McAfee's large Twitter following to 
artificially inflate prices of "altcoins" through a so-called pump-and-dump 
scheme … [ His lawyers will probably interpose the Elon the Space Alien 
defense which seems to be a successful narrative for the musk man from 
outer space as everything from crypto to flame throwers to whatever 
gets a pass (very large bulls**t factor as well; sign of the times):
DRUDGEREPORT
The TESLA Mafia: Musk's Ex-Employees Vie To Become His Top Rival... 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alanohnsman/2021/02/19/the-tesla-mafia-
elon-musks-ex-employees-vie-to-become-his-top-rival/?sh=1fbaf1439ea0 
[ I have to say this: Silicon Valley companies, “Silicon Valley Mafia”, well,
that’s a bit of a stretch, not quite analogous to the new york/jersey 
guinea and, not to discriminate, russian (KGB) (among other ethnic 
groups) mafias; my experience with them, ie., paypal, robinhood, ebay, 
etc., invariably fraught with not so unintended “performance difficulties” 
(euphemistically speaking – but there’s the glitch-prone unintended 
consequences in no short supply as well). Oh yes, they’re smart, painfully
neurotic, counting among their ranks the “Palo Alto overflow” (dropouts, 
ie., Stanford, etc.), and, for the nonce, symptomatically profitable, 
counting on a gullible, less intellectually endowed investing public. I’m 
far from impressed and won’t be jumping on a musky transport to Mars 
any time soon. In america, fraud and bulls**t sell; trump is a testament to
that pathetic reality.

Elon Musk says he is an alien two years after denying suspicions that he 
hails from another planet. The SpaceX and Tesla founder, 49, made the 
jaw-dropping claim in response to a question about how he runs so many 
massive companies at the same time. 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-
bizarre-23491683 [ Don’t make me laugh! No alien from another world 
could bulls**t people of this world to the tune of billions as has musk man
Elon. You really have to give him credit for that much, and pulling it off! 
Sign of the times, the biggest hoax since Orson Welles' 'War of the 
Worlds' radio broadcast terrified the nation. Then the grimey child 
“numerical name thing”. Ho, hum. Boring! ]
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MUSK: MOVE TO MARS BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE! [ Yeah, right after Musk 
moves there. ] 

YAHOONEWS Politics ABC News Kanye West announces he's running for 
president MUSK VOWS SUPPORT… PUBLICITY STUNT FOR NEW MUSIC? 
[ Hmmm … a rational motive for an irrational act? Could be, who cares 
….. But, an inhabitant of a dying planet exploring a dead solar system at 
great cost has got to make you wonder. ]

Elon Musk savages 'underwhelming' Microsoft billionaire Bill … 
metro.co.uk › News › Tech - Elon Musk has mockingly labelled Microsoft 
boss Bill Gates as 'underwhelming'. [ Very funny! ]

The costs of sending humans to Mars outweigh the possible benefits

“Taking humans to Mars, although theoretically possible, would require 
an investment astronomically out of kilter with the possible benefits.” — 
Aerospace engineer Antonio Elias to Washington Post 

Robots are a better option for exploring the planet

“Today a trained geologist on the moon can perform as well as a robotic 
explorer, but the future of geologic investigation of other worlds lies with 
highly improved versions of our Mars rovers. These explorers will deploy 
numerous tools to probe rocks and minerals, using a memory equal — and
soon superior — to any human’s. They will traverse the lunar or Martian 
surface for decades, continuously learning about the topography, 
seismographic activity and distribution of geologic strata in bulk and in 
detail.” — Donald Goldsmith and Martin Rees, Scientific American

A human mission could undermine our scientific pursuits on Mars

“If humans do eventually land on Mars, they would not arrive alone. They 
would carry with them their earthly microbes. Trillions of them. There is a
real risk that some of these microbes could find their way onto the 
surface of Mars and, in doing so, confuse — perhaps irreversibly so — the 
search for Martian life. … Our presence on Mars could jeopardise one of 
our main reasons for being there — the search for life.” — Zahaan 
Bharmal, Guardian

https://www.theguardian.com/science/blog/2018/aug/28/the-case-against-mars-colonisation
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/do-we-really-need-to-send-humans-into-space/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/letters-to-the-editor/let-the-robots-go-to-mars/2020/12/23/e918f656-4155-11eb-b58b-1623f6267960_story.html
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The focus on Mars could prevent exploration of other worlds 

“Enthusiasm over Mars tends to foster a feedback loop where more 
resources are devoted to exploring the planet, which unveils new findings
that only add to the interest, causing the public and private sectors to 
devote more money to Mars exploration, and so forth. Mars is important 
to study, sure — but there are many compelling reasons to start ramping 
up exploration of other relatively nearby worlds.” — Neel V. Patel, MIT 
Technology Review

The technology is so far off that it’s not even worth debating a Mars 
mission

“If humans haven't even been able to head back to the moon since 1972, 
the odds of trying to head to a planet in another solar system is nothing 
more than science fiction at this point.” — Antonia Jaramillo, Florida 
Today

Study blames Earth’s magnetic field flip for climate change, extinctions 
https://arstechnica.com/science/2021/02/study-blames-earths-magnetic-
field-flip-for-climate-change-extinctions/ [ Eureka! ]

Study suggests that one magnetic event caused everything from 
extinctions to art.
Ars Technica 

Reversal of Earth's magnetic poles may have triggered Neanderthal 
extinction -- and it could happen again 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/19/world/magnetic-fields-earth-intl-scli-scn/
index.html 

The reversal of Earth's magnetic poles and the temporary breakdown of 
the world's magnetic field some 42000 years ago, could have triggered 
solar storms, ...
CNN 

YAHOO U.S. Daily Paws Arthur the Hero Cat Saves Children From Deadly 
Snake https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/arthur-hero-cat-saves-children-
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191102043.html All hail King Arthur, a hero in every sense of the word.

https://www.zagline.com/the-benefits-of-getting-an-online-degree-in-
psychology/?
append=cpc&aff=4076&off=2871_23846563340400211&nwin=0&fbclid=I
wAR14Y3dPZoxGraU6UErqejRZ-TA1D2l4RwInjvwGl_o-MVheQvtaY8qp5R0 

MANHATTAN DA DIGGING INTO *MORE* TRUMP TAXES 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/manhattan-district-attorney-cy-vance-
trump-probe_n_603092fac5b66dfc101ec310 

Gov. DeSantis’ Order To Lower Flags to Half Staff For Rush Limbaugh 
Infuriates Critics https://www.huffpost.com/entry/half-staff-flags-ron-
desantis-rush-limbaugh-critics_n_6031bc28c5b6cc8bbf3c12d9 The 
governor's "decision to honor him is an embarrassment to Florida," 
tweets Rep. Debbie Wasserman-Schultz. [ Embarrassment, indeed! What a
cruel joke 
Florida has become. ]

HUFFPOST Fauci Says We May Still Be Wearing Coronavirus Masks In 
2022 [ And it’s drivin’ Little Anthony (and the Washington Imperials) out of
his head! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c ]

‘FYI: a doctor gets paid 40% more to treat a penis than he gets to treat a 
vagina.’ [Great point Susan, I’ll have to remember that.]

YAHOO Lifestyle National Review What Cats Can Teach Humans 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/cats-teach-humans-113007675.html Feline 
Philosophy: Cats and the Meaning of Life, by John Gray (Farrar, Straus 
and Giroux, 128 pages, $24) Parents sometimes say that nothing gives 
you more insight … [Well, there you have it!]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 
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Almost half of Republicans would join Trump party: poll | TheHill
Nearly half of Republicans say they would abandon the party as it is 
currently structured and join a new party if former President Trump was 
its leader, according ...
The Hill

Exclusive: Defeated and impeached, Trump still commands the loyalty of 
the GOP's voters

In a new Suffolk/USA TODAY Poll, Trump voters said 46%-27% that they 
would abandon the GOP and join a third party if Trump decided to create 
one.
USA TODAY

[ WOW! That’s how pathetic americans, republicans particularly, are.]

https://www.yahoo.com/news/snl-tries-coax-apologies-ted-
133200887.html 

YAHOO SNL tries to coax apologies out of Ted Cruz, Andrew Cuomo, Gina
Carano in latest cold open 
https://youtu.be/kuaJ6J9iTb4 

HUFFPOST SUPREME COURT BODY BLOW TO TRUMP ON TAXES 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-supreme-court-allows-release-of-
trump-tax-returns_n_6033c288c5b66dfc10204659 

MSNBC Supreme Court hands Trump 'decisive defeat' in legal battle to 
keep his tax records hidden

CNN The move deals a massive loss for Trump, who has fiercely fought to
shield his financial papers from prosecutors

DRUDGE Supreme Court rejects Trump effort to shield tax records from 
NY prosecutors… 
'The work continues'… 
WALLS CLOSING IN ON THE DON 

YAHOO U.S.HuffPostNew York Daily News Uses Old Donald Trump Quote 

https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/new-york-daily-news-500000-coronavirus-cases-082831204.html
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To Mark 500,000 Dead From COVID-19
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/new-york-daily-news-500000-coronavirus-
cases-082831204.html 
U.S. reaches grim milestone of 500,000 Covid deaths 
https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/u-s-reaches-500-
000-coronavirus-deaths-101363781646 [The HOAX as per the biggest 
hoax and fraud, mentally ill mobster/criminal donald trump!]

'Massive cash infusion' to Trump's 2016 campaign a likely focus of 
investigators https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/-massive-
cash-infusion-to-trump-s-2016-campaign-a-likely-focus-of-investigators-
101436997994 

Parachute For Mars Rover Mars Contains A Secret Message 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mars-rover-parachute-secret-
message_n_603598e4c5b6c0f82b491d9f A systems engineer used a 
binary code to spell out “Dare Mighty Things” in the orange and white 
strips of the parachute. By Marcia Dunn, AP [ But, what if the Martians 
can’t read or write English … then again, there’s this reality:

The U.S. Government Is Flat Broke
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/ 
Flat Broke
First, let’s recall the basic numbers from the CBO...

• The budget deficit will total $2.3 trillion – 10.3 percent of GDP – in FY
2021 and total $12.3 trillion (4.4 percent of GDP) over the next 
decade.

• Debt will reach a new record as a share of the economy, growing 
from over 79 percent of GDP at the end of FY 2019 to over 102 
percent of GDP by the end of 2021… and will grow another $13.6 
trillion by the end of 2031, ultimately reaching $35.3 trillion.

• Four major trust funds are on a path toward insolvency. CBO 
projects Highway Trust Fund insolvency in FY 2022, Medicare 
Hospital Insurance Trust Fund insolvency in FY 2026. Social Security
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund insolvency appears 
likely in calendar year 2032 and Social Security Disability Insurance 
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Trust Fund insolvency in the mid-2030s.

• Debt could be even higher than projected. If policymakers enact $2 
trillion of additional fiscal relief, extend expiring tax provisions, and 
grow annual appropriations with GDP, debt would total 120 percent 
of GDP by 2031.

Now, let’s add some numbers of our own.

This year, the feds will collect about $3.8 trillion in taxes. But they will 
spend $380 billion on interest on existing debt (at the lowest rates in 
history) and about $4 trillion on “transfer payments” (depending on how 
much stimmy the feds give out).

You see the problem clearly, as we do.

More than 100% of the feds’ revenue is spent before they ever begin 
governing. The “transfer payments” are things such as Obamacare, Social
Security, and supplemental unemployment benefits – moving money from 
one pocket to another.

But that leaves nothing for the Department of Defense. Nothing for the 
fight against COVID-19. Nothing for the thousands of boondoggles and 
bamboozles finagled over the years.

In other words, the federal government is flat broke. It has not a single 
penny with which to fulfill its core responsibilities. Not a farthing for the 
courts. Not a peso for the Pentagon. And not a dollar for infrastructure… 
research… climate change… or anything else.

Ann, Ann, Ann; you’re a cruel dude! … But defense of, not resistance to, 
trump et al. is futile! … Ann et al. are beating a dead horse for lack of 
anything meaningful to say! http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm

YAHOO Politics The Week Late night hosts laugh at Rudy Giuliani literally
running from his $1.3 billion lawsuit, tie in CPAC

NY Daily News Giuliani tried to dodge being served with $1 billion 
Dominion Voting Systems lawsuit, source says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/giuliani-tried-dodge-being-served-
035100322.html 
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The Independent Rudy Giuliani spent days dodging voting firm’s $1.3
bn lawsuit: report

Mitt Romney Delivers Ominous 2024 Prediction For The Republican Party 

YAHOO Politics

The Independent

Mitt Romney says Trump will win Republican nomination ‘by a landslide’ if
he runs in 2024

• HuffPost  

Mitt Romney Delivers Ominous Trump 2024 Prediction
For The Republican Party

• USA TODAY  

Mitt Romney says Donald Trump would win 
Republican nomination if he ran in 2024

[ Fortunately, Romney also predicted a trump victory over Biden; so much
for his seer talents. Yet, that trump’s not already in jail is a testament to 
the pathetic state of america, the unequivocal total fraud! ]

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
Former Cuomo staffer says NY Governor joked with her about playing 
strip poker… [ Yuk! No, he didn’t ask her to kiss his ring; but rather … ]
Kissed her 'on lips' without warning… 
Rep. demands 'criminal sexual predator' resign... 

Al Peia
How totally gauche, uncool. Even more disturbing is the realization that 
such probably worked for piggy cuomo; particularly in light of his 
position. Pathetic!

https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

MAIL.COM
MAIL.COM 
In this segment from CNN Alyson Camerota interviews three former 
Qanon cult members and three people with relatives still in the cult. What
they say they believe is totally bonkers. [Bonkers? True enough, 
euphemistically speaking; but, to be sure, shockingly not unprecedented 
given america’s cover-up culture.]

This is Koo Koo for Coco Puffs people.

They believe that not only is Joe Biden not the President, that Trump is actually
still in the White House running things while wearing a Joe Biden mask.

The House has shutdown today because Qanoners apparently believe that 
Trump will be revealed today and re-inaugurated as the “19th POTUS” since this
was the date of inauguration back in 1871 when something something ramma-
lamma-ding-dong.

Trump is supposedly going to unilaterally install a new economic system that 
will forgive debts and mortgages which haven’t been paid over the past year, 
even though in truth he’s a disaster kleptocrat who can’t avoid an opportunity 
to grift from the government and enrich himself personally. HE OWNS 
PROPERTY —why would he forgive mortgage and rent payments TO HIMSELF?

Their primary news sources —other than the internet —are via Newsmax and 
OAN. They don’t even really watch Fox News other than Tucker Carlson, who 
claims he doesn’t know what Q is and that he can’t find any evidence of it.

All of them agree that it is clear that Qanon is a White Supremacist 
DomesticTerrorist group. They switch the meaning of their words depending 
whether their speaking online or on the phone. They use the term “Canadians” 
when referring to “less desirable” people. They feel that children are in danger, 
that their freedom is in danger and that they have to “go to war” to fight back.

Since the “Election was Stolen” (sic) they felt justified in storming the Capitol. 

http://albertpeia.com/
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8


It was an act of last resort, but they are now even more desperate and the Jan 
6th Insurrection was merely a “drop in the bucket” for what’s coming.

Facts are inconsequential. Truth is a lie. The regular News is in on the giant 
plot, they are enablers for the pedophiles and blood suckers among Hollywood 
and Democrats.

It appears that the spread of Corona Virus has acted as a gateway for people 
who were nervous and anxious about what is currently happening, Q provides a 
pathway to answers, bad answers, a solution for those anxieties. It provides 
comfort and security, a way to make the world make sense. You can “choose 
your own doomsday rabbit hole” for whatever your most afraid of.

Q is ruining lives. It’s ruining families.

They are the ones who wanted to change the results of the election, however 
many of them refuse to believe that their supporters were the ones who 
attacked the Capitol —they think it was really Antifa dressed up in cosplay 
Trump gear.

Except that FBI Director Wray just testified that Antifa was not involved in the 
Insurrection.

Q tells you that what you are being told by the media is a lie. Then it 
encourages you to do your own hunting through history and old claims —like 
the Protocols of the Elders of Zion—to find your “true” answers. These newly 
crafted theories get shared and debated back and forth on social media from 
Facebook, Twitter, TicTok, Parler, Gab and Telegram untilthe new narrative 
begins to form. The truth doesn't come from Q, his posts merely present 
suggestions —they're making this shit up themselves.

We need a national deprogramming scheme.

Cult deprogrammers are flush with work as the family members 
ofTrump-conspiracy believers and Qanon supporters seek professional 
help for their loved ones.

According to an NPR report, professional counselors specializing in 
cult deprogramming are facing a mountain of requests from people 
hoping to break their loved ones free of Trump-related conspiracy 
theories.

[...]

According to the cult experts, social media plays a significant role in 

https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/conspiracy-theories
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/conspiracy-theories
https://www.npr.org/2021/03/03/971457702/exit-counselors-strain-to-pull-americans-out-of-a-web-of-false-conspiracies
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/qanon
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/trump
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/cult-trump-election-qanon-conspiracy-theories-b1812078.html
https://www.adl.org/resources/backgrounders/a-hoax-of-hate-the-protocols-of-the-learned-elders-of-zion
https://talkingpointsmemo.com/news/5-points-on-fbi-director-wrays-first-congressional-testimony-since-capitol-attack
https://talkingpointsmemo.com/news/5-points-on-fbi-director-wrays-first-congressional-testimony-since-capitol-attack


exposing vulnerable people to conspiracy theories.

Joan Donovan, a leading research of online disinformation at the 
Shorenstein Centre on Media, Politics and Public Policy called today's 
social media environment a "free for all" inundated with 
"unfathomable" amounts of disinformation.

[...]

That feeling of 'I did my own research, and I didn't just believe what I 
read in the newspapers' makes believers more emotionally invested," 
Arieh Kovler, who researches online extremism and disinformation, 
said. "They believe it much stronger."

One exit counselor, Pat Ryan, told NPR that he advised family members
of those consumed by conspiracy theories not to take especially 
adversarial stances with them, as it tends to drive people deeper into 
their disinformation communities.

Another counselor said they used the same tactics that conspiracy 
theorists use to draw people in to help break people out.

Steven Hassan, a former Moonie who helps people break away from 
cults, uses "gentle questions" and tries to use a breadcrumb approach 
- leaving little bits of information leading to specific conclusions - to 
help those tied into cults and conspiracy theories find their way back 
to reality.

You can’t argue people out of this, you have to approach them in a way that 
they can trust you —so you have to partially “buy in” to their delusions, or at 
least not directly challenge them in an argumentative way. You have to slowly 
show them the errors in their thinking, using the same method that brought 
them into Q in the first place.

In the end though, they have to make the decision to come out of the cult
on their own, no one can force them.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

Economy   Buffett's right-hand man says US stock market is overvalued   

https://www.mail.com/business/economy/10569366-buffetts-right-hand-man-us-stock-market-overvalued.html#.23140-stage-set9-3
https://www.mail.com/business/economy/10569366-buffetts-right-hand-man-us-stock-market-overvalued.html#.23140-stage-set9-3
http://albertpeia.com/
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8


https://www.mail.com/business/economy/10569366-buffetts-right-hand-
man-us-stock-market-overvalued.html#.23140-stage-set9-3 [True! For the 
last 3 decades at least, that has been especially true; somewhat 
analogous to permafrost (not really), the market never quite thaws, 
regardless. Now, of course, it’s the “Weimar-dollar” effect. This will end 
badly!. ] 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

Al Peia
Mitt Romney Delivers Ominous 2024 Prediction For The Republican Party 
YAHOO Politics
The Independent
Mitt Romney says Trump will win Republican nomination ‘by a landslide’ if
he runs in 2024
• 

HuffPost
Mitt Romney Delivers Ominous Trump 2024 Prediction For The Republican
Party
• 

USA TODAY
Mitt Romney says Donald Trump would win Republican nomination if he 
ran in 2024
[ Fortunately, Romney also predicted a trump victory over Biden; so much
for his seer talents. Yet, that trump’s not already in jail is a testament to 
the pathetic state of america, the unequivocal total fraud! ]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

But Ann, these perps aren’t black ...
YAHOO U.S. NextShark 'Kind and Generous' Pizzeria Owner, 56, Brutally Beaten

https://www.yahoo.com/news/kind-generous-pizzeria-owner-56-165317312.html
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0vcCIeRQVtcJxNy0RKYIr3IO-yPlAfn5UDPV0Rtfwb1AhnblE_7XBnWc8&h=AT2ekX9ij0we6hLMc0oXk3caFhts3ptiw3JWKHtGNefGaqyNB8RKVvF547DvAYaAJ7qNT1Dweqeu88RLfdZz9jdfxgRnCk4oHhjRVd2tUqb4yptdUVJB_xUjpX7TSbQCSGuKCdE7cVzy_WViii3P&__tn__=R]-R&c[0]=AT2Q6NrYzX_B_18jDKbYdehVJNyh9i3rTZUT9AXFExTKu5Uri1BOjDlh-YvY29lB9gXjfoqQ-ifIxpdGDR2CRMB1JViio9CWUCNEjgafB1fUzn86T9T9RjqGq9KMxUO9xe2kojdQZ8sXSiKbLB2PFUIvSz5if46unN3G8vf9mARIIfYsHcW6EtE8M5uI4gSh_YG-N_TFrLXjWw
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg?fbclid=IwAR2GqYp3LGEyR1JcL8aVJJZ4g2vFSdCUGx7kD03Lc6ExHgmqn4G6bcqeQdk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8&fbclid=IwAR1AVl9bnxlt6VcraCZ7PT0DsDHaX4wpGiQR1MuUOmLu0agQyXUSjamuZwg
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MDc3ODE2MjgwMjI5M18xMzk1NzgyNDEyODQ1NzY%3D&__cft__[0]=AZV0I5_sP0yhJJAlvmZWac2phvDtOe2xJz1npq-tc6LVbjkH8zCYBL85qrCamqFBHvTUTMhl8cP61xJVtghuZFifcxhhIvjo_hQMOSk2S7q7iglsGHTVT2WotPmYaXjGbT_G2YbbQEVRdbkJ7HlQ8RFNpSMtxYik1BUUC7eGBI2oEkqa4_7QPCrjUP8-NprbUF0&__tn__=R]-R
http://albertpeia.com/
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8
https://www.mail.com/business/economy/10569366-buffetts-right-hand-man-us-stock-market-overvalued.html#.23140-stage-set9-3
https://www.mail.com/business/economy/10569366-buffetts-right-hand-man-us-stock-market-overvalued.html#.23140-stage-set9-3


By Thieves in Pennsylvania https://www.yahoo.com/news/kind-generous-
pizzeria-owner-56-165317312.html 

GOOGLENEWS Former U.S. gymnastics coach dies by suicide after arrest 
for alleged sex crimes in Michigan https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-
news/former-u-s-gymnastics-coach-arrested-charged-alleged-sex-crimes-
n1258862 [ What about Epstein bros former presidents clinton and trump?
Where are the charges (Ghislaine Maxwell admitted Jeffrey Epstein DID 
have tapes of Trump and the Clintons after she was tricked by 60 Minutes
producer in 2016 - 'but refused to help locate them because she wanted 
Hillary to win') 

Former U.S. gymnastics coach arrested and charged for alleged sex 
crimes in Michigan.
NBC News

Olympics gymnastics coach dies after being charged

video_youtubeNews4JAX

Ex-USA Gymnastics coach John Geddert kills himself after felony 
charges, including human trafficking, sexual assault

Former USA Olympic gymnastics coach John Geddert died by suicide 
Thursday, hours after he was charged with two dozen crimes stemming 
from allegations ...
ESPN

AMERICAN IDOL: TRUMP WORSHIP AT CPAC 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-loyalty-golden-statue-
cpac_n_6039cc6ac5b601179ebd9423 [ You can’t make this s**t up! 
america is so pathetic! ]

Blackfishing: 'Black is cool, unless you're actually black … 
https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2020/apr/14/blackfishing-black-is-
cool-unless-youre-actually-black 
[ Very funny! ]

https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2020/apr/14/blackfishing-black-is-cool-unless-youre-actually-black
https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2020/apr/14/blackfishing-black-is-cool-unless-youre-actually-black
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwis7-qXv4nvAhXRoFsKHccRCdEQFjAhegQIMRAD&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theguardian.com%2Ffashion%2F2020%2Fapr%2F14%2Fblackfishing-black-is-cool-unless-youre-actually-black&usg=AOvVaw0oiOdl_zrmmUK4_fpe64ht
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-loyalty-golden-statue-cpac_n_6039cc6ac5b601179ebd9423
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-loyalty-golden-statue-cpac_n_6039cc6ac5b601179ebd9423
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-loyalty-golden-statue-cpac_n_6039cc6ac5b601179ebd9423
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMia2h0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmVzcG4uY29tL29seW1waWNzL3N0b3J5L18vaWQvMzA5NjQ0NTkvZXgtdXNhLWd5bW5hc3RpY3MtY29hY2gtam9obi1nZWRkZXJ0LWtpbGxzLWZlbG9ueS1jaGFyZ2Vz0gF4aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZXNwbi5jb20vb2x5bXBpY3Mvc3RvcnkvXy9pZC8zMDk2NDQ1OS9leC11c2EtZ3ltbmFzdGljcy1jb2FjaC1qb2huLWdlZGRlcnQta2lsbHMtZmVsb255LWNoYXJnZXM_cGxhdGZvcm09YW1w?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMia2h0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmVzcG4uY29tL29seW1waWNzL3N0b3J5L18vaWQvMzA5NjQ0NTkvZXgtdXNhLWd5bW5hc3RpY3MtY29hY2gtam9obi1nZWRkZXJ0LWtpbGxzLWZlbG9ueS1jaGFyZ2Vz0gF4aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZXNwbi5jb20vb2x5bXBpY3Mvc3RvcnkvXy9pZC8zMDk2NDQ1OS9leC11c2EtZ3ltbmFzdGljcy1jb2FjaC1qb2huLWdlZGRlcnQta2lsbHMtZmVsb255LWNoYXJnZXM_cGxhdGZvcm09YW1w?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CCAiC1lXYy1tamE2anlvmAEB?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMLyGggsw58X-Ag?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/former-u-s-gymnastics-coach-arrested-charged-alleged-sex-crimes-n1258862
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/former-u-s-gymnastics-coach-arrested-charged-alleged-sex-crimes-n1258862
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/former-u-s-gymnastics-coach-arrested-charged-alleged-sex-crimes-n1258862
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEL7YCPlRvz5u--Q6q4TjOmsqGQgEKhAIACoHCAowvIaCCzDnxf4CMN2F8gU?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEL7YCPlRvz5u--Q6q4TjOmsqGQgEKhAIACoHCAowvIaCCzDnxf4CMN2F8gU?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://www.yahoo.com/news/kind-generous-pizzeria-owner-56-165317312.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/kind-generous-pizzeria-owner-56-165317312.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/kind-generous-pizzeria-owner-56-165317312.html


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

Hannity Gets Banging Reminder Of What He Said About COVID-19 This 
Time Last Year https://www.huffpost.com/entry/sean-hannity-coronavirus-
daily-show-song_n_603a3142c5b617a7e40de972 [ trump inner circle me 
too movement, aka blind leading the blind! Pathetic! ]

YAHOO Politics HuffPost It's Been 1 Year Since Trump Boasted 15 
COVID-19 Cases Would Soon Be 'Close To Zero' 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/donald-trump-15-covid-19-cases-
anniversary-042649632.html "That's a pretty good job we're doing," he 
gloated. Twelve months later, the U.S. coronavirus death toll has passed 
510,000.

Hannity is the ultimate lightweight. No credibility at all; but a line of s**t, 
malarkey nonpareil. An excuse for every day of the week, misguided 
position, misstep; ie., dropping out of college, etc.; the ultimate bulls**t 
artist who slings s**t, not hash.

YAHOO Business GOBankingRates Bank of America Issues Warning 
About Potential Stock Market Bubble 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/bank-america-issues-warning-
potential-130042805.html 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
ALBANY ROCKED
ANOTHER CUOMO ACCUSER
HE WANTED TO SLEEP WITH ME!
'I WAS TRYING TO BE MENTOR' 

https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2021/02/27/cuomo-second-aide-sexual-harassment-accusations/
https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/540851-second-former-aide-accuses-cuomo-of-sexual-harassment
https://www.the-sun.com/news/2420837/new-york-andrew-cuomo-accused-sex-harassment-second-time/
https://apnews.com/article/new-york-andrew-cuomo-7fda294d42e92a2762fc7e7b9ee0cd57
https://drudgereport.com/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0vcCIeRQVtcJxNy0RKYIr3IO-yPlAfn5UDPV0Rtfwb1AhnblE_7XBnWc8&h=AT2ekX9ij0we6hLMc0oXk3caFhts3ptiw3JWKHtGNefGaqyNB8RKVvF547DvAYaAJ7qNT1Dweqeu88RLfdZz9jdfxgRnCk4oHhjRVd2tUqb4yptdUVJB_xUjpX7TSbQCSGuKCdE7cVzy_WViii3P&__tn__=R]-R&c[0]=AT2Q6NrYzX_B_18jDKbYdehVJNyh9i3rTZUT9AXFExTKu5Uri1BOjDlh-YvY29lB9gXjfoqQ-ifIxpdGDR2CRMB1JViio9CWUCNEjgafB1fUzn86T9T9RjqGq9KMxUO9xe2kojdQZ8sXSiKbLB2PFUIvSz5if46unN3G8vf9mARIIfYsHcW6EtE8M5uI4gSh_YG-N_TFrLXjWw
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"Senate Republican Leader Rob Orr added, “The review suggested by 
someone handpicked by the Governor himself, is an outrageous, 
completely unacceptable idea. We need a truly independent 
investigation, which is why I continue to support the calls of my 
colleagues for a Special Prosecutor appointed by the Attorney General.” 

Former Cuomo staffer says NY Governor joked with her about playing 
strip poker… [ Yuck! No, he didn’t ask her to kiss his ring; but rather … ]
Kissed her 'on lips' without warning… 
Rep. demands 'criminal sexual predator' resign... 

Al Peia
How totally gauche, uncool. Even more disturbing is the realization that 
such probably worked for piggy cuomo; particularly in light of his 
position. Pathetic!

https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000

GOOGLENEWS Former U.S. gymnastics coach dies by suicide after arrest 
for alleged sex crimes in Michigan https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-
news/former-u-s-gymnastics-coach-arrested-charged-alleged-sex-crimes-
n1258862 [ What about Epstein bros former presidents clinton and trump?
Where are the charges (Ghislaine Maxwell admitted Jeffrey Epstein DID 
have tapes of Trump and the Clintons after she was tricked by 60 Minutes
producer in 2016 - 'but refused to help locate them because she wanted 
Hillary to win') https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-
b6fe46f40000

The great Kate McKinnon … Yes, the effects of Covid are deep, 
unforgiving … SNL … Total hoot! Very funny!

https://youtu.be/GFoRQ6Drts0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 
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YAHOO Politics USA TODAY Opinion Is Donald Trump a declining parody or a 
terrifying threat? Mastio & Lawrence on CPAC 2021 [ How about ‘none of the 
above’. How about grim reminder/reality of america’s cover-up culture enabling 
a major fraud, mentally ill mobster/criminal as trump. Pathetic! ]

WASHINGTONPOST The GOP is trapped in Trump’s rendezvous with yesterday 
[ Well said; but, not just the last decade, but hearkening back to the ‘30’s, early 
‘40’s and trump role model, the sick fuhrer of yesterday, the sick american 
fuhrer of today. Quite pathetic actually. ]

As if trump’s fraud and bulls**t makes it so. It was as always criminal trump 
first, everyone else second. Mentally ill mobster/criminal mindset. That’s 
reality!

The U.S. Government Is Flat Broke
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/ 
Flat Broke
First, let’s recall the basic numbers from the CBO...

• The budget deficit will total $2.3 trillion – 10.3 percent of GDP – in FY
2021 and total $12.3 trillion (4.4 percent of GDP) over the next 
decade.

• Debt will reach a new record as a share of the economy, growing 
from over 79 percent of GDP at the end of FY 2019 to over 102 
percent of GDP by the end of 2021… and will grow another $13.6 
trillion by the end of 2031, ultimately reaching $35.3 trillion.

• Four major trust funds are on a path toward insolvency. CBO 
projects Highway Trust Fund insolvency in FY 2022, Medicare 
Hospital Insurance Trust Fund insolvency in FY 2026. Social Security
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund insolvency appears 
likely in calendar year 2032 and Social Security Disability Insurance 
Trust Fund insolvency in the mid-2030s.

https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/the-gop-is-trapped-in-trumps-rendezvous-with-yesterday/2021/02/28/976e1f70-7a12-11eb-85cd-9b7fa90c8873_story.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-declining-parody-terrifying-012330227.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-declining-parody-terrifying-012330227.html


• Debt could be even higher than projected. If policymakers enact $2 
trillion of additional fiscal relief, extend expiring tax provisions, and 
grow annual appropriations with GDP, debt would total 120 percent 
of GDP by 2031.

Now, let’s add some numbers of our own.

This year, the feds will collect about $3.8 trillion in taxes. But they will 
spend $380 billion on interest on existing debt (at the lowest rates in 
history) and about $4 trillion on “transfer payments” (depending on how 
much stimmy the feds give out).

You see the problem clearly, as we do.

More than 100% of the feds’ revenue is spent before they ever begin 
governing. The “transfer payments” are things such as Obamacare, Social
Security, and supplemental unemployment benefits – moving money from 
one pocket to another.

But that leaves nothing for the Department of Defense. Nothing for the 
fight against COVID-19. Nothing for the thousands of boondoggles and 
bamboozles finagled over the years.

In other words, the federal government is flat broke. It has not a single 
penny with which to fulfill its core responsibilities. Not a farthing for the 
courts. Not a peso for the Pentagon. And not a dollar for infrastructure… 
research… climate change… or anything else.

Trump Incited The Insurrection With His ‘Big Lie,’ But CPAC Still Wants To
Hear It https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-cpac-big-lie-
election_n_603be894c5b6ff75ac3d1efe 
[ PATHETIC! ]

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-cpac-big-lie-election_n_603be894c5b6ff75ac3d1efe
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-cpac-big-lie-election_n_603be894c5b6ff75ac3d1efe
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-cpac-big-lie-election_n_603be894c5b6ff75ac3d1efe
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-cpac-big-lie-election_n_603be894c5b6ff75ac3d1efe


The Useful Idiot: Why We’re Not Done With Trump Yet 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-useful-idiot-not-gone-
yet_n_6031b49ac5b66da5dba1e428 On the laundry list of things he has 
been terrible at, transforming our country into an autocracy was only the 
latest. [america is such a total fraud!] 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
http://albertpeia.com 

Mary Trump on ex-president's grip on the GOP: ‘They are him. He is them.'
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/mary-trump-on-ex-president-s-
grip-on-the-gop-they-are-him-he-is-them-he-represents-them-
101733445791 

The 50 most ridiculous lines from Donald Trump's CPAC speech 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/03/01/politics/donald-trump-cpac-speech/index.
html Analysis by Chris Cillizza, CNN Editor-at-large 
“...3. "We've been doing a lot of winning."
During Trump's four years, Republicans lost the House majority, the 
Senate majority and the White House...”
[You can’t make this s**t up! Trump is sick beyond the pale!
And, the nation’s defacto bankrupt!

The U.S. Government Is Flat Broke
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/ 
Flat Broke
First, let’s recall the basic numbers from the CBO...

• The budget deficit will total $2.3 trillion – 10.3 percent of GDP – in FY
2021 and total $12.3 trillion (4.4 percent of GDP) over the next 
decade.

• Debt will reach a new record as a share of the economy, growing 
from over 79 percent of GDP at the end of FY 2019 to over 102 
percent of GDP by the end of 2021… and will grow another $13.6 
trillion by the end of 2031, ultimately reaching $35.3 trillion.

https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/
https://www.cnn.com/profiles/chris-cillizza
https://www.cnn.com/2021/03/01/politics/donald-trump-cpac-speech/index.html
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https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/mary-trump-on-ex-president-s-grip-on-the-gop-they-are-him-he-is-them-he-represents-them-101733445791
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0vcCIeRQVtcJxNy0RKYIr3IO-yPlAfn5UDPV0Rtfwb1AhnblE_7XBnWc8&h=AT2ekX9ij0we6hLMc0oXk3caFhts3ptiw3JWKHtGNefGaqyNB8RKVvF547DvAYaAJ7qNT1Dweqeu88RLfdZz9jdfxgRnCk4oHhjRVd2tUqb4yptdUVJB_xUjpX7TSbQCSGuKCdE7cVzy_WViii3P&__tn__=R]-R&c[0]=AT2Q6NrYzX_B_18jDKbYdehVJNyh9i3rTZUT9AXFExTKu5Uri1BOjDlh-YvY29lB9gXjfoqQ-ifIxpdGDR2CRMB1JViio9CWUCNEjgafB1fUzn86T9T9RjqGq9KMxUO9xe2kojdQZ8sXSiKbLB2PFUIvSz5if46unN3G8vf9mARIIfYsHcW6EtE8M5uI4gSh_YG-N_TFrLXjWw
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• Four major trust funds are on a path toward insolvency. CBO 
projects Highway Trust Fund insolvency in FY 2022, Medicare 
Hospital Insurance Trust Fund insolvency in FY 2026. Social Security
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund insolvency appears 
likely in calendar year 2032 and Social Security Disability Insurance 
Trust Fund insolvency in the mid-2030s.

• Debt could be even higher than projected. If policymakers enact $2 
trillion of additional fiscal relief, extend expiring tax provisions, and 
grow annual appropriations with GDP, debt would total 120 percent 
of GDP by 2031.

Now, let’s add some numbers of our own.

This year, the feds will collect about $3.8 trillion in taxes. But they will 
spend $380 billion on interest on existing debt (at the lowest rates in 
history) and about $4 trillion on “transfer payments” (depending on how 
much stimmy the feds give out).

You see the problem clearly, as we do.

More than 100% of the feds’ revenue is spent before they ever begin 
governing. The “transfer payments” are things such as Obamacare, Social
Security, and supplemental unemployment benefits – moving money from 
one pocket to another.

But that leaves nothing for the Department of Defense. Nothing for the 
fight against COVID-19. Nothing for the thousands of boondoggles and 
bamboozles finagled over the years.

In other words, the federal government is flat broke. It has not a single 
penny with which to fulfill its core responsibilities. Not a farthing for the 
courts. Not a peso for the Pentagon. And not a dollar for infrastructure… 
research… climate change… or anything else.

No, frodo cuomo didn’t grab her by her p***y as s.o.p. often did former 
mentally ill mobster criminal american pres. Trump, but this frighteningly 
jersey/new york guinea moment will live with her forever.



Bonner: “But gambling is more popular than ever. And now, the stock 
market – previously a place to discover the real values of America’s 
useful industries – is now a huge casino, like Las Vegas without the free 
drinks, where companies that might be worth zero are valued at billions 
of dollars.”

YAHOONEWS
Politics Murdoch’s Wall Street Journal Continues to Attack Trump: He 
Wasn’t ‘So Great’ https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/murdoch-wall-
street-journal-continues-152214185.html The Wall Street Journal on 
Monday took another shot at former president Donald Trump and his 
legacy. “If he was so great politically for the GOP, why is the party now 
out of power?” [ DUH! ]
DRUDGEREPORT
Pope warns mankind faces second 'great flood'...
Apocalyptic locust plague turns sky black as swarms ravage Middle 
East... 

DRUDGEREPORT
DEBT PASSES $28 TRILLION FOR FIRST TIME... 
UP, UP AND AWAY: Inflation Expectations Hit Decade High... 
CUOMO CHOKES UP BUT WON'T RESIGN... 
'Hundreds of pictures of me' kissing people… 
Approval Drops to 38 From 71 in Year... [ Mamma Mia! … Am I glad I never
saw this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DUjB9LTtzGg ]

CNBC, Morgan Stanley has proclaimed that we may see the “MOTHER OF 
ALL RECESSIONS” in 2021. [ I’d say depression! ]

About 9,400 results (0.53 seconds)

The Great Economic Apocalypse of 2021? by Diskon Ruang ...
issuu.com › kodediskonruangguru › docs › the_great_e...
Nov 13, 2020 — In an alarming 10 Dec 2019 article in CNBC, Morgan 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi-kNrglZXvAhUVPH0KHdGNCi4QFjAAegQIAhAD&url=https%3A%2F%2Fissuu.com%2Fkodediskonruangguru%2Fdocs%2Fthe_great_economic_apocalypse&usg=AOvVaw3bKVujpO4XtHyaSIyqOo5f
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https://www.mediaite.com/news/just-in-cuomo-approval-drops-to-38-from-71-in-a-year-amid-multiple-controversies/
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2021/03/03/cuomo-wednesday-press-conferene/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9322157/Cuomo-hold-COVID-briefing-week-amid-sexual-harassment-claims.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/u-yields-resurgent-inflation-expectations-171038508.html
https://www.wlbt.com/2021/03/01/so-just-how-concerned-should-we-be-about-americas-trillion-debt/
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/apocalyptic-locust-plague-turns-sky-23588314
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/apocalyptic-locust-plague-turns-sky-23588314
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9316549/Pope-Francis-warns-mankind-faces-second-great-flood-caused-global-warming.html
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Stanley has proclaimed that we may see the “MOTHER OF ALL 
RECESSIONS” in 2021.

The Mother Of All Recessions | Seeking Alpha

seekingalpha.com › article › 4340536-mother-of-all-reces...
Apr 28, 2020 — Economically it would be great for our world if the U.S. 
could have a V-shaped recovery. ... back with an optimistic projection of 
2% GDP growth from 2021. ... They had piled on record levels of debt and 
their financial flexibility was ... Adam Jonas of Morgan Stanley has 

suggested that this time around, that ...

The Great Economic Apocalypse of 2020? - Billionaire's ...

medium.com › ...
Hello Everybody,. In an alarming 10 Feb 2021 article in CNBC, Morgan 
Stanley has proclaimed that we may see the “MOTHER OF ALL 
RECESSIONS” in 2021.

People are making money SELF QUARANTINED ... - Medium

medium.com › ...
Hello Everybody,. In an alarming 10 Feb 2021 article in CNBC, Morgan 
Stanley has proclaimed that we may see the “MOTHER OF ALL 
RECESSIONS” in 2021.

he Great Economic Apocalypse of 2020? Morgan Stanley is Afraid ...

www.pinterest.nz › pin
In an alarming 10 Dec 2019 article in CNBC, Morgan Stanley has 
proclaimed that we may see the “MOTHER OF ALL RECESSIONS” in 2020. 
· More ideas for you.

The Great Economic Apocalypse of 2021? – Randal Lyon – The ...

randallyon.com › the-great-economic-apocalypse-of-2021
In an alarming 10 Dec 2019 article in CNBC, Morgan Stanley has 
proclaimed that we may see the “MOTHER OF ALL RECESSIONS” in 2021. 

https://randallyon.com/the-great-economic-apocalypse-of-2021/
https://randallyon.com/the-great-economic-apocalypse-of-2021/
https://www.pinterest.nz/pin/418623727870611870/
https://www.pinterest.nz/pin/418623727870611870/
https://medium.com/@billionairescounsellor/people-are-making-money-self-quarantined-6d66c26845be?source=rss-------1
https://medium.com/@billionairescounsellor/people-are-making-money-self-quarantined-6d66c26845be?source=rss-------1
https://medium.com/@billionairecounsellor/the-great-economic-apocalypse-of-2020-26a1ccff7961
https://medium.com/@billionairecounsellor/the-great-economic-apocalypse-of-2020-26a1ccff7961
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4340536-mother-of-all-recessions
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4340536-mother-of-all-recessions


And you know from the current economic environment, this could get 
much worse before it gets ...

he Great Economic Apocalypse of 2020? Morgan Stanley is Afraid ...

tr.pinterest.com › pin
· Translate this page
In an alarming 10 Dec 2019 article in CNBC, Morgan Stanley has 
proclaimed that we may see the “MOTHER OF ALL RECESSIONS” in 2020. 
earn #make ...

15 Things To Do From To Get $3000 per Month!! | Earn extra ...

www.pinterest.com › pin
In an alarming 10 Dec 2019 article in CNBC, Morgan Stanley has 
proclaimed that we may see the “MOTHER OF ALL RECESSIONS” in 2020. 
earn #make ...

Online Business Opportunity - The Great Economic ...

ne-np.facebook.com › videos › the-g...
· Translate this page

0:04
In an alarming 10 Dec 2019 article in CNBC, Morgan Stanley 
has proclaimed that we may see the “MOTHER OF ...

Aug 17, 2020

Make Perpetual income from home | Forum - Make Money Forum

www.trendri.com › ... › Make Money
In an alarming 10 Dec 2019 article in CNBC, Morgan Stanley has 
proclaimed that we may see the “MOTHER OF ALL RECESSIONS” in 2020-
21. What are you...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
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DRUDGEREPORT
DEBT PASSES $28 TRILLION FOR FIRST TIME... 
UP, UP AND AWAY: Inflation Expectations Hit Decade High... [ DUH! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HfxqQmWtGNM ]

Fox News’ Weird, Full-Day Freakout Over Dr. Seuss Gets The Treatment 
On Twitter https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fox-news-dr-seuss-freak-
out_n_603f0b11c5b6d7794ae2b249 [ Let us not kid ourselves; such is at 
best (most) lightweight hannity’s (and trump’s) intellectual speed. ]

andrew cuomo .. ‘Not Going To Resign’ ..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/andrew-cuomo-apologizes-sexual-
harassment-allegations_n_603fcecec5b6ff75ac4107cd 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

mail.com Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand, D-N.Y., arrives at the Capitol in 
Washington. Gillibrand became the first Democratic senator to call for 
her colleague Al Franken’s resignation amid multiple allegations of 
sexual misconduct in 2017. The New York Democrat used the issue as a 
#MeToo rallying cry, building a 2020 presidential run around promoting 
women’s and family rights. But Gillibrand and other top Democrats have 
stopped short of calling on New York's governor, Democrat Andrew 
Cuomo, to resign amid accusations of offensive behavior. (Joshua 
Roberts/Pool via AP) 

YAHOO Politics Business Insider The Trumps are trying to sell a Florida 
home for $49 million after buying it from the former president's sister for 
$18 million in 2018 https://www.yahoo.com/news/trumps-trying-sell-
florida-home-165752058.html [ Quid pro quos, cuts, judge maryanne 
trump barry, etc. ]

https://www.yahoo.com/news/trumps-trying-sell-florida-home-165752058.html
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‘  BILLIONAIRE’ BILKS SMALL DONORS —  FUNDRAISING PANIC AT RNC?   

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-begging-donor-
money_n_603ff9f6c5b601179ec24b65 [ The story of trump’s life; quite 
simply: 1) trump lied 2) trump knew he lied 3) trump lied with the 
intention of deceiving 4) trump’s lies were relied upon 5) 
damage/injury/death as a consequence thereby … Fraud in the 
inducement; fraud in the factum. FRAUD! ]

DRUDGEREPORT MORE WOMEN ACCUSE CUOMO
GOV IN ISOLATION https://nypost.com/2021/03/06/two-more-women-
accuse-gov-andrew-cuomo-of-inappropriate-behavior/ 

Cuomo 'groomed' ex-aide, 'derailed' her career… 
https://nypost.com/2021/03/04/andrew-cuomo-sex-accuser-talks-
harassment-in-new-cbs-interview/ 
VIDEO: Accuser gives interview to CBSNEWS... Developing… 
Gov. turns to Clinton's 'never quit' mantra… 
[ No, frodo cuomo didn’t grab her by her p***y as s.o.p. often admittedly 
did former mentally ill mobster criminal american pres. trump, but this 
desperate jersey/new york guinea scenario is similarly so gauche, uncool,
pathetic; not to mention potentially illegal as facts are developed. Yeah, 
clinton’s brutal rape of Juanita Broaddrick (In 1999, she alleged that U.S. 
President Bill Clinton raped her in April 1978 when he was the Attorney 
General of Arkansas) went unpunished as thus far is so of his and bros 
trump, epstein, pedophilic frolics. No more cover-up culture americana. "I
understood that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. 
Defendant Trump had sexual contact with me at four different parties in 
the summer of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with 
Defendant Trump tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then 
proceeded to forcibly rape me. During the course of this savage sexual 
attack, I loudly pleaded with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. 
Defendant Trump responded to my pleas by violently striking me in the 
face with his open hand and screaming that he would do whatever he 
wanted. Immediately following this rape, Defendant Trump threatened me
that, were I ever to reveal any of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual 
and physical abuse of me, my family and I would be physically harmed if 
not killed." https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-
b6fe46f40000 ]

https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000
https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/Cuomo-seeks-to-buy-time-amid-scandals-turns-to-15999489.php
https://www.cbsnews.com/video/cbs-news-exclusive-ex-cuomo-aide-details-governors-alleged-sexual-harassment/
https://nypost.com/2021/03/04/andrew-cuomo-sex-accuser-talks-harassment-in-new-cbs-interview/
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THE DELIGHTFUL POETRY OF INFLATION 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/prepare-for-inflation/ 
By Bill Bonner

Thursday, March 4, 2021

And now I’m lost, too late to pray

Lord I take a cost, oh the lost highway

– Lost Highway by Hank Williams

Bill Bonner

YOUGHAL, IRELAND – The subject this week is inflation. And what a 
marvelous subject it is.

One day, a share in Tesla costs $50. Flash forward to today, and it has 
risen to $653.

Or take bitcoin… Five years ago, you could buy it for $500. Now, it’s 
nearly $50,000.

Or a daily newspaper. In 1918, you could buy a daily newspaper in Berlin 
for less than 1 deutsche mark. Five years later, you’d have needed 42 
billion of them.

We’re a long way from 100,000% consumer price inflation. But even the 
longest journey, down that lost highway, begins by stepping on the gas.

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/ 
3-4-21

Market Update for Thursday - March 4th, 2021
Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:
MARKETS
arrow down S&P 500 3769 -51 -1.3%

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/prepare-for-inflation/


arrow down Dow Jones 30924 -346 -1.1%
arrow down Nasdaq 12464 -219 -1.7%
arrow up Crude Oil 63.83 +2.55 +4.2%
arrow down Gold 1700.7 -15.1 -0.9%
Today's Highlights:

• Stocks dropped for the 3rd day in a row after comments from Fed Chair 
Jerome Powell. Once again it was the NASDAQ leading the major indices 
lower, this time with a 1.7% loss.

• With today's slide the NASDAQ turned negative for the year. The drop 
briefly put the index in "correction" territory when it was down more than 
10% from its 52-week high.

• This afternoon Fed Chair Jerome Powell was in the spotlight. Powell said 
that the re-opening of the economy will cause temporary inflation. But his 
comments failed to put trader's concerns over rising interest rates at 
ease. Traders were hoping that Powell would hint at a plan known as 
"Operation Twist" where the Fed sells short-term bills and buys longer-
term bonds to combat rising rates (higher rates are typically bad for the 
stock market).

• Gold (GC) was down 0.9% today, hitting a 9-month low.
• A few of the bigger losers today were DocuSign (DOCU) down 4.1%, 

Square (SQ) losing 6.7% and Tesla (TSLA) dropping 4.9%.
• Weekly Jobless claims were slightly lower than expected with 

745,000 American filing for unemployment. Tomorrow traders will be
focused on the monthly Jobs Report at 8:30am ET.

John McAfee Indicted by DOJ on Money Laundering, Fraud Charges for 
Boosting ICOs CoinDesk

YAHOO Business Reuters Antivirus software pioneer McAfee charged by U.S. 
with cryptocurrency fraud
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/u-says-john-mcafee-indicted-
164633603.html Antivirus software pioneer McAfee charged by U.S. with 
cryptocurrency fraud … Authorities accused McAfee and his bodyguard, 
Jimmy Gale Watson Jr., of exploiting McAfee's large Twitter following to 
artificially inflate prices of "altcoins" through a so-called pump-and-dump 
scheme … [ His lawyers will probably interpose the Elon the Space Alien 
defense which seems to be a successful narrative for the musk man from 
outer space as everything from crypto to flame throwers to whatever 

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/u-says-john-mcafee-indicted-164633603.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/u-says-john-mcafee-indicted-164633603.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/u-says-john-mcafee-indicted-164633603.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/u-says-john-mcafee-indicted-164633603.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/john-mcafee-indicted-doj-money-170540081.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/john-mcafee-indicted-doj-money-170540081.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/john-mcafee-indicted-doj-money-170540081.html


gets a pass (very large bulls**t factor as well; sign of the times):
DRUDGEREPORT
The TESLA Mafia: Musk's Ex-Employees Vie To Become His Top Rival... 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alanohnsman/2021/02/19/the-tesla-mafia-
elon-musks-ex-employees-vie-to-become-his-top-rival/?sh=1fbaf1439ea0 
[ I have to say this: Silicon Valley companies, “Silicon Valley Mafia”, well,
that’s a bit of a stretch, not quite analogous to the new york/jersey 
guinea and, not to discriminate, russian (KGB) (among other ethnic 
groups) mafias; my experience with them, ie., paypal, robinhood, ebay, 
etc., invariably fraught with not so unintended “performance difficulties” 
(euphemistically speaking – but there’s the glitch-prone unintended 
consequences in no short supply as well). Oh yes, they’re smart, painfully
neurotic, counting among their ranks the “Palo Alto overflow” (dropouts, 
ie., Stanford, etc.), and, for the nonce, symptomatically profitable, 
counting on a gullible, less intellectually endowed investing public. I’m 
far from impressed and won’t be jumping on a musky transport to Mars 
any time soon. In america, fraud and bulls**t sell; trump is a testament to
that pathetic reality.

Elon Musk says he is an alien two years after denying suspicions that he 
hails from another planet. The SpaceX and Tesla founder, 49, made the 
jaw-dropping claim in response to a question about how he runs so many 
massive companies at the same time. 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-
bizarre-23491683 [ Don’t make me laugh! No alien from another world 
could bulls**t people of this world to the tune of billions as has musk man
Elon. You really have to give him credit for that much, and pulling it off! 
Sign of the times, the biggest hoax since Orson Welles' 'War of the 
Worlds' radio broadcast terrified the nation. Then the grimey child 
“numerical name thing”. Ho, hum. Boring! ]

https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-bizarre-23491683
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-bizarre-23491683
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/latest/alien
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/latest/elon-musk
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alanohnsman/2021/02/19/the-tesla-mafia-elon-musks-ex-employees-vie-to-become-his-top-rival/?sh=1fbaf1439ea0
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alanohnsman/2021/02/19/the-tesla-mafia-elon-musks-ex-employees-vie-to-become-his-top-rival/?sh=1fbaf1439ea0
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alanohnsman/2021/02/19/the-tesla-mafia-elon-musks-ex-employees-vie-to-become-his-top-rival/


MUSK: MOVE TO MARS BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE! [ Yeah, right after Musk 
moves there. ] 

YAHOONEWS Politics ABC News Kanye West announces he's running for 
president MUSK VOWS SUPPORT… PUBLICITY STUNT FOR NEW MUSIC? 
[ Hmmm … a rational motive for an irrational act? Could be, who cares 
….. But, an inhabitant of a dying planet exploring a dead solar system at 
great cost has got to make you wonder. ]

Elon Musk savages 'underwhelming' Microsoft billionaire Bill … 
metro.co.uk › News › Tech - Elon Musk has mockingly labelled Microsoft 
boss Bill Gates as 'underwhelming'. [ Very funny! ]

The costs of sending humans to Mars outweigh the possible benefits

“Taking humans to Mars, although theoretically possible, would require 
an investment astronomically out of kilter with the possible benefits.” — 
Aerospace engineer Antonio Elias to Washington Post 

Robots are a better option for exploring the planet

“Today a trained geologist on the moon can perform as well as a robotic 
explorer, but the future of geologic investigation of other worlds lies with 
highly improved versions of our Mars rovers. These explorers will deploy 
numerous tools to probe rocks and minerals, using a memory equal — and
soon superior — to any human’s. They will traverse the lunar or Martian 
surface for decades, continuously learning about the topography, 
seismographic activity and distribution of geologic strata in bulk and in 
detail.” — Donald Goldsmith and Martin Rees, Scientific American

A human mission could undermine our scientific pursuits on Mars

“If humans do eventually land on Mars, they would not arrive alone. They 
would carry with them their earthly microbes. Trillions of them. There is a
real risk that some of these microbes could find their way onto the 
surface of Mars and, in doing so, confuse — perhaps irreversibly so — the 
search for Martian life. … Our presence on Mars could jeopardise one of 
our main reasons for being there — the search for life.” — Zahaan 
Bharmal, Guardian

https://www.theguardian.com/science/blog/2018/aug/28/the-case-against-mars-colonisation
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/do-we-really-need-to-send-humans-into-space/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/letters-to-the-editor/let-the-robots-go-to-mars/2020/12/23/e918f656-4155-11eb-b58b-1623f6267960_story.html
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=16&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiT27H7-t_nAhU5IjQIHV4CBfsQFjAPegQIBxAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fmetro.co.uk%2F2020%2F02%2F19%2Felon-musk-savages-underwhelming-microsoft-billionaire-bill-gates-12266319%2F&usg=AOvVaw1FRsVtDTihesOmfFRvmy9D
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=16&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiT27H7-t_nAhU5IjQIHV4CBfsQFjAPegQIBxAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fmetro.co.uk%2F2020%2F02%2F19%2Felon-musk-savages-underwhelming-microsoft-billionaire-bill-gates-12266319%2F&usg=AOvVaw1FRsVtDTihesOmfFRvmy9D
https://www.showbiz411.com/2020/07/05/update-kanye-wests-presidential-candidacy-announcement-unexpected-result-kills-sales-of-his-music
https://www.the-sun.com/entertainment/1087067/kanye-west-running-president-elon-musk-full-support/
https://www.yahoo.com/gma/kanye-west-announces-hes-running-president-021700559.html
https://www.yahoo.com/gma/kanye-west-announces-hes-running-president-021700559.html


The focus on Mars could prevent exploration of other worlds 

“Enthusiasm over Mars tends to foster a feedback loop where more 
resources are devoted to exploring the planet, which unveils new findings
that only add to the interest, causing the public and private sectors to 
devote more money to Mars exploration, and so forth. Mars is important 
to study, sure — but there are many compelling reasons to start ramping 
up exploration of other relatively nearby worlds.” — Neel V. Patel, MIT 
Technology Review

The technology is so far off that it’s not even worth debating a Mars 
mission

“If humans haven't even been able to head back to the moon since 1972, 
the odds of trying to head to a planet in another solar system is nothing 
more than science fiction at this point.” — Antonia Jaramillo, Florida 
Today

YAHOO Science Business Insider After measuring radiation on the moon 
for the first time, scientists say a lunar base should be built underground 
to protect astronauts Astronauts didn't measure how much radiation they
were exposed to on the moon. New data shows the doses are 200 times 
as high as on Earth. [ Ah, that radiation thing, as in the Van Allen Belt, 
will do it (fry you) every time … http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv ]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

YAHOONEWS
Politics Murdoch’s Wall Street Journal Continues to Attack Trump: He 
Wasn’t ‘So Great’ https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/murdoch-wall-
street-journal-continues-152214185.html The Wall Street Journal on 
Monday took another shot at former president Donald Trump and his 
legacy. “If he was so great politically for the GOP, why is the party now 
out of power?” [ DUH! ]

https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/murdoch-wall-street-journal-continues-152214185.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/murdoch-wall-street-journal-continues-152214185.html
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https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/08/17/1007011/the-5-best-places-explore-in-the-solar-system-besides-mars/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/08/17/1007011/the-5-best-places-explore-in-the-solar-system-besides-mars/


DRUDGEREPORT MORE WOMEN ACCUSE CUOMO
GOV IN ISOLATION https://nypost.com/2021/03/06/two-more-women-
accuse-gov-andrew-cuomo-of-inappropriate-behavior/ 

Cuomo 'groomed' ex-aide, 'derailed' her career… 
https://nypost.com/2021/03/04/andrew-cuomo-sex-accuser-talks-
harassment-in-new-cbs-interview/ 
VIDEO: Accuser gives interview to CBSNEWS... Developing… 
Gov. turns to Clinton's 'never quit' mantra… 
[ No, frodo cuomo didn’t grab her by her p***y as s.o.p. often admittedly 
did former mentally ill mobster criminal american pres. trump, but this 
desperate jersey/new york guinea scenario is similarly so gauche, uncool,
pathetic; not to mention potentially illegal as facts are developed. Yeah, 
clinton’s brutal rape of Juanita Broaddrick (In 1999, she alleged that U.S. 
President Bill Clinton raped her in April 1978 when he was the Attorney 
General of Arkansas) went unpunished as thus far is so of his and bros 
trump, epstein, pedophilic frolics. No more cover-up culture americana. "I
understood that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. 
Defendant Trump had sexual contact with me at four different parties in 
the summer of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with 
Defendant Trump tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then 
proceeded to forcibly rape me. During the course of this savage sexual 
attack, I loudly pleaded with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. 
Defendant Trump responded to my pleas by violently striking me in the 
face with his open hand and screaming that he would do whatever he 
wanted. Immediately following this rape, Defendant Trump threatened me
that, were I ever to reveal any of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual 
and physical abuse of me, my family and I would be physically harmed if 
not killed." https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-
b6fe46f40000 ]

Chris Cuomo gets ripped for joking he is 'black on the inside' 
https://nypost.com/2021/03/07/cnn-host-chris-cuomo-gets-ripped-for-
joking-he-is-black-on-the-inside/ [What..fredo cuomo not an oreo; but 
rather, a vanilla fudge nut?]

YAHOO Business Motley Fool A Stock Market Crash May Be Coming: 6 Metrics 

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/60846cca-3724-33df-a0bc-268e9acab4eb/a-stock-market-crash-may-be.html
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You'll Want to Know https://finance.yahoo.com/m/60846cca-3724-33df-a0bc-
268e9acab4eb/a-stock-market-crash-may-be.html

DRUDGEREPORT Narcissism contagious... 
https://www.salon.com/2021/03/06/narcissism-can-be-contagious--and-the-
repercussions-extend-beyond-relationships/ 

Supreme Court rules 8-1 in favor of student in First Amendment case

• Analysis:     John Roberts dissents alone and doesn't hold   
back

https://www.cnn.com/2021/03/08/politics/supreme-court-free-speech-
college-religion-case-chike-uzuegbunam/index.html 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

The Summer 2020 Turning Point for the Economy 
U.S. https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-
diary/the-summer-2020-turning-point-for-the-
economy-u-s/
Bill Bonner Mar 8, 2021 Bill Bonner's Diary 9 min read

YOUGHAL, IRELAND – Over the weekend, the Senate passed the $1.9 trillion COVID-19 boondoggle. 
And the U.S. 10-year Treasury note – the bedrock of the entire American capital structure – now trades at 
more than three times the yield it had last August.

There are two overlapping narratives to explain the rise in bond yields. The one favored by Wall Street and 
Washington is that the economy is entering a fantastic growth phase… with businesses borrowing heavily to 
keep up with expanding demand (thus pushing up yields).

As long as “growth” is so robust, say the bulls, consumer price inflation won’t be a problem.

The other hypothesis is that bond yields are rising because the feds are increasing the money supply about 15 
times faster than GDP growth. Investors are looking ahead and seeking protection against inflation.

Friday’s jobs report allegedly showed a healthy up-tick in hiring. But while jobs in the service sector 
increased, those in mining and construction actually went down.

https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/prepare-for-inflation/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/a-new-era-of-paper-money#Loosen
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/authors/bill-bonner/
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And considering that mining and construction jobs pay about three times as much as waiting on tables or 
handling baggage at an airport, what this really shows is further deterioration of the economy – from one that
creates wealth to one that consumes it, by giving people fake money.

Turning Point

We also believe August 2020 marked the beginning of the end for the fake-money system, with the bottom of
a 40-year bond cycle.

If we’re right, inflation and interest rates are headed up and up… until they are completely out of control.

So far, all we’ve seen are a few nuts and bolts dropping out of the engine. SPACs (special-purpose 
acquisition companies) fell some 20% last week… Bitcoin is about 15% off its high. And the headlines are 
beginning to talk about a “tech sell-off.”

But as American households, businesses, and the government struggle to refinance $80 trillion in debt… it’s 
going to get harder and harder to keep the jalopy on the road.

World Improvers

In the meantime, let us tell you about our trip back to Ireland.

A week Friday, we sat in a hotel bar in Managua, Nicaragua. Eight TV screens hung over the bar. Those with
loud Latino music made sure no conversation was possible. Which was okay with us. We had no one to talk 
to anyway.

We reflected on the differences… the things that make one group different from another – culture… race… 
nationality… religion.

The “Third World” always seems disorderly. Traffic goes every which way. Trash gets tossed into the trees 
and gullies. People don’t form up into neat lines.

There is an order; it is just a different one.

This kind of thinking – about what separates one group from another – was very popular in the early 20th 
century. People thought race explained why some groups were so much more advanced than others. Africans 
were far behind, they thought, because they were Africans!

And the world-improvers of the time thought they could improve the world by improving the people in it. 
“Eugenics” it was called, supported by the Carnegie Institution, the Rockefeller Foundation, and rich families
such as the Kelloggs and Harrimans… and backed by smart people such as Alexander Graham Bell.

They were motivated to improve the human race by reducing birth rates for “inferior” groups. Efforts were 
also made to sterilize mental defectives (“Three generations of idiots is enough,” famously ruled the Supreme
Court.) Also, less “fit” mothers – Black, Hispanic, Native American – were the targets of forced sterilization 
efforts, that didn’t go very far.

By the way… the “Native American” tag is a bit of subterfuge. No peoples are native to the Americas. All 
are immigrants. At least Christopher Columbus made an honest mistake; he thought he was in the East Indies
and called them “indians.”
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But the whole field of race relations and cultural politics was – and still is – crowded and muddled. And 
naturally, the feds made it worse… with the Immigration Act of 1924, in which “nordic” races were favored.

Giving Racism a Bad Name

It was (mostly) harmless crackpottery until the Nazis got in on the act. They gave eugenics a really bad 
name… pretending to be better than everyone else… and murdering those they considered inferior – the 
Untermenschen.

Houston Stewart Chamberlain was a scientist… a scholar… a learned man, who had traveled around Europe 
with a Prussian tutor. Very unlike the louts who invaded the U.S. capital, he learned to speak German, 
French, and Italian and studied anatomy, botany, geology, and physiology.

And yet, for all his learning, he came to conclusions that today, we would regard as not only scientifically 
incorrect… but morally wrong, too. That is, he worshipped the Aryan gods… and feared that Jews – like a 
virus – were infecting the Teutonic race. In 1935, Germany passed a law making marriage between 
Christians and Jews illegal.

Still, his ideas, scholarship, and a good marriage with the composer Richard Wagner’s daughter, brought him
fame. And when he died in 1927, a young Adolf Hitler attended his funeral.

Hitler lost World War II, of course. And eugenics and racism were discredited.

Comeback

But now, racism is making a comeback… Once again, people think it explains why some groups are more 
successful than others.

To put this in perspective, “Hispanics” are generally not as rich as “Nordics.” Even in their own Latin 
American countries, those with more “European blood” tend to be better off than those with less. The whiter 
the skin, the higher the income.

That is just our observation. Whether it is supported by academic study or not, we don’t know. But we’d be 
surprised if it weren’t true.

Nor is it meant to point the finger of blame in either direction. Wealth requires work, self-discipline, 
forbearance, and saving. Not everyone thinks it’s worth the effort.

And, who knows? Maybe it isn’t.

Still, if we were to take away grudges and enemies, many people’s brains would suddenly deflate like a 
popped balloon. The “Europeans” blame the “shiftless Hispanics” for their lower incomes. The “Hispanics” 
blame the “European oppressors.”

Alternative Hypothesis

To these two hypotheses, we offer an alternative: It’s the fault of neither.

The races – like individuals – are neither always good nor always bad, but always subject to influence. And 
there’s nothing particularly wrong with the way either chooses to live.



We studied the subject over the weekend of our departure.

In order to get out of Nicaragua, we first had to get deeper into it. That is, we had to leave our pleasant 
bubble on the Pacific Coast and experience the country the way the locals do.

The point of the exercise was to get a COVID-19 test at the government’s “Ministry of Citizen Power for 
Health.” Without the test, we couldn’t leave.

You get to the federales’ medical compound by weaving through a maze of slums.

In America, builders throw old tin away. In Managua, it is recycled… and recycled. Bent, broken, pierced by 
holes, it nevertheless is put to work as a wall or a roof. Rusty tin is probably the most ubiquitous building 
material in Nicaragua.

Is that the way it should be? Is that the way we would do it? Do we think buildings made of rusty tin are 
attractive? Charming? Elegant?

Nobody cares what we think.

Attitudes and Actions

The do-gooders and world-improvers always want to change other people. Themselves, they regard as the 
crown of creation, with no need for improvement. Others, however, need to get with the program.

The “poor,” for example, should build with cinder blocks and concrete… neat little houses that look more 
like our own. Of course, if the locals acted like us, they’d already have houses like ours.

But why should they?

Let us imagine that the residents of Managua began acting like the residents of Zurich, Switzerland. They 
clean the canals and streets. No more mañana… they do it today!

They learn to make expensive watches, run banks, and yodel. And they insist that everything be done well – 
with an attention to detail that bordered on obsession. Being even a minute late would be considered 
shameful.

Now, can you imagine these Swiss-like people living in rusty-tin houses, with chickens scratching around in 
the trash for something to eat?

No? Well, neither can we. Attitudes produce actions. Actions have consequences. But if people want to 
throw their trash in the streets, it’s none of our business.

Bedlam

After negotiating the narrow streets, weaving between chickens, busty grandmothers, desperately thin dogs, 
and prim school children dressed in their crisp blue and white uniforms…

…we arrived at our destination, only to find what we feared – bedlam.

People clustered in front of the entrance. The Swiss would have a well-organized system. Here, it was hard to
know if there was any “system” at all.
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We explained to a man in a brown uniform that we were there to get the coronavirus test… and that we had 
already paid for it.

We had paid online in the mistaken belief that it might speed up the process. What it did was get us directed 
to another line… where our payment details could be verified and our document rubber stamped.

Then, another man in a brown uniform directed us towards somewhere… we weren’t sure where… People 
were going in every direction.

“You’re taking the COVID test,” said a friendly voice in English. “Follow me.”

The helpful young man led us out a door, across a courtyard… and then, improbably, through a narrow 
corridor. Then, he wished us well…

We continued… and were directed, by yet another man in a brown outfit, to sit down and show our 
documents.

“Where’s your passport?” he wanted to know.

“We didn’t realize we needed it. It’s out in the car.”

“Yes… you need it. But I’ll keep your place for you.”

Pleasant and Helpful

One of the surprising things in a country run by a man many consider a ruthless dictator is that the civil 
servants are pleasant and generally helpful.

And the apparent chaos can add flexibility. In a federal building in Baltimore, a guard might tell you to 
follow the signs to the exit… and start the process all over again. Any objection, and he’d have you down on 
the floor with his knee on your neck.

We simply backtracked, going against the traffic and exiting through the entrance door. And then, explaining 
to the three brownshirts what had happened, we were allowed to break ranks and accomplish our mission.

Back in our seats, the helpful man in the brown uniform inspected our documents. Finding them in order, he 
bid us take a seat, along with about 30 other people.

The man next to us had a U.S. passport. But he spoke English poorly. Another man in the group appeared to 
be about our age. He was with his wife, or perhaps it was his daughter, who carried a very young baby.

The rest of the group looked like a cross-section of Nicaragua. Most were getting the test so they could go to 
Miami.

Odd Method

Rather than call out numbers… or let us into the screening room one by one, the method was an odd one.

Each time someone moved in to have his nose rotor-rooted, everybody got up and moved one seat closer to 
the front.



Finally, it was our turn.

Again, our papers were inspected. Our passport was taken. When the work was completed, a sticker was 
attached to our passport.

“Come back at 3 p.m… Show them this number.”

And so we did. The vital paper was delivered and we were free to leave.

The “system” worked.

Regards,

Bill

The Summer 2020 Turning Point for the Economy U.S. 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-summer-2020-
turning-point-for-the-economy-u-s/ 
Bill Bonner |Mar 8, 2021 |Bill Bonner's Diary|

DRUDGEREPORT
U.S. DEATHS: 526,020...
WORLD SICK MAP... 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 

From the White House to the dog house: Biden's pooches sent home after
'biting incident' https://news.yahoo.com/white-house-dog-house-bidens-
035013863.html Yahoo News
[GOD’s way of saying, CATs not dogs for the whitehouse … Just kidding.]

AWFUL IN ALBANY: New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo Faces Sixth Sexual 
Misconduct Allegation https://www.huffpost.com/entry/andrew-cuomo-
sixth-sexual-misconduct-allegation_n_60481ffec5b636ed3376b4ff 
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Cuomo scandal: Ex-federal prosecutor, workplace attorney … 
www.democratandchronicle.com › news › 2021/03/08 She also claims 
Cuomo told her he was lonely and would be open to being with a woman 
in her 20s… [ With empathy, jersey guineas had just the tune for frodo 
cuomo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qUOOiZ-k-Ao ] 

Year of the Cat
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yxy1eF_w7sU 

Laurence Tribe: Lawsuits will provide victims of Capitol invasion 'a 
measure of justice' https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/laurence-
tribe-lawsuits-will-provide-victims-of-capitol-invasion-a-measure-of-
justice-103162437841 

Up in Smoke
By Bill Bonner

Wednesday, March 10, 2021

YOUGHAL, IRELAND – This is a wacky week… with more exotic mysteries and marvels of modern money madness. 

And today, we look at NFTs… non-fungible tokens.

By “non-fungible,” they mean they are one-of-a-kind. And by “token,” they mean… well… it’s not necessarily anything at all.

Oh, and by the way, the “blockchain” is involved, too.

The “token” is placed on the blockchain, where it will be safe and sound; you won’t have to worry about anyone stealing it… if there were 
anything to steal.

Iconic Importance

And that is where it gets interesting, because you can tokenize practically anything.

You could take a picture of yourself clowning around in the garden, for example, and put it on the blockchain… and there, it will be forever… an 
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NFT… like a wedding ring resting at the bottom of the ocean.

Most often, NFTs have some iconic importance. One company, for example, takes an image – of, say, LeBron James dunking a basketball – 
and turns it into an NFT.

Note that there may be millions of photos of LeBron James dunking the very same basketball… even the same photo that became your NFT. 
But you… and only you… have the tokenized, encrypted, blockchained version with your number on it.

Recommended Link

Trump Tweets About Tech Expert Jeff Brown

After he was banned from Twitter, Donald Trump’s retweet of Jeff Brown’s appearance on the Glenn Beck Show disappeared forever. 
But Jeff Brown’s new presentation explaining his thoughts on the “Great Reset,” and what it means for ordinary Americans, can still be 

for now.

Wild-Eyed Wonders

What it is worth is not the subject of today’s Diary. Because the answer to that is obvious – nobody has a clue.

Our subject today is merely the wackiness… weirdness… and the wild-eyed wonders of a late-stage Bubble Epoch.

Yesterday, for example, the headline news was this, from MarketWatch:Fall in bond yields? Really?

Checking, we find that the 10-year Treasury yield fell from 1.59% on the 8th of March to 1.55% on the 9th. That this 0.04% one-day drop would 

trigger a 3% rise in the Nasdaq is nutty enough.

But when the money goes bad, everything gets a little nutty.

Tesla (TSLA) stock, for example, rose nearly 20% yesterday – adding more than $100 billion to the value of the company. Maybe investors are 

imagining how a 0.04% decline in auto finance rates will trigger millions of news sales!

More likely, they’re anticipating all the fancy new automobiles people will buy with the “stimmy” money they’re getting from the feds.

Even more likely still… they know that a lot of that stimmy money will be used to buy Tesla stock.

[Featured: Urgent briefing about China’s next move]

Performance Art

But back to the NFT…

Once you have the LeBron James… NFT… which you might have paid $200,000 for – after all, it’s the only one! – then, it might be cool to 
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We got the idea from that great, pull-your-leg artist, Banksy, after his own leg was just pulled by a company calling itself Injective Protocol.

, Banksy famously destroyed one of his own works, “Girl With Balloon.” It was being sold at auction… But as soon as the hammer came 

down, a shredder built into its commodious frame suddenly ripped it to pieces right in front of the whole assembly, including the woman who 

had just bid $1.4 million for it.

She graciously accepted the now-shredded – and now-cooler-than-ever – painting, renamed by the unidentified Banksy, “Love is in the Bin.”

Sotheby’s, the auctioneer, said it “marked the first time a piece of live performance art had been sold at auction.”

Get Ready for a Potential Blitz of Gains Next Week

Morons in Flames

Last week, Injective Protocol – a blockchain company, according to CBS News – took a big step forward in the nuttiness of the late Bubble 

Epoch genre.

It bought a Banksy 2006 work entitled “Morons (White)” for $95,000. The (master) piece shows a crowd at an art auction gawking at an ornate 

frame, in which it is written, “I can’t believe you morons actually buy this sh*t.”

Then, Injective Protocol made a digital version of it and turned it into an NFT… before destroying the original Banksy work, calling the 

destruction “BurntBanksy.” This destruction, they live-streamed on Twitter.

And lest the clin d’oeil be missed, the person who set a match to Banksy’s “Morons (White)” painting was wearing a mask… and a shirt with the 

“Girl With Balloon” on it.

Now, in its post-physical, digital form, “Morons (White)” is supposedly worth $380,000.

[Featured: ATTN. Gold Owners — Major Announcement]

Expensive Amusement

But “What is something like that worth?” is a question that could only be asked by someone who is not in on the joke.

As we pointed out yesterday, for a company, earnings are a drag… They bring the company down to Earth. And for an NFT, any attachment to 

the real world threatens to break the spell.

A real Banksy has value. Based on the example above, an NFT of it is four times more valuable.

But at least the show is amusing. People pay for amusement. And the betting at this stage of La Bubble Epoch is that they will pay more and 
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more – for amusing tokens, both fungible and non-fungible.

Shares in Tesla, for example. As we recently covered in these pages, Tesla’s share price cannot be explained as a function of expected 

earnings. It must have some additional, token value.

Recommended Link

Stocks Falling? Do This Immediately

Americans were living through one of the strongest economies in recent years.

And yet, the stock market recently erased multiple year’s worth of gains.

Americans lost millions.

It's rumored that was just Act 1...

As you’ll see at the end of an urgent public message just released online... What comes next will be a political and financial crisis. 

Sillier and Sillier

As silly as it is, the “silly season” is probably going to get sillier and sillier… as the feds add another $1.9 trillion to last year’s $3 trillion 

“stimulus”… to be followed by another trillion-dollar infrastructure boondoggle… and perhaps, another few trillion on a Green New Deal.

Prices – for NFTs… Tesla… techs… cryptos… SPACs – might go much higher.

And all of the silliness – in the art world, as well as the financial world – must be financed by the Federal Reserve’s “printing” of its own fungible 

tokens, of equally mysterious worth.

All we know for sure is that it will take trillions more of these “dollars”… most as electronic tokens, some as paper tokens… to keep the bids 

coming in.

And then… some joker strikes a match, and it all goes up in smoke.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Power-hungry Trump makes move against GOP 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-hungry-power-tries-wrestle-
123930937.html 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
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MSNBC / rachel maddow showTrump's feud with his own Republican 
Party reaches a new level 
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/trump-s-feud-his-own-
republican-party-reaches-new-level-n1260168?cid=referral_taboolafeed 

MSNBC / rachel maddow showDoubling down, Trump urges donors to send 
money to him, not his party

Well, trump’s liars can rely (pun intended) on the legal principle of 

determining points in litigation according to precedent, "the doctrine of 
stare decisis". And, from direct observation, costly experience, and 
substantial damages, cover-up is the name of the american fixed game. 
What, trump worry? What’s amazing is that it’s not unreasonable for 
trump to rely on total corruption in the american process. america is a 
total fraud! 

TRUMP'S 'FRAUD' EXPOSED: NEW CALL EVIDENCE REVEALED IN 
CRIMINAL CASE New audio evidence released by the Wall Street Journal 
reveals former president Trump pressured the lead investigator of the 
Georgia Secretary of State’s office to find proof of voter fraud during an 
audit of mail-in-ballots in an effort to help him win the election. MSNBC’s 
Ari Melber reports on the significance of the evidence. 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/trump-s-fraud-exposed-
new-call-evidence-revealed-in-criminal-case-103701061852?
cid=referral_taboolafeed 
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MSNBC / rachel maddow showTrump's feud with his own Republican 
Party reaches a new level 
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/trump-s-feud-his-own-
republican-party-reaches-new-level-n1260168?cid=referral_taboolafeed 

MSNBC / rachel maddow showDoubling down, Trump urges donors to send 
money to him, not his party
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DRUDGEREPORT
50 DAYS IN
BIDEN GETS WIN
RECORD TAXES, RECORD SPENDING, RECORD DEFICIT 
TRUMP: SEND MONEY TO ME, NOT TO RNC! 
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/542432-trump-doubles-down-on-
calls-to-donate-directly-to-him 

YAHOO NYDailyNews Cuomo aide accuses governor of reaching under 
blouse and ‘aggressively’ groping her,report says https://www.yahoo.com/
news/cuomo-aide-accuses-governor-reaching-023200915.html 

HuffPost Gov. Andrew Cuomo Faces Sixth Sexual Misconduct 
Allegation: Report
MarketWatch Cuomo alleged to have groped female aide inside 
governor’s residence

[Oh no … say it aint so, frodo cuomo!]
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/trump-s-fraud-exposed-new-call-evidence-revealed-in-criminal-case-103701061852?cid=referral_taboolafeed


DRUDGEREPORT
Resignation demands grow as police get Cuomo groping report... 
https://apnews.com/article/dozens-democrats-demand-andrew-cuomo-
resignation-71adbd6f2420a4dc71856428f3663857 [ Frodo Cuomo is no 
mo! Say it … trump admittedly grabbed them by the p***y … and the 
rapes, statutory and otherwise … call for trump/clinton prosecutions … 
fair is foul and foul is fair ...]

Groundwork for possible impeachment...

MAJORITY OF NY STATE LAWMAKERS CALL FOR HIM TO STEP ASIDE... 

Dr. Fauci Blames Trump Administration’s ‘Mixed Messages’ For COVID-19 
Death Toll https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fauci-shocked-covid-19-death-
toll-trump-administration_n_604ab52ec5b636ed33792ea3 [ And it’s drivin’ 
Little Anthony (and the Washington Imperials) out of his head! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c ] 

CUOMO COLLAPSING —AOC, NADLER: RESIGN! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/aoc-jamaal-bowman-jerry-nadler-
cuomo_n_604b8b30c5b6cf72d095e11e AOC, Nadler join growing chorus 
of N.Y. Congress members calling for Cuomo to resign 
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/nadler-ocasio-cortez-join-
new-york-congress-members-calling-for-cuomo-to-resign-105044549984 
[ Alas poor Frodo, we knew him horsayhego ! Say it … trump admittedly 
grabbed them by the p***y … and the rapes, statutory and otherwise 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 … 
call for trump/clinton prosecutions … fair is foul and foul is fair … ]

https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/nadler-ocasio-cortez-join-new-york-congress-members-calling-for-cuomo-to-resign-105044549984
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/nadler-ocasio-cortez-join-new-york-congress-members-calling-for-cuomo-to-resign-105044549984
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/nadler-ocasio-cortez-join-new-york-congress-members-calling-for-cuomo-to-resign-105044549984
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/nadler-ocasio-cortez-join-new-york-congress-members-calling-for-cuomo-to-resign-105044549984
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/aoc-jamaal-bowman-jerry-nadler-cuomo_n_604b8b30c5b6cf72d095e11e
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/aoc-jamaal-bowman-jerry-nadler-cuomo_n_604b8b30c5b6cf72d095e11e
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/aoc-jamaal-bowman-jerry-nadler-cuomo_n_604b8b30c5b6cf72d095e11e
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fauci-shocked-covid-19-death-toll-trump-administration_n_604ab52ec5b636ed33792ea3
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fauci-shocked-covid-19-death-toll-trump-administration_n_604ab52ec5b636ed33792ea3
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https://www.fox5ny.com/news/majority-of-ny-state-lawmakers-now-call-for-cuomo-to-resign
https://nypost.com/2021/03/11/nys-assembly-speaker-lays-groundwork-for-possible-cuomo-impeachment/
https://apnews.com/article/dozens-democrats-demand-andrew-cuomo-resignation-71adbd6f2420a4dc71856428f3663857
https://apnews.com/article/dozens-democrats-demand-andrew-cuomo-resignation-71adbd6f2420a4dc71856428f3663857
https://apnews.com/article/dozens-democrats-demand-andrew-cuomo-resignation-71adbd6f2420a4dc71856428f3663857


hannity relentlessly pounded clinton on the Juanita Broaddrick rape; but 
what about hannity bro trump: "I understood that both Mr. Trump and Mr. 
Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant Trump had sexual contact 
with me at four different parties in the summer of 1994. On the fourth and
final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump tied me to a bed, exposed 
himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly rape me. During the course 
of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded with Defendant Trump to 
stop but he did not. Defendant Trump responded to my pleas by violently 
striking me in the face with his open hand and screaming that he would 
do whatever he wanted. Immediately following this rape, Defendant 
Trump threatened me that, were I ever to reveal any of the details of 
Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse of me, my family and I 
would be physically harmed if not killed." https://www.politico.com/f/?
id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 

Trump's last defense secretary blames Trump for Capitol riot 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2021/03/12/chris-miller-trump-us-
capitol-riot-andrew-mccabe-nr-vpx-sot.cnn 

DRUDGEREPORT
WALLS CLOSING IN
MAG: 30 WOMEN
CUOMO: 'I'M NOT GONNA RESIGN'... 

Won't bow to 'cancel culture'… [Sounds trumpish!] 

'I Have Not Had A Sexual Relationship That Was Inappropriate'... 
How much longer can he hold on? 
Staffers pressured to wear makeup, heels, and dresses to please gov and 
get ahead..
Ex-reporter is 7th woman...
His hands had been all over my body, the small of my back, my waist… 
Aides Called Around to Discredit Accuser... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/andrew-cuomo-aides-called-former-staffers-to-discredit-accuser-11615512363
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/article/andrew-cuomo-sexual-harassment-albany-reporter.html
https://nypost.com/2021/03/12/ex-albany-reporter-is-7th-woman-to-accuse-gov-cuomo-of-sex-harassment/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/female-cuomo-staffers-say-they-were-pressured-to-wear-makeup-heels-and-dresses-to-please-the-governor-and-get-ahead-professionally/ar-BB1ewTBm
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/female-cuomo-staffers-say-they-were-pressured-to-wear-makeup-heels-and-dresses-to-please-the-governor-and-get-ahead-professionally/ar-BB1ewTBm
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2021/03/how-much-longer-can-andrew-cuomo-hang-on-impeachment
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2021/03/12/new-york-representives-call-for-cuomo-to-resign/
https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/542957-cuomo-defiant-in-face-of-calls-to-resign
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2021/03/12/new-york-representives-call-for-cuomo-to-resign/
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2021/03/new-allegations-of-inappropriate-behavior-by-andrew-cuomo.html
https://apnews.com/article/us-news-new-york-andrew-cuomo-bd4c3889049fa84c16da5a065b1ff260
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2021/03/12/chris-miller-trump-us-capitol-riot-andrew-mccabe-nr-vpx-sot.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2021/03/12/chris-miller-trump-us-capitol-riot-andrew-mccabe-nr-vpx-sot.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2021/03/12/chris-miller-trump-us-capitol-riot-andrew-mccabe-nr-vpx-sot.cnn
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000


Andrew Cuomo's chances of staying in office just went way down https://
www.cnn.com/2021/03/12/politics/andrew-cuomo-chance-remain-
governor/index.html [ Say it aint so, Frodo Cuomo! ]

https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 

BLANKET, BOTTLE, BROKEN – WALLS CLOSE IN ON CUO – TOP DEMS: 
RESIGN https://www.huffpost.com/entry/schumer-gillibrand-andrew-
cuomo-resign_n_604bed6fc5b672fce4eca93c 

Reflections on Reflections
By Bill Bonner

Friday, March 12, 2021

“...Taking only the first three years… and the first quarter of 2020 (before 
the COVID-19 restrictions were imposed) for Mr. Trump… here is the 
comparison:

President Real GDP growth, annualized

Truman 5.5%

Eisenhower 2.5%

Kennedy-Johnson 5.2%

Nixon-Ford 2.7%

Carter 3.2%

Reagan 3.6%

Bush I 2.2%

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/schumer-gillibrand-andrew-cuomo-resign_n_604bed6fc5b672fce4eca93c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/schumer-gillibrand-andrew-cuomo-resign_n_604bed6fc5b672fce4eca93c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/schumer-gillibrand-andrew-cuomo-resign_n_604bed6fc5b672fce4eca93c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/schumer-gillibrand-andrew-cuomo-resign_n_604bed6fc5b672fce4eca93c
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000
https://www.cnn.com/2021/03/12/politics/andrew-cuomo-chance-remain-governor/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/03/12/politics/andrew-cuomo-chance-remain-governor/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/03/12/politics/andrew-cuomo-chance-remain-governor/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/03/12/politics/andrew-cuomo-chance-remain-governor/index.html


Clinton 3.8%

Bush II 1.9%

Obama 1.9%

Trump 1.8%

Even taking out the COVID-19 Panic, Trump’s GDP growth rate was the worst in 
more than 50 years...”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

DRUDGEREPORT 
Musk Mars plan branded 'delusional' by astrophysicist… [ Not if you’re a 
space alien from Mars … Just kidding … Elon Musk says he is an alien 
two years after denying suspicions that he hails from another planet. ] 
'Like living on Everest'... 
https://www.express.co.uk/news/science/1409310/elon-musk-spacex-
starship-sending-humans-to-live-on-mars-delusional-lord-rees-ont [Musk 
has bought into his own delusion.]

AN EARLY BOOST FOR THE TRADE OF THE DECADE 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/an-early-boost-for-the-
trade-of-the-decade/ Dan Denning Mar 13, 2021 Bill Bonner's Diary 6 min 
read

“...Don’t make it more complicated than it has to be. The financial system
and the economy never fully recovered from the 2008 crisis. Since then, 
rates have gone lower and stock and bond prices higher. Now, we have a 
giant equity bubble, a giant bond bubble, and a financial culture engaged 
in historic speculation on entirely new types of assets (cryptos, for 
example)...”

https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/authors/dan-denning/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/an-early-boost-for-the-trade-of-the-decade/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/an-early-boost-for-the-trade-of-the-decade/
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Newsroom In 2018, New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo called for former New 
York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman's resignation over misconduct 
allegations made against him. CNN's Pamela Brown says based on his 
past statements, Cuomo is not following his own advice. Source: CNN 
[ Oh no, say it aint so Frodo Cuomo.]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

Joe McPartland
It's our year, Cat!
Al Peia
Cat:
I'll give that an outmoded 'Right On!'; but actually, that song was a hit 
when we were at 'the pad' in North Bergen. I'll take it!

• Joe McPartland  
Speaking of the pad, a couple of clubs were mentioned in the We Were 
Teens in No. Jersey In the '60s group. The Cuss from Hoe and The Joint 
In the Woods. I had completely forgotten those names.

Al Peia
The Cuss from Hoe I remember; then, that local disco thing at 'The 
Binghamton' (on the water); pretty cool. 

• Al Peia  
The 'Soap Factory' was a very 'most excellent' hawking venue ... usually 
preceded by some Bowie, etc..

Joe McPartland
Yep, Binghampton and The Soap Factory really were unique venues. Kind 
of a rush just to enter them - they were alternate realities. The Bicycle 
Club was ordinary but had a certain appeal.

Al Peia
Then 'The Collage' and 'Jackie Collage' who I knew. But, I must say, I 

https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0NTQ5NzU0NjkxNzA2NzY3XzQ1NjI2NzMzNTA0MTQ5MDE%3D&__cft__[0]=AZUigzxdCfdJ4Z6dc1y3DAh_8HrW5YvTKxa7_2b2D4I3rGrmFqC-g1XkCZD0rFR6a5ptx8XkpweYyVJO9Z5ybkxfhutyU_8ae4VEOnHKmn2U4S7SNVXpkQ9W43R3oWSqI3hUx-bIPpMdKsTORCSicjTIrni41ii4wG5L5ljiR1bOrw&__tn__=R]-R
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0NTQ5NzU0NjkxNzA2NzY3XzQ1NjI2NjUzNzM3NDkwMzI%3D&__cft__[0]=AZUigzxdCfdJ4Z6dc1y3DAh_8HrW5YvTKxa7_2b2D4I3rGrmFqC-g1XkCZD0rFR6a5ptx8XkpweYyVJO9Z5ybkxfhutyU_8ae4VEOnHKmn2U4S7SNVXpkQ9W43R3oWSqI3hUx-bIPpMdKsTORCSicjTIrni41ii4wG5L5ljiR1bOrw&__tn__=R]-R
https://www.facebook.com/joe.mcpartland.58?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0NTQ5NzU0NjkxNzA2NzY3XzQ1NjI2NTE0MDA0MTcwOTY%3D&__cft__[0]=AZUigzxdCfdJ4Z6dc1y3DAh_8HrW5YvTKxa7_2b2D4I3rGrmFqC-g1XkCZD0rFR6a5ptx8XkpweYyVJO9Z5ybkxfhutyU_8ae4VEOnHKmn2U4S7SNVXpkQ9W43R3oWSqI3hUx-bIPpMdKsTORCSicjTIrni41ii4wG5L5ljiR1bOrw&__tn__=R]-R
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0NTQ5NzU0NjkxNzA2NzY3XzQ1NjI2MjMyMDcwODY1ODI%3D&__cft__[0]=AZUigzxdCfdJ4Z6dc1y3DAh_8HrW5YvTKxa7_2b2D4I3rGrmFqC-g1XkCZD0rFR6a5ptx8XkpweYyVJO9Z5ybkxfhutyU_8ae4VEOnHKmn2U4S7SNVXpkQ9W43R3oWSqI3hUx-bIPpMdKsTORCSicjTIrni41ii4wG5L5ljiR1bOrw&__tn__=R]-R
https://www.facebook.com/joe.mcpartland.58?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0NTQ5NzU0NjkxNzA2NzY3XzQ1NjI1NjkzNzA0MjUyOTk%3D&__cft__[0]=AZUigzxdCfdJ4Z6dc1y3DAh_8HrW5YvTKxa7_2b2D4I3rGrmFqC-g1XkCZD0rFR6a5ptx8XkpweYyVJO9Z5ybkxfhutyU_8ae4VEOnHKmn2U4S7SNVXpkQ9W43R3oWSqI3hUx-bIPpMdKsTORCSicjTIrni41ii4wG5L5ljiR1bOrw&__tn__=R]-R
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0vcCIeRQVtcJxNy0RKYIr3IO-yPlAfn5UDPV0Rtfwb1AhnblE_7XBnWc8&h=AT2ekX9ij0we6hLMc0oXk3caFhts3ptiw3JWKHtGNefGaqyNB8RKVvF547DvAYaAJ7qNT1Dweqeu88RLfdZz9jdfxgRnCk4oHhjRVd2tUqb4yptdUVJB_xUjpX7TSbQCSGuKCdE7cVzy_WViii3P&__tn__=R]-R&c[0]=AT2Q6NrYzX_B_18jDKbYdehVJNyh9i3rTZUT9AXFExTKu5Uri1BOjDlh-YvY29lB9gXjfoqQ-ifIxpdGDR2CRMB1JViio9CWUCNEjgafB1fUzn86T9T9RjqGq9KMxUO9xe2kojdQZ8sXSiKbLB2PFUIvSz5if46unN3G8vf9mARIIfYsHcW6EtE8M5uI4gSh_YG-N_TFrLXjWw
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8
http://www.cnn.com/
http://www.cnn.com/profiles/pamela-brown-profile
http://www.cnn.com/2018/05/07/politics/eric-schneiderman-violence-allegations/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2018/05/07/politics/eric-schneiderman-violence-allegations/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/shows/newsroom


was impressed by that attractive blond who had a serious crush on Paul 
Boungiorno (if I remember correctly, and worked at the Post Office-I was 
a bit surprised he didn't hook up with her). Then, as well, John 
Friedlander (labeled me a 'hatchet man'-very funny), Pete Sulick, etc..

Al Peia
Yes; reminiscing, 'The Bike' was a very expedient hawking/scoring, 
bottom line place.

I didn't take friedlander's remark as a slight inasmuch he was hardly a 
font of credible criticism; though (I recall) recently married, friedlander 
related to you his unrequited sexual fantasy that we both considered at 
once to be odd and somewhat disgusting. The Jade, yielded but two 
"rendezvous" with destiny for me. But you may recall my liason with local
girl Lorraine (you with her friend-at the pad) from The Bike, whose 
preoccupation with me "getting saved" would have left me no opportunity
to save her (she confided in me the 
source/underlying/repressed/psychological reason for her intense 
religiosity, a confidence to this day despite time and defacto anonymity I 
would not breach).

Hey, how about when I was living at the shore, you came down to visit for
the week, we went hawking on the boards; met on the boards, and 
subsequently off the boards, two groups of hippies; viz., barefoot Barbie 
Love, Dodd with his dance, and three others. Then later, you feigning a 
"bad trip", got sincere help from (experienced with such things) Eddie as 
we spent time with his hippie (attractive) housemates, from Garfield, NJ, 
who boasted friendship/acquaintances 'The Rascals', Eddie Brigati, Felix 
Cavilieri.

John Hohmann (aka ‘The Fox’), how are you, and (last info) how’s Roger 
(the coach), Jimmy (your brother), and Matt (Tydor)? Walmart’s a great 
company. Let me be clear at the outset; trump is a longtime enemy of 
mine, and from direct observation and experience a mentally ill 
mobster/criminal and total fraud/deceiver who, if not for an Act of God 
(the plague) would have been reelected quite handily. trump’s 
done/finished and I’m overjoyed by that fact. That said, what say you old 
teammate? 



John Hohmann
I just got in contact w/ Bobcat/ Joe mcPartland. Roger is older, retired 
and fading a bit, jimmy has cut ties w/ just about all, Tydor . is on your 
coast but not in contact, in contact w// a good bit of the hall of fame 
terrace crew, Nabil as well. Thnx for responding. As far as political 
presences are concerned I have found that the bonds forged as fellow 
combatants are far stronger than those differences. Heard you’ve worked
w/ some in Hollywood, my uncle John Eilhardt has been a SAG attorney 
for some time perhaps you know of him?, I’ll let Bobcat know you’re on 
FB

•  · 
Reply

•  · 9w

•

Al Peia
Not really; it's been a struggle toward resolution which I fully expect to 
be forthcoming soon. 

An 83-year-old Asian American woman was spit on, punched in the nose, 
and knocked unconscious in an unprovoked attack 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/83-old-asian-american-woman-

003132581.html [But Ann, this NewYork perp isn’t black …]

YAHOO World Associated Press

Israeli settlers attack Palestinian family in West Bank 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/israeli-settlers-attack-palestinian-family-
135208839.html 

A group of Israeli settlers attacked a Palestinian family on Saturday near 
a settlement outpost in the occupied West Bank, an Israeli rights group 
said. Family members were heard screaming at the settlers, and 
subsequent pictures showed the father, Sa’id Alayan, carried on a 
stretcher with a bloodied, bandaged face. Sa’id was
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SICK: CUOMO LOYALIST USING VAX FOR LEVERAGE? 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/reports-ny-gov-cuomos-vaccine-czar-
made-concerning-calls-to-gauge-loyalty_n_604e6cf5c5b65bed87db7a08 

DRUDGEREPORT
GERMANY, FRANCE, ITALY HALT COVID VAX OVER BLOOD CLOT FEARS 
SHOT BAN IN 17 NATIONS 
Brawl over members getting vaccinated riles Congress...
Regular boosters are future, top genome expert says... 
Prison guards refusing jabs despite outbreaks...
NOT AGAIN! Third wave sweeps across EU and forces new restrictions...
Duke Orders Quarantine After Fraternities Fuel Outbreak... 
Pope warns mankind faces second 'great flood'...
Apocalyptic locust plague turns sky black as swarms ravage Middle 
East... 

Bonner https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/taking-stock-
of-the-1-9-trillion-covid-19-stimulus-package/ 

“...No, there’s no theoretical reason to think that real output can be replaced 
with fake money.

No, there’s no example in history where money-printing has proven 
successful at creating sustained, real economic growth and prosperity.

No, there’s no way to stop the money-printing. Households, businesses, 
and the government now rely on it.

No, there’s no painless way to return to normal interest rates and normal 
fiscal/monetary policies.

No, there’s no plausible reason to think that this won’t end in disaster, 
just like every other episode of runaway money-printing in history...”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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1. New Jersey [ We’re Number One! ]

Al Peia
The 'Soap Factory' was a very 'most excellent' hawking venue ... usually 
preceded by some Bowie, etc..

• Joe McPartland  
Yep, Binghampton and The Soap Factory really were unique venues. Kind 
of a rush just to enter them - they were alternate realities. The Bicycle 
Club was ordinary but had a certain appeal.

• Al Peia  
Then 'The Collage' and 'Jackie Collage' who I knew. But, I must say, I 
was impressed by that attractive blond (invariably at the Collage) who 
had a serious crush on Paul Boungiorno and (if I remember correctly, 
worked at the Post Office-assumed she did delivery, all that walking, 
which contributed to her great physical shape -I was a bit surprised he 
didn't hook up with her). Then, as well, John Friedlander (labeled me a 
'hatchet man'-very funny), Pete Sulick, etc..

• Al Peia  
Yes; reminiscing, 'The Bike' was a very expedient hawking/scoring, 
bottom line place.

• Joe McPartland  
I don't remember Paulie's blonde, at the PO. I'll ask Iggy for a name. And 
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Friedlander! He was one wise-ass remark away from you picking him up 
and bodyslamming him at the Jade Fountain on Rte 17.

• Al Peia  
I didn't take friedlander's remark as a slight inasmuch he was hardly a 
font of credible criticism; though (I recall) recently married, friedlander 
related to you his unrequited sexual fantasy that we both considered at 
once to be odd and somewhat disgusting. The Jade, yielded but two 
"rendezvous" with destiny for me. But you may recall my liason with local
girl Lorraine (you with her friend-at the pad) from The Bike, whose 
preoccupation with me "getting saved" would have left me no opportunity
to save her (she confided in me the 
source/underlying/repressed/psychological reason for her intense 
religiosity, a confidence to this day despite time and defacto anonymity I 
would not breach).

• Al Peia  
Hey, how about when I was living at the shore, you came down to visit for
the week, we went hawking on the boards; met on the boards, and 
subsequently off the boards, two groups of hippies; viz., barefoot Barbie 
Love, Dodd with his dance, and three others. Then later, you feigning a 
"bad trip", got sincere help from (experienced with such things) Eddie as 
we spent time with his hippie (attractive) housemates, from Garfield, NJ, 
who boasted friendship/acquaintances 'The Rascals', Eddie Brigati, Felix 
Cavilieri.

• Joe McPartland  
Hah - Dodd - nutty. I remember us hitting the shore in your Vette. Plus 
both of your shore pads - Seaside, right on the beach and I considered 
Burnt Tavern Manor to be a Shore launching pad. We watched a wild band
at the Osprey one night that really got my attention. It was Twisted Sister
before they became famous. I think that was the year that a bunch of 
your friends had a house rental up the street. Maybe it was Eggy? There 
were 2 sisters there, one brunette named Karen and her lighter haired 
sister - can't remember her name but think that you had a romantic 
involvement with her. 

Al Peia
Dodd, do your dance, they said; and he did. Barefoot Barbie Love, in her 
quintessential hippie gown/dress, pleasurized to meet us, had an impact 
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on me and found her way into the following treatment (never got made): 
http://albertpeia.com/SILICON%20VALLEY%20GIRL.htm 

ALBERTPEIA.COM
SILICON VALLEY GIRL : treatment for a screenplay by Albert L Peia

• Al Peia  
Yes, the Agnew girls; but, not really. Manasquan, The Osprey, Richard 
Meola's family bought there; we (Eggy, Wal, Stuart, and me, up to the 
time I bought) rented. Properties fallen to typical jersey (and new 
york/connecticut multi-ethnic including jewish mob) but predominantly 
guinea mob corruption that was protected by the feds, including trump's 
participation. This may sound like a wild boast but I fully expect the 
government to make good on the damages. Owing to the nature of the 
RICO Statute, such outrageous corrupt acts that included literally my 
waking up to find my mother removed from the west orange new jersey 
property leaving everything, including her car behind, is not incorporated 
in the damages I fully expect for what is a testament to american fraud, 
coast to coast. The pressure was constant and I had gotten a general 
power of attorney on her behalf which of course they violated. Jersey is a
shit hole; and, quite frankly, new york, not far behind.
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Cat, I'm taking our conversation over here for privacy - if that exists in 
the world of Zuckerberg. I knew you were being harassed and Marianne 
Trump had worked against you. We didn't talk too many of the details so I
had no idea how extensively. And doing that to your Mom? Horrible! I feel 
bad that you have had to endure this for all of these years - more than 
half of your lifetime. I pray that it is finally resolved in your favor and you 
have peace. I had another friend who was singled out. After raiding his 
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home, including a helicopter, they took it into the courts and they took 
everything he owned. I'm not sure who is behind the curtain, pulling the 
strings. All I know is that some bad people are in the deep state. When 
you started representing the bus company, the corruption in AC was at 
it's peak - it was known but everyone looked the other way. The line 
between law and criminal activity was blurred. What a burden to have to 
carry. Your life was tough enough growing up having lost your Dad so 
young. I'm almost crying now but gonna switch over to prayer mode. Love
you, my Brother! 

DRUDGEREPORT
Cuomo Big 'Hands' Brag Comes Under Fire... 
Accuser says he was physically 'aroused' when he hugged her... [ Oh no, 
say it aint so frodo cuomo.]

Trump: Do small hands equal small penis, or a myth? - CNN

www.cnn.com › 2016/03/08 › health › trump-small-hand..
Donald Trump does have small hands, here is proof
YouTube     · CNN  

[ You can’t make this s**t up. america is so PATHETIC! ]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

FALL FROM GRACE Cuomo and Trump shared a dark and kindred spirit. 
The secret's out. https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/cuomo-s-inner-trump-
full-display-he-refuses-resign-n1261171?icid=msd_topgrid 

[Frodo cuomo’s inner trump; Queens new york mob men; and don’t forget 
now arkansas hillbillies epstein bros clintons …]

SHOCK DATA: NEARLY  4,000   ANTI-ASIAN INCIDENTS IN PAST YEAR   
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/anti-asian-racism-covid-
19_n_6050afe4c5b6ce1016422d47 [Asians are just too wise, smart, 
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hardworking, competent, civilized for the unciviized, meaningfully lawless
bulls**t americans.]

Experts warn a new variant with a 64% higher fatality risk is about to 
become dominant in America https://www.cnn.com/2021/03/16/health/us-
coronavirus-tuesday/index.html 

Newsom just tried to shove Feinstein out the door 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/03/16/politics/gavin-newsom-dianne-feinstein-
senate/index.html [Well, the best you can say about feinstein is that she’s
already retired in office; she doesn’t do anything (my experience)(and the 
documented dementia). California better wake up and get back to the 
future with Newsom!

Republicans Crawl Back To Trump 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/republicans-crawl-back-to-
trump_n_6040e8d7e4b0fe9573d7562a [Pathetic beyond words!]

Former DHS official says Russia has been 'successful in helping us 
crumble' https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/elizabeth-
neumann-says-russia-has-been-successful-in-helping-us-crumble-
108182597527 Former Assistant Secretary of Counterterrorism and 
Threat Prevention at DHS Elizabeth Neumann and former White House 
Press Secretary Robert Gibbs react to new U.S. intel assessments 
concluding Russia sought to denigrate Biden and help Trump in the 2020 
election 

Russian agent who met with Trump campaign chief in 2016 named in new
2020 intel report 

DRUDGEREPORT
COVID SURGE IN EU FLASHES WARNING FOR USA 
https://apnews.com/article/europe-coronavirus-surge-cautionary-tale-for-
us-051e996d5b7e31711bb741e2f9ba724f 
BRAZIL RECORD CASES

https://news.trust.org/item/20210317201244-9fgd3
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PARIS FACES WEEKEND LOCKDOWN 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/
bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6 

So I’m not accused of racism, let me include obama (so called “man of 
the people”- bulls**t!) as follows:
eric holder is a corrupt piece of s**t!
obama/holder … Remember those guys? [To be fair and balanced, there’s 
also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in the 
factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric Holder 
spent six years as attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks for 
their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives behind bars. Now, 
he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense firm, making 
millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid criminal 
consequences. Worse, it was just reported that the firm, Covington & 
Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder awaiting his
return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5 million 
condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions about 
how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his old 
firm even while it continued to represent companies under Department of
Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a future job offer, 
that alone could violate criminal laws. …”
america is a total fraud!

YAHOO U.S. Associated Press Trump's taxes in hand, Manhattan DA's probe 
heats up https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/trumps-taxes-hand-
manhattan-das-224651473.html With former President Donald Trump’s tax 
returns finally in hand, a team of New York prosecutors led by a newly hired 
former mob-buster is sending out fresh subpoenas and meeting face-to-face 
with key witnesses, scrutinizing Trump's business practices in granular detail. 
Amid the swirl of activity, the Manhattan district attorney's office is scheduled 
Friday to meet again with Trump's longtime former personal lawyer Michael 
Cohen, according to a person familiar with the investigation. It would be the 
eighth time he has spoken with investigators working for District Attorney 
Cyrus R. Vance Jr., dating to Cohen's time in federal prison for tax evasion and 
campaign finance violations.

Miracles
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ugxsSll0MPA&list=RDI57hkclh3kk&index=39 

DRUDGEREPORT
COVID SURGE EU FLASHES WARNING USA
INFECTION SPIKE IN 14 STATES https://www.cnn.com/2021/03/18/health/
us-coronavirus-thursday/index.html 
BRAZIL CASES RAGE
WHEN WILL IT END? 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/
bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

3-18-21
Market Update for Thursday - March 18th, 2021
Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:
MARKETS
arrow down S&P 500 3916 -59 -1.5%
arrow down Dow 32862 -153 -0.5%
arrow down Nasdaq 12789 -413 -3.1%
arrow down Crude Oil 59.61 -5 -7.7%
arrow up Gold 1734.6 +7.5 +0.4%

• Stocks finished the day lower with the NASDAQ suffering a 3.1% loss.
• Weekly Jobless Claims came in worse than expected with 770,000 

Americans filing for unemployment for the first time last week. Analysts 
expected 700,000 claims.

• The focus remains on interest rates. And today the 10-year yield hit the 
highest level its been in 14 months. This puts pressure on stocks, 
specifically tech, because it makes it more expensive for companies to 
borrow money.

• Apple (AAPL) and Amazon (AMZN) were down 3.4%. And Netfllx (NFLX) 
lost 3.8%.

• Electric car companies took a hit today. Tesla (TSLA) lost 6.9% and Nio 
(NIO) dropped 7.0%.

• With rising interest rates bank stocks did well. Bank of America (BAC) 
rallied 2.6%, JPMorgan Chase (JPM) was up 1.7%, and Wells Fargo (WFC) 
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finished with a 2.4% gain.

Colbert Shows How Trump’s Racist Lies Led To Mass Shooting In 
Damning Supercut 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/stephen-colbert-trump-
racist_n_60543332c5b6bd95117c2277 

DRUDGEREPORT
Robot doctors take over hospital to reduce Covid spread... 
https://nypost.com/2021/03/19/mit-robot-doctors-see-patients-fight-spread-
of-covid-19/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

DRUDGEREPORT
REPORT: Cuomo joked he wanted to 'mount' female staffer like a dog... 

https://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/new-york-elections-
government/ny-new-yorker-ronan-farrow-lindsey-boylan-cuomo-20210319-
oaxbupmmnfa3vehdgfh52rdgzy-story.html 

[ So suave...You can’t make this s**t up. america is so PATHETIC! ]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

I’m for Gavin Newsom vis-a-vis the recall (I believe Californians' 
disinclination for self-destruction will prevail); and, I'm for Gavin Newsom
as future President. I have yet to be wrong about such things.

http://albertpeia.com 
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ROCKWELLTRADING.COM https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wBpWBOl-XIs 
Market Update for Friday - March 19th, 2021
Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:
MARKETS
arrow down S&P 500 3913 -2 -0.1%
arrow down Dow 32628 -234 -0.7%
arrow up Nasdaq 12867 +78 +0.6%
arrow up Crude Oil 61.51 +1.45 +2.4%
arrow up Gold 1743.9 +11.4 +0.7%
Today's Highlights:

• Stocks finished mixed today. The S&P and DOW finished lower but 
the NASDAQ ended with a 0.6% gain. With today’s loss the DOW 
snapped a 2-week win streak.

• Yesterday’s bank winners were today’s losers after the Fed said that
it will let the Supplementary Leverage Ratio (SLR) exemption expire 
on March 31. When this temporary exemption expires, banks could 
be forced to raise more capital. Bank of America (BAC) lost 1.1% and
Wells Fargo (WFC) was down 2.9%.

• FedEx (FDX) was a big winner today, rallying 6.1%. The move came 
after better than expected earnings and a record holiday quarter.

• Visa (V) lost 6.1% today after news that the Justice Department is 
looking into the company’s debit card business. The investigation 
focuses on network fees and the possibility that Visa purposely 
routed merchant transactions to more expensive networks over less
expensive ones in order to collect more fees.

• Nike (NKE) was also a loser, dropping 4.0% after worse than 
expected earnings tied to shipping concerns.

CRUZ TO REPUBLICANS: LIMIT VOTING AT ALL COSTS 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/cruz-gop-voter-
restrictions_n_6056156ac5b6f12839d4a16c [ Well, there you go; nothing 
more to see or say here… Sounds like a plan … PATHETIC! ]

Murder Rate Remains Elevated as New Crime Reporting System Begins
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/16/upshot/murder-rate-usa.html?
action=click&module=Well&pgtype=Homepage&section=The%20Upshot 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/16/upshot/murder-rate-usa.html?action=click&module=Well&pgtype=Homepage&section=The%20Upshot
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/16/upshot/murder-rate-usa.html?action=click&module=Well&pgtype=Homepage&section=The%20Upshot
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/16/upshot/murder-rate-usa.html?action=click&module=Well&pgtype=Homepage&section=The%20Upshot
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/cruz-gop-voter-restrictions_n_6056156ac5b6f12839d4a16c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/cruz-gop-voter-restrictions_n_6056156ac5b6f12839d4a16c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/cruz-gop-voter-restrictions_n_6056156ac5b6f12839d4a16c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wBpWBOl-XIs


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

TRUE!
But first: https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=3012872628940092 Yes, 
Joe, Kamala, Nancy, Democrats, Republicans, et al., states especially 
new york, new jersey, connecticut, florida, virginia, america among other 
nations, knew about mentally ill mobster/criminal trump including as 
pertains to my own scenario corruptly handled, covered up and which 
now must be resolved as, ie., set forth in my RICO case summary to the 
FBI per their request 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
without lies/subterfuge/excuses. 

http://albertpeia.com 
america is a total fraud! 

DRUDGEREPORT
Covid cases rise across more than half of USA… 
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/03/22/covid-cases-rise-across-more-than-half-
of-the-us-as-country-races-to-vaccinate.html 
NJ leads nation in new positive tests… 
https://www.nj.com/coronavirus/2021/03/nj-reports-28-covid-deaths-2608-
cases-as-state-leads-nation-in-new-positive-tests.html New Jersey [ We’re
Number One! ]
Pauses Further Reopenings... 
THE STATES WHERE AMERICANS DON'T WANT TO LIVE ANYMORE 
[ Jersey/NewYork guineas, urine/feces, Numbers 1 & 2 … Bravo! ] https://
moneywise.com/a/ch-b/americans-abandon-states/p-21?t=The%20States
%20Where%20Americans%20Don%27t%20Want%20To%20Live
%20Anymore&hero=2021031012513905002052849053&rev_campaign_id=
809113&fbclid=IwAR131UZ5g_B5Gia4vF0pmLpoSXGDfx4aTGAr_ZqJO8rH
Kgvmgq8W1j3owJg 
1. New Jersey [ We’re Number One! ]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fmoneywise.com%2Fa%2Fch-b%2Famericans-abandon-states%2Fp-21%3Ft%3DThe%2520States%2520Where%2520Americans%2520Don't%2520Want%2520To%2520Live%2520Anymore%26hero%3D2021031012513905002052849053%26rev_campaign_id%3D809113%26fbclid%3DIwAR30ZdkeZfPbEo3maJis0frfYUwr4Godv5f-_O1QpIN4ZQG8McELrCKdUqo&h=AT1yHrl11Zs3H0rrMsfsqTQPZyhM4-GnrVy144VEPbA6qxv0f2VgL1ZVS2Pv6eA0KRjW6APLNem9ySqFmW0MRsg37Zw1DA_jt-KG5me2mp8aE96tNKFU2jt8OAYEu8GOq0nuZr8juUpkn_O0DF74&__tn__=R]-R&c[0]=AT28wGBxG8cf9puIhIdWLFsJWVFqWlpZ3K7XQ0Qc9dwmp_1pz4A4R2SDrkucOEmO5aISYrY9U-T0429irt7EZc7A_U3PqQnqIbDCWsJjKH3_R_hnyW8Ah5V9J_4ZdB5oeA7r5cm0JYT9qWdjfGGdBqFhHk1Q_t2KyakylEAgFFTYZMKevmdWvhxP
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fmoneywise.com%2Fa%2Fch-b%2Famericans-abandon-states%2Fp-21%3Ft%3DThe%2520States%2520Where%2520Americans%2520Don't%2520Want%2520To%2520Live%2520Anymore%26hero%3D2021031012513905002052849053%26rev_campaign_id%3D809113%26fbclid%3DIwAR30ZdkeZfPbEo3maJis0frfYUwr4Godv5f-_O1QpIN4ZQG8McELrCKdUqo&h=AT1yHrl11Zs3H0rrMsfsqTQPZyhM4-GnrVy144VEPbA6qxv0f2VgL1ZVS2Pv6eA0KRjW6APLNem9ySqFmW0MRsg37Zw1DA_jt-KG5me2mp8aE96tNKFU2jt8OAYEu8GOq0nuZr8juUpkn_O0DF74&__tn__=R]-R&c[0]=AT28wGBxG8cf9puIhIdWLFsJWVFqWlpZ3K7XQ0Qc9dwmp_1pz4A4R2SDrkucOEmO5aISYrY9U-T0429irt7EZc7A_U3PqQnqIbDCWsJjKH3_R_hnyW8Ah5V9J_4ZdB5oeA7r5cm0JYT9qWdjfGGdBqFhHk1Q_t2KyakylEAgFFTYZMKevmdWvhxP
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fmoneywise.com%2Fa%2Fch-b%2Famericans-abandon-states%2Fp-21%3Ft%3DThe%2520States%2520Where%2520Americans%2520Don't%2520Want%2520To%2520Live%2520Anymore%26hero%3D2021031012513905002052849053%26rev_campaign_id%3D809113%26fbclid%3DIwAR30ZdkeZfPbEo3maJis0frfYUwr4Godv5f-_O1QpIN4ZQG8McELrCKdUqo&h=AT1yHrl11Zs3H0rrMsfsqTQPZyhM4-GnrVy144VEPbA6qxv0f2VgL1ZVS2Pv6eA0KRjW6APLNem9ySqFmW0MRsg37Zw1DA_jt-KG5me2mp8aE96tNKFU2jt8OAYEu8GOq0nuZr8juUpkn_O0DF74&__tn__=R]-R&c[0]=AT28wGBxG8cf9puIhIdWLFsJWVFqWlpZ3K7XQ0Qc9dwmp_1pz4A4R2SDrkucOEmO5aISYrY9U-T0429irt7EZc7A_U3PqQnqIbDCWsJjKH3_R_hnyW8Ah5V9J_4ZdB5oeA7r5cm0JYT9qWdjfGGdBqFhHk1Q_t2KyakylEAgFFTYZMKevmdWvhxP
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http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

YAHOO U.S. The State 1-year-old dies after she’s bitten on the head by family 
dog, Illinois police say https://www.yahoo.com/news/1-old-dies-she-bitten-
173706925.html She had celebrated her first birthday the week before.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

Bonds & Big-Tech Bid, Banks & Bitcoin Break As 
Dollar Dumps

by Tyler Durden
Monday, Mar 22, 2021 - 04:00 PM

Big-tech was aggressively bid from the second the cash market opened (and that dragged the S&P, and The 
Dow, along due to the weightings). Small Caps were slammed (the last hour saw weakness once again)...

Nasdaq had its best day vs Small Caps since the vaccine headlines in early November (but stalled at recent 
resistance)...

Source: Bloomberg

Who could have seen that coming (again)?

Tech was best as banks were a bust...

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/another-mega-short-squeeze-deck
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0vcCIeRQVtcJxNy0RKYIr3IO-yPlAfn5UDPV0Rtfwb1AhnblE_7XBnWc8&h=AT2ekX9ij0we6hLMc0oXk3caFhts3ptiw3JWKHtGNefGaqyNB8RKVvF547DvAYaAJ7qNT1Dweqeu88RLfdZz9jdfxgRnCk4oHhjRVd2tUqb4yptdUVJB_xUjpX7TSbQCSGuKCdE7cVzy_WViii3P&__tn__=R]-R&c[0]=AT2Q6NrYzX_B_18jDKbYdehVJNyh9i3rTZUT9AXFExTKu5Uri1BOjDlh-YvY29lB9gXjfoqQ-ifIxpdGDR2CRMB1JViio9CWUCNEjgafB1fUzn86T9T9RjqGq9KMxUO9xe2kojdQZ8sXSiKbLB2PFUIvSz5if46unN3G8vf9mARIIfYsHcW6EtE8M5uI4gSh_YG-N_TFrLXjWw
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8
https://www.yahoo.com/news/1-old-dies-she-bitten-173706925.html
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0vcCIeRQVtcJxNy0RKYIr3IO-yPlAfn5UDPV0Rtfwb1AhnblE_7XBnWc8&h=AT2ekX9ij0we6hLMc0oXk3caFhts3ptiw3JWKHtGNefGaqyNB8RKVvF547DvAYaAJ7qNT1Dweqeu88RLfdZz9jdfxgRnCk4oHhjRVd2tUqb4yptdUVJB_xUjpX7TSbQCSGuKCdE7cVzy_WViii3P&__tn__=R]-R&c[0]=AT2Q6NrYzX_B_18jDKbYdehVJNyh9i3rTZUT9AXFExTKu5Uri1BOjDlh-YvY29lB9gXjfoqQ-ifIxpdGDR2CRMB1JViio9CWUCNEjgafB1fUzn86T9T9RjqGq9KMxUO9xe2kojdQZ8sXSiKbLB2PFUIvSz5if46unN3G8vf9mARIIfYsHcW6EtE8M5uI4gSh_YG-N_TFrLXjWw
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg


Source: Bloomberg

Biggest daily gain for tech over financials since early Nov election move...

Source: Bloomberg

Remember, the message is clear...

TSLA was turbo thanks to Cathie Wood's 'to the moon' comments (but stalled at technical trend resistance)...

The Nasdaq stalled at its 50DMA...

VIX opened higher this morning and was incessantly smashed lower all day long back below 20...

Details of Biden's potential $3 trillion infrastructure bill leaked but didn't do much for stocks or yields.

Bonds were bid today (during the Asia and US session, but sold during the EU session) with the long-end 
down over 6bps...

Source: Bloomberg

With the 10Y back below 1.70% again (NOTE, we wonder if last week's spike in yields was on rate-locks 
ahead of ORCL's huge issuance just announced)...

Source: Bloomberg

Perhaps Europeans and Japanese are finally piling back into the cheapest Treasury market in 7 years?

Source: Bloomberg

The dollar retraced its losses from The FOMC last week, then dumped...

Source: Bloomberg



The Turkish Lira was clubbed like a baby seal today as Erdogan fired yet another central bank head...

Source: Bloomberg

Fed Chair Powell poured cold water on crypto during a tech innovation summit at BIS (surprising noone).

Source: Bloomberg

Despite a weaker dollar, silver was slammed today, gold and crude flat and copper gained modestly...

Source: Bloomberg

Finally, slightly off-topic, is this a "sell" for America?

Maybe Warren Buffett will reconsider 'never betting against' Uncle Sam?

Goldman: There Is No Bubble, There Is No 
Bubble, There Is No Bubble
by Tyler Durden
Monday, Mar 22, 2021 - 03:40 PM

When the most respected bank in the US feels compelled to publish A 42-page "guide to bubbles and why we
are not in one" in response to what is a clear outpouring of client concerns that we are, in fact, in one we 
repsectfully leave it up to readers to read between the lines and reach the obvious conclusion.

We say that because reading Goldman's actual lines is quite painful: in his (futile) attempt to convince the 
bank's clients that US stocks are not, in fact, in a bubble, Goldman strategist Peter Oppenheimer writes that 
"in recent weeks there have been growing concerns about a bubble building up in the equity market and 
across financial markets in general" before eventually concluding that "while there are pockets of excessive 
valuations in equities, and parts of the market are justifiably de-rating as interest rates adjust, in our 
assessment only a few of these common characteristics are currently present or being partially met. 
Importantly, the absence of significant leverage (outside of the government sector) and the early stage of the 
cycle suggest that the risks of an imminent bubble with systemic risks to the financial system and economies 
is relatively low."

The Goldman strategist was kind enough to remind readers that it's not just a figment of their imagination 
that things are bubble, as just one month ago China’s top banking regulator Guo Shuging, Chairman of the 



Banking and Insurance Regulatory commission/party secretary of the central bank, said he was "very 
worried" about "emerging from bubbles in global financial markets and the nation’s property sector...
Bubbles in US and European markets could burst because their rallies are heading in the opposite direction of
their underlying economies and will have to face corrections sooner or later,”

To counter the Chinese concern, Oppenheimer shows that while internet searches for the word financial 
bubble are rising, they are not at the levels that were seen in the run-up to the financial crisis (because google
trends are more important than valuation metrics in the reddit age, perhaps).

So how does Goldman assess and measure the risk of a bubble - especially if the bank's apriori conviction is 
that there is no bubble -  and is evidence of sharply rising asset prices and signs of speculative behavior the 
same as a bubble?

Well, the easiest thing one can do is look at history: here, as Goldman writes, despite widely varying 
economic conditions and social and political environments, history is littered with examples of bubbles. 
Some have had a broader and more far-reaching impact on the broader economy than others. Among the 
most notable broad-based bubbles that created significant economic consequences were:

• 1630s – The Tulip Mania in Holland

• 1720 – The South Sea Bubble in the UK, and the Mississippi Bubble in France

• 1790s – The Canal Mania in the UK

• 1840s – The Railway Bubble in the UK

• 1873 – The Railway Bubble in the US

• 1920s – The Stock Market Boom in the US

• 1980s – The Land and Stock Bubble in Japan

• 1990s – The Technology Bubble, Global

• 2007 – The Housing / Banking Bubble in the US (and Europe)

Here, Goldman generously inserts a chart...

... which is pretty and all, yet inexplicably fails to shot the biggest bubble of all - that of central bank 
balance sheets. Maybe they just forgot, or they simply think their clients are all idiots, and as long as nobody
mentions the $64 trillion elephant in the room, nobody will care.

But wait, it gets even dumber, because in the very next attempt to refute the existence of a bubble, Goldman 
says that there are only "a few" consistent hallmarks of financial bubbles, with the majority "characterized by
many, if not most, of the following":

1. Excessive price appreciation & extreme valuations



2. New valuation approaches justified

3. Increased market concentration

4. Frantic speculation and investor flows

5. Easy credit, low rates & rising leverage

6. Booming corporate activity

7. New Era narrative and technology innovations

8. Late Cycle economic boom

9. The emergence of accounting scandals and irregularities

Hilariously, despite admitting that there are bubble signs of 7 out of 9 categories, Goldman claims there has 
been no emergence of accounting scandals and irregularities..

... even though it was Goldman itself that recently participated in the biggest sovereign bribery scandal 
of all time (Malaysia's 1MDB sovereign money laundering fund) where Goldman ended up paying $3 billion
for its orchestration of this massive corruption scandal.

If we had to summarize Goldman's thesis it would be that while pockets of exuberance and excessive price 
rises increase, they do not necessarily mean that a broader and systemically dangerous bubble is forming 
more broadly.

• In the S&P 500 -- the best- performing of the major equity markets -- the rise of the past few years 
has been impressive, particularly in technology, but it’s not nearly as extreme as the explosive rise 
that accrued during the late 1990s

• Fundamental EPS for the leading technology companies and for the more widely owned retail stocks 
have significantly outstripped those of the rest of the market, so outperformance has been supported 
by superior growth and fundamentals

• The rally has been based on achieved reality, not purely on hope and possibility (Goldman must be 
referring to the 21x forward PE multiple here which is based on some form of "achieved" future 
reality).

• While high valuations imply lower longer- term returns, they don’t point to a broad-based valuation 
bubble in equity markets

In any case, it was around point that we gave up on reading more of this drivel, and sent our condolences to 
the junior analysts who had to work a soul-crushing 100 hours a week (even though there are millions of 25-
year-olds who would kill to work 200 hour weeks for half the pay of a Goldman analyst) to put this together.

That said, there is much more in the full 42-page report (available to professional subs in the usual place), but
Goldman's goalseeked conclusion - in case it wasn't obvious - is that while there are signs of complacency 
and heightened optimism, the fundamental factors that drive the market and the early stage of the economic 
cycle would suggest a bubble or bear market are far away."

https://www.zerohedge.com/premium
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-54597256


While there are pockets of excessive valuations in equities, and parts of the market are justifiably 
de-rating as interest rates adjust, in our assessment only a few of these common characteristics 
are currently present or being partially met. Importantly, the absence of significant leverage 
(outside of the government sector) and the early stage of the cycle suggest that the risks of an 
imminent bubble with systemic risks to the financial system and economies is relatively low.

Translation: there is a bubble, and it is the biggest Wall Street has ever seen, which is also why the current 
distribution phase which always takes place before the rug is pulled from under the market, is the biggest 
anyone has ever seen.

DRUDGEREPORT
AT LEAST 10 DEAD IN BOULDER RAMPAGE 
COP KILLED 
SHOPPERS SCRAMBLE https://apnews.com/article/shootings-colorado-
74ad3bbbe6dea7e9122b946e22b1cef3 

HUFFPOST
GROCERY MASS SHOOTING: 10 DEAD IN CO 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/police-boulder-colorado-active-shooter-
supermarket_n_60590410c5b6bd95117f2f90 

Barn cats are the homesteading partners you didn't know you need 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/barn-cats-homesteading-partners-didnt-
113200499.html Apr. 2—When it comes to natural rodents and other pest 
control on a farm or homestead, few things are more effective than a 
barn cat. While not all felines are cut out to be barn cats, for those that 
prefer the solitary life...

Look what happened to australia (their misguided war on feral cats):
"You Can't Escape The Smell" - Mouse Plague Of Biblical Proportions 
Overruns Eastern Australia https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/you-
cant-escape-smell-mouse-plague-biblical-Proportions-overruns-eastern-
australia 

"At night... the ground is just moving with thousands and thousands of 
mice just running around." 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/you-cant-escape-smell-mouse-plague-biblical-Proportions-overruns-eastern-australia
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/you-cant-escape-smell-mouse-plague-biblical-Proportions-overruns-eastern-australia
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https://apnews.com/article/shootings-colorado-74ad3bbbe6dea7e9122b946e22b1cef3


Shooting Cats: Australia's War on Feral Cats https://youtu.be/gxUTl_xd9u0
[Sick, dumb, penal colonist aussies! ]

YAHOONEWS
Reuters Video Australian farmers suffer devastating mice plague 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/australian-farmers-suffer-devastating-mice-
073501447.html 

"Horrific" Swarms Of Spiders, Snakes Invade Australian Homes Amid 
Devastating Floods

“There were also skinks, ants, basically every insect, crickets – all just 
trying to get away from the flood waters,” WED MAR 24, AT 8:10 PM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

YAHOO Variety Sean Young Says Her Career Was Derailed by Ridley 
Scott, Oliver Stone, Warren Beatty and Others 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/sean-young-says-her-career-
223427214.html [The beautiful Sean Young talks reality (but not just 
Hollywood)]:“...Ever since the movie business began, women have been 
treated as a commodity. There was always someone grabbing you, and I 
just ignored it. I mean, have you taken a look at Harvey Weinstein? How 
the fuck is he gonna get laid unless he has power? Never.”(Very funny!)
...”

“...In my opinion, it’s much more common for show business to attract 
very insecure people. People who need approval. It’s not really known for 
attracting honest, down-to-earth, salt-of-the-earth folks, unless they’re on
the crew.”

https://variety.com/t/harvey-weinstein/
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/sean-young-says-her-career-223427214.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/sean-young-says-her-career-223427214.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/sean-young-says-her-career-223427214.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/sean-young-says-her-career-223427214.html
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0vcCIeRQVtcJxNy0RKYIr3IO-yPlAfn5UDPV0Rtfwb1AhnblE_7XBnWc8&h=AT2ekX9ij0we6hLMc0oXk3caFhts3ptiw3JWKHtGNefGaqyNB8RKVvF547DvAYaAJ7qNT1Dweqeu88RLfdZz9jdfxgRnCk4oHhjRVd2tUqb4yptdUVJB_xUjpX7TSbQCSGuKCdE7cVzy_WViii3P&__tn__=R]-R&c[0]=AT2Q6NrYzX_B_18jDKbYdehVJNyh9i3rTZUT9AXFExTKu5Uri1BOjDlh-YvY29lB9gXjfoqQ-ifIxpdGDR2CRMB1JViio9CWUCNEjgafB1fUzn86T9T9RjqGq9KMxUO9xe2kojdQZ8sXSiKbLB2PFUIvSz5if46unN3G8vf9mARIIfYsHcW6EtE8M5uI4gSh_YG-N_TFrLXjWw
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/horrific-swarms-spiders-snakes-invade-australian-homes-amid-devastating-floods
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/horrific-swarms-spiders-snakes-invade-australian-homes-amid-devastating-floods
https://www.yahoo.com/news/australian-farmers-suffer-devastating-mice-073501447.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/australian-farmers-suffer-devastating-mice-073501447.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/australian-farmers-suffer-devastating-mice-073501447.html
https://youtu.be/gxUTl_xd9u0
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjy9-eq5cfvAhW9GDQIHY49BY4QwqsBMAp6BAgzEAg&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DgxUTl_xd9u0&usg=AOvVaw0CcZOIWSLlw1T_HHqPzLGr


Young said she always felt that she was down-to-earth and 
straightforward with other people, but later realized that she may have 
been perceived as “offensive.”

“That was not my intention,” Young said. “I only got offensive later 
because I started getting pissed off, like, ‘This is serious. This is my 
career. You don’t just blacklist me.’ It’s terrible.”

After co-starring with Young in “The Boost” in 1988, James Woods filed a 
harassment lawsuit against her, which she eventually ended up winning. 
When asked why Woods was so vindictive, she said she learned that a 
rational person will never be able to understand an irrational person.

“I couldn’t wrap my head around it,” Young said. “It was so nutty and 
stupid, and a waste not only of my time but not good for himself. Why 
take all the attention off this movie and put it on this?”

The Daily Beast brought up a 2009 interview between Young and Carl 
Reiner, where Reiner said Young’s reputation had been unfairly smeared 
by a famous director. Asked if that director was Warren Beatty, Young 
said, “Warren was definitely one of them. Steven Spielberg was another.”

When asked if Beatty was “the worst of the bunch,” Young replied, “No… I
think the sleazy or difficult part is that he probably thought he was 
treating me really well. You know what I’m saying? It’s not just Warren — 
it’s across the board. Ever since the movie business began, women have 
been treated as a commodity. There was always someone grabbing you, 
and I just ignored it. I mean, have you taken a look at Harvey Weinstein? 
How the fuck is he gonna get laid unless he has power? Never.”

Back in 2017, Young revealed that Weinstein exposed himself to her 
while working on the 1992 film “Love Crimes,” which was produced by 
Weinstein’s former company, Miramax. She told him, “I really wouldn’t be 
pulling that thing out because it’s really not pretty. Put that little thing 
away.” This is when she said she got a bad reputation for saying no.

“And you have to remember, someone that gross, think of who they really 
are inside,” Young said. “I think his game plan was: ‘Be as powerful as 
possible so I can get laid.’ That’s as simple as most of these plans are for
people. It doesn’t get a lot deeper than that.”

https://variety.com/2017/film/news/sean-young-harvey-weinstein-sexual-harassment-1202595284/
https://variety.com/t/harvey-weinstein/


When asked about the “incredibly aggressive and uncomfortable” love 
scene in “Blade Runner” that Young filmed with Harrison Ford, she said 
director Ridley Scott really wanted to date her, but she never 
reciprocated.

“He started dating the actress who played Zhora, Joanna Cassidy, and I 
felt relieved,” Young said. “And then we do this scene, and I think it was 
Ridley. I think Ridley was like, ‘fuck you.’ I was thinking, ‘Why did this 
have to be like that? What was the point of that?’ and I think it was 
Ridley’s none-too-subtle message that he was getting even with me.”

Young said Scott never hired her again, and when it came to “Blade 
Runner 2049,” the actress was handed a 30-second hologram cameo.

“Wasn’t that so full of shit?” Young said. “And there was nothing I could 
do about it. It was very clear that they knew that the audience would be 
upset that I wasn’t in it, but they didn’t want me to bitch about that 
publicly. So, they paid me some money, made me sign a non-disclosure 
agreement and gave me 30 seconds. And I was like, fine. They did give 
my son Quinn a job on ‘[Blade Runner] 2049’ in visual arts, and I said all 
was forgiven. He’s got great skills.”

Young discussed the time Charlie Sheen wrote the word “cunt” on a 
piece of tape and stuck it on her back while filming “Wall Street” in 1987. 
She said Sheen did a lot of cocaine on set and was “awful.” Additionally, 
she called Oliver Stone “a bastard” for reducing her role after she stuck 
up for Daryl Hannah, who was forced to wear a dress she didn’t feel 
comfortable in...”

What total bulls**t!
The overrated ‘BERTRAND RUSSELL IS SO FULL OF S**T!

Here’s another example:
The acclaimed Bertrand Russell The-Problems-of-Philosophy Problems, 
indeed, so he just avoids the biggest ones; viz., ie., God, religion. 
Definitely overrated. Here’s another example of the overrated Russell: 
Concerning human history - from Titus “In his essay ‘A Free Man’s 
Workshop’ Bertrand Russell says that “man is the product of causes 



which had no prevision of the end they were achieving”. The human 
venture, he says, is the outcome of “accidental collocations of atoms.” 
Consequently, the whole edifice of man’s achievement must eventually 
be “buried beneath the debris of a universe in ruins.” (What total 
bulls**t!). Fortunately, Titus concludes “This is not the prevalent view of 
history and civilization among either philosophers or other students of 
human society.” 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wBpWBOl-XIs 

Market Update for Tuesday - March 23rd, 2021
Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:
…..
Today's Highlights:

• Stocks were sideways for most of the day. But with a sell off in the 
afternoon, stocks finished the day with losses. The DOW led the major 
indices lower, sliding 300 points in the afternoon to end the day with a 
0.9% loss. It was the worst day for the DOW in the last 3 weeks.

• Caterpillar (CAT) led the DOW lower with a 3.4% loss.
• Travel stocks were some of the hardest hit after the World Health 

Organization (WHO) said that most regions in the world are seeing an 
increase in virus cases. To combat the new cases France entered a 
shutdown that began over the weekend. And Germany has decided to 
extend its lockdown until April 18th.

• Carnival (CCL) and Norwegian Cruise Lines (NCLH) suffered losses of more
than 7.0%.

• American Airlines (AAL) lost 6.6% and United Airlines (UAL) dropped 6.8%.
• Today Fed Chair Jerome Powell and Treasury Secretary Yellen 

testified on Capitol Hill, but their testimony did little to move the 
market.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wBpWBOl-XIs


Cat:
I got to the bottom line in jersey; ie., james florio, nj governor was mafia. 
Connie's brother was executed by the mafiosos that be. I'm glad I 
knew/know; and only lament collateral damage to those in the line of fire 
so to speak, but not by choice. This was all government protected stuff; 
hence, trump the mobster president. I have been fortunate in more ways 
than I can recount; but, this compromised amount must be paid and 
should have been resolved by prior administrations as I've set forth. 
Always easy on Reagan who extended a courtesy to me; while pressed in 
mobland jersey, I put $10,000 down on a 5th Ave., Washington Square, 
Village Studio, $78,000, Brodsky Org., wouldn't consummate, nor give my 
money back. Reagan sent a mechanic, broke all the pipes on top of their 



headquarters building. The water was still cascading down as I arrived 
the next day as they were awaiting my arrival with a check for the 10,000
which I used to go to Connecticut (Reagan's GE). If I had to guess, I 
believe trump had a dirty hand in foiling the 5th Ave. Coop deal. I have 
been fortunate to get out with my life. Clinton/Bush/Bush were up to their 
eyeballs in said drug runs and obama/holder just corrupt. You mention 
deep state which exists, to be sure. Yet it's the shallow state (local 
corrupt, multi-ethnic organized crime) falling in line with and carrying out 
deep state policy that perpetuates their grip on governmental and judicial
processes. http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg

Hey Cat:
Some further perspective on how guinealands nj/ny operate (you might 
find this shockingly, melodramatically amusing):
Typical crazy wops; jersey/new york guinea-land american style crazy. 
“..In any case, a prosecutor said later, the hit men, brothers named 
Vincent and Eddie Carini, were shown a piece of paper with only the 
name “Aronwald” on it. They killed the wrong Aronwald. And that wasn’t 
all, a 2003 article in The New York Times reported:
“After the botched assignment, Mr. Cacace had his hit men killed, 
prosecutors said. Then, they added, he had the hit men who had killed 
the hit men killed..”

Andrew Cuomo is the perfect example of why 'good guys' are so 
dangerous https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/how-america-fell-andrew-
cuomo-s-good-guy-performance-n1261495?icid=msd_topgrid [Cuomo? 
Good guy? What parallel universe are they living in. PATHETIC!]

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wBpWBOl-
XIs 

Market Update for Tuesday - March 23rd, 2021

Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:

MARKETS

arrow down S&P 500 3911 -30 -0.8%

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wBpWBOl-XIs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wBpWBOl-XIs
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/how-america-fell-andrew-cuomo-s-good-guy-performance-n1261495?icid=msd_topgrid
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/how-america-fell-andrew-cuomo-s-good-guy-performance-n1261495?icid=msd_topgrid
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/how-america-fell-andrew-cuomo-s-good-guy-performance-n1261495?icid=msd_topgrid
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/how-america-fell-andrew-cuomo-s-good-guy-performance-n1261495?icid=msd_topgrid
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg?fbclid=IwAR38xtxRvoxcx8O1H5jukOY1MIM7Yung_0yo9-hQlUmi1UKQA5MA7Mldcjc


arrow down DowJones32423 -308 -0.9%

arrow down Nasdaq 13018 -69 -0.5%

arrow down Crude Oil 57.76 -3.80 -6.2%

arrow down Gold 1725.1 -13.0 -0.8%

Today's Highlights:

• Stocks were sideways for most of the day. But with a sell off in the 
afternoon, stocks finished the day with losses. The DOW led the 
major indices lower, sliding 300 points in the afternoon to end the 
day with a 0.9% loss. It was the worst day for the DOW in the last 3 
weeks.

• Caterpillar (CAT) led the DOW lower with a 3.4% loss.

• Travel stocks were some of the hardest hit after the World Health 
Organization (WHO) said that most regions in the world are seeing 
an increase in virus cases. To combat the new cases France entered
a shutdown that began over the weekend. And Germany has decided
to extend its lockdown until April 18th.

• Carnival (CCL) and Norwegian Cruise Lines (NCLH) suffered losses of
more than 7.0%.

• American Airlines (AAL) lost 6.6% and United Airlines (UAL) dropped 
6.8%.

• Today Fed Chair Jerome Powell and Treasury Secretary Yellen 
testified on Capitol Hill, but their testimony did little to move the 
market.

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
MERKEL LOCKDOWN U-TURN...
RARE APOLOGY... PARTY IN 'FREE FALL'...
Boris Johnson credits 'greed' and 'capitalism' for jab success, sparking 
debate... 
With vaccinations rising, religious groups eye bigger gatherings at 
upcoming holidays... 

https://www.chron.com/news/article/With-vaccinations-rising-religious-groups-eye-16048884.php
https://www.chron.com/news/article/With-vaccinations-rising-religious-groups-eye-16048884.php
https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/Boris-Johnson-reportedly-credits-greed-and-16049231.php
https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/Boris-Johnson-reportedly-credits-greed-and-16049231.php
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-germany-politics-idUSKBN2BG1DI
https://apnews.com/article/pandemics-angela-merkel-germany-coronavirus-pandemic-64baf934e39a94e2ef635676b92222cb
https://news.trust.org/item/20210324105529-ah80y
https://drudgereport.com/


CA isn't seeing covid spikes like NY and FL. Can state stave off another 
wave? 
Spring Break outbreak hotspots... 
CHICAGO MAYOR ISSUES NEW WARNING...
ASTRA Jab Faces ANOTHER Setback as Feds Question Trial Data...
Used 'outdated and potentially misleading' data, overstated 
effectiveness… 
Cache of 29 Million Doses in Italy Raises EU Suspicions... 
Carcinogen Found in Hand Sanitizers... 
Brazil's 24-hour deaths surpass 3,000 for first time...
India detects 'double mutant' variant...
Situation worsening everywhere in France… 

ZEROHEDGE.COM https://www.zerohedge.com/ 
Stagflation Strikes As PMIs Signal Slowing Production, Soaring Costs

"The rate of input price inflation was the sharpest since data collection 
began in late-2009....The rate of production growth was the slowest since
last October."

Durable Goods Orders Unexpectedly Tumble In February As Auto 
Shipments Slump

This is the first drop since April and slows the annual gain to +2.3% YoY

• WED MAR 24, AT 5:36 AM

WASHINGTON POST 
Israel is at an impasse again, when what it needs is to end the era of 
Netanyah Opinion by the Editorial Board

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/the-posts-view/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/global-opinions/israel-faces-another-political-impasse-thanks-to-netanyahu/2021/03/24/d6188a88-8cbb-11eb-a730-1b4ed9656258_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/global-opinions/israel-faces-another-political-impasse-thanks-to-netanyahu/2021/03/24/d6188a88-8cbb-11eb-a730-1b4ed9656258_story.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/durable-goods-oders-unexpectedly-tumble-february
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/durable-goods-oders-unexpectedly-tumble-february
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/stagflation-strikes-pmis-signal-slowing-production-soaring-costs
https://www.zerohedge.com/
https://news.trust.org/item/20210324120906-p43e6/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-india-cases/india-detects-double-mutant-coronavirus-variant-in-western-state-idUSKBN2BG1QB
https://www.ibtimes.com/brazils-24-hour-covid-deaths-surpass-3000-first-time-3167886
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/companies/carcinogen-found-in-hand-sanitizers-that-plugged-pandemic-gap/ar-BB1eUO2Q
https://dnyuz.com/2021/03/24/cache-of-29-million-astrazeneca-doses-in-italy-raises-e-u-suspicions/
https://www.chron.com/news/article/AstraZeneca-s-U-S-coronavirus-vaccine-trial-data-16046159.php
https://www.chron.com/news/article/AstraZeneca-s-U-S-coronavirus-vaccine-trial-data-16046159.php
https://apnews.com/article/us-news-coronavirus-pandemic-a98ef616f4e861a4b7568891d06b7da8
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/chicago-headed-in-the-wrong-way-as-younger-adults-drive-uptick-in-covid-19-cases-health-commissioner-warns/ar-BB1eToqj?ocid=uxbndlbing
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/weeks-into-spring-break-adults-under-50-spur-covid-19-rise-in-florida-tourism-hubs/ar-BB1eTnP2?ocid=uxbndlbing
https://news.yahoo.com/california-isnt-seeing-covid-19-172045517.html
https://news.yahoo.com/california-isnt-seeing-covid-19-172045517.html


ROCKWELLTRADING.COM https://www.rockwelltrading.com/ 
Market Update for Wednesday - March 24th, 2021
Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:
MARKETS
arrow down S&P 500 3889 -21 -0.6%
arrow down Dow Jones 32420 -3 -0.01%
arrow down Nasdaq 12799 -219 -1.7%
arrow up Crude Oil 60.86 +3.10 +5.4%
arrow up Gold 1733.1 +8.0 +0.5%
Today's Highlights:

• Stocks opened higher and traded sideways for most of the day. But 
another afternoon slide left the major indices in the red for the 2nd day in 
a row. The NASDAQ was the biggest loser again, down 1.7%.

• Popular “growth stocks” had another rough day of trading. Apple (AAPL) 
lost 2.0%, Facebook (FB) dropped 2.9%, Netfllx (NFLX) slid 2.7%, and 
Tesla (TSLA) was down 4.8%.

• Stock hit session lows after the CDC said that no-sail limits will stay in 
place until November 1st. Cruise lines dropped with Norwegian Cruise 
Lines (NCLH) suffering the most with a 4.9% loss.

• While tech and travel stocks suffered losses, oil stocks did well, backed 
by a Crude Oil (CL) 5.4% gain. Chevron (CVX) rallied 2.7% and Exxon 
(XOM) was up 2.0%.

• Is Gamestop (GME) ready for a new future? The company reported 
worse than expected results in spite of a 175% jump in e-commerce 
last quarter. But the big news is that the company is looking at 
selling equity shares to “fund a transformation” after hiring former 
Amazon and Google exec Jenna Owens as its new CEO. The stock 
dropped 33.8% today with traders expecting more from the call.

China Stocks Sending Troubling Message To The World 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-03-25/china-stocks-sending-
troubling-message-world BY kimblecharting A break of 1-year support by 
China ETF, sends a bearish message to stocks around the world

Stock Market Investors Are Doomed When the Markets Correct 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/stock-market-
investors-are-doomed-when-the-markets-correct/ 
Bill Bonner Mar 25, 2021 Bill Bonner's Diary 

https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/authors/bill-bonner/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/stock-market-investors-are-doomed-when-the-markets-correct/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/stock-market-investors-are-doomed-when-the-markets-correct/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/stock-market-investors-are-doomed-when-the-markets-correct/
https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/182769
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-03-25/china-stocks-sending-troubling-message-world
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-03-25/china-stocks-sending-troubling-message-world
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-03-25/china-stocks-sending-troubling-message-world
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/


“….. Impossible Math
We’ve done this math before, but we will return to it.

Imagine that there are 100 million automobiles sold in 2025. And imagine 
that automakers could make $2,000 on each one. That gives us a TOTAL 
POSSIBLE earnings base of $200 billion.

So to make sense of Cathie Wood’s price target of $3 trillion, at a 
reasonable price-to-earnings (P/E) ratio of 15, we also have to imagine 
that Volkswagen, Toyota, Audi… all 14 of the major automakers… 
somehow disappear, along with their 60 popular brands, leaving Tesla 
with 100% of the auto market, rather than just the 1% it has now.

How likely is that? About as likely as Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen 
and Federal Reserve chief Jerome Powell creating a genuine, sustainable
boom.”

Regards,

Bill Bonner

ZeroHedge Cuomo Ordered Health Dept To Prioritize COVID Testing For 
Family Members & Political Allies 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/cuomo-ordered-health-dept-
prioritize-covid-testing-family-members-political-allies 

DRUDGEREPORT Navalny in great pain, fears for life… 
https://abcnews.go.com/International/lawyers-putin-critic-alexey-navalny-
concerned-health-prison/story?id=76673068 
Suffering sleep deprivation 'torture'... 

https://sg.news.yahoo.com/navalny-allies-raise-health-concerns-094544082.html
https://abcnews.go.com/International/lawyers-putin-critic-alexey-navalny-concerned-health-prison/story?id=76673068
https://abcnews.go.com/International/lawyers-putin-critic-alexey-navalny-concerned-health-prison/story?id=76673068
https://abcnews.go.com/International/lawyers-putin-critic-alexey-navalny-concerned-health-prison/story?id=76673068
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/cuomo-ordered-health-dept-prioritize-covid-testing-family-members-political-allies
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/cuomo-ordered-health-dept-prioritize-covid-testing-family-members-political-allies
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/cuomo-ordered-health-dept-prioritize-covid-testing-family-members-political-allies
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/cuomo-ordered-health-dept-prioritize-covid-testing-family-members-political-allies


Delusional Trump Makes Bizarre ‘Hugging And Kissing’ Claim About 
Capitol Riot https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-riot-hugging-and-
kissing_n_605d4982c5b67593e057266d [ WOW! ]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/10/02/trump-ymca-village-
people-dancing-fist-pump-moos-pkg-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/wacky-world-
of-jeanne-moos/ 

MSNBC Trump likely cost the U.S. 400k excess Covid deaths, according 
to new study

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-falsely-claims-jan-6-
rioters-were-e2-80-98hugging-and-kissing-e2-80-99-police/ar-BB1f0fmN?
ocid=uxbndlbing “...Rep. Adam Kinzinger (R-Ill.), one of the few 
Republicans in Congress to condemn Trump for his attempts at 
overturning the election, was blunt in his assessment of Trump’s 
comments. “He is an utter failure,” Kinzinger tweeted. “No remorse and no 
regret. It’s quite honestly sick and disgusting.” ...”

This psychiatrist was terrified by Trump's mental health. Yale just used a 
flawed rule to fire her.
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/was-trump-critic-s-1st-amendment-
violated-yale-we-re-n1262233 [Yale is definitely overrated; after all, 
there’s mobster hillbilly clinton, and from personal experience a Yale-
man/prof something far less than judicious in handling a clear violation of 
law concerning a grievance filed against a CONnecticut purported law 
practitioner. Quite pathetic, actually!]

https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/was-trump-critic-s-1st-amendment-violated-yale-we-re-n1262233
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YAHOO Stone levels shocking claim against surgeon [Sharon Stone, just 
a shy, modest mid-atlantic/american girl who can uniquely boast an ex-
husband who was literally ravaged by a (Komodo) dragon … hmmm]

The Komodo Dragon. Two weeks ago the foot of San Francisco Chronicle 
Executive Editor Phil Bronstein was severely damaged in an attack by a 
10-foot Komodo dragon at the Los Angeles zoo. Sharon Stone had 
arranged the visit to the zoo as a present for her husband. Jun 23, 2001 

@AnnCoulter
“In short, Trump raised tens of millions of dollars on a claim that his PAC 
would do something that it was legally prohibited from doing all along.”

Trump’s Millions - American Greatness
Former President Donald Trump continues to rake in huge piles of cash, 
but very little of that money has gone toward the causes for which donors
believe they are giving. At the heart of various…

Replying to 
@AnnCoulter
Say it, Ann. Scam. Fraud. Don't be afraid. trump's done! 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com

Cat:
Some further perspective on how guinealands nj/ny operate (you might 
find this shockingly, melodramatically amusing):
Typical crazy wops; jersey/new york guinea-land american style crazy. 
“..In any case, a prosecutor said later, the hit men, brothers named 
Vincent and Eddie Carini, were shown a piece of paper with only the 
name “Aronwald” on it. They killed the wrong Aronwald. And that wasn’t 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0vcCIeRQVtcJxNy0RKYIr3IO-yPlAfn5UDPV0Rtfwb1AhnblE_7XBnWc8&h=AT2ekX9ij0we6hLMc0oXk3caFhts3ptiw3JWKHtGNefGaqyNB8RKVvF547DvAYaAJ7qNT1Dweqeu88RLfdZz9jdfxgRnCk4oHhjRVd2tUqb4yptdUVJB_xUjpX7TSbQCSGuKCdE7cVzy_WViii3P&__tn__=R]-R&c[0]=AT2Q6NrYzX_B_18jDKbYdehVJNyh9i3rTZUT9AXFExTKu5Uri1BOjDlh-YvY29lB9gXjfoqQ-ifIxpdGDR2CRMB1JViio9CWUCNEjgafB1fUzn86T9T9RjqGq9KMxUO9xe2kojdQZ8sXSiKbLB2PFUIvSz5if46unN3G8vf9mARIIfYsHcW6EtE8M5uI4gSh_YG-N_TFrLXjWw
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8
https://t.co/sWzRlBUOPW?amp=1
https://t.co/QJcZhNhvMh?amp=1
https://t.co/9lwRuROwhQ?amp=1
https://twitter.com/AnnCoulter
https://t.co/16pK6c5Sys?amp=1
https://t.co/16pK6c5Sys?amp=1
https://t.co/16pK6c5Sys?amp=1
https://t.co/16pK6c5Sys?amp=1
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/sharon-stone-plastic-surgeon-increased-breasts-without-consent-174640820.html


all, a 2003 article in The New York Times reported:
“After the botched assignment, Mr. Cacace had his hit men killed, 
prosecutors said. Then, they added, he had the hit men who had killed 
the hit men killed..”

And, from my website:

Socialism, my own view, gets a big plus from the get-go owing to the incisively 
brilliant George Orwell (Eric Blair), '1984', Animal Farm', etc.. After all, with 
wink and nod we see the so-called capitalists propped up by the ever more 
blatant 'socialize the losses and privatize the gains' governmental approach 
facilitating huge frauds, fraudulent wealth transfers, and corruption. No greater 
example of such folly exists than america's purported bastion of (pseudo) 
capitalism; viz., wall street (bailout), etc.. 

*I believe that to fully comprehend the horrific american scenario 
encompassing decline and fall, the following are helpful and instructive. 
First, an understanding of biological anthropology is helpful, particularly 
as pertains to breeding populations as regionally exist throughout 
america. Second, a thorough grasp of psychology is crucial given the 
alarming prevalence of severe mental illness throughout america and at 
all levels of society. Third, command of the subject generally denoted as 
criminology is necessary to fully enable successful approach to the 
uniquely pervasive levels of criminality throughout the united states. I 
believe word pictures in the minds eye of america's devastating plight 
can be derived from such profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-
Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of 
mental case mobster thief in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New 
York’ (america - full wall enclosure/containment of american criminality 
to america)-Carpenter.
Finally, let me add that it is preposterous that inhabitants of a dying planet 
(earth) seek to spend enormous sums (including boondoggles as ie., the fake 
moon landing, etc.), resources, time, attention, and energy to, it is their hope, 
travel to, colonize, and mine other already dead planets (some having already 
had or are currently prone to, regularly experiencing devastating “climate 
change”), moons in an already dead solar system. Quite ridiculous, actually! 
Underwhelming, TBH (musky quote):



[ UFOetry: We Never Went To The Moon - The Award-
Winning Documentary/Music/Video by John Lee 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is nothing
more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     '  moon   
rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock given to an 
overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, 
museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is   
Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at Dutch national museum. 
Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by 
American astronauts, ... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that 
shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa3.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa4.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa5.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa6.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa12.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/moondoggle.htm ]

DRUDGEREPORT 
Virus surges globally...
Leaders call for pandemic treaty...

https://apnews.com/article/pandemics-mario-draghi-rwanda-coronavirus-pandemic-covid-19-pandemic-9b5db1741b963094736ff1e2606b4326
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-cases-rising-around-world-europe-india-7e3e9d42-4eba-4b16-8a35-490e6f7a864c.html
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We're doing shots! Vaccinated or not, America wants to party again...
Dire Warnings Amid Immunization Race...
Case counts trend wrong direction... 
Stocks Favored in Reopening Trade Hit Turbulence... 
NEW VACCINES 'WILL BE NEEDED IN YEAR' 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/mar/30/new-covid-vaccines-
needed-within-year-say-scientists 

CDC DIRECTOR WARNS OF 'IMPENDING DOOM,' FIGHTING OFF 
TEARS...  https://www.axios.com/cdc-fourth-wave-db0a4d6e-3942-4719-  
9743-62912e5557e0.html     
FOURTH WAVE FEARS... 
'I'M SCARED'… 
Hospital Cases Rise in 25 States... 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 

THE WEST POINTER SISTERS!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=I57hkclh3kk&list=RDI57hkclh3kk&index=1 

Colin Powell: U.N. Speech "Was a Great Intelligence Failure" | The Secret 
History of ISIS | FRONTLINE | PBS ...
www.pbs.org › wgbh › frontline › article › colin-powel...
May 17, 2016 — Colin Powell has called his 2003 speech to the United 
Nations, laying out the Bush administration's rationale for war in Iraq, a 
“blot” on his ...

powell is bulls**t! 
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https://www.greenwichtime.com/lifestyle/article/We-re-doing-shots-Vaccinated-or-not-America-16063404.php


HUFFPOST CDC COVID WARNING: ‘IMPENDING DOOM’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/biden-cdc-covid-
warning_n_6062a457c5b6531eed07df2a 

Another Woman Accuses Andrew Cuomo Of Kissing Her Without Consent 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/another-woman-accuses-andrew-
cuomo_n_60621111c5b66d30c747001c 
[ Oh no, not another; say it aint so frodo cuomo.]

Ponzis Go Boom!!!! https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/ponzis-go-boom"I
don’t know when it’s going to blow, but if I’m right that the top is in, the 
deluge isn’t too far off. Bubbles are highly unstable - if they’re not 
inflating, they’re usually bursting - there isn’t really a middle option…" 3-
29-21 Tech Bubbles: What You Need To Know 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tech-bubbles-what-you-need-know 
March 10, 2000 marked the peak of the dot-com bubble. Almost to the 
day 21 years later, a new tech bubble is in the process of 
bursting...Cryptos Jump, Small Caps Dump As 'Archegeddon' Hits Banks, 
Bonds, & Bullion

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/crypto-jumps-small-caps-dump-archegeddon-hits-banks-bonds-bullion
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HUFFPOST CDC COVID WARNING: ‘IMPENDING DOOM’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/biden-cdc-covid-
warning_n_6062a457c5b6531eed07df2a 

DRUDGEREPORT Virus surges globally… 
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-cases-rising-around-world-europe-
india-7e3e9d42-4eba-4b16-8a35-490e6f7a864c.html 
Leaders call for pandemic treaty...
We're doing shots! Vaccinated or not, America wants to party again...
Dire Warnings Amid Immunization Race...
Case counts trend wrong direction... 
Stocks Favored in Reopening Trade Hit Turbulence... 
FLORIDA COVID NUMBERS GET NEW SCRUTINY
RESEARCH FINDS 5,000 MORE DEAD 

Stocks Sink As Fed's Kaplan Admits "Challenges" Due To "Excess Risk-
Taking" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-sink-feds-kaplan-
admits-challenges-due-excess-risk-taking"There’s no question that 
financial assets, broadly, are at elevated valuation levels...that could 
ultimately create challenges..."[DUH!][All assets, not just financial 
assets]

Musk is so full of s**t. The greatest fake space alien bullsh*ter in the 
history of this planet. What a line of bullsh*t he has!

DRUDGEREPORT Musk Mars plan branded 'delusional' by astrophysicist… 
[ Not if you’re a space alien from Mars … Just kidding … Elon Musk says 
he is an alien two years after denying suspicions that he hails from 
another planet. ] 'Like living on Everest'... 
https://www.express.co.uk/news/science/1409310/elon-musk-spacex-
starship-sending-humans-to-live-on-mars-delusional-lord-rees-ont [Musk 
has bought into his own delusion.]

Socialism, my own view, gets a big plus from the get-go owing to the incisively 
brilliant George Orwell (Eric Blair), '1984', Animal Farm', etc.. After all, with 
wink and nod we see the so-called capitalists propped up by the ever more 
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blatant 'socialize the losses and privatize the gains' governmental approach 
facilitating huge frauds, fraudulent wealth transfers, and corruption. No greater 
example of such folly exists than america's purported bastion of (pseudo) 
capitalism; viz., wall street (bailout), etc.. 

*I believe that to fully comprehend the horrific american scenario 
encompassing decline and fall, the following are helpful and instructive. 
First, an understanding of biological anthropology is helpful, particularly 
as pertains to breeding populations as regionally exist throughout 
america. Second, a thorough grasp of psychology is crucial given the 
alarming prevalence of severe mental illness throughout america and at 
all levels of society. Third, command of the subject generally denoted as 
criminology is necessary to fully enable successful approach to the 
uniquely pervasive levels of criminality throughout the united states. I 
believe word pictures in the minds eye of america's devastating plight 
can be derived from such profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-
Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of 
mental case mobster thief in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New 
York’ (america - full wall enclosure/containment of american criminality 
to america)-Carpenter.
Finally, let me add that it is preposterous that inhabitants of a dying planet 
(earth) seek to spend enormous sums (including boondoggles as ie., the fake 
moon landing, etc.), resources, time, attention, and energy to, it is their hope, 
travel to, colonize, and mine other already dead planets (some having already 
had or are currently prone to, regularly experiencing devastating “climate 
change”), moons in an already dead solar system. Quite ridiculous, actually! 
Underwhelming, TBH (musky quote):

[ UFOetry: We Never Went To The Moon - The Award-
Winning Documentary/Music/Video by John Lee 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is nothing
more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     '  moon   
rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock given to an 
overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, 
museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is   

http://news.aol.com/article/moon-rock-in-dutch-museum-is-just/642402
http://news.aol.com/article/moon-rock-in-dutch-museum-is-just/642402
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http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv
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Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at Dutch national museum. 
Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by 
American astronauts, ... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that 
shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa3.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa4.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa5.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa6.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa12.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/moondoggle.htm ]
The TESLA Mafia: Musk's Ex-Employees Vie To Become His Top Rival... 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alanohnsman/2021/02/19/the-tesla-mafia-
elon-musks-ex-employees-vie-to-become-his-top-rival/?sh=1fbaf1439ea0 
[ I have to say this: Silicon Valley companies, “Silicon Valley Mafia”, well,
that’s a bit of a stretch, not quite analogous to the new york/jersey 
guinea and, not to discriminate, russian (KGB) (among other ethnic 
groups) mafias; my experience with them, ie., paypal, robinhood, ebay, 
etc., invariably fraught with not so unintended “performance difficulties” 
(euphemistically speaking – but there’s the glitch-prone unintended 
consequences in no short supply as well). Oh yes, they’re smart, painfully
neurotic, counting among their ranks the “Palo Alto overflow” (dropouts, 
ie., Stanford, etc.), and, for the nonce, symptomatically profitable, 
counting on a gullible, less intellectually endowed investing public. I’m 
far from impressed and won’t be jumping on a musky transport to Mars 
any time soon. In america, fraud and bulls**t sell; trump is a testament to
that pathetic reality.

Elon Musk says he is an alien two years after denying suspicions that he 
hails from another planet. The SpaceX and Tesla founder, 49, made the 

https://www.dailystar.co.uk/latest/alien
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/latest/elon-musk
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alanohnsman/2021/02/19/the-tesla-mafia-elon-musks-ex-employees-vie-to-become-his-top-rival/?sh=1fbaf1439ea0
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alanohnsman/2021/02/19/the-tesla-mafia-elon-musks-ex-employees-vie-to-become-his-top-rival/?sh=1fbaf1439ea0
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alanohnsman/2021/02/19/the-tesla-mafia-elon-musks-ex-employees-vie-to-become-his-top-rival/
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jaw-dropping claim in response to a question about how he runs so many 
massive companies at the same time. 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-
bizarre-23491683 [ Don’t make me laugh! No alien from another world 
could bulls**t people of this world to the tune of billions as has musk man
Elon. You really have to give him credit for that much, and pulling it off! 
Sign of the times, the biggest hoax since Orson Welles' 'War of the 
Worlds' radio broadcast terrified the nation. Then the grimey child 
“numerical name thing”. Ho, hum. Boring! ]

https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-bizarre-23491683
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-bizarre-23491683


MUSK: MOVE TO MARS BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE! [ Yeah, right after Musk 
moves there. ] 

YAHOONEWS Politics ABC News Kanye West announces he's running for 
president MUSK VOWS SUPPORT… PUBLICITY STUNT FOR NEW MUSIC? 
[ Hmmm … a rational motive for an irrational act? Could be, who cares 
….. But, an inhabitant of a dying planet exploring a dead solar system at 
great cost has got to make you wonder. ]

Elon Musk savages 'underwhelming' Microsoft billionaire Bill … 
metro.co.uk › News › Tech - Elon Musk has mockingly labelled Microsoft 
boss Bill Gates as 'underwhelming'. [ Very funny! ]

The costs of sending humans to Mars outweigh the possible benefits

“Taking humans to Mars, although theoretically possible, would require 
an investment astronomically out of kilter with the possible benefits.” — 
Aerospace engineer Antonio Elias to Washington Post 

Robots are a better option for exploring the planet

The technology is so far off that it’s not even worth debating a Mars 
mission

“If humans haven't even been able to head back to the moon since 1972, 
the odds of trying to head to a planet in another solar system is nothing 
more than science fiction at this point.” — Antonia Jaramillo, Florida 
Today

YAHOO Science Business Insider After measuring radiation on the moon 
for the first time, scientists say a lunar base should be built underground 
to protect astronauts Astronauts didn't measure how much radiation they
were exposed to on the moon. New data shows the doses are 200 times 
as high as on Earth. [ Ah, that radiation thing, as in the Van Allen Belt, 
will do it (fry you) every time … http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv ]

We shall soon be in a world in which a man may be howled down for 
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saying that two and two make four, in which people will persecute the 
heresy of calling a triangle a three-sided figure, and hang a man for 
maddening a mob with the news that grass is green.
– English writer and philosopher G.K. Chesterton

“FINDING A LOST IRISH CIVILIZATION 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/finding-a-lost-irish-
civilization/ 

Bill Bonner Mar 31, 2021 Bill Bonner's Diary

YOUGHAL, IRELAND – Long-suffering Diary readers have accompanied us 
for the last two days… wandering in and out of the woods… back and 
forth in history…
…wondering how come people forget the things that are most important 
to them… the things that make them successful.

Well, today, we reach our destination – or at least, as far as we’re going 
to go: The wild weeds grow every day. Give them a chance, and they take
over.

Getting Weedier

By our reckoning, America seemed to run out of “Roundup” around about 
the turn of the century – in 1999. Since then, by almost every measure, 
the country has been getting weedier. Here’s the latest from Harper’s:

The United States fell 11 places below its 2010 position, to 
just below Argentina and Mongolia, on a watchdog’s annual 
ranking of countries according to political rights and civil 
liberties; worldwide, freedom declined for the fifteenth 
consecutive year.

What seems to be happening is a general dumbing down… so 
that important insights and the hard-earned lessons of the 
past are forgotten… neglected and abandoned...”

https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/americas-three-catastrophic-mistakes/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-turning-point-in-americas-history#Slope
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/when-society-goes-backward/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/an-update-on-bills-irish-project/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/authors/bill-bonner/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/finding-a-lost-irish-civilization/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com

“FINDING A LOST IRISH CIVILIZATION 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/finding-a-lost-irish-
civilization/ 

Bill Bonner Mar 31, 2021 Bill Bonner's Diary
We shall soon be in a world in which a man may be howled 
down for saying that two and two make four, in which people 
will persecute the heresy of calling a triangle a three-sided 
figure, and hang a man for maddening a mob with the news 
that grass is green.
– English writer and philosopher G.K. Chesterton
YOUGHAL, IRELAND – Long-suffering Diary readers have 
accompanied us for the last two days… wandering in and out 
of the woods… back and forth in history…”

DRUDGEREPORT Musk's girlfriend 'ready to die on Mars'... Elon Musk's 
girlfriend is 'ready to die on Mars' and wants to relocate to the red planet 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/elon-musks-girlfriend-ready-
die-23826057 Billionaire Elon Musk's girlfriend Grimes, whose real name 
is Claire Elise Boucher and is a Canadian musician, has said on Instagram
that she is willing to die on the red planet [Well, sounds like a plan; to 
each their own, nothing more to see here … hmmm]

Bitcoin & Black Gold Soared In Q1, Treasuries Suffer Biggest Loss In 
Over 40 Years
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bitcoin-black-gold-soared-q1-
treasuries-suffer-biggest-loss-over-40-years 

...amid the money-printing malarkey, did the bond vigilantes reawaken in 
Q1
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Cuomo Ordered Aides To Conceal Nursing Home Death Numbers While He
Negotiated $4M Book Deal: NYT 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/cuomo-ordered-aides-conceal-
nursing-home-deaths-while-he-negotiated-4m-book-deal-nyt While 
Democrats try to shift the narrative to focus on Matt Gaetz, more Cuomo 
scandals are rising to the surface. 

Gaetz showed lawmakers nude photos, sources say 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/01/politics/matt-gaetz-photos-women/index.
html 

Matt Gaetz can't seem to stop incriminating himself. The FBI would like a
word. MSNBC

Matt Gaetz Showed Nude Pics Of Sex Partners To Colleagues: Report 
CNN

DRUDGEREPORT https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/
bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6 
COVID CASES +17% FOR WEEK... 
Surge in Michigan Alarms Experts...
Ontario imposes four-week shutdown...
Merkel urges Germans to celebrate Easter AT HOME... Macron under 
attack for lockdown U-turn... 
UPDATE: 15M J&J DOSES BOTCHED BY HUMAN ERROR... FDA PROBES... 
Woman injected with 'empty syringe'...
Bailouts made wealthiest hospitals even richer...
People Feel Judged When Sneezing, Coughing...
IMF: Pandemic sharpens inequalities, could fuel unrest...
Almost one in seven suffers LONG Covid... 

https://medicalxpress.com/news/2021-04-covid-uk.html
https://news.yahoo.com/pandemic-sharpens-inequalities-could-fuel-191859446.html
https://www.studyfinds.org/most-feel-judged-if-they-sneeze-cough-in-public/
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Some-of-America-s-wealthiest-hospital-systems-16069023.php
https://www.13newsnow.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/vaccine/norfolk-cvs-injects-woman-with-empty-syringe-instead-of-covid-19-shot/291-e2b4cb59-a6db-4235-8310-7370cd3729b4
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fda-probes-cause-of-failed-johnson-johnson-covid-19-vaccine-batch-11617319603
https://apnews.com/article/virus-vaccine-johnson-and-johnson-emergent-biosolutions-d9edd171f8013e17c0be8b13a6db7fed
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New Matt Gaetz Bombshell Report Alleges Drugs, Sex, Money... And 
Receipts https://www.huffpost.com/entry/matt-gaetz-receipts-apple-
pay_n_606697d5c5b6c00165bf9e57 “...The newspaper reported that 
Gaetz and his friend, Joel Greenberg, who was indicted last year on 
federal sex trafficking charges, recruited women online for sex and sent 
them money via Cash App and Apple Pay. Although Times reporters 
reviewed text messages related to the encounters as well as the 
payment receipts, the newspaper said some payments were made via 
cash from hotel ATMs in Florida...” [Trump friend Matt breaks into an old 
tune: 

Bye bye love
Bye bye happiness
Hello loneliness
I think I'ma gonna cry

Bye bye love
Bye bye sweet caress
Hello emptiness
I feel like I could die
Bye bye my love goodbye

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nz36TwJN6CI 

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com

New Matt Gaetz Bombshell Report Alleges Drugs, Sex, Money... And 
Receipts https://www.huffpost.com/entry/matt-gaetz-receipts-apple-
pay_n_606697d5c5b6c00165bf9e57 “...The newspaper reported that 
Gaetz and his friend, Joel Greenberg, who was indicted last year on 
federal sex trafficking charges, recruited women online for sex and sent 
them money via Cash App and Apple Pay. Although Times reporters 
reviewed text messages related to the encounters as well as the 
payment receipts, the newspaper said some payments were made via 
cash from hotel ATMs in Florida...” 

CUOMO COLLAPSING —AOC, NADLER: RESIGN! 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/aoc-jamaal-bowman-jerry-nadler-cuomo_n_604b8b30c5b6cf72d095e11e
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/aoc-jamaal-bowman-jerry-nadler-
cuomo_n_604b8b30c5b6cf72d095e11e AOC, Nadler join growing chorus 
of N.Y. Congress members calling for Cuomo to resign 
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/nadler-ocasio-cortez-join-
new-york-congress-members-calling-for-cuomo-to-resign-105044549984 
[ Alas poor Frodo, we knew him horsayhego ! Say it … trump admittedly 
grabbed them by the p***y … and the rapes, statutory and otherwise 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 … 
call for trump/clinton prosecutions … fair is foul and foul is fair … ]

hannity relentlessly pounded clinton on the Juanita Broaddrick rape; but 
what about hannity bro trump: "I understood that both Mr. Trump and Mr. 
Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant Trump had sexual contact 
with me at four different parties in the summer of 1994. On the fourth and
final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump tied me to a bed, exposed 
himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly rape me. During the course 
of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded with Defendant Trump to 
stop but he did not. Defendant Trump responded to my pleas by violently 
striking me in the face with his open hand and screaming that he would 
do whatever he wanted. Immediately following this rape, Defendant 
Trump threatened me that, were I ever to reveal any of the details of 
Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse of me, my family and I 
would be physically harmed if not killed." https://www.politico.com/f/?
id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 

[ What about Epstein bros former presidents clinton and trump? Where 
are the charges (Ghislaine Maxwell admitted Jeffrey Epstein DID have 
tapes of Trump and the Clintons after she was tricked by 60 Minutes 
producer in 2016 - 'but refused to help locate them because she wanted 
Hillary to win') https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-
b6fe46f40000

Maxwell admitted Epstein DID have tapes of Trump, Clintons… 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9270769/Ghislaine-Maxwell-
admitted-Jeffrey-Epstein-DID-tapes-Donald-Trump-Clintons-2016.html 
[Sick american pieces of s**t!]
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YAHOO Politics The Telegraph Former Bill Clinton associate claims ex-
president did visit Jeffrey Epstein’s private island https://www.yahoo.com/news/
former-bill-clinton-associate-claims-205136245.html [ clinton’s a sick mobster 
as is trump! ]

TIME FOR ACTION, PROSECUTIONS, NOT TALK!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com

DRUDGEREPORT
MAGA HERO IN MEGA MESS! 
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Gaetz-is-said-to-have-
boasted-of-his-access-to-16073588.php 
Orgies, blackmail, extortion, Iran hostages… 
https://nypost.com/2021/04/02/matt-gaetzs-alleged-scandals-include-
orgies-blackmail-extortion/ 
Few rush to defend Gaetz... 
'Friend has been singing to feds'…

ZEROHEDGE.COM Predicting The Next Crash https://www.zerohedge.com/
news/2021-04-03/predicting-next-crash How long can the markets ignore 
the real world?

HUFFPOST
Embattled Rep. Matt Gaetz Refuses To Resign In Defiant Op-Ed: I Am ‘Not 
A Criminal’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/matt-gaetz-op-ed-not-
resigning_n_606c1b0dc5b6c55118b75591 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com
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Who’s to Blame for America’s Decline? https://www.rogueeconomics.com/
bill-bonner-diary/whos-to-blame-for-americas-decline/ Bill Bonner Apr 6, 
2021 Bill Bonner's Diary The U.S.' economic issues stem from the end of 
the gold standard in 1971. Since then, new money has undermined the 
nation's economy and political institutions. So who's to blame? [Yes, 
who? The astute Bill Bonner weighs in.]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com

Al Peia
Yes, along with those commies Eisenhower and Truman. Socialize losses,
privatize gains; hmmm, the new capitalism. Come on, total bulls**t. 
Bonner weighs in:
Who’s to Blame for America’s Decline? https://www.rogueeconomics.com/
bill-bonner-diary/whos-to-blame-for-americas-decline/ 

Al Peia
With all the trillions they've wastefully spent, defrauded the nation, 
criminally protected, etc.; I fully expect a long overdue closure/resolution 
to these "loose ends". No mystery here. That's what I care about; as 
related to the FBI per their request: 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperju  ry.pdf   
President Joe Biden is fully aware, and can step up for clinton, bush, 
bush, obama.

Al Peia
Oh, and mentally ill mobster, trump; I really don't count him as a 
President.

http://albertpeia.com
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ROCKWELL.COM
Market Update for Tuesday - April 6th, 2021

Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:

MARKETS

arrow down S&P 500 4074 -4 -0.1%

arrow down Dow Jones 33430 -97 -0.3%

arrow down Nasdaq 13579 -20 -0.1%

arrow up Crude Oil 59.20 +.55 +0.9%

arrow up Gold 1744.4 +15.6 +0.9%

*As of market close

• Stocks finished slightly lower today, after a choppy trading
session. The DOW saw the biggest decline, down 0.3%. 
The S&P and NASDAQ snapped a 3-day win streak with 
today's drop.

• Airlines and cruise lines saw another nice trading day. 
Delta (DAL) jumped 2.8% and Norwegian Cruise Lines 
(NCLH) finished with a 4.6% gain.

• The JOLTS Job Opening (Job Openings and Labor Turnover
Survey) report showed that job openings rose by 268,000 
jobs to a 2-year high. The report is considered to be less 
significant than the Jobs Report released last week. But 
it’s said that the FED does keep an eye on these numbers.

• Fighting words? Roth Capital slammed Tesla (TSLA) with 
an investor’s note on Monday, saying the company is only 
worth $150 a share and that the automaker is just a 
“minor player” in U.S. and European markets. But Tesla 
traders didn't seem to care much for the report. The stock 
finished the day just slightly higher with a 0.1% gain.

• Paychex (PAYX) lost 4.9% after reporting better than 
expected earnings but disappointing future guidance.



• It’s a quiet week for the economic calendar. But 
tomorrow’s FOMC Meeting Minutes at 2pm ET is arguably 
the biggest report of the week.

• Next week big banks will kick off earnings season.
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Rep. Matt Gaetz Reportedly Sought Blanket Pardon From Trump In Final 
Days Of Administration https://www.huffpost.com/entry/matt-gaetz-
pardon-trump-sexual-allegations_n_606d004dc5b6865cd29584cb 

CNN
Dangerous UK variant is now dominant in the US 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/07/us/uk-variant-dominant-coronavirus-
strain/index.html 

DRUDGEREPORT
CDC: UK variant now dominant strain in USA... 
Hospitals seeing more young adults with severe symptoms... 
Half new infections in just 5 states...
MANY SKIP SECOND DOSE...
Detroit sending workers door-to-door to compel...
Teen diagnosed with Guillain-Barre after dose...
UK to Restrict ASTRA Jab to Over 30s on Blood-Clot Link... 
'Passports' advance despite growing controversy...
Merkel calls for national lockdown...
Restaurant owners clash with Rome police...
EU life expectancy drops across bloc...
Ontario to issue 4-week stay-at-home order...
Israel and Chile both led on jabs, so why is one BACK in lockdown?
Brazil death surge set to pass worst of USA...
1 in 3 survivors suffer mental, neurological problems... 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/third-covid-survivors-suffer-neurological-223000621.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20210406124116-x41eq
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/apr/06/israel-and-chile-both-led-on-covid-jabs-so-why-is-one-back-in-lockdown
https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/newsalert-ontario-to-issue-four-week-stay-at-home-order-starting-thursday-sources
https://apnews.com/article/world-news-pandemics-europe-coronavirus-pandemic-covid-19-pandemic-8457898bffd5733e28eb9f566d54232c
https://apnews.com/article/europe-rome-italy-coronavirus-pandemic-097446c7734ee7e5a9af960b6e7e30e0
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9444885/Angela-Merkel-calls-national-lockdown-curb-Germanys-coronavirus-crisis.html
https://medicalxpress.com/news/2021-04-vaccine-passports-advance-controversy.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/health-56665517
https://www.click2houston.com/news/local/2021/04/05/local-teen-diagnosed-with-guillain-barre-syndrome-questions-covid-19-vaccine-after-receiving-first-dose/
https://www.audacy.com/wwjnewsradio/news/local/detroit-will-send-workers-door-to-door-to-urge-vaccinations
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/public-health-experts-urge-americans-to-not-skip-2nd-vaccine-dose
https://apnews.com/article/nearly-half-us-coronavirus-infections-come-from-5-states-53888dc78894cc76cb1bb50f8300f102
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Cuomo aide says he slammed door shut before groping her 
https://www.mail.com/news/politics/10684856-cuomo-aide-slammed-door-
shut-groping.html#.7518-stage-set1-3 April 07, 2021 

The Feds Are Implementing the Greatest Monetary Experiment in U.S. 
History https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-feds-are-
implementing-the-greatest-monetary-experiment-in-u-s-history/ Bill 
Bonner Apr 7, 2021 “… It is really just a monstrous grab-bag full of 
giveaways, payoffs, bribes, and scams. And each one of these 
boondoggles squanders real resources, energy, and time...In the feds’ 
fantasy world, money is unlimited. But in the real world, time and 
resources are not. And as the feds print more “money,” the rising tide of 
new dollars lifts prices for cement, soybeans, diapers, milk, houses, 
stocks, Graham crackers, tennis rackets, taxi fares… practically 
everything...”
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MSNBC
Feds investigate Matt Gaetz's trip to Bahamas for possible sex trafficking
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/feds-probe-gaetz-s-bahamas-
travel-for-possible-trafficking-109833285576 

Rep. Matt Gaetz Reportedly Sought Blanket Pardon From Trump In Final 
Days Of Administration https://www.huffpost.com/entry/matt-gaetz-
pardon-trump-sexual-allegations_n_606d004dc5b6865cd29584cb 
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YAHOONEWS
Intel report predicts future shaped by faceless enemies 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/intelligence-officers-predict-a-future-
shaped-by-faceless-enemies-like-disease-climate-change-175941424.html
Global challenges will likely include "climate change, disease, financial 
crises and technology disruptions," a National Intelligence Council report
stated.
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HUFFPOST
U.S. News Anne Frank’s Stepsister Says Trump Reminded Her Of Hitler 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eva-schloss-trump-
hitler_n_606f76bfc5b634fd437b690c The 91-year-old Holocaust survivor 
said Trump had "obviously admired Hitler and just copied him with his 
anti-Semitism."By Jeremy Blum [ Indeed, truth be told. That this woman 
of 91 years felt compelled and endured the pain to remind all of that dark 
moment of history and trump’s current personification thereof; is truly a 
moment of shame on all who enabled, advocated for, and followed the 
likes of mentally ill mobster/criminal trump/hitler/mussolini. ]

MSNBC
How Trump is trying to turn presidency into his biggest con yet 
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/how-trump-s-election-scam-still-making-
him-money-n1263566 

ZEROHEDGE.COM
This Economic Depression Has Left Very Deep 'Scars' All Over America 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/economic-depression-has-
left-very-deep-economic-scars-all-over-america Apr 09, 2021 - 05:00 PM

MSNBC / rachel maddow showNew evidence exposes Trump's audacious 
campaign finance scam 
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What the GOP has become after Trump was defeated 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/defeated-trump-making-muddle-gop-
141253331.html 

As Republican leaders and donors gather this weekend, the former 
president’s pervasive influence has revealed a party thoroughly animated 
by a defeated incumbent. [PATHETIC!]

Bizarre political turn of events»

GOP donors raise concerns over Trump’s influence after Republicans 
spent $1.2million at Mar-a-Lago 

Trump Rips ‘Dumb Son Of A Bitch’ Mitch McConnell At RNC Donor Event: 
Report https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-criticizes-mcconnell-pence-
chao_n_6072f5cec5b6c795e154f9eb [ WOW! Definitely a ‘takes one to 
know one’ moment; but, that mentally ill mobster/criminal trump’s still 
standin’ , scammin’, defraudin’ and not already in prison is testament to 
how pathetic fallen america truly is! ]

CNN The nation is restless and sees light at the end of the tunnel, but 
this state's plight should be a reality check

MESS IN MICHIGAN: COVID SOARING 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/michigan-covid-whitmer-dining-school-
vaccine_n_6070977dc5b6a74b3bdade7d 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM
"Carpet-Bombing The Economy With Stimulus & Liquidity Is A Huge 
Mistake…" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/carpet-bombing-
economy-stimulus-liquidity-huge-mistake The policymakers are “up on a 
tightwire, one side is ice and one is fire.” Ice as in deflation, fire as in 
hyperinflation, the ultimate corner solution…

This Economic Depression Has Left Very Deep 'Scars' All Over America 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/economic-depression-has-
left-very-deep-economic-scars-all-over-america Apr 09, 2021 - 05:00 PM

MAIL.COM
INFLATION IS IN SIGHT
Bill Bonner Apr 12, 2021 Bill Bonner's Diary
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/inflation-is-in-sight/
[Yes. Inflation dead ahead.]

“Emma's Note: Emma Walsh here, managing editor of the Diary. Below is a short 
message from our colleagues at Palm Beach Research Group that you may find 
insightful.
Dear Reader,

As a former vice president of a major investment bank, I feel it's my duty to warn you about 
what's coming on April 27.

With this new banking rule...

Banks across the country are already preparing.

I suggest you do the same...

Because there's not much time left.

Stephen Roach, former chief economist at Morgan Stanley, warns:

"Already stressed by the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, U.S. living standards are about 
to be squeezed as never before. A crash in the dollar could well be in the offing. It's going 
to fall very, very sharply."

Yeah, I know...

For decades we've heard rumors of a dollar crash...
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But what's happening behind the scenes now is stunning.

This new banking rule will change everything.

I've never seen anything like it.

If you have money in the bank...

Click here to see what's happening to our banking system and how to prepare.

Regards,
Teeka Tiwari
Editor, Palm Beach Research Group

DRUDGEREPORT 
J&J VAX HALT OVER CLOTS https://apnews.com/article/us-pause-j-and-j-
vaccine-blood-clot-reports-2dde2aacf486bab59844ef907a28cbce 
1 DEAD, 1 CRITICAL 
'DEVASTATING BLOW'

U.S. Budget Deficit Widens 454% as Latest Bailout Money Flowed...
Jumps record $1.7 trillion -- this year! 

WHO: PANDEMIC AT 'CRITICAL POINT'
COLORADO NEW HOTSPOT 
https://denver.cbslocal.com/2021/04/09/colorado-covid-fourth-wave-young-
people/ 
CDC: MICHIGAN NEEDS TO CLOSE 
PFIZER CAN'T STOP SAFRICA STRAIN 
Boehner says 'unemployed' Trump has nothing else to do but 'cause 
trouble'... 
Michael Cohen to meet with prosecutors FOR NINTH TIME; Has given 300
hours of testimony... 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
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DRUDGEREPORT 
J&J VAX HALT OVER CLOTS https://apnews.com/article/us-pause-j-and-j-
vaccine-blood-clot-reports-2dde2aacf486bab59844ef907a28cbce 
1 DEAD, 1 CRITICAL 
'DEVASTATING BLOW'

U.S. Budget Deficit Widens 454% as Latest Bailout Money Flowed...
Jumps record $1.7 trillion -- this year! 

Consumer Prices Increase by Most Since 2012...
Food cost jumps... 

WHO: PANDEMIC AT 'CRITICAL POINT'
COLORADO NEW HOTSPOT 
https://denver.cbslocal.com/2021/04/09/colorado-covid-fourth-wave-young-
people/ 
CDC: MICHIGAN NEEDS TO CLOSE 
PFIZER CAN'T STOP SAFRICA STRAIN 
Boehner says 'unemployed' Trump has nothing else to do but 'cause 
trouble'... 
Michael Cohen to meet with prosecutors FOR NINTH TIME; Has given 300
hours of testimony... 
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PREVIOUS POST:
US stocks are in a bubble, and it's unclear when it will pop, hedge fund 
manager says https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/08/investing/wall-street-
market-bubble-yusko/index.html “...Last month famed investor Jeremy 
Grantham said the bull market that began in 2009 had "matured into a 
full-fledged epic bubble" marked by "extreme overvaluation, explosive 
price increases, frenzied issuance and hysterically speculative investor 
behavior...” [ DUH! … Yes, this is the market bubble of all market bubbles 
(as a courtesy to President Elect Biden I’ve refrained from focus on this 
obvious reality – REASON: True enough, the plethora of debased dollars 
printed increases the nominal numeric ‘Weimar wheelbarrel’ effect for all 
asset classes, including particularly paper shares of stock, but the 
underlying damage, economic and financial, from the pandemic and point 
in the economic cycle has not even in the slightest been discounted … 
financial armageddon, no fault of Biden’s, awaits america especially)]. 

DRUDGEREPORT Consumer Prices Increase by Most Since 2012… Food 
cost jumps... 

Practically everything is getting more expensive in America 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/13/economy/consumer-inflation-march/index
.html 

CNN
US intel community warns of devastating long-term impact of pandemic 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/13/politics/us-intel-report-coronavirus/
index.html [Now, I’m not suggesting that everyone begin wringing their 
hands in despair, though warranted; but, at least a modicum of reality 
should be embraced for true perspective.]

KNEWZ
Daunte Wright was facing attempted-robbery case when killed by cop 
https://nypost.com/2021/04/13/daunte-wright-was-facing-attempted-
robbery-case-when-killed-by-cop/?utm_source=knewz Daunte Wright had 
an open warrant related to an armed-robbery case against him when he 
was shot dead Sunday by a cop who claimed she thought she was firing 
her Taser, court records show. 

https://www.scribd.com/document/502729366/12-4-Arrest#download
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DRUDGEREPORT
FBI quietly accessing hundreds of American computers hacked via 
MICROSOFT... https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/security/fbi-might-gone-
ahead-fixed-microsoft-email-server-rcna680 [ DUH! ]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

Pubic hair on coca cola cans is thomas’ speed.

Yes indeed, not like those right wing free speech enthusiasts, mentally ill
mobster/criminal trump, hitler, mussolini, etc.. What a dummy token 
republicant thomas is!
Then there's this:
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
[ excerpt Judge Dorsey’s opinion: “... After no answer from Mr. Lacey for 
several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no longer with the U.S. 
Attorney's office and that his documents could not be found. Plaintiff 
delivered another package of the same documents several months later 
to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for several months 
Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in the U.S. 
Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located...”]

america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 
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John Hohmann

'picture of clarence thomas'

PragerU

"The left is the enemy of free thought".

You cannot live a free life without having your own thoughts. 

Al Peia

Yes indeed, not like those right wing free speech enthusiasts, mentally ill
mobster/criminal trump, hitler, mussolini, etc.. What a dummy token 
republicant thomas is!

Then there's this:

http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf . 
[ excerpt Judge Dorsey’s opinion: “... After no answer from Mr. Lacey for 
several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no longer with the U.S. 
Attorney's office and that his documents could not be found. Plaintiff 
delivered another package of the same documents several months later 
to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for several months 
Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in the U.S. 
Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located...”]

america is a total fraud!

http://albertpeia.com

Al Peia

Pubic hairs on coca cola cans are thomas' speed.

Yes indeed, not like those right wing free speech enthusiasts, mentally ill
mobster/criminal trump, hitler, mussolini, etc.. What a dummy token 
republicant thomas is!
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Then there's this:

http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
[ excerpt Judge Dorsey’s opinion: “... After no answer from Mr. Lacey for 
several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no longer with the U.S. 
Attorney's office and that his documents could not be found. Plaintiff 
delivered another package of the same documents several months later 
to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for several months 
Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in the U.S. 
Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located...”]

america is a total fraud!
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John Hohmann

Oh I forgot, the allegation not the evidence

Al Peia

Not quite sure what you're referring to; but, Fox, in the real world, 
desperate criminals as ie., trump, et als make evidence disappear (arson 
fires are perfect for that). alito, typical jersey guinea, did exactly that 
(quid pro quo, 3rd circuit court of appeals, along with trump's sister). The 
following referenced CIA Agent refused to fly the blow on the Mena, 
Arkansas run. Real world.

http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 

Al Peia

Fox:

Oh, I forgot, Lacey and Alito removing/disappearing probative documents 

http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg
http://albertpeia.com/
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf


(FBI Agent Hayes here in LA confirmed the money laundering evidenced 
therein, thereof). Fox, that's a felony. People are in prison for far less. 
Real world, Fox.

Yes, Fox; that’s the question and the point. In the real world, they, ie., 
have corrupt attorneys general, viz., ie., Reno, Barr, Holder, et als. There 
were no wall street prosecutions for frauds in the trillions; not even one. 
You’re sounding quite naive; which of course, is owing to your limited 
experience regarding such matters and implicit incentive not to look 
(your government paycheck/socialism). The amounts of money are quite 
large. This is not a new story; not even left or right; and not just america. 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
That is, of course, deep state, to be sure:

eric holder is a corrupt piece of s**t!
obama/holder … Remember those guys? [To be fair and balanced, there’s 
also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in the 
factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric Holder 
spent six years as attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks for 
their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives behind bars. Now, 
he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense firm, making 
millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid criminal 
consequences. Worse, it was just reported that the firm, Covington & 
Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder awaiting his
return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5 million 
condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions about 
how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his old 
firm even while it continued to represent companies under Department of
Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a future job offer, 
that alone could violate criminal laws. …”
america is a total fraud!

Politics Business Insider Mitt Romney, Liz Cheney, and other GOP 
lawmakers who criticized Trump or voted to impeach him have spent 
tens of thousands of dollars on private security

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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John Hohmann
tSipmonsor1ehed 
i Go in @0830 for surgery. Many thnx for all good wishes and prayers. GOD has 
blessed me w/ great surgeons and caring nurses through cervical fusion, two 
knee replacements, one hip replacement and a lumbar fusion the last one of 
which needs to join the fold above. All have worked quite well, i have 
degenerative arthritis that seems to be hunting through my frame for more 
targets of opportunity. I see it as the collateral damage following 26 yrs USMC 
Infantry, a lifetime of wrestling and coaching, and 20 yrs in a physically 
dynamic maximum security facility for juveniles. I sincerely count myself 
blessed. 
updates to follow

US Intelligence Issues Ominous Warning Over 'Sustained Economic 
Downturn' And Other Long-Term Threats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/us-intelligence-issues-ominous-
warning-over-sustained-economic-downturn-and-other-long "The 
economic fallout from the pandemic is likely to create or worsen 
instability in at least a few—and perhaps many—countries..."4-14-21

Don't be fooled -...- https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/15/politics/supreme-
court-expansion/index.html 

DRUDGEREPORT Hybrid monkey-human embryos created in lab for first 
time… https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/hybrid-monkey-
human-embryos-created-23922632 [ Humans evolving. ]
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Einhorn: "The Market Is Fractured And In The Process Of Breaking 
Completely" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/einhorn-market-
fractured-and-process-breaking-completely "Dr. Michael Burry, famed for 
his role in The Big Short, reportedly received a visit from the SEC after 
tweeting warnings about recent market trends – and decided to stop 
publicly speaking truth to power."

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
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Einhorn: "The Market Is Fractured And In The Process Of Breaking 
Completely" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/einhorn-market-
fractured-and-process-breaking-completely "Dr. Michael Burry, famed for 
his role in The Big Short, reportedly received a visit from the SEC after 
tweeting warnings about recent market trends – and decided to stop 
publicly speaking truth to power."
"We're #1": Yet Another Ignominious All-Time Record High Is Established 
In The Late, Great United States… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/were-1-yet-another-ignominious-all-
time-record-high-established-late-great-united-states 
...cases of chlamydia, gonorrhea, and syphilis in the United States 
reached the highest level ever recorded...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

DRUDGEREPORT
WHO: INFECTION RATE NEARS PANDEMIC HIGH 
https://news.trust.org/item/20210416071348-1n3ui 

Hybrid monkey-human embryos created in lab for first time… 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/hybrid-monkey-human-
embryos-created-23922632 [ Humans evolving. ]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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A Conman And the U.S. Government’s Scam Bill Bonner Apr 16, 2021 Bill 
Bonner's Diary https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/a-
conman-and-the-u-s-governments-scam/ Famed Conman Bernie Madoff 
died in prison this week. Bill draws a comparison between his scam and 
the feds' current boondoggles... 

Jerome Powell Admits Federal Budget "Unsustainable" But Assumes We 
Can Fix It Later https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/jerome-powell-
admits-federal-budget-unsustainable-assumes-we-can-fix-it-later 

MARKETWATCH Irrational Exuberance? Today’s Wacky Markets Could Be
Beyond That. 
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/irrational-exuberance-todays-
wacky-markets-could-be-beyond-that-51618620928?link=MW_latest_news 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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MOM REPORTED SHOOTER TO FBI     LAST YEAR   —   8 DEAD IN FEDEX   
RAMPAGE https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fbi-brandon-scott-hole-
interview_n_6079fdd5e4b09614f9b628a0 [ Well, there you go; fbi on the 
scene/job; after all, look what a great proactive job they did flushing out 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump. Just kidding. Thank God Elliot Ness 
was Treasury, didn’t take bribes, and guinea mafia/mobster man Capone 
didn’t pay his taxes. Ness died a broken man, wop capone died of 
syphilis-related brain hemorrhage. 

DRUDGEREPORT
FBI quietly accessing hundreds of American computers hacked via 
MICROSOFT... https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/security/fbi-might-gone-
ahead-fixed-microsoft-email-server-rcna680 [ DUH! ]
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Man charged in Capitol riot worked for FBI, lawyer says ...
www.politico.com › news › 2021/02/09 › man-charged...
Thomas Caldwell worked as a section chief for the FBI from 2009 to 2010 
after ... Caldwell's lawyer said he denies ever going into the Capitol and 

has ... Other messages read: “Tom all legislators are down in the Tunnels 
3 floors down" and ... is weighing whether to bring sedition charges, 
officials have said. [ Why am I not surprised. What a bunch of slugs! There
are exceptions , of course; but, too few to make a rule: 
I’ve previously referenced case assigned FBI Agent Ronald Barndollar 
( May 2, 1950 - June 6, 2016, Ronald K. Barndollar passed away … 35 
years as a Special Agent and polygraph examiner for the FBI )(he 
explained such mob things to me as, ie., having a hearse pull in front of 
me as I drove to my office to intimidate me (which I had already deduced,
but the actual effect was to get my ire up), although I was a bit shaken by
a police stop (yes they have some local police in pocket, and they 
legitimately have guns) on my way to the (RICO) case related deposition 
carefully orchestrated on private grounds/roadway of my condominium 
complex probably to avoid constitutional/federal jurisdictional law 
issues); Agent Barndollar, that rare breed of lawman, 
incorruptible/uncompromised/uncorrupted by bureaucratic 
influences/realities, speaking to him as he “cleared his office of flotsam” 
as he put it [I took that to mean in a cryptic way (all calls were recorded),
‘float sam alito’, to whom the covered up case (coverup) led … obviously 
we’ll never know, at least from him) ] , as he resigned/retired from the FBI
and continued his specialty, polygraphs as an independent contractor. 
How about a polygraph for ‘no good neighbor sam’ alito, which would 
have flushed out mentally ill mobster/criminal thief in chief trump along 
with other jersey/new york criminal mafia guineas long ago. Bear with 
me. [At risk of appearing paranoid, I know they monitor/read my stuff, ie., 
facebook, twitter, website, etc., hoping for a misstep on which they can 
predicate/rationalize action/inaction. It truly has been a pathetic and 
costly in many ways american experience. I now await the swearing in of
new President Biden et al. to at long last resolve this (these) matter(s). I 
realize the aforesaid is dreadfully boring, to everyone but me. I honestly 
must say, though contraindicated by inherently corrupt american reality 
which I now thankfully know, I would not have chosen differently. But I 
also must say, it has not been worth it (their goal and nation-damning 
message)]. THAT’S THE WAY IT IS!

https://www.politico.com/news/2021/02/09/man-charged-capitol-riot-worked-for-fbi-467857
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http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
[ excerpt Judge Dorsey’s opinion: “... After no answer from Mr. Lacey for 
several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no longer with the U.S. 
Attorney's office and that his documents could not be found. Plaintiff 
delivered another package of the same documents several months later 
to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for several months 
Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in the U.S. 
Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located...”]

america is a total fraud!

Global Covid death toll passes 3 million as cases surge. The US has the 
highest number of fatalities https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/17/world/3-
million-death-toll-covid-intl/index.html 

"We're #1": Yet Another Ignominious All-Time Record High Is Established 
In The Late, Great United States… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/were-1-yet-another-ignominious-all-
time-record-high-established-late-great-united-states 
...cases of chlamydia, gonorrhea, and syphilis in the United States 
reached the highest level ever recorded...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

The Plutocrats Of Wall Street And Silicon Valley Are Scamming America 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/plutocrats-wall-street-and-silicon-
valley-are-scamming-america 

Global Covid death toll passes 3 million as cases surge. The US has the 
highest number of fatalities https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/17/world/3-
million-death-toll-covid-intl/index.html 

"We're #1": Yet Another Ignominious All-Time Record High Is Established 
In The Late, Great United States… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/were-1-yet-another-ignominious-all-
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time-record-high-established-late-great-united-states 
...cases of chlamydia, gonorrhea, and syphilis in the United States 
reached the highest level ever recorded…

MAGA world rages after Ivanka gets the Fauci ouchie 
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2021/4/15/2026055/-MAGA-world-rages-
after-Ivanka-gets-the-Fauci-ouchie?detail=emaildkbow “...Ivanka Trump 
has spent the past five years trying to position herself in the public’s 
mind as the “reasonable” Trump. Granted, that's a pretty low bar. All she 
really needed to do is show up as “warm-blooded” on infrared 
surveillance cameras, and she was basically there. Another useful tactic?
Avoid appearing on video every 10 minutes, like the unofficial 
spokesperson for pure Colombian cocaine. No, for Ivanka, the trick is to 
tacitly endorse every horrible thing her father does. She stood around 
cow-eyed and mute while the country unraveled, only to then gurgle pro-
civilization shibboleths like “we need better child care” and “let’s all get 
the vaccine” to make it seem like her dad didn’t just spend the past half-
decade menacing the nation like an aimless Macy’s Angry Birds balloon 
with explosive diarrhea...”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
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The Global Debt Model 
https://www.zerohedge.com 

BY Rational Egoism

Central Banks have set the stage for the largest contagion event in the 
history of financial markets. 
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London Admits Silver Squeeze Freakout, Chinese Gold Bid is Back

BY jhanders

London as least admits it was only weeks away from having no silver to 
allocate in early Feb 2021.  

Asset bubbles and their human toll

BY akrainer

Bursting of an asset bubble can have grave consequences for the 
economy and the society at large
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Al Peia
Yes, like trump et als, total scammers. She did nothing to help resolve my
stuff; and, suffering from dementia, she's walking brain-dead.
FBI quietly accessing hundreds of American computers hacked via 
MICROSOFT... https://www.nbcnews.com/.../fbi-might-gone-ahead-fixed... [
DUH! ]
Man charged in Capitol riot worked for FBI, lawyer says ...
www.politico.com › news › 2021/02/09 › man-charged...
Thomas Caldwell worked as a section chief for the FBI from 2009 to 2010
after ... Caldwell's lawyer said he denies ever going into the Capitol and 
has ... Other messages read: “Tom all legislators are down in the Tunnels 
3 floors down" and ... is weighing whether to bring sedition charges, 
officials have said. [ Why am I not surprised. What a bunch of slugs! There
are exceptions , of course; but, too few to make a rule: 
I’ve previously referenced case assigned FBI Agent Ronald Barndollar 
( May 2, 1950 - June 6, 2016, Ronald K. Barndollar passed away … 35 
years as a Special Agent and polygraph examiner for the FBI )(he 
explained such mob things to me as, ie., having a hearse pull in front of 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.politico.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2I7dKoQumUSlsM-nDmYogkxUzPOC7lyNnU6eTOZIxzfV_8YTDuI1D8o1g&h=AT2Xt3MRUBspspuLv_RN21xihg3BjQ7JhjpNpkPgngIqtBvJb0JSgteCKazu35i9v0jJTX3crZSqO31QO-_4Ghahz1sJdO27YWfIBfjaiaT2-MdZhd_0_23fhvv-PykYPnx5Ogm8J-QJm9X4zyEQ&__tn__=R]-R&c[0]=AT264VVA0SXo3Lrk4KhZBwkrvSk8z2NVi19v6gGIR3Q1A2MAPj8iFKEy3szfF4TyRrH8Yw-k7pvBqB1opHgmX3q_lNWDNEDqj2vjA5eeo2nvEMRVdduk3jNYMNMtHnJeb0W-v6QsCvAPacrwTPHhvsHqokikP1suLAXTPjh1b-p-kXTKRQ
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me as I drove to my office to intimidate me (which I had already deduced,
but the actual effect was to get my ire up), although I was a bit shaken by
a police stop (yes they have some local police in pocket, and they 
legitimately have guns) on my way to the (RICO) case related deposition 
carefully orchestrated on private grounds/roadway of my condominium 
complex probably to avoid constitutional/federal jurisdictional law 
issues); Agent Barndollar, that rare breed of lawman, 
incorruptible/uncompromised/uncorrupted by bureaucratic 
influences/realities, speaking to him as he “cleared his office of flotsam” 
as he put it [I took that to mean in a cryptic way (all calls were recorded),
‘float sam alito’, to whom the covered up case (coverup) led … obviously 
we’ll never know, at least from him) ] , as he resigned/retired from the FBI
and continued his specialty, polygraphs as an independent contractor. 
How about a polygraph for ‘no good neighbor sam’ alito, which would 
have flushed out mentally ill mobster/criminal thief in chief trump along 
with other jersey/new york criminal mafia guineas long ago. Bear with 
me. [At risk of appearing paranoid, I know they monitor/read my stuff, ie., 
facebook, twitter, website, etc., hoping for a misstep on which they can 
predicate/rationalize action/inaction. It truly has been a pathetic and 
costly in many ways american experience. I now await the swearing in of
new President Biden et al. to at long last resolve this (these) matter(s). I 
realize the aforesaid is dreadfully boring, to everyone but me. I honestly 
must say, though contraindicated by inherently corrupt american reality 
which I now thankfully know, I would not have chosen differently. But I 
also must say, it has not been worth it (their goal and nation-damning 
message)]. THAT’S THE WAY IT IS!
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

[ excerpt Judge Dorsey’s opinion: “... After no answer from Mr. Lacey for 
several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no longer with the U.S. 
Attorney's office and that his documents could not be found. Plaintiff 
delivered another package of the same documents several months later 
to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for several months 
Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in the U.S. 
Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located...”]
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
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NBCNEWS.COM
The FBI might have gone ahead and fixed your Microsoft email server
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The FBI might have gone ahead and fixed your Microsoft email server

MOM REPORTED SHOOTER TO FBI     LAST YEAR   —   8 DEAD IN FEDEX   
RAMPAGE https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fbi-brandon-scott-hole-
interview_n_6079fdd5e4b09614f9b628a0 [ Well, there you go; fbi on the 
scene/job; after all, look what a great proactive job they did flushing out 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump. Just kidding. Thank God Elliot Ness 
was Treasury, didn’t take bribes, and guinea mafia/mobster man Capone 
didn’t pay his taxes. Ness died a broken man, wop capone died of 
syphilis-related brain hemorrhage. 

FOOLS AND THEIR MONEY GET TOGETHER 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-feds-fraud-has-
made-wealth-a-gamble/ 

By Bill Bonner

Monday, April 19, 2021

Bonner
“…Arbitrary Rearrangement of Wealth” 
(except it’s not arbitrary; but rather fraud/scam)
“When money is no object, no object is too asinine to spend it on. 
Economist John Maynard Keynes described it in 1919:
By a continuing process of inflation, governments can confiscate, 
secretly and unobserved, an important part of the wealth of their citizens.
By this method they not only confiscate, but they confiscate arbitrarily; 
and, while the process impoverishes many, it actually enriches some. The
sight of this arbitrary rearrangement of riches strikes not only at security 
but [also] at confidence in the equity of the existing distribution of 
wealth.
[…]. As the inflation proceeds and the real value of the currency 
fluctuates wildly from month to month, all permanent relations between 
debtors and creditors, which form the ultimate foundation of capitalism, 
become so utterly disordered as to be almost meaningless; and the 
process of wealth-getting degenerates into a gamble and a lottery.
Some get rich from the government’s “arbitrary rearrangement” of 
wealth. Those on the receiving end – contractors, connivers, and cronies 
– do well.
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But the disorder soon spreads to the rest of the economy, where money 
itself… and the process of getting and spending it… becomes a joke...”

Federal judge warns that Trump could be in yuuuuuge legal trouble 
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2021/4/17/2026414/-Federal-judge-
warns-that-Trump-could-be-in-yuuuuuge-legal-trouble?detail=emaildkre 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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america is a total fraud! 
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ROCKWELL.COM

Market Update for Monday - April 19th, 2021

Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:

MARKETS

S&P 500 4163 -22 -0.5%

Dow Jones 34078 -123 -0.4%

Nasdaq 13908 -134 -1.0%

Crude Oil 63.47 +0.28 +0.4%

Gold 1770.4 -9.8 -0.6%

• Stocks retreated from record highs today, with the NASDAQ down 
1.0%.

• Coca Cola (KO) reported better than expected earnings, saying that 
demand last month returned to pre-pandemic levels. The stock 
finished higher by 0.6%.

• We have a lite economic calendar this week, so earnings will remain
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in the spotlight. And so far earnings have been great! According to 
data from Credit Suisse, financials have beat expectations by 38% 
and other S&P 500 stocks have beat by 12%.

• Dr. Anthony Fauci said that Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) vaccinations 
are expected to resume after last week’s temporary halt. The stock 
ended higher by 0.3% today with earnings scheduled to be released 
before the opening bell tomorrow.

• Casino stocks took a hit today. Caesars Entertainment (CZR) 
dropped 5.2% and Penn National Gaming (PENN) was down 6.9%.

• Harley-Davidson (HOG) also reported strong earnings. Earlier today, 
shares climbed 13% before closing 9.7% higher.

ZEROHEDGE.COM
Morgan Stanley: "The Market Gets It" That Trading Is About To Get Much 
More Difficult: Here's Why https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/morgan-
stanley-market-gets-it-trading-about-get-much-more-difficult-heres-why 
"Headwinds approaching and the market "gets it." Rising cost pressures/
supply shortages, the definitive peak rate of change on economic data 
and earnings revisions and demand being overwhelmed by supply are all 
contributing to the deterioration." MON APR 19, AT 11:35 AM

DRUDGEREPORT Behind Mysterious Demise of $1.7 Billion Mutual Fund… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/behind-the-mysterious-demise-of-a-1-7-
billion-mutual-fund-11618911000 
Dogecoin at $50 Billion Makes It Bigger Than FORD, KRAFT... 
[Hmmm..Getting a bit dicey, methinks! ]

Yes, It is a Bubble… and Yes, a Crash Comes Next 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-04-20/yes-it-bubble-and-yes-crash-
comes-next BY Phoenix Capital Research As I write this, stocks are 
clearly in the bubble UP phase. But we all know what is coming…
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1) Dogecoin, a crypto currency that was started as a joke, rose 520% last
week.

2) A man recently sold a Non-Fungible Token (NFT) of a fart for $85.

3) Penny stock trading volume has exploded by 2,000%.

4) Individual investors have begun day trading in ways not seen since the 
Tech Bubble.

[Bubble, bubble, toil and trouble, wall street bull s**t leaves naught but 
rubble!]
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ROCKWELL.COM

4-20-21 Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended 
today:

MARKETS

S&P 500 4135 -28 -0.7%

Dow Jones 33821 -256 -0.8%

Nasdaq 13809 -98 -0.7%

Crude Oil 62.38 -1.05 -1.7%

Gold 1779.1 +8.5 +0.5%

Stocks suffered back to back losses with the DOW leading the major 
indices with an 0.8% loss.

• Rising global infections combined with profit taking was a big 
reason for today’s slide. The U.S. is administering 3 million vaccines 
a day. But globally vaccines have doubled in the last two months. In 
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fact, the World Health Organization (WHO) said that daily infections 
are rising towards the highest level they’ve been during the 
pandemic.

• Airlines and cruise lines suffered some of the biggest losses today 
after the U.S. State Department issued a warning for international 
travel because of the rise in cases. United Airlines (UAL) dropped 
8.5%. United reported its 5th consecutive losing quarter. The 
company said that business and international travel have a ways to 
go. American Airlines (AAL) was another loser, down 5.5%. American
Airlines will report earnings on Thursday before the opening bell.

• IBM (IBM) reported better than expected earnings and jumped 3.8% 
with its best close since February 25th of last year.

• Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) finished with a 2.3% gain after an earnings
beat. Reports that some countries have already lifted the pause on 
JNJ vaccines also helped with today’s win.

• Netfllx (NFLX) reported disappointing subscriber growth after the 
bell. In after hours trading the stock dropped 11.0% after the 
company reported 3.98 million new subscribers vs 6.2 million 
expected. This news overshadowed better than expected earnings 
and revenue.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

MSNBC
Bernie Madoff's house of cards is gone. But these more legal Ponzi 
schemes remain. https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/connecting-stock-
market-dogecoin-bitcoin-bernie-madoff-n1264445?icid=msd_topgrid 
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Company Trump awarded $1.3 has produced nothing 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-admin-awarded-firm-1-
083136627.html 
A year after a Connecticut company was awarded almost $1.3 billion in federal 
loans and contracts to supply an essential syringe for COVID-19 vaccines, none 
have been made.

THE 35 MOST OUTRAGEOUS LINES FROM DONALD TRUMP'S 'INTERVIEW'
WITH SEAN HANNITY https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/20/politics/donald-
trump-sean-hannity-2020-election/index.html 

Analysis by Chris Cillizza, CNN Editor-at-large

Updated 6:42 AM ET, Wed April 21, 2021 

(CNN)On Monday night, former President Donald Trump sat down with 
Fox News' Sean Hannity for his first on-camera interview since leaving 
the White House in January. 

I use the word "interview" lightly here because what Hannity did in his 
capacity as a "journalist" was something short of asking tough questions 
of a public figure. It was more like having a few beers with an old friend 
who you were hoping might help you get a job one day.
I went through the transcript -- you're welcome in advance! -- and pulled 
out the best(?) lines. They're below. 

1. "Well, we're seeing a lot of people. We're seeing a lot of good 
Republicans and a lot of good Americans, in some cases, great 
Americans. And we are working very hard."

What was the question from Hannity that elicited this response? "You 
were working as hard as you did when you were in the White House, 
except you play a little golf more, that you're keeping an insane schedule,
seven days a week. You really don't stop." And away we go!
2. "You get impeached for doing nothing wrong. Then you get a second 
impeachment for doing nothing wrong."
The first impeachment was because Trump asked a foreign power to 
investigate the son of a political rival and hinted that the country owed 
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him that because of all the aid America provided. The second was 
because Trump egged on a crowd that went on to stage a violent 
insurrection at the US Capitol that left five people dead. So, yeah, 
"nothing wrong."

3. "And I think we're -- you're going to see something that will start to 
take place in '22 and will culminate in '24."
Well, this sure sounds like Trump is running again, no?
4. "But I had an instance where on a slippery, slippery ramp, piece of 
steel, very steep and very long, no railings, no nothing, and it was pouring
at West Point. And the last thing I want to do is go down because when 
Gerald Ford went down, it was not good."
So we're back on the ramp thing now?
5. "Well, Air Force One is a very big plane. And usually, what they try and 
do is shield the wind. You know, when they park it you can turn it in 
angles and so you don't ever have too much. I've never seen too much 
wind."
......
6. "Nobody was tougher on Russia. And frankly, getting along with 
Vladimir Putin is a good thing. And I got along with him very well."
"Trump sides with Putin over US intelligence" -- July 16, 2018
7. "So now something's going on with Taiwan. Something maybe is going 
on with Ukraine. This never was a big subject when I was president."
Something's happening here. What it is ain't exactly clear ... 
8. "I have a great relationship with a certain man that's got great power 
over North Korea."
Who could it be? This game is fun!
9. "The Russian hoax was very, very bad for the relationship that we 
would have with Russia."
So, uh, it wasn't a hoax. Like, at all.
10. "The wall, getting the wall built and the wall we -- we're up to almost 
500 miles and completing it was very easy."
Know what wasn't easy? Getting Mexico to pay for it. Which they didn't.
11. "The wall is imperative. All of the things that go with the wall, the 
technology that goes into the wall and with the wall is so imperative."
So, if I am reading this right, the wall -- I think -- is imperative?
12. "One other thing, they're sending us not their best people. They are 
sending us people that, in many cases, not in all cases, are murderers, 
drug dealers, human traffickers, and really bad -- rapists, really bad 
people."
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Yes, Trump really said this about Mexico. 
And yes, it is almost exactly what he said in his announcement speech 
for president in 2015, which went like this: "When Mexico sends its 
people, they're not sending their best. They're not sending you. They're 
not sending you. They're sending people that have lots of problems, and 
they're bringing those problems with us. They're bringing drugs. They're 
bringing crime. They're rapists. And some, I assume, are good people." 
This time around, Trump didn't add the "good people" part, though.
13. "Very simple, more liberty, more freedom, of belief in the Constitution,
lower taxes, less bureaucracy, constitutionalists on the bench. You want 
secure borders, legal immigration, energy independence. You believe in 
law and order, safety and security for every American. Simple stuff. 
School choice."
This word salad is Trump's answer to what the "Trump agenda" for the 
future looks like. Very reassuring!
14. "So many different things that -- look, we got 75 million votes. It's 
more than any sitting president in history by far."
OK, this is the actual transition Trump made. He was talking (and talking)
about the Trump agenda and then -- whammo! -- right into the whole thing
about how many votes he got in 2020. Super normal!
15. "I don't know if you know, Sean, usually in a second term a president 
gets less votes. I got 12 million more. It's the biggest that's ever 
happened in history, from 63 to 75. Never happened before. And all of 
these things are good."
I, just, uh, I have no idea what to say here. I will say that I, too, like good 
things.
16. "And I don't know if Joe knows what's going on with it, because I 
think you have a cabal, you have a group of people that are sitting around
a table just saying do this, do this, do this. They're giving him these 
things to sign. It's hard to believe."
OK, so there is a "cabal" of people just giving a clueless President Biden 
"things to sign?" That IS hard to believe!
17. "We were supposed to lose 25 seats. I got involved. I called 56 
different districts. And we ended up picking up 16 instead of losing 25."
Uh, it's not that simple.
18. "Lisa Murkowski is a disaster. I mean, she's a total disaster."
... said the former REPUBLICAN President of the United States.
19. "And I was making calls getting congressmen elected."
Tell me more about these magical calls ...
20. "We've expanded the Republican Party." 
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"Quarterly Gap in Party Affiliation Largest Since 2012" -- Gallup, April 7, 
2021
21. "But I'm at 128 and two when I endorse people, 128 and two."
But who's counting?!
22. "You know, I cut taxes more than any president's ever cut taxes."
For the BILLIONTH time: He did not.
23. "We did a great job. We got very little credit for the great job we've 
done."
Donald Trump on his handling of the Covid-19 pandemic. Yes, really.
24. "I'll give you a little breaking news. Pfizer is in with the FDA. And 
what the FDA did with Johnson & Johnson is so stupid."
["BREAKING NEWS" banner] "Pfizer is in with the FDA." And, no, I have no
idea what he is talking about either.
25. "I said, they want me to do a commercial, some commercial. And they
do this pause."
Trump seems to be suggesting here that "they" (the Biden 
administration? the FDA?) wanted him to film a commercial telling people
to make sure to get the Covid-19 vaccine, but he said no because the 
Johnson & Johnson vaccine was paused? Or something?
26. "You know, I can be liked by everybody. But I won't be doing a good 
job."
Important note: Trump is no longer president.
27. "I think it's very suspect is what they did with Johnson & Johnson, 
because the only people that are happy about that are Pfizer and 
Moderna. The only people that are happy about that because what they 
did is a terrible, terrible thing."
Trump is suggesting -- with zero evidence -- that Pfizer and Moderna are 
somehow responsible for the pause in the J&J vaccine. Man, this 
conspiracy goes deeper than I even thought!
28. "I tell you that at least eight senators would have lost their race. I 
could name them but I don't want to embarrass them but that includes 
Mitch, who is heading south."
The idea that Mitch McConnell would have lost without Trump's support 
is, candidly, laughable.
29. "And I'm very popular in Kentucky. I love Kentucky. And they love 
me."
"I love lamp." -- Brick Tamland
30. "Look, almost everybody I endorse wins."
Paging DJ Khaled ...
31. "But you know what, I love doing it because I help people. And I've 
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helped them more than any president with the cutting of taxes, with the 
regulations, with right to try."
Trump on what he loved about the White House. You owe him, America! 
Bigly.
32. "And I've added something called Space Force. It's going to be so 
powerful, so important."
Mars Awaits!
33. "I got tremendous numbers. Nobody has ever gotten the numbers I 
got. No sitting president has come even close. There's more popularity 
now than there was the day before the election because they see how 
bad things are at the border."
This is Trump's answer to whether he is running again in 2024. I like this 
as his slogan for that race: "I got tremendous numbers. Nobody has ever 
gotten the numbers I got." It could work!
34. "I got along great with President Putin. I liked him. He liked me. 
That's a good thing, not a bad thing."
"Biden administration confirms Russian agent shared 2016 Trump polling 
data as part of election interference efforts" -- April 15, 2021
35. "Getting along with Russia is a good thing. Getting along with these 
countries is a good thing, not a bad thing."

"Russia Continues Interfering in Election to Try to Help Trump, U.S. 
Intelligence Says" -- September 2, 2020. 
Yeah, this feels like a good place to end.

[america is so pathetic; a total fraud!]

Every Physical Silver Ounce Has Been Sold Up To 1000x The current 
silver price has nothing to do with supply and demand...
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/every-physical-silver-ounce-has-
been-sold-1000x 
“...I have warned investors many times not to buy gold or silver ETFs or 
funds of any kind. The risks are multiple. Here are some of them:

• It is a paper security held within the financial system

• It has multiple counterparty risks

• The gold/silver holdings are not segregated from custodians’ assets

• It owns no gold/silver directly
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• The gold/silver is stored within the banking system

• The gold/silver held is probably rehypothecated

• The gold/silver is not fully insured

• Investors have no access to their gold/silver

There have been many reports of problems of getting physical delivery 
from mints and bullion dealers...”

Millionaire Investors Pile Into Cash As Sell-Side Researchers Warn Of 
Market Turbulence The market "feels a bit frothy…" [DUH! A bit frothy 
methinks!] https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/millionaire-investors-pile-
cash-sell-side-researchers-warn-market-turbulence 

Let’s not forget whose talking here:
http://albertpeia.com/bushisms.htm 

or here:
obama/holder … Remember those guys? [To be fair and balanced, there’s 
also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in the 
factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric Holder 
spent six years as attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks for 
their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives behind bars. Now, 
he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense firm, making 
millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid criminal 
consequences. Worse, it was just reported that the firm, Covington & 
Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder awaiting his
return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5 million 
condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions about 
how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his old 
firm even while it continued to represent companies under Department of
Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a future job offer, 
that alone could violate criminal laws. …”
america is a total fraud!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM
Americans On Jobless Benefits Jumps Back Above 17 Million As Initial 
Claims Dip https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/americans-
jobless-benefits-jumps-back-above-17-million-initial-claims-dip ...despite 
the lowest initial claims since the pandemic began, the total number of 
Americans on jobless benefits rose back above 17 million… 4-22-21

DRUDGEREPORT 

Citizenship Renunciation 'To Rise Dramatically'… [Sounds like a plan!]
India sets world record for new Covid cases; 314,000 in day… 
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/india-sets-world-record-new-covid-
cases-314k-n1264895 
With Britain opening up but many bathrooms closed, outdoor excrement 
serious problem... 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40
299423467b48e9ecf6 
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ROCKWELL.COM https://www.rockwelltrading.com/ 
Market Update for Thursday - April 22nd, 2021
Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:

MARKETS

down up S&P 500 4135 -38 -0.9%

down up Dow Jones33816 -321 -0.9%

arrow downNasdaq 13762 -173 -1.2%

arrow up Crude Oil 61.66 +0.31 +0.5%

arrow down Gold 1784.0 -9.1 -0.5%

Stocks opened slightly lower but were trading at session highs midday. 
But a sudden drop in the afternoon sent stocks lower and the major 
indices ended the day with losses of 0.9%+.

• The sharp slide at 1pm came after reports that President 
Joe Biden is set to propose a capital gains tax hike that 
could be as high as 39.6% for wealthy Americans. 
According to Bloomberg News, the proposal would 
essentially double the capital gains tax rate on people that
earn over 1mil.

• Growth stocks like Amazon (AMZN) and Tesla (TSLA) 
reacted negatively to the news, with AMZN reversing and 
finishing the day with a 1.6% loss. TSLA ended lower by 
3.3%.

• Unemployment Claims came in much better than expected
with 547,000 Americans filing for unemployment. This 
compared to the 607,000 forecast and last week’s 586,000
claims.

• Dow Inc. (DOW) lost 6.0% even though they reported better
than expected earnings and revenue for the first quarter.

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/


• Southwest (LUV) reported mixed earnings results. The 
company said that they had a 116mil profit last quarter but
would have had a 1bil loss if it wasn’t for aid from the 
federal government. But the CEO is optimistic about the 
airline recovery and says that they are looking at being 
breakeven by June. The stock finished lower by 1.6%.

• Equifax (EFX) beat earnings expectations and rocketed 
higher after reporting its highest ever quarterly revenue. 
The stock finished higher by 14.9%.

DRUDGEREPORT 
GLOBAL CASES AT HIGH https://www.wsj.com/articles/covid-19-is-still-
raging-in-much-of-the-world-as-global-cases-hit-record-highs-11619185387
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/
bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGEREPORT 
Amy Coney Barrett's big book deal called bad optics for Supreme Court... 
[DUH!]

CNN Dozens of Palestinians injured in police clashes as Jewish 
extremists chanting 'Death to Arabs' march in Jerusalem 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/23/middleeast/jerusalem-clashes-injured-
intl/index.html 

Authorities are looking at whether a Bahamas trip involving several 
young women was part of an effort to illegally influence Gaetz 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/23/politics/gaetz-probe-public-corruption-
medical-marijuana/index.html 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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ROCKWELL.COM https://www.rockwelltrading.com/ 
4-23-21 Today's Highlights:

• Stocks bounced right back after yesterday’s drop. The S&P made 

new record intraday highs and the NASDAQ led the indices with a 

1.3% gain. 

• Today’s rally helped erase yesterday’s losses, but it wasn’t enough 

to overcome losses from earlier in the week. The S&P finished the 

week lower by 0.1%, the DOW was down 0.5% and the NASDAQ 

suffered a 0.7% loss. With this drop the indices snapped a 4-week 

win streak. 

• SNAP (SNAP) jumped 7.5% after reporting solid revenue for the 

quarter and strong daily active user growth. The company reported 

positive free cash flow for the first time in its history as a public 

company. And daily active user growth rates were the highest in 

over three years. 

• Intel (INTC) finished 5.3% lower even though they reported better 

than expected earnings. The drop was tied to data center revenues 

missing expectations. 

• American Express (AXP) dropped after reporting an earnings beat 

but a miss on revenue. The stock finished lower by 1.9%. 

• Looking ahead to next week, earnings will remain in the spotlight 

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/
http://albertpeia.com/
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg


with Tesla (TSLA) reporting earnings after the close on Monday. 

Another big name reporting is Microsoft (MSFT). The company will 

report earnings after the bell on Tuesday. Then on Wednesday the 

Fed will release their Fed Statement and hold a Fed Press 

Conference. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

The Inflationary Everything Bubble is Now Entering Its Final and WORST 
Stage https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-04-23/inflationary-
everything-bubble-now-entering-its-final-and-worst-stage 

Year to date, the price of copper, gasoline, corn and soybeans are all up 
double digits. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM Musk On Mars: "A Bunch Of People Will Probably Die, 
But It's A Glorious Adventure" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/musk-
mars-bunch-people-will-probably-die-its-glorious-adventure “If an arduous 
and dangerous journey where you might not come back alive, but it's a 
glorious adventure, sounds appealing, Mars is the place. That's the ad for 
Mars.”SUN APR 25, AT 3:15 PM

Elon Musk will host SNL in May https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/24/business/
elon-musk-snl-host-may-8/index.html 
Top stories
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The New York Times
Elon Musk to Host
‘Saturday Night Live’
[ I must catch that. Hopefully, they'll spoof 'My Favorite Martian' ... What 
a Joke! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Musk (the self-proclaimed space alien) warns 'people 
will probably die' during mission to Mars… 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/elon-musk-warns-people-
probably-23974161 [DUH!] [ Elon Musk says he is an alien two years after 
denying suspicions that he hails from another planet. 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-
bizarre-23491683 ]

Musk's girlfriend 'ready to die on Mars'... Elon Musk's girlfriend is 'ready 
to die on Mars' and wants to relocate to the red planet 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/elon-musks-girlfriend-ready-
die-23826057 Billionaire Elon Musk's girlfriend Grimes, whose real name 
is Claire Elise Boucher and is a Canadian musician, has said on Instagram
that she is willing to die on the red planet [Well, sounds like a plan … 
hmmm]

[ Keep in mind that now they just barely have 
technology/capability sufficient to go to the moon (not even
a “slam/dunk”); Mars? Grimes reveals an insider’s mindset…
]

[ UFOetry: We Never Went To The Moon - The Award-
Winning Documentary/Music/Video by John Lee 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is nothing
more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     '  moon   
rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock given to an 

http://www.smh.com.au/national/prized-moon-rock-a-fake-20090829-f3al.html
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overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, 
museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is   
Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at Dutch national museum. 
Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by 
American astronauts, ... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that 
shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa3.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa4.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa5.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa6.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa12.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/moondoggle.htm ]
The TESLA Mafia: Musk's Ex-Employees Vie To Become His Top Rival... 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alanohnsman/2021/02/19/the-tesla-mafia-
elon-musks-ex-employees-vie-to-become-his-top-rival/?sh=1fbaf1439ea0 
[ I have to say this: Silicon Valley companies, “Silicon Valley Mafia”, well,
that’s a bit of a stretch, not quite analogous to the new york/jersey 
guinea and, not to discriminate, russian (KGB) (among other ethnic 
groups) mafias; my experience with them, ie., paypal, robinhood, ebay, 
etc., invariably fraught with not so unintended “performance difficulties” 
(euphemistically speaking – but there’s the glitch-prone unintended 
consequences in no short supply as well). Oh yes, they’re smart, painfully
neurotic, counting among their ranks the “Palo Alto overflow” (dropouts, 
ie., Stanford, etc.), and, for the nonce, symptomatically profitable, 
counting on a gullible, less intellectually endowed investing public. I’m 
far from impressed and won’t be jumping on a musky transport to Mars 
any time soon. In america, fraud and bulls**t sell; trump is a testament to
that pathetic reality.
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Elon Musk says he is an alien two years after denying suspicions that he 
hails from another planet. The SpaceX and Tesla founder, 49, made the 
jaw-dropping claim in response to a question about how he runs so many 
massive companies at the same time. 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-
bizarre-23491683 [ Don’t make me laugh! No alien from another world 
could bulls**t people of this world to the tune of billions as has musk man
Elon. You really have to give him credit for that much, and pulling it off! 
Sign of the times, the biggest hoax since Orson Welles' 'War of the 
Worlds' radio broadcast terrified the nation. Then the grimey child 
“numerical name thing”. Ho, hum. Boring! ]

https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-bizarre-23491683
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-bizarre-23491683
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MUSK: MOVE TO MARS BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE! [ Yeah, right after Musk 
moves there. ] 

YAHOONEWS Politics ABC News Kanye West announces he's running for 
president MUSK VOWS SUPPORT… PUBLICITY STUNT FOR NEW MUSIC? 
[ Hmmm … a rational motive for an irrational act? Could be, who cares 
….. But, an inhabitant of a dying planet exploring a dead solar system at 
great cost has got to make you wonder. ]

Elon Musk savages 'underwhelming' Microsoft billionaire Bill … 
metro.co.uk › News › Tech - Elon Musk has mockingly labelled Microsoft 
boss Bill Gates as 'underwhelming'. [ Very funny! ]

The costs of sending humans to Mars outweigh the possible benefits

“Taking humans to Mars, although theoretically possible, would require 
an investment astronomically out of kilter with the possible benefits.” — 
Aerospace engineer Antonio Elias to Washington Post 

Robots are a better option for exploring the planet

The technology is so far off that it’s not even worth debating a Mars 
mission

“If humans haven't even been able to head back to the moon since 1972, 
the odds of trying to head to a planet in another solar system is nothing 
more than science fiction at this point.” — Antonia Jaramillo, Florida 
Today

YAHOO Science Business Insider After measuring radiation on the moon 
for the first time, scientists say a lunar base should be built underground 
to protect astronauts Astronauts didn't measure how much radiation they
were exposed to on the moon. New data shows the doses are 200 times 
as high as on Earth. [ Ah, that radiation thing, as in the Van Allen Belt, 
will do it (fry you) every time … http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv ]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM https://www.zerohedge.com/
NJ Deli With $100 Million Market Cap Linked To Shell Company Whose 
Stock Also Recently Exploded https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nj-
deli-100-million-market-cap-linked-shell-company-whose-stock-also-
recently-exploded E-Waste is a self-admitted shell company and had total
assets of about $183,000 and liabilities of $412,400 as of its most recent 
SEC filings. Like Hometown International, it recently posted a more than 
$100 million market cap. 4-24-21 [ Typical jersey/wall street fraud/scam. ]

ZEROHEDGE.COM https://www.zerohedge.com/

'Patient Zero' Of The Bubble Pandemic: Alan Greenspan https://www.zerohedge.com/
markets/patient-zero-bubble-pandemic-alan-greenspan 

by Tyler Durden
Saturday, Apr 24, 2021 - 02:21 PM

Authored by Matthew Piepenburg via GoldSwitzerland.com,

“Below, we consider two well-known names in modern markets, former Fed Chairman Alan
Greenspan, and current value investing legend, Jeremy Grantham, co-founder of GMO 
Investment Strategies.

Years ago, I sat down with Jeremy Grantham in an office overlooking Boston Harbor to not 
only consider an investment in his fund, but to absorb the insights of a blunt-spoken 
observer of market risk.

Greenspan: Productivity Decline Signals Slower Growth Ahead

Greenspan Sees Next Recession Driven by `Dramatically Rising Debt
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Greenspan Says Nobody Forecast the 2008 Financial Crisis

Greenspan Sees Signs of Stagflation, Threats to U.S. Economy

Such blunt-speak, as I’ve written elsewhere, is a rare trait among the cadres of otherwise 
high-profile wealth managers whose incentives and survival are often predicated more 
upon selling hope than speaking to risk—the equivalent of being a whistleblower among a 
financial advisory complex driven largely by the gathering of fees rather than the reporting 
(and managing) of risk.

Almost a decade later, I’m still listening to Mr. Grantham and strongly recommend that 
others do the same.

A Market Bubble of Epic Proportions

Although it should come as no surprise to anyone who has tracked market history as well 
as market valuations, Mr. Grantham is one among only a handful of credible portfolio 
managers who have openly confessed that US markets are (and have been for some time) 
experiencing a market bubble of “epic proportions.”

In short: This ought to mean something.

As a keen tracker of both markets and market history, Mr. Grantham is no less 
confident and no less blunt in warning those who will listen that such 
epic bubbles always, and without exception, lead to equally epic busts.

We, of course, feel no differently, and have been warning of this bubble-to-bust cycle for 
years—not as “gold bugs” or “doom and gloomers,” but simply as market participants who 
can both count and read...”

HUFFPOST
PATHETIC:   MORE     MCCARTHY RIOT COVER FOR TRUM  P  !   
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/kevin-mccarthy-defends-trump-capitol-
riot-response_n_60857415e4b0ee126f67d448 
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CNN The Trump Republican circus gears up for another tour     
https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/27/politics/republican-circus-donald-trump/
index.html [ Pathetic! That trump’s not already in prison is a testament to
america’s decline:

William Bonner (on american decline): “… BAD EMPERORS

Alas, then came a succession of bad emperors.

George W. Bush launched the War on Terror – $7 trillion down the drain.

Barack Obama bailed out Wall Street after the crisis of 2008-2009, and 
added nearly $10 trillion to the national debt over his eight-year term.

The third in this parade of clowns was Donald J. Trump, who went on the 
biggest spending spree in U.S. history… with another $8 trillion added to 
federal debt in just four years.

Government spending, as a portion of GDP, rose to over 40% during his 
term in office.
Worst of a Bad Lot

But The Donald’s contribution went far beyond the numbers.

He also remade the Republican Party in his own image. No longer a party 
of ideas or principles… it is now just another group of hacks and grifters 
with a nativist/corporatist bent...” ]

MSNBC Mike Pompeo made staffers walk his dog. His other abuses of 
power were way worse. https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/many-trump-
employees-got-away-power-abuses-mike-pompeo-shouldn-n1265203?
icid=msd_topgrid 
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HUFFPOST POPULATION GROWTH 2nd-SLOWEST EVER — AMERICA 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-population-increase-over-last-decade-second-slowest-ever_n_60871f69e4b003896e082a22
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MOVES SOUTH+WEST https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-population-
increase-over-last-decade-second-slowest-
ever_n_60871f69e4b003896e082a22 

What Happens to Stocks When HOT Inflation Hits? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-04-27/what-happens-stocks-when-
hot-inflation-hits BY Phoenix Capital Research Look, we all know what’s 
going on here.

No One here Gets out Alive - Jim Morrison and The Doors [Part 5 – Final] 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kVb9J0frv9s 
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HUFFPOST
FEAR: THE FAR RIGHT PLOTTING TO UNLEASH CONSTITUTIONAL 
CHAOS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mark-meckler-article-five-
constitutional-convention_n_6086c380e4b09cce6c143b10 

HUFFPOST
Turkey is threatening to recognize America's genocide. It should — and 
so should we. https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/biden-recognized-
armenian-genocide-now-recognize-american-genocide-n1265418 [ My own
experience, ie.,see infra, and the national experience, ie., government 
protected mentally ill mobster/criminal trump, is testament to the need 
for american historical reality check…
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HUFFPOST
Turkey is threatening to recognize America's genocide. It should — and 
so should we. https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/biden-recognized-
armenian-genocide-now-recognize-american-genocide-n1265418 [ My own
experience, ie.,see infra, and the national experience, ie., government 
protected mentally ill mobster/criminal trump, is testament to the need 
for american historical reality check… http://facebook.com/alpeia 

Man charged in Capitol riot worked for FBI, lawyer says ...
www.politico.com › news › 2021/02/09 › man-charged...
Thomas Caldwell worked as a section chief for the FBI from 2009 to 2010
after ... Caldwell's lawyer said he denies ever going into the Capitol and 
has ... Other messages read: “Tom all legislators are down in the Tunnels 
3 floors down" and ... is weighing whether to bring sedition charges, 
officials have said. [ Why am I not surprised. What a bunch of slugs! There
are exceptions , of course; but, too few to make a rule: 
I’ve previously referenced case assigned FBI Agent Ronald Barndollar 
( May 2, 1950 - June 6, 2016, Ronald K. Barndollar passed away … 35 
years as a Special Agent and polygraph examiner for the FBI )(he 
explained such mob things to me as, ie., having a hearse pull in front of 
me as I drove to my office to intimidate me (which I had already deduced,
but the actual effect was to get my ire up), although I was a bit shaken by
a police stop (yes they have some local police in pocket, and they 
legitimately have guns) on my way to the (RICO) case related deposition 
carefully orchestrated on private grounds/roadway of my condominium 
complex probably to avoid constitutional/federal jurisdictional law 
issues); Agent Barndollar, that rare breed of lawman, 
incorruptible/uncompromised/uncorrupted by bureaucratic 
influences/realities, speaking to him as he “cleared his office of flotsam” 
as he put it [I took that to mean in a cryptic way (all calls were recorded),
‘float sam alito’, to whom the covered up case (coverup) led … obviously 
we’ll never know, at least from him) ] , as he resigned/retired from the FBI
and continued his specialty, polygraphs as an independent contractor. 
How about a polygraph for ‘no good neighbor sam’ alito, which would 
have flushed out mentally ill mobster/criminal thief in chief trump along 
with other jersey/new york criminal mafia guineas long ago. Bear with 
me. [At risk of appearing paranoid, I know they monitor/read my stuff, ie., 
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facebook, twitter, website, etc., hoping for a misstep on which they can 
predicate/rationalize action/inaction. It truly has been a pathetic and 
costly in many ways american experience. I now await the swearing in of
new President Biden et al. to at long last resolve this (these) matter(s). I 
realize the aforesaid is dreadfully boring, to everyone but me. I honestly 
must say, though contraindicated by inherently corrupt american reality 
which I now thankfully know, I would not have chosen differently. But I 
also must say, it has not been worth it (their goal and nation-damning 
message)]. THAT’S THE WAY IT IS!
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

[ excerpt Judge Dorsey’s opinion: “... After no answer from Mr. Lacey for 
several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no longer with the U.S. 
Attorney's office and that his documents could not be found. Plaintiff 
delivered another package of the same documents several months later 
to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for several months 
Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in the U.S. 
Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located...”]

www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 

http://albertpeia.com/FBIAgentAffidavit11.jpg 
america is a total fraud!
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No One here Gets out Alive - Jim Morrison and The Doors [Part 5 – Final] 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kVb9J0frv9s 
Jealous of Jimmy Morrison and The Doors, Musk man Eloon hopes you 
drink the kool-aid.

ZEROHEDGE.COM Musk On Mars: "A Bunch Of People Will Probably Die, 
But It's A Glorious Adventure" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/musk-

mars-bunch-people-will-probably-die-its-glorious-adventure “If an 
arduous and dangerous journey where you might not come back alive, but
it's a glorious adventure, sounds appealing, Mars is the place. That's the 
ad for Mars.”SUN APR 25, AT 3:15 PM

Elon Musk will host SNL in May https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/24/business/
elon-musk-snl-host-may-8/index.html 

Top stories
The New York Times
Elon Musk to Host
‘Saturday Night Live’
[ I must catch that. Hopefully, they'll spoof 'My Favorite Martian' ... What 
a Joke! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Musk (the self-proclaimed space alien) warns 'people 
will probably die' during mission to Mars… 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/elon-musk-warns-people-
probably-23974161 [DUH!] [ Elon Musk says he is an alien two years after 
denying suspicions that he hails from another planet. 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-
bizarre-23491683 ]
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Musk's girlfriend 'ready to die on Mars'... Elon Musk's girlfriend is 'ready 
to die on Mars' and wants to relocate to the red planet 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/elon-musks-girlfriend-ready-
die-23826057 Billionaire Elon Musk's girlfriend Grimes, whose real name 
is Claire Elise Boucher and is a Canadian musician, has said on Instagram
that she is willing to die on the red planet [Well, sounds like a plan … 
hmmm]

[ Keep in mind that now they just barely have 
technology/capability sufficient to go to the moon (not even
a “slam/dunk”); Mars? Grimes reveals an insider’s mindset…
]

[ UFOetry: We Never Went To The Moon - The Award-
Winning Documentary/Music/Video by John Lee 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is nothing
more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     '  moon   
rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock given to an 
overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, 
museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is   
Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at Dutch national museum. 
Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by 
American astronauts, ... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that 
shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa3.htm 
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http://albertpeia.com/moondoggle.htm ]
The TESLA Mafia: Musk's Ex-Employees Vie To Become His Top Rival... 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alanohnsman/2021/02/19/the-tesla-mafia-
elon-musks-ex-employees-vie-to-become-his-top-rival/?sh=1fbaf1439ea0 
[ I have to say this: Silicon Valley companies, “Silicon Valley Mafia”, well,
that’s a bit of a stretch, not quite analogous to the new york/jersey 
guinea and, not to discriminate, russian (KGB) (among other ethnic 
groups) mafias; my experience with them, ie., paypal, robinhood, ebay, 
etc., invariably fraught with not so unintended “performance difficulties” 
(euphemistically speaking – but there’s the glitch-prone unintended 
consequences in no short supply as well). Oh yes, they’re smart, painfully
neurotic, counting among their ranks the “Palo Alto overflow” (dropouts, 
ie., Stanford, etc.), and, for the nonce, symptomatically profitable, 
counting on a gullible, less intellectually endowed investing public. I’m 
far from impressed and won’t be jumping on a musky transport to Mars 
any time soon. In america, fraud and bulls**t sell; trump is a testament to
that pathetic reality.

Elon Musk says he is an alien two years after denying suspicions that he 
hails from another planet. The SpaceX and Tesla founder, 49, made the 
jaw-dropping claim in response to a question about how he runs so many 
massive companies at the same time. 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-
bizarre-23491683 [ Don’t make me laugh! No alien from another world 
could bulls**t people of this world to the tune of billions as has musk man
Elon. You really have to give him credit for that much, and pulling it off! 
Sign of the times, the biggest hoax since Orson Welles' 'War of the 
Worlds' radio broadcast terrified the nation. Then the grimey child 
“numerical name thing”. Ho, hum. Boring! ]
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MUSK: MOVE TO MARS BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE! [ Yeah, right after Musk 
moves there. ] 

YAHOONEWS Politics ABC News Kanye West announces he's running for 
president MUSK VOWS SUPPORT… PUBLICITY STUNT FOR NEW MUSIC? 
[ Hmmm … a rational motive for an irrational act? Could be, who cares 
….. But, an inhabitant of a dying planet exploring a dead solar system at 
great cost has got to make you wonder. ]

Elon Musk savages 'underwhelming' Microsoft billionaire Bill … 
metro.co.uk › News › Tech - Elon Musk has mockingly labelled Microsoft 
boss Bill Gates as 'underwhelming'. [ Very funny! ]

The costs of sending humans to Mars outweigh the possible benefits

“Taking humans to Mars, although theoretically possible, would require 
an investment astronomically out of kilter with the possible benefits.” — 
Aerospace engineer Antonio Elias to Washington Post 

Robots are a better option for exploring the planet

The technology is so far off that it’s not even worth debating a Mars 
mission

“If humans haven't even been able to head back to the moon since 1972, 
the odds of trying to head to a planet in another solar system is nothing 
more than science fiction at this point.” — Antonia Jaramillo, Florida 
Today

YAHOO Science Business Insider After measuring radiation on the moon 
for the first time, scientists say a lunar base should be built underground 
to protect astronauts Astronauts didn't measure how much radiation they
were exposed to on the moon. New data shows the doses are 200 times 
as high as on Earth. [ Ah, that radiation thing, as in the Van Allen Belt, 
will do it (fry you) every time … http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv ]
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YAHOONEWS Politics Business Insider The Trump Organization charged 
taxpayers for undisclosed stays and luxury-car rentals at his foreign golf 
resorts https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-organization-charged-
taxpayers-undisclosed-111835921.html 
The receipts provide further evidence of how President Donald Trump's 
family profited from his time in office. [DUH]

FEDS RAID (Son of a Mafia) RUDY APARTMENT   https://www.huffpost.com/  
entry/rudy-giuliani-search-warrant-
apartment_n_60898d13e4b0ccb91c2d16c0 

NY Post Reporter Resigns, Says She Was ‘Ordered’ To Write False Kamala
Harris Story https://www.huffpost.com/entry/new-york-post-kamala-harris-
book_n_6088ce24e4b0b9042d8bdee7 [ WOW! Journalist Laura (the) 
Italiano said she failed to push back hard enough against the incorrect 
story, describing the incident as her “breaking point.” Aha! That explains 
everything. Ya can’t fight Mulberry Street, NYCity Hall. Hmmm. ]

Elon Musk dubs himself ‘The Dogefather’ in SNL promo tweet, prompting 
real people to invest actual money in joke crypto https://www.yahoo.com/
finance/m/b8344f36-c74a-340b-a1f3-e41a38ea051d/elon-musk-dubs-
himself-%E2%80%98the.html The Technoking of Tesla, Imperator of Mars
and founder of the Boring Company has bestowed another meaningless 
title on himself. [ Billions...You can’t make this s**t up! ]
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CNN Elon Musk on Mars: 'You might not come back alive' 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/27/tech/elon-musk-spacex-mars-danger-scn/
index.html [ Oooh! ...Sounds like a plan! 

No One here Gets out Alive - Jim Morrison and The Doors [Part 5 – Final] 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kVb9J0frv9s 
Jealous of Jimmy Morrison and The Doors, Musk man Eloon hopes you 
drink the kool-aid.

ZEROHEDGE.COM Musk On Mars: "A Bunch Of People Will Probably Die, 
But It's A Glorious Adventure" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/musk-

mars-bunch-people-will-probably-die-its-glorious-adventure “If an 
arduous and dangerous journey where you might not come back alive, but
it's a glorious adventure, sounds appealing, Mars is the place. That's the 
ad for Mars.”SUN APR 25, AT 3:15 PM

Elon Musk will host SNL in May https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/24/business/
elon-musk-snl-host-may-8/index.html 

Top stories
The New York Times
Elon Musk to Host
‘Saturday Night Live’
[ I must catch that. Hopefully, they'll spoof 'My Favorite Martian' ... What 
a Joke! ]

They forgot to add:

Eloon Musk, the space alien.

DRUDGEREPORT Musk (the self-proclaimed space alien) warns 'people 
will probably die' during mission to Mars… 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/elon-musk-warns-people-
probably-23974161 [DUH!] [ Elon Musk says he is an alien two years after 
denying suspicions that he hails from another planet. 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-
bizarre-23491683 ]

https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-bizarre-23491683
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Musk's girlfriend 'ready to die on Mars'... Elon Musk's girlfriend is 'ready 
to die on Mars' and wants to relocate to the red planet 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/elon-musks-girlfriend-ready-
die-23826057 Billionaire Elon Musk's girlfriend Grimes, whose real name 
is Claire Elise Boucher and is a Canadian musician, has said on Instagram
that she is willing to die on the red planet [Well, sounds like a plan … 
hmmm]

[ Keep in mind that now they just barely have 
technology/capability sufficient to go to the moon (not even
a “slam/dunk”); Mars? Grimes reveals an insider’s mindset…
]

[ UFOetry: We Never Went To The Moon - The Award-
Winning Documentary/Music/Video by John Lee 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is nothing
more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     '  moon   
rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock given to an 
overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, 
museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is   
Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at Dutch national museum. 
Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by 
American astronauts, ... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that 
shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa3.htm 
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https://www.aulis.com/nasa4.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa5.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa6.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa12.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/moondoggle.htm ]
The TESLA Mafia: Musk's Ex-Employees Vie To Become His Top Rival... 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alanohnsman/2021/02/19/the-tesla-mafia-
elon-musks-ex-employees-vie-to-become-his-top-rival/?sh=1fbaf1439ea0 
[ I have to say this: Silicon Valley companies, “Silicon Valley Mafia”, well,
that’s a bit of a stretch, not quite analogous to the new york/jersey 
guinea and, not to discriminate, russian (KGB) (among other ethnic 
groups) mafias; my experience with them, ie., paypal, robinhood, ebay, 
etc., invariably fraught with not so unintended “performance difficulties” 
(euphemistically speaking – but there’s the glitch-prone unintended 
consequences in no short supply as well). Oh yes, they’re smart, painfully
neurotic, counting among their ranks the “Palo Alto overflow” (dropouts, 
ie., Stanford, etc.), and, for the nonce, symptomatically profitable, 
counting on a gullible, less intellectually endowed investing public. I’m 
far from impressed and won’t be jumping on a musky transport to Mars 
any time soon. In america, fraud and bulls**t sell; trump is a testament to
that pathetic reality.

Elon Musk says he is an alien two years after denying suspicions that he 
hails from another planet. The SpaceX and Tesla founder, 49, made the 
jaw-dropping claim in response to a question about how he runs so many 
massive companies at the same time. 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-
bizarre-23491683 [ Don’t make me laugh! No alien from another world 
could bulls**t people of this world to the tune of billions as has musk man
Elon. You really have to give him credit for that much, and pulling it off! 
Sign of the times, the biggest hoax since Orson Welles' 'War of the 
Worlds' radio broadcast terrified the nation. Then the grimey child 
“numerical name thing”. Ho, hum. Boring! ]
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MUSK: MOVE TO MARS BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE! [ Yeah, right after Musk 
moves there. ] 

YAHOONEWS Politics ABC News Kanye West announces he's running for 
president MUSK VOWS SUPPORT… PUBLICITY STUNT FOR NEW MUSIC? 
[ Hmmm … a rational motive for an irrational act? Could be, who cares 
….. But, an inhabitant of a dying planet exploring a dead solar system at 
great cost has got to make you wonder. ]

Elon Musk savages 'underwhelming' Microsoft billionaire Bill … 
metro.co.uk › News › Tech - Elon Musk has mockingly labelled Microsoft 
boss Bill Gates as 'underwhelming'. [ Very funny! ]

The costs of sending humans to Mars outweigh the possible benefits

“Taking humans to Mars, although theoretically possible, would require 
an investment astronomically out of kilter with the possible benefits.” — 
Aerospace engineer Antonio Elias to Washington Post 

Robots are a better option for exploring the planet

The technology is so far off that it’s not even worth debating a Mars 
mission

“If humans haven't even been able to head back to the moon since 1972, 
the odds of trying to head to a planet in another solar system is nothing 
more than science fiction at this point.” — Antonia Jaramillo, Florida 
Today

YAHOO Science Business Insider After measuring radiation on the moon 
for the first time, scientists say a lunar base should be built underground 
to protect astronauts Astronauts didn't measure how much radiation they
were exposed to on the moon. New data shows the doses are 200 times 
as high as on Earth. [ Ah, that radiation thing, as in the Van Allen Belt, 
will do it (fry you) every time … http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv ]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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HUFFPOST
New First Cat Is ‘Waiting In The Wings,’ Jill Biden Says 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/bidens-first-cat-waiting-in-
wings_n_608c0cafe4b0c15313f36a27 

YAHOO Politics The Telegraph The purr-fect addition? White House 
prepares to add a cat to family - but there's one Major problem 
Associated Press Jill Biden plants tree as White House readies for family 
cat

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE.COM
"There Are No Stabilizers Left" - Cooperman Warns That Next Market 
Crash Will Make Traders "Heads Spin" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/there-are-no-stabilizers-left-
cooperman-warns-next-market-crash-will-make-traders-heads “We're 
growing this year 4-5x potential, yet the Fed is insisting on keeping 
interest rates near zero. That doesn't make any sense to me. That's just 
pushing people out on the risk curve."

A Record 34% Of All Household Income In The US Now Comes From The 
Government https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/record-34-all-
household-income-us-now-comes-government This is banana republic 
level. [Well DUH ... If the shoe fits …..]

"Our Warplanes Can Reach Iran": Israeli Intelligence Minister Vows War If

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/our-warplanes-can-reach-iran-israeli-intelligence-minister-vows-war-if-bad-deal
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"Bad Deal" Reached In Vienna 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/our-warplanes-can-reach-iran-
israeli-intelligence-minister-vows-war-if-bad-deal [ Sounds like the typical,
provocative israeli war threat using american supplied armaments, with 
american supplied capital, at great american cost, strategic/geo-
strategic, etc., etc.. Quite simply, america can no longer afford israel. ]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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america is a total fraud! 
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MSNBC
Vance: Giuliani 'conveniently' forgot DOJ doesn't just raid apartments 
without probable cause https://www.msnbc.com/katy-tur/watch/rudy-
giuliani-conveniently-forgot-doj-doesn-t-raid-apartments-without-probable-
cause-says-legal-analyst-111131717976 

HUFFPOST
New First Cat Is ‘Waiting In The Wings,’ Jill Biden Says 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/bidens-first-cat-waiting-in-
wings_n_608c0cafe4b0c15313f36a27 

MSNBC

The Beat with Ari Report: Gaetz ally says he and the congressman 
allegedly paid for sex with a minor 

https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/gaetz-bombshell-
associate-greenberg-allegedly-writes-letter-confessing-sex-crimes-
111148613913 
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ROCKWELL.COM

Market Update for Friday - April 30th, 2021

Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:

MARKETS

arrow down S&P 500 4181 -30 -0.7%

arrow down Dow Jones 33875 -186 -0.5%

arrow down Nasdaq 13861 -109 -0.8%

arrow down Crude Oil 63.58 -1.43 -2.2%

arrow down Gold 1767.7 -0.6 -0.03%

Today's Highlights:

• Stocks dropped today. After opening lower, the major 
indices continued to fall during the trading session, ending
near session lows. The NASDAQ led the major indices 
lower with an 0.8% loss.

• Today’s drop sent the DOW and NASDAQ into negative 
territory for the week. The DOW ended the week with a 
0.5% loss, the NASDAQ slid 0.6% and the S&P was trading 
right around last week’s close before finishing the week 
with a small gain 0.02%.

• Chevron (CVX) fell 3.6% after reporting worse than 
expected earnings per share before the bell.

• Exxon Mobil (XOM) beat analyst expectations but dropped 
2.8%.

• Lower Crude Oil (CL) prices were a drag on energy stocks, 
with Crude Oil sliding 2.4%.



• Amazon (AMZN) reported blockbuster earnings after the 
bell yesterday with profits tripling. But after a strong start 
and new record highs, Amazon retreated with the overall 
market and finished the day with a 0.1% loss.

• Twitter (TWTR) was hammered. The company reported 
disappointing growth and 2nd quarter revenue. Twitter lost
15.2%.

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Chris Christie Gives One-Term, Twice-
Impeached Trump An 'A' For His Presidency 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/chris-christie-donald-trump-presidency-
rating-084435670.html The New Jersey Republican said there were 
"some things that clouded his accomplishments" at the end of Trump's 
time in office. [What do you expect from a corrupt porcine half-sicilian 
guinea from jersey who tutored failed mentally ill mobster/criminal 
trump.]

CNN

Kentucky Derby returns to its regular race day, but fewer fans will attend 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/05/01/us/kentucky-derby-how-to-watch-spt-intl-
trnd/index.html 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

Bonner: “...The third in this parade of clowns was Donald J. Trump, who went 
on the biggest spending spree in U.S. history… with another $8 trillion added to 
federal debt in just four years...But The Donald’s contribution went far beyond 
the numbers. He also remade the Republican Party in his own image. No longer 
a party of ideas or principles… it is now just another group of hacks and grifters
with a nativist/corporatist bent.”
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DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
UPSET: Medina Spirit wins Kentucky Derby...
Was unwanted yearling that sold for mere $1000… 

MAY DAY: VIRUS OUTBREAKS RAGE
PROTESTERS CLASH 
INDIA 400,000 CASES IN 24HRS!
FAUCI: LIKE WAR
OREGON SURGE SICKENS YOUNG 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
UPSET: Medina Spirit wins Kentucky Derby...
Was unwanted yearling that sold for mere $1000… 

ZEROHEDGE.COM
We Are At The Early Stage Of The Biggest Cobra Effect In The History Of 
Economics https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-early-stage-
biggest-cobra-effect-history-economics "We have just lived through a 
colossal public-private experiment where fiscal and monetary policy 
globally have been unleashed at unprecedented proportions."

YAHOO Business Yahoo Finance Warren Buffett: We are seeing 
substantial inflation and are raising prices 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/warren-buffett-we-are-seeing-
substantial-inflation-and-are-raising-prices-220539307.html 

Beware Of The "Cobra Effect" In Business - Forbes
https://www.forbes.com Aug 26, 2020 — The “cobra effect” is a term that 
describes an attempted solution that actually makes a current problem 
worse.

https://www.forbes.com/
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CNN
The world is in the midst of its worst Covid crisis so far. It didn't have to 
be this way https://www.cnn.com/2021/05/01/world/world-covid-crisis-
covax-dst-intl-cmd/index.html 

WASHPOST

Rejection of 2020 election results becomes defining GOP loyalty test 
[How pathetic/trumpish is that!]

HUFFPOST
CRUZ CASTIGATED: ‘OPENLY CORRUPT,’ ‘IMMORAL’ [DUH! And, guess 
what: he’s far from alone on capital hill in that regard...Then, of course, 
there’s mentally ill mobster/criminal trump, epstein bro hillbilly clinton, 
token fraud in the factum (wall street bailout) wobama, war criminal 
dumbya bush, etc.. america is a total fraud!]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

MSNBC
The best weapon against Trump's Big Lie is a bigger lawsuit 
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/why-newsmax-apologized-rather-face-
defamation-lawsuit-n1266099?icid=msd_topgrid [No! The best weapon is 
a meaningful rule of law which means prison for trump for his 
innumerable crimes. trump’s a joke as is america the total fraud!] 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM Stagflation Slams US - Production Slumps As Supply 
Chain Disruptions Spark Record Surge In Prices 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/supply-chain-disruptions-spark-
record-surge-prices-amid-mixed-manufacturing-survey-data 

"...supply chain delays worsened, however, running at the highest yet 
recorded by the survey, choking production at many companies..."

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGEREPORT
BUFFETT WARNS 'VERY SUBSTANTIAL INFLATION'… 
Gas Prices Hit $5 In CA; Nearly $100 To Fill Tank! 

ZEROHEDGE.COM
We Are At The Early Stage Of The Biggest Cobra Effect In The History Of 
Economics https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-early-stage-
biggest-cobra-effect-history-economics "We have just lived through a 
colossal public-private experiment where fiscal and monetary policy 
globally have been unleashed at unprecedented proportions."

YAHOO Business Yahoo Finance Warren Buffett: We are seeing 
substantial inflation and are raising prices 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/warren-buffett-we-are-seeing-
substantial-inflation-and-are-raising-prices-220539307.html 

Beware Of The "Cobra Effect" In Business - Forbes
https://www.forbes.com Aug 26, 2020 — The “cobra effect” is a term that 
describes an attempted solution that actually makes a current problem 
worse.

ZEROHEDGE.COM Stagflation Slams US - Production Slumps As Supply 
Chain Disruptions Spark Record Surge In Prices 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/supply-chain-disruptions-spark-
record-surge-prices-amid-mixed-manufacturing-survey-data 

"...supply chain delays worsened, however, running at the highest yet 
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recorded by the survey, choking production at many companies..."

The Inflationary Everything Bubble is Now Entering Its Final and WORST 
Stage https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-04-23/inflationary-
everything-bubble-now-entering-its-final-and-worst-stage 

Year to date, the price of copper, gasoline, corn and soybeans are all up 
double digits. 

FOOLS AND THEIR MONEY GET TOGETHER 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-feds-fraud-has-
made-wealth-a-gamble/ 

By Bill Bonner

Monday, April 19, 2021

Bonner
“…Arbitrary Rearrangement of Wealth” 
(except it’s not arbitrary; but rather fraud/scam)
“When money is no object, no object is too asinine to spend it on. 
Economist John Maynard Keynes described it in 1919:
By a continuing process of inflation, governments can confiscate, 
secretly and unobserved, an important part of the wealth of their citizens.
By this method they not only confiscate, but they confiscate arbitrarily; 
and, while the process impoverishes many, it actually enriches some. The
sight of this arbitrary rearrangement of riches strikes not only at security 
but [also] at confidence in the equity of the existing distribution of 
wealth.
[…]. As the inflation proceeds and the real value of the currency 
fluctuates wildly from month to month, all permanent relations between 
debtors and creditors, which form the ultimate foundation of capitalism, 
become so utterly disordered as to be almost meaningless; and the 
process of wealth-getting degenerates into a gamble and a lottery

Some get rich from the government’s “arbitrary rearrangement” of 
wealth. Those on the receiving end – contractors, connivers, and cronies 
– do well.
But the disorder soon spreads to the rest of the economy, where money 
itself… and the process of getting and spending it… becomes a joke...”

https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-feds-fraud-has-made-wealth-a-gamble/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-feds-fraud-has-made-wealth-a-gamble/
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CNN
Burnett: Trump calls Romney a loser, but the only loser here was Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2021/05/04/trump-cheney-romney-
gop-election-lie-ebof-monologue-vpx.cnn Erin Burnett Out Front CNN's 
Erin Burnett discusses the war inside the GOP between conservatives 
like Rep. Liz Cheney (R-WY) and Sen. Mitt Romney (R-UT) versus former 
President Donald Trump, as he continues to push the lie that the 2020 
election was stolen.

Bonner: “...The third in this parade of clowns was Donald J. Trump, who 
went on the biggest spending spree in U.S. history… with another $8 
trillion added to federal debt in just four years...But The Donald’s 
contribution went far beyond the numbers. He also remade the 
Republican Party in his own image. No longer a party of ideas or 
principles… it is now just another group of hacks and grifters with a 
nativist/corporatist bent.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGEREPORT
Here’s a good one:
https://static.macmillan.com/static/smp/killing-the-mob/?
utm_source=drudge&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign=readmore 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM Stocks Extend Losses After Yellen Says "Rates Will 
Have To Rise" "It may be that interest rates will have to rise a little bit to
make sure our economy doesn't overheat''

Flash crash - 11 years later...and things look similar

US Factory Orders Disappoint In March 

Bonner https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-latest-big-
business-strategy/ :
"...Companies create wealth by earning profits – from making and doing 
things. They take raw materials at a cost of X… add labor at a cost of Y… 
and sell the finished product at a price of Z.

As long as X plus Y (we’re simplifying) is lower than Z, the world is a 
richer place. They have “added value.”
Financial Trickery

But the Federal Reserve has been actively inflating the financial economy
(asset prices) while depressing the real Main Street economy (sales, 
wages, and profits) for at least 30 years.

So, the relative importance and profitability of delivering products and 
services – compared to the quick, leveraged pizzazz of Wall Street – has 
declined.

That’s why mommas now want their babies to grow up and work for 
Goldman Sachs in New York, not for Mainline Manufacturing in Gary, 
Indiana.

And even CEOs of old-school industrial companies are tempted to try 
financial tricks. Stock buybacks, for example.

Companies routinely buy “sales” by acquiring other companies for their 
sales volume. Typically, they buy at lowish, private-market prices… and 
then get the advantage of a highish public company valuation.

So, the higher the stock market goes, the greater the appeal of buying 
someone else’s sales and profits.

The S&P 500 currently has a price-to-earnings (P/E) ratio of 42… the third 
highest in history. Big companies borrow at about 3% (the yield on the 

https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-latest-big-business-strategy/
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most creditworthy AAA debt). The inflation rate is about 2%... and moving
up.

So, if you can buy a company at 10 times earnings, those earnings will be
worth four times as much in your big company.

And if you can borrow at a real interest cost of 1% – adjusted for inflation 
– the deal should be a big winner for you. You, as CEO, should get a big 
bonus.

Buying your own shares back is not exactly like acquiring another 
company. Except that it, too, can give your shareholders more sales (and 
profits) per share, a higher stock price… and a bonus for the CEO.

Plausibly Absurd

But why stop there?

For instance – and this is merely a hypothetical of our own creation – if a 
company can make itself more valuable by borrowing money to buy its 
own stock, maybe it could boost sales and profits by borrowing to buy its 
own products?

In the digital economy, marginal additional sales can have a nearly 100% 
profit margin. Certainly, even in the old economy, if a company doesn’t 
have to provide a product, its margin might be near 100%, too.

So, imagine a company that borrows $1 billion at 3%... and uses the 
money to buy its own products.

It has no manufacturing cost, no labor cost, and no delivery charges. No 
customer service or refund obligation. This will be the best business the 
company ever did.

Yes, it is absurd… but so are a lot of things that are actually happening… 
that we’ll get to in a minute.

And yes, in this confection, the company will have to pay $30 million in 
interest. But this increase in sales and profits would be multiplied into 
$42 billion ($1 billion more in profit x P/E of 42) in extra share value.

Shareholders would be delighted. The momentum traders and the Reddit 
crowd would get excited and probably bid the shares up to twice that 



much.

We might assume a $50 billion capital boost… at a price of only $30 
million in annual debt service costs. Not a penny of real-world, Main 
Street, goods and services’ wealth will have been created. But everybody
would get rich.

In other words, the maneuver would be shockingly profitable. We’re 
waiting to see someone try it.

Of course, the idea is idiotic. But it is at least absurd in a plausible kind 
of way… that is, within the range of reason, as an insane person might 
imagine it.

[Featured: Trading Legend Shares His Latest Breakthrough]
Lunatic Business Strategy

The trouble with the imagination is that it is limited by plausibility. Real 
life is not. So, if you want to read something really, truly bizarre… just 
read the financial news.

Read about MicroStrategy CEO Michael Saylor, for example. Or Tesla’s 
Elon Musk.

Musk is, well, Musk. But Saylor pretends to be a sane person.

We first noticed Saylor when he said something newsworthily stupid 20 
years ago. “Information wants to be free,” was the expression.

It, and a lot of other dubious bons mots from Saylor, helped persuade a 
generation of dreamers that every cockamamie company with “.com” at 
the end of it would be worth a fortune.

It didn’t work out as planned. The Nasdaq peaked out in February 2000 
and didn’t recover until 17 years later.

But now, Saylor’s back, and still at the head of his company, 
MicroStrategy (MSTR). His strategy now is neither to buy other 
companies whose sales and profits could be incorporated into his own… 
nor to buy his own products… nor even to make money by providing 
goods or services, at all… but to make money by buying bitcoin.

We don’t argue that this is a bad bet – for all we know, bitcoin will go up.



Our point is that it is a lunatic business strategy. And symptomatic of a 
crackpot economy.

-- 
Risky Strategy

Saylor’s business has been on the decline for more than five years. But 
rather than think up new products and services that he could offer 
customers, Saylor borrowed nearly a billion dollars… to buy the 
cryptocurrency.

So far, this has been a great success. His company, previously worth 
about $2 billion… is now valued at $6 billion – which is about $1 billion 
more than the current value of his bitcoins.

Which part of this makes no sense? Borrowing money to buy a famously 
volatile and risky thing? Turning your company into a bag of those things?
Or the fact that the bag is now worth more than the value of all the things
in it?

We don’t know. But here’s Saylor’s update on “information wants to be 
free”…

Bitcoin is a swarm of cyber hornets serving the goddess of wisdom, 
feeding on the fire of truth, exponentially growing ever smarter, faster, 
and stronger behind a wall of encrypted energy.

[Featured: The One Big Threat You Face in 2021]
Catching On

But wait. There’s more. The idea is catching on… with – who else? – Elon 
Musk.

The South African wunderkind announced Tesla (TSLA) earnings last 
week. You might expect that a company that makes automobiles… and 
loses about $2,000 on each one of them… might have some grim news to 
share. But you would be wrong.

This is the Bubble Epoch, remember. As long as the fake money flows – 
$9 trillion and counting – nothing needs to make sense.

Budgets don’t have to balance… Companies don’t need to earn money… 



Governments can claim to control the Earth’s temperature… Non-
companies (here, we think of the whole cryptocosm) can be worth $2 
trillion…

And kids no longer have to go out into the world to make their fortunes; 
now, they can do it from Mom’s basement.

-- 
Bait the Hook

But back to Elon…

While Tesla lost money making cars, at least it made money speculating 
on bitcoin. More than $100 million. That, and money from various 
environmental credits, enabled TSLA to report a profit last week – of 93 
cents per share.

So what’s crazy about that?

At this stage of the Bubble Epoch, 40% of the companies on the Russell 
2000 are losing money.

But investors have never been more enthusiastic.

And here we offer some advice to the Pied Piper of tech investing himself
– the aforementioned Elon Musk.

Instead of buying and selling bitcoin… why not just buy and sell (also 
known as pump and dump) MicroStrategy (MSTR)? Buy some stock. 
Explain in a tweet that it is a superior way to own the cryptocurrency, 
since you can depend on Michael Saylor to remember the passcode.

Then, as the Reddit crowd goes into a panic buying MSTR, you wait.

When the price has doubled, sell. And report another profit for the next 
quarter.

Stay tuned…

Regards,

Bill”



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

MSNBC
Federal judge calls out Barr for lying, orders previously withheld 
documents released 
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/federal-judge-calls-out-
barr-for-lying-orders-previously-withheld-documents-released-
111358533515 [DUH!]

The best weapon against Trump's Big Lie is a bigger lawsuit 
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/why-newsmax-apologized-rather-face-
defamation-lawsuit-n1266099?icid=msd_topgrid [No! The best weapon is 
a meaningful rule of law which means prison for trump’s innumerable 
crimes. trump’s a joke; but so to is america. america is a total fraud!] 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE.COM

Janet Yellen's Flip-Flop And What She's Really Telling Us 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/janet-yellens-flip-flop-and-what-
shes-really-telling-us The Fed is boxed into a corner. Powell knows it. 
Yellen knows it… 

Over 8 Million Jobs Below Pre-COVID Levels: ADP Employment Data 
Disappoints In April 
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america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE.COM
Our Bullshit Economy: Hyperinflation Edition BY quoth the raven 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-05-05/our-bullshit-economy-
hyperinflation-edition On this podcast, I rant about bubbles on top of 
bubbles, Bill Hwang, and the coming inflation time bomb.

1984 vs. Brave New World: Which Dystopian Nightmare Is Likelier to 
Come True? [That really is the question, isn’t it.]

Hobson’s choice, pick your poison, optimism vs. pessimism

Realism: “I feel very optimistic about the future of pessimism” - Jean 
Rostand,French scientist & philosopher

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

Cheney warned in an op-ed the GOP was at a 'turning point' at which it 
must decide whether to choose truth and fidelity to the Constitution' or 
bow down to Trump https://www.cnn.com/2021/05/06/politics/liz-cheney-
donald-trump-gop/index.html 

[ William Bonner (on american decline): “… BAD EMPERORS

Alas, then came a succession of bad emperors.

George W. Bush launched the War on Terror – $7 trillion down the drain.

Barack Obama bailed out Wall Street after the crisis of 2008-2009, and 
added nearly $10 trillion to the national debt over his eight-year term.

The third in this parade of clowns was Donald J. Trump, who went on the 
biggest spending spree in U.S. history… with another $8 trillion added to 
federal debt in just four years.
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Government spending, as a portion of GDP, rose to over 40% during his 
term in office.
Worst of a Bad Lot

But The Donald’s contribution went far beyond the numbers.

He also remade the Republican Party in his own image. No longer a party 
of ideas or principles… it is now just another group of hacks and grifters 
with a nativist/corporatist bent...” ]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

HUFFPOST
THE PURGE: GOP SET TO SACRIFICE CHENEY https://www.huffpost.com/
entry/trump-liz-cheney-authoritarian-lies_n_609304cfe4b02e74d22f282b 
The action has alarmed authoritarian experts who point to parallels in the
old Soviet Union as well as in Nazi Germany. 
PATHETIC!
america is a total fraud! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
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DONALD TRUMP’S ADULT CHILDREN ARE STILL COSTING TAXPAYERS 
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS A DAY https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
children-secret-service_n_6093ec54e4b02e74d2309eb1 
“Ivanka, Don. Jr and Eric spent more than $140,000 on travel and hotels 
for their Secret Service protection in the first month of Joe Biden’s 
presidency.

Ivanka Trump, Donald Trump Jr. and Eric Trump ― three of ex-President 
Donald Trump’s adult children — continue to stick taxpayers with the 
cost of their Secret Service protection.
They racked up more than $140,000 in charges in the first month 

https://www.huffpost.com/news/topic/donald-trump
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following President Joe Biden’s inauguration on Jan. 20, according to 
watchdog group Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington, 
which analyzed Secret Service spending records obtained under the 
Freedom of Information Act.

Agents protecting Trump’s progeny spent $52,296.75 on travel and 
$88,678.39 on hotel costs during the 30-day period, including on trips to 
Salt Lake City, Miami and New York, the group said Wednesday.

It works out to around $4,699 per day.

And the total costs to taxpayers could be even higher, because the 
Secret Service “did not provide records of spending at Trump businesses,
which is the most controversial aspect of the extended protection,” 
CREW added.

That the Trump offspring can benefit from publicly funded security details
at all is down to their father’s six-month extension of their protection 
following his departure from the White House.

Only the ex-president, former first lady Melania Trump and their son 
Barron, 15, are entitled to automatic protection.

Trump, however, extended the perk to his aforementioned kids (plus 
youngest daughter Tiffany Trump) and their partners in the final days of 
his administration.

“While it may be tempting to put the story of the Trump family’s 
profiteering in the past, we cannot until they have actually stopped 
directing taxpayer money into their own bank accounts,” said the group, 
which has long exposed instances of taxpayer money being funneled to 
Trump properties. “Thanks to Trump’s unusual extension of their 
protection, they’ve got a few more months to continue the grift.” ”

PATHETIC!
america is a total fraud! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
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DONALD TRUMP’S ADULT CHILDREN ARE STILL COSTING TAXPAYERS 
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS A DAY https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
children-secret-service_n_6093ec54e4b02e74d2309eb1 

PATHETIC!
america is a total fraud! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 

http://albertpeia.com 

YAHOONEWS
Politics The Daily Beast A Federal Judge Finds That Bill Barr Was a Fixer 
and Corrupter of Justice https://www.yahoo.com/news/federal-judge-finds-
bill-barr-143111826.html [DUH!]

PATHETIC!
america is a total fraud! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGEREPORT
NOONAN: Cheney Confronts a House of Cowards… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/liz-cheney-confronts-a-house-of-cowards-
11620342680 
Liz says Republicans 'at turning point'... 
CHINA PLANS ATLANTIC NAVAL BASE
REVIVE STRATEGIC PACIFIC AIRSTRIP 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
america is a total fraud!
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BONNER “You’ve heard, of course, of the “greater fool” theory, the 
strategy in which a buyer pays a foolish price for something, betting that 
someone else will pay even more.
Well, on Monday, it looked like the greatest fool of all had finally shown 
up at an auction house. Bloomberg’s Matt Levine is on the story:

On Monday, Sotheby’s announced it had brokered a $1.8 million sale of 
Kanye West’s Nike Air Yeezy 1 sneakers, making them the most 
expensive pair of (known) shoes to sell, ever.

But the sneakers weren’t purchased by a footwear-loving collector. 
Instead, they were acquired by the company Rares, which plans to 
fractionalize pieces of the shoes as an investment.

That’s right. “Investors” are expected to buy shares in the shoes… hoping
to sell them to other “investors” at even more lunatic prices.”

https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/investing-in-sneakers/ 

ZEROHEDGE.COM
Gundlach Warns America's "Unfunded Liabilities" Are $163 Trillion, More 
Than 5x National Debt https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/gundlach-
warns-americas-unfunded-liabilities-are-163-trillion-more-5x-national-debt 
"A lot of weird things happened once the pandemic hit....it was a steady 
march to dependency on the government by a larger and larger fraction of
the US population..."5-6-21 [These are insurmountable numbers, beyond 
the pale.]
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HUFFPOST
“...The man who baselessly insulted the rescue worker who saved 12 
boys trapped in a Thai underwater cave as a “pedo guy,” sold flame-
shooting guns in California during wildfire season, apparently threatened 
Tesla workers attempting to unionize and downplayed the danger of 
COVID-19 probably won’t disappoint when it come to outrage in his live 
monologue Saturday. For one thing, investors have been pleading with 
Musk for weeks to plug the cryptocurrency Dogecoin on live TV. The 
value of Dogecoin, which features a shiba inu and was founded as a joke, 
rocketed after Musk dubbed himself the “Dogefather” in a tweet touting 
his “SNL” appearance, triggering a 30% spike in Dogecoin value...”

Elon Musk Teases He’s A ‘Wild Card’ Before ‘Saturday Night Live’ Debut 
[ ‘Wild Card’? … How ‘bout euphemistically, just ‘Card’… Elunatic Musk, 
‘sign of the times’ for america, is stark raving mad as a hatter, nuttier 
than a fruit cake, flaky, batty, certifiable, etc.. But, mentally ill 
mobster/criminal trump was el presidente, also hosted SNL and has yet to
be properly institutionalized; ie., prison (where he belongs, psychiatric 
ward/hospital, etc.). Oh what has become of what once was america.]
Who’s to Blame for America’s Decline? https://www.rogueeconomics.com/
bill-bonner-diary/whos-to-blame-for-americas-decline/ 
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CNN Elon Musk on Mars: 'You might not come back alive' 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/27/tech/elon-musk-spacex-mars-danger-scn/
index.html [ Oooh! ...Sounds like a plan! 

No One here Gets out Alive - Jim Morrison and The Doors [Part 5 – Final] 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kVb9J0frv9s 
Jealous of Jimmy Morrison and The Doors, Musk man Eloon hopes you 
drink the kool-aid.

ZEROHEDGE.COM Musk On Mars: "A Bunch Of People Will Probably Die, 
But It's A Glorious Adventure" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/musk-

mars-bunch-people-will-probably-die-its-glorious-adventure “If an 
arduous and dangerous journey where you might not come back alive, but
it's a glorious adventure, sounds appealing, Mars is the place. That's the 
ad for Mars.”SUN APR 25, AT 3:15 PM

Elon Musk will host SNL in May https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/24/business/
elon-musk-snl-host-may-8/index.html 

Top stories
The New York Times
Elon Musk to Host
‘Saturday Night Live’
[ I must catch that. Hopefully, they'll spoof 'My Favorite Martian' ... What 
a Joke! ]

They forgot to add:

Eloon Musk, the space alien.

DRUDGEREPORT Musk (the self-proclaimed space alien) warns 'people 
will probably die' during mission to Mars… 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/elon-musk-warns-people-
probably-23974161 [DUH!] [ Elon Musk says he is an alien two years after 
denying suspicions that he hails from another planet. 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-
bizarre-23491683 ]
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Musk's girlfriend 'ready to die on Mars'... Elon Musk's girlfriend is 'ready 
to die on Mars' and wants to relocate to the red planet 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/elon-musks-girlfriend-ready-
die-23826057 Billionaire Elon Musk's girlfriend Grimes, whose real name 
is Claire Elise Boucher and is a Canadian musician, has said on Instagram
that she is willing to die on the red planet [Well, sounds like a plan … 
hmmm]

[ Keep in mind that now they just barely have 
technology/capability sufficient to go to the moon (not even
a “slam/dunk”); Mars? Grimes reveals an insider’s mindset, 
supra … ]

[ UFOetry: We Never Went To The Moon - The Award-
Winning Documentary/Music/Video by John Lee 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is nothing
more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     '  moon   
rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock given to an 
overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, 
museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is   
Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at Dutch national museum. 
Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by 
American astronauts, ... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that 
shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa3.htm 
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https://www.aulis.com/nasa4.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa5.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa6.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa12.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/moondoggle.htm ]
The TESLA Mafia: Musk's Ex-Employees Vie To Become His Top Rival... 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alanohnsman/2021/02/19/the-tesla-mafia-
elon-musks-ex-employees-vie-to-become-his-top-rival/?sh=1fbaf1439ea0 
[ I have to say this: Silicon Valley companies, “Silicon Valley Mafia”, well,
that’s a bit of a stretch, not quite analogous to the new york/jersey 
guinea and, not to discriminate, russian (KGB) (among other ethnic 
groups) mafias; my experience with them, ie., paypal, robinhood, ebay, 
etc., invariably fraught with not so unintended “performance difficulties” 
(euphemistically speaking – but there’s the glitch-prone unintended 
consequences in no short supply as well). Oh yes, they’re smart, painfully
neurotic, counting among their ranks the “Palo Alto overflow” (dropouts, 
ie., Stanford, etc.), and, for the nonce, symptomatically profitable, 
counting on a gullible, less intellectually endowed investing public. I’m 
far from impressed and won’t be jumping on a musky transport to Mars 
any time soon. In america, fraud and bulls**t sell; trump is a testament to
that pathetic reality.

Elon Musk says he is an alien two years after denying suspicions that he 
hails from another planet. The SpaceX and Tesla founder, 49, made the 
jaw-dropping claim in response to a question about how he runs so many 
massive companies at the same time. 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-
bizarre-23491683 [ Don’t make me laugh! No alien from another world 
could bulls**t people of this world to the tune of billions as has musk man
Elon. You really have to give him credit for that much, and pulling it off! 
Sign of the times, the biggest hoax since Orson Welles' 'War of the 
Worlds' radio broadcast terrified the nation. Then the grimey child 
“numerical name thing”. Ho, hum. Boring! ]
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MUSK: MOVE TO MARS BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE! [ Yeah, right after Musk 
moves there. ] 

YAHOONEWS Politics ABC News Kanye West announces he's running for 
president MUSK VOWS SUPPORT… PUBLICITY STUNT FOR NEW MUSIC? 
[ Hmmm … a rational motive for an irrational act? Could be, who cares 
….. But, an inhabitant of a dying planet exploring a dead solar system at 
great cost has got to make you wonder. ]

Elon Musk savages 'underwhelming' Microsoft billionaire Bill … 
metro.co.uk › News › Tech - Elon Musk has mockingly labelled Microsoft 
boss Bill Gates as 'underwhelming'. [ Very funny! ]

The costs of sending humans to Mars outweigh the possible benefits

“Taking humans to Mars, although theoretically possible, would require 
an investment astronomically out of kilter with the possible benefits.” — 
Aerospace engineer Antonio Elias to Washington Post 

Robots are a better option for exploring the planet

The technology is so far off that it’s not even worth debating a Mars 
mission

“If humans haven't even been able to head back to the moon since 1972, 
the odds of trying to head to a planet in another solar system is nothing 
more than science fiction at this point.” — Antonia Jaramillo, Florida 
Today

YAHOO Science Business Insider After measuring radiation on the moon 
for the first time, scientists say a lunar base should be built underground 
to protect astronauts Astronauts didn't measure how much radiation they
were exposed to on the moon. New data shows the doses are 200 times 
as high as on Earth. [ Ah, that radiation thing, as in the Van Allen Belt, 
will do it (fry you) every time … http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv ]

TRAGIC/PATHETIC!
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE.COM
Cyberattack Forces Shutdown Of Largest Gasoline Pipeline In United 
States https://www.zerohedge.com/energy/cyberattack-forces-shutdown-
largest-fuel-pipeline-united-states 5,500-mile Texas to New Jersey 
Colonial Pipeline transits up to 45% of all the East Coast's fuel supply and
the continued closure likely to send gasoline prices soaring...5-8-21

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

HUFFPOST
Elon Musk Claims He Is First Person With Asperger’s To Host ‘SNL’ https://
www.huffpost.com/entry/elon-musk-snl-aspergers-host-
monologue_n_60975acae4b0aead1b849b7e 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 
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Hostel Bravo!
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THE FEDS’ ILLUSION OF CONTROL https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-
bonner-diary/the-feds-illusion-of-control/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

THE FEDS’ ILLUSION OF CONTROL https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-
bonner-diary/the-feds-illusion-of-control/ 

Bill Bonner | May 8, 2021 | Bill Bonner's Diary | 5 min read

Emma’s Note: Emma Walsh here, managing editor of the Diary.

"Bill and his colleague at The Bonner-Denning Letter, Dan Denning, are 
sounding the alarm about the imminent demise of the U.S. dollar.

The results of the feds’ never-ending money-printing are evident in rising 
commodities prices, rising stock markets, and rising U.S. Treasury yields.

Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen and Fed chief Jerome Powell say they 
have everything under control. Nothing to see here.

But Bill believes their moment of truth is fast approaching… Will they do 
the right thing?

Or will they fire up the printing presses, pump even more money into the 
system, and let the dollar die?

Yes, inflation is here. It is showing up all over the place – in commodities,

https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-feds-illusion-of-control/
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food, housing, and fuel.

I recently received this list from my Bonner-Denning Letter coauthor Dan 
Denning. It shows the increases over the last 12 months in these 
commodities:

Lumber: +265%

West Texas Intermediate Crude: +210%

Gasoline: +182%

Brent Crude: +163%

Heating oil: +107%

Corn: +84%

Copper: +83%

Soybeans: +72%

Silver: +65%

Sugar: +59%

Cotton: +54%



Natural gas: +43%

Platinum +52%

Palladium: +32%

Wheat: +19%

Coffee: +13%

Of course, if you don’t eat, live in a house, or go anywhere, you might not 
even notice. But the rest of us should prepare.

All Under Control

One of the things we’ve been thinking about is how hard it is to think 
about inflation. Everywhere you look, there is someone telling you not to 
bother.

Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen has the economy figured out. The 
Federal Reserve has the financial system under control. The Biden team 
is busy building a better world for us to enjoy.

And if you want to get rich, you just wait for Elon Musk (the business-
mogul-turned-Twitter-sensation) to mention something… and you buy it.

What a surprise it will be to us all when the whole fantasy collapses in a 
heap.

No Ordinary Downturn

And yes, that’s what you should expect. Coming soon is no ordinary, 



cyclical downturn… in which interest rates head up and stock prices 
head down.

In a healthy economy, you might expect that. Things to go up and down. 
With stock prices at or near an all-time high, a bear market should come 
along in the normal course of business. Nothing to get alarmed about.

So should the bond market begin a long trend of rising yields. They’ve 
been going down for the last 40 years… It’s about time they turned 
around.

What we’re looking at now is something much more sinister. Many years 
ago, we guessed that no pure-paper currency could survive a full interest 
rate cycle.

From bottom to top and back to bottom, a full cycle puts the monetary 
system… as well as the moral strength of the people who run it… to the 
test.

As for the latter, we have low hopes.

We’ve already seen the authorities pump up the money supply in three 
panics so far this century. They’ve brought the Fed’s balance sheet to a 
total of $7.8 trillion.

Each time, they were able to drive yields down a little further.

But the bull market in bonds seems to have hit bedrock on August 4, 
2020, with the yield on the 10-year Treasury bond at 0.51%.

Since then, yields have been rising. And now, the 10-year trades around 
1.6%.



Moment of Truth

Whether last August was the final bottom for yields, we don’t know yet. 
But sooner or later, yields will rise further, and things will start to get 
tough.

The U.S. has total debt of more than $80 trillion. Even a small increase in 
interest rates will make it hard to refinance.

Consumer prices will rise, too, with the Consumer Price Index (CPI) 
headed over 5%… and then over 10%. Not necessarily tomorrow, but it 
will happen.

Meanwhile, stocks will fall. The economy will go into a 
recession/depression.

And then, the moment of truth will be at hand.

In another panic, with all Hell breaking loose around them, the feds will 
have a choice to make…

They can protect the dollar and let the correction continue. Or they can 
pump more money into the system and let the dollar (and the current 
paper-money system) die.

Money-Printing Spree

This is the sort of choice that a gold-backed currency (as the dollar was 
until 1971) was meant to avoid.

People found out centuries ago that humans couldn’t be trusted with 
money. In a moment of stress or greed, they would “print” more of it.



But you can’t readily increase the supply of gold. So in a crisis, the 
authorities would have no choice. They’d have to forgo their hopes of 
being lauded as a “hero,” and ignore the cries for help. They’d have to 
admit they have no help to give.

But this time is different. With a few keystrokes, the Fed can create 
trillions in new money. And in the next crisis – as in the last – they will 
not hesitate.

Even fairly routine setbacks for the stock market (in 2008 and again in 
2020) were enough to send the Fed into a money-printing paroxysm.

Worldwide, over the last 12 months alone, central banks and central 
governments provided some $27 trillion in additional liquidity through 
deficits and money-printing credits.

Inflation Be Damned!

So try to imagine what will happen next.

The next crash could wipe out the crypto market – for $2 trillion in losses.

And merely bringing U.S. stock prices down to historically more “normal” 
price-to-earnings (P/E) levels would mean a loss of at least $15 trillion.

Imagine how Wall Street would shriek and howl. Imagine how Congress 
would demand action.

Imagine the columnists… the economists… the lobbyists… and the wags, 
all screaming for more money.



Imagine Yellen and Fed chief Jerome Powell, their knees quaking, their 
backs limp, and their minds mushy…

Could they defy the financiers and the federales and stand behind the 
greenback, like former Fed chair Paul Volcker did? Would they “stop the 
presses” and let the chips fall where they may?

Not a chance. They would print more money. Inflation be damned!

And soon, the graveyard of fake money would open its gates.

There, greeting the post-1971 dollar, will be the German mark, the 
Zimbabwe dollar, the Argentine austral, and hundreds of other failed 
currencies.

Regards,

Bill Bonner, Editor, Bill Bonner’s Diary



ROCKWELL.COM https://www.rockwelltrading.com/ 
Market Update for Monday - May 10th, 2021

Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:

MARKETS

arrow down S&P 500 4188 -44 -1.0%

arrow down Dow Jones34743 -35 -0.1%

arrow down Nasdaq 13359 -361 -2.6%

arrow down Crude Oil 64.88 -0.02 -0.03%

arrow up Gold 1836.6 +5.3 +0.3%

Today's Highlights:

• Stocks dropped today, with the NASDAQ leading the major
indices with a 2.5% loss. The DOW made new record highs 
but finished the day lower by 0.1%.

• A ransomware attack shutdown the largest U.S. fuel 
pipeline over the weekend. The 5,500 mile Colonial 
Pipeline runs from the Gulf Coast to New York and is the 
main source of diesel, gas, and jet fuel for the East Coast. 
The pipeline was partially restore and hopes to have 
things fully operational by the weekend.

• Oil & Gas stocks jumped early after the pipeline news but 
ended the day lower in spite of the pipeline disruption. 
Marathon Oil (MRO) was finished lower by 2.0%, 
Occidental Petroleum (OXY) lost 2.8%.

• BioNTech (BNTX) reported earnings that were better than 
expected. The company also said that there's no evidence 
requiring the company to adapt its vaccine to emerging 
variants but they are prepared to do so if necessary. BNTX
finished with a 10.2% gain.

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/


• Alphabet (GOOGL) and Facebook (FB) suffered losses after
being downgraded by Citigroup. The downgrade comes on 
concerns over future ad revenue growth. Alphabet lost 
2.6% and Facebook slid 4.1%.
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OH ELON! 
By Bill Bonner https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/ 

Monday, May 10, 2021

YOUGHAL, IRELAND – "When we left you on Friday, the excitement was 
building. Dogecoin was moving up… up… up… for a 14,000% gain so far 
this year.

Fans expected Tesla CEO Elon Musk – heretofore Dogecoin’s biggest 
enthusiast – to mention the crypto coin on nationwide TV when he hosted
Saturday Night Live, which would take it even higher.

Mr. Musk moves markets. He only has to whisper the name of a stock and
it doubles or triples.

In January, a tweet in which he said to “Use Signal” was followed by a 
11,700% increase in the price of Signal Advance, a healthcare company 
he had never heard of. (Elon was referring to a messaging app called 
Signal.)

In another famous incident, also in January, Elon tweeted “Gamestonk!!” 
(stonk is a hip, ironic way of referring to stocks). The stock of GameStop 
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went up 157% in after-hours trading.

As for cryptos, Elon can send any of them “to the moon.”

Gone Short

Adding to the dramatic tension, on Saturday, just hours before SNL went 
on the air, one of Dogecoin’s biggest supporters turned against it. “We’ve 
gone short,” signaled Barry Silbert. Here’s MarketWatch:

Barry Silbert, a power player in the digital-asset sector, said he’s betting 
against dogecoin and is urging investors in one of the hottest trades in 
2021 to convert their doge holdings into bitcoin.

The missive from Silbert comes as the chief executive of Tesla Inc. and 
SpaceX and one of dogecoin’s most vocal champions, Elon Musk, is set to
guest host NBC’s late night comedy sketch show “Saturday Night Live.”

Remember the old Wall Street advice: Buy the rumor. Sell the news.

Well, when Elon made his SNL appearance, look what happened. From 
CNBC:

As Elon Musk – the self-proclaimed “Dogefather” – made his “Saturday 
Night Live” debut, the price of dogecoin fell off a cliff.

The meme-inspired cryptocurrency fell as much as 29.5%, dropping to 49 
cents at one point. Musk mentioned dogecoin in his opening monologue 
and on “Weekend Update,” SNL’s satirical news show. In a Q&A with 
hosts Michael Che and Colin Jost, Musk called himself the “Dogefather,” 
said dogecoin was a “hustle,” and howled, “To the moon,” a catchphrase 
popular among doge enthusiasts intent on driving the value of the 
cryptocurrency to one dollar.



All in good fun.

Reclusive Best-Selling Author Issues Final Warning

The Founder of the largest “underground” financial research firm in the 
world…

Has one last warning to readers.

Bill Bonner founded The Agora in 1978. Today – after 40+ years in the 
publishing business – he’s coming forward with his final warning. And not 
a moment too soon…

With offices in 11 countries… millions of daily readers… and two New 
York Times best-sellers to his name already…

Bill’s latest – and last – warning may be the most important of his career.

Go here for details – and to get a personal message from Bill.

-- 

Wealth Killers

Meanwhile… the hustle over at the Federal Reserve would be more fun, 
too, if they weren’t destroying the country.

Yes, as we pointed out last week, the Fed has turned investors – both 
public and private – into active shooters.



In the private sector, they’re wasting their ammunition firing away at the 
Doge… NFTs… SPACs… Tesla… MicroStrategy… GameStop… celebrity 
sneakers, and other attractive nuisances.

And in the public sector, they’re spending trillions on “investments” that 
are nothing more than boondoggles, bamboozles, and bribes.

Together, they’re whacking real investment in real businesses that 
satisfy real customers and add real wealth to the society.

And here, we offer a single sentence to explain the decline and fall of 
civilizations: The more time, energy, and resources you spend on things 
that don’t matter, the less you have available for those that do.

So when the Robinhood traders are chasing after the Doge, they’re not 
learning electrical engineering, building houses, or investing in 
companies that add useful products and services.

Likewise, when the feds announce new programs to redirect $4 trillion 
down their favorite rabbit holes, they’re going to waste a big part of the 
nation’s wealth.

And if trigger-happy “investors” get word of any slowdown in money-
printing… public or private… they’ll go on a rampage.

Nail in the Coffin

Last Tuesday, Janet Yellen told The Atlantic magazine that interest rates
may have to go up:

It may be that interest rates will have to rise somewhat to make sure our 



economy doesn’t overheat.

Within seconds, Janet was back down on the ground as the shooters 
opened fire. Here’s Business Insider:

Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen caused a minor freak-out on Wall Street 
on Tuesday when she raised the prospect that the Federal Reserve might 
have to hike interest rates to tame inflation in the wake of a large 
increase in government spending.

Yet Yellen rapidly rowed back her comments, saying at the Wall Street 
Journal’s CEO council summit later in the day: “I don’t think there’s going 
to be an inflationary problem.”

Then, on Friday, came further bad news for the real economy… and good 
news for the “investors.” The latest jobs report came up… uh oh… 
734,000 jobs short. Business Insider again:

The country’s count of nonfarm payrolls grew by 266,000 last month, the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics announced Friday. The median estimate from 
economists surveyed by Bloomberg was for a payroll gain of 1 million. 
The April jump marks a fourth consecutive month of payroll increases but
the smallest since September.

Also, March’s gain was significantly revised downward to 770,000 from 
916,000, further eroding the recently bullish outlook toward the labor 
market’s recovery.

The missing jobs put a “nail in the coffin” for the U.S. dollar, says Wells 
Fargo’s Erik Nelson. It shows the recovery is failing… and guarantees 
more money-printing.



But at least Elon and his merry pranksters are enjoying the dollar’s wake.
This morning comes news that he’ll fund his mission to the moon with – 
what else? – Dogecoin!

Onward Elon! Onward stonks! Onward cryptos!

To the moooonn!! "

Regards,

Bill

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com 

HUFFPOST
Sean Hannity Threatens Jimmy Kimmel: ‘Don’t Talk About My Show 
Anymore’ [Shallow sean hannity; thuggish, hypocritical, 
lightweight/dropout. Total bull s**t!]
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Israel wants the world to ignore its little 'real estate dispute.' Here's the 
truth. https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/what-israel-calls-real-estate-
dispute-really-ethnic-cleansing-n1266897 The latest Israel-Palestine 
crisis isn't a 'real estate dispute.' It's ethnic cleansing. 

[Uh oh! 51 Documents: Zionist Collaboration With the Nazis: Brenner ...
https://www.amazon.com/51-Documents-Zionist-Collaboration-Nazis/dp/
1569804338 
Yes, German Zionist jews collaborated with the Nazis after 1933. Read 
the documents presented in this book (and look for more in the Web or 
inside other...
Ken Livingstone repeats claim about Nazi-Zionist collaboration Mar 30, 
2017 — Former MP makes fresh remarks about 'real collaboration' 
between Nazis and Zionists ahead of tribunal hearing over bringing 
Labour party...]
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Chris Christie Tears Into Trump’s Legal Team: ‘A National 
Embarrassment’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/chris-christie-national-
embarrassment_n_5fba7c5cc5b6e4b1ea435614 [ National 
Embarrassment? Jersey’s the joke that keeps on giving. new york/new 
jersey mafia paradises with front men cuomo, de blasio, and previously 
only half sicilian trump tutor christie, florio, mobster trump lands both; 
thrice count trumpsters/kiddies of CONnecticut. But, talk about wops of 
the northeast, I still haven’t gotten over that huge wopper promulgated 
by none other than Conn. Senator blumenthal concerning vietnam service
that never was. Pathetically, his tears sufficed for re-election. What they 
did to poor, brilliant Tesla seems in ghostly cursed fashion paid back on 
edison’s floundering ge of CONnecticut as TESLA reaches for the stars. 
CONnecticut turned out to be a big disappointment, though better, more 
civilized than new york/new jersey mafia/mob paradises. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rMLVqQDeY58 

HUFFPOST
CHENEY SEARING: TRUMP ‘THREAT’ U.S. ‘HAS NEVER SEEN BEFORE’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/liz-cheney-house-floor-speech-
trump_n_609b22efe4b014bd0ca4c4a9 [Of course that’s true; but, why, 
how is trump not already in prison. That has taken bipartisan complicity 
to accomplish; but, the GOP is now beyond the point of redemption with 
an ‘in for a penny, in for a pound’ criminal mindset; the DEMS not far 
behind, let’s be honest. I’m anxious to see what america does, not what 
america says!]

GOP told to 'moderate' or face breakaway party 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/more-100-republican-former-officials-
031100619.html 
More than 100 Republican former officials will threaten to set up a new 
party if the GOP refuses to "separate itself from a man who is a chronic 
loser."
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ZEROHEDGE.COM
Dip-Buyers Disappear As Bonds, Stock Bloodbath Escalates 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/dip-buyers-disappear-bonds-stock-
bloodbath-escalates Somebody do something? Where's Janet? 5-12-21 
[And, where’s Waldo? Don’t forget: ‘SELL IN MAY AND GO AWAY’]
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BONNER
WARNING: CRASH ALERT!
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/rising-inflation-and-
bills-doom-index/ 

By Bill Bonner 5-12-21

YOUGHAL, IRELAND – "Oh my… look up.

There it is. Our old, tattered Black & Blue…

Our trusty “Crash Alert” flag, proudly signaling the alarm.

Yesterday, we saw consumer prices moving up. And we saw how the 
supply of “money” is far outstripping the supply of goods and services you
buy with it.

So far this century, the Federal Reserve’s balance sheet (a rough way of 
keeping track of the supply of dollars) rose 15 times. U.S. GDP (an equally
approximate measure of output) only doubled.

That is the classic definition of inflation.

Today, we’re going to look at what kind of inflation it is… and how long it 
will be with us.

Is it “transitory,” caused by a booming recovery and trillions in stimmy 
money?

Or has it come with big suitcases and its favorite pillow… as if it intends 
to stay?

We’ll come back to those questions. But first… the big news…
Recommended Link

The 9 Best 5G Stocks To Buy and Profit From the Biggest Tech Upgrade 
of This Decade
image

Forget AT&T and Verizon. The biggest returns are going to come from 
companies most people aren’t even looking at yet…
Click here to get the full details.
-- 

https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/rising-inflation-and-bills-doom-index/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/rising-inflation-and-bills-doom-index/


Crash Alert!

Our Doom Index is registering an 8 – which is Crash Alert territory.

We created the Doom Index a number of years ago to improve on our 
(often faulty) intuition. It tracks 12 key indicators to try to detect when 
there are dangerous excesses in the economy and markets are out of 
whack.

Yes, you can see the full report on the latest Doom Index Reading here. 
But here’s the short version from our ace research team:

The first chart below shows our Doom Index levels by quarter. The red 
bars indicate a reading of 8 or higher. That’s when we raise our “crash 
alert” flag and tell investors it’s time to prepare for a market crash.

The last time we raised our “crash alert” flag was at the end of Q2 2019, 
when the Doom Index hit 8. We stayed in the “Danger Zone” for the next 
four quarters.

Economic conditions improved slightly in the second half of 2020, as 
evidenced by our Doom Index reading dropping to 7 for Q3 2020 and Q4 
2020…

Our recent Doom Index reading – based on the Q1 2021 data – is 8…
image

…which means we’re raising our tattered “crash alert” flag.
image

[…]it appears that the stock market is getting way ahead of the 
economy…

Nearly all stock market valuations are at all-time highs, investors are 
using more leverage, junk bonds are looking riskier, and of course… the 
feds keep printing.

[Featured: New Investment “Craze” Hits All 50 States]
More Inflation Sightings

Meanwhile, we looked at some of the inflation sightings yesterday. Here’s
The Wall Street Journal with more:



Americans accustomed to years of low inflation are beginning to pay 
sharply higher prices for goods and services as the economy strains to 
rev back up and the pandemic wanes.

Price tags on consumer goods from processed meat to dishwashing 
products have risen by double-digit percentages from a year ago, 
according to NielsenIQ. Whirlpool Corp. freezers and dishwashers and 
Scotts Miracle-Gro Co. lawn and garden products are also getting 
costlier, the companies say. Some consumers are feeling stretched.

Recommended Link

CNBC: “Market Bubble Is Here” (What To Do Next)
image

The rich are getting nervous…

According to CNBC, “The wealthy are investing like a market bubble is 
here” and “are making portfolio changes.”

But what changes?

Former Wall Street insider and hedge fund manager Teeka Tiwari 
uncovered a growing trend among America’s 1%…

Quietly and behind the scenes, some of the smartest, wealthiest 
investors in the country (including Warren Buffett) are making an 
important shift with their money.

They’re not rushing into cryptocurrencies… gold… tech stocks… or real 
estate. And they’re not hiding in cash either.
Find out what the rich are doing with their fortunes HERE
-- 
No Big Deal

But don’t worry. Jerome Powell at the Federal Reserve and Janet Yellen 
at the U.S. Treasury both assure us that inflation is no big deal.

The Fed is still “printing” $120 billion per month… trying to overcome the 
“low inflation” threat.

According to Powell, the nation’s economic health is threatened not by 
inflation, but by the lack of it… that is, by persistent Consumer Price 



Index (CPI) readings below 2%. He thinks stable prices somehow inhibit 
growth.

As for Yellen, she believes the feds can hit whatever pitch comes their 
way. Here’s what she confidently told a Wall Street Journal CEO Council 
event last week:

I don’t think there’s going to be an inflationary problem. But if there is, 
the Fed will be counted on to address them.

That settles it for us. Nothing to be concerned about. There is no 
inflation. And if there were any, just as a hypothetical, the Fed would 
smash it out of the ballpark.

And Ms. Yellen should know. She used to run the Fed.

[Featured: Biden, Elites Set to Roll Out Elites’ “Great Reset” of America]
Intellectual Exercise

But… just in case – not that we’re doubting Ms. Yellen… or second-
guessing the Fed – but just as an intellectual exercise, for our 
amusement…

…what if they’re all not really up to playing in the Major Leagues? What if 
they are better suited to the Special Olympics?

Before last Friday’s jobs report came out, Ms. Yellen suggested that 
interest rates might have to go up to contain rising price inflation, caused
by a robust recovery. That is, she said she was concerned about 
“overheating,” whatever that is.

Then, after stocks began to fall, she backtracked, letting the speculators 
know that she didn’t really mean it. In the space of less than 24 hours, 
she determined that the economy’s temperature was just right after all.

She must have breathed a sigh of relief on Friday. The employment 
numbers made it clear that the economy is not heating up; it’s cooling off.

Phew! This takes the pressure off Yellen and Powell to “address” the 
inflation issue.

But only by misunderstanding the nature of the inflation – which both Ms. 
Yellen and Mr. Powell are eager to do.



More like “Marvelous” Marv Throneberry than “Boog” Powell, both want to
win the game… but neither has any idea how to play it.

They believe that inflation is purely cyclical, caused by rising demand in 
an expanding economy. (They also believe they can cause the economy 
to expand by pretending, that is, by inflating the money supply to look 
like real demand is increasing.)
Recommended Link

Elon Musk’s Latest Move
image

He led a young tech startup into the spotlight.

He inspired an entire generation of innovators and optimists.

He changed the world.

But what Elon Musk has done now… and where he’s “gone”…

It’s startling.

Where he went – and why – is something every single American needs to 
hear about.

Because he isn’t the only one who left.

Something strange is happening in this country… and it doesn’t look 
good.
Click here to learn more
-- 
Double Act

But this is no natural cyclical inflation. It is systemic. It is not driven (or, 
at least, not entirely) by the business cycle.

Instead, it is man-made… caused by the two illustrious strike-outs 
themselves – Yellen weighing down heavily on the White House’s fiscal 
bench… and Powell heading up the Fed’s monetary team.

The fiscal team spends. The monetary team prints.



And they’ll both keep at it until the final inning… when the game is lost."

Regards,
Bill
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ROCKWELL.COM 

Market Update for Wednesday - May 12th, 2021

Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:

MARKETS

arrow down S&P 500 4063 -89 -2.1%

arrow down Dow Jones 33588 -682 -2.0%

arrow down Nasdaq 13002 -350 -2.6%

arrow up Crude Oil 65.72 +0.27 +0.4%

arrow down Gold 1815.9 -20.2 -1.1%

Today's Highlights:

• Stocks were hammered today, with the NASDAQ leading 
the major indices lower with a 2.6% loss. The DOW lost 
682 points which was the biggest on day drop since 
January. And the S&P slid 2.1% with its worst day since 
February.

• The VIX (aka Fear Index) rocketed 26.3% to highs not seen
since March 8th.

• Worries over inflation were a big drag on the market, after 
CPI Data jumped 0.8% last month which translates into a 
4.2% increase since a year ago. Analysts were expecting 
just a 0.2% increase. This is the highest inflation has been 
over a 12 month period since 2008.

• The 10 Year Yield jumped after the inflation data, up 0.068
today which represents a 4.2% increase.



• With the Colonial Pipeline shutdown impacting up to 2.5 
million barrels of gasoline, diesel fuel, heating oil and jet 
fuel a day, Gas prices popped above $3 for the first time 
since 2014.

• Apple (AAPL) dropped below its 200-day moving average 
today after a 2.5% loss.

BONNER
WARNING: CRASH ALERT!
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YAHOO Business MarketWatch Tesla stock and bitcoin drop after Elon 
Musk says car sales with crypto will be halted due to energy usage of 
mining [Come on … energy usage, climate, evironment, etc.? … What total
bulls**t … How ‘bout recognized ‘hustle’.]

HUFFPOST
WHO IS HE KIDDING! MCCARTHY PLAYS DUMB ON PURGE DAY 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/kevin-mccarthy-
election_n_609c0ff8e4b063dccea4bbf5 [Careful … ‘Plays dumb’ ? … He’s 
not playing … he is dumb; and, that’s a quality in no short supply in 
america generally and on capital hill especially...That’s the way it is … 
Reality … Pathetic!]
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GEORGE CONWAY: GOP TRYING TO MEMORY HOLE WHAT HAPPENED ON
JANUARY 6 https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2021/05/13/george-
conway-gop-memory-hole-capitol-riot-sot-ac360-vpx.cnn [Well, truth be 
told, isn’t that american history to present in a nutshell.]
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Potential Trump indictment moves closer with McGahn agreement to 
testify to Congress 
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/potential-trump-
indictment-moves-closer-with-mcgahn-agreement-to-testify-to-congress-
111837765683 

[Are we so naive as to believe mentally ill mobster/criminal trump was 
but a ‘pig in a poke’.
The English colloquialisms such as turn out to be a pig in a poke or buy a 
pig in a poke mean that something is sold or bought without the buyer 
knowing its true nature or value, especially when buying without 
inspecting the item beforehand. 
Or a fable involving once again, disingenuously, huffing and puffing to 
blow trump’s mob house down. PATHETIC! 
Mueller, barr the perennial government slugs, et als.]
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The Last Two Times This Hit, Stocks Dropped 20% and 50%, Respectively

BY Phoenix Capital Research https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-05-
13/last-two-times-hit-stocks-dropped-20-and-50-respectively 

Let’s take a look at the last two inflationary ...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGEREPORT
PIPELINE PAID $5 MILLION RANSOM 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/colonial-pipeline-paid-hackers-nearly-
141548661.html 
SHORTAGE CONTINUES
$7 A GALLON IN VA 

UPDATE: GAZA GROUND WAR IMMINENT? 
1,600 rockets fired... 
Fears mount of irreparable damage to society... 
Soldier viciously beaten, synagogue burned as rioting renews... 
Mob 'lynching of Arab' aired live on TV...
Pro-Palestinian rally in Paris banned amid rising tensions... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/mob-lynching-of-arab-aired-live-on-israeli-tv/ar-BB1gFrB8
https://www.timesofisrael.com/soldier-viciously-beaten-in-jaffa-synagogue-burned-in-lod-as-rioting-renews/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/as-rival-gangs-of-jews-and-arabs-clash-on-streets-fears-mount-of-irreparable-damage-to-israeli-society/ar-BB1gGZ4f
https://www.dpa-international.com/topic/gaza-shot-1600-rockets-israel-80-palestinians-killed-urn%3Anewsml%3Adpa.com%3A20090101%3A210513-99-584565
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9574147/Netanyahu-rejects-Hamas-ceasefire-plea-nine-commanders-neutralised.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gas-hits-7-in-virginia
https://wtop.com/local/2021/05/gas-shortage-continues-as-colonial-restarts-pipeline-operations/
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HUFFPOST
Florida Officials Reportedly Steeling For A Trump Extradition Block By 
Gov. Ron DeSantis https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-tax-fraud-
extradition-desantis-florida_n_609da26ae4b099ba7534c341 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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HUFFPOST
TRUMP STOOGE SLIDES INTO CHENEY’S OLD JOB 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/gop-set-to-vote-elise-stefanik-
house_n_609e5af0e4b014bd0caadf68 

Florida Officials Reportedly Steeling For A Trump Extradition Block By 
Gov. Ron DeSantis https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-tax-fraud-
extradition-desantis-florida_n_609da26ae4b099ba7534c341 
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YAHOO U.S. HuffPost Badass Cat Leaps From 5th Floor Of Burning 
Building, Struts Off Like A Boss Associated Press https://www.yahoo.com/
huffpost/cat-leaps-chicago-fire-090400403.html 

Chicago cat fleeing fire survives 5-story jump, walks off 

USA TODAY Cat survives leap from burning five story Chicago apartment 
building

These Are the 200 Most Popular Cat Names of 2020 Elizabeth Rhodes 
May 13, 2021 https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/200-most-popular-cat-
names-110000156.html 
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TODAY’S MONEY LANDSCAPE: FANTASY WEALTH 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/todays-money-
landscape-fantasy-wealth/ 

Bill Bonner May 14, 2021 Bill Bonner's Diary 

YOUGHAL, IRELAND – "A dear reader described today’s money landscape 
in stark terms.

Here’s Michael M.:

Wait, you wouldn’t pay 10 cents for a 1,700% return?! Why am I reading 
you?!? Lol. I call BS. If I told you I invested a few sheckles in some goofy 
tech startup with a sexy story and it shot up 1,700%, you’d invite me to 
write for one of your rags.

https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/todays-money-landscape-fantasy-wealth/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/todays-money-landscape-fantasy-wealth/
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My stock portfolio is up/down single or double digits. My crypto portfolio 
is up 785%. Who cares whether I make my money at DraftKings or 
FanDuel?! Profit is profit, and missing out is missing out. Love ya. 

Main Street – flat. Fantasy street – to the mooon.

Why would anyone waste his time trying to open a machine shop in Gary, 
Indiana… or an ice cream parlor in Baltimore? The internet is where the 
profits are.

Why bother to learn biochemistry or electrical engineering? Financial 
engineering is where the money is.

And why bother trying to add to real wealth at all… when fantasy wealth 
is so much easier to come by?

Fantasy Wealth

Money is money. And there’s a lot more fast, easy money to be made in 
the fantasy world than in the real world.

The trouble is, real resources – time, energy, skill, and raw materials – 
are limited. Put them into the fantasy economy… and the real economy is 
neglected.

And then, the real world, deprived of labor and capital, shrinks… while 
the fantasies run wild. And then, they run away.

Dogecoin was back in the news yesterday, after self-proclaimed 
“Dogefather” Elon Musk tweeted that he was “Working with Doge devs to 
improve system transaction efficiency. Potentially promising.”

This caused the mischief money to increase its market value by some 
$20 billion.

Ethereum (ETH), meanwhile, has risen from nothing to a market value of 
nearly half a trillion dollars. You could buy one coin a year ago for $187. 
Now, the price is about $4,000. A 2,000%+ gain in a year – not bad. 

So, if you’d put the first stimmy check – $1,200 – into ETH, you’d have 
nearly $25,000 worth of Ethereum today.

And why work for a living if you can get a 1,700% one-week return on the 



latest “dog,” SHIB, as we reported yesterday?

Money is money. And in the late degenerate Bubble Epoch, even fake, 
“dog sh*t” money is king.

Inflation Everywhere

But watch out… the king’s currency is giving way.

First, housing accounts for almost a quarter of the Consumer Price Index 
(CPI). And it’s running hot. Both the National Association of Realtors and 
real estate brokerage Redfin are reporting 12-month house price 
increases in excess of 15%.

“Double digit” inflation, in other words.

And here’s the latest from CNBC on the Producer Price Index (PPI), which
measures the prices paid to producers, as opposed to prices at the 
consumer level:

Another inflation gauge comes in hot with producer prices jumping 6.2% 
in April from a year ago

…the largest increase since the Bureau of Labor Statistics started 
tracking the data in 2010.

And about the “intermediate processed goods,” a subcategory of the PPI, 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics had this to say:

For the 12 months ended in April, the index for processed goods for 
intermediate demand rose 18.4 percent, the largest advance since 
increasing 18.9 percent for the 12 months ended February 1980.

Robust Denial

And now, after the worst inflation news in many years, the feds are 
sweating… trying to explain why it ain’t so.

Inflation is “transitory,” they say. The numbers are coming off an 
“extremely low base.” The plague was a “one-time thing”… and now, with
the vaccines, the economy is reopening.

The feds created this inflation with their “recovery,” and COVID-19 relief 



spending; they can turn off the taps any time they want.

Greed First… Fear Later

But let’s not waste time on the perps. Let’s look at the crime itself.

Money is money. But money is only money as long as it acts like money. 
You must be able to use it to buy things… and/or to store value.

When it fails to do those things, people find new forms of money.

Already, on the streets of Buenos Aires, advertisements urge people to 
put their savings into an electronic cryptocurrency. Inflation there is 
running at about 50% per year. The peso is failing to preserve wealth. So 
Argentines look for alternatives.

Americans look for alternatives, too – but more out of greed than fear. So 
far, they are still counting their profits. Cryptos, tech stocks, houses – all 
are rising fast.

The fear will come later. Because the criminals are incorrigible. Every 
cockamamie “investment” with no hope of producing a real economic 
return – whether it is private or public – reduces supplies of goods and 
services.

And every dollar of “stimulus” – whether it goes to the elite or to the 
masses – increases the “demand” for them.

This is man-made, intentional inflation… not natural, cyclical inflation. 
And unless the criminals suddenly decide to go straight, it will continue.

Obvious Choice

All the feds have to work with is “stimulus” (aka fake money).

They can either take it away – and be blamed for a crypto crash/stock 
market rout/bond Armageddon/recession/depression/insurrection… and 
run out of Washington on a rail.

Or they can add it, and get their mugs on the cover of TIME Magazine as 
the saviors of Western Civilization.

What will they do? We both already know, don’t we?



So… Watch where you step!"

Regards,

Bill

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Al Peia
http://albertpeia.com/peia/The-Great-Salvador-Dali5.gif

DRUDGEREPORT.COM Picasso sells for $103 million! 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20210514-picasso-painting-sells-
for-103-mn-in-new-york-auction-house 
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CNN
ISRAEL BOMBS TOWER HOUSING MEDIA BUREAUS 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/israel-gaza-airstrike-ap-al-jazeera-
building_n_609fc03ce4b03e1dd38a23f2 [Something very naziish about 
israel … Israel wants the world to ignore its little 'real estate dispute.' 
Here's the truth. https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/what-israel-calls-real-
estate-dispute-really-ethnic-cleansing-n1266897 The latest Israel-
Palestine crisis isn't a 'real estate dispute.' It's ethnic cleansing. 

[Uh oh! 51 Documents: Zionist Collaboration With the Nazis: Brenner ...
https://www.amazon.com/51-Documents-Zionist-Collaboration-Nazis/dp/
1569804338 
Yes, German Zionist jews collaborated with the Nazis after 1933. Read 
the documents presented in this book (and look for more in the Web or 
inside other...
Ken Livingstone repeats claim about Nazi-Zionist collaboration Mar 30, 
2017 — Former MP makes fresh remarks about 'real collaboration' 
between Nazis and Zionists ahead of tribunal hearing over bringing 
Labour party...]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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MSNBC
Trump committed crimes in office that no indictment can remedy
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/potential-trump-indictment-would-still-
leave-crimes-unpunished-n1267485 
“...And Trump continued that way until the very end — believing that he 
had unfettered control of the executive branch to the point where he 
could commit crimes with impunity. After losing the election, he met with
senior White House officials to consider declaring martial law and 
redoing the election in Pennsylvania and other states, actions that 

https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/potential-trump-indictment-would-still-leave-crimes-unpunished-n1267485
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Finkelstein and I found to be criminal sedition.
Then, on Jan. 6, Trump committed yet more acts of sedition and 
incitement leading to the mob takeover of the Capitol during the counting
of electoral college votes. These actions, Finkelstein and I opined, also 
violated criminal statutes...”
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YAHOONEWS
U.S. SheKnows Does Donald Trump Know He Could Be Arrested This 
Year? https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/does-donald-trump-know-
could-191727566.html 
Former president Donald Trump’s ongoing criminal investigations may 
finally be catching up to him. While there are currently three active 
criminal investigations (and 29 civil suits) regarding the former president,
it’s the one headed up by Manhattan District Attorney Cyrus Vance Jr. 
that we should have our eye on, according to both former US Attorney […]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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YAHOO Sports Lexington Herald-Leader 2021 Preakness Stakes complete
order of finish and payoffs

https://sports.yahoo.com/preakness-2021-rombauer-outduels-medina-
spirit-for-late-victory-225915690.html 
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https://www.justsecurity.org/73986/invoking-martial-law-to-reverse-the-2020-election-could-be-criminal-sedition/


http://stream.nbcsports.com/horse-racing/preakness-stakes 
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3 Reasons Why Goldman Now Sees Almost No Upside For Stocks In 2021 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/3-reasons-why-goldman-now-sees-
almost-no-upside-stocks-2021 Decelerating US growth, a real rate-driven 
rise in interest rates, and the likely passage of tax reform.

"This Is All About Stagflation... The U.S. Is Walking Into The Early Stages 
Of The Fourth Turning" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/all-about-
stagflation-us-walking-early-stages-fourth-turning 
"Just when the last economist threw in the Phillips Curve towel, wrote 
the long winded obituary it will come roaring back to life. Wage inflation 
is about to explode, and this sword is swinging in the direction of profit 
margins." SAT MAY 15, AT 1:35 PM
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DEADLIEST ATTACK  : 42 DEAD — 10 CHILDREN – GAZA BUILDINGS   
TOPPLED https://www.huffpost.com/entry/israeli-strikes-kill-26-topple-

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/israeli-strikes-kill-26-topple-buildings-in-gaza-city_n_60a1039ee4b03e1dd38ab6e0
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buildings-in-gaza-city_n_60a1039ee4b03e1dd38ab6e0 [america’s 
ordnance, american equipment, american money...No mystery here; blood
on america’s hands! ]

ISRAEL BOMBS TOWER HOUSING MEDIA BUREAUS 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/israel-gaza-airstrike-ap-al-jazeera-
building_n_609fc03ce4b03e1dd38a23f2 [Something very naziish about 
israel … Israel wants the world to ignore its little 'real estate dispute.' 
Here's the truth. https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/what-israel-calls-real-
estate-dispute-really-ethnic-cleansing-n1266897 The latest Israel-
Palestine crisis isn't a 'real estate dispute.' It's ethnic cleansing. 

[Uh oh! 51 Documents: Zionist Collaboration With the Nazis: Brenner ...
https://www.amazon.com/51-Documents-Zionist-Collaboration-Nazis/dp/
1569804338 
Yes, German Zionist jews collaborated with the Nazis after 1933. Read 
the documents presented in this book (and look for more in the Web or 
inside other...
Ken Livingstone repeats claim about Nazi-Zionist collaboration Mar 30, 
2017 — Former MP makes fresh remarks about 'real collaboration' 
between Nazis and Zionists ahead of tribunal hearing over bringing 
Labour party...]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Actually, that Nun sets forth what represents the wisdom and 
foundations of religions beyond, before Christianity, etc., notably, ie., 
Budhism, etc.. Ann, the queen of sarcasm:

Time for Ann to be accountable for her far less than awesome(her word) 
trump chump change choice/defense.
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Ann’s a cruel dude, a mean hombre! But as Ann now knows, defense of, 
not resistance to, trump is futile! 
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.gif 
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DRUDGEREPORT.COM
Dogecoin founder bashes Musk as 'self-absorbed grifter'... 
https://www.the-sun.com/lifestyle/tech/2857977/bitcoin-latest-news-elon-
musk-dogecoin-support-crypto-market/ [I must admit, I have great 
difficulty getting along with, appreciating autistic (asbergers) people 
Musk the self-proclaimed space alien, etc.; what a line of s**t, billions, 
americona!]
DIVORCE DIRT: MICROSOFT Decided Gates Needed to Leave Board; 
Relationship With Staffer...
'Reputation for Questionable Behavior'… 
Epstein Gave Advice? https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeffrey-epstein-
gave-bill-gates-advice-on-how-to-end-toxic-marriage-sources-say 
[Wow! Who woulda thunk it … time to out epstein bros trump, clinton, etc.
They must pay the price! ]

MSNBC
Israel blew up the AP's office and lied about an invasion. That's not right. 
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/why-israel-s-mistreatment-press-gaza-
big-mistake-n1267537?icid=msd_topgrid 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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MSNBC
Israel's treatment of Palestinians is apartheid. Period. 

Historian: Biden admin 'complicit in shielding Israel' from international 
pressure   https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/middle-  
east-historian-biden-administration-is-complicit-in-shielding-israel-from-
international-pressure-112143429784 

How the Israel-Gaza conflict erupted into its most violent crisis in years 

Israel blew up the AP's office and lied about an invasion. That's not right. 
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/why-israel-s-mistreatment-press-gaza-
big-mistake-n1267537?icid=msd_topgrid 
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CNN
Netanyahu vows to continue strikes on Gaza as Israel pounds Hamas 
targets
• Biden 'expressed his support for a ceasefire' in call with Israeli Prime 
Minister, White House says
• Biden administration notified Congress of $735 million weapons sale to 
Israel earlier this month, before violence began 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/05/17/politics/us-israel-weapons-sale/index.ht
ml 

https://www.cnn.com/2021/05/17/politics/us-israel-weapons-sale/index.html
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CNN
Rift grows within Democratic Party over Israeli-Palestinian conflict as 
violence intensifies
• Biden 'expressed his support for a ceasefire' in call with Israeli Prime 
Minister, White House says
• Netanyahu vows to continue strikes on Gaza as Israel pounds Hamas 
targets https://www.cnn.com/2021/05/17/middleeast/israel-palestinian-
conflict-monday-intl/index.html [ american bombs, american armaments, 
american money, long term cost to america, AMERICAN STUPIDITY – 
Time for two state solution! ]
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ROCKWELL.COM 

Market Update for Monday - May 17th, 2021

Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:

MARKETS

arrow down S&P 500 4163 -11 -0.3%

arrow down Dow Jones 34328 -54 -0.2%

arrow down Nasdaq 13313 -80 -0.6%

arrow up Crude Oil 66.38 +1.01 +1.6%

arrow up Gold 1867.6 +29.5 +1.6%

And here's today's stock market update:

Today's Highlights:

• Stocks finished the day slightly lower. The NASDAQ led 
the major indices lower with a 0.6% loss.

• AT&T (T) announced that WarnerMedia and Discovery 
(DISCA) will merge in a $43 billion deal. Both stocks 
opened higher but T finished the day with a 2.7% loss and 
Discovery ended lower by 5.1%.

• BTC went on a wild ride over the weekend after traders 
believed that Tesla (TSLA) dropped the currency following 
an Elon Musk tweet. Musk confirmed that this wasn't the 
case, but BTC still traded at lows not seen since early 
February and is currently down 4.5%.

• Another "big short"? Tesla (TSLA) has finished lower 5 out 
of the last 6 trading sessions, losing another 2.2% today. 
And to make things even more interesting, the famous 
investor Michael Burry (Michael bet against mortgage 
backed securities and was the focus of the movie The Big 
Short) revealed that he has a short position worth 534 mil.



• This week the economic calendar is quiet. But we do have 
the Fed Minutes release on Wednesday. Earnings season is
also winding down but we'll hear from retailers like Home 
Depot (HD), Lowes (LOW) and Target (TGT).

NYTIMES
Kushner’s Absurd Peace Plan Has Failed [DUH!]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM
Too Much Crypto, Not Enough Stuff BY Portfolio Armor 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-05-18/too-much-crypto-not-
enough-stuff There are 9,888 crypto currencies now, but the world 
economy is running low on everything from coffee to steel.

[ BONNER’S BEEN WARNING OF THIS FOR QUITE SOME TIME NOW:

BONNER
WARNING: CRASH ALERT!
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/rising-inflation-and-
bills-doom-index/ 

By Bill Bonner 5-12-21
TODAY’S MONEY LANDSCAPE: FANTASY WEALTH 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/todays-money-
landscape-fantasy-wealth/ 

Bill Bonner May 14, 2021 

INFLATION IS IN SIGHT
Bill Bonner Apr 12, 2021 Bill Bonner's Diary

https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/authors/bill-bonner/
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https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/inflation-is-in-sight/
[Yes. Inflation dead ahead.]

BONNER
WARNING: CRASH ALERT!
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/rising-inflation-and-
bills-doom-index/ 

OH ELON! 
By Bill Bonner https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/ 
THE FEDS’ ILLUSION OF CONTROL https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-
bonner-diary/the-feds-illusion-of-control/ 

Bill Bonner | May 8, 2021 | Bill Bonner's Diary | 5 min read

BONNER “You’ve heard, of course, of the “greater fool” theory, the 
strategy in which a buyer pays a foolish price for something, betting that 
someone else will pay even more.
Well, on Monday, it looked like the greatest fool of all had finally shown 
up at an auction house. Bloomberg’s Matt Levine is on the story:

On Monday, Sotheby’s announced it had brokered a $1.8 million sale of 
Kanye West’s Nike Air Yeezy 1 sneakers, making them the most 
expensive pair of (known) shoes to sell, ever.

But the sneakers weren’t purchased by a footwear-loving collector. 
Instead, they were acquired by the company Rares, which plans to 
fractionalize pieces of the shoes as an investment.

That’s right. “Investors” are expected to buy shares in the shoes… hoping
to sell them to other “investors” at even more lunatic prices.”

https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/investing-in-sneakers/ 

Bonner https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-latest-big-
business-strategy/ :
"...Companies create wealth by earning profits – from making and doing 
things. They take raw materials at a cost of X… add labor at a cost of Y… 
and sell the finished product at a price of Z.

https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-latest-big-business-strategy/
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As long as X plus Y (we’re simplifying) is lower than Z, the world is a 
richer place. They have “added value.”
Financial Trickery

But the Federal Reserve has been actively inflating the financial economy
(asset prices) while depressing the real Main Street economy (sales, 
wages, and profits) for at least 30 years.

So, the relative importance and profitability of delivering products and 
services – compared to the quick, leveraged pizzazz of Wall Street – has 
declined.

FOOLS AND THEIR MONEY GET TOGETHER 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-feds-fraud-has-
made-wealth-a-gamble/ 

By Bill Bonner

Monday, April 19, 2021

Bonner

“…Arbitrary Rearrangement of Wealth” 
(except it’s not arbitrary; but rather fraud/scam)
“When money is no object, no object is too asinine to spend it on. Economist 
John Maynard Keynes described it in 1919:

By a continuing process of inflation, governments can confiscate, 
secretly and unobserved, an important part of the wealth of their citizens.
By this method they not only confiscate, but they confiscate arbitrarily; 
and, while the process impoverishes many, it actually enriches some. The
sight of this arbitrary rearrangement of riches strikes not only at security 
but [also] at confidence in the equity of the existing distribution of 
wealth.

[…]. As the inflation proceeds and the real value of the currency 
fluctuates wildly from month to month, all permanent relations between 
debtors and creditors, which form the ultimate foundation of capitalism, 
become so utterly disordered as to be almost meaningless; and the 
process of wealth-getting degenerates into a gamble and a lottery.

https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-feds-fraud-has-made-wealth-a-gamble/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-feds-fraud-has-made-wealth-a-gamble/


Of wealth. Those on the receiving end – contractors, connivers, and 
cronies – do well.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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YAHOONEWS
WHY DO TRUMP'S FOREIGN GOLF RESORTS LOSE MILLIONS OF 
DOLLARS EVERY YEAR? EXPERTS SAY IT COULD BE INCOMPETENCE, 
VANITY, OR SOMETHING MORE SINISTER 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/why-trumps-foreign-golf-resorts-
112746579.html [ Come on! … Let’s not be naiive … This is, always was, 
government (yes that government, the U.S. government) protected stuff. 
It’s called money laundering. ]

DRUDGEREPORT 
BOOK: KGB began grooming 'young and vain' Donald Trump 40 years ago 
by saving him from financial ruin... 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9184687/How-Russia-began-
grooming-Donald-Trump-40-years-ago-saving-financial-ruin-book-
claims.html 

[ trump was a (Russian) spymaster’s dream come true! ]

‘The author writes Trump was rescued multiple times from multiple 
bankruptcies by boatloads of Russian cash laundered through his real 
estate in the 80s and 90s as well as Russian money picking up the tab for
buildings franchised under Trump's name’ 

america is a total fraud! 
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HUFFPOST
NY DROPS HAMMER: ‘CRIMINAL’ PROBE OF TRUMP ORG 

Ex-DOJ Official Warns Trump: ‘This Is A Letter Talking About Jail Time’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/neal-katyal-trump-
investigation_n_60a498f3e4b063dcceb01997 

america is a total fraud! 
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ROCKWELL.COM https://www.rockwelltrading.com/ 
Market Update for Tuesday - May 18th, 2021
Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:
MARKETS
arrow down S&P 500 4128 -35 -0.9%
arrow down Dow Jones 34061 -267 -0.8%
arrow down Nasdaq 13218 -95 -0.7%
arrow down Crude Oil 65.31 -0.96 -1.5%
arrow up Gold 1870.3 -2.6 -0.1%

And here's today's stock market update:
• Stocks were down slightly at the open. Then after a choppy trading 

sessions, stocks sold off in the last 15 minutes of trading to end at 
session lows. The S&P suffered the biggest loss, down 0.9%.

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/
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• A few casino stocks bucked the overall trend and finished higher. 
MGM (MGM) was up 1.9%, and Wynn (WYNN) was higher by 1.1%.

• Ford (F) had President Biden visiting their Michigan plan and offered 
a sneak peak at their new electric F-150 ahead of their "official" 
unveiling tomorrow night. Ford finished 0.1% lower after a higher 
start. Although Ford stock didn't do much, Biden's saying "the future
of the auto industry is electric...there's no turning back" seemed to 
help other electric truck stocks a lot more. Ride (RIDE) surged 
20.1% and Workhorse (WKHS) rallied 9.1%.

• Walmart (WMT) jumped 2.2% after a better than expected earnings 
report. The company reported strong grocery and internet sales and 
raised its outlook for the year.

• Home Depot (HD) reported better than expected earnings as well but
finished with a 1.0% loss. The home improvement retailer reported 
better earnings per share, better revenue, and an increase in same 
store sales.

• Two of the bigger names reporting tomorrow are Target (TGT) and 
Lowes (LOW).

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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MSNBC
Trump responds to New York AG investigation: 'Desperate search of a 
crime' https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/trump-
reacts-to-criminal-investigation-opened-by-new-york-attorney-general-
112477765758 [trump’s Freudian slip is telling; viz., ‘search of’ not 
‘search for’ a crime of which there are many, the only rub being who else 
is tainted thereby, bribes, etc..] 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGEREPORT
CRYPTO CRASH! 
BILLIONS WIPED https://www.wsj.com/articles/bitcoin-and-dogecoin-
prices-tumble-as-investors-sour-on-cryptos-11621435489 
BOOM AND BUST? 
CHINA CRACKDOWN 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM Crypto, Crude, & 'Crappy' Stocks Dump'n'Pump As Fed 
Sparks Dollar Spike https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/crypto-crude-
crappy-stocks-dumpnpump-dollar-treads-water ... in the past 7 sessions, 
stocks have suffered 3 of the largest bouts of concentrated selling 
pressure in history.5-19-21

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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HUFFPOST
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Israel Ignores U.S. Pressure To Wind Down Offensive, Launches New 
Strikes On Gaza https://www.huffpost.com/entry/israel-palestinian-
conflict_n_60a61183e4b0a24c4f780a17 [american money, american 
armaments, american long-term cost for blood on america’s hands. Time 
for 2 state solution; or, cut israel off. No loss!]

138 House Democrats Demand Biden Call For A Cease-Fire In Israel 

WASHPOST
Netanyahu rebuffs Biden’s call to wind down attacks Israeli Prime 
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said the operation would not stop until 
Israel achieves its military objectives. The president had told Netanyahu 
he “expected a significant de-escalation today on the path to a cease-
fire,” according to the White House [Joe forgot to say please...american 
money, american armaments, american long-term cost … What gives 
Joe? Tails wagging dogs? Time for 2 state solution; or, cut israel off. No 
loss!]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Andrew the new york yin yang soliciting the infamous new york jewish 
vote receives backlash after his pro-israel tweet CNN

ZEROHEDGE.COM 
Bibi Netanyahu Fails to Form a Governing Coalition, Bombs Civilians and 
Media Outlet Instead https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-05-19/bibi-
netanyahu-fails-form-governing-coalition-bombs-civilians-and-media-outlet
[Yes...Quite incredible, pathetic. This is all on america, no excuses. Yes, 
a final solution is necessary!]

HUFFPOST Israel Ignores U.S. Pressure To Wind Down Offensive, 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/israel-palestinian-conflict_n_60a61183e4b0a24c4f780a17
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Launches New Strikes On Gaza https://www.huffpost.com/entry/israel-
palestinian-conflict_n_60a61183e4b0a24c4f780a17 [american money, 
american armaments, american long-term cost for blood on america’s 
hands. Time for 2 state solution; or, cut israel off. No loss!]

138 House Democrats Demand Biden Call For A Cease-Fire In Israel 

WASHPOST Netanyahu rebuffs Biden’s call to wind down attacks Israeli 
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said the operation would not stop 
until Israel achieves its military objectives. The president had told 
Netanyahu he “expected a significant de-escalation today on the path to 
a cease-fire,” according to the White House [Joe forgot to say 
please...american money, american armaments, american long-term cost 
… What gives Joe? Tails wagging dogs? Time for 2 state solution; or, cut 
israel off. No loss!]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM
Mapping The World's Top Countries For Military Spending 
https://cms.zerohedge.com/s3/files/inline-images/Mapped-The-Worlds-Top-
Military-Spenders-in-2020-1200px.png?itok=ub-6qms1 [america may be 
defacto bankrupt; but, spends more on “military” than all other nations 
COMBINED!]

HUFFPOST
Chris Cuomo Apologizes On CNN After Outrageous Journalistic Failure 

Chris Cuomo gets ripped for joking he is 'black on the inside' 
https://nypost.com/2021/03/07/cnn-host-chris-cuomo-gets-ripped-for-
joking-he-is-black-on-the-inside/ [What..fredo cuomo not an oreo; but 
rather, a vanilla fudge nut?]
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ZEROHEDGE.COM 

Why Did Former FBI Director Freeh Give $100k To A Trust For VP Biden's 
Grandkids In 2016? https://www.zerohedge.com/political/why-did-former-
fbi-director-freeh-give-100k-trust-vp-bidens-grandkids-2016 

Quid pro joe? ...nothing to see here, move along. Definitely not a bribe. 
[When I think of all the stuff (probative documents, exhibits) I sent to 
corrupt jersey city boy freeh, that “went down the rabbit hole”, this 
becomes very interesting...Hmmm...explains a lot 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM 
Warning: Today's Crypto Markets are Napster and iTunes is Coming, Pt 1 
BY Phoenix Capital Research https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-05-
21/warning-todays-crypto-markets-are-napster-and-itunes-coming-pt-1 
Bitcoin and crypto currencies are currently in the "Napster" phase of 
their development.

Investing For The Death Of The Dollar (Podcast) BY quoth the raven
Gold, bitcoin & hyperinflation: a 38 year market veteran talks "Monetary 
Debasement Insurance".

Existing Home Sales Unexpectedly Tumbled In April For 3rd Straight 
Month As Prices Soar 

Inflation Fears Soar As US PMIs Explode To New Record Highs In May

https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/inflation-fears-soar-us-pmis-explode-new-record-highs-may
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/existing-home-sales-unexpectedly-tumbled-april-3rd-straight-month-prices-soar
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Why Did Former FBI Director Freeh Give $100k To A Trust For VP Biden's 
Grandkids In 2016? https://www.zerohedge.com/political/why-did-former-
fbi-director-freeh-give-100k-trust-vp-bidens-grandkids-2016 

Quid pro joe? ...nothing to see here, move along. Definitely not a bribe. 
[When I think of all the stuff (probative documents, exhibits) I sent to 
corrupt jersey city boy freeh, that “went down the rabbit hole”, this 
becomes very interesting...Hmmm...explains a lot 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Delusions of Wealth in the Cryptocurrency Space 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/delusions-of-wealth-in-
the-cryptocurrency-space/ 

Bill Bonner May 21, 2021 
Cryptocurrencies go up… and then they go down… Just like any other 
investment. But as cryptos pick up steam, investors are getting caught 
up in the delusion of digital “wealth”... 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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HUFFPOST
Chris Cuomo Apologizes On CNN After Outrageous Journalistic Failure 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/chris-cuomo-apology-andrew-
cuomo_n_60a73b71e4b09604b52093eb 
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Chris Cuomo gets ripped for joking he is 'black on the inside' 
https://nypost.com/2021/03/07/cnn-host-chris-cuomo-gets-ripped-for-
joking-he-is-black-on-the-inside/ [What..fredo cuomo not an oreo; but 
rather, a vanilla fudge nut?]

YAHOONEWS
Politics Business Insider Trump 'acts like a mafioso': Why NY's AG may 
treat the Trump Organization like a mob racket in its criminal inquiry, 
according to legal experts https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-acts-
mafioso-why-nys-180530534.html The Trump Organization is now facing a
criminal investigation. RICO experts explain why racketeering charges 
could be on the table. [ ‘Acting like a mafioso’ is not a predicate act as 
defined in the RICO Act; but trump/org. have violated the RICO Act, the 
covered crimes of which are set forth specifically as follows:

Crimes that Are Covered by the RICO Act

A violation of RICO occurs when a person, in connection with an 
enterprise, engages in a pattern of racketeering activity. Racketeering 
activity includes:

• Arson
• Bribery
• Counterfeiting
• Distribution of a controlled substance
• Embezzlement  
• Extortion
• Gambling
• Homicide
• Kidnapping
• Mail fraud
• Money laundering  
• Robbery
• Wire fraud
• Witness tampering

https://www.rhlawfl.com/practice-areas/criminal-defense/white-collar-crime/money-laundering/
https://www.rhlawfl.com/practice-areas/criminal-defense/white-collar-crime/embezzlement-lawyer/
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Clearly, trump&als are guilty of money laundering, bribery, 
mail/wire/bankruptcy fraud, obstruction of justice, tax evasion; and 
probably more upon corroborative investigation. 

18 U.S.C. § 2332b(g)(5)(B) lists approximately fifty offenses that may 
constitute RICO predicate offenses under 18 U.S.C. § 1961(1)(G). As of 
October 26, 2001, the enactment date of the USA Patriot Act of 2001, 
Section 2332b(g)(5)(B) of Title 18, set forth the following offenses: 
Section 2332b(g)(5)(B)(I) - 18 U.S.C. § 32 (relating to destruction of aircraft
or aircraft facilities), 18 U.S.C. § 37 (relating to violence at international 
airports), 18 U.S.C. § 81 (relating to arson within special maritime and 
territorial jurisdiction), 18 U.S.C. §§175 or 175b (relating to biological 
weapons), 18 U.S.C. § 229 (relating to chemical weapons), 18 U.S.C. §§ 
351(a), (b), (c), or (d) (relating to congressional, cabinet, and Supreme 
Court assassination and kidnaping), 18 U.S.C. § 831 (relating to nuclear 
materials), 18 U.S.C. §§ 842(m) or (n) (relating to plastic explosives), 18 
U.S.C. §§ 844(f)(2) or (3) (relating to arson and bombing of Government 
property risking or causing death), 18 U.S.C. § 844(I) (relating to arson 
and bombing of property used in interstate commerce), 18 U.S.C. § 930(c)
(relating to killing or attempted killing during an attack on a Federal 
facility with a dangerous weapon), 18 U.S.C. § 956(a)(1) (relating to 
conspiracy to murder, kidnap, or maim persons abroad), 18 U.S.C. 
§1030(a)(1) (relating to protection of computers), 18 U.S.C. § 1030(a)(5)(A)
(I) resulting in damage as defined in 1030(a)(5)(B)(ii) through (v) (relating 
to protection of computers), 18 U.S.C. § 1114 (relating to killing or 
attempted killing of officers and employees of the United States), 18 
U.S.C. § 1116 (relating to murder or manslaughter of foreign officials, 
official guests, or internationally protected persons), 18 U.S.C. § 1203 
(relating to hostage taking), 18 U.S.C. § 1362 (relating to destruction of 
communication lines, stations, or systems), 18 U.S.C. § 1363 (relating to 
injury to buildings or property within special maritime and territorial 
jurisdiction of the United States), 18 U.S.C. §1366(a) (relating to 
destruction of an energy facility), 18 U.S.C. §§ 1751(a), (b), (c), or (d) 
(relating to Presidential and Presidential staff assassination and 
kidnaping), 18 U.S.C. §1992 (relating to wrecking trains), 18 U.S.C. § 1993 
(relating to terrorist attacks and other acts of violence against railroad 
carriers and against mass transportation systems on land, on water, or 
through the air), 18 U.S.C. § 2155 (relating to destruction of national 
defense materials, premises, or utilities), 18 U.S.C. § 2280 (relating to 
violence 
11against maritime navigation), 18 U.S.C. § 2281 (relating to violence against 
maritime fixed platforms), 18 U.S.C. § 2332 (relating to certain homicides and 



other violence against United States nationals occurring outside of the United 
States), 18 U.S.C. § 2332a (relating to use of weapons of mass destruction), 
18 U.S.C. § 2332b (relating to acts of terrorism transcending national 
boundaries), 18 U.S.C. § 2339 (relating to harboring terrorists), 18 U.S.C. § 
2339A (relating to providing material support to terrorists), 18 U.S.C. § 2339B 
(relating to providing material support to terrorist organizations), or 18 U.S.C. § 
2340A (relating to torture). Section 2332b(g)(5)(B)(ii) - 42 U.S.C. § 2284 
(relating to sabotage of nuclear facilities or fuel). Section 2332b(g)(5)(B) (iii) - 
49 U.S.C. § 46502 (relating to aircraft piracy), the second sentence of 49 
U.S.C. § 46504 (relating to assault on a flight crew with a dangerous weapon), 
49 U.S.C. § 46505(b)(3) or (c) (relating to explosive or incendiary devices, or 
endangerment of human life by means of weapons, on aircraft), 49 U.S.C. § 
46506 if homicide or attempted homicide is involved (relating to application of 
certain criminal laws to acts on aircraft), or 49 U.S.C. § 60123(b) (relating to 
destruction of interstate gas or hazardous liquid pipeline facility). Furthermore, 
it is noteworthy that the Administration’s original proposal for the USA Patriot 
Act in 2001 would have amended Chapter 113B of Title 18, United States 
Code (18 U.S.C. §§ 2331-2339D) to state that “[t]here is extraterritorial 
jurisdiction over any Federal terrorism offense and any offense under this 
chapter.” Administration’s Draft Anti-Terrorism Act of 2001, Hearing before the 
H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 197 Cong. at 86 (2001) (materials submitted for the
Hearing Record, Consultation Draft of September 20, 2001, Section-By-Section
Analysis). The reason for this proposal to provide for extraterritorial jurisdiction 
was as follows: Under existing law, some terrorism crimes have extraterritorial 
applicability, and can be prosecuted by the United States regardless of where 
they are committed–for example, 18 U.S.C. § 175 (biological weapons offense) 
and 2332a (use of 
12weapons of mass destruction) contain language which expressly 
contemplates their application to conduct occurring outside of the United 
States. However, there are no explicit extraterritorial provisions in the statutes 
defining many other offenses which are likely to be committed by terrorists. 
This section helps to ensure that terrorist acts committed anywhere in the world
can be effectively prosecuted by specifying that there is extraterritorial 
jurisdiction for the prosecution of all federal terrorism offenses. Id. at 63. 

18 U.S.C. § 2332B(G)(5)(B) LISTS APPROXIMATELY FIFTY 
OFFENSES THAT MAY CONSTITUTE RICO PREDICATE 
OFFENSES UNDER 18 U.S.C. § 1961(1)(G)

Organized Crime in america has expanded (to include even the executive,
legislative, and judicial branches of the u.s. government), grown, and 



prevailed despite historically posited good intentions owing to corruption
and inherent, evolved american criminality. 

RICO’s Legislative History: RICO Initially Was Enacted in 1970 to Combat 
Organized Crime and Other Corruption 

Section 1 of Pub. L. No. 91-452 (RICO) provided that: 
The Congress finds that (1) organized crime in the United States is a 
highly sophisticated, diversified, and widespread activity that annually 
drains billions of dollars from America’s economy by unlawful conduct 
and the illegal use of force, fraud, and corruption; (2) organized crime 
derives a major portion of its power through money obtained from such 
illegal endeavors as syndicated gambling, loan sharking, the theft and 
fencing of property, the importation and distribution of narcotics and 
other dangerous drugs, and other forms of social exploitation; (3) this 
money and power are increasingly used to infiltrate and corrupt 
legitimate business and labor unions and to subvert and corrupt our 
democratic processes; (4) organized crime activities in the United States 
weaken the stability of the Nation’s economic system, harm innocent 
investors and competing organizations, interfere with free competition, 
seriously burden interstate and foreign commerce, threaten the domestic 
security, and undermine the general welfare of the Nation and its citizens;
and (5) organized crime continues to grow because of defects in the 
evidence-gathering process of the law inhibiting the development of the 
legally admissible evidence necessary to bring criminal and other 
sanctions or remedies to bear on the unlawful activities of those engaged
in organized crime and because the sanctions and remedies available to 
the Government are unnecessarily limited in scope and impact. It is the 
purpose of this Act to seek the eradication of organized crime in the 
United States by strengthening the legal tools in the evidence-gathering 
process, by establishing new penal prohibitions, and by providing 
enhanced sanctions and new remedies to deal with the unlawful activities
of those engaged in organized crime. 

RICO’s 35 Offenses

RICO identifies 35 different offenses that constitute racketeering. Under 
the law, racketeering consists of a pattern of activity that involves some 
sort of enterprise as opposed to crimes committed by single individuals. 
This means that the illegal activity has been committed by a group, such 
as crime family, a drug cartel, street gang, or a motorcycle club. The 



group can also be a corporation or even a political party. RICO can 
involve both criminal and civil penalties.

Examples of racketeering under RICO include but are not limited to:

• Murder
• Kidnapping
• Drug trafficking
• Bribery
• Arson
• Gambling
• Money laundering
• Obstruction of justice
• Mail and wire fraud
• Securities fraud such as insider trading and Ponzi schemes
• Extortion
• Counterfeiting
• Financial institution fraud
• Human trafficking
• Tax evasion
• Blackmail
• Forgery
• Healthcare fraud, such as Medicare and Medicaid fraud
• Trading in illegal weapons
• Predatory lending
• Protection rackets, in which victims are required to pay for 

protection to avoid harm to a business or property

RICO crimes may be investigated by such federal agencies as the FBI, 
The DEA, the IRS, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF), the
Secret Service, and more. Under this law, anyone convicted of 
racketeering may be sentenced to up to 20 years in prison and fines up to
$25,000 per each count of racketeering. They will also likely face 
forfeiture of any financial gains made and lose their interests in the 
enterprise they created through a pattern of committing racketeering 
crimes.

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8
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RICO crimes may be investigated by such federal agencies as the FBI, 
The DEA, the IRS, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF), the
Secret Service, and more. Under this law, anyone convicted of 
racketeering may be sentenced to up to 20 years in prison and fines up to
$25,000 per each count of racketeering. They will also likely face 
forfeiture of any financial gains made and lose their interests in the 
enterprise they created through a pattern of committing racketeering 
crimes.

U.S. SheKnows Does Donald Trump Know He Could Be Arrested This 
Year? https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/does-donald-trump-know-
could-191727566.html 
Former president Donald Trump’s ongoing criminal investigations may 
finally be catching up to him. While there are currently three active 
criminal investigations (and 29 civil suits) regarding the former president,
it’s the one headed up by Manhattan District Attorney Cyrus Vance Jr. 
that we should have our eye on, according to both former US Attorney […]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGEREPORT
HITLER PLACARDS AT GAZA DEMO IN LONDON 
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/placards-with-anti-jewish-hatred-mar-
protests-by-tens-of-thousands-hvnqg5njm 
NAZI SYMBOLS 

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/15038309/palestine-protest-london-flares-burn-flag/
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ZEROHEDGE.COM 
The Market Just Issued a MAJOR Warning of What’s to Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-05-24/market-just-issued-major-
warning-whats-come BY Phoenix Capital Research

"The Fed Has Lost Control" - John Williams Warns Of Hyperinflation In 
2022

Fed Says Balance Sheet Could Hit $9 Trillion By 2023 "The exercise 
suggests that the SOMA portfolio could grow through ongoing asset 
purchases to reach $9.0 trillion by 2023, or 39 percent of GDP. MAY 24, 
2021 [WOW! In for a penny, in for a pound!]

Robert Shiller: "In Real Terms, Home Prices Have Never Been So High" "I 
could imagine they'd [prices] be substantially lower than they are 
now."https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/robert-shiller-real-terms-home-
prices-have-never-been-so-high "In real terms, home prices have never 
been so high. My data goes back over 100 years, so this is something," 
Nobel prize-winning economist Robert Shiller told CNBC's "Trading 
Nation."Shiller is the co-founder of the S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller home 
price index. He is worried about a housing bubble forming where the 
"Wild West" mentality pushes prices higher. He also is concerned about 
stocks and cryptocurrencies.

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM Here Comes The Hangover: Soaring Prices Result In 
Record Crash In Home, Appliance Buying Plans 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/here-comes-hangover-soaring-
prices-result-record-crash-home-appliance-buying-plans Six onths from 
today, the US economy will be far, far uglier 5-25-21
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MSNBC
From 'sham' universities to charities: A running list of investigations into 
Trump https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/trump-
investigations-loom-manhattan-d-a-moves-to-grand-jury-in-trump-org-
probe-113245253572 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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MSNBC
'This is gross. This is humiliating': Garland's DOJ 'bending over 
backwards' to whitewash Barr 
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/two-things-to-know-about-
the-doj-and-the-potential-release-of-the-trump-prosecution-memo-
113280069978 [More of the same. Just another typical american slug.]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM 
Yes, the Fed is 100% Responsible For What's About to Unfold 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-05-26/yes-fed-100-responsible-
whats-about-unfold Yes, this is 100% the Fed’s fault.

The Market Just Issued a MAJOR Warning of What’s to Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-05-24/market-just-issued-major-
warning-whats-come BY Phoenix Capital Research
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Why Do Empires Collapse? https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-
diary/why-do-empires-collapse/ 
Bill Bonner May 26, 2021 Bill Bonner's Diary 
“..A society prospers or declines depending on how much of its vitality is 
engaged in providing useful goods and services…
…compared to how much is spent grifting… stealing… politicking… and 
wasting time and savings on zombie companies, wars, and dead-end 
investments..”

https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/authors/bill-bonner/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/why-do-empires-collapse/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/why-do-empires-collapse/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/why-do-empires-collapse/
http://albertpeia.com/
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8


CNN
Baby killed by family dogs, officials say https://www.cnn.com/2021/05/26/
us/north-carolina-baby-killed-by-family-dogs/index.html 
america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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MSNBC
Why the Biden DOJ is choosing to protect Trump rather than the truth 
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/trump-obstruction-memo-shows-biden-s-
doj-still-protecting-trump-n1268698 [Come on, WAKE UP! They’re just a 
bunch of typical corrupt american slugs!]

'This is gross. This is humiliating': Garland's DOJ 'bending over 
backwards' to whitewash Barr 
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/two-things-to-know-about-
the-doj-and-the-potential-release-of-the-trump-prosecution-memo-
113280069978 

Why Do Empires Collapse? https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-
diary/why-do-empires-collapse/ 
Bill Bonner May 26, 2021 Bill Bonner's Diary 
“..A society prospers or declines depending on how much of its vitality is 
engaged in providing useful goods and services…
…compared to how much is spent grifting… stealing… politicking… and 
wasting time and savings on zombie companies, wars, and dead-end 
investments..”

[ William Bonner (on american decline): “… BAD EMPERORS

Alas, then came a succession of bad emperors.

George W. Bush launched the War on Terror – $7 trillion down the drain.

Barack Obama bailed out Wall Street after the crisis of 2008-2009, and 
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added nearly $10 trillion to the national debt over his eight-year term.

The third in this parade of clowns was Donald J. Trump, who went on the 
biggest spending spree in U.S. history… with another $8 trillion added to 
federal debt in just four years.

Government spending, as a portion of GDP, rose to over 40% during his 
term in office.
Worst of a Bad Lot

But The Donald’s contribution went far beyond the numbers.

He also remade the Republican Party in his own image. No longer a party 
of ideas or principles… it is now just another group of hacks and grifters 
with a nativist/corporatist bent...” ]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM 
US Inflation Surprises Are The Highest On Record 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/us-inflation-surprises-are-highest-
record "the fact that we’re seeing an overwhelming positive beat on US 
inflation surprises in recent times must surely reduce the confidence to 
some degree of those expecting it to be transitory."

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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'I could defeat whatever remains of Joe Biden by 2024' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/rep-matt-gaetz-eyes-presidential-run-in-
2024-173710244.html [Yeah, if he’s not in jail as he should be. But, as 
with trump who should be in jail, the same is no bar (pun intended) to the 
presidency. america is so corrupt, pathetic:

Why the Biden DOJ is choosing to protect Trump rather than the truth 
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/trump-obstruction-memo-shows-biden-s-
doj-still-protecting-trump-n1268698 [Come on, WAKE UP! They’re just a 
bunch of typical corrupt american slugs!]

'This is gross. This is humiliating': Garland's DOJ 'bending over 
backwards' to whitewash Barr 
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/two-things-to-know-about-
the-doj-and-the-potential-release-of-the-trump-prosecution-memo-
113280069978 

Why Do Empires Collapse? https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-
diary/why-do-empires-collapse/ 
Bill Bonner May 26, 2021 Bill Bonner's Diary 
“..A society prospers or declines depending on how much of its vitality is 
engaged in providing useful goods and services…
…compared to how much is spent grifting… stealing… politicking… and 
wasting time and savings on zombie companies, wars, and dead-end 
investments..”

[ William Bonner (on american decline): “… BAD EMPERORS

Alas, then came a succession of bad emperors.

George W. Bush launched the War on Terror – $7 trillion down the drain.

Barack Obama bailed out Wall Street after the crisis of 2008-2009, and 
added nearly $10 trillion to the national debt over his eight-year term.

The third in this parade of clowns was Donald J. Trump, who went on the 
biggest spending spree in U.S. history… with another $8 trillion added to 
federal debt in just four years.

Government spending, as a portion of GDP, rose to over 40% during his 
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term in office.
Worst of a Bad Lot

But The Donald’s contribution went far beyond the numbers.

He also remade the Republican Party in his own image. No longer a party 
of ideas or principles… it is now just another group of hacks and grifters 
with a nativist/corporatist bent...” ]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
http://albertpeia.com 

Nonprofit Presses For ‘McMafia’ Law To Reveal Cash Sources For Trump’s
Scottish Resorts https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-scottish-golf-
resorts-all-cash-wealth-order-court-action_n_60b04eb3e4b04ddf13ebf50a 
[You can be sure america opposes that enlighteningly meaningful law.]

Why the Biden DOJ is choosing to protect Trump rather than the truth 
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/trump-obstruction-memo-shows-biden-s-
doj-still-protecting-trump-n1268698 [Come on, WAKE UP! They’re just a 
bunch of typical corrupt american slugs!]

'This is gross. This is humiliating': Garland's DOJ 'bending over 
backwards' to whitewash Barr 
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/two-things-to-know-about-
the-doj-and-the-potential-release-of-the-trump-prosecution-memo-
113280069978 

Why Do Empires Collapse? https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-
diary/why-do-empires-collapse/ 
Bill Bonner May 26, 2021 Bill Bonner's Diary 
“..A society prospers or declines depending on how much of its vitality is 
engaged in providing useful goods and services…
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…compared to how much is spent grifting… stealing… politicking… and 
wasting time and savings on zombie companies, wars, and dead-end 
investments..”

[ William Bonner (on american decline): “… BAD EMPERORS

Alas, then came a succession of bad emperors.

George W. Bush launched the War on Terror – $7 trillion down the drain.

Barack Obama bailed out Wall Street after the crisis of 2008-2009, and 
added nearly $10 trillion to the national debt over his eight-year term.

The third in this parade of clowns was Donald J. Trump, who went on the 
biggest spending spree in U.S. history… with another $8 trillion added to 
federal debt in just four years.

Government spending, as a portion of GDP, rose to over 40% during his 
term in office.
Worst of a Bad Lot

But The Donald’s contribution went far beyond the numbers.

He also remade the Republican Party in his own image. No longer a party 
of ideas or principles… it is now just another group of hacks and grifters 
with a nativist/corporatist bent...” ]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
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9-year-old girl dies after being shot while on trampoline
https://www.cnn.com/2021/05/29/us/brooklyn-center-minnesota-9-year-old-
dies/index.html 

YAHOO U.S. USA TODAY Florida girl Tristyn Bailey, 13, was stabbed 114 times 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/florida-girl-tristyn-bailey-13-014209555.html
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in premeditated attack by 14-year-old classmate, state attorney says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/florida-girl-tristyn-bailey-13-014209555.html Aiden
Fucci, 14, will face a first-degree murder charge as an adult in the killing of 
Tristyn Bailey, a 13-year-old Florida girl. [Florida, trump’s kind of place.]

*I believe that to fully comprehend the horrific american scenario 
encompassing decline and fall, the following are helpful and instructive. 
First, an understanding of biological anthropology is helpful, particularly 
as pertains to breeding populations as regionally exist throughout 
america. Second, a thorough grasp of psychology is crucial given the 
alarming prevalence of severe mental illness throughout america and at 
all levels of society. Third, command of the subject generally denoted as 
criminology is necessary to fully enable successful approach to the 
uniquely pervasive levels of criminality throughout the united states. I 
believe word pictures in the minds eye of america's devastating plight 
can be derived from such profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-
Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of 
mental case mobster thief in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New 
York’ (america - full wall enclosure/containment of american criminality 
to america)-Carpenter.
Finally, let me add that it is preposterous that inhabitants of a dying planet 
(earth) seek to spend enormous sums (including boondoggles as ie., the fake 
moon landing, etc.), resources, time, attention, and energy to, it is their hope, 
travel to, colonize, and mine other already dead planets (some having already 
had or are currently prone to, regularly experiencing devastating “climate 
change”), moons in an already dead solar system. Quite ridiculous, actually! 
Underwhelming, TBH (musky quote):

[ UFOetry: We Never Went To The Moon - The Award-
Winning Documentary/Music/Video by John Lee 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is nothing
more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     '  moon   
rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock given to an 
overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, 
museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is   
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Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at Dutch national museum. 
Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by 
American astronauts, ... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that 
shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa3.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa4.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa5.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa6.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa12.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/moondoggle.htm ]
The TESLA Mafia: Musk's Ex-Employees Vie To Become His Top Rival... 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alanohnsman/2021/02/19/the-tesla-mafia-
elon-musks-ex-employees-vie-to-become-his-top-rival/?sh=1fbaf1439ea0 
[ I have to say this: Silicon Valley companies, “Silicon Valley Mafia”, well,
that’s a bit of a stretch, not quite analogous to the new york/jersey 
guinea and, not to discriminate, russian (KGB) (among other ethnic 
groups) mafias; my experience with them, ie., paypal, robinhood, ebay, 
etc., invariably fraught with not so unintended “performance difficulties” 
(euphemistically speaking – but there’s the glitch-prone unintended 
consequences in no short supply as well). Oh yes, they’re smart, painfully
neurotic, counting among their ranks the “Palo Alto overflow” (dropouts, 
ie., Stanford, etc.), and, for the nonce, symptomatically profitable, 
counting on a gullible, less intellectually endowed investing public. I’m 
far from impressed and won’t be jumping on a musky transport to Mars 
any time soon. In america, fraud and bulls**t sell; trump is a testament to
that pathetic reality.

Elon Musk says he is an alien two years after denying suspicions that he 
hails from another planet. The SpaceX and Tesla founder, 49, made the 
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jaw-dropping claim in response to a question about how he runs so many 
massive companies at the same time. 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-
bizarre-23491683 [ Don’t make me laugh! No alien from another world 
could bulls**t people of this world to the tune of billions as has musk man
Elon. You really have to give him credit for that much, and pulling it off! 
Sign of the times, the biggest hoax since Orson Welles' 'War of the 
Worlds' radio broadcast terrified the nation. Then the grimey child 
“numerical name thing”. Ho, hum. Boring! ]

Dogecoin founder bashes Musk as 'self-absorbed grifter'... 
https://www.the-sun.com/lifestyle/tech/2857977/bitcoin-latest-news-elon-
musk-dogecoin-support-crypto-market/ [I must admit, I have great 
difficulty getting along with, appreciating autistic (asbergers) people. 
Musk the self-proclaimed space alien, etc.; what a line of s**t, billions, 
americona!]

Why Do Empires Collapse? https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-
diary/why-do-empires-collapse/ 
Bill Bonner May 26, 2021 Bill Bonner's Diary 
“..A society prospers or declines depending on how much of its vitality is 
engaged in providing useful goods and services…
…compared to how much is spent grifting… stealing… politicking… and 
wasting time and savings on zombie companies, wars, and dead-end 
investments..”

[ William Bonner (on american decline): “… BAD EMPERORS

Alas, then came a succession of bad emperors.

George W. Bush launched the War on Terror – $7 trillion down the drain.

Barack Obama bailed out Wall Street after the crisis of 2008-2009, and 
added nearly $10 trillion to the national debt over his eight-year term.

The third in this parade of clowns was Donald J. Trump, who went on the 
biggest spending spree in U.S. history… with another $8 trillion added to 
federal debt in just four years.

Government spending, as a portion of GDP, rose to over 40% during his 
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term in office.
Worst of a Bad Lot

But The Donald’s contribution went far beyond the numbers.

He also remade the Republican Party in his own image. No longer a party 
of ideas or principles… it is now just another group of hacks and grifters 
with a nativist/corporatist bent...” ]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
http://albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE.COM
Bear Markets Matter More Than You Think, Part 2 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bear-markets-matter-more-you-think-
part-2 It's not the economy, it's math, stupid! 5-28-21

UMich Sentiment Slides As Record Number Of Americans Fear Soaring 
Prices

And Now Prices Are Really Soaring: May Rent Jump Is Biggest On Record

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Trump Org. was 'rotten to its core,' says fmr. deputy assistant AG https://
www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/harry-litman-says-trump-
organization-was-rotten-to-its-core-113947717825 [DUH! So, how did they,
their mobster/criminal leader in chief slide unscathed into the 
whitehouse? ANSWER: Because america, federal/state/local 
executive/legislative/judicial bureaucracies are ‘rotten to their core’. 
Quite simple, actually. Covered up, to be sure. Quite pathetic.] 

*I believe that to fully comprehend the horrific american scenario 
encompassing decline and fall, the following are helpful and instructive. 
First, an understanding of biological anthropology is helpful, particularly 
as pertains to breeding populations as regionally exist throughout 
america. Second, a thorough grasp of psychology is crucial given the 
alarming prevalence of severe mental illness throughout america and at 
all levels of society. Third, command of the subject generally denoted as 
criminology is necessary to fully enable successful approach to the 
uniquely pervasive levels of criminality throughout the united states. I 
believe word pictures in the minds eye of america's devastating plight 
can be derived from such profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-
Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of 
mental case mobster thief in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New 
York’ (america - full wall enclosure/containment of american criminality 
to america)-Carpenter.
Finally, let me add that it is preposterous that inhabitants of a dying planet 
(earth) seek to spend enormous sums (including boondoggles as ie., the fake 
moon landing, etc.), resources, time, attention, and energy to, it is their hope, 
travel to, colonize, and mine other already dead planets (some having already 
had or are currently prone to, regularly experiencing devastating “climate 
change”), moons in an already dead solar system. Quite ridiculous, actually! 
Underwhelming, TBH (musky quote):

[ UFOetry: We Never Went To The Moon - The Award-
Winning Documentary/Music/Video by John Lee 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is nothing
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more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     '  moon   
rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock given to an 
overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, 
museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is   
Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at Dutch national museum. 
Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by 
American astronauts, ... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that 
shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa3.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa4.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa5.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa6.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa12.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/moondoggle.htm ]
The TESLA Mafia: Musk's Ex-Employees Vie To Become His Top Rival... 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alanohnsman/2021/02/19/the-tesla-mafia-
elon-musks-ex-employees-vie-to-become-his-top-rival/?sh=1fbaf1439ea0 
[ I have to say this: Silicon Valley companies, “Silicon Valley Mafia”, well,
that’s a bit of a stretch, not quite analogous to the new york/jersey 
guinea and, not to discriminate, russian (KGB) (among other ethnic 
groups) mafias; my experience with them, ie., paypal, robinhood, ebay, 
etc., invariably fraught with not so unintended “performance difficulties” 
(euphemistically speaking – but there’s the glitch-prone unintended 
consequences in no short supply as well). Oh yes, they’re smart, painfully
neurotic, counting among their ranks the “Palo Alto overflow” (dropouts, 
ie., Stanford, etc.), and, for the nonce, symptomatically profitable, 
counting on a gullible, less intellectually endowed investing public. I’m 
far from impressed and won’t be jumping on a musky transport to Mars 
any time soon. In america, fraud and bulls**t sell; trump is a testament to
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that pathetic reality.

Elon Musk says he is an alien two years after denying suspicions that he 
hails from another planet. The SpaceX and Tesla founder, 49, made the 
jaw-dropping claim in response to a question about how he runs so many 
massive companies at the same time. 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-
bizarre-23491683 [ Don’t make me laugh! No alien from another world 
could bulls**t people of this world to the tune of billions as has musk man
Elon. You really have to give him credit for that much, and pulling it off! 
Sign of the times, the biggest hoax since Orson Welles' 'War of the 
Worlds' radio broadcast terrified the nation. Then the grimey child 
“numerical name thing”. Ho, hum. Boring! ]

Dogecoin founder bashes Musk as 'self-absorbed grifter'... 
https://www.the-sun.com/lifestyle/tech/2857977/bitcoin-latest-news-elon-
musk-dogecoin-support-crypto-market/ [I must admit, I have great 
difficulty getting along with, appreciating autistic (asbergers) people. 
Musk the self-proclaimed space alien, etc.; what a line of s**t, billions, 
americona!]

Why Do Empires Collapse? https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-
diary/why-do-empires-collapse/ 
Bill Bonner May 26, 2021 Bill Bonner's Diary 
“..A society prospers or declines depending on how much of its vitality is 
engaged in providing useful goods and services…
…compared to how much is spent grifting… stealing… politicking… and 
wasting time and savings on zombie companies, wars, and dead-end 
investments..”

[ William Bonner (on american decline): “… BAD EMPERORS

Alas, then came a succession of bad emperors.

George W. Bush launched the War on Terror – $7 trillion down the drain.

Barack Obama bailed out Wall Street after the crisis of 2008-2009, and 
added nearly $10 trillion to the national debt over his eight-year term.

The third in this parade of clowns was Donald J. Trump, who went on the 
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biggest spending spree in U.S. history… with another $8 trillion added to 
federal debt in just four years.

Government spending, as a portion of GDP, rose to over 40% during his 
term in office.
Worst of a Bad Lot

But The Donald’s contribution went far beyond the numbers.

He also remade the Republican Party in his own image. No longer a party 
of ideas or principles… it is now just another group of hacks and grifters 
with a nativist/corporatist bent...” ]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM 

The Fed’s Argument That It’s Not Directly Financing Government Debt 
Finally Fails https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-05-28/feds-argument-
its-not-directly-financing-government-debt-finally-fails 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Two dead, 20 injured after gunmen open fire on Miami crowd 
https://www.msnbc.com/gibson-reiser/watch/two-dead-over-20-injured-in-
miami-mass-shooting-114017349873 [Florida, trump’s kind of place.]*

*I believe that to fully comprehend the horrific american scenario 
encompassing decline and fall, the following are helpful and instructive. 
First, an understanding of biological anthropology is helpful, particularly 
as pertains to breeding populations as regionally exist throughout 
america. Second, a thorough grasp of psychology is crucial given the 
alarming prevalence of severe mental illness throughout america and at 
all levels of society. Third, command of the subject generally denoted as 
criminology is necessary to fully enable successful approach to the 
uniquely pervasive levels of criminality throughout the united states. I 
believe word pictures in the minds eye of america's devastating plight 
can be derived from such profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-
Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of 
mental case mobster thief in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New 
York’ (america - full wall enclosure/containment of american criminality 
to america)-Carpenter.
Finally, let me add that it is preposterous that inhabitants of a dying 
planet (earth) seek to spend enormous sums (including boondoggles as 
ie., the fake moon landing, etc.), resources, time, attention, and energy 
to, it is their hope, travel to, colonize, and mine other already dead 
planets (some having already had or are currently prone to, regularly 
experiencing devastating “climate change”), moons in an already dead 
solar system. Quite ridiculous, actually! Underwhelming, TBH (musky 
quote):

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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I’m for Gavin Newsom vis-a-vis the recall (I believe Californians' 
disinclination for self-destruction will prevail); and, I'm for Gavin Newsom
as future President. I have yet to be wrong about such things.
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GOOGLENEWS
Former GOP Rep. Barbara Comstock: If Trump went missing, not many 
Republicans would be 'in the search party' 
https://www.businessinsider.com/barbara-comstock-trump-missing-few-
republicans-search-party-prosecutors-2021-5 
Comstock accompanied the family of fallen Capitol Police Officer Brian 
Sicknick to lobby GOP senators for their support of a Jan. 6 commission. [
Is she, Comstock the only GOPer with courage enough to stand tall 
against the likes of mentally ill mobster/criminal trump? Pathetic reality! ]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Watchdog Files Brief Against DOJ Push To
Keep Trump Obstruction Of Justice Memo Secret https://www.yahoo.com/
huffpost/watchdog-doj-trump-obstruction-justice-memo-secret-
152632903.html 

Trump Org. was 'rotten to its core,' says fmr. deputy assistant AG https://
www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/harry-litman-says-trump-
organization-was-rotten-to-its-core-113947717825 [DUH! So, how did they,
their mobster/criminal leader in chief slide unscathed into the 
whitehouse? ANSWER: Because america, federal/state/local 
executive/legislative/judicial bureaucracies are ‘rotten to their core’. 
Quite simple, actually. Covered up, to be sure. Quite pathetic.] 

*I believe that to fully comprehend the horrific american scenario 
encompassing decline and fall, the following are helpful and instructive. 
First, an understanding of biological anthropology is helpful, particularly 
as pertains to breeding populations as regionally exist throughout 
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america. Second, a thorough grasp of psychology is crucial given the 
alarming prevalence of severe mental illness throughout america and at 
all levels of society. Third, command of the subject generally denoted as 
criminology is necessary to fully enable successful approach to the 
uniquely pervasive levels of criminality throughout the united states. I 
believe word pictures in the minds eye of america's devastating plight 
can be derived from such profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-
Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of 
mental case mobster thief in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New 
York’ (america - full wall enclosure/containment of american criminality 
to america)-Carpenter.
Finally, let me add that it is preposterous that inhabitants of a dying planet 
(earth) seek to spend enormous sums (including boondoggles as ie., the fake 
moon landing, etc.), resources, time, attention, and energy to, it is their hope, 
travel to, colonize, and mine other already dead planets (some having already 
had or are currently prone to, regularly experiencing devastating “climate 
change”), moons in an already dead solar system. Quite ridiculous, actually! 
Underwhelming, TBH (musky quote):

[ UFOetry: We Never Went To The Moon - The Award-
Winning Documentary/Music/Video by John Lee 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is nothing
more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     '  moon   
rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock given to an 
overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, 
museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is   
Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at Dutch national museum. 
Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by 
American astronauts, ... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 
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In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that 
shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa3.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa4.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa5.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa6.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa12.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/moondoggle.htm ]
The TESLA Mafia: Musk's Ex-Employees Vie To Become His Top Rival... 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alanohnsman/2021/02/19/the-tesla-mafia-
elon-musks-ex-employees-vie-to-become-his-top-rival/?sh=1fbaf1439ea0 
[ I have to say this: Silicon Valley companies, “Silicon Valley Mafia”, well,
that’s a bit of a stretch, not quite analogous to the new york/jersey 
guinea and, not to discriminate, russian (KGB) (among other ethnic 
groups) mafias; my experience with them, ie., paypal, robinhood, ebay, 
etc., invariably fraught with not so unintended “performance difficulties” 
(euphemistically speaking – but there’s the glitch-prone unintended 
consequences in no short supply as well). Oh yes, they’re smart, painfully
neurotic, counting among their ranks the “Palo Alto overflow” (dropouts, 
ie., Stanford, etc.), and, for the nonce, symptomatically profitable, 
counting on a gullible, less intellectually endowed investing public. I’m 
far from impressed and won’t be jumping on a musky transport to Mars 
any time soon. In america, fraud and bulls**t sell; trump is a testament to
that pathetic reality.

Elon Musk says he is an alien two years after denying suspicions that he 
hails from another planet. The SpaceX and Tesla founder, 49, made the 
jaw-dropping claim in response to a question about how he runs so many 
massive companies at the same time. 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-
bizarre-23491683 [ Don’t make me laugh! No alien from another world 
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could bulls**t people of this world to the tune of billions as has musk man
Elon. You really have to give him credit for that much, and pulling it off! 
Sign of the times, the biggest hoax since Orson Welles' 'War of the 
Worlds' radio broadcast terrified the nation. Then the grimey child 
“numerical name thing”. Ho, hum. Boring! ]

Dogecoin founder bashes Musk as 'self-absorbed grifter'... 
https://www.the-sun.com/lifestyle/tech/2857977/bitcoin-latest-news-elon-
musk-dogecoin-support-crypto-market/ [I must admit, I have great 
difficulty getting along with, appreciating autistic (asbergers) people. 
Musk the self-proclaimed space alien, etc.; what a line of s**t, billions, 
americona!]

Why Do Empires Collapse? https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-
diary/why-do-empires-collapse/ 
Bill Bonner May 26, 2021 Bill Bonner's Diary 
“..A society prospers or declines depending on how much of its vitality is 
engaged in providing useful goods and services…
…compared to how much is spent grifting… stealing… politicking… and 
wasting time and savings on zombie companies, wars, and dead-end 
investments..”

[ William Bonner (on american decline): “… BAD EMPERORS

Alas, then came a succession of bad emperors.

George W. Bush launched the War on Terror – $7 trillion down the drain.

Barack Obama bailed out Wall Street after the crisis of 2008-2009, and 
added nearly $10 trillion to the national debt over his eight-year term.

The third in this parade of clowns was Donald J. Trump, who went on the 
biggest spending spree in U.S. history… with another $8 trillion added to 
federal debt in just four years.

Government spending, as a portion of GDP, rose to over 40% during his 
term in office.
Worst of a Bad Lot

But The Donald’s contribution went far beyond the numbers.
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He also remade the Republican Party in his own image. No longer a party 
of ideas or principles… it is now just another group of hacks and grifters 
with a nativist/corporatist bent...” ]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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YAHOONEWS
Reuters Video Australian farmers suffer devastating mice plague 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/australian-farmers-suffer-devastating-mice-
073501447.html 

Look what happened to australia (their misguided war on feral cats):
"You Can't Escape The Smell" - Mouse Plague Of Biblical Proportions 
Overruns Eastern Australia https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/you-
cant-escape-smell-mouse-plague-biblical-Proportions-overruns-eastern-
australia 

"At night... the ground is just moving with thousands and thousands of 
mice just running around." 

Shooting Cats: Australia's War on Feral Cats https://youtu.be/gxUTl_xd9u0
[Sick, dumb, penal colonist aussies! ]
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[australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the (implicit 
penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the making when 
breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent criminality is 
egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called america, the haven
for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully comprehend this horrific 
american scenario encompassing decline and fall, the following are 
helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of biological anthropology 
is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding populations as regionally 
exist throughout america. Second, a thorough grasp of psychology is 
crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe mental illness throughout
america and at all levels of society. Third, command of the subject 
generally denoted as criminology is necessary to fully enable successful 
approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of criminality throughout the 
united states. I believe word pictures in the minds eye of america's 
devastating plight can be derived from such profound literary works as: 
‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal Farm’-Orwell; and, given the 
wall obsession of mental case mobster thief in chief trump, the film, 
‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall enclosure/containment of 
american criminality to america)-Carpenter.(The irony is not lost on the 
Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big music festival...Taunts Trump:
'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ] 

TRUMP DOJ GETS EVEN SKETCHIER: SEIZED NYT PHONE RECORDS 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-justice-department-new-york-times-
reporters_n_60b84587e4b02df1ad873f9d 

Donald Trump’s Blog Was Shut Down For One Simple Reason 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/donald-trump-blog-shut-down-
181717970.html 

Tony Posnanski tweeted, “Donald Trump the first person to make a blog 
go bankrupt.” 

Trump Justice Department secretly seized phone records of 4 N.Y. Times 
reporters https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-justice-department-
secretly-seized-phone-records-of-4-n-y-times-reporters-01622687563?
link=MW_latest_news [DUH!]
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YAHOONEWS Report: Trump says he'll be back in WH by August 
[WhiteHouse?…I don’t think so...Big House(Prison)...Yes, I think so!] 

DRUDGEREPORT
REPORT: Trump Telling People He'll Be Reinstated as President in 
August... https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-is-reportedly-telling-
people-he-will-be-reinstated-as-president-by-august/ [america is so f**ked 
up as is mentally ill mobster/criminal trump! FUBAR america!]

YAHOO The Root Delusional Former President Is Telling People He Will 
Be ‘Reinstated’ as President by August, New York Times Journalist 
Reports https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-telling-people-thinks-hell-
135336887.html Former President HooHoo Von SlumLord is still smoking 
the MAGA dope and truly believes that he will become sitting president 
by August, according to a tweet Tuesday from New York Times reporter 
Maggie Haberman. [You can’t make this s**t up! PATHETIC!]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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US Dollar Will Be Replaced Just Like the Peso, Pound Sterling and the 
French Franc https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-06-02/us-dollar-will-
be-replaced-just-peso-pound-sterling-and-french-franc Reserve currency 
status does not last forever.

Beware The BIS: Macleod Warns "We're At The Top Of The Bubble" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/beware-bis-macleod-warns-were-top-
bubble "I think the real big, big change is going to be in the second half 
of this year…"

“...Inflation Herald

The Financial Times is on the story:

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/beware-bis-macleod-warns-were-top-bubble
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Key inflation gauge registers big jump in the US.

A US inflation measure closely watched by the Federal Reserve posted 
its biggest year-on-year jump since the 1990s in April, rising more than 
expected and fuelling concerns about price increases.

This is the Personal Consumption Expenditure Index (PCE) they’re talking
about. It’s now going up at 3.1% year-on-year. (The Consumer Price Index,
CPI, another important inflation measure, rose at a 5% annual rate during 
the first quarter).

Which is not so alarming in itself. But it heralds the inflation trend we 
expect.

Combining the latest figures for CPI and PCE, the statistical glop “gives 
off a faint whiff of stagflation,” said Paul Ashworth at Capital Economics.

Even over here, drifting across the crystal sea on the North Atlantic wind 
to our current Diary headquarters in Ireland, the smell of zombies is 
unmistakable.

Regards,
signature
Bill”

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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CNN A 12-year-old boy and 14-year-old girl broke into a home, found 
weapons and opened fire on deputies, sheriff says 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/06/02/us/florida-deputies-shooting-teen/index.h
tml [Florida/jersey, trump’s kind of places.]

KNEWZ.com

Despite $5M book deal, Gov. Cuomo making taxpayers foot $2.5M legal 

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/despite-5m-book-deal-gov-cuomo-making-taxpayers-foot-2-5m-legal-defense-tab?utm_source=knewz
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defense tab https://www.foxnews.com/politics/despite-5m-book-deal-gov-
cuomo-making-taxpayers-foot-2-5m-legal-defense-tab?utm_source=knewz 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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CNN Donald Trump is getting worse 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/06/03/politics/donald-trump-2020-election-
fraud/index.html [DUH!]
• Trump is more obsessed than ever with 2020 election and is brushing off
allies who are telling him to move on

DRUDGEREPORT Trump increasingly obsessed with ballot audits in bid to
overturn election… 
'Scale of Delusion is Quite Startling'... 
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/national-reviews-charles-cooke-
emphatically-confirms-habermans-reporting-the-scale-of-trumps-delusion-
is-astounding/ 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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CNN
Famed trial lawyer F. Lee Bailey, whose clients included O.J. Simpson, 
dies at 87
https://www.cnn.com/2021/06/03/us/f-lee-bailey-lawyer-dies/index.html 
[F. Lee Bailey: Read his books, saw him speak (at a college). Very 
impressive man!]

ZEROHEDGE.COM

Stagflation Signals Soaring As Factory Orders Tumbled In April 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/stagflation-signals-soaring-
factory-orders-tumbled-april For the first time since April 2020, US 
Manufacturers new orders fell in April. 6-4-21 [ Stocks rally … Total fraud!
Pathetic! ]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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TRUMP DROPS ’24 THREAT IN ANTI-ZUCK OUTBURST 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-facebook-two-year-ban-
response_n_60ba5a26e4b04b216be69f0f [WOW! Talk about lookin’ the 
proverbial gift horse in the mouth. I honestly believe trump was lucky 
there wasn’t a permanent ban and as well, prison time for that among the
innumerable crimes trump’s guilty of beyond any reasonable, rational 
doubt. Let’s see if the deep and shallow states continue the coverups. 
PATHETIC!]
america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGEREPORT
DOJ SPIED AND GAGGED NYT 
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/04/us/politics/times-reporter-emails-
gag-order-trump-google.html 
america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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HUFFPOST
Trump Turned Into A Mocking Emoji On New York Daily News Cover
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/new-york-daily-news-donald-trump-
facebook-ban-extended_n_60bb1596e4b0e80b577d22a5 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Belmont Stakes 2021 https://twitter.com/i/status/1401312118184554496 

Jim Acosta to Donald Trump: 'You are not well, sir. You need to get over 
this' https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2021/06/05/trump-august-
reinstate-white-house-claim-acosta-hold-on-nr-sot-vpx.cnn [ trump not 
well … DUH! ]

DRUDGEREPORT TRUMP PANTS STEAL SHOW AT COMEBACK SPEECH… 
https://www.tmz.com/2021/06/06/donald-trump-pants-backwards-speech-
fly-north-carolina/ 

https://www.tmz.com/2021/06/06/donald-trump-pants-backwards-speech-fly-north-carolina/
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ZEROHEDGE.COM
Yellen Admits Inflation Is About To Surge, Says It Will Be A "Plus For 
Society" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/yellen-admits-inflation-
about-soar-says-it-will-be-plus-society [WOW! Can’t make this s**t up!]

america is so pathetic and a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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The Bush family has been loyal to the GOP. The GOP hasn't returned the 
favor. https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/bush-family-evolved-along-gop-
george-p-bush-no-exception-n1269793?icid=msd_topgrid [ Maybe it’s this 
http://albertpeia.com/bushisms.htm 

or this http://albertpeia.com/bushcrimes.htm 

or this 
[ William Bonner (on american decline): “… BAD EMPERORS

Alas, then came a succession of bad emperors.

George W. Bush launched the War on Terror – $7 trillion down the drain.

Barack Obama bailed out Wall Street after the crisis of 2008-2009, and 
added nearly $10 trillion to the national debt over his eight-year term.

The third in this parade of clowns was Donald J. Trump, who went on the 
biggest spending spree in U.S. history… with another $8 trillion added to 
federal debt in just four years.

Government spending, as a portion of GDP, rose to over 40% during his 
term in office.
Worst of a Bad Lot

But The Donald’s contribution went far beyond the numbers.

He also remade the Republican Party in his own image. No longer a party 
of ideas or principles… it is now just another group of hacks and grifters 
with a nativist/corporatist bent...” ]
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etc.

but for balance there’s hill billy clinton 
http://albertpeia.com/clintoncrimes.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/becausehecould.htm 

america is so pathetic and a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGEREPORT.COM
THE DON'S PANTS STEAL SHOW AT COMEBACK SPEECH... 
WAS HE WEARING A DIAPER? 
NO major cable stations carried live... 
Stormy Daniels in contact with prosecutors...
CHENEY: Republicans Voted Against Impeaching Out of Fear For Personal
Safety... 

america is so pathetic and a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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ZEROHEDGE
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/republican-leaders-say-they-want-to-focus-on-the-future-but-trump-is-far-from-done-with-the-past/ar-AAKLCjo?ocid=uxbndlbing
https://www.the-sun.com/news/3030920/americans-convinced-donald-trump-diaper-bulge-north-carolina/
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Peter Schiff Warns "It's A Double Whammy" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/peter-schiff-warns-its-double-
whammy ...the economy is far weaker than anybody is admitting... the 
Fed is still printing money... This is a double-whammy on the economy 
and a lot of people still don’t get it.

Have Stocks Already Priced In The "Economic Boom"? The risk of 
disappointment is high. And so are the costs of being "wilfully blind" to 
the dangers...

Transports, Traps, & Trouble Ahead It’s a warning signal we’ve seen 
repeated throughout the years: 2007 and 2015 come to mind...

america is so pathetic and a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
http://albertpeia.com 

MSNBC Why George P. Bush chose Trump over his family [Because he’s 
bush*t … Yesterdays news!]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
http://albertpeia.com 

The Bush family has been loyal to the GOP. The GOP hasn't returned the 
favor. https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/bush-family-evolved-along-gop-
george-p-bush-no-exception-n1269793?icid=msd_topgrid [ Maybe it’s this 
http://albertpeia.com/bushisms.htm 

or this http://albertpeia.com/bushcrimes.htm 
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or this 
[ William Bonner (on american decline): “… BAD EMPERORS

Alas, then came a succession of bad emperors.

George W. Bush launched the War on Terror – $7 trillion down the drain.

Barack Obama bailed out Wall Street after the crisis of 2008-2009, and 
added nearly $10 trillion to the national debt over his eight-year term.

The third in this parade of clowns was Donald J. Trump, who went on the 
biggest spending spree in U.S. history… with another $8 trillion added to 
federal debt in just four years.

Government spending, as a portion of GDP, rose to over 40% during his 
term in office.
Worst of a Bad Lot

But The Donald’s contribution went far beyond the numbers.

He also remade the Republican Party in his own image. No longer a party 
of ideas or principles… it is now just another group of hacks and grifters 
with a nativist/corporatist bent...” ]

etc.

but for balance there’s hill billy clinton 
http://albertpeia.com/clintoncrimes.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/becausehecould.htm 

america is so pathetic and a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/AFFIDAVITALPEIA38035056.htm 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
http://albertpeia.com 

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2021/06/trumps-deranged-theory-might-

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2021/06/trumps-deranged-theory-might-have-helped-him-lose-2020
http://albertpeia.com/
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8
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have-helped-him-lose-2020 

america is so pathetic and a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/AFFIDAVITALPEIA38035056.htm 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
http://albertpeia.com 

GOOGLENEWS
CDC says 8 Mainers have died with COVID-19 after being fully vaccinated 
https://wgme.com/news/local/cdc-says-8-mainers-have-died-with-covid-19-
after-being-fully-vaccinated PORTLAND (WGME) -- Eight Mainers have died
with COVID-19 after being fully vaccinated, according to the Maine CDC. 
30 additional coronavirus cases ...

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
http://albertpeia.com 

DRUDGEREPORT.COM
GLOBAL WEB OUTAGE https://apnews.com/article/internet-outage-down-
fastly-7c607c931faba19584975da74c8fa633 
MEDIA, GOVT WEBSITES HIT 
CLOUD CRASH 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
http://albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE.COM
Warning Signs A Correction Is Ahead 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/warning-signs-correction-ahead 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/warning-signs-correction-ahead
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/warning-signs-correction-ahead
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"That pattern has been evident in the last three 10% or greater 
corrections..."

Resetting the Federal Debt - 07 June 2021 That the debt is unpayable 
may be obvious, but the endgame is not obvious at all.

Holy Cow... the Treasury Thinks Higher Inflation Will Be GOOD For Us! 
Janet Yellen just made one of the stupidest claims in financial history.

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
http://albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE.COM
Accelerating Wages Early In The Upturn Resemble The '70s Business 
Cycles https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/accelerating-wages-early-
upturn-resemble-70s-business-cycles ...general inflation pressures that 
policymakers would soon discover are not "transitory." Investors and 
policymakers forewarned…

Yellen Admits Inflation Is About To Surge, Says It Will Be A "Plus For 
Society" 

Stagflation Signals Soaring As Factory Orders Tumbled In April 

Two Pins Threatening Multiple Asset Bubbles, Part 2

10Y Yields Plunge Below 1.50% As Record Short Squeeze Accelerates

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg 
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Why the DOJ's E. Jean Carroll decision is so disappointing 
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/garland-s-trump-defamation-lawsuit-
decision-might-be-legally-defensible-n1270188 That’s bad for Carroll, 
obviously, but it’s also bad for efforts to restore people’s faith in DOJ and 
our legal system. [Faith in the DOJ and america’s legal system?…Wake 
up! They’re just a bunch of corrupt slugs!]

https://www.salon.com/2021/06/09/no-trumps-not-delusional--its-actually-
much-worse-than-that/?
fbclid=IwAR1shZNBYBdbIAuJJI5aQjSJH0l2x7DmVl5XSKAoPqfSkSwE2IlY
LpKt8Ck 

HUFFPOST BIDEN DOJ BACKS TRUMP IN RAPE DEFAMATION CASE 
JUSTICE SHOULD BE SERVED Why the DOJ's E. Jean Carroll decision is 
so disappointing https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/garland-s-trump-
defamation-lawsuit-decision-might-be-legally-defensible-n1270188?
icid=msd_topgrid [Faith in america’s legal system?…Wake up! They’re just
a bunch of corrupt slugs!]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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PRICES ARE SURGING. HERE'S WHAT IS GETTING MORE EXPENSIVE 

Bonner: https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-feds-bad-
economic-strategy/ 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/americas-inflation-
explained/ 

https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/americas-inflation-explained/
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CNN “New York (CNN Business)By now, you probably know that 
everything is getting more expensive. From furniture, to used cars, to 
uncooked beef roasts, consumer prices have grown steadily since 
January as the economy recovers and Americans are spending money 
again. Also sending prices higher: The ongoing pandemic has 
complicated supply chains, limiting supply, even as demand for goods 
soars. Overall, consumer prices rose 5% last month over the previous 
May -- the biggest jump since the summer of 2008 and more than the 
predicted 4.7% increase.

Here's what you need to know about how prices are changing.

Household furnishings

Thinking of buying a new couch? Maybe some new bedding? Be prepared 
to pay more than usual. The household furnishings and operations prices, 
which includes categories such as domestic services and furniture and 
bedding, increased 1.3% last month. From the outset, the change doesn't 
seem like much, but it marks the largest monthly increase since January 
1976. Last spring, as the pandemic brought economic chaos, sawmills 
closed in anticipation of a housing slump. That slump never came. Now, 
lumber prices are exploding as the lumber supply has tried, and failed, to 
keep up with demand.

Transportation

For the second-consecutive month, used car and truck prices surged. 
Last month, they rose 7.3%, accounting for around one-third of the overall
increase in prices in May. In April, used car and truck prices rose 10%, 
the biggest monthly price rise since used car data was first tracked in 
1953. The perfect storm making everything you need more expensive. 
New cars got more expensive too, rising 1.6% in May. That's the largest 
1-month increase since October 2009.The shift to working from home 
coupled with job loss last year caused auto sales to plummet. In 
response, many dealerships closed. While the demand for cars has 
returned, the supply has not. Auto plants around the world have been 
forced to close or limit production following a recent computer chip 
shortage. Now, car dealers have fewer cars on their lots. The strong 
demand and limited supply are continuing to send prices soaring.

Travel



Americans have been stuck at home for over a year now. But with 
relaxed Covid restrictions and increasing rates of vaccination, travel is 
returning, and people are eager to get going.Airline fare prices continued 
to surge, rising 7% last month. Other forms of travel transportation 
continued to rise. Car and truck rentals are 12.1% more expensive, and 
other intercity transportation now costs 2% more.Once you get to your 
destination, things aren't as bad. Intracity transportation prices 
decreased 0.4% last month.

Food

If you're planning on buying uncooked beef roasts or beef steaks at your 
July 4th party this year, you might want to reconsider. The price for each 
rose 6.4% and 4.3% respectively last month. As an alternative, you could 
try frankfurters, which are 1.9% cheaper than in April, or ham, which is 
2.7% cheaper. Overall, meat, poultry, fish and egg prices rose 1.3% last 
month. Fortunately, however, pickle prices fell 2.1%, nonalcoholic 
beverage prices fell 0.5% and fruit and vegetable prices overall didn't 
change, so you can at least stock up on sides and drinks for your holiday 
celebrations.Notoriously volatile, food prices are continuing to get more 
expensive in general. The cost of food increased 0.4% in May. That's the 
same increase as in April.

Health

Although prices are rising, there is some good news, particularly if you 
need the doctor.The medical care index, which includes items such as 
medicinal drugs, medical equipment and healthcare services, increased 
0.9% over the last 12 months. Yes, that's higher than the same point last 
year -- but it's the smallest increase since March 1941.”

DRUDGEREPORT UP, UP AND AWAY: Inflation Fastest Since '08...
DEUTSCHE BANK issues dire economic warning for America… 
https://thehill.com/opinion/finance/557743-deutsche-bank-issues-dire-
economic-warning-for-america 

ZEROHEDGE.COM
Inflation Is About To Explode, Commodities May be The Way Out! https://
www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-article/what-happens-to-oil-with-higher-
inflation-and-a-possible-economic-crash 

https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-article/what-happens-to-oil-with-higher-inflation-and-a-possible-economic-crash
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5 Signs That America's Raging Inflation Crisis Is Accelerating 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/5-signs-americas-raging-
inflation-crisis-accelerating 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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ASSOCIATEDPRESS.COM 
EX-MOSSAD CHIEF SIGNALS ISRAEL BEHIND IRAN NUCLEAR ATTACKS 
https://apnews.com/article/united-nations-iran-middle-east-israel-
c90f77c2e4d0b8e1a8ddea741cf6facf 

Ex-Mossad director dismisses China threat, criticizing hardline U.S policy

Pathetic! 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM Peakish Growth? The 10Y Yield Decline Is More Signal 
Than Noise https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/peakish-growth-10y-
yield-decline-more-signal-noise ...the odd part of all... GDP is going to 
decelerate with inflation (probably) following suit to even greater extent. 
All of this while the Fed is talking about talking about tapering their asset
purchases...

YAHOO Politics Business Insider Trump boasts that he's 'writing like crazy' and

https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-boasts-hes-writing-crazy-221948656.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/peakish-growth-10y-yield-decline-more-signal-noise
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working on 'the book of all books   [ (of lies)'   MEIN KAMPF 2021
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-boasts-hes-writing-crazy-
221948656.html HMMM! Pathetic...What a joke/bulls**t! Except for the 
crazy part, that’s real.] 
america is a total fraud! 

HUFFPOST
Watergate’s John Dean: New Trump Scandal Is ‘Nixon On Stilts And 
Steroids’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/john-dean-donald-trump-doj-
nixon_n_60c45a84e4b0daf882b7a9f2 

BONNER https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-federal-
reserve-has-an-ulterior-motive/ “… Elite Heist A high price is not the same
as a false price. And a “fraud” is not the same as an error. Over the last 
20 years, the elite – who control the federal government and the Federal 
Reserve – used “inflation” like thieves use handguns, to shift wealth from 
other people to themselves. They inflated the elite sectors – Wall Street, 
government, education, medical care, big business… while earnings and 
household wealth for most people slumped. Wages in manufacturing 
(where they make things!) actually went down...”

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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CNN

Overnight violence brings the number of mass shootings in the US this 
year to 267 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/06/12/us/us-mass-shootings/index.html 

•   Austin:   At least 13 injured  

•   Chicago  : One dead, nine wounded  

•   Dallas:     5 shot, including 4-year-old girl  
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•     Orlando:     How the city changed after that night at Pulse, 5 years ago  

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DAILYKOS June 12, 2021

• Trump, desperate for praise, is crashing memorial services down at   
Mar-a-Lago https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2021/6/11/2034766/-
More-than-a-wedding-crasher-The-blogger-of-Mar-a-Lago-adds-
memorial-services-to-his-hunt-for-praise?detail=emaildkre 

[No exaggeration, trump is so sick, so pathetic!]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Reporter Who Broke Clinton-Lynch Tarmac Story And Received 
'Significant' Death Threats Found Dead 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/reporter-who-broke-clinton-lynch-
tarmac-story-and-received-significant-death-threats 
The meeting between Clinton and Lynch occurred days before the FBI 
announced they would not press charges… 6-13-21

YES. THAT'S THE JUNIOR SENATOR FROM NEW YORK WHOSE OFFICE WAS BOUGHT AND PAID FOR WITH 
PARDONS (FOR VOTES-HASIDIM/JEWISH, LATINO, ETC.) FOR CONVICTED CRIMINALS BY HER 
PSYCOPATHIC MURDEROUS, LYING, RAPIST CRIMINAL PARTNER IN CRIME, (HILL)BILLY CLINTON. WHAT 
NEW YORKERS ALSO HAVE IS A 2 FOR 1. YES. BUT NOT (HILL)BILLY, BUT ELEANOR. NO. NOT ELEANOR 
RIGBY BUT RATHER ELEANOR ROOSEVELT. YES. HILLARY'S WELL DOCUMENTED COMMUNING WITH 
ELEANOR (VIA SEANCE ON THE ROOF OF THE WHITEHOUSE YOUR TAX DOLLARS AT WORK) SHOULD 
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GIVE NEW YORKERS GREAT CHEER, ALTHOUGH COINCIDENTALLY, NEW YORK WITH THE ARRIVAL OF 
THE HILLBILLY CLINTONS HAS, AS THE REST OF THE NATION, FELT THAT GOOD OLD ARKANSAS 
HILLBILLY CLINTON EFFECT (9-11, CONSEQUENCES OF THE CLINTON INDUCED STOCK MARKET FRAUD, 
FALLOUT FROM AND LINGERING EFFECTS OF THE HILLBILLIES' TENURE IN WASHINGTON, CLINTON 
PROMOTED/SIGNED NAFTA, ETC.). THESE PARTNERS IN CRIME SHOULD BE IN JAIL. 



Clinton Speaks: He Did It Because He Could - There Are Serial Killers
On Death Row Who Have Killed Fewer People Than Unconflicted, 
Pathological Liar/Perjurer, Rapist, and Murderer, Psychopath 
criminal american clinton 

• clinton Flashed ("Dropped his Drawers") Paula   
Jones and Implored Her To "Kiss It" (his penis, 
which owing to distinctive 
"marking/disfigurement" she was able to 
describe) 

• clinton "Cops a Cheap Feel/Grope" From Kathleen  
Willey In Attempting Prey Upon Her Perceived 
Vulnerability 

• clintonites Threaten Dolly Kyle Browning In   
Attempting To Intimidate Her Into Giving False 
Testimony 

• clinton Brutally Rapes Juanita Broaddrick   

• clinton Was Asked To Leave Oxford Owing To   
Sexual Assault Of A Fellow Student 

He Does It Because He Can 

Remarkably similar threatening tactics have been directed at other 
women who, like Mrs. Browning, have personal knowledge of 
Clinton’s misconduct and were sought as witnesses in official 
proceedings against Clinton. See id. at 134. Plaintiffs referred in their
Amended Complaint to the threats and retaliation by Clinton and his 
agents against Kathleen Willey and Linda Tripp when they were 
called to testify in the Jones case and the Independent Counsel’s 
investigation of the Lewinsky affair. Indeed, the number of women 
who have suffered from these "Clintonian" tactics is significant. On 
March 11, 1999, Investor’s Business Daily reported that at least nine 
(9) women have now charged that Clinton "personally assaulted 
them or, through his ‘agents’ or ‘people,’ threatened to do them or 
their families physical harm." The list includes Dolly Kyle Browning, 
Gennifer Flowers, Juanita Broaddrick, Paula Corbin Jones, Kathleen 
Willey, Monica Lewinsky, Linda Tripp, Sally Perdue, and Elizabeth 
Ward Gracen. "And all of them say they’re afraid for their safety so 
long as he remains in power." 
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Lewinsky, who told her own account of the affair in the 1999 book 
"Monica's Story," said she reluctantly spoke out about Clinton's 
tome "My Life" because he tried to rewrite history. "He says he was 
proud of the way that he defended the presidency, at my expense," 
she said. "In the process he destroyed me, and that was the way he 
was going to have to do that, to get through impeachment," 
Lewinsky added. "I was a young girl and to hear him saying some of 
the things he was saying today -- it's a shame."

John F. Kennedy Jr.

Potential Candidate for Senator from New York.

died: 7/16/99 

Within days of an NBC Dateline story hinting at a possible run for the Senate seat 

currently assumed to be the property of Hillary Clinton, JFK Jr. and his wife and 

sister-in-law died when the Piper Saratoga II TC JFK Jr. was piloting crashed in to 

the ocean just short of Martha's Vineyard. The NEWSWEEK issue for the following 

Monday, which NBC Dateline had reported would announce JFK Jr's candidacy, 

was yanked from distributors and destroyed. 

Even before the wreckage of the plane had been found, the media was saturated 

with news stories declaring the weather to have been very hazy (the weather was 

VFR conditions, and 8 mile visibility, plus weather radar and witnesses on 

Martha's Vineyard all reported clear skies) making it impossible for JFK Jr. to 

know which way was up (he also had working instruments in the aircraft). 

As was the case when TWA 800 was shot down, the United States Navy took control

of the crash site, ordering an unprecidented 5 mile wide no-fly zone while the 

wreckage of the aircraft was recovered and taken to a military base. 

Reporters Cindy Adams and Andrew Goldman have documented the planting of 

false information about JFK Jr. in the media in the days following his crash. The 

feeding of false information to the press proves there is a cover-up. The existance 

of a cover-up is why JFK Jr. gets an entry on the Dead Bodies List. 

According to some reports, Mrs. Kennedy was pregnant.

CLINTON BODY COUNT

By: Ether Zone Staff



Here is the latest body count that we have. All of these people
have been connected with the Clintons in some form or 
another. We have not included any deaths that could not be 
verified or connected to the Clinton scandals. All deaths are 
listed chronologically by date. This list is current and 
accurate to the best of our knowledge as of January 13, 1999 
August 1, 2000.

Susan Coleman: Rumors were circulating in Arkansas of an affair with
Bill Clinton. She was found dead with a gunshot wound to the
head at 7 1/2 months pregnant. Death was an apparent 
suicide. 

Larry Guerrin: Was killed in February 1987 while investigating the 
INSLAW case. 

Kevin Ives & Don Henry: Initial cause of death was reported to be the result
of falling asleep on a railroad track in Arkansas on August 23,
1987. This ruling was reported by the State medical examiner 
Fahmy Malak. Later it was determined that Kevin died from a 
crushed skull prior to being placed on the tracks. Don had 
been stabbed in the back. Rumors indicate that they might 
have stumbled upon a Mena drug operation. 

Keith Coney: Keith had information on the Ives/Henry deaths. Died in
a motorcycle accident in July 1988 with unconfirmed reports 
of a high speed car chase. 

Keith McKaskle: McKaskle has information on the Ives/Henry deaths. 
He was stabbed to death in November 1988. 

Gregory Collins: Greg had information on the Ives/Henry deaths. He 
died from a gunshot wound to the face in January 1989. 

Jeff Rhodes: He had information on the deaths of Ives, Henry & 
McKaskle. His burned body was found in a trash dump in 
April 1989. He died of a gunshot wound to the head and there 
was some body mutilation, leading to the probably 
speculation that he was tortured prior to being killed. 



James Milam: Milam had information on the Ives & Henry deaths. He 
was decapitated. The state Medical examiner, Fahmy Malak, 
initially ruled death due to natural causes. 

Richard Winters: Winters was a suspect in the deaths of Ives & Henry. 
He was killed in a "robbery" in July 1989 which was 
subsequently proven to be a setup. 

Jordan Kettleson: Kettleson had information on the Ives & Henry 
deaths. He was found shot to death in the front seat of his 
pickup in June 1990. 

Alan Standorf: An employee of the National Security Agency in 
electronic intelligence. Standorf was a source of information 
for Danny Casalaro who was investigating INSLAW, BCCI, 
etc. Standorf's body was found in the backseat of a car at 
Washington National Airport on Jan 31, 1991. 

Dennis Eisman: An attorney with information on INSLAW. Eisman was
found shot to death on April 5, 1991. 

Danny Casalaro: Danny was a free-lance reporter and writer who was 
investigating the "October Surprise", INSLAW and BCCI. 
Danny was found dead in a bathtub in a Sheraton Hotel room 
in Martinsburg, West Virginia. Danny was staying at the hotel 
while keeping appointments in the DC area pertinent to his 
investigation. He was found with his wrists slashed. At least 
one, and possibly both of his wrists were cut 10 times. All of 
his research materials were missing and have never been 
recovered. 

Victor Raiser: The National Finance Co-Chair for "Clinton for 
President." He died in a airplane crash on July 30, 1992. 

R. Montgomery Raiser: Also involved in the Clinton presidential campaign.
He died in the same plane crash as Victor. 

Paul Tully: Tulley was on the Democratic National Committee. He 



was found dead of unknown causes in his hotel room on 
September 24, 1992. No autopsy was ever allowed. 

Ian Spiro: Spiro had supporting documentation for grand jury 
proceedings on the INSLAW case. His wife and 3 children 
were found murdered on November 1, 1992 in their home. 
They all died of gunshot wounds to the head. Ian's body was 
found several days later in a parked car in the Borego Desert.
Cause of death? The ingestion of cyanide. FBI report 
indicated that Ian had murdered his family and then 
committed suicide. 

Paula Gober: A Clinton speech writer. She died in a car accident on 
December 9, 1992 with no known witnesses. 

Jim Wilhite: Wilhite was an associate of Mack McClarty's former 
firm. Wilhite died in a skiing accident on December 21, 1992. 
He also had extensive ties to Clinton with whom he visited by
telephone just hours before his death. 

Steve Willis, Robert Williams, Todd McKeahan & Conway LeBleu:   Died Feburary 28, 1993 by 
gunfire at Waco. All four were examined by a pathologist and 
died from identical wounds to the left temple. All four had 
been body guards for Bill Clinton, three while campaigning 
for President and when he was Governor of Arkansas.They 
also were the ONLY 4 BATF agents killed at Waco. 

Sgt. Brian Haney, Sgt. Tim Sabel, Maj. William Barkley, Capt. Scott Reynolds: Died: May 19, 1993 - All 
four men died when their helicopter crashed in the woods 
near Quantico, Va. - Reporters were barred from the site, and 
the head of the fire department responding to the crash 
described it by saying, "Security was tight," with "lots of 
Marines with guns." A videotape made by a firefighter was 
seized by the Marines. All four men had escorted Clinton on 
his flight to the carrier Roosevelt shortly before their deaths. 

John Crawford: An attorney with information on INSLAW. He died 
from a heart attack in Tacoma in April of 1993. 



John Wilson: Found dead from an apparent hanging suicide on May 
18, 1993. He was a former Washington DC council member 
and claimed to have info on Whitewater.

Paul Wilcher: A lawyer who was investigating drug running out of 
Mena, Arkansas and who also sought to expose the "October
Surprise", BCCI and INSLAW. He was found in his 
Washington DC apartment dead of unknown causes on June 
22, 1993. 

Vincent Foster: A White House deputy counsel and long-time personal
friend of Bill and Hillary's. Found on July 20, 1993, dead of a 
gunshot wound to the mouth -- a death ruled suicide. Many 
different theories on this case! Readers are encouraged to 
read our report in Strange Deaths.

Jon Parnell Walker: An investigator for the RTC who was looking into 
the linkage between the Whitewater and Madison S&L 
bankruptcy. Walker "fell" from the top of the Lincoln Towers 
Building. 

Stanley Heard & Steven Dickson: They were members of the Clinton health care 
advisory committee. They died in a plane crash on September
10, 1993. 

Jerry Luther Parks: Parks was the Chief of Security for Clinton's national
campaign headquarters in Little Rock. Gunned down in his 
car on September 26, 1993 near the intersection of Chenal 
Parkway and Highway 10 west of Little Rock. Parks was shot 
through the rear window of his car. The assailant then pulled 
around to the driver's side of Park's car and shot him three 
more times with a 9mm pistol. His family reported that shortly
before his death, they were being followed by unknown 
persons, and their home had been broken into (despite a top 
quality alarm system). Parks had been compiling a dossier on
Clinton's illicit activities. The dossier was stolen. 

Ed Willey: A Clinton fundraiser. He died of a self-inflicted gunshot 
wound on November 30, 1993. His death came the same day 



his wife, Kathleen, was sexually assaulted in the White House
by Bill Clinton.

Gandy Baugh: Baugh was Lasater's attorney and committed suicide 
on January 8, 1994. Baugh's partner committed suicide 
exactly one month later on February 8, 1994. 

Herschell Friday: A member of the presidential campaign finance 
committee. He died in an airplane explosion on March 1, 
1994. 

Ronald Rogers: Rogers died on March 3, 1994 just prior to releasing 
sensitive information to a London newspaper. Cause of 
death? Undetermined. 

Kathy Furguson: A 38 year old hospital worker whose ex-husband is a 
co- defendant in the Paula Jones sexual harassment law suit. 
She had information supporting Paula Jone's allegations. She
died of an apparent suicide on May 11, 1994 from a gunshot 
wound to the head. 

Bill Shelton: Shelton was an Arkansas police officer and was found 
dead as an apparent suicide on kathy Ferguson's grave 
(Kathy was his girl friend), on June 12, 1994. This "suicide" 
was the result of a gunshot wound to the back of the head. 

Stanley Huggins: Huggins, 46, was a principal in a Memphis law firm 
which headed a 1987 investigation into the loan practices of 
Madison Guaranty S&L. Stanley died in Delaware in July 1994
-- reported cause of death was viral pneumonia. 

Paul Olson: A Federal witness in investigations to drug money 
corruption in Chicago politics, Paul had just finished 2 days 
of FBI interviews when his plane ride home crashed, killing 
Paul and 130 others on Sept 8 1994. The Sept. 15, 1994 
Tempe Tribune newspaper reported that the FBI suspected 
that a bomb had brought down the airplane.

Calvin Walraven: 24 year on Walraven was a key witness against 



Jocelyn Elder's son's drug case. Walraven was found dead in
his apartment with a gunshot wound to the head. Tim Hover, 
a Little Rock police spokesman says no foul play is 
suspected.

Alan G. Whicher: Oversaw Clinton's Secret Service detail. In October 
1994 Whicher was transferred to the Secret Service field 
office in the Murrah Building in Oklahoma City. Whatever 
warning was given to the BATF agents in that building did not
reach Alan Whicher, who died in the bomb blast of April 19th 
1995. 

Duane Garrett: Died July 26, 1995-A lawyer and a talk show host for 
KGO-AM in San Fransisco, Duane was the campaign finance 
chairman for Diane Fienstien's run for the senate, and was a 
friend and fundraiser for Al Gore. Garrett was under 
investigation for defrauding investors in Garrett's failed 
sports memorabilia venture. There was talk of a deal to evade
prosecution. On July 26th, Garrett canceled an afternoon 
meeting with his lawyer because he had to meet some people
at the San Fransisco airport. Three hours later he was found 
floating in the bay under the Golden Gate Bridge. 

Ron Brown:. The Commerce Secretary died on  April 3, 1996, in an 
Air Force jet carrying Brown and 34 others, including 14 
business executives on a trade mission to Croatia, crashed 
into a mountainside. The Air Force, in a 22-volume report 
issued in June of 1996, confirmed its initial judgment that the 
crash resulted from pilot errors and faulty navigation 
equipment At the time of Brown's death, Independent 
Counsel Daniel Pearson was seeking to determine whether 
Brown had engaged in several sham financial transactions 
with longtime business partner Nolanda Hill shortly before he
became secretary of commerce.

Charles Meissner: died: UNK - Following Ron Brown's death, John 
Huang was placed on a Commerce Department contract that 
allowed him to retain his security clearance
by Charles Meissner. Shortly thereafter, Meissner died in the 



crash of a small plane.   He was an Assistant Secretary of 
Commerce for International Economic Policy.

William Colby: Retired CIA director was found dead on May 6,1996 
after his wife reported him missing on April 27,1996. 
Apparently, Colby decided to go on a impromptu canoeing 
excursion and never returned. Colby who had just started 
writing for Strategic Investment newsletter, worried many in 
the intelligent community. Colby's past history of divulging 
CIA secrets in the past were well known. Strategic Investor 
had covered the Vince Foster suicide and had hired 
handwriting experts to review Foster's suicide note. 

Admiral Jeremy Boorda: Died on May 16,1996 after he went home for lunch 
and decided to shoot himself in the chest (by one report, 
twice) rather than be interviewed by Newsweek magazine that
afternoon. Explanations for Boorda's suicide focused on a 
claim that he was embarrassed over two "Valor" pins he was 
not authorized to wear.

Lance Herndon: Herndon a 41 year old computer specialist and a  
prominent entrepreneur who received a presidential 
appointment in 1995 died August 10, 1996 under suspicious 
circumstances. He   appeared to have died from a blow to the 
head. Police said no weapons were found at his  mansion, 
adding that Mr. Herndon had not been shot or stabbed and 
there was no evidence of forced entry or theft. 

Neil Moody: Died -August 25, 1996 Following Vincent Foster's 
murder, Lisa Foster married James Moody, a judge in 
Arkansas, on Jan 1, 1996. Near the time Susan McDougal first
went to jail for contempt, Judge Moor's son, Neil died in a car 
crash. There were other reports that Neil Moody had 
discovered something very unsettling among his 
stepmother's private papers and was threatening to go public
with it just prior to the beginning of the Democratic National 
Convention. He was alleged to have been talking to Bob 
Woodward of the Washington Post about a blockbuster story.
Witnesses said they saw Neil Moody sitting in his car arguing



with another person just prior to His car suddenly speeding 
off out of control and hitting a brick wall.

Barbara Wise: Wise a 14-year Commerce Department employee found
dead and partially naked in her office following a long 
weekend. She worked in the same section as John Huang. 
Officially, she is said to have died of natural causes.

Doug Adams: Died January 7, 1997- A lawyer in Arkansas who got 
involved trying to help the people who were being swindled 
out of their life savings. Adams was found in his vehicle with 
a gunshot wound to his head in a Springfield Mo. hospital 
parking lot.

Mary C. Mahoney: 25, murdered at the Georgetown Starbuck's coffee 
bar over the 4th of July '97 weekend. She was a former White 
House intern who worked with John Huang. Apparently she 
knew Monica Lewinsky and her sexual encounters with Bill 
Clinton. Although not verified, it has been said that Lewinsky 
told Linda Tripp that she did not want to end up like 
Mahoney.

Ronald Miller: Suddenly took ill on October 3rd,1997 and steadily 
worsened until his death 9 days later. (This pattern fits Ricin 
poisoning.) Owing to the strangeness of the illness, doctors 
at the Integris Baptist Medical Center referred the matter to 
the Oklahoma State Medical Examiner's Office. The Oklahoma
State Medical Examiner's Office promptly ran tests on 
samples of Ron Miller's blood, but has refused to release the 
results or even to confirm that the tests were ever completed.



Had been investigated by authorities over the sale of his 
company, Gage Corp. to Dynamic Energy Resources, Inc. 
was the man who tape recorded Gene and Nora Lum and 
turned those tapes (and other records) over to congressional 
oversight investigators. The Lums were sentenced to prison 
for campaign finance violations, using "straw donors" to 
conceal the size of their contributions to various candidates. 
Indeed, Dynamic Energy Resources, Inc. had hired Ron 
Brown's son Michael solely for the purpose of funneling 
$60,000 through him to the Commerce Secretary, according 
to Nolanda Hill's testimony. 

Sandy Hume: On Sunday, February 22nd, 1998, Sandy Hume, the 28 
year old son of journalist Britt Hume, was reportedly found 
dead in his Arlington, Virginia home. Aside from the 
statement that this was an "apparent" suicide, there remains 
in place a total media blackout on this story, possibly out of 
concern that the actual facts will not withstand public 
scrutiny. Worked for Hill magazine, about Congress for 
Congress.



Jim McDougal: Bill and Hillary Clinton friend, banker, and political 
ally, sent to prison for  eighteen felony convictions. A key 
whitewater witness, dies of a heart attack on March, 8 1998. 
As of this writing allegations that he was given an injection of
the diuretic lasix has not been denied or confirmed.
Died on March 8, 1998

Johnny Lawhon: 29, died March 29, 1998- The Arkansas transmission 
specialist who discovered a pile of Whitewater documents in 
the trunk of an abandoned car on his property and turned 
them over to Starr, was killed in a car wreck two weeks after 
the McDougal death.. Details of the "accident" have been 
sketchy -- even from the local Little Rock newspaper.

Charles Wilbourne Miller: 63, was found dead of a gunshot wound to the 
head on November 17, 1998  in a shallow pit about 300 yards 
from his ranch house near Little Rock. Police found a .410 
gauge shotgun near Miller's body and a Ruger .357-caliber 
revolver submerged in water. Investigators concluded the 
Ruger was the weapon used by Miller to kill himself. Yet, two 
rounds in the handgun's cylinder had been spent.

He had long served as executive vice president and member 
of the board of directors for a company called Alltel and was 
deeply involved in his own software engineering company 
until the day he died. Alltel is the successor to Jackson 
Stephens' Systematics, the company that provided the 
software for the White House's "Big Brother" data base 
system and that was behind the administration's plan to 
develop the secret computer "Clipper" chip to bug every 
phone, fax and email transmission in America.

Carlos Ghigliotti: 42, was found dead in his home just 
outside of Washington D.C. on April 28, 2000. There was no 
sign of a break-in or struggle at the firm of Infrared 
Technology  where the badly decomposed body of Ghigliotti 
was found. Ghigliotti had not been seen for several weeks. 



Ghigliotti, a thermal imaging analyst hired by the House 
Government Reform Committee to review tape of the siege, 
said he determined the FBI fired shots on April 19, 1993. The 
FBI has explained the light bursts on infrared footage as 
reflections of sun rays on shards of glass or other debris that
littered the scene. 

"I conclude this based on the groundview videotapes taken 
from several different angles simultaneously and based on 
the overhead thermal tape," Ghigliotti told The Washington 
Post last October. "The gunfire from the ground is there, 
without a doubt." 

Ghigliotti said the tapes also confirm the Davidians fired 
repeatedly at FBI agents during the assault, which ended 
when flames raced through the compound. About 80 Branch 
Davidians perished that day, some from the fire, others from 
gunshot wounds. 

Mark Corallo, a spokesman for the congressional committee 
chaired by Rep. Dan Burton, R-Ind., said that police found the
business card of a committee investigator in Ghigliotti's 
office. Corallo said Ghigliotti's work for the committee ended 
some time ago. 

Tony Moser: 41, was killed as he crossed a street in Pine Bluff, Ark on on 
June 10, 2000. Killed 10 days after being named a columnist for the Democrat-
Gazette newspaper and two days after penning a stinging indictment of political 
corruption in Little Rock.

Police have concluded that no charges will be filed against the unnamed driver of 
a 1995 Chevrolet pickup, which hit Moser as he was walking alone in the middle of
unlit Rhinehart Road about 10:10 p.m

Police say they have ruled out foul play and will file no charges against the driver 
because he was not intoxicated and there was no sign of excessive speed.

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGEREPORT.COM
Cops investigate 'apparent suicide' of TV anchor who wrote Clinton 
expose... [Profile/statistically, an unlikely candidate for suicide

DRUDGEREPORT.COM
BIBI(gun down and)OUT(in Golan Hills) [The late great man, Yitzhak Rabin
would be pleased https://apnews.com/article/israel-knesset-benjamin-
netanyahu-naftalia-bennett-deea22832a1cb2d95736f342958083fd 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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4 U.S. cities reeling from weekend mass shootings 
https://www.yahoo.com/gma/4-mass-shootings-6-hours-173448621.html 

Financial Blowout Ahead: Lobotomized Economists Clash On The Deck Of
The Titanic https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/financial-blowout-
ahead-lobotomized-economists-clash-deck-titanic Under the new world 
order of “stakeholder capitalism” citizens will learn to own nothing and 
be happy…
america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM

Warning: Stocks Are Now On Borrowed Time BY Phoenix Capital 
Research https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-06-14/warning-stocks-
are-now-borrowed-time There are multiple signs that a significant drop is 
coming, maybe not this week, but soon.

Things Are "Bat-Shit Crazy" Right Now - Paul Tudor Jones Likes Bitcoin, 
Debunks Transitory Inflation Narrative “The idea that inflation is 
transitory, to me ... that one just doesn’t work the way I see the world."

5 Reasons Why Treasury Yields Tumbled Even As Inflation Surges... And 
Isn't Transitory

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGEREPORT.COM 
HELL BLAST: Death Valley to come within 10 degrees of all-time world 
record high temp! Developing... 
https://www.accuweather.com/en/weather-forecasts/record-heat-wave-
bakes-phoenix-las-vegas-death-valley/963033 

ZEROHEDGE.COM

Michael "Big Short" Burry: This Is The Greatest Bubble Of All Time In All 
Things "By Two Orders Of Magnitude" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-big-short-burry-greatest-
bubble-all-time-all-things-two-orders-magnitude 

MARKETS Stocks Are Slipping as Investors Digest Latest Economic Data 
By Jack Denton and Jacob Sonenshine Updated June 15, 2021 "U.S. 
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stocks were lower in afternoon trading Tuesday, as investors digested 
the latest economic news and prepared for a key announcement on rates 
and fiscal policy from the Federal Reserve on Wednesday. Government 
figures released Tuesday showed that U.S. retail sales fell 1.3% in May, 
compared with the decline of 0.6% economists expected. The producer-
price index, an inflation indicator, rose 0.7%, excluding food and energy, 
while economists had expected an increase of 0.5%." 
america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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ROCKWELL.COM https://www.rockwelltrading.com/ 

June 15, 2021

Market Update for Tuesday - June 15th, 2021

Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:

MARKETS

arrow down S&P 500 4247 -9 -0.2%

arrow down Dow Jones 34299 -94 -0.3%

arrow down Nasdaq 14030 -98 -0.7%

arrow up Crude Oil 72.48 +1.60 +2.3%

arrow down Gold 1860.3 -5.6 -0.3%

• It was a red day all around for stocks with the major indices ending 
the session lower ahead tomorrow's Fed Statement and Press 
Conference. The NASDAQ saw the biggest loss, down 0.7%.

• Producer Price Index (PPI) data was released this morning before 

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/
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the bell. PPI increased more than expected, up 0.8% in May vs the 
0.5% increase expected. Year over year the increase was 6.6% 
which is the largest 1-year increase since the number began being 
tracked in November 2010.

• Sales data for May was released as well, coming out worse than 
expected. Retail Sales were down -1.3% vs. a -0.6% forecast. And 
Core Retail Sales (excluding automobiles) dropped -0.7% vs. a 0.4% 
increase expected.

• DraftKings (DKNG) took a hit after a report by Hindenburg Research 
alleged that black market gambling contributes to a large part of the
company’s revenues. DKNG lost 4.2% following the news. On the 
bright side, the stock erased most of the day's losses after being 
down more than 11.0%.

• Popular video game platform Roblox (RBLX) slide more than 6.0% in 
after hours trading. The catalyst was a sequential decline in daily 
active users from 43.4 million in April to 43 million in May.

• Airline travel hit a snag for passengers flying Southwest Airlines 
(LUV) as over 500 flights were cancelled due to the company’s 
second technological issue in two days. LUV was down by 0.3% 
during the day.

• Crude Oil (CL) was on the move today, closing at $72.48, the highest
we've seen since October of 2018. CL is up 9.2% this month!

• All eyes are on the Federal Reserve tomorrow. The Fed isn't 
expected to make any policy changes. But the focus will be on Fed 
comments on inflation and whether or not the Fed has plans to taper
their bond-buying program.

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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YAHOO Politics Business Insider Major publishers are refusing to offer a book 
deal to a 'radioactive' Trump, report says
The Week Publishing houses 'wary' of acquiring a Trump memoir: 'A fact-
checking nightmare' [ Nightmare indeed! ]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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MSNBC / Chris Matthews isn’t sure if Donald Trump is ‘just a liar or if he’s 
nuts https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/chris-
matthews-isn-t-sure-if-donald-trump-is-just-a-liar-or-if-he-s-nuts-
114688581993?cid=referral_taboolafeed [ How ‘bout both .. It’s quite 
obvious .. No more excuses ..

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DOJ officials humored Trump while stalling his false claims of election 
fraud https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/-wink-wink-nudge-
nudge-doj-officials-humored-trump-while-stalling-election-scheme-
114864709692 [ Aw shucks .. how cute … Pathetic! 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM
"The Fed Has Lost Control" - Peter Schiff Warns Tucker Carlson About 
Skyrocketing Prices & The Inflation Tax 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/fed-has-lost-control-peter-schiff-
warns-tucker-carlson-about-skyrocketing-prices "The Fed is pretending 
that it’s transitory because they really have no ability to control it 
because it’s the Fed that’s creating it.” 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGE SURVEY: NJ Tops List Of Best States To Live In... 
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2021/06/16/new-jersey-best-states-live-
in-wallethub/ [Drudge should check his sources/cites/links; Wallethub, 
total fraud and bulls**t; after all, the king of fraud and bulls**t trump is 
spending the summer in this corrupt, mob friendly, cancer prone state of 
new jersey (ARE CANCER RATES HIGHER IN NEW JERSEY? NEW JERSEY 

HAS A HIGHER RATE OF CANCER DIAGNOSES AND DEATHS COMPARED 
WITH THE NATION).

Washington, DC
WalletHub is owned by Evolution Finance, Inc. and is based in 
Washington, DC.
adrian21221
12/30/2020

I just created an account with Wallethub today, and verified all 
my information that was displayed from a credit report they ran 
on me. Shortly thereafter, while still working within their site, I 
received an IP address lockout message. Even after following 
their instruction of asking them to remove the block on my IP 
address, I am still getting the same lockout message everytime I
visit the wallethub.com address. I now fear that they are 
scammers, and am worried that both my personal and financial 
information is now compromised. I will pursue litigation if I find 
this to be the case.

Peter
11/24/2020

Impossible to reach, except via email. Entirely unresponsive to an several
urgent emails I sent to them about a possible security breach of my 
account. When they did respond, once, I was told rep he emails I received
were the result of a user having typed the wrong email address when 
logging in. This is preposterous... my email address is very unique (not on
yahoo or,outlook, for example) and extremely unlikely to be typed in 
error. In addition, the activity log from their site shows a login from an IP 
address that is not me, from a location I have never been in. My account 
shows a phone number that is not mine. I am concerned about my 
financial info being compromised, but I can get NO reply from this 
company. Extremely poor.
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america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGEREPORT.COM Is Prince Andrew (and trump, clinton, dershowitz, 
gates, etc.) why Scotland Yard failed to investigate Epstein, Maxwell? 

https://www.channel4.com/news/revealed-epstein-and-maxwell-
implicated-in-multiple-uk-abuse-claims-over-a-decade [ 
https://www.politico.com/story/2017/05/04/jeffrey-epstein-trump-lawsuit-
sex-trafficking-237983 PATHETIC! ]

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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ROCKWELL.COM https://www.rockwelltrading.com/ 

Market Update for Wednesday - June 16th, 2021

Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:

MARKETS

arrow down S&P 500 4247 -9 -0.2%

arrow down Dow Jones 34299 -94 -0.3%

arrow down Nasdaq 14030 -98 -0.7%

arrow up Crude Oil 72.48 +1.60 +2.3%

arrow down Gold 1860.3 -5.6 -0.3%

And here's today's stock market update:

• It was a wild day for stocks. The major indices were quiet 
in the morning then started to slide ahead of the Fed 
Statement. Once the statement was released stocks 
quickly sold off. The major indices experienced a bit of a 
rebound after the Fed Press Conference but eventually 
ended the day with losses. The DOW was hardest hit with 
an 0.8% drop.

• As expected, the Fed kept its short-term borrowing 
interest rate near zero, as well as keeping its monthly 
bond buying rates steady. But the Fed announced that it 
sees two interest rate hikes by the end of 2023 which is 
earlier than expected. The Fed also expects inflation to 
rise in the short-term to 3.4%, although it reiterated its 
stance that their long term goal for inflation is 2%.

• Roblox (RBLX) lost 8.0% after reporting a drop in daily 
active users. The company saw 43.0 mil active users 
compared to 43.3 mil in April which could indicate a drop 
in demand for gaming as the world reopens.

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/


• Computer technology company Oracle (ORCL) tumbled by 
5.6% after reporting quarterly earnings. Oracle beat 
analyst expectations but expects profits in the current 
quarter to be lower than expected because of cloud 
computing costs.

• General Motors (GM) gained 1.6% after announcing it will 
raise its spending for electric and autonomous vehicles to 
$35 billion through 2025.

• Banking giant CitiGroup (C) sank by 3.2% as the 
company’s CFO warned about a 30% decline year over 
year trading revenues for 2021, as well as a decelerating 
earnings per share forecast for 2022.

america is such a total fraud! 
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Putin polls higher than Biden among Trump voters 
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/putin-polls-higher-than-biden-
among-trump-voters-114976837699 [ Hmmm … that explains a few things.
]

ZEROHEDGE.COM

Initial Jobless Claims Unexpectedly Jumped Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-
unexpectedly-jumped-last-week 

america is such a total fraud! 
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MSNBC
Prosecuting Trump: Insider says NY DA blinked in Trump Org probe 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/insider-says-new-york-
district-attorney-cy-vance-blinked-in-trump-org-probe-114806341534?
cid=referral_taboolafeed [ Blinked? Come on, WAKE UP! Covering up, 
(who has taken or who is) taking a cut (one way or another), how has 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump avoid criminal sanction/penalty. Yet 
another dog and pony show? america is such a total fraud! 
Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House

YAHOONEWS
WHY DO TRUMP'S FOREIGN GOLF RESORTS LOSE MILLIONS OF 
DOLLARS EVERY YEAR? EXPERTS SAY IT COULD BE INCOMPETENCE, 
VANITY, OR SOMETHING MORE SINISTER 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/why-trumps-foreign-golf-resorts-
112746579.html [ Come on! … Let’s not be naiive … This is, always was, 
government (yes that government, the U.S. government) protected stuff. 
It’s called money laundering. ]

DRUDGEREPORT 
BOOK: KGB began grooming 'young and vain' Donald Trump 40 years ago 
by saving him from financial ruin... 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9184687/How-Russia-began-
grooming-Donald-Trump-40-years-ago-saving-financial-ruin-book-
claims.html 

[ trump was a (Russian) spymaster’s dream come true! ]

‘The author writes Trump was rescued multiple times from multiple 
bankruptcies by boatloads of Russian cash laundered through his real 
estate in the 80s and 90s as well as Russian money picking up the tab for
buildings franchised under Trump's name’ 
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In his investigative biography, Trump: The Deals and the Downfall, 
reporter Wayne Barrett wrote that Trump's life "intertwines with the 
underworld," and he outlined the real-estate developer's numerous 
alleged ties to organized crime, including that Trump: 

• Once met Salerno at the Manhattan townhouse of Roy Cohn, the 
infamous sidekick to Joe McCarthy who represented both men, 
according to an eyewitness source who talked to Barrett. 

• Was very close to Cohn, whom Barrett describes as Trump's "bridge 
to the mob." 

• Had ties to mob associates Shapiro and Sullivan. 
• Paid almost double the market price for property in Atlantic City 

owned by Salvatore Testa, a capo in the Scarfo crime family. 
• Evaded New Jersey state laws banning casino owners from making 

political contributions by channeling donations to Mike Mathews, 
then-candidate for mayor of Atlantic City, through Shapiro and 
another mob-tied associate. 

• Failed to disclose to state casino regulators that Trump was the 
target of a bribery probe in 1979 and was questioned in a 1981 
racketeering investigation. Neither federal probe led to criminal 
charges, noted the Philadelphia Inquirer's David Johnston in a 
review of the book. 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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CNN
The GOP's mission: whitewash the Trump presidency 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/06/18/politics/republicans-trump-january-6-
whitewashing/index.html Since the truth is too painful for Republicans 
and is detrimental to their future political prospects, an alternative 
narrative must be constructed [ Truth be told, that’s the story of america 
in a nutshell (truth too painful-PATHETIC!)]

america is a total fraud! 
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Trump Finally Admits He ‘Didn’t Win’ — And Then Says Something 
Ominous
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-election-concession-sean-
hannity-fox-news_n_60cbcf7ae4b0dd017425578f 
“..Trump admitted Jan. 7 that Biden would take office on Inauguration 
Day, but he has repeatedly and baselessly insisted that the election was 
rigged, and even that he actually “won in a landslide.” The Trump 
campaign lost some 60 lawsuits challenging the results..” 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM
Fed's Bullard Spooks Markets With Taper Talk, Fears "Froth" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-accelerate-losses-feds-
bullard-admits-tilted-more-hawkish 
2Y Treasury Yields Are Exploding Higher, Yield Curve Collapse Crushes 
Banks https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2y-treasury-yields-are-
exploding-higher-yield-curve-collapse-crushes-banks 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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YAHOO NYPD releases shocking footage of children nearly caught in 
crossfire https://twitter.com/i/status/1405930579988725762 
[Near trump tower? Start spreadin’ the news, we’re leaving today, (don’t) 
want to be a part of it, (cuomo, diblasio, trump, mob town) New York, 
New York. City that never sleeps? Needs to get some sleep methinks!] 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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MAIL.COM
A 'Weak End At Bernie's' America [WOW!]

"Albert -

As Chairman of the Budget Committee it is my view that we must, finally, 
write a budget that addresses the needs of the working families of our 
country. Yes. At a time of massive income and wealth inequality, we 
must take on the Big Money interests and their Super PACs and develop 
policy that addresses the long-term structural crises facing ordinary 
Americans. The very rich are doing just fine. Now it's time for government
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to work for the low and moderate income people of our country.

Here are the facts:

In America today over half of our people live paycheck to paycheck, 
inflation accounted for wages are lower than they were 48 years ago and 
millions work for starvation wages. Many of our older workers have 
nothing saved for retirement.

Despite paying twice as much for health care as other countries, over 90 
million of us are uninsured or under-insured, we pay the highest prices in 
the world for prescription drugs and we have a growing shortage of 
doctors, nurses and dentists. The result is that 90 million Americans are 
uninsured or underinsured and some 60,000 unnecessarily die each year 
because they don't get to a doctor on time.

At a time when we need a well-educated workforce to compete in the 
global economy, millions of young people are unable to afford college or 
are leaving school deeply in debt. Our childcare system is dysfunctional 
and extraordinarily expensive, and many public K-12 schools in low-
income districts are grossly underfunded.

Our physical infrastructure – roads, bridges, water systems, waste water 
plants, airports and mass transit – is crumbling with the American 
Society of Civil Engineers giving us a C-. In this "digital age," thousands 
of communities lack high-quality, affordable broadband.

Throughout the country we face a major housing crisis. Almost 600,000 
Americans are homeless and nearly 18 million U.S. households spend at 
least 50 percent of their limited incomes on housing. Gentrification is 
driving working people from communities they have lived in for their 
entire lives.

We treat many of our seniors and people with disabilities shamefully. As 
our society ages, more and more Americans will prefer to receive the life-
saving care they need in their homes, rather than at nursing facilities. We
need well-trained, well-paid aides to provide those services.

Unbelievably, the United States is the only major country on earth not to 
guarantee workers time off for medical reasons or family crises. Millions 
of women are forced to go back to work a week or two after having a 



baby and parents are in danger of losing their jobs if they stay home with 
sick kids. The time is long overdue for the United States to provide 12 
weeks of paid family and medical leave.

According to the scientific community, if we do not act aggressively on 
climate change the planet that we will be leaving our kids and future 
generations will be increasingly unhealthy and uninhabitable. That means
that we must lead the global community in making massive cuts in 
carbon emissions, and transforming our energy system away from fossil 
fuel and into energy efficiency and sustainable energy.

Meanwhile, while working families struggle and the planet is imperiled, 
the wealthiest families in America have seen an explosion in their income
and wealth and have never had it so good. Further, because of a corrupt 
and regressive tax system, many of the richest people and largest 
corporations in the country pay little or nothing in federal taxes.

Frankly, protecting the needs of low and moderate income Americans and
addressing climate change will require trillions of dollars in new federal 
investments. Making certain that the very rich and large corporations 
start paying their fair share of taxes is an important part of that process.

This is not only an issue of economic fairness. It is an issue that 
threatens the very fabric of American democracy because the billionaire 
class uses its incredible power to dominate our political system and the 
legislative decision making process. The result is a rigged, regressive 
and corrupt tax code that has showered trillions of dollars in tax breaks 
to the top one percent.

As you may know, ProPublica released a report last week showing that 
the wealthiest individuals in this country pay very little, and in some 
cases nothing at all, in federal income taxes. While working people living 
paycheck to paycheck are asked to pay their fair share in taxes, Jeff 
Bezos and other billionaires are taking advantage of every loophole that 
is out there in order to drastically reduce or entirely avoid their taxes.

And by the way, it's not just individuals. There are major corporations 
that make billions in profits, and they also pay nothing in federal income 
taxes.

In order to address this gross unfairness, and raise the trillions in new 



revenue we desperately need, I recently introduced two pieces of 
legislation to reform our broken tax system. You can read more about 
these bills below.

But first, I need your help to send a message that the American people 
are sick and tired of a tax system that benefits the wealthy at the 
expense of everyone else.

Please sign my petition:

Add your name to tell Congress to pass two of my bills that would finally 
make the billionaire class and major corporations pay their fair share in 
taxes.

Here is a bit more information on my legislation to end our rigged tax 
code:

The For the 99.5% Act, which I've introduced with Senators Whitehouse, 
Gillibrand, Reed and Van Hollen, is an estate tax bill that would demand 
that the families of the billionaire class start paying their fair share of 
taxes. This is a progressive estate tax on the fortunes of the top 0.5% of 
Americans who inherit over $3.5 million in wealth. It would result in up to 
$2.7 trillion in estate taxes owed by the families of 657 billionaires in 
America.

The Corporate Offshore Tax Dodging Prevention Act would prevent 
corporations from shifting their profits offshore to avoid paying U.S. taxes
and would restore the top corporate tax rate to 35%, which is where it 
was before Donald Trump became president. It would end tax break 
rewards for companies that send jobs and factories overseas and end 
loopholes that allow American corporations to avoid paying U.S. taxes.

As a result of Trump's tax cuts for the rich, over 90 Fortune 500 
companies not only paid nothing in federal income taxes in 2018, they 
actually received billions of dollars in tax rebate checks from the IRS.

For example, in 2018:

Amazon received a $129 million refund check from the IRS after making 
$10.8 billion in profits.

Delta received a $187 million refund check from the IRS after making 



$5.1 billion in profits.

Chevron received a $181 million refund check from the IRS after making 
$4.5 billion in profits.

This gross unfairness must come to an end.

Unbelievably, in the United States today there is more income and wealth
inequality than almost any other major country on Earth. This inequality 
has only deepened with the economic crisis brought on by the pandemic, 
and by a tax system that allows billionaires to pay an effective tax rate 
lower than working people.

From a moral, economic, and political perspective, our nation will not 
thrive when so few have so much and so many have so little. We need a 
tax system which demands that the billionaire class start paying its fair 
share of taxes in order to reduce the obscene level of wealth and income 
inequality in America.

My colleagues in the Senate know where I stand on this issue. But it's not
enough for them to hear from me. They need to hear from you as well if 
we are finally going to create a fair and progressive tax system.

Add your name to tell Congress it's time to have the courage to demand 
that the billionaire class and large corporations start paying their fair 
share in taxes.

The U.S. faces enormous structural crises that we must address such as 
our crumbling infrastructure, the existential threat of climate change, 
health care as a human right, making public colleges and universities 
tuition-free, and expanding Medicare. And one of the ways we will create 
the changes our country so desperately needs is by fixing our broken and 
unfair tax system.

Thank you for adding your name to my petition today.

In solidarity,

Bernie Sanders”

america is a total fraud! 
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DRUDGEREPORT
Burry warns 'mother of all crashes' near… 
https://markets.businessinsider.com/currencies/news/big-short-michael-
burry-warns-meme-stocks-crypto-crash-coming-2021-6-1030534935 
Tight Housing Market Uncoils With Sellers Ready To Cash Out...
HSBC offers sub-1% mortgage as interest rate war intensifies… 
DOW -533 to close out worst week since October...
90% of NFTs Will Be Worthless, Declares COINBASE Founder ... 
Rich Snap Up Private-Jets... 

america is a total fraud! 
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Conservatives boo Pence and cheer Trump at religious conference
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/conservatives-boo-pence-and-
cheer-trump-at-religious-conference-115103813927?
cid=referral_taboolafeed 'Tis the time's plague when madmen lead the 
blind. Shakespeare, King Lear Act 4, Scene 1, Page 3 [ Truly, the story of 
trump’s america! ]

america is a total fraud! 
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WINGS OF HOPE (German: Julianes Sturz in den Dschungel) is a 2000 
made-for-TV documentary directed by Werner Herzog. The film explores 
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the story of Juliane Koepcke, a German Peruvian woman who was the 
sole survivor of Peruvian flight LANSA Flight 508 following its mid-air 
disintegration after a lightning strike in 1971. Herzog was inspired to 
make this film as he narrowly avoided taking the same flight while he 
was location scouting for "Aguirre, Wrath of God." His reservation was 
canceled due to a last minute change in itinerary. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rlJVIcCPIl8 [ Came upon this by 
chance, absolutely fascinating story of survival; confirms my own 
antipathy and distaste for the uncivilized wilds, venomous, noxious, 
poisonous, toxic creatures/vermin, etc.. ]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM
Powell Just Made A Huge Error: What The Market's Shocking Response 
Means For The Fed's Endgame 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/powell-just-made-huge-error-what-
markets-shocking-response-means-feds-endgame 
"...Back in December 2015, just days before the Fed hiked rates for the 
first time since the global financial crisis, in its first tightening campaign 
since June 2004, we said that Yellen was about to engage in a great 
policy error, one which like the Ghost of 1937, would end in disaster...and
sure enough it did, when after 9 rate hikes, Powell realized that a rate of 
2.50% is unsustainable for the US economy which first cracked during 
the summer of 2019 repo crisis when the Fed cut rates three times, only 
to cut rates to zero from 1.75% in a matter of days after covid 
conveniently emerged on the global scene and led to an overnight 
shutdown of the US economy and "forced" the Fed to nationalize the bond
market as well as inject trillions of liquidity into the market. But what is 
it that prompted us to predict - correctly - that any rate hike campaign is 
doomed to fail (similar to the Fed's ill-conceived plan to hike rates in 
1937, which brought the already reeling country to its knees and only 
World War 2 saved the day, giving FDR a green light to unleash a fiscal 
stimulus tsunami the likes of which we hadn't seen until the covid 
response)? Simple: as we explained back in Dec 2015, the equilibrium 
growth rate in the US, or r* (or r-star), was far far lower than where most 
economists thought it was. In fact, as the sensitivity table below which 
we first constructed in 2015 showed, the equilibrium US growth rate was 
right around 0%. As we explained then making the case for a far lower r-
star, "if nominal growth is 3 percent and the debt GDP ratio is 300 
percent, the implied equilibrium nominal rates is around 1 percent. This is
because at 1% rates, 100% of GDP growth is necessary to service 
interest costs." In this case, real growth would slow in response to rate 
hikes because productivity would stay weak at full employment and 
companies would be profit/price constrained around paying higher wages.
Moreover, nominal growth would then slow even more than real growth 
does because inflation would fall to 1 percent or below. As we concluded 
then, "this is the important policy error scenario because even a very 
shallow path of rate hikes might drive the real Funds rate well above the 
short-term equilibrium real rate, further depressing demand. It is then 
plausible that the economy would be driven into recession, and the Fed 
would quickly be forced to abort the hiking cycle. As an aside, such a 
policy error could reinforce itself by causing structural damage that puts 
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additional downward pressure on the equilibrium real rate. In this case 
the yield curve would flatten meaningfully, at least until the Fed actually 
reversed course by cutting rates." As the chart at the top shows, this is 
precisely what happened, only instead of World War II - which is what 
short-circuited the Ghost of 1937 rate hike policy error, it was the covid 
crisis that gave the Fed and the US government a green light to unleash 
an unlimited monetary and fiscal stimulus, delaying the inevitable 
recession and kicking the can a few years..."

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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YAHOO Politics HuffPost 'Losers Of The World': Trump Roasted Over 
Bizarre Father's Day Rant https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/losers-world-
trump-roasted-over-053055647.html 'Tis the time's plague when madmen 
lead the blind. Shakespeare, King Lear Act 4, Scene 1, Page 3 [ Truly, the 
story of trump’s america! ] [ You can’t make this s**t up! trump’s a 
national and international travesty/embarassment! trump is so sick, 
beyond the pale! ]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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The FBI's Mafia-Style Justice: To Fight Crime, The FBI Sponsors 15 
Crimes A Day https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fbis-mafia-style-
justice-fight-crime-fbi-sponsors-15-crimes-day [ That explains it: corrupt 
half italian jersey city jersey boy louis freeh, fbi director, corrupt half 
sicilian jersey man and trump tutor chris christie, us attorney; they can’t 
be made men (not 100%) so the government mob suits them fine – clinton
chose wisely http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Powell Just Launched $2 Trillion In "Heat-Seeking Missiles": Zoltan 
Explains How The Fed Started The Next Repo Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/powell-just-launched-2-trillion-heat-
seeking-missiles-zoltan-explains-how-fed-started-next 

30Y Treasury Yield Tumbles Below 2.00%, Japanese Stocks Plunge 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/30y-treasury-yield-tumbles-below-
200-japanese-stocks-plunge 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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THE FEDS’ FIVE-YEAR ECONOMIC FORECAST 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-feds-five-year-

economic-forecast/ Bill Bonner 6-21-21 Bill Bonner's Diary

https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/authors/bill-bonner/
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-feds-five-year-economic-forecast/
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Existing Home Sales Tumble For 4th Straight Month To Lowest In A Year 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/existing-home-sales-tumble-
4th-straight-month-lowest-year 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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CNN Suspected shoplifter from viral video at San Francisco Walgreens 
arrested https://www.cnn.com/2021/06/22/us/shoplifting-san-francisco-
walgreens/index.html
america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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At Least Three Fed Members Don't Think Inflation Is Just "Transitory" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/least-three-fed-members-dont-think-
inflation-just-transitory [DUH!]

WHY MORE INFLATION IS ALMOST GUARANTEED Bill Bonner 6-22-21 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/why-more-inflation-is-
almost-guaranteed/ Why, sometimes I’ve believed as many as six 
impossible things before breakfast. – 'Alice in Wonderland'

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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WSJ Creation of First Human-Monkey Embryos Sparks Concern [ UH OH! ]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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WHY MORE INFLATION IS ALMOST GUARANTEED Bill Bonner 6-22-21 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/why-more-inflation-is-
almost-guaranteed/ Why, sometimes I’ve believed as many as six 
impossible things before breakfast. – 'Alice in Wonderland'

BONNER “… Yep. That’s Saylor’s business strategy. Buy bitcoin. He 
issued $500 million in junk bonds to make the latest purchase and plans 
to sell $1 billion in stock to buy even more. Let’s see… Investors earn 
money by buying junk bonds in a company that makes its money by 
buying bitcoin. Or they buy a funny-bunny cryptocurrency, whose claim to
fame is that it diminishes itself over time. MAKE BELIEVE But isn’t that 
the charm of the human race – to be able to believe silly or impossible 
things… and then, by believing, make them real?...” [ The very learned 
William Bonner is invariably spot on and a total delight to read. ]

BITCOIN: ALL FOAM; NO BEER?
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/bills-grave-doubts-
about-bitcoin/ 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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YAHOO TRUMP RAGES AGAINST 'SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE' IN UNHINGED 
CONSPIRACY RANT https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-rages-against-
saturday-night-085527316.html [ You can’t make this s**t up! trump’s a 
national and international travesty/embarassment! trump is so sick, 
beyond the pale! ]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGEREPORT
MCAFEE DEAD https://apnews.com/article/john-mcafee-dead-spain-prison-
extradition-c39cc0f375a975946fb83b60cc2bf3d3 
SPANISH PRISON 'SUICIDE'
'I WAS WHACKD' https://www.the-sun.com/news/3145281/john-mcafee-
suicide-whackd-tattoo-didnt-kill-himself-tweet/ 
TAX EVASION; CRYPTO FRAUD 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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The "Great Reset" Is Here, Part 1: The New Blueprint For Worldwide 
Inflation https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-here-part-1-
new-blueprint-worldwide-inflation ...the global monetary system centered 
around the dollar is inherently unstable and needs to be reformed.

america is a total fraud! 
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Live from New York, it’s your show canceled for mocking Donald Trump! 
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/trump-asking-if-doj-could-investigate-snl-
was-dictator-move-n1272248?icid=msd_topgrid 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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It Always Ends The Same Way: Crisis, Crash, Collapse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-always-ends-same-way-crisis-
crash-collapse Risk has not been extinguished, it is expanding 
geometrically beneath the false stability of a monstrously manipulated 
market...

Chris Irons: Central Banks Running "Biggest Ponzi Scheme In History" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-06-24/chris-irons-central-banks-
running-biggest-ponzi-scheme-history 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGEREPORT.COM https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9722463/
Trump-laughed-Rudy-falling-asleep-planes-call-pathetic-new-book-

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9722463/Trump-laughed-Rudy-falling-asleep-planes-call-pathetic-new-book-says.html
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says.html 
EXCLUSIVE: Trump laughed at Rudy for falling asleep on planes and 
'spitting during meetings' and would tell him he 'sucked' and was 
'pathetic' after TV appearances, new book claims

• Donald Trump enjoyed tormenting Rudy Giuliani, mocking him for 
falling asleep in meetings and calling him 'pathetic'

• Giuliani 'rarely complained' and, instead, 'seemed to crave the 
attention'

• Details on men's relationship are in Michael C. Bender's new book 
'Frankly, We Did Win This Election: The Inside Story of How Trump 
Lost'

• 'Rudy, you sucked,' Trump told him after one TV hit. 'You were weak'
• Giuliani seemed to crave the attention
• 'Rudy never wanted to be left out,' one 2016 aide said in the book. 'If

you were ever between Rudy and the president, look out. You were 
going to get trampled'

[ PATHETIC! To be sure, son of a mafia giuliani and mentally ill 
mobster/criminal trump are both pathetic; but, so too is america 
PATHETIC! ]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Albert Edwards: The Fed Is Trapped In An Epic Bubble, It Can Never     
Normalize Rates Again https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/albert-
edwards-fed-trapped-epic-bubble-it-can-never-normalize-rates-again 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM
BofA Crashes The "Transitory" Party: Sees Up To 4 Years Of 
"Hyperinflation" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-crashes-
transitory-party-sees-4-years-hyperinflation "So fascinating so many deem
inflation transitory when the stimulus, economic growth, 
asset/commodity/housing inflations deemed permanent."

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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YAHOO Business Insider Michael Cohen suggests Manhattan prosecutors 
already have all the material they need for criminal charges, even if 
Trump Org. executives don't flip https://www.yahoo.com/news/michael-
cohen-suggests-manhattan-prosecutors-133221750.html [ DUH! Of course
that’s true. That’s been true for decades! america is such a total fraud! ]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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New York guinea attorney Fishchetti for the Trump Organization 
interposes their defense:
“...Even the financial institutions responsible for causing the 2008 
financial crises, the worst financial crisis since the Great Depression, 
were not prosecuted...” https://abcnews.go.com/US/trump-organization-
expects-charged-manhattan-da-week-sources/story?id=78497107 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BkE3z8DYEhI 
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[ Well, there you go, case closed, nothing more to see here. Nearly took 
that line from Paulie Cicero (Sorvino) in ‘Goodfellas’ (typical wops) as 
they got busted. In america’s world of laundered drug money, trump fit 
right in. Indeed, trump had plenty of places (properties, losing business 
ventures, etc., to put the laundered dough. And, there’s at least one 
supremie, viz., the jersey italian non-stallion alito who actively 
participated in a coverup of a trump-involved casino money laundering 
scenario and was duly rewarded for his criminal complicity 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf and, 
trump’s Russian connection
Trump’s Russian Laundromat | https://www.democracynow.org/2017/7/20/
married_to_the_mob_investigative_journalist Trump’s Russian Laundromat
How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises to clean dirty 
money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a failed real 
estate developer into the White House.]
MOM REPORTED SHOOTER TO FBI     LAST YEAR   —   8 DEAD IN FEDEX   
RAMPAGE https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fbi-brandon-scott-hole-
interview_n_6079fdd5e4b09614f9b628a0 [ Well, there you go; fbi on the 
scene/job; after all, look what a great proactive job they did flushing out 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump. Just kidding. Thank God Elliot Ness 
was Treasury, didn’t take bribes, and guinea mafia/mobster man Capone 
didn’t pay his taxes. Ness died a broken man, wop capone died of 
syphilis-related brain hemorrhage. 

DRUDGEREPORT
FBI quietly accessing hundreds of American computers hacked via 
MICROSOFT... https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/security/fbi-might-gone-
ahead-fixed-microsoft-email-server-rcna680 [ DUH! ]

Man charged in Capitol riot worked for FBI, lawyer says ...
www.politico.com › news › 2021/02/09 › man-charged...
Thomas Caldwell worked as a section chief for the FBI from 2009 to 2010 
after ... Caldwell's lawyer said he denies ever going into the Capitol and 

has ... Other messages read: “Tom all legislators are down in the Tunnels 
3 floors down" and ... is weighing whether to bring sedition charges, 
officials have said. [ Why am I not surprised. What a bunch of slugs! There
are exceptions , of course; but, too few to make a rule: 
I’ve previously referenced case assigned FBI Agent Ronald Barndollar (
May 2, 1950 - June 6, 2016, Ronald K. Barndollar passed away … 35 years as a 
Special Agent and polygraph examiner for the FBI )(he explained such mob 
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things to me as, ie., having a hearse pull in front of me as I drove to my 
office to intimidate me (which I had already deduced, but the actual 
effect was to get my ire up), although I was a bit shaken by a police stop 
(yes they have some local police in pocket, and they legitimately have 
guns) on my way to the (RICO) case related deposition carefully 
orchestrated on private grounds/roadway of my condominium complex 
probably to avoid constitutional/federal jurisdictional law issues); Agent 
Barndollar, that rare breed of lawman, 
incorruptible/uncompromised/uncorrupted by bureaucratic 
influences/realities, speaking to him as he “cleared his office of flotsam” 
as he put it [I took that to mean in a cryptic way (all calls were recorded),
‘float sam alito’, to whom the covered up case (coverup) led … obviously 
we’ll never know, at least from him) ] , as he resigned/retired from the FBI
and continued his specialty, polygraphs as an independent contractor. 
How about a polygraph for ‘no good neighbor sam’ alito, which would 
have flushed out mentally ill mobster/criminal thief in chief trump along 
with other jersey/new york criminal mafia guineas long ago. Bear with 
me. [At risk of appearing paranoid, I know they monitor/read my stuff, ie., 
facebook, twitter, website, etc., hoping for a misstep on which they can 
predicate/rationalize action/inaction. It truly has been a pathetic and 
costly in many ways american experience. I now await the swearing in of
new President Biden et al. to at long last resolve this (these) matter(s). I 
realize the aforesaid is dreadfully boring, to everyone but me. I honestly 
must say, though contraindicated by inherently corrupt american reality 
which I now thankfully know, I would not have chosen differently. But I 
also must say, it has not been worth it (their goal and nation-damning 
message)]. THAT’S THE WAY IT IS!

http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
[ excerpt Judge Dorsey’s opinion: Nancy, you’re preaching to the choir. 
‘...Plaintiff, pro se, sues under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt 
Organization Act ("RICO"), 18 U.S.C. §§ 1961-1968, and the Federal Tort 
Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1291, 1346, 1402, 2401-2402, 2411-
2412, 2671-2680. This court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 
18 U.S.C. § 1964(a) and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1346(b) (1). II. BACKGROUND 
The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants. The scheme involves the United States 

http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf


laundering proceeds from illegal drug sales through the New Jersey 
casinos of Donald Trump and systematically defrauding bankruptcy 
creditors and debtors through the theft of property and surplus funds 
generated through bankruptcy sales. Plaintiff further alleges fraud and a 
massive cover-up, effected by misrepresenting court proceedings and 
removing court documents, as part of the underlying crimes that give rise
to his civil RICO claims. In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an action alleging 
civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the District of New 
Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The case was 
assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust of his 
claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and comingled 
them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through the Trump 
casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff claims that 
he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme 
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer 
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no 
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not 
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents 
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for 
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in 
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located. 
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they 
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his 
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. 
Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because she was the 
sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO 
scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee 
Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. 
Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989…..’ 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com 
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Married to the Mob: Investigative Journalist Craig Unger on What Trump 
Owes the Russian Mafia 
https://www.democracynow.org/2017/7/20/married_to_the_mob_investigati
ve_journalist 

New York guinea attorney Fishchetti for the Trump Organization 
interposes their defense:
“...Even the financial institutions responsible for causing the 2008 
financial crises, the worst financial crisis since the Great Depression, 
were not prosecuted...” https://abcnews.go.com/US/trump-organization-
expects-charged-manhattan-da-week-sources/story?id=78497107 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BkE3z8DYEhI 

[ Well, there you go, case closed, nothing more to see here. Nearly took 
that line from Paulie Cicero (Sorvino) in ‘Goodfellas’ (typical wops) as 
they got busted. ]

america is a total fraud! 
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Police: Man who shot Colorado gunman was killed by officer 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/police-man-shot-colorado-gunman-
231447389.html DENVER (AP) — Johnny Hurley was hailed by police as a 
hero for shooting and killing a gunman they say had killed one officer and 
expressed hatred for police in a Denver suburb. But when another officer 
rushed in to respond and saw Hurley holding the suspect’s AR-15, he shot
Hurley, killing him, police revealed Friday. [ Dumb! ]
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N.Y. prosecutors give Trump Organization a deadline 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/ny-prosecutors-trump-organization-
monday-225501315.html [But, they forgot to say please; as they huff and 
puff to blow mobster/criminal trump house down. PATHETIC!]

YAHOO Business Insider One of his former executives says Trump 
'deserves to go to jail' ahead of New York prosecutors potentially filing 
criminal charges https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/ex-trump-organization-
vp-trump-071324166.html 

Trump kicks off revenge tour with eyes on one Ohio Republican 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/06/26/politics/trump-rally-anthony-gonzalez/
index.html [ Revenge tour … you can’t make this s**t up … PATHETIC! 
america is such a total fraud! ]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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HUFFPOST
BARR DAMAGE CONTROL: TRUMP ELECTION LIES ‘ALL BULLS**T’ https://
www.huffpost.com/entry/bill-barr-election-trump-
bullshit_n_60d8862ce4b0996083acadd8 [DUH! So, why didn’t barr say so 
at the outset of this trumpish fraud … because barr/doj is corrupt and part
of america’s total fraud.]

america is such a total fraud! 
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YAHOO Business Insider One of his former executives says Trump 
'deserves to go to jail' ahead of New York prosecutors potentially filing 
criminal charges https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/ex-trump-organization-
vp-trump-071324166.html 

america is such a total fraud! 
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Politics, Profit, & Poppies: How The CIA Turned Afghanistan Into A Failed 
Narco-State https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/politics-profit-
poppies-how-cia-turned-afghanistan-failed-narco-state 

america is such a total fraud! 
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HUFFPOST
‘Utterly Deranged’ Trump Has Full Meltdown Over Bill Barr, Mitch 
McConnell https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-attacks-barr-
mcconnell_n_60d95d16e4b066ff5abc1293 

america is such a total fraud! 
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Trumpy florida surfside building collapse [ A metaphor for mentally ill 
mobster/criminal trump’s america. ]
http://albertpeia.com/florida-collapse-6-26-21.gif 
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Why the Fed’s Bluff Will Cost Investors’ Trillions, Pt. 1 BY Phoenix Capital 
Research https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-06-28/why-feds-bluff-
will-cost-investors-trillions-pt-1 

america is such a total fraud! 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM
And Now Prices Are Really Soaring: June Rent Jump Is Biggest On 
Record https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/and-now-prices-are-really-
soaring-june-rent-jump-biggest-record Surging rents - the "missing link" 
from both the CPI and PCE baskets - are back with a vengeance, and the 
result is that no matter which official inflation metric one uses, we are 
about to see some truly epic inflation numbers in the coming weeks.

america is such a total fraud! 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM

Do We Hear A Trillion: Fed's Reverse Repo Hits Record $992 Billion, Up 
$150 Billion In One Day https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/do-we-hear-
trillion-feds-reverse-repo-hits-record-992-billion-150-billion-one-day 

america is such a total fraud! 
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DRUDGEREPORT.COM
Flying car completes test flight between airports... 
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-57651843 

america is such a total fraud! 
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William Barr dishes on McConnell's cowardice, Trump as 'madman' in 
self-serving version of events 
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2021/6/27/2037324/-William-Barr-says-
William-Barr-did-all-the-right-things-before-Trump-launched-an-
insurrection?detail=emaildkre 

america is such a total fraud! 
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YAHOO Business The Daily Beast Indicting Just the Trump Organization 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/indicting-just-trump-organization-cheap-085024271.html
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Would Be a Cheap Shot https://www.yahoo.com/news/indicting-just-trump-
organization-cheap-085024271.html 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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HUFFPOST
TRUMP ORG INDICTED! https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
organization-charges-expected_n_60dc8a82e4b0b9e497e15fbf 

MSNBC
Trump Org. and CFO Allen Weisselberg indicted by New York grand jury
Fmr. Trump Org. exec: 'I can't imagine Weisselberg going to jail for 
Trump'
CNN
Indictments of firm and top executive test Trump's charmed life[of crime]

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP ORG CHARGED 
COHEN: THEY'VE GOT HIM… 
DONALD RUNS FOR THE BORDER… 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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https://twitter.com/MichaelCohen212/status/1410270019313930241
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Musk: Nuke Mars In Order To Colonize https://moneycougar.com/g/elon-
musk-confession-mars-mission?l=a&utm_medium=CPC&utm_content=
%7B%7Bad_title%7D%7D&utm_source=yahoo-
adrizer&utm_campaign=433821&utm_term=HOMEPAGE_US%7Ec
%7Eyahoo.com&as=802&bdk=0 [Sounds like a plan...hmmm … You can’t 
make this s**t up! ] The first manned mars mission is slated for 2024 but 
there's some dark truths to the sacrifices that will be needed for its 
success…
america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg
http://albertpeia.com 

YAHOOPolitics Business Insider Former FBI official says he believes 
Ivanka Trump might have perjured herself in her testimony to DC 
prosecutors https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-says-
believes-104838976.html Frank Figliuzzi's remarks came after Mother 
Jones published emails showing Ivanka Trump planning the 2017 
inauguration, which she previously denied.

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM
"It Won't End Well": Self-Proclaimed "Fully Invested Bear" Leon 
Cooperman Says Market Has Him "Nervous" https://www.zerohedge.com/
markets/it-wont-end-well-self-proclaimed-fully-invested-bear-leon-
cooperman-says-market-has-him [DUH!] "I have a s rong feeling the cycle 
we're going through won't end well but I have no i ea where it ends
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Manufacturing Surveys Disappoint In June, Signal Looming Stagflationary
Threat https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/manufacturing-surveys-
disappoint-june-signal-looming-stagflationary-threat ISM's Employment 
Index dropped back below 50 (into contraction).... prices paid continued 
soaring....

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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U.S. deficit will total $3 trillion in fiscal 2021, budget panel says
CNBC https://www.cnbc.com/2021/07/01/us-deficit-to-total-3-trillion-in-
fiscal-2021-budget-panel-says-.html 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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HUFFPOST
PROBES CATCHING UP WITH CONMAN ― CHARGES: TRUMP ORG A TAX 
CHEAT! https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-organization-charged-
financial-crimes_n_60dc9b5ce4b0b84c3be45861 

Mary Trump Reveals The Family Members Most Likely To Turn On Donald 
Trump https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mary-trump-loyalty-
indictments_n_60de92f1e4b0ad1785d9ff90 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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MSNBC
What's next in Trump Org. case? Experts say mounting legal fees, tax 
payments and prison https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/-a-
sweeping-indictment-trump-org-cfo-indicted-on-tax-fraud-charges-
115902021872 

• 'Classic gangster move': How Trump Org. execs allegedly   
orchestrated years-long tax scheme 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/here-is-
why-the-new-indictment-of-trump-org-and-its-cfo-is-rattling-
trump-115866693566 

• Tax scheme in Weisselberg indictment echoes NYT   
reporting on Ivanka Trump payouts 
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/tax-
scheme-outlined-in-weisselberg-indictment-echoes-nyt-
reporting-on-ivanka-trump-payouts-115880517926 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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HUFFPOST
[Road to] DYSTOPIA, antonym of utopia (a term that was coined by Sir 
Thomas More and figures as the title of his best known work, published in
1516, which created a blueprint for an ideal society with minimal crime, 
violence and poverty), typically one that is totalitarian or post-
apocalyptic. DYSTOPIA: GAS LEAK IGNITES   *IN THE OCEAN!*   
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/pemex-oil-pipeline-fire-gulf-of-
mexico_n_60df8ab8e4b0ad1785dbb85e [AKA the trumpy trail]

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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MSNBC 'Only the little people pay taxes': Fame is no protection from 
prosecution for ducking taxes 
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/fame-is-no-protection-
from-prosecution-for-ducking-taxes-115884101787 [Donny O’ill and the 
Little People...Wasn’t that a movie?] 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Buzz Aldrin Confirms Moon Landing Photo Was Staged 
https://zenherald.com/g/buzz-aldrin-moon-landing-photo?
l=a&utm_medium=CPC&utm_content=%7B%7Bad_title%7D
%7D&utm_source=yahoo-
adrizer&utm_campaign=436039&utm_term=HOMEPAGE_US%7Ec
%7Eyahoo.com&as=802&bdk=0 

Buzz Aldrin Finally Comes Clean About Moon Landing Photo, Claims "It 
Was All A Show” [ In for a penny, in for a pound...conceding a purportedly 
non-damaging point is common strategy to bolster an ultimately false 
narrative/story. ]
YAHOO Former Astronaut Says Moon Landing Photo Was Fake Buzz Aldrin
Confirms What We All Feared, Says Moon Landing Was “Staged"

[ UFOetry: We Never Went To The Moon - The Award-
Winning Documentary/Music/Video by John Lee 
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is nothing
more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     '  moon   
rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock given to an 
overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, 
museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is   
Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at Dutch national museum. 
Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by 
American astronauts, ... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that 
shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa3.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa4.htm 
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http://albertpeia.com/moondoggle.htm ]

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg
http://albertpeia.com 

"A Structural Inflation Shock" https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-07-
03/structural-inflation-shock Veteran commodity hedge fund manager 
warns this isn't a transitory spike.

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg
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Zoltan Sees Reverse Repo Hitting $2 Trillion In Weeks: What Happens 
Then https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/zoltan-sees-reverse-repo-
hitting-2-trillion-weeks-what-happens-then 
Repo transactions temporarily increase the quantity of reserve balances 
in the banking system. In a reverse repo transaction, the opposite occurs:
the Desk sells securities to a counterparty subject to an agreement to 
repurchase the securities at a later date at a higher repurchase price. 

Basically, Repo Rate is the rate at which liquidity is injected into the 
economy, by granting loans to the banks. Conversely, Reverse Repo Rate 
is a rate at which liquidity is absorbed in the economy, by offering 
lucrative interest rates to the bank if they park their surplus money with 
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RBI. 

In the case of a repo, a dealer sells government securities to investors, 
usually on an overnight basis, and buys them back the following day at a 
slightly higher price. That small difference in price is the implicit 
overnight interest rate. Repos are typically used to raise short-term 
capital. 

The repo market allows financial institutions that own lots of securities 
(e.g. banks, broker-dealers, hedge funds) to borrow cheaply and allows 
parties with lots of spare cash (e.g. money market mutual funds) to earn 
a small return on that cash without much risk, because securities, often 
U.S. Treasury securities, ... 

We regard the repo as a derivative because it is derived from money or 
bond market instruments, and its value (i.e. the rate on it) is derived from 
another part of the money market (the price of money for the duration of 
the repo). 

Do We Hear A Trillion: Fed's Reverse Repo Hits Record $992 Billion, Up 
$150 Billion In One Day https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/do-we-hear-
trillion-feds-reverse-repo-hits-record-992-billion-150-billion-one-day 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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YAHOO Politics The Week The case for ending judicial review 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/case-ending-judicial-review-095109989.html
...time to sap some of the Supreme Court's power? [ Indeed! It’s not as if 
such court is a font of justice, truth, and wisdom. Quite the contrary as, 
ie., such as Kennedy, trump Barry, et als, stay one step ahead of the law 
(resign), while corrupt alito remains ensconced as a further taxpayer 
burden for life. Prosecute them, or of necessity, minimize them. 
Pervasively corrupt/criminal america, courts/judicial processes resemble 
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what you’d expect from establishing (mock) courts in/among the 
populace of jailhouse prisoners; viz., concentrated CRIMINALITY. After 
all, Marbury v. Madison (important because it established the power of 
judicial review for the U.S. Supreme Court and lower federal courts with 
respect to the Constitution and eventually for parallel state courts with 
respect to state constitutions) occurred by default in that C.J. Marshall 
was fully aware that the executive branch was going to ignore an 
unfavorable decision/result. ] AMERICA IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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YAHOO Politics Business Insider Trump aides laughed off a rumor that he would
run for the House in 2022 because it's a 'real job' that requires actual work, 
book says https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-aides-laughed-off-rumor-
214853454.html Donald Trump entertained the idea of becoming House Speaker
and leading an impeachment inquiry against President Joe Biden. [ You can’t 
make this s**t up! That trump is not already in prison is a testament to the fact 
that: AMERICA IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM
Watch: Looters Ransack San Francisco Neiman Marcus In Broad Daylight 
https://twitter.com/i/status/1412273927980654594 

Weimar Los Angeles: "You Can't Go Home Again" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/weimar-los-angeles-you-cant-go-
home-again 
“...Indeed, the direction of our republic is eerily similar to that of Weimar, 
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Germany, in everything from social mores to inflation...” 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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YAHOO Politics Washington Examiner Subpoenas urged for Ivanka, Don 
Jr., and Meadows for Trump Jan. 6 involvement 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/subpoenas-urged-ivanka-don-jr-
183500380.html 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Book: Trump told John Kelly Hitler 'did a lot of good things' 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2021/07/07/donald-trump-john-kelly-
hitler-comment-book-chalian-newday-vpx.cnn [ WOW! Takes your breath 
away, literally and figuratively. You can’t make this s**t up! ]
DRUDGEREPORT
BOOK SHOCK: Trump told chief of staff Hitler 'did lot of good things'...
FLASHBACK: Kept Adolf speeches by his bed? 

https://www.businessinsider.com/donald-trumps-ex-wife-once-said-he-
kept-a-book-of-hitlers-speeches-by-his-bed-2015-8 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Yahoo News Israel again demolishes Palestinian village in West Bank 
https://news.yahoo.com/israel-again-demolishes-palestinian-village-
135931240.html [ Time for 2 state solution! ]

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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HUFFPOST

John Dean Reveals The Massive Legal ‘Trap’ Trump Accidentally Set For 
Himself 

‘  Stupid On So Many Levels’: Trump’s Social Media Lawsuits Raked Over   

The Coal

Damning Supercut Uses Trump’s Own Words To Show Why He’s In Big 
Legal Trouble

MSNBC
Why Trump's Big Tech lawsuit is just a 'ginormous grift' 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/trump-s-effort-to-sue-
facebook-twitter-and-google-while-facing-criminal-probe-as-ivanka-
dodges-cohen-116273733921 

• ‘  Legal buffoonery’: Trump's social media lawsuits are a   

fundraising publicity stunt

• Trump's 'PR stunt' lawsuit against Twitter, Facebook is   
DOA

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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'Like the mob': Trump in trouble as family member floats Ivanka flipping 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/trump-speaks-out-
against-criminal-probe-as-family-member-suggests-ivanka-trump-could-
flip-116163653530?cid=referral_taboolafeed 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Daily Briefing: Stocks Crash Worldwide as Reflation Trades Backfire 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/daily-briefing-stocks-crash-
worldwide-reflation-trades-backfire Peter Boockvar, chief investment 
officer of Bleakley Advisory Group, joins Real Vision’s Samuel Burke and 
Jack Farley to make sense of the risk-off sentiment…

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGEREPORT
THE PETTY BILLIONAIRE: Trump Charged Secret Service $10,200 in May 
for Rooms… [The grift!]
He sues socials, immediately begins fundraising off effort! 

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/07/07/trump-says-he-is-suing-facebook-google-twitter-dorsey-zuckerberg-pichai.html
https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/trump-charged-secret-service-nearly-10200-in-may-for-agents-rooms/
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https://www.cnbc.com/2021/07/07/trump-says-he-is-suing-facebook-
google-twitter-dorsey-zuckerberg-pichai.html [The grift!]
BENDER BOOK: Last Days in White House... [The grift!]

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Fed Finds Inflation Is "More Lasting But Likely Still Temporary" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-finds-inflation-more-lasting-
likely-still-temporary [What the f**k are they talking about. They have no 
idea!] "More lasting but likely still temporary upward pressure on inflation
has come from prices for goods experiencing supply chain bottlenecks, 
such as motor vehicles and appliances."

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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America's Descent To Third World Status 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-07-10/americas-descent-third-
world-status Americans can no longer take the basics (plentiful 
electricity, safe buildings, etc.) for granted.
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IN MANY CITIES IN AMERICA, THE CRIMINALS ARE STARTING TO GAIN 
FIRM CONTROL OF THE STREETS Every week the horrendous crime wave
that is sweeping across America seems to get even worse. In some of 
our largest cities, looting, murder and violence are becoming a way of 
life...

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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YAHOO Politics National Review Former Obama Ethics Chief: Hunter Biden Art-
Selling Arrangement ‘Perfect Mechanism for Funneling Bribes’ 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-obama-ethics-chief-hunter-022634511.html
[Bribes? Yes, that’s something obama/holder et als knew/knows something 
about: obama/holder … Remember those guys? [To be fair and balanced, 
there’s also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in
the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric 
Holder spent six years as attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks
for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives behind bars. 
Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense firm, making 
millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid criminal 
consequences. Worse, it was just reported that the firm, Covington & 
Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder awaiting his
return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5 million 
condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions about 
how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his old 
firm even while it continued to represent companies under Department of
Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a future job offer, 
that alone could violate criminal laws. …”...then, of course with trump, 
sop/way of life, etc..

america is a total fraud!
• Associated Press  

https://www.yahoo.com/news/hunter-biden-paintings-pose-ethical-204237799.html
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Hunter Biden paintings pose ethical challenge for 
president

• The New York Times  

White House Sets Ethics Plan for Sales of Hunter Biden's 
Art

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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YAHOO World Reuters Israeli settlements amount to war crime - U.N. 
rights expert https://www.yahoo.com/news/israeli-settlements-amount-
war-crime-132023720.html GENEVA (Reuters) -Israeli settlements in east 
Jerusalem and the occupied West Bank amount to a war crime, a U.N. 
human rights investigator said on Friday, calling on countries to inflict a 
cost on Israel for its "illegal occupation". Michael Lynk, U.N. special 
rapporteur on human rights in the occupied Palestinian territory, was 
addressing a session of the U.N. Human Rights Council, boycotted by 
Israel which does not recognise his mandate or cooperate with ...

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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CNN
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Surfside death toll rises to 86 as recovery teams battle inclement 
weather
Binx, cat who lived in condo, found and reunited with family Here's why 
car prices are so high, and why that matters 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/07/08/business/car-prices-inflation/index.html 
“...CPI climbed to a 13-year high in May, with prices up 5% compared to a 
year earlier. But about one third of that increase was due solely to the 
price of used cars. Used car prices shot up 30% in the 12 months leading 
up to May, just below the record one-year increase for used car prices 
reported in 1975... New car prices are also up because of a major 
shortage of computer chips. Dealer inventory has fallen to historically 
low levels...” 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGEREPORT
USA records 20,000 new covid cases 3 days in row for first time since 
May... 
L.A. highest in months... 
FLORIDA OUTBREAK... 
90-year-old infected with 'two variants at once'... 
WORLD SICK MAP... 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/dashboards/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e
9ecf6 

DRUDGEREPORT
ECONOMISTS: Higher Inflation Here to Stay -- for Years… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/higher-inflation-is-here-to-stay-for-years-
economists-forecast-11626008400 
Rent prices soaring as Americans flock back to cities... 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/realestate/rent-prices-are-soaring-as-americans-flock-back-to-cities/ar-AALZFye
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https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20210710-90-year-old-infected-with-two-virus-variants-at-once
https://apnews.com/article/health-florida-coronavirus-pandemic-40e168838274a8908ebccedc4822c0b7
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/la-county-has-more-than-1000-new-coronavirus-cases-in-a-day-highest-in-months/ar-AAM0aaP
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9776815/US-records-20-000-new-COVID-cases-day-row-time-May.html
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HUFFPOST
POISON: TRUMP RAVE FOR RIOTERS —   ‘  GREAT PEOPLE’   
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-january-6-great-
people_n_60ec5124e4b07afbc34a05a7 [You can’t make this s**t up! 
PATHETIC!

STRANGLEHOLD: TRUMP DOMINATES CPAC POLL 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-cpac-straw-
poll_n_60eb9cf7e4b07afbc3490836 

PATHETIC!
america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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YAHOONEWS
Politics Business Insider Trump's associates believe he's 'off his rocker,' 
Michael Wolff says https://www.yahoo.com/news/trumps-associates-
believe-off-rocker-123140348.html [DUH!]

Trump becomes more unhinged as legal woes worsen and GOP devotion 
deepens
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/trump-becomes-more-
unhinged-as-legal-woes-worsen-gop-devotion-deepens-u-s-peril-grows-
116674117767 [ PATHETIC!

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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obama/holder … Remember those guys? [To be fair and balanced, there’s 
also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in the 
factum, etc., and mentally ill mobster/criminal trump, and 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] “It’s the revolving door at its 
most despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as attorney general, and 
failed to prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank 
executives behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar 
criminal defense firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street 
bankers avoid criminal consequences. Worse, it was just reported that 
the firm, Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office 
for Holder awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year 
ago of a $1.5 million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises 
serious questions about how long Holder knew he would be getting a 
major payday from his old firm even while it continued to represent 
companies under Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and 
Holder agreed on a future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws.
…”...then, of course with trump, sop/way of life, etc..

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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'Weird,' 'frightening,' 'disastrous': Inside Trump's paranoid final days in 
office https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/michael-wolff-s-
landslide-looks-inside-trump-s-paranoid-finals-days-in-office-
116722245967 

YAHOONEWS
Politics Business Insider Trump's associates believe he's 'off his rocker,' 
Michael Wolff says https://www.yahoo.com/news/trumps-associates-
believe-off-rocker-123140348.html [DUH!]

Trump becomes more unhinged as legal woes worsen and GOP devotion 
deepens
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/trump-becomes-more-
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unhinged-as-legal-woes-worsen-gop-devotion-deepens-u-s-peril-grows-
116674117767 [ PATHETIC!

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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MSNBC
The RNC knew Trump was lying through his teeth. New emails prove it. 
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/leaked-rnc-emails-prove-republicans-
always-knew-trump-was-lying-n1273894 [DUH!] 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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YAHOONEWS
Nicola Sturgeon ‘misled’ Scottish Parliament over Donald Trump money 
laundering probe, court told https://www.yahoo.com/news/nicola-
sturgeon-misled-scottish-parliament-175754938.html [There you go … Not
so ‘great scot’. The age old story of a not so great people, always under 
someone’s thumb for a price, in permanent decline, as america.]

YAHOO World The Daily Beast It’s Time for George W. Bush to Stand 
Down and Shut Up https://www.yahoo.com/news/time-george-w-bush-
stand-215954908.html [ Incompetent, war criminal, dry drunk bush; here’s
a sampling of Mr. burnt out bush: http://albertpeia.com/bushisms.htm 
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america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Top U.S. General Said Trump Preached ‘Gospel of the Führer’ 
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2021/07/i-alone-can-fix-it-mark-milley-
likened-trump-to-hitler.html General Mark Milley, the chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, likened Donald Trump’s effort to hold on to power 
after the 2020 election to Adolf Hitler, saying the president was 
preaching “the gospel of the Führer” with his lies about the election being
stolen, according to a new book by two Washington Post reporters. New 
York Magazine
america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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‘  Get A Grip’: Sen. Lindsey Graham Smoked For Declaring He’d Go To War   

For Chick-Fil-A https://www.huffpost.com/entry/lindsey-graham-chick-fil-
a_n_60efae71e4b0b2a04a205078 [Hmmm...u.s. senate...You can’t make 
this s**t up!]

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGEREPORT
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Kremlin docs appear to show Russian op to put Trump in power... https://
www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jul/15/kremlin-papers-appear-to-show-
putins-plot-to-put-trump-in-white-house 
'Mentally Unstable'... https://www.mediaite.com/trump/putin-plot-trump-
white-house/ 
BOOK: Top generals feared Donald would attempt coup... 
'Reichstag moment'... Preached 'Gospel of Führer'... 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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It's The Second Drop That Will Hurt the Most https://www.zerohedge.com/
news/2021-07-15/its-second-drop-will-hurt-most When stocks crash, don't 
jump in immediately thinking you are picking up stocks for pennies on the
dollar.

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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The person to ‘weaken’ America: what the Kremlin papers said about 
Trump

The Guardian

Reported Kremlin Leak Appears to Confirm Existence of Trump 
'Kompromat'

The Daily Beast

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBggKMO7PATDQSA?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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america is such a total fraud! 
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MSNBC 'What a jerk': Claire McCaskill slams Barr's redemption tour, calls
him a 'hack' AG https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/book-details-
former-ag-barr-s-realization-that-trump-would-lose-the-2020-election-
116877381847 [DUH!]

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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YAHOO Politics Los Angeles Times Opinion Heffernan: Donald Trump just 
won't go away https://www.yahoo.com/news/heffernan-donald-trump-just-
wont-100024719.html "Michael Wolff delivers the dark-arts inside story of
the end of Donald Trump's wrecking ball presidency."

“...Maybe the word “Trump,” a century from now, will no longer designate 
a man — or even a presidential administration. Perhaps it will be the 
name of an epoch. A decisive period in human history when the United 
States suffered a near-death experience and did or didn’t regain its 
cognitive faculties..Wolff also has a hard-won thesis. Donald Trump, he 
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argues, is not crazy like a fox. He’s just crazy, a madman in want of a 
straitjacket. He’s not playing chess or even checkers; he’s covering 
pages with Sharpie Xs and calling it tic-tac-toe...” [Incisively true! Really 
quite amazing.]

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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No joke!
http://albertpeia.com/landslide-2021.mp4 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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YAHOO Business Insider Leaked Kremlin documents described Trump as 
an 'impulsive, mentally unstable and unbalanced individual' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/leaked-kremlin-documents-described-trump-
141218946.html 

Leaked documents appear to confirm a Russian plot to support Trump in 
2016, Guardian report says

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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MSNBC
Trump evading punishment for trying to steal the election goes way 
beyond white privilege https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/whiteness-helps-
shield-donald-trump-election-consequences-n1274244 [Yeah. Simply put, 
it’s called deep, pervasive corruption. After all, mentally ill 
mobster/criminal trump’s money laundering, ties to organized crime, 
bribery have been documented by the private sector, but protected by 
governmental (federal, state, local) bureaucrats; ie., http://albertpeia.com/
ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf and, trump’s Russian 
connection
Trump’s Russian Laundromat | https://www.democracynow.org/2017/7/20/
married_to_the_mob_investigative_journalist Trump’s Russian Laundromat
How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises to clean dirty 
money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a failed real 
estate developer into the White House.] 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Why Trump's response to Gen. Milley makes an awful story worse https://
www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/why-trump-s-response-gen-milley-
makes-awful-story-worse-n1274130 [You can’t make this s**t up! 
Pathetic!]

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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YAHOO Politics Axios Milley feared Trump would provoke Iran, warning: 
"You're gonna have a f-----g war" https://www.yahoo.com/news/milley-
feared-trump-provoke-iran-153832619.html [netan-the-yahu’s wet dream 
come true.] 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Humans, Neanderthals share up to 98.5 percent DNA, new study reveals 
https://nypost.com/2021/07/17/humans-neanderthals-share-up-to-98-5-
percent-dna-study/ New York Post 

Study finds most modern human DNA is shared with ancient human 
ancestors SlashGear

DRUDGEREPORT
STUDY: Just 7% of DNA unique to modern humans... 
https://apnews.com/article/science-4edeb2256900dd182f5cac5f26b8aa66 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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"Stunning Divergence": Latest Bank Data Reveals Something Is 
Terminally Broken In The US Financial System 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stunning-divergence-bank-data-
reveals-something-terminally-broken-financial-system-here-are Loan 
demand is nowhere near enough to offset the Fed's forced deposit 
creation which incidentally ends up not in the economy but in capital 
markets, resulting in broad deflation offset by asset price hyperinflation.
america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Trump Org. witness reportedly implicated Trump in tax scheme 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/trump-org-witness-
jennifer-weisselberg-told-prosecutors-trump-was-involved-in-tax-scheme-
116917317569 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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NBER Tells 14 Million Jobless Americans That The Recession Officially 
Ended In April 2020, The Shortest Ever 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/nber-tells-14-million-jobless-
americans-recession-officially-ended-april-2020-shortest 
"The recession lasted two months, which makes it the shortest US recession 
on record…" [Total bulls**t!]

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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https://www.rockwelltrading.com/ 

Market Update for Monday - July 19th, 2021

Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:

MARKETS

arrow down S&P 500 4258 -69 -1.6%

arrow down Dow Jones 33962 -726 -2.1%

arrow down Nasdaq 14549 -132 -0.9%

arrow down Crude Oil 66.58 -5.0 -7.0%

arrow down Gold 1813 -2 -0.1%

*As of market close

And here's today's stock market update:

Today's Highlights:

• All three indices tumbled after the morning bell and were hammered 
throughout the session, with the DOW dropping by 2.1% for its single
worst day since October of last year. The NASDAQ and S&P 500 fell 
1.1% and 1.6% respectively, as big tech, energy, travel, and 
financials all took a beating to start the week.

• Fears of the delta variant spreading hit the markets on Monday, as 
cases in all 50 states rose for the fourth day in a row. This is the 
first time this has happened since the initial virus surge in March of 
2020. Crude Oil (CL) plunged after OPEC+ agreed to begin phasing 
out production cuts. More supply combined with the possibility of 
reduce travel was too much for crude to handle, and (CL) lost 7.6%.

• Zoom Video Communications (ZM) dropped 2.2%, a day after the 

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/
http://albertpeia.com/
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg


company announced it is acquiring cloud-based contact center 
software provider Five9 (FIVN) in an all stock deal worth $14.7 
billion. Shares of FIVN were up 5.9% during the session.

• Reopening stocks took the brunt of the damage on Monday as the 
delta variant threatens a return to normalcy. Shares of Boeing (BA) 
tumbled 4.9%, United Airlines (UAL) fell 5.5%, and cruise operator 
Carnival Cruise Lines (CCL) plummeted 5.7%.

• On that same note, stay at home stocks showed some of the only 
signs of green on Monday as companies like DocuSign (DOCU) 
gained 2.6%, telehealth provider TelaDoc (TDOC) added 3.1%, and 
food delivery service DoorDash (DASH) surged by 4.9%.

• Connected fitness company Peloton (PTON) jumped 7.1% as both a 
stay at home play, as well as an announcement from the company 
that it was entering the video game market, which will be available 
as a workout challenge on its connected machines.

• Chip maker NVIDIA (NVDA) rose 3.4% today, on the eve of its much 
anticipated 4 for 1 stock split.

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGEREPORT
Brady Trolls Trump, MAGA With White House Speech… 
https://boston.cbslocal.com/2021/07/20/tom-brady-cracks-election-joke-
sleepy-tom-nickname-on-president-joe-biden/ 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Peter Schiff: The Fed's Real Strength – The Power To Destroy 
"...moral hazard and enriching the wealthy with asset bubbles and all 
that, that’s just one part of the damage that the Fed does. It’s a lot 
more..."

Traders Are Now Panic-Buying Stocks & Puking Bonds & Bullion
...schizophrenic market returns.

Goldman Says "Don't Buy This Dip" And Here's Why… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-says-dont-buy-dip-and-
heres-why 
"99% of S&P500 companies are in buyback blackout period into next 
week and quant flows remain asymmetric on the supply side (AKA CTA 
sellers will win this tug of war)."

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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YAHOO Politics SheKnows This Trump Associate’s Ex-Wife Has Reportedly 
Implicated the Former President Directly https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/
trump-associate-ex-wife-reportedly-195528557.html It looks like one woman 
may be responsible for having the most damning evidence against the Trump 
Organization in the ongoing Manhattan District Attorney Office’s investigation 
into the company and how employees’ compensation was handled.

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGEREPORT
(Phi Gamma)DELTA (Variant)     GRIPS USA   [Fox: This all your fault!]
TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS EXTENDED
CA HOSPITALIZATIONS HIGHEST IN MONTHS 
Life expectancy biggest drop since WWII… 

america is such a total fraud! 
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Entering The Worst Seasonal Period Of The Year, And 10 Other Reasons 
Why Goldman Braces For An August Correction
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/entering-worst-seasonal-period-year-
and-10-other-reasons-why-goldman-braces-august If August outflows 
actually happen, I think tech underperforms cyclical value reopen given 
high concentration and largest passive impact. Once we see the first 
outflow in August, this will be the macro trigger for a tactical short. Stay 
tuned and keep an eye on liquidity. 7-21-21
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Fury in Congress as GOP hides Trump's crimes 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/07/22/politics/donald-trump-joe-biden-
insurrection-republicans-pelosi/index.html [DUH!]

america is such a total fraud! 
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Wildfires have erupted across the globe, scorching places that rarely 
burned before https://www.cnn.com/2021/07/22/world/wildfires-siberia-us-
canada-climate-intl/index.html 

america is such a total fraud! 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mdBVJbzkoqo Cats of course!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xHa6a3FtPJg
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Mystal: Trump either has bad taste in friends — or he's the criminal 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/ari-melber-and-elie-
mystal-look-into-the-12-maga-indictments-surrounding-trump-
117213253663 [Come on! This is becoming more than ridiculous! America
is such a total fraud! So obvious that trump is mentally ill, a 
mobster/criminal that they’re still dissembling when it comes to 
acknowledging this reality! PATHETIC!]

america is such a total fraud! 
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FITCH lowers US credit rating to 'negative' after debt pileup... 
Congressman: Actual national debt is $30 trillion... [ This amount is 
insurmountable; america hopelessly defacto bankrupt. ] Federal Debt 
Tops $28 Trillion for First Time... https://www.usdebtclock.org [These 
real-time numbers are unsustainable and insurmountable!] Trump’s New 
Legacy: Biggest U.S. Trade Deficit In 14 Years and this WILLIAM 
BONNER“...Cover Up The federal government now owes $28 trillion that it
can’t pay. The country as a whole, including the private sector, owes $80 
trillion… that it can’t pay. And the government has promised America’s 76
million baby boomers (and others) $210 trillion in unfunded “entitlements”
– pension, medical, and Social Security benefits – that can’t be paid, 
either…..” https://www.usdebtclock.org/ 

america is such a total fraud! 
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'Who is surprised?' Trump hasn't put any of the money he’s raised toward 
ballot 'audits' https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/the-
grift-goes-on-for-former-president-trump-and-spreading-the-big-lie-
117288005959 

Trump's PAC raised money to fight election fraud. Instead it's being spent
on travel and staff. https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/trump-
cashes-in-on-election-lie-counties-replace-voting-machines-tainted-by-
audits-117225029971 
How Trump's PAC is misleading its unsuspecting donors (again)

america is such a total fraud! 
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FBI says it got more than 4,500 tips on Kavanaugh, providing 'relevant' 
ones to Trump White House
•   Analysis:   This proves it's impossible to have an apolitical Supreme Court  

[Impossibly apolitical? Indeed! Impossibly incorruptible? Pathetically 
true! 

YAHOO Politics The Week The case for ending judicial review 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/case-ending-judicial-review-095109989.html
...time to sap some of the Supreme Court's power? [ Indeed! It’s not as if 
such court is a font of justice, truth, and wisdom. Quite the contrary as, 
ie., such as Kennedy, trump Barry, et als, stay one step ahead of the law 
(resign), while corrupt alito remains ensconced as a further taxpayer 
burden for life. Prosecute them, or of necessity, minimize them. 
Pervasively corrupt/criminal america, courts/judicial processes resemble 
what you’d expect from establishing (mock) courts in/among the 
populace of jailhouse prisoners; viz., concentrated CRIMINALITY. After 
all, Marbury v. Madison (important because it established the power of 
judicial review for the U.S. Supreme Court and lower federal courts with 
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respect to the Constitution and eventually for parallel state courts with 
respect to state constitutions) occurred by default in that C.J. Marshall 
was fully aware that the executive branch was going to ignore an 
unfavorable decision/result. ] AMERICA IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD! 
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If Inflation Was "Transitory", This Would Not Be Happening 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/if-inflation-was-transitory-would-not-
be-happening "Inflation is not going to be transitory. I’ve been pretty 
certain in my mind about three prior calls. This is the fourth one." - 
Mohamed El-Erian

america is such a total fraud! 
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FOLLOW THE MONEY https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/
deep-state-incarnate-and-the-pentagons-abuse-of-power/
7-23-21 Bonner
POITOU, FRANCE – "Another milestone is coming up. On August 31, all 
U.S. troops are scheduled for removal from Afghanistan… after 20 years 
of warfare. According to a Brown University study, the war cost about 
174,000 lives… and $2.26 trillion, with much of the money lost to 
corruption and incompetence…"

Taliban Warns Of Retaliation As US Is Continuing Airstrikes In 
Afghanistan

america is such a total fraud! 
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Mass Shootings On Course For Record Year As US Transforms Into 
Violent Mess https://www.zerohedge.com/political/mass-shootings-could-
be-course-record-year-us-transforms-violent-mess Compared with the last
several years, mass shootings are way above trend in 2021.

america is such a total fraud! 
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Eddie Glaude: It's clear Donald Trump is not very bright 
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/princeton-professor-
eddie-glaude-thinks-trump-is-not-very-bright-117029957661 Princeton 
University professor Eddie Glaude, New York Times Washington 
correspondent Annie Karni and The Grio politics editor Christina Greer 
are “baffled” that people still blindly follow the former president and that 
“spineless Republicans” continually refuse to stand up to Trump 

america is such a total fraud! 
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THE US STATES AMERICANS ARE FLEEING (And The Places They're 
Flocking To) https://moneywise.com/a/ch-c/americans-abandon-
states_NewByeStatesJun19-LGSB-DSK/p-21 
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Thinking of moving? Find out why other people are packing up and what 
states you might want to avoid.
Shane Murphy
By Shane Murphy
Apr. 26, 2021
1. New Jersey

This state has some of the highest taxes in the country.

Outbound moves: 69.5%

The grass is always greener outside the Garden State, as New Jersey 
retains its No. 1 spot for the third consecutive year.

Jersey has been one of the top 10 move-out states for United Van Lines 
for more than a decade. Retirement was the top reason people fled in 
2020, followed by the desire to be closer to family, which accounted for 
more than a quarter of the state’s outgoing movies.

Taxes could also be a major culprit — New Jersey has some of the 
highest in the country — though Reddit’s bjorn2bwild says just about 
everything is incredibly expensive.

“We have high property taxes if you want to live in a decent area. School 
districts are very closely tied to municipalities, so if you want your kids 
to go to a good school, prepare to pay for it. Auto insurance, tolls, most 
goods and services are all very high.”

So those are the states people are fleeing the fastest. But where are all 
those people moving to?

The National Movers Study also contains data on the states Americans 
are flocking to as they seek better prospects and a more comfortable life 
for their families.

america is such a total fraud! 
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CNN
Trump reinvents the Big Lie
• Carl Bernstein: Trump is a 'war criminal' 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/07/25/business/bernstein-trump-reliable/index.
html 

america is such a total fraud! 
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Trump's team was full of crooks. But wait till you hear about this other 
guy. https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/tom-barrack-donald-trump-other-
most-corrupt-white-house-history-n1274900 

america is such a total fraud! 
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DRUDGEREPORT.COM
BASKETBALL ROBOT STEALS SHOW AT OLYMPICS 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1419284402065088514 
[Sign him up!]

america is such a total fraud! 
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This is the most unhinged Trump rant about the 2020 election yet https://
www.cnn.com/2021/07/26/politics/donald-trump-2020-election-routers/
index.html 

america is such a total fraud! 
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THE U.S. IS DECLINING AS ONE OF THE WORLD’S BEST PLACES TO LIVE 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-u-s-is-declining-as-
one-of-the-worlds-best-places-to-live/ Bill Bonner Jul 26, 2021 Bill 
Bonner's Diary
“...What goes around comes around. And going round now is a growing 
indifference and hostility to U.S. bullying. Why?
“To much of the world,” writes columnist Spengler in the Asia Times, “the
U.S. looks like it is in decline. Because it is in decline.”...

america is such a total fraud! 
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https://www.rockwelltrading.com/ 

Market Update for Tuesday - July 27th, 2021

Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:

MARKETS

arrow down S&P 500 4401 -21 -0.5%
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arrow down Dow Jones 35059 -86 -0.2%

arrow down Nasdaq 14962 -164 -1.1%

arrow down Crude Oil 71.89 -0.02 -0.03%

arrow down Gold 1798.8 -0.4 -0.02%

• The major indices pulled back from record highs today, snapping a 5-
day win streak. The NASDAQ was hardest hit, losing 1.1% with some
big tech stock names reporting earnings after the bell.

• GOOGL surged by over 5% after hours as the company topped Wall 
Street estimates across the board with Google Advertising revenue 
rising 69% year over year. MSFT is trading lower after a decline in 
Windows revenue, despite beating on revenues and earnings per 
share. Shares of AAPL were mostly flat after the company beat 
estimates, including a 50% year over year rise in iPhone revenue.

• Investors sensed trouble for video game industry leader Activision 
Blizzard (ATVI) amidst the threat of an employee strike following 
reports of a discrimination lawsuit for unequal treatment of female 
workers, causing shares to tumble by 6.8% today.

• Aerospace titan Raytheon Technologies (RTX) rose 2.7% after 
topping Wall Street estimates for earnings per share and revenues in
the second quarter. Raytheon also raised guidance for the rest of 
2021 in anticipation of commercial air travel reopening.

• UPS (UPS) plummeted by 7.0% today after it reported a decline in 
domestic revenues, and a 3% decline in U.S. deliveries, as year over 
year comparisons to pandemic level deliveries caught up with the 
company.

• Starbucks (SBUX) was down 2% lower in after hours trading despite 
topping analyst estimates for the second quarter. The beverage 
company attributed its successful quarter to a spike in cold 
beverage sales across the country.

• Looking ahead to Wednesday, Shopify (SHOP) and Facebook (FB) 
report their earnings after the close, and are joined by blue-chip 
companies like Boeing (BA) and McDonald’s (MCD) on another busy 



day on the earnings calendar. We'll also hear from the Fed with the 
Fed Statement at 2:00pm ET followed by a Fed Press Conference at 
2:30pm ET.

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGE
BUSH-WHACKED: Trump Rewards P. for His Loyalty -- by Endorsing 
Opponent! https://www.mediaite.com/news/trump-rewards-george-p-bush-
for-his-conspicuous-loyalty-by-endorsing-opponent-ken-paxton/ 
Humiliation a microcosm of Republican Party... 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Why Inflation Is About to Get a Whole Lot Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-07-27/why-inflation-about-get-
whole-lot-worse 

america is such a total fraud! 
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The institution that unearthed Jeffrey Epstein's crimes is imploding. Now 
what? https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/jeffrey-epstein-s-crimes-would-
have-gone-unexposed-without-local-n1274901?icid=msd_topgrid 

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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MSNBC The institution that unearthed Jeffrey Epstein's crimes is 
imploding. Now what? 

But, where was the reporting, ie., infra (look at all they missed):

obama/holder … Remember those guys? [To be fair and balanced, there’s 
also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in the 
factum, etc., and mentally ill mobster/criminal trump, and 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] “It’s the revolving door at its 
most despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as attorney general, and 
failed to prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank 
executives behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar 
criminal defense firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street 
bankers avoid criminal consequences. Worse, it was just reported that 
the firm, Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office 
for Holder awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year 
ago of a $1.5 million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises 
serious questions about how long Holder knew he would be getting a 
major payday from his old firm even while it continued to represent 
companies under Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and 
Holder agreed on a future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws.
…”...then, of course with trump, sop/way of life, etc..
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MSNBC
Trump evading punishment for trying to steal the election goes way 
beyond white privilege https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/whiteness-helps-
shield-donald-trump-election-consequences-n1274244 [Yeah. Simply put, 
it’s called deep, pervasive corruption. After all, mentally ill 
mobster/criminal trump’s money laundering, ties to organized crime, 
bribery have been documented by the private sector, but protected by 
governmental (federal, state, local) bureaucrats; ie., http://albertpeia.com/
ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf and, trump’s Russian 
connection
Trump’s Russian Laundromat | https://www.democracynow.org/2017/7/20/
married_to_the_mob_investigative_journalist Trump’s Russian Laundromat
How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises to clean dirty 
money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a failed real 
estate developer into the White House.] 

The FBI's Mafia-Style Justice: To Fight Crime, The FBI Sponsors 15 
Crimes A Day https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fbis-mafia-style-
justice-fight-crime-fbi-sponsors-15-crimes-day [ That explains it: corrupt 
half italian jersey city jersey boy louis freeh, fbi director, corrupt half 
sicilian jersey man and trump tutor chris christie, us attorney; they can’t 
be made men (not 100%) so the government mob suits them fine – clinton
chose wisely http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 

Man charged in Capitol riot worked for FBI, lawyer says ...
www.politico.com › news › 2021/02/09 › man-charged...
Thomas Caldwell worked as a section chief for the FBI from 2009 to 2010 
after ... Caldwell's lawyer said he denies ever going into the Capitol and 

has ... Other messages read: “Tom all legislators are down in the Tunnels 
3 floors down" and ... is weighing whether to bring sedition charges, 
officials have said. [ Why am I not surprised. What a bunch of slugs! There
are exceptions , of course; but, too few to make a rule: 
I’ve previously referenced case assigned FBI Agent Ronald Barndollar (
May 2, 1950 - June 6, 2016, Ronald K. Barndollar passed away … 35 years as a 
Special Agent and polygraph examiner for the FBI )(he explained such mob 
things to me as, ie., having a hearse pull in front of me as I drove to my 
office to intimidate me (which I had already deduced, but the actual 
effect was to get my ire up), although I was a bit shaken by a police stop 
(yes they have some local police in pocket, and they legitimately have 
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guns) on my way to the (RICO) case related deposition carefully 
orchestrated on private grounds/roadway of my condominium complex 
probably to avoid constitutional/federal jurisdictional law issues); Agent 
Barndollar, that rare breed of lawman, 
incorruptible/uncompromised/uncorrupted by bureaucratic 
influences/realities, speaking to him as he “cleared his office of flotsam” 
as he put it [I took that to mean in a cryptic way (all calls were recorded),
‘float sam alito’, to whom the covered up case (coverup) led … obviously 
we’ll never know, at least from him) ] , as he resigned/retired from the FBI
and continued his specialty, polygraphs as an independent contractor. 
How about a polygraph for ‘no good neighbor sam’ alito, which would 
have flushed out mentally ill mobster/criminal thief in chief trump along 
with other jersey/new york criminal mafia guineas long ago. Bear with 
me. [At risk of appearing paranoid, I know they monitor/read my stuff, ie., 
facebook, twitter, website, etc., hoping for a misstep on which they can 
predicate/rationalize action/inaction. It truly has been a pathetic and 
costly in many ways american experience. I now await the swearing in of
new President Biden et al. to at long last resolve this (these) matter(s). I 
realize the aforesaid is dreadfully boring, to everyone but me. I honestly 
must say, though contraindicated by inherently corrupt american reality 
which I now thankfully know, I would not have chosen differently. But I 
also must say, it has not been worth it (their goal and nation-damning 
message)]. THAT’S THE WAY IT IS!

http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
[ excerpt Judge Dorsey’s opinion: Nancy, you’re preaching to the choir. 
‘...Plaintiff, pro se, sues under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt 
Organization Act ("RICO"), 18 U.S.C. §§ 1961-1968, and the Federal Tort 
Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1291, 1346, 1402, 2401-2402, 2411-
2412, 2671-2680. This court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 
18 U.S.C. § 1964(a) and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1346(b) (1). II. BACKGROUND 
The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants. The scheme involves the United States 
laundering proceeds from illegal drug sales through the New Jersey 
casinos of Donald Trump and systematically defrauding bankruptcy 
creditors and debtors through the theft of property and surplus funds 
generated through bankruptcy sales. Plaintiff further alleges fraud and a 

http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf


massive cover-up, effected by misrepresenting court proceedings and 
removing court documents, as part of the underlying crimes that give rise
to his civil RICO claims. In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an action alleging 
civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the District of New 
Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The case was 
assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust of his 
claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and comingled 
them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through the Trump 
casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff claims that 
he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme 
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer 
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no 
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not 
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents 
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for 
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in 
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located. 
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they 
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his 
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. 
Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because she was the 
sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO 
scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee 
Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. 
Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989…..’ 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com 

BOOK: KGB began grooming 'young and vain' Donald Trump 40 years ago 
by saving him from financial ruin... 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9184687/How-Russia-began-
grooming-Donald-Trump-40-years-ago-saving-financial-ruin-book-
claims.html 

[ trump was a (Russian) spymaster’s dream come true! ]

Prosecuting Trump: Insider says NY DA blinked in Trump Org probe 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/insider-says-new-york-
district-attorney-cy-vance-blinked-in-trump-org-probe-114806341534?
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cid=referral_taboolafeed [ Blinked? Come on, WAKE UP! Covering up, 
(who has taken or who is) taking a cut (one way or another), how has 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump avoid criminal sanction/penalty. Yet 
another dog and pony show? america is such a total fraud! 
Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House

YAHOONEWS
WHY DO TRUMP'S FOREIGN GOLF RESORTS LOSE MILLIONS OF 
DOLLARS EVERY YEAR? EXPERTS SAY IT COULD BE INCOMPETENCE, 
VANITY, OR SOMETHING MORE SINISTER 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/why-trumps-foreign-golf-resorts-
112746579.html [ Come on! … Let’s not be naiive … This is, always was, 
government (yes that government, the U.S. government) protected stuff. 
It’s called money laundering. ]

america is such a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Powell Pumps Stocks, Dumps Dollar In Dovish Doublespeak 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/powell-pumps-stocks-dumps-dollar-
dovish-doublespeak "...with Delta, we're just going to have to wait..."

america is a total fraud! 
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Why the FBI's 'investigation' into Brett Kavanaugh is intensely 
problematic https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/fbi-didn-t-investigate-brett-
kavanaugh-we-deserve-know-why-n1275066?icid=msd_topgrid “...through 
the FBI, solicited input on this most consequential issue: who should get 
a lifetime appointment to the highest court in the land. With that 
solicitation comes a responsibility. Anything less, as Sen. Whitehouse 
and others have commented, seems to make the entire process look like 
a sham.” [ Sham? Of course it’s a sham! america is a total fraud! (YAHOO 
Politics The Week The case for ending judicial review 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/case-ending-judicial-review-095109989.html
...time to sap some of the Supreme Court's power? )[ Indeed! It’s not as if 
such court is a font of justice, truth, and wisdom. Quite the contrary as, 
ie., such as Kennedy, trump Barry, et als, stay one step ahead of the law 
(resign), while corrupt alito remains ensconced as a further taxpayer 
burden for life. Prosecute them, or of necessity, minimize them. 
Pervasively corrupt/criminal america, courts/judicial processes resemble 
what you’d expect from establishing (mock) courts in/among the 
populace of jailhouse prisoners; viz., concentrated CRIMINALITY. After 
all, Marbury v. Madison (important because it established the power of 
judicial review for the U.S. Supreme Court and lower federal courts with 
respect to the Constitution and eventually for parallel state courts with 
respect to state constitutions) occurred by default in that C.J. Marshall 
was fully aware that the executive branch was going to ignore an 
unfavorable decision/result. ] AMERICA IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGEREPORT
USA reports highest number of new cases in world... 
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/live-updates/covid-delta-variant-surge/?
id=79058271 
Cramer Predicts 100 Million Sick in 60 days?
Feds releasing infected migrants into communities...
NETFLIX Says No Jab, No Job!
White Evangelicals Resist Most...
Tempers flare in House over new rules... 

https://thehill.com/homenews/house/565286-tempers-flare-as-some-in-gop-ignore-new-house-mask-mandate
https://www.wsj.com/articles/white-evangelicals-resist-covid-19-vaccine-most-among-religious-groups-11627464601
https://deadline.com/2021/07/netflix-to-require-covid-vaccinations-for-all-actors-on-us-productions-1234801577/
https://dfw.cbslocal.com/2021/07/28/la-joya-covid-migrants-whataburger/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/watch-jim-cramer-freaks-out-over-delta-variant-predicts-we-could-see-100-million-people-sick-in-9-weeks/
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CFA Exam Pass Rate Crashes To A Record Low Of Just 25% 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/cfa-exam-pass-rate-crashes-record-
low-just-25 If it isn't clear from meme-stock mania or the Shiller PE 
approaching 39x that fundamentals don't matter anymore, perhaps the 
Chartered Financial Analyst Level I exam pass rate can make it clear. 
[ Yes, indeed! Law, finance; disciplines that require at the least, a 
modicum of concentration, effort, intelligence, energy, as is so of facts 
and reality, have become largely irrelevant, superfluous.]

america is a total fraud! 
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BARRONS
Stocks Rose Despite Big GDP Miss 
https://www.barrons.com/articles/stock-market-today-51627559815?
link=MW_latest_news 

america is a total fraud! 
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MSNBC Jennifer Weisselberg: “It might have been nice, but it wasn’t 
legal” https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/jennifer-weisselberg-it-
might-have-been-nice-but-it-wasn-t-legal-116017221777 “Jennifer 
Weisselberg, the ex-daughter in law of the Trump Organization money 
manager Allen Weisselberg, has already handed over boxes of evidence 
to prosecutors. And as a result, she says, she hasn’t been allowed to see 
her own children since March. “I already know too much, so they’re trying
to silence me,” says Weisselberg. She says she’s always been grateful for
the generosity of the Trumps, but “it’s all about control and power, and 
Donald Trump misuses power.” [ How is it that mentally ill 
mobster/criminal trump is not already in prison ... AMERICA IS SUCH A 
TOTAL FRAUD! 

MSNBC The institution that unearthed Jeffrey Epstein's crimes is 
imploding. Now what? 

But, where was the reporting, ie., infra (look at all they missed):

obama/holder … Remember those guys? [To be fair and balanced, there’s 
also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in the 
factum, etc., and mentally ill mobster/criminal trump, and 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] “It’s the revolving door at its 
most despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as attorney general, and 
failed to prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank 
executives behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar 
criminal defense firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street 
bankers avoid criminal consequences. Worse, it was just reported that 
the firm, Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office 
for Holder awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year 
ago of a $1.5 million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises 
serious questions about how long Holder knew he would be getting a 
major payday from his old firm even while it continued to represent 
companies under Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and 
Holder agreed on a future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws.
…”...then, of course with trump, sop/way of life, etc..
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MSNBC
Trump evading punishment for trying to steal the election goes way 
beyond white privilege https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/whiteness-helps-
shield-donald-trump-election-consequences-n1274244 [Yeah. Simply put, 
it’s called deep, pervasive corruption. After all, mentally ill 
mobster/criminal trump’s money laundering, ties to organized crime, 
bribery have been documented by the private sector, but protected by 
governmental (federal, state, local) bureaucrats; ie., http://albertpeia.com/
ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf and, trump’s Russian 
connection
Trump’s Russian Laundromat | https://www.democracynow.org/2017/7/20/
married_to_the_mob_investigative_journalist Trump’s Russian Laundromat
How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises to clean dirty 
money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a failed real 
estate developer into the White House.] 

The FBI's Mafia-Style Justice: To Fight Crime, The FBI Sponsors 15 
Crimes A Day https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fbis-mafia-style-
justice-fight-crime-fbi-sponsors-15-crimes-day [ That explains it: corrupt 
half italian jersey city jersey boy louis freeh, fbi director, corrupt half 
sicilian jersey man and trump tutor chris christie, us attorney; they can’t 
be made men (not 100%) so the government mob suits them fine – clinton
chose wisely http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 

Man charged in Capitol riot worked for FBI, lawyer says ...
www.politico.com › news › 2021/02/09 › man-charged...
Thomas Caldwell worked as a section chief for the FBI from 2009 to 2010 
after ... Caldwell's lawyer said he denies ever going into the Capitol and 

has ... Other messages read: “Tom all legislators are down in the Tunnels 
3 floors down" and ... is weighing whether to bring sedition charges, 
officials have said. [ Why am I not surprised. What a bunch of slugs! There
are exceptions , of course; but, too few to make a rule: 
I’ve previously referenced case assigned FBI Agent Ronald Barndollar (
May 2, 1950 - June 6, 2016, Ronald K. Barndollar passed away … 35 years as a 
Special Agent and polygraph examiner for the FBI )(he explained such mob 
things to me as, ie., having a hearse pull in front of me as I drove to my 
office to intimidate me (which I had already deduced, but the actual 
effect was to get my ire up), although I was a bit shaken by a police stop 
(yes they have some local police in pocket, and they legitimately have 
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guns) on my way to the (RICO) case related deposition carefully 
orchestrated on private grounds/roadway of my condominium complex 
probably to avoid constitutional/federal jurisdictional law issues); Agent 
Barndollar, that rare breed of lawman, 
incorruptible/uncompromised/uncorrupted by bureaucratic 
influences/realities, speaking to him as he “cleared his office of flotsam” 
as he put it [I took that to mean in a cryptic way (all calls were recorded),
‘float sam alito’, to whom the covered up case (coverup) led … obviously 
we’ll never know, at least from him) ] , as he resigned/retired from the FBI
and continued his specialty, polygraphs as an independent contractor. 
How about a polygraph for ‘no good neighbor sam’ alito, which would 
have flushed out mentally ill mobster/criminal thief in chief trump along 
with other jersey/new york criminal mafia guineas long ago. Bear with 
me. [At risk of appearing paranoid, I know they monitor/read my stuff, ie., 
facebook, twitter, website, etc., hoping for a misstep on which they can 
predicate/rationalize action/inaction. It truly has been a pathetic and 
costly in many ways american experience. I now await the swearing in of
new President Biden et al. to at long last resolve this (these) matter(s). I 
realize the aforesaid is dreadfully boring, to everyone but me. I honestly 
must say, though contraindicated by inherently corrupt american reality 
which I now thankfully know, I would not have chosen differently. But I 
also must say, it has not been worth it (their goal and nation-damning 
message)]. THAT’S THE WAY IT IS!

http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
[ excerpt Judge Dorsey’s opinion: Nancy, you’re preaching to the choir. 
‘...Plaintiff, pro se, sues under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt 
Organization Act ("RICO"), 18 U.S.C. §§ 1961-1968, and the Federal Tort 
Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1291, 1346, 1402, 2401-2402, 2411-
2412, 2671-2680. This court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 
18 U.S.C. § 1964(a) and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1346(b) (1). II. BACKGROUND 
The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants. The scheme involves the United States 
laundering proceeds from illegal drug sales through the New Jersey 
casinos of Donald Trump and systematically defrauding bankruptcy 
creditors and debtors through the theft of property and surplus funds 
generated through bankruptcy sales. Plaintiff further alleges fraud and a 

http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf


massive cover-up, effected by misrepresenting court proceedings and 
removing court documents, as part of the underlying crimes that give rise
to his civil RICO claims. In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an action alleging 
civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the District of New 
Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The case was 
assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust of his 
claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and comingled 
them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through the Trump 
casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff claims that 
he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme 
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer 
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no 
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not 
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents 
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for 
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in 
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located. 
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they 
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his 
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. 
Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because she was the 
sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO 
scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee 
Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. 
Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989…..’ 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com 

BOOK: KGB began grooming 'young and vain' Donald Trump 40 years ago 
by saving him from financial ruin... 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9184687/How-Russia-began-
grooming-Donald-Trump-40-years-ago-saving-financial-ruin-book-
claims.html 

[ trump was a (Russian) spymaster’s dream come true! ]

Prosecuting Trump: Insider says NY DA blinked in Trump Org probe 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/insider-says-new-york-
district-attorney-cy-vance-blinked-in-trump-org-probe-114806341534?
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cid=referral_taboolafeed [ Blinked? Come on, WAKE UP! Covering up, 
(who has taken or who is) taking a cut (one way or another), how has 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump avoid criminal sanction/penalty. Yet 
another dog and pony show? america is such a total fraud! 
Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House

YAHOONEWS
WHY DO TRUMP'S FOREIGN GOLF RESORTS LOSE MILLIONS OF 
DOLLARS EVERY YEAR? EXPERTS SAY IT COULD BE INCOMPETENCE, 
VANITY, OR SOMETHING MORE SINISTER 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/why-trumps-foreign-golf-resorts-
112746579.html [ Come on! … Let’s not be naiive … This is, always was, 
government (yes that government, the U.S. government) protected stuff. 
It’s called money laundering. ]

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg
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Tribe: ‘We are witnessing the unraveling of the cover-up’ of January 6  th   
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/laurence-tribe-says-we-are-
witnessing-the-unraveling-of-the-cover-up-of-january-6th-117624901707 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg
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Trump to DOJ last December: 'Just say that the election was corrupt + 
leave the rest to me' https://www.cnn.com/2021/07/30/politics/trump-
election-justice/index.html 
• READ: Notes from phone call between Trump and Justice Department 
officials
• DOJ advises Biden administration to hand over Trump tax returns to 
Congress

Trump to DOJ last December: 'Just say that the election was corrupt + 
leave the rest to me' 
• READ: Notes from phone call between Trump and Justice Department 
officials
• DOJ advises Biden administration to hand over Trump tax returns to 
Congress

Trump evading punishment for trying to steal the election goes way 
beyond white privilege https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/whiteness-helps-
shield-donald-trump-election-consequences-n1274244 [Yeah. Simply put, 
it’s called deep, pervasive corruption. After all, mentally ill 
mobster/criminal trump’s money laundering, ties to organized crime, 
bribery have been documented by the private sector, but protected by 
governmental (federal, state, local) bureaucrats; ie., http://albertpeia.com/
ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf and, trump’s Russian (mafia)
connection Trump’s Russian Laundromat | 
https://www.democracynow.org/2017/7/20/married_to_the_mob_investigati
ve_journalist Trump’s Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and 
other luxury high-rises to clean dirty money, run an international crime 
syndicate, and propel a failed real estate developer into the White 
House.] 

The FBI's Mafia-Style Justice: To Fight Crime, The FBI Sponsors 15 
Crimes A Day https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fbis-mafia-style-
justice-fight-crime-fbi-sponsors-15-crimes-day [ That explains it: corrupt 
half italian jersey city jersey boy louis freeh, fbi director, corrupt half 
sicilian jersey man and trump tutor chris christie, us attorney; they can’t 
be made men (not 100%) so the government mob suits them fine – clinton
chose wisely http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
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"There is no Mafia", said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
https://www.nationalcrimesyndicate.com/there-is-no-mafia-said-fbis-
director-j-edgar-hoover/ “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar 
Hoover ... Until the Alapachin Meeting in 1957, the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation was in complete denial about the existence of the Italian 
Mafia, beginning with the explicit order of his director J. Edgar Hoover. 
[ Reality: Sickland america; the promised land for organized crime! 
PATHETIC! ]

Sickland america; the promised land for organized crime! PATHETIC! 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 

america is a total fraud! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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"There is no Mafia", said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
https://www.nationalcrimesyndicate.com/there-is-no-mafia-said-fbis-
director-j-edgar-hoover/ “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar 
Hoover …
Sickland america; the promised land for organized crime! PATHETIC! 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 

america is a total fraud! 
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Regarding coverups:

Trump to DOJ last December: 'Just say that the election was corrupt + 
leave the rest to me' 
• READ: Notes from phone call between Trump and Justice Department 
officials
• DOJ advises Biden administration to hand over Trump tax returns to 
Congress
"There is no Mafia", said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
https://www.nationalcrimesyndicate.com/there-is-no-mafia-said-fbis-
director-j-edgar-hoover/ “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar 
Hoover …
Sickland america; the promised land for organized crime! PATHETIC! 
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DRUDGREPORT.COM
125,682 'BREAKTHROUGH'
FLORIDA CASES JUMP 50% IN WEEK 
WORLD SICK MAP... [america’s No. 1]
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DOJ's Mo Brooks decision is bad news for Trump. It's also needlessly 
confusing. https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/doj-s-mo-brooks-decision-bad-
news-trump-it-s-n1275563 
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Al Peia
Fox: 
Don't forget, Truman, Eisenhower, and my favorite, Orwell (Blair) were 
defacto socialists. I'm anti-communism, but accept my paid for social 
security, medicare, as you your military pension, VA med benefits making
us defacto socialists. 

• John Hohmann  
Al Peia yet you and I have been contributors. Taking from contributors for

https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?__cft__[0]=AZVvKEUsimxq8WLC12DW2axabEGcJR88s5EbtP8CrZGWpw4JAUTqpRtnSt3fqJdcugH_xgG8Bkt0ZM1HQeapixVgKyt990-I1NuMGvdHiCHiQtNRdfBCUH7DrinDFZIerebGfCC2k96pErFK-mjVvxuMcYtFoqdUVskyTbLYyLmtVw&__tn__=R]-R
https://www.facebook.com/john.hohmann.37?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0MzU3NjAxMTQ0MjYzMTczXzQzNTk3NDYwODczODIwMTI%3D&__cft__[0]=AZVvKEUsimxq8WLC12DW2axabEGcJR88s5EbtP8CrZGWpw4JAUTqpRtnSt3fqJdcugH_xgG8Bkt0ZM1HQeapixVgKyt990-I1NuMGvdHiCHiQtNRdfBCUH7DrinDFZIerebGfCC2k96pErFK-mjVvxuMcYtFoqdUVskyTbLYyLmtVw&__tn__=R]-R
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those who do not is where things get out of hand 

• Al Peia  
What is the difference between communism socialism and capitalism?
The main difference is that under communism, most property and 
economic resources are owned and controlled by the state (rather than 
individual citizens); under socialism, all citizens share equally in 
economic resources as allocated by a democratically-elected 
government.
What is communism and capitalism?
The primary point of difference between capitalism and communism is 
regarding the ownership of 'means of production' or resources in general. 
Communism shuns private/individual ownership of land or any vital 
resources. ... On the other hand, capitalism believes in private ownership 
of land and means of production.

What is the difference between communism socialism and capitalism?

The main difference is that under communism, most property and 
economic resources are owned and controlled by the state (rather than 
individual citizens); under socialism, all citizens share equally in 
economic resources as allocated by a democratically-elected 
government.

What is communism and capitalism?

The primary point of difference between capitalism and communism is 
regarding the ownership of 'means of production' or resources in general. 
Communism shuns private/individual ownership of land or any vital 
resources. ... On the other hand, capitalism believes in private ownership 
of land and means of production.

Fox:
Don't forget, Truman, Eisenhower, and my favorite, Orwell (Blair) were 
defacto socialists. I'm anti-communism, but accept my paid for social 
security, medicare, as you your military pension, VA med benefits making
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us defacto socialists.

John Hohmann
Al Peia yet you and I have been contributors. Taking from contributors for
those who do not is where things get out of hand

Al Peia
What is the difference between communism socialism and capitalism?
The main difference is that under communism, most property and 
economic resources are owned and controlled by the state (rather than 
individual citizens); under socialism, all citizens… See More

John Hohmann
no real argument re definitions, do you want private military, police, 
prisons and other services necessary to the security of the country. i 
prefer some paid for by limited taxation in order to keep civilian control 
via limited gov't

Al Peia
Human nature is (euphemistically speaking) a funny thing; that's a no and
yes reply to your aforesaid (and that's socialism).

John Hohmann
so abandon capitalism's influences until we drown in the previous/current
failures of socialism?

Al Peia

Fox:
They socialize the losses, and privatize the gains. True capitalism in 
america is already dead:
[ Bill Bonner (on american decline): “… BAD EMPERORS
Alas, then came a succession of bad emperors.
George W. Bush launched the War on Terror – $7 trillion down the drain.

Barack Obama bailed out Wall Street after the crisis of 2008-2009, and 
added nearly $10 trillion to the national debt over his eight-year term.



The third in this parade of clowns was Donald J. Trump, who went on the 
biggest spending spree in U.S. history… with another $8 trillion added to 
federal debt in just four years.
Government spending, as a portion of GDP, rose to over 40% during his 
term in office.

Worst of a Bad Lot
But The Donald’s contribution went far beyond the numbers.
He also remade the Republican Party in his own image. No longer a party 
of ideas or principles… it is now just another group of hacks and grifters 
with a nativist/corporatist bent...” ]
etc.

but for balance there’s hill billy clinton 
http://albertpeia.com/clintoncrimes.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/becausehecould.htm 

It's a total fraud; the upshot unsustainable.

Courtesy, but that's it ... I really don't do discussions.

ALBERTPEIA.COM
clinton Crimes

Al Peia
Bonne chance!

WASHPOST
Experts predict summer virus surge will get worse before it gets better

NYTIMES
‘It’s Nowhere Near Over’: A Beach Town’s Gust of Freedom, Then a U-turn
Provincetown, Mass., thought it was safe to return to partying. But a July 
4 outbreak became a case study in how contagious the Delta variant is.

LATIMES
Delta variant is rising. Breakthrough infections too. How should I protect 
myself? 

https://www.latimes.com/science/story/2021-07-31/delta-is-rising-breakthrough-infections-too-what-should-i-do-to-protect-myself
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DRUDGEREPORT.COM
FLORIDA MOST CASES IN DAY https://apnews.com/article/lifestyle-health-
business-arts-and-entertainment-florida-
01fa89e1d9491ab075c5deb689af1ea8 
SULLIVAN: How I Learned To Stop Worrying And Live With The Virus...
Super-Spreader Sex Houses to Nude Beach Fistfights, Vaxxed Partying 
Not All Cracked Up to Be...
Virus deaths rise 300%?
'Mandates will backfire. People will resist even more'...
Only half of Israelis want 3rd jab...
Nearly ALL Brits still wearing masks...
PROTESTS IN FRANCE... 
WORLD SICK MAP... [america’s No. 1]
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/dashboards/
bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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america is a total fraud! 
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FAUCI WARNING: ‘THINGS ARE GOING TO GET WORSE’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/anthony-fauci-coronavirus-pandemic-
projection-getting-worse_n_6106bdb4e4b0d3b5897ec434 [ And it’s drivin’ 
Little Anthony (and the Washington Imperials) out of his (their) head(s)! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c ] 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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YAHOONEWS
Politics Business Insider Giuliani says he's willing to go to jail but those who 
put him there will have to suffer 'consequences in heaven' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/giuliani-says-hes-willing-jail-161610120.html 
[WOW! And some said trump’s mental ilness wasn’t contagious. WRONG!]

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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america is a total fraud! 
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Al Peia
Lorraine:
Keep in mind, Giuliani's father was an enforcer for the mob; served time 
in prison for armed robbery. It was courageous Andrew Maloney and a 
brave Judge Glasser who stepped up to finish Gotti. Imagine growing up 
in Brooklyn with a lisp. No wonder giuliani's a mental case.
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DRUDGEREPORT PEAK COVID NOW
GALLUP: OPTIMISM PLUMMETS 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/353003/americans-optimism-covid-dashed-
cases-surge.aspx 
Appeals court upholds university's vaccine mandate...
Liberals erupt in fury at White House over end of eviction moratorium...
Masks back ON in San Fran...
Hospital Staffing Shortages Rise Sharply in Florida as Beds Fill...
ICUs overwhelmed with younger and sicker… 
Numbers doubling every 10 days...

WORLD SICK MAP... [america’s No. 1]
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/dashboards/
bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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YAHOONEWS
Man accused of killing kitten with a frying pan sentenced to 2 years in 
prison https://www.yahoo.com/news/man-accused-killing-kitten-frying-
000900379.html 

Numbers doubling every 10 days… 

WORLD SICK MAP... [america’s No. 1]
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"With Asset Prices So Frothy"... Former RBI Governor Fears Dangers Of 
Endless QE https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/asset-prices-so-frothy-
former-rbi-governor-fears-dangers-endless-qe Something in all this does 
not add up… [DUH!]

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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america is a total fraud! 
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HUFFPOST THE WALLS ARE CLOSING IN 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/joe-biden-andrew-cuomo-
resign_n_6109638ae4b0b94f607557a6 

MSNBC How the Cuomo brothers betrayed America 

• Cuomo accuser Charlotte Bennett: 'He tried to gaslight   
me'

• Fmr. U.S. attorney: Cuomo acted like sexual harassment   
was 'one of the perks of his job'

Signs the demise of Trump is beginning, according to a political 
strategist

DRUDGEREPORT AG: KINKY CUOMO HARASSED WOMEN
GROPING, KISSING, VERBAL ABUSE 
GOV. RETALIATED!
'VIOLATED FEDERAL AND STATE LAW'
READ IT ALL
BIDEN: RESIGN 
CNN The Cuomo brothers: Report places a new spotlight on a unique 
relationship 
• Key findings of the Cuomo report
• Biden calls on Cuomo to resign 
• Analysis  : 35 words that almost certainly will end Andrew Cuomo's   
political career
• See the gesture Gov. Cuomo is defending

WASHPOST Cuomo sexually harassed staffers in violation of law, 
attorney general concludes

After a months-long investigation, the state attorney general’s report 
paints a devastating portrait of behavior by New York Gov. Andrew M. 
Cuomo (D), finding that he harassed 11 women. Investigators said 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/cuomo-sexual-harassment-report/2021/08/03/705c42a4-f226-11eb-ab6f-b41a066381df_story.html
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witnesses also described an environment in the governor’s office that 
was abusive and vindictive.
By Josh Dawsey and Michael Scherer 
1 hour ago

• Analysis: Cuomo report paints a picture of a serial — and criminal —   
sexual harasser

• Analysis: Most damning allegation against Cuomo centers on a state  
trooper

Edwards: Report detailing sexual harassment by Cuomo 'describes a 
predator' https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/donna-edwards-ny-ag-
report-on-cuomo-sexual-harassment-describes-a-predator-117845061554 

• Cuomo sexually harassed multiple women, including   
employees in his office, N.Y. AG report finds 

• Calls for Cuomo to resign grow louder after AG report  

NY AG REPORT: CUOMO ‘SEXUALLY HARASSED MULTIPLE WOMEN’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/andrew-cuomo-sexual-harassment-
investigation-attorney-general_n_61095d11e4b0e882ab637f30 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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america is a total fraud! 

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-
organized-crime-213910/?
fbclid=IwAR2PD0xHc3enFHJs7_I0_L24YaT8r1L2xQ2CU_F-
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Bonner: Big Governments Make COVID-19 a Federal Case 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/big-governments-
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make-covid-19-a-federal-case/ 
Bill Bonner Aug 3, 2021
With “breakthrough infections,” new “variants,” and vaccinated people still getting sick… the
War on COVID-19 is turning out to be a career opportunity for the feds… 

Career Opportunity

“…….“War is the health of the state,” as the writer Randolph Bourne put it.

Especially a war it can’t win, adds Bill Bonner.

And now, with “breakthrough infections,” new “variants,” and vaccinated people still getting 
sick…

[Featured: New Investment “Craze” Hits All 50 States]

Hey, like the War on Poverty, the War on Drugs, and the war in Afghanistan, the War on 
COVID-19 is turning out to be a career opportunity for the feds…

...and a real moneymaker for their main suppliers – the drug companies. Forbes reports:
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The U.S. Federal Government Extended its Moratorium on Evictions 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-u-s-federal-
government-extended-its-moratorium-on-evictions/ Bill Bonner 8-4-21 
Thanks to Donald Trump and Joe Biden, millions of people are way behind
on their rent. Unable to pay today’s, nor back rent. And thanks to Biden’s 
last-minute moratorium on reality yesterday… they’re going to get even 
further behind… 
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This Company Gave Us a Glimpse Into What’s Coming to the Broader 
Market https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-08-04/company-have-us-
glimpse-whats-coming-broader-market The company lost over 11% of its 
market cap yesterday.

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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There’s Something ‘Third Reich’ About Trump’s New Cards For Supporters
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-supporters-
card_n_610b842fe4b05f815705c912 [ DUH! trump is so sick; and america 
is so FUBAR! ]
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DRUDGEREPORT.COM
FAUCI: WORSE THAN DELTA COMING… https://www.axios.com/fauci-
delta-variant-covid-d1c0d550-6624-417d-bde6-33c8f56deaba.html 
BACK TO 100,000 CASES IN DAY...
Education Secretary Warns of School Closures...
CNN fires 3 for coming to office unvaccinated...
Pentagon requirement for active-duty...
NYC health passport...
Workers brace for renewed 'rebellion, anger'...
Republican official who mocked dies of virus...
POLL: 29% Have Lost Someone to Covid... 

https://www.mediaite.com/news/polls-show-20-of-americans-have-ended-friendships-over-covid-spats-and-29-have-lost-someone-to-covid-death/
https://www.star-telegram.com/news/coronavirus/article253276493.html
https://news.yahoo.com/workers-brace-renewed-rebellion-anger-163724362.html
https://fox5ny.com/news/new-york-city-launches-vaccine-passport
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/sec-of-defense-austin-to-announce-mandatory-vaccine-policy-for-all-active-duty-military
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/companies/cnn-fired-3-staffers-for-coming-to-the-office-unvaccinated-against-covid-19/ar-AAMZ7Og
https://www.cnn.com/2021/08/05/politics/education-miguel-cardona-schools-covid-florida-texas/index.html
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/us-covid-19-cases-hit-six-month-high-over-100000-reuters-tally-2021-08-05/
https://www.axios.com/fauci-delta-variant-covid-d1c0d550-6624-417d-bde6-33c8f56deaba.html
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Florida Hospitals Fighting For Oxygen... 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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[ And it’s drivin’ Little Anthony (and the Washington Imperials) out of his 
(their) head(s)! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c ] 

DRUDGEREPORT.COM
U.S. Trade Deficit Widens to Record… https://www.wsj.com/articles/us-
trade-deficit-imports-exports-june-2021-11628114818 [ Stocks rally on the
bad news … hmmm. ]

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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Peter Schiff: Central Banks Have Created The Mother Of All Bubbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-central-banks-have-
created-mother-all-bubbles [“... this is simply part of this inflationary 
bubble, this big misallocation of resources that is going to have to 
unwind. This is going to be very painful...” - PREVIOUS POST(2-8-21): US 
stocks are in a bubble, and it's unclear when it will pop, hedge fund 
manager says https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/08/investing/wall-street-
market-bubble-yusko/index.html “...Last month famed investor Jeremy 
Grantham said the bull market that began in 2009 had "matured into a 
full-fledged epic bubble" marked by "extreme overvaluation, explosive 
price increases, frenzied issuance and hysterically speculative investor 
behavior...” [ DUH! … Yes, this is the market bubble of all market 
bubbles)]. 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth By   SilverBullionSG  
SBTV spoke with Gerald Celente, founder of the Trends Research 
Institute, about freedom getting crushed and what Gerald calls 
'slavelandia' is an increasing reality. The future he sees is HELL on earth!

Discussed in this interview:
02:09 Markets gone insane with no bearing on reality
04:08 Slavelandia to steamroll freedom
08:28 Not social media but the politicians
10:44 Is truth a liability today?
12:17 Ingenuity lost with universal basic income?
14:01 Hyperinflation on the cards?
17:38 Back from the dead?
22:34 Nixon shock anniversary

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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america is a total fraud! 

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-
organized-crime-213910/?
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HUFFPOST
CALAMITY: CLIMATE CHANGE COULD COLLAPSE VITAL CURRENT 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/atlantic-ocean-current-collapse-study-
climate_n_610c20f0e4b06253fa4c3d93 
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Trump's 'unnervingly plausible path' to steal the election, mapped

• 'Everything is at stake': Mary Trump says we must call out   
her uncle's fascism 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-reidout/watch/trump-s-niece-
mary-trump-calls-former-president-much-worse-than-a-
sociopath-in-new-book-118020677789 

• Why it's time for the DOJ to criminally probe Trump's effort  
to overturn the 2020 election

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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Former Cuomo staffer files criminal complaint, opening door to potential 
arrest https://www.msnbc.com/hallie-jackson/watch/former-cuomo-staffer-
files-criminal-complaint-with-albany-county-sheriff-s-office-118049861741 
[ Au revoir, frodo cuomo. ]
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Today’s Millennial Generation Is Worse Off Than Their Parents Bill Bonner
8-6-21 In this glorious age of artificial intelligence, blockchain, and the 
Fed’s nifty “dynamic stochastic” model… you’d think millennials could 
afford their own cars, houses, and families. But instead, more than half of
them live with their parents… https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-
bonner-diary/todays-millennial-generation-is-worse-off-than-their-parents/ 
“...In a Gallup Poll this June, only 63% of American adults say they are 
“extremely proud” or “very proud” to be American, the lowest level of 
patriotism ever recorded since Gallup first asked the question in 2001. 
Among the youngest people surveyed, only 4 out of 10 respondents age 
18-34 claim to be extremely or very proud of being American.

Is it any wonder?...” 
[ NO! IT IS NOT ANY WONDER … S**T NATION, S**T PEOPLE! … america 
is a total fraud! ]
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F**k you, trump!
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YAHOO Associated Press What Gov. Andrew Cuomo's accusers felt, in 
their own words https://www.yahoo.com/news/gov-andrew-cuomos-
accusers-felt-203502248.html [ Oh no, say it aint so frodo cuomo.]

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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MAIL.COM Re: Why is Merrick Garland not prosecuting this Trump crony (Ross)?

WHY? Because he’s Merrick, ‘The 
Elephant Man’
And, of course, there’s this:

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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america is a total fraud! 
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I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
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GOV. ANDREW CUOMO SPENDS DAY WITH POSSIBLY HIS ONLY FRIEND 
LEFT IN ALBANY https://nypost.com/2021/08/07/andrew-cuomo-spends-

day-with-possibly-his-only-friend-left/ By Melissa Klein 8-7-21 5:26pm 
[Another ‘Dog Day Afternoon’ for frodo cuomo.]
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These 5 figures show how bad the US Covid-19 surge is 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/08/08/us/five-figures-us-summer-covid-surge/
index.html 
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DRUDGEREPORT.COM
DELTA RAGES
CHILDREN'S HOSPITALS FILL UP 
NEW COVID WARS...
FAKE VAX CARDS ON RISE… 
US hasn't OK'd boosters. Some getting anyway....
City With 2.4 Million Population Has 6 ICU Beds Left...
Hawaii, Covered and Jabbed, Still Falls Prey...
Companies Scrapping Plans for Fall...
THOUSANDS IN STURGIS... 

To shake hands or not? Age-old human gesture now in limbo... 
Pandemic set off deadly rise in speeding that hasn't stopped... 
They Don't Want Shot. They Don't Want Colleagues to Know... 
Anti-vax radio host who blasted Fauci dies from Covid... 
Quarter of million rally in France against new restrictions... 
WORLD SICK MAP... 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/dashboards/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e
9ecf6 
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YAHOO Entertainment The Wrap 10 Scene-Stealing Cats in Movies, From 
‘Breakfast at Tiffany’s’ to ‘Captain Marvel’ (Photos) 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/10-scene-stealing-cats-movies-
001638962.html 
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What Goldman Really Thinks: "The Ante Will Be Upped When Taper 
Begins"
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/what-goldman-really-thinks-ante-will-
be-upped-when-taper-begins 
8-8-21 “S&P is trading at P/E levels only seen in the tech bubble ...” 

"Finance professionals are well aware that when it comes to research, 
Wall Street has two sets of books: one set, that produced by the official 
sellside Research division, tends to be perpetually cheerful and is meant 
to encourage commission-boosting risk-taking among the broader client 
group; and since this is the research that immediately leaks to the 
financial media and thus the broader public, it serves to bolster optimism 
in capital markets and encourage a continuation of a market-levitating 
status quo. An example of this is Goldman's David Kostin announcing last
Thursday that he is hiking his year-end price target for the S&P500 from 
4,300 to 4,700 primarily on lower Treasury yields. While there was little 
discussion about why lower yields which paradoxically signify a slowing 
economy and lack of reflation should be bullish for markets, that doesn't 
really matter - what matters is that market upside has received a 
Goldman stamp of approval, and now the rest of Wall Street's client-
facing researchers will scramble to imitate Goldman with their own 
optimistic upgrades of where "they" think the market will close the year.

But is that what Goldman really thinks?

For the answer of what any bank - be it Goldman or anyone else - believes
will happen, one has to step away from the research desk which is 
manned by bankers whose pay is not determined by whether they are 
right or wrong, but whether they produce enough convincing work 
product to validate the prevailing market narrative (in the current case 
bullish) and also facilitating client meetings with management teams, 
which is also why most ratings on Wall Street are "Buy" - few CEOs will 
meet with clients of a bank that just slapped a "Strong Sell" rating on 
their stock.

As a result, the truth often lies with the unofficial research created by a 
bank's Sales and Trading division, which is far more difficult to come by - 
in fact it usually is not even included in a bank's client blasts, one can't 
directly subscribe to it - and is proprietary to specific traders from either 
the Flow or Prop desks where it is shared on a direct email basis with a 
very small subset of generous clients, usually those whose soft dollar 
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commissions surpass a given threshold. Furthermore, since these reports
- and their authors - are judged and compensated on the feedback from 
their clients, and in many cases their own direct P&Ls, the analysis is 
usually far much more accurate because unlike regular research, if 
traders are wrong one too many times, they can not only lose their bonus 
if clients complain, but can also lose their job..."
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CUOMO ACCUSER COMES FORWARD: HE ‘BROKE THE LAW’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/cuomo-accuser-commisso-
interview_n_6110004ae4b041dfbaab3bb5 [ DUH! Along with compatriots 
trump, clinton; hey, they’re native new yorkers! ]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JpQ6NtbZxiE 
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I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JpQ6NtbZxiE And mob-infested 
jersey, trump’s summer place, counts as essentially a suburb of new 
york.

HUFFPOST
‘  CODE RED FOR HUMANITY’   https://www.huffpost.com/entry/united-
nations-ipcc-climate_n_6110051be4b05f81570b9f50 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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Cuomo's panicked, last-ditch effort to salvage his sinking political career 
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/cuomo-still-thinks-he-can-discredit-
brittany-commisso-10-other-n1276328 

• Cuomo under criminal investigation in Albany after ex-  
staffer files complaint

• ‘  The most dark period I have lived through’: N.Y. State   

Senator on working for Cuomo 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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america is a total fraud! 

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-
organized-crime-213910/?
fbclid=IwAR2PD0xHc3enFHJs7_I0_L24YaT8r1L2xQ2CU_F-
9tUiGdjozsGAiZ1CGys 

I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
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CNN
New revelations expose future threat Trump poses https://www.cnn.com/
2021/08/09/politics/donald-trump-justice-department-elections-
republicans/index.html 

• Former DOJ officials provide new details on Trump efforts to undermine 
election results
• Opinion:     The rule of law is pushing back against Trump's big lie  
• Trump's acting AG revealed 'frightening' activity at DOJ, Senate 
Judiciary chair says

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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DRUDGEREPORT 
Delta vanquishes all rivals as scientists race to understand its tricks...
World nowhere near end of pandemic, says famed epidemiologist… 
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/08/09/covid-epidemiologist-larry-brilliant-on-
delta-variant-vaccinations.html
'Most contagious ever'… 
White House grapples with resurgence... 
CHILDREN'S HOSPITALS FILL UP...

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/kids-sick-covid-are-filling-children-s-hospitals-areas-seeing-n1276238
https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/566788-white-house-grapples-with-covid-19-resurgence
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Florida Races to Find Open Beds...
Church reeling after six members die in 10 days...
Austin warns of 'catastrophe'... 
Vax Status Has Americans Picking Sides… 
Pentagon to require for all troops by Sept. 15... 
NFL tensions rise over shot rules... 
Fake jab cards worry college officials...
Pharmaceutical firms rake in billions...
Companies Scrap Plans for Fall... 

To shake hands or not? Age-old human gesture now in limbo... 
Pandemic set off deadly rise in speeding that hasn't stopped... 
They Don't Want Shot. They Don't Want Colleagues to Know... 
Anti-vax radio host who blasted Fauci dies from Covid... 
Quarter of million rally in France against new restrictions... 
WORLD SICK MAP... 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/dashboards/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e
9ecf6 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
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"Peak Everything": We Just Had The Best Quarter In History And It's All 
Downhill From Here https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peak-everything-
we-just-had-best-quarter-history-and-its-all-downhill-here Peak growth, 
peak margins, peak sentiment... and nowhere to go but down. 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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For whom the bell tolls, don ….. It tolls for thee …
http://albertpeia.com/itollsforthee.mp4 

Chicken-man trump https://twitter.com/i/status/1270994900201414656 
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Mehdi: Why hasn’t Trump been charged for attempting to overturn 
election? https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/mehdi-why-hasn-t-trump-
been-charged-for-attempting-to-overturn-election-118242885720 “Many 
Democrats, many journalists, are still so nervous about simply stating 
what we are stating tonight: Donald Trump's many attempts to overturn 
the election were criminal, were violations of the law,” says Mehdi 
Hasan. “So why is Donald Trump not charged with any crimes?” 

[WHY? THIS IS WHY:
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
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organized-crime-213910/?
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I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth 
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TARA THE HERO CAT
https://www.bbc.com/news/av/world-us-canada-27428819?
fbclid=IwAR2uO1cCH2D03pJ1y6NZG88VnkW5oihaiD1rUxAjqQLEzal2KKQI
vMs9ElM 

DRUDGEREPORT.COM
911 LONE STAR: APPEAL FOR OUT OF STATE COVID HELP
AUSTIN WARNS 'CATASTROPHE' 

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/aug/09/austin-catastrophe-epicenter-again-pandemic
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 🚨🚨  GOV’S A GONER: CUOMO QUITS  🚨🚨   
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/new-york-governor-andrew-cuomo-
resigns_n_60466e3bc5b69197db28d9fa [ Oh no, frodo cuomo. Bye, bye. ]

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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HERO CAT SAVES AN ABANDONED NEWBORN BABY FROM FREEZING 
RUSSIAN NIGHT 
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YAHOO Health These Benefits of Having a Cat Will Convince You to Adopt
a Feline ASAP https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/benefits-having-cat-
convince-adopt-110000663.html 
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CUOMO NO MO — REIGN OF SHAME ENDS — INCOMING: NY’S FIRST 
FEMALE GOV https://www.huffpost.com/entry/new-york-governor-andrew-
cuomo-resigns_n_60466e3bc5b69197db28d9fa [ And the cheers abound: 
Frodo Cuomo, No mo, No Mo; Frodo Cuomo, No mo, No Mo ]

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
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POVERTY IS THE NEW WEALTH 

Poverty Is Becoming the New Wealth 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/poverty-is-becoming-
the-new-wealth/ 
Bill Bonner Aug 10, 2021 “As for wealth… Who needs it? You can now 
depend on the feds for unemployment… and subscription services in 
place of your own entertainment, transportation, and home ownership...” 

POITOU, FRANCE – We check the financial news…

Both the $1 trillion “infrastructure bill” and the $3.5 trillion “human 
infrastructure” budget moved along in Congress…

And stocks hit new record highs on Friday… after what was reported as a
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“blowout” jobs report.

That is to say, we are making progress. The delusions grow more 
extreme. The bubble gets bigger. And the day that it will all blow up 
comes closer.

When will that day come? We don’t know.

But next month comes the “benefits cliff.” Soon after, the moratorium on 
evictions expires. So do the feds’ unemployment boosters…

And U.S. debt now stands at $28.43 trillion. That leaves just $0.07 trillion 
of spending before it bumps into the new debt ceiling – $28.5 trillion – put 
in place on August 2. From Business Insider:

Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen on Monday warned congressional 
leaders that a failure to raise the federal debt ceiling will cause 
“irreparable harm” to the economy as Congress barrels towards the 
deadline to fund the government and a potential spending battle..."

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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Poverty Is Becoming the New Wealth 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/poverty-is-becoming-
the-new-wealth/ 
Bill Bonner Aug 10, 2021 “As for wealth… Who needs it? You can now 
depend on the feds for unemployment… and subscription services in 
place of your own entertainment, transportation, and home ownership...” 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM
"There Are No New Eras" - Bob Farrell's Rules Remind Traders "Excesses 
Are Never Permanent" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/there-are-no-
new-eras-bob-farrells-rules-remind-traders-excesses-are-never-permanent

...implies a 55% correction to normalize the indicator.

Peter Schiff Breaks Down The Inflation Tax 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/peter-schiff-breaks-down-
inflation-tax 

"...we decreased the supply of goods and services to buy while 
simultaneously increasing the amount of money in circulation to buy 
them. So, it’s a perfect storm for prices..."

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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ANDREW CUOMO WAS A PETTY, CORRUPT BULLY GOOD RIDDANCE Tim 
Murphy Senior Reporter 
https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2021/08/andrew-cuomo-was-a-
petty-corrupt-bully/?
fbclid=IwAR2Ny6wXEszLVt0kGwJ3TkQpGANbNicwiZJiOFBioHTZ4S25pV
Wtyj-r1CQ 
“...there are few things more dangerous than the illusion of 
competence…..” [ Incisively great line! I must remember it! ] 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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organized-crime-213910/?
fbclid=IwAR2PD0xHc3enFHJs7_I0_L24YaT8r1L2xQ2CU_F-
9tUiGdjozsGAiZ1CGys 

I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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SMOOTH!
https://twitter.com/i/status/1425332998665248770

Giuliani is now selling messages on an app. See his first shout-outs.
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2021/08/11/cameo-rudy-giuliani-
moos-pkg-vpx.cnn 
[america is so pathetic; such a fraud!]

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 

https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2021/08/11/cameo-rudy-giuliani-moos-pkg-vpx.cnn
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I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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YAHOO Politics Business Insider Scotland could pursue a money-
laundering investigation into Trump's golf courses, a judge ruled after 
lawyers cited the Trump Organization criminal cases in New York https://
www.yahoo.com/news/scotland-could-pursue-money-laundering-
112832834.html Lawmakers and campaigners have been pushing for an 
investigation into Trump's all-cash purchases of two Scottish golf 
courses. [DUH!]

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth 
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YAHOO
U.S.
The Week

Rand Paul discloses, 16 months later, wife's purchase of stock in 
company behind COVID-19 treatment https://www.yahoo.com/news/rand-
paul-discloses-16-months-030124977.html 

• Axios  

Rand Paul discloses wife's investment in remdesivir 
parent company — 16 months later

• HuffPost  

Rand Paul Files Disclosure 16 Months Late Showing 
Wife Invested In Remdesivir Maker

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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Crypto Rips, Dollar Dips, & Stocks Hit Record Highs As Americans' 
Confidence Collapses https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/crypto-rips-
dollar-dips-stocks-hit-record-highs-americans-confidence-collapses
...thirty... trillion... dollars... of global liquidity… [RARE THOUGH IT MAY 
BE, THIS TIME THE HOI POLLOI ARE CORRECT!]

"A Sudden Negative Change In The Economy": Consumer Spending Slides 
As Majority Now Expect A New Slowdown 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sudden-negative-change-economy-
consumer-spending-slides-majority-now-expect-new-slowdown 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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July Sets Record For Hottest Month 
https://www.npr.org/2021/08/13/1027521725/july-hottest-month-in-
recorded-human-history 

 🔥  BURNING UP: JULY HOTTEST MONTH ON RECORD  🔥   

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/july-2021-hottest-month-
ugh_n_6116c197e4b07c140314d288 

And, there’s this:

DRUDGEREPORT
Growing Sydney outbreak prompts new borders INSIDE Australia... 
27 people aboard CARNIVAL cruise test positive...
Canada to require air travelers to be vaccinated... 
China Port Shutdown Raises Fears of Closures Worldwide... 
The great American dog shortage... 
In West, Connection Between Covid and Wildfires... 
WORLD SICK MAP... 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/dashboards/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e
9ecf6 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM "Defund The Police" Is A Problem; Not Prosecuting 
Criminals Is Worse… https://www.zerohedge.com/political/defund-police-
problem-not-prosecuting-criminals-worse ...there has been a 20% 
increase in dropped or lost felony cases nationwide and a 19% decline in 
guilty verdicts or pleas. Wherever prosecutions have declined, crime has 
climbed...AMERICA IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD! 

[ ‘Defunding the Police’ is dumb! Not prosecuting criminals is dumber! ]

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
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IT’S A TERRIBLE TIME TO OWN THE S&P 500

Tom Dyson Aug 14, 2021 Bill Bonner's Diary

https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/its-a-terrible-time-to-
own-the-sp-500/ 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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Former mentally ill mobster/criminal/ex-presidente trump (still on the 
grift)
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/10/02/trump-ymca-village-
people-dancing-fist-pump-moos-pkg-vpx.cnn 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YwqklRh2irA 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zph7YXfjMhg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XXN8xxCxA5s 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iaYOdveSYMw 

america is so pathetic; such a fraud!

Is it any wonder:

'NAMED & SHAMED' - IRS LISTS THE RECORD NUMBER OF WEALTHY 
AMERICANS BECOMING EX-AMERICANS IN 2020 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/named-shamed-irs-lists-record-
number-wealthy-americans-becoming-ex-americans-2020 8-14-21 The 
number of wealthy Americans with assets over $2 million who renounced 
their citizenship has surged amid socioeconomic despair, political 
firestorms, and an unrelenting virus pandemic sparking increasingly 
freedom-destroying mandates from the 'petty tyrants' ...

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 

http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 

AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-
organized-crime-213910/?
fbclid=IwAR2PD0xHc3enFHJs7_I0_L24YaT8r1L2xQ2CU_F-
9tUiGdjozsGAiZ1CGys 

I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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The big schmooze/coverup!
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US could soon top 200,000 new coronavirus cases per day, NIH director 
warns 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/08/15/health/us-coronavirus-sunday/index.html 

DRUDGE WORLD SICK MAP... 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/dashboards/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e
9ecf6 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-
organized-crime-213910/?
fbclid=IwAR2PD0xHc3enFHJs7_I0_L24YaT8r1L2xQ2CU_F-
9tUiGdjozsGAiZ1CGys 

I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth 
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YAHOO Editorial Board Calls for Giuliani’s National Disbarment: We’ve 
‘Had Enough’ of His ‘Fake News’ 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/editorial-board-calls-giuliani-
national-020233067.html?.tsrc=fp_deeplink Rudy Giuliani’s “false and 
misleading” claims about the 2020 election have already led to the 
suspension of his licenses to practice law in New York and Washington 
D.C., but an editorial board argued in a column Sunday that the blowback 
against Donald Trump’s lawyer shouldn’t stop there. 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
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organized-crime-213910/?
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9tUiGdjozsGAiZ1CGys 

I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
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FACEBOOK BREAKING|8-15-21 ‘WE’RE IN A WORLD OF HURT’: NIH 
DIRECTOR IS LATEST OFFICIAL PREDICTING U.S. WILL SURPASS 
200,000 DAILY COVID CASES 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/andrewsolender/2021/08/15/were-in-a-world-
of-hurt-nih-director-is-latest-official-predicting-us-will-surpass-200000-
daily-covid-cases/?fbclid=IwAR3tmTFd5DN-
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
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DRUDGEREPORT 
TALIBAN SUMMER 
UNDISPUTED VICTOR OF 20-YEAR WAR 

Desperate Afghan 'Helpers' Cling to Planes as USA Escapes... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/desperate-afghan-e2-80-
98helpers-e2-80-99-cling-to-planes-as-us-abandons-them-at-kabul-e2-80-
99s-airport/ar-AANnnlD 
Apache Helicopters Chase Away... 
Shock video shows people falling off C-17 mid-air… 
https://www.indiatvnews.com/news/world/afghanistan-shocking-video-
shows-people-falling-off-from-plane-mid-air-kabul-airport-us-troops-latest-
updates-726876 
20-year mission collapses in single day... 
Biden known for empathy takes cold-eyed approach... 
WSJ: AMERICAN SURRENDER... 
CHINA TO FILL VOID... 

https://foreignpolicy.com/2021/07/21/china-taliban-afghanistan-biden-troop-withdrawal-belt-road-geopolitics-strategy/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-afghanistan-surrender-withdrawal-ashraf-ghani-kabul-saigon-jihadist-9-11-11629054041
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Defiant-and-defensive-a-president-known-for-16388916.php
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/aug/15/the-fall-of-kabul-a-20-year-mission-collapses-in-a-single-day
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https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/42007/apache-helicopters-chase-afghans-swarming-a-c-17-on-kabul-airports-runway
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FLASHBACK: Trump 'peace' plan released 5,000 Taliban from prison… 
Pompeo posed with leader... 
RNC Deletes Page Supporting Troop Withdrawal From Website… 
CHENEY: Mess Was Caused by Trump and Worsened by Biden... 
Top general warns terrorists will reemerge on American soil... 
Longest war: Were decades of fighting worth it? 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
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I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
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The Media’s Role in the U.S. “War Machine” 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-medias-role-in-the-
u-s-war-machine/ Bill Bonner 8-17-21
The swift takeover of the Taliban in Afghanistan begs these questions: 
Who is responsible for the 20-year, $2.26 trillion war? Why isn’t the media
calling for the warmongers to be held responsible? 

"...After our disgraceful defeat in Afghanistan, for example, you’d think 
the American press would be blasting the knuckleheads who got us into 
it – the generals… the think-tank war boosters… the private sector 
profiteers, who made billions from aiding and abetting the military’s 
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boondoggle.

You’d think the media would be howling for the heads of them all… 
including retired General David Petraeus (who led U.S. forces in 
Afghanistan and Iraq and subsequently headed up the CIA) and G. W. 
Bush himself.

They lied. They blundered. They wasted trillions of dollars and have the 
blood of thousands of people on their hands.

But if you want to understand what happened – beyond the usual 
“mistakes were made” excuses – don’t expect to find it in the major U.S. 
media.

Here’s Sri Lankan “social theorist,” Indi Samarajiva:

The American war on Afghanistan was a $2.26 trillion scam. Somebody 
pocketed all that money, and it certainly wasn’t the people of 
Afghanistan. That amount is 115 years of Afghan GDP, and it mostly went 
to arms dealers, the corrupt US military, and corrupt US politicians. 
Meanwhile the Taliban gets to keep the weapons. This wasn’t just a 
waste, it was a gigantic fraud.

Shouldn’t the people responsible for this scam at least be put in prison? 
Better yet, shouldn’t a gallows be set up on the Capitol mall… and 
Petraeus and Bush hung… to serve as a proper warning to the next group 
of warmongers?

Instead, the people responsible for the war now sit on the boards of 
Raytheon and Boeing. They advise the nation on “defense” issues and live
in their mansions in Northern Virginia… as if they have nothing to be 
ashamed of.
Media Silence

A cop killed George Floyd, and the media went bananas.

In Afghanistan, U.S. soldiers killed thousands. Where is the press? Where 
are the demands for justice? Where are the investigations – what did they
know? When did they know it? And how much money did they make on 
the affairs? 



Silence.

How come? Because the media were in on the game from the beginning.

Dan Cohen, in Behind the Headlines:

Imagine a country where there’s no separation between the government, 
the military, and the media. A lot of Americans would think of China, 
Russia or North Korea, but it’s a perfect description of the United States 
today.

When you read the news, you may think you’re getting the lowdown from 
an unbiased source. Often, what you are really getting is a press release 
from the U.S. government filtered through a toady “reporter.”
Special Access

Here’s how it works…

A “Think Tank” is created, such as the Center for a New American 
Security (CNAS). It takes in millions of dollars from the defense industry, 
oil companies, big banks, and foreign governments.

Then, it gives “residencies” to reporters, from The Washington Post, for 
example, who follow defense issues and are granted special “access” to 
the Pentagon.

Naturally, the reporters are very sympathetic to the defense industry… 
and to the government and all its works.

They are not objective observers of the Deep State’s military wing; they 
are part of it.

And Facebook, Twitter, and Google? What role do they play?

More to come…

Regards,

Bill”
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ZEROHEDGE
Calm Before The Storm? VVIX/VIX Ratio Hits Level Not Seen Since Before
Last Market Crash https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/calm-storm-
vvixvix-ratio-hits-level-not-seen-last-market-crash 

"Peak Boom": Wall Street Sentiment Turns Dire As Growth, Profits, 
Inflation Expectations Plunge It's all downhill from here.

US Economic Growth Suddenly Collapses, As Even Goldman Says "Not 
Good" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/us-economic-growth-
suddenly-collapses-even-goldman-says-not-good "The softening in 
nominal spending leads us to track only 1.5% qoq saar for real consumer 
spending in 3Q. This follows 2Q real consumption tracking of 12.3%" 8-17-
21

Stocks Dump, Dollar Jumps As Self-Sustaining Recovery Narrative 
Collapses
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DRUDGE
Toobin ripped over column arguing against prosecuting trump… [Two, 
four, six, eight, CNN viewers watch jeff toobin masturbate!]

NEW YORKER SUSPENDS JEFFREY TOOBIN FOR MASTURBATING ON 
ZOOM CALL https://www.vice.com/en/article/epdgm4/new-yorker-
suspends-jeffrey-toobin-for-zoom-dick-incident Jeffrey Toobin fired from 
The New Yorker after exposing - CNN

Jeffrey Toobin masturbation scandal: CNN, WarnerMedia both

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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ZEROHEDGE

A System of Confidence 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-08-17/system-confidence The fall 
of Afghanistan is just the latest milepost on the way down. [ america’s 
done! ]

Former Spook Warns This Is "One Of The Most Dangerous, Unpredictable 
Times In History" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/former-spook-
warns-one-most-dangerous-unpredictable-times-history “The blame lays 
at the feet of multiple Presidents. The Generals. The Spies. The 
Congress. America's Elites are trash. China knows it.”

Did The NY Fed Confiscate $1.3 Billion In Afghan Gold: Striking 
Revelations From Afghanistan's Central Bank Chief [ america, the nation 
of thieves, frauds, criminals, and the mentally ill! ]

Robinhood Tumbles As Growth Slows; Crypto Revenues Surpass Stocks 
And Options Combined; Warns Q3 Will Be Ugly
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Perfect Storm Of Factors Signal 100% Stock Market Rally Could Be Due 
For Correction

US Housing Starts Plunge In July
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This is a good one from Bonner:

A HISTORY OF THE CLASSIC ELITE SCAM 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/a-history-of-the-
classic-elite-scam/ Bill Bonner 8-19-21 Early empires were rewarding for 
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the conquerors. Every great empire was able to profit off its takeover… 
but then came the U.S. empire… 

WHAT NEXT?

By Bill Bonner

Thursday, August 19, 2021

“ The greatest happiness is to scatter your enemy and drive him before 
you. To see his cities reduced to ashes. To see those who love him 
shrouded and in tears. And to gather to your bosom his wives and 
daughters. – Genghis Khan, first Great Khan of the Mongol Empire

Bill Bonner

POITOU, FRANCE – It’s easy to criticize the Biden Team for its 
breathtaking incompetence in Afghanistan.

So that’s what we’ll do.

But the debacle illustrates far more than just the failure of one president, 
one party, or one administration.

It shows us how the whole elite scam works…

…from the delusion that the rest of the world wants to be like the USA… if 
it could only get the chance…

…to the fantasy that its experts know what they’re doing…

…to the “exceptional nation” vanity… and misplaced faith in high-tech, 
super-expensive U.S. firepower…

…to the kind of misadventure you get up to when you can pay for it with 
fake money…

…to the collaboration of Wall Street and America’s leading industries…

…to the complete lack of historical perspective or intelligent political 
leadership…

…to the bovine-like acceptance by the public of the elites’ conjob…



…and the toadiness of its leading media.

Classic Elite Scam

As we pointed out in an early book, Empire of Debt, the U.S. never really 
got the hang of imperial finance.

Early empires must have been exhilarating… and rewarding. The 
conquerors raped the women, made slaves of the men, and carried off all 
the treasure they could get their hands on.

The Roman Empire was more sophisticated. Victorious troops won slaves
and booty, and then the captured people paid regular tribute to Rome.

The British Empire was a more modern, commercial variant, taking raw 
materials from colonies and using them to make finished products in 
Britain, which were then sold at a profit.

But the U.S. empire was a money-loser from the beginning. The elite 
enjoyed the thrill of playing World of Warcraft with live ammunition. They 
also got the jobs… the contracts… and the power.

But they never figured out how to make it pay, except for themselves… 
and only by taking the money from their own people.

It was a classic elite scam, in which the rewards go to the people at the 
top… and the costs (including most of the fatalities) fall upon the public.

Bill Bonner: Shadow-Banned?

Eyes on the Money

Yes, in the Afghanistan debacle, it’s all there… right before our eyes, like 
a corpse dumped on the highway.

And now we ask: What other incompetence are the elites hiding? What 
other lies are they telling?

And… will the lies and bungling continue for years… and then come 
crashing down in a matter of days?

Our beat here at the Diary is economics and finance. So we will ignore 
the war against COVID-19, the War on Drugs, diversity, democracy, anti-



racism, climate control, and the rest of the claptrap. We’ll keep our eyes 
on the money.

[Featured: (Bizarro World) Facebook set to launch new cryptocurrency?]

And we note, again, that it’s amazing what you can’t see when you’re 
paid to be blind.

Investors have made fortunes by not noticing that their stocks are priced 
nowhere near what they are really worth…

Statisticians are paid to miscalculate the inflation rate…

Economists build careers by ignoring the basics of economics…

Politicians win office by promising to spend more than we can afford…

And Federal Reserve chief Jerome Powell becomes the most famous 
public servant since Pontius Pilate by closing his eyes to the destruction 
caused by his phony interest rates and trillions of dollars’ worth of fake 
money.

-- 

Delayed Reaction

The fake dollar was introduced 50 years ago last Sunday. It probably 
would have disappeared long ago had not then-Fed chair Paul Volcker 
given it a new lease of life in 1980.

Thereafter, the U.S. held together fairly well for the next 20 years.

So we can probably date the real drift into fantasyland to about the same 
time as the invasion of Afghanistan… in the early 2000s.

“Reagan proved that deficits don’t matter,” said then-Vice President Dick 
Cheney in 2003.

Of course, deficits do matter. But not necessarily right away.

And by the time you realize that they do matter, you are trying to take off 
from a crowded runway… with dozens of people clinging to your wheels.



More to come…

Regards,

Bill"

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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Buying The Dip At Batshit-Insanely Priced All Time Highs

BY quoth the raven

Maybe it's market valuation Stockholm syndrome…

SiTuaTioN NoRMaL All F*CK*D UP...

Definitive Proof That This is a Bubble... and It's Ready to Burst 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-08-19/definitive-proof-bubble-and-
its-ready-burst 

BY Phoenix Capital Research

It's now just a matter of figuring out when it bursts.

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
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KABOOM AND KABUL https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/
the-afghan-adventure-and-other-lies-from-americas-elite/ 

“The Afghan Adventure and Other Lies From America’s Elite

By Bill Bonner

Friday, August 20, 2021

The Afghan army wasn’t real. The Afghan Civil 
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Authority was never real. They never collected taxes.
There were no courts outside of police robbing 
people. None of it ever existed... it was just a big 
jobs program funded by American money, and the 
moment it looked like the money would go away, 
everyone went home.

– Former U.S. soldier Graham Platner, interviewed by
The Jerusalem Post

POITOU, FRANCE – What a jolly, schadenfreudian week.

The American elite have had their noses rubbed in their most precious 
delusions and pretensions.

They spent $2.2 trillion, equal to $55,000 for every person in the nation, 
building a modern, democratic Afghanistan (and coincidentally, enriching 
themselves).

And now, instead of receiving polite “thank you” notes, they are chased 
from the country in appalling scenes of disorganization and 
incompetence.

And this was not just the “military-industrial complex” that president 
Dwight D. Eisenhower warned against.

If this was a “ship of fools,” the universities, think-tanks, media, liberals, 
conservatives… Republicans as well as Democrats… do-gooders and 
world improvers – all were in the first-class cabins.

They imagined that they were bringing the indisputable virtues of the 
American way of life – with its unlimited fake-dollar spending, Prozac, and
transgender bathrooms – to the ancient lands south of the Hindu Kush.

And it was all a fraud, marked by lies and deceit over 20 years...”

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Cats and dominoes
https://youtu.be/7Nn7NZI_LN4 

Snyder: What Is America Going To Look Like If This Continues? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/snyder-what-america-going-look-if-
continues We are in a highly advanced state of social decay, and it is 
getting worse with each passing year… [ “ highly advanced state of social
decay”… hmmm … I like that … sounds about right! ]

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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DRUDGEREPORT.COM
HERE'S HENRI... LATEST.. [ UH OH! ]
Weakens to tropical storm...
Northeasterners hunker down...
'Extremely worrisome'...
Storm surge threat...
RI in crosshairs...
Half CT could lose power...
NYC Sees Historic Rain...
Streets, subways flood...
Concert to celebrate end of virus cancelled...
Trains, flights canceled...
ADVISORY...
CONE... SATELLITE...
VIDEO UPDATE... 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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music sample, 59 seconds, Stones, 'Gimme Shelter' muted by facebook 

MY POST/WARNING FROM OVER A DECADE AGO:

USA #1? 40 Embarrassing Things That America Is   The     Best In The World   
At
http://endoftheamericandream.com 

http://albertpeia.com/40badthingsusabest.htm 

‘Is the USA still #1?  Well, there are many things that America is still the 
best in the world at, but unfortunately a lot of those categories are 
nothing to be proud of.  Once upon a time the United States was the 
greatest nation on earth, but now we are a nation that is in a horrific 
state of decline.  Just consider a few of the embarrassing things that 
America leads the world in: obesity, crime, divorce, teen pregnancy, child
abuse deaths and government debt.  The statistics that you are about to 
read below are incredibly disturbing.  Most people that write these kinds 
of articles about the decline of America hate this country.  But that is not
the case with me.  I was born and raised in America and I love this nation
deeply.  It is time to realize that we will never be able to start fixing our 
problems until we take a really good look in the mirror and realize just 
how far we have fallen.  America is not the country that it once was.  
America is a complete and total mess and just "tweaking" a few things 
here and there is not going to return this nation to its former glory.  We 
have forgotten the things that once made us great, and if we do not 
return to them we will continue to fall apart as a nation.

With that being said, the following are 40 embarrassing things that 
America is the best in the world at....
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#1 America has the highest incarceration rate and the largest total prison
population in the entire world by a good margin.

#2 There are more car thefts in the United States than anywhere else in 
the world by far.

#3 Of all the major industrialized nations, America is the most obese.  
Mexico is #2.

#4 The average American drinks more than 600 sodas a year - the most in
the world.

#5 U.S. corporations sell more fast food and more soda than anyone else 
in the world by a wide margin.

#6 Nobody watches more television per week (28 hours) than Americans 
do.  Although to be honest, people living in the UK are tied with us.

#7 The United States leads the world in credit card fraud.

#8 The United States has the highest percentage of one person 
households on the entire planet.

#9 The United States has the highest divorce rate in the world by a good 
margin.

#10 The United States has the highest teen pregnancy rate in the world 
by far.

#11 There are more school shootings in America than anywhere else in 
the world.

#12 The United States has the highest child abuse death rate in the 
world.

#13 There are more "deaths by reptile" in America than anywhere else in 
the world.

#14 The United States has the most lawyers per capita in the entire 
world.

#15 The United States produces more pornography than any other nation 
in the world.

http://techcrunch.com/2007/05/12/internet-pornography-stats/
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#16 Americans take more prescription drugs than anyone else in the 
world.

#17 More is spent on prescription drug advertising in America than 
anywhere else in the world.

#18 The percentage of women taking antidepressants in America is 
higher than in any other country in the world.

#19 More people have been diagnosed with mental disorders in America 

than anywhere else on earth.

#20 The United States has the highest rate of illegal drug use on the 
entire globe.

#21 There is more credit card debt in America than anywhere else in the 
world.

#22 There is more mortgage debt in America than anywhere else in the 
world.

#23 There is more student loan debt in America than anywhere else in the
world.

#24 The United States spends more money on government schools than 
any other nation on earth does.

#25 U.S. citizens spend more time in school than anyone else in the 
world.  So why are so many of us dumb as a rock?

#26 Nobody in the world gets more plastic surgery done than Americans 
do.

#27 The United States leads the world in eating disorder deaths.

#28 According to nationmaster.com, the United States has the most total 
reported crimes in the world by far.

#29 Nobody has more airport security thugs groping women and children 
than America does.

#30 The United States spends much more on health care as a percentage 
of GDP than any other nation on the face of the earth.
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#31 The United States has the most complicated tax system on the entire
planet.

#32 The United States has the most laws on the entire planet.

#33 The United States spends more on the military than the next 12 
nations combined, and yet the Obama administration is considering plans
to unilaterally slash the size of the U.S. nuclear arsenal by up to 80 
percent.

#34 The United States has the most foreign military bases in the world by
far.

#35 The United States exports more arms to other countries than anyone 
else in the world.

#36 Americans spend more time sitting in traffic than anyone else in the 
world.

#37 Americans spend more money on elections than anyone else does in 
the world by a very wide margin.

#38 Every single year, the United States has the largest trade deficit in 
the world by far.

#39 The U.S. government wastes more money than any other government 
on earth does.

#40 The United States has accumulated the biggest mountain of 
government debt in the history of the world.
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https://www.zerohedge.com/political/snyder-what-america-going-look-if-
continues We are in a highly advanced state of social decay, and it is 
getting worse with each passing year… [ “ highly advanced state of social
decay”… hmmm … I like that … sounds about right! ]

https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-afghan-adventure-
and-other-lies-from-americas-elite/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 

http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 

AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-
organized-crime-213910/?
fbclid=IwAR2PD0xHc3enFHJs7_I0_L24YaT8r1L2xQ2CU_F-
9tUiGdjozsGAiZ1CGys 

I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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FROM FAKE BOOM TO KA-BOOM! https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-
bonner-diary/americas-next-two-choices/ 

By Bill Bonner

Monday, August 23, 2021

"POITOU, FRANCE – Whew… We were distracted last week by the 
collapse of the elite’s 20-year fraud in Afghanistan.
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Alert readers noticed that it caused us to amend our outlook… our 
forecast for coming events. Let’s take a look at it, so we’re all on the 
same page.

Here it is in shorthand:

(Fake) Boom… Bust… Re-Boom… Ka-Boom… Kabul! ....."

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 

http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 

AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-
organized-crime-213910/?
fbclid=IwAR2PD0xHc3enFHJs7_I0_L24YaT8r1L2xQ2CU_F-
9tUiGdjozsGAiZ1CGys 

I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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DRUDGEREPORT 
Drought worsens in Southern Cal... https://news.yahoo.com/drought-
worsens-southern-california-ventura-185118065.html?fr=sycsrp_catchall 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth 
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Why Fauci's prediction for the pandemic's end is daunting for Democrats 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/08/24/politics/anthony-fauci-timeline-covid-joe-
biden/index.html 
[ It’s drivin’ Little Anthony (and the Washington Imperials) out of his 
(their) head(s)! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c ] 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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"The Time Has Come. Enough Is Enough" - Fauci Dismisses "Freedom" In 
Call For Vaccine Mandates https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/time-has-
come-enough-enough-fauci-dismisses-freedom-call-vaccine-mandates "...I
respect people’s freedom, but..."

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
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I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
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"Pet Rocks" & Other Signs Of A Rich Market https://www.zerohedge.com/
markets/pet-rocks-other-signs-rich-market ...every measure of valuation 
suggests investors have thrown all “caution to the wind.”
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Nomura Warns Stocks Face "Extreme De-Risking Flow Overhang" After 
Last Few Days https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-warns-
stocks-face-extreme-de-risking-flow-overhang-after-last-few-days
...moreso because of the violence of the two day rally, the “delta-one” 
second order “accelerant flow” catalysts for a risk-off move remain...

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-
organized-crime-213910/?
fbclid=IwAR2PD0xHc3enFHJs7_I0_L24YaT8r1L2xQ2CU_F-
9tUiGdjozsGAiZ1CGys 

I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth 
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The Contention of Ajax and Ulysses 
http://www.luminarium.org/sevenlit/shirley/calchas.htm 

It’s coming! ‘The Big Hurt’. Banzai!

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
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DRUDGEREPORT
INFLATION 30 YEAR HIGH... 
FED KEEPS PUMPING... 
STOCKS HIT MORE RECORDS...
DEBT NEARS $29 TRILLION... https://www.usdebtclock.org/ 

‘Daily Show’ Delivers Scathing Biography of ‘Epic News Bro’ Chris Cuomo 
(Video)  https://www.thewrap.com/daily-show-epic-news-bro-cuomo/ 
[ Fredo and Frodo Cuomo – woppin’, sloppin’ italians … enough to make 
you puke! ] 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
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DRUDGEREPORT 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/dashboards/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299
423467b48e9ecf6 
DeSantis statements about COVID death rate get renewed scrutiny... 
Fatalities Hit Record; Younger Victims... 
Portable MORGUES sent to state... 
Organizer of TX 'Freedom Rally' hospitalized... 
Reporter punched in face while covering anti-mask event... 
Model Predicts 100,000 More Deaths in USA BEFORE Winter...
EU moves to reintroduce travel curbs on Americans... 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/texas-deploys-medical-help-illinois-220130709.html
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Morgan Stanley: This Fall We Expect The Mid-Cycle Transition To End 
With A 10%+ S&P 500 Correction  
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/morgan-stanley-fall-we-expect-mid-
cycle-transition-end-10-sp-500-correction 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 

AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-
organized-crime-213910/?
fbclid=IwAR2PD0xHc3enFHJs7_I0_L24YaT8r1L2xQ2CU_F-
9tUiGdjozsGAiZ1CGys 

I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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 You might get a laugh from these (I thought they were funny!).

I assume you’ve seen ‘The Wizard of Oz’ . This SNL sketch is very funny. 
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Kate Mckinnon is great as always; but Will Ferrell is especially hilarious.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xb9j738BHws 

https://etcanada.com/news/708791/darrell-hammond-who-famously-
impersonated-sean-connery-in-snl-sketches-pays-tribute-to-late-star/ 

The World Behind Bars  https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/world-
behind-bars 
...USA, USA, USA! 8-28-21

Crime > Total crimes: Countries Compared

    Home Country Info Stats Crime Total crimes 

    Totals Per Capita Group Totals 

1 United States 11.88 million 2002 
2 United Kingdom 6.52 million 2002 
3 Germany 6.51 million 2002 

Group of 7 countries (G7) average 5.18 million 2002 
4 France 3.77 million 2002 
5 Russia 2.95 million 2002 
6 Japan 2.85 million 2002 
7 South Africa 2.68 million 2002 
8 Canada 2.52 million 2002 
9 Italy 2.23 million 2002 
10 India 1.76 million 2002 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 

AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-
organized-crime-213910/?
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9tUiGdjozsGAiZ1CGys 

I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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Consumer Confidence Crashes Amid Delta Fears As Inflation Fears Hit 13 
Year High  https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/consumer-confidence-
crashes-amid-concerns-about-delta-variant-inflation-fear-soar 

Scientists Warn About New Hyper-Infectious South African Variant 

Traveling By Car For Labor Day? Expect To Pay Highest Prices In Seven 
Years

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 

AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-
organized-crime-213910/?
fbclid=IwAR2PD0xHc3enFHJs7_I0_L24YaT8r1L2xQ2CU_F-
9tUiGdjozsGAiZ1CGys 

I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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COVID ‘CURE’ FROM HELL: WHY PEOPLE ARE EATING *LITERAL HORSE 
MEDS* https://www.huffpost.com/entry/horse-paste-ivermectin-
flccc_n_612d1980e4b02be25b5edd15 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 

AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-
organized-crime-213910/?
fbclid=IwAR2PD0xHc3enFHJs7_I0_L24YaT8r1L2xQ2CU_F-
9tUiGdjozsGAiZ1CGys 

I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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McCarthy Warns Phone, Tech Giants That GOP Won’t ‘Forget’ If They Turn
Over Jan. 6 Records  https://www.huffpost.com/entry/kevin-mccarthy-
records-house-select-committee-capitol-
riot_n_612eee73e4b0f1b9705a21d4  [ Warns, as in threatens … Is there 
any wonder why america’s pervasive criminality at the highest levels is 
covered up … PATHETIC!  AMERICA IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD! 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-
organized-crime-213910/?
fbclid=IwAR2PD0xHc3enFHJs7_I0_L24YaT8r1L2xQ2CU_F-
9tUiGdjozsGAiZ1CGys 

I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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YAHOO https://www.yahoo.com/news/ann-coulter-sided-biden-
afghanistan-114148250.html 
Biden said on Tuesday that he'd inherited the situation from Trump.
"My predecessor, the former president, signed an agreement with the 
Taliban to remove US troops by May the 1st, just months after I was 
inaugurated," he said. "It included no requirement that the Taliban work 
out a cooperative governing arrangement with the Afghan government. 
But it did authorize the release of 5,000 prisoners last year, including 
some of the Taliban's top war commanders, among those who just took 
control of Afghanistan. And by the time I came to office, the Taliban was 
in its strongest military position since 2001."

https://www.yahoo.com/news/ann-coulter-sided-biden-afghanistan-114148250.html
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[Look here: trump’s collecting for further fraud run … hasn’t paid for any 
of his crimes, before or after presidency … america’s nothing but fraud 
and bulls**t! PATHETIC!

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 

AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-
organized-crime-213910/?
fbclid=IwAR2PD0xHc3enFHJs7_I0_L24YaT8r1L2xQ2CU_F-
9tUiGdjozsGAiZ1CGys 

I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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 SHOCK: SUPREMES OK TX ABORTION BAN — 5-4 — SOTOMAYOR: 🚨
‘STUNNING’  https://www.huffpost.com/entry/supreme-court-texas-
abortion-law_n_61304e4ce4b05f53eda33f74   [ Meanwhile, not to miss an 
opportunity in every calamity, wall street bets heavily on coat-hangar 
manufacturers. ]

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
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I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_y6nFjoVp4 

DRUDGEREPORT ROGAN INFECTED; TAKING HORSE MEDS...  You can’t 
make this s**t up!

https://happyhealthyme.convertri.com/g7r2?
sub1=G7_GL_Countries37_H2Pan2&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI9JKyqNLg8gIVBv
PnAx0iEwX1EAEYASAAEgIsffD_BwE 

 
Quantitative Brainwashing  
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/quantitative-brainwashing 
Governments of today have become extremely adept at creating 
euphemisms for their misdeeds...
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https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/quantitative-brainwashing
https://happyhealthyme.convertri.com/g7r2?sub1=G7_GL_Countries37_H2Pan2&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI9JKyqNLg8gIVBvPnAx0iEwX1EAEYASAAEgIsffD_BwE
https://happyhealthyme.convertri.com/g7r2?sub1=G7_GL_Countries37_H2Pan2&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI9JKyqNLg8gIVBvPnAx0iEwX1EAEYASAAEgIsffD_BwE
https://happyhealthyme.convertri.com/g7r2?sub1=G7_GL_Countries37_H2Pan2&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI9JKyqNLg8gIVBvPnAx0iEwX1EAEYASAAEgIsffD_BwE
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/joe-rogan-has-covid-19-is-taking-unproven-deworming-medicine/ar-AANZUBj?ocid=uxbndlbing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_y6nFjoVp4
http://albertpeia.com/
https://trendsresearch.com/
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-organized-crime-213910/?fbclid=IwAR2PD0xHc3enFHJs7_I0_L24YaT8r1L2xQ2CU_F-9tUiGdjozsGAiZ1CGys
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-organized-crime-213910/?fbclid=IwAR2PD0xHc3enFHJs7_I0_L24YaT8r1L2xQ2CU_F-9tUiGdjozsGAiZ1CGys
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-organized-crime-213910/?fbclid=IwAR2PD0xHc3enFHJs7_I0_L24YaT8r1L2xQ2CU_F-9tUiGdjozsGAiZ1CGys


“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 

AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-
organized-crime-213910/?
fbclid=IwAR2PD0xHc3enFHJs7_I0_L24YaT8r1L2xQ2CU_F-
9tUiGdjozsGAiZ1CGys 

I See the Future and It Is Hell on Earth! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/
2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8 

http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg

https://trendsresearch.com/ 

http://albertpeia.com 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_y6nFjoVp4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_y6nFjoVp4
http://albertpeia.com/
https://trendsresearch.com/
http://albertpeia.com/losertrump.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDu8yDWElC8
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-08-05/i-see-future-and-it-hell-earth
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-organized-crime-213910/?fbclid=IwAR2PD0xHc3enFHJs7_I0_L24YaT8r1L2xQ2CU_F-9tUiGdjozsGAiZ1CGys
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-organized-crime-213910/?fbclid=IwAR2PD0xHc3enFHJs7_I0_L24YaT8r1L2xQ2CU_F-9tUiGdjozsGAiZ1CGys
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-organized-crime-213910/?fbclid=IwAR2PD0xHc3enFHJs7_I0_L24YaT8r1L2xQ2CU_F-9tUiGdjozsGAiZ1CGys
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/


TWEETS TO THE SWEET [ I was asked what’s with this title. Reply: The 
‘tweets’, popular these days, are what one does on Twitter. ‘Tweets To 
The Sweet’ a purposely far from clever play on words ‘Sweets to the 
Sweet’, Queen to Ophelia (funeral) from arguably Shakespeare’s greatest 
play (‘Hamlet’); certainly my favorite. No big deal! ]

http://albertpeia.com/somesummarizedpositions.htm 

Seldom is it, to be sure; but, on this I unequivocally agree with Ann, viz., 
Ann's retweet of a National Fraternal Order of Police post!

america is a total fraud! https://pic.twitter.com/5n9qialE9S 

UNRELENTING: HIGHEST COVID DEATH RATES SINCE MAY 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/highest-covid-19-deaths-since-may-
2020_n_5fb89804c5b6cd86dfbdb6a3 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/highest-covid-19-deaths-since-may-2020_n_5fb89804c5b6cd86dfbdb6a3
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/highest-covid-19-deaths-since-may-2020_n_5fb89804c5b6cd86dfbdb6a3
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/highest-covid-19-deaths-since-may-2020_n_5fb89804c5b6cd86dfbdb6a3
https://pic.twitter.com/5n9qialE9S
http://albertpeia.com/somesummarizedpositions.htm


DRUDGEREPORT CASES, HOSPITALIZATIONS BREAK RECORD 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 

Senators who rejected impeachment in favor of 'letting voters decide' 
now reject voters' decision https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/senators-
who-urged-voters-to-decide-impeachment-won-t-admit-trump-lost-the-
election-96339013632 

CNN US coronavirus cases surpass 12 million It only took less than a 
week for the US to record more than 1 million Covid-19 cases. One expert
says the disease is spreading 'faster' and 'broader' than ever. 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/21/health/us-coronavirus-saturday/index.ht
ml 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
DANGER DAYS
CASES, HOSPITALIZATIONS BREAK RECORD 
President Skips G20 Pandemic Preparedness Meeting to Go Golfing... 
Founders didn't prepare for president who refuses to step down, 
historians say...
Detroit asks judge to sanction Trump campaign for spreading 
disinformation...
Outrage in Black community over claims of voter fraud...
WIRE: Who needs Russia? Loudest attacks on America are from Donald...
Fails to leverage power of office to subvert Biden win...
BALZ: Vindictive man seeks to undermine...
Criminal probes, legal dangers await after White House... 

YAHOO Entertainment INSIDER The world's best chess player said 
Netflix's 'The Queen's Gambit' 'did chess better' than anything else 
Hollywood has done, but the game still has a culture of belittling women 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/worlds-best-chess-player-said-
080000265.html 

Easy program, to be sure; but nevertheless, some real slaughters, look 
here:

https://www.yahoo.com/news/worlds-best-chess-player-said-080000265.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/worlds-best-chess-player-said-080000265.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/worlds-best-chess-player-said-080000265.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/worlds-best-chess-player-said-080000265.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/worlds-best-chess-player-said-080000265.html
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-new-york-campaign-finance-cyrus-vance-jr-manhattan-f841d62dbf6d1a8ba2949bc577858f6e
https://www.thetelegraph.com/news/article/A-vindictive-Trump-seeks-to-undermine-Biden-s-15744851.php
https://apnews.com/article/election-2020-joe-biden-donald-trump-local-elections-arizona-7174555c2545f8afb69f0ce2ac0b2156
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-loudest-attack-us-vote-bc653f799233e76dd60c27c37859d67b
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Outrage-in-Black-community-over-claims-of-voter-15744049.php
https://news.trust.org/item/20201120191014-1k3se
https://news.trust.org/item/20201120191014-1k3se
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/The-Founders-didn-t-prepare-for-a-president-who-15744686.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/The-Founders-didn-t-prepare-for-a-president-who-15744686.php
https://www.mediaite.com/news/just-in-trump-skips-g20-pandemic-preparedness-meeting-to-go-golfing/
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EnTlT9cVgAEBHwj?format=jpg&name=4096x4096
https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/20/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/21/health/us-coronavirus-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/21/health/us-coronavirus-saturday/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/21/health/us-coronavirus-saturday/index.html
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/senators-who-urged-voters-to-decide-impeachment-won-t-admit-trump-lost-the-election-96339013632
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/senators-who-urged-voters-to-decide-impeachment-won-t-admit-trump-lost-the-election-96339013632
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/senators-who-urged-voters-to-decide-impeachment-won-t-admit-trump-lost-the-election-96339013632
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/senators-who-urged-voters-to-decide-impeachment-won-t-admit-trump-lost-the-election-96339013632
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/senators-who-urged-voters-to-decide-impeachment-won-t-admit-trump-lost-the-election-96339013632
http://albertpeia.com/
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EnTlT9cVgAEBHwj?format=jpg&name=4096x4096


TRUMP CRUSHED IN COURT — PA RESULTS STAND — JUDGE RIPS RUDY
RUSE https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pennsylvania-giuliani-
lawsuit_n_5fb9a3dec5b66bb88c5e7fe9 

Levin Report Steven Mnuchin Swears He’s Not Tanking the Economy Just
to F--k Over Joe Biden https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/11/steven-
mnuchin-joe-biden-economy [ Mark, your reports are invaluable! ]

GOP Governor On Trump’s Election Tantrum: Beginning To Look Like A 
‘Banana Republic’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/larry-hogan-banana-
republic_n_5fba9a8fc5b63d1b77043d5e [DUH! The shoe certainly fits!]

PREZ READIES ARMS DEAL DISASTER — BUT CONGRESS COULD STOP IT
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-arms-deal-
uae_n_5fb6e9b3c5b618e45b468a37 

Chris Christie Tears Into Trump’s Legal Team: ‘A National 
Embarrassment’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/chris-christie-national-
embarrassment_n_5fba7c5cc5b6e4b1ea435614 

Chris Christie Tears Into Trump’s Legal Team: ‘A National 
Embarrassment’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/chris-christie-national-
embarrassment_n_5fba7c5cc5b6e4b1ea435614 [ National 
Embarrassment? Jersey’s the joke that keeps on giving. new york/new 
jersey mafia paradises with front men cuomo, de blasio, and previously 
only half sicilian trump tutor christie, florio, mobster trump lands both; 
thrice count trumpsters/kiddies of CONnecticut. But, talk about wops of 
the northeast, I still haven’t gotten over that huge wopper promulgated 
by none other than Conn. Senator blumenthal concerning vietnam service
that never was. Pathetically, his tears sufficed for re-election. What they 
did to poor, brilliant Tesla seems in ghostly cursed fashion paid back on 
edison’s floundering ge of CONnecticut as TESLA reaches for the stars. 
CONnecticut turned out to be a big disappointment, though better, more 
civilized than new york/new jersey mafia/mob paradises. 

‘  LANDSLIDE’: BIDEN TOPS 300 EVs   https://www.huffpost.com/entry/biden-
has-won-306-electoral-college-votes-in-2016-trump-called-that-a-
landslide_n_5faeebedc5b6d05e86e6ca4d 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/biden-has-won-306-electoral-college-votes-in-2016-trump-called-that-a-landslide_n_5faeebedc5b6d05e86e6ca4d
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MARKETWATCH The Stock Market Is Soaring. Why the Countdown to a 
Tumble Has Started. 
https://www.barrons.com/articles/what-will-stocks-do-in-2021-and-2022-
51605050560?
link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=mark
etwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_m
edium=BARRONS&adobe_mc=MCMID
%3D33765368431853895684615918636231509251%7CMCORGID
%3DCB68E4BA55144CAA0A4C98A5%2540AdobeOrg%7CTS
%3D1605222438 

Al
@alpeia
Replying to 
@AnnCoulter
and 
@nytimes
I unequivocally agree with Ann, despite the fact she's a cruel dude! eric 
holder is a corrupt piece of s**t!
obama/holder … Remember those guys? [To be fair and balanced, there’s 
also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in the 
factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric Holder 
spent six years as attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks for 
their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives behind bars. Now, 
he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense firm,making 
millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid criminal 
consequences.Worse,it was just reported that the firm, 
Covington&Burling,has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder 
awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a$1.5 
million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions 
about how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his
old firm while it continued to represent companies under DOJ 
investigation.If the firm & Holder agreed on a future job offer,that alone 
could violate criminal laws.

TRUMP SHAKEUP SENDS CHILLS THROUGH MIL. — 10 TENSE WEEKS — 
LATEST https://www.huffpost.com/entry/military-wary-trump-shakeup-
could-upend-apolitical-nature_n_5fad3e08c5b6ed84597ee379 
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WHITE HOUSE TURMOIL — TRUMP MOOD SWINGS — ASLEEP AT WHEEL 
— LATEST https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-veterans-day-white-
house-drama_n_5fac9fcec5b6d647a39bb099 

YAHOO Politics The Independent‘I’m beginning to see what happened in 
Germany’: Democrat compares Trump refusing to concede to rise of 
Hitler https://www.yahoo.com/news/m-beginning-see-happened-germany-
145243439.html 'How do you elect a person president, then all of a 
sudden you’re going to give him the authority to be dictator? That’s what 
Hitler did in Germany.’ [ DUH! ]

New Study Shows COVID-19 May Also Lead To Mental Health Disorders 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/study-covid-19-mental-
health_l_5faadafbc5b623bfac545b03 The most common conditions 
experts have seen include post-traumatic stress disorder, anxiety, 
depression, insomnia and dementia. 

DIRE: FIVE STATES SET COVID DEATH RECORDS 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/5-states-record-covid-
deaths_n_5fabf7dbc5b68707d1fb123f 

YAHOO Politics The Independent Mary Trump says her uncle is 
attempting a coup on departure from White House 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mary-trump-says-her-uncle-182044919.html 
They're going to break as much as they can on the way out’

CNN Alarm grows over Trump's 'dictator moves' as he denies election 
defeat Trump's administration looks like a tottering regime, with attacks 
on the military chain of command, a bunker mentality and delusional 
claims of victory https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/11/politics/donald-trump-
joe-biden-transition/index.html 

HUFFPOST 
 IT’S OFFICIAL:BIDEN WINS WHITE HOUSE — TRUMP TROUNCED🚨  🚨 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/joe-biden-wins-presidential-election-
2020_n_5f9c6a95c5b6f4683cee8c33 
POLITICS 
11/07/2020 Joe Biden Wins Historic 2020 Presidential Election, 

https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/joe-biden-wins-presidential-election-2020_n_5f9c6a95c5b6f4683cee8c33
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Vanquishing Donald Trump With a victory in Pennsylvania, Joe Biden 
secured his win over Donald Trump, the first U.S. president to lose 
reelection in 28 years.

http://albertpeia.com/burningman.gif 

‘  EPIDEMIC OF DELUSION’: GOP ALL IN ON ELECTION REJECTION —   

LATEST https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-biden-gsa-2020-
election_n_5fa9ec79c5b64c88d40422d1 

HUFFPOST BIDEN NEARS KNOCKOUT —   CAMPAIGN: ‘VICTORY   
IMMINENT’   —   LATEST   https://www.huffpost.com/entry/biden-edges-
closer-2020-election-swing-states_n_5fa41d8fc5b65f36890f5a3c 

LASHES, THRASHES, TRASHES https://drudgereport.com/ 
ANXIETY SOARS IN DIVIDED STATES OF AMERICA 
JOE ON TRACK FOR 80 MILLION VOTES! 
BIDEN 264 TRUMP 214
50.51% 47.85% 

RESULTS MAP
AZ GA NV PA 
http://albertpeia.com/burningman.gif 

DRUDGEREPORT
Biden on path to win 306 Electoral College votes, same as Trump's 
'landslide' victory in 2016...
President turns angry and despondent as defeat looms... 
BRINK OF VICTORY
JOE TO ADDRESS NATION AT 8 PM 
BIDEN 264 TRUMP 214
50.53% 47.83% 

RESULTS MAP
AZ GA NV PA 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
BIDEN GETS MOST VOTES IN AMERICAN HISTORY 
NATION WAITS FOR FINAL RESULTS! 
BIDEN 264 TRUMP 214

https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-joe-biden-election-day-966a3decc2c3262946c03baf2dd14e8f
https://theweek.com/speedreads/947822/biden-now-received-more-votes-president-than-other-candidate-history
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.politico.com/2020-election/results/pennsylvania/
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50.25% 48.13% 

NATIONAL MAP
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MSNBC
Joy Reid: Is America more like Trump than we’d like to admit? [ Well, 
truth be told, as I’ve previously documented on this website 
http://albertpeia.com/ ; america is indeed a nation, as is trump, 
predominantly mentally ill, criminal. It’s an anthropological reality of 
these contraindicated breeding populations, melting pot theme so 
proudly embraced that intense propaganda (as, ie., trump lies, etc.) has 
obfuscated, covered up. In other words, american ‘blue bloods’ share with
the general american populace the more accurate description; viz., ‘bad 
bloods’. ]

ANNthropology ... http://albertpeia.com/anthroindex1.htm 

Tweets https://twitter.com/alpeia 
AnnCoulter@AnnCoulter·
"Trump may be a highly flawed human being, but ... at least readily transparent.
Trump's awfulness is 'in your face,' while the awfulness of a typical politician is
hidden behind a carefully crafted façade and a veil of "credible deniability."
I truly hope that Ann was being her usual sarcastic self in positing 
trump’s transparent awfulness as a positive. After all, to be sure, one 
does not have to try hard to imagine how shocking it truly was/is to 
rational sensibilities consonant with civilized behavior and rules of law to
see the so-called powers that be fall all over themselves enabling, 
covering up for mentally ill mobster/criminal trump. Pathetic!
TRUMP HINTS: FIRE FAUCI POST-ELECTION! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-fire-
fauci_n_5f9f99bbc5b658b27c3c1319 
[ Where is the love asks Little Tony https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=MBT1neIA0tc and it’s drivin’ Little Tony (and the Washington Imperials)
out of his head! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c ]
HUFFPOST To Beat McConnell, Democrats Need A Last-Minute Miracle 
From Amy McGrath https://www.huffpost.com/entry/amy-mcgrath-mitch-
mcconnell-kentucky-senate_n_5f9c6593c5b6f7f4a16bfc93 [How does 
sodomite ‘mitch the bitch’ get away with this s**t, as does his ‘no-soul 
mate’ trump? In 1967, Mitch McConnell was court-martialed for sodomy 
but … https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2013/2/24/1189537/-The-Strange-

https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2013/2/24/1189537/-The-Strange-and-Possibly-Sordid-Story-of-Mitch-McConnell-s-Military-Service
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/200550989637841319/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/200550989637841319/
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https://www.politico.com/2020-election/results/pennsylvania/
https://www.politico.com/2020-election/results/nevada/
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and-Possibly-Sordid-Story-of-Mitch-McConnell-s-Military-Service In 1967, 
Mitch McConnell was court-martialed for sodomy but was quietly 
released from active duty thanks to the intervention of a Senator..
The aforementioned tweet definitely got their attention… Fair Comment 
and true, that’s a bit disappointing given the free ride mcconnell/trump 
have gotten in so many ways!
We've temporarily limited some of your account features 
Al @alpeia 
What happened?
We have determined that you have violated the Twitter Rules, so we’ve 
temporarily limited some of your account features. While in this state, you can 
still browse Twitter, but you’re limited to only sending Direct Messages to your 
followers — no Tweets, Retweets, or likes. Your account will be restored to full 
functionality in: 
11 hours and 31 minutes. 

TRUMP HINTS: FIRE FAUCI POST-ELECTION! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-fire-
fauci_n_5f9f99bbc5b658b27c3c1319 
[ Where is the love asks Little Tony https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=MBT1neIA0tc and it’s drivin’ Little Tony (and the Washington Imperials)
out of his head! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c ]

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
REPORT: Crews building non-scalable fence to secure White House, 
Ellipse and Lafayette Square... Developing… [Who coulda thunk it … You 
can’t make this s**t up … Sick trump!] 
FIVE MORE RALLIES TO GO 
NBCWSJ: BIDEN +10
JOE MOCKS DONALD'S HAIR
Florida Final Poll By Scott Rasmussen: Biden 51% Trump 47%... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Leaving New York: High earners explain why they left 'world's greatest 
city'... [ Start spreading the news, we’re leaving today, we want to be no 
part of it, trump mob guinea land, new york, new york. ]

Rift between Fauci and White House bursts open 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/01/politics/donald-trump-anthony-fauci-
2020-campaign/index.html [And it’s drivin’ Little Tony (and the 
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/president-trump-trails-joe-biden-by-10-points-nationally-in-final-days-of-election-11604239200
https://apnews.com/article/election-2020-joe-biden-donald-trump-virus-outbreak-elections-1582b61d263b84f860f9e82b58d7c773
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Washington Imperials) out of his head! https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=v3j9bAVqt3c ]
Searing Supercut Counts Down Trump’s ’100 Most Tremendous Scandals’ 
In Time For The Election https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-
100-scandals-the-daily-show_n_5f9d08e9c5b658b27c3a9a8a 

2020 Feels Like An Apocalypse — Because It Is One 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/apocalypse-
2020_n_5f8f824ac5b6b005f5f0a7c0 
DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
THE FINAL COUNTDOWN
3 AM TWEETS 
SUSPICIOUS MAIL DELAYS IN PA 
RECORD 91,248 VIRUS CASES IN DAY 

Trump cancels election night party at hotel 
THE FINAL COUNTDOWN
TRUMP INNER CIRCLE PREPS FOR DISASTER
STOCKS POINT TO BIDEN WIN 
RECORD 97,080 VIRUS CASES IN DAY 
Poll finds majority of Europeans would vote for Biden... 
Zuckerberg braces for civil unrest... 
Colorado survivalist camp with bunkers, weapons and guard towers 
prepared... 
WALMART RESTOCKS GUNS, AMMO... 
Military election wish: Clear-cut winner...
National Guard Arrives In Philly.. 
DC Getting Boarded Up... 
MAG: 2020s Could Be as Dangerous as 1850s... 

BONNER “...According to the number-torturers, U.S. GDP grew 33% in the 
third quarter – a record. But wait. How could GDP go up so much while 22 
million people – 13% of the workforce – are receiving unemployment? And when
actual on-the-job earnings are down by hundreds of billions of dollars? And 
when long-term unemployment is rising as more and more small businesses 
simply give up?...” [Hmmm!]
DEBT CLOCK TICKS PAST $27 TRILLION… https://www.usdebtclock.org/ 

States Face Biggest Cash Crisis Since Great Depression... 

“All these names are eventually going to be repriced, they’re all ridiculously 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-states-face-biggest-cash-crisis-since-the-great-depression-11603910750
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/why-the-2020s-could-be-as-dangerous-as-the-1850s/ar-BB1axkV2
https://www.washingtonian.com/2020/10/30/its-absolutely-heartbreaking-to-watch-washington-boarding-up-for-an-election/
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/10/30/national-guard-arrives-in-philadelphia-following-several-days-of-unrest-in-city/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-election-military/why-the-u-s-military-would-welcome-a-decisive-2020-election-win-idUSKBN27F1DC
https://www.tmz.com/2020/10/30/walmart-takes-down-guns-ammo-display-potential-civil-unrest-election/
https://kdvr.com/news/local/colorado-survivalist-camp-with-bunkers-weapons-and-guard-towers-prepared-for-post-election-turmoil/
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https://news.yahoo.com/poll-finds-majority-europeans-vote-095834567.html
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/523734-us-records-97000-new-covid-19-cases-shattering-daily-record
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-stock-markets-presidential-predictor-is-on-cusp-of-delivering-bad-news-to-the-trump-campaign-11604076754
https://www.thedailybeast.com/donald-trumps-inner-circle-braces-for-2020-campaign-disaster
https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-biden-focus-on-midwest-in-last-weekend-of-2020-campaign-11604074814
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/523528-trump-changes-election-night-plans-cancels-party-at-trump-international
https://news.trust.org/item/20201030133431-3k7wc
https://www.pennlive.com/news/2020/10/mail-delays-even-worse-across-pa-with-42-of-philly-mail-taking-longer-than-5-days.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/3am-tweet-trump-ominously-declares-joe-biden-will-only-win-white-house-if-supreme-court-fails-to-stop-it/
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valued. It’s just that I don’t know when and I don’t know from what 
stratospheric valuation they inevitably reprice,” said David Bahnsen, chief 
investment officer at The Bahnsen Group in Newport Beach, California. https://
www.huffpost.com/entry/stocks-biggest-loss-since-march-pandemic-
election_n_5f9c7f5bc5b65662bcc6e726

DRUDGEREPORT
UPDATE: DEMS '77% CHANCE' OF WINNING SENATE...
'98% CHANCE' TO WIN HOUSE… 
PRESIDENT PONDERS DEFEAT [ trump thumped ]
FADES IN BETTING ODDS 
VIRUS CASES ALL-TIME HIGH 
DEBT CLOCK TICKS PAST $27 TRILLION… https://www.usdebtclock.org/ 
States Face Biggest Cash Crisis Since Great Depression…

DRUDGEREPORT
DEBT CLOCK TICKS PAST $27 TRILLION… https://www.usdebtclock.org/ 
States Face Biggest Cash Crisis Since Great Depression... 
Economy in same place as height of Great Recession... 
PRESIDENT PONDERS DEFEAT
VIRUS CASES ALL-TIME HIGH 

BEAST: How America Became a Country Full of A**holes...
Already in New Civil War?
The Crazy Last Days of   (son of a mafia) Giuliani and Bannon...   

SHAMELESS: GOP SEN. ‘NOT FAMILIAR’ WITH ‘ACCESS HOLLYWOOD’ 
TAPE! https://www.huffpost.com/entry/kelly-loeffler-access-hollywood-
trump_n_5f9ad49ec5b6c265d8f1284b [ Well, in the new GOP, she’s 
probably hopin’ someone will “Grab her by the pussy,” -the infamous tape 
in which Donald Trump bragged that he could get away with sexually 
assaulting women. “Grab ’em by the pussy,” Trump told “Access 
Hollywood” reporter Billy Bush. Sick america! ] 

Mark Hamill Shows Why Trump’s The ‘Worst President Ever’ In New Biden
Video https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mark-hamill-reacts-to-
trump_n_5f9a5202c5b6aab57a0f6ec6 [ Forget the force. The facts, reality
are with him (Mark Hamill). ]
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WALL STREET SPOOKED BY VIRUS 
DOW -943
HOSPITALIZATIONS SURGE 
FAUCI: WORSE AND WORSE
UK POLICE TO RAID HOMES OVER HOLIDAY DINNERS 

CNN US may not be back to normal until 2022, Fauci says [ And it’s drivin’
Little Tony out of his head! https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=v3j9bAVqt3c ]

WASHPOST The 45th President Trump has brought his company more 
than $2.5 million from taxpayers Among the charges: Mar-a-Lago billed 
the government $3 apiece for glasses of water for Trump and Japan's 
Shinzo Abe.

Americans may soon refuse to trust the Supreme Court. And it will be 
Trump's fault. https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/we-may-never-recover-
damage-trump-has-done-supreme-court-n1243986?icid=msd_botgrid 
[ Well, in america’s world of laundered drug money, trump fit right in. 
Indeed, trump had plenty of places (properties, losing business ventures, 
etc.) as intended to clean the dough. And, there’s at least one supremie, 
viz., the corrupt jersey italian non-stallion alito who actively participated 
in a coverup of a trump-involved casino money laundering scenario and 
was duly rewarded for his criminal complicity 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf (and 
don’t forget tony kennedy who resigned from the court to avoid further 
warranted scrutiny and prosecution) and, trump’s Russian connection
Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House. ]

Al Peia
eric holder is a corrupt piece of s**t!
obama/holder … Remember those guys? [To be fair and balanced, there’s 
also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in the 

https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDIxOTQ2MjI2NDk3MTI0MV8xMDIxOTQ2NDI3MTkwMTQxMw%3D%3D&__cft__[0]=AZWutSM_YOKsPasfuw2KDXUgBVdS1dEJ41WLVQtRd9YBAeHK6ozl3n9_3yjn9lnxkH-T7ZVn5lHEjsfV4QyVwLd2g7nNco6DstlXfN9zJu22uXKe9TTV8EpNcJnlEmROejmKj4fjLQ8Z_nvMpOL2eTxBKg-zuvubDGPIym8OEzhxbU1h7vUOXX_AL0_kRqum_oJ93iaoK3lmf0X292yUZqsW1Gkt-S5fl0n_mjDRSb0P4A&__tn__=R]-R
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factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric Holder 
spent six years as attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks for 
their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives behind bars. Now, 
he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense firm, making 
millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid criminal 
consequences.1 Worse, it was just reported that the firm, Covington & 
Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder awaiting his
return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5 million 
condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions about 
how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his old 
firm even while it continued to represent companies under Department of
Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a future job offer, 
that alone could violate criminal laws.2 …”
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

ALBERTPEIA.COM
ALBERT LOUIS PEIA
ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

• Al Peia  
trump is an age-old enemy of mine, cost me money, etc., owing to 
corruption, coverups, etc., clinton, bush, bush, obama et al. , and now 
we're all paying. I can't and won't forget it! 
Regards!

Trump relies on repeating lies until supporters believe them 
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-relies-on-repeating-lies-
until-supporters-believe-them-94728261987 [ A page out of hitler’s blood-
red linings playbook! With all that’s known of mentally ill mobster/criminal
trump much less what’s indicated of piece of s**t trump; that trump is not
already in jail and still purportedly in contention as americans wring their
hands while cowering in fear is absolute proof and testament to the fact, 
reality that america is a s**thole and total fraud! ]
http://albertpeia.com/ 

The surreal Burning Man Festival 2020.
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/ 
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Bond Defaults Deliver 99% Losses in New Era of Bankruptcies... 
https://financialpost.com/news/fp-street/bond-defaults-deliver-99-losses-
in-new-era-of-u-s-bankruptcies

YAHOO Politics Business Insider More than 700 leading economists, 
including 7 Nobel winners, urge US voters to reject Trump, a 'selfish and 
reckless' president https://www.yahoo.com/news/more-700-leading-
economists-including-122343575.html 

"The Stock Market Will Crash": Why Investors Should Ignore Trump's 
Fiery Assertion 

Jason Johnson: ‘Trumpism is not dead even if Donald Trump is removed 
from office’ https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/jason-
johnson-trumpism-is-not-dead-even-if-donald-trump-is-removed-from-
office-94512197946 [WOW! You can’t make this s**t up. Talk about too 
much time on his hands and mental masturbation. ‘Trumpism’-a merger of
mental infirmity, mental illness, and criminality? ‘trumpism’/trump is a 
direct consequence of ‘obama/holderism’ which was a direct 
consequence of ‘dumbya bushism’ which was a direct consequence of 
‘hillbilly mobster clintonism’. One piece of s**t after another.] 
Mother of four killed by pack of dogs in Alabama 
https://nypost.com/2020/10/20/mother-of-four-killed-by-pack-of-dogs-in-
alabama/?
link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=mark
etwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_m
edium=NYPOST [Truth be told, when I saw a pedigree German Shepherd 
take a dump, and lap up its own crap like it was the greatest thing since 
sliced bread (with great enthusiasm), on further inquiry I learned such 
was an inherent dog trait. Cats and other mammals, primates, humans 
(hopefully) don't do that.] 

YAHOO Politics Business Insider More than 700 leading economists, 
including 7 Nobel winners, urge US voters to reject Trump, a 'selfish and 
reckless' president https://www.yahoo.com/news/more-700-leading-
economists-including-122343575.html 

DEATH COUNT AD GRATES ON JARED+IVANKA! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/lincoln-project-jared-kushner-ivanka-
trump-times-square-billboards-lawsuit_n_5f938ebec5b6e77726557ee7 
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MAG: China Paid Trump At Least $5.4 Million Since He Took Office, Via 
Mysterious Tower Lease... 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/danalexander/2020/10/23/forbes-estimates-china-
paid-trump-at-least-54-million-since-he-took-office-via-mysterious-trump-tower-
lease/#34b6e34fed11 
[U.S. Constitution prohibits federal officials from accepting “any present, 
emolument, office, or title, of any kind whatever, from any king, prince, or 
foreign state” without Congressional approval.]
PAPER: As Trump fights for political future, outcome could affect his company, 
which owes more than $400 million...
COVID'S WORST DAY 
DEATHS COULD HIT 500,000 BY FEB
FAUCI: FEDERAL MASK MANDATE 

Trump Balks At Idea Of A ‘Female Socialist President’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-female-socialist-
president_n_5f934f25c5b6771969e05a3e [ Unless it’s their brand of 
socialism, ie., clinton, bush, bush, obama, trump, etc., wherein they 
socialize the losses and privatize the gains, ie., wall street bailouts, 
savings and loan debacle, boondoggles, emoluments, war 
crimes/profiteering, outright theft https://missingmoney.solari.com/ , etc.; 
and then as well the already extant good socialism as per The Great 
George Orwell (Eric Blair), FDR, Truman, Eisenhower, etc.. Mentally ill 
mobster criminal trump’s misogyny is showing again.] 

BLEAK: U.S. NEW WORST COVID CASE DAY 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/covid-19-cases-record-high-
83000_n_5f937ab3c5b69b2ad5aad006 

FAUCI: TRUMP HASN’T SHOWN UP TO COVID MEETINGS IN MONTHS 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fauci-trump-coronavirus-task-force-
several-months_n_5f934534c5b6db8bd16ad29b [ And, it’s driving Little 
Tony and the Washington Imperials out of their heads. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c ]
BORAT: “I here to defend America’s mayor, (son of a mafia) Rudolph 
Giuliani. What was an innocent sexy-time encounter between a 
consenting man and my 15-year-old daughter have been turned into 
something disgusting by fake news media. I warn you, anyone else try 
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this and Rudolph will not hesitate to reach into his legal briefs and whip 
out his subpenis.” 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
1,038 COVID (HOAX) DEATHS TODAY... 

UFOetry: We Never Went To The Moon - The Award-Winning 
Documentary/Music/Video by John Lee 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is nothing
more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     '  moon   
rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock given to an 
overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, 
museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is   
Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at Dutch national museum. 
Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by 
American astronauts, ... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that 
shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 
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https://www.aulis.com/nasa4.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa5.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa6.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa12.htm 
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DRUDGEREPORT 
COVID'S WORST DAY 
DEATHS COULD HIT 500,000 BY FEB 
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com

Ann Coulter
@AnnCoulter
Fine, Joe. Our president is a jock-sniffer for journalists and shouldn't have
talked to Woodward. REPLY: Jock-sniffer? You sound experienced in that 
regard. Ann, Ann, Ann; you’re a cruel dude! … But defense of, not 
resistance to, trump is futile! … Ann et al. are beating a dead horse for 
lack of anything meaningful to say! 
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm ] 
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.gif 

http://albertpeia.com/seeingthelight.wmv 

DRUDGEREPORT 
COVID INFECTIONS NEAR PEAK https://www.cnbc.com/2020/10/23/covid-
us-reports-more-than-71600-new-cases-as-hospitalizations-rise.html U.S. 
reports more than 71,600 new Covid cases as new infections near record 
highs and hospitalizations rise Fri, 10-23-20
70,000 A DAY
'THIS IS NOT A DRILL' 
YAHOO Politics HuffPost Conservative Icon George Will Predicts The 'Pouting' 
End Of Donald Trump's Presidency https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/george-
will-donald-trump-end-presidency-prediction-065515965.html 

YAHOO Politics Salon Donald Trump is getting desperate — and his 
mental pathology is getting worse every day 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-getting-desperate-mental-
110001390.html As mental health professionals, we see a disturbed and 
destructive man whose psyche is unraveling before our eyes
Replying to 
@AnnCoulter
Ann, you’re a cruel dude! ... But defense of, not resistance to, trump is 
futile! … Ann et al. are beating a dead horse for lack of anything 
meaningful to say! ] http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.gif 
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RE-ELECT OR BUST: TRUMP LOSS COULD (SHOULD) MEAN PRISON TIME 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-loss-prison-statutes-of-
limitations_n_5f8f5353c5b62333b23ff0a0 

DRUDGEREPORT 
TWO WEEKS!
MELANIA CANCELS CAMPAIGN TRIP
BETTING MARKETS STILL SHOW JOE
BIDEN OVERTAKES TRUMP AS TWITTER KING
MAP: INFECTED STATES OF AMERICA 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
TRUMP CALLS BIDEN 'CRIMINAL' 
REPORTER IS 'CRIMINAL'
CNN 'DUMB BASTARDS'
LOCK HER UP, LOCK HIM UP, LOCK THEM ALL UP 
[ Something between Shakespearean tragedy and low budget Hollywood 
melodrama we find ‘The Fall of the House of Trump’. Crazy Donny! ]

FAUCI SOUNDS OFF: ‘I GOT TICKED OFF’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/
fauci-confirms-white-house-controlling-speaks-
media_n_5f8cde39c5b62dbe71c40e87 [ Dr. Anthony Fauci confirmed 
Sunday that the White House has been controlling when he can speak to 
the media (and it’s driving him out of his head, LISTEN: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c )].

Ronald Reagan's son: We have grifters in the White House 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/10/18/ron-reagan-donald-trump-
children-grifters-white-house-republicans-intv-nr-vpx.cnn Reagan's son: 
We have grifters in the White House Newsroom Ron Reagan, son of 
former President Ronald Reagan and former first lady Nancy Reagan 
[ True enough; but, senile ronny helped make them and ‘just say no’ 
prescription addict nancy (the great Kitty Kelly) both loved those right-
leaning mafia guineas … Reagan extended a courtesy to me, and ‘cold 
war’ and so, for a time I overlooked a lot about ronny. ]
Hunter Biden story 'an obvious Russian plot,' says former ambassador to 
the Russian Federation https://www.msnbc.com/am-joy/watch/hunter-
biden-story-an-obvious-russian-plot-mcfaul-believes-94104133512 The 

Al@alpeia
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Hunter Biden-Ukraine story--linked to (son of a mafia) Rudy Giuliani--is an 
‘obvious Russian plot,’ Michaeal McFaul, former American ambassador to 
the Russian Federation believes. Russians are also stoking doubt to 
‘endanger our democracy’ and U.S. citizens’ faith in fair elections, Rep. 
Gregory Meeks tells Tiffany Cross. Oct. 18, 2020 

[ american cultural transition, from dynamic duo’s to dizzy/ditsy duo‘s! ]

TOP EXPERT: COMING WEEKS WILL BE ‘DARKEST’ OF ENTIRE PANDEMIC
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/osterholm-pandemic-
forecast_n_5f8c6e02c5b67da85d1f2d67 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP VOWS TO 'LOCK UP THE BIDENS' [ Yet, trump’s songs from 
‘YMCA’ to now ‘Midnight Rider’ tell the real story for trump 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TCRS4DRmf_w Bye don! TRUMP: I 
MIGHT LEAVE COUNTRY IF I LOSE 
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/521513-trump-on-if-biden-wins-
maybe-ill-have-to-leave-the-country ] 
USA HIGHEST COVID CASES SINCE JULY
ANOTHER FLORIDA SURGE 
RUDY: '50/50' Chance I Worked With 'Russian Spy'... [ Crazy don, crazy 
rudy, crazy america! ]

YAHOO Politics HuffPost 'Worst American President': New York Times 
Flames 'Racist Demagogue' Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/times-editorial-flames-trump-
000543948.html He "cannot solve the nation’s pressing problems 
because he is the nation’s most pressing problem," declares a blunt 
editorial.

CNN The US is averaging more than 55,000 daily new infections, a sign 
the country is in for a tough winter, experts say 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/17/health/us-coronavirus-saturday/index.ht
ml 
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TRUMP: I MIGHT LEAVE COUNTRY IF I LOSE 
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maybe-ill-have-to-leave-the-country [ Promises, promises! Additional 
incentive to defeat mentally ill mobster/criminal trump! ]
MAGA RALLY LAUGHS 

‘Worst American President’: New York Times Flames Trump 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/times-editorial-flames-
trump_n_5f8a1648c5b69daf5e1326a3 
James Woods@RealJamesWoods 
Weren't you in that film with Jon Voight getting swallowed by a snake 
named Donaconda?

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
BURNED OUT: THE FALL OF TRUMP?
CAMPAIGN BRACING FOR LOSS
'9% CHANCE' OF WINNING ELECTORAL COLLEGE
JOHN KELLY UNLOADS
'MOST FLAWED PERSON' EVER 

Half Of U.S. Workers Made Less Than $35,000 Last Year... 
8 Million Slip Into Poverty... 
Jobless claims higher than expected... 
'Nightmare' stock valuations driven by 'young, dumb' investors, fund 
manager says... 
MAP: INFECTED STATES OF AMERICA... 
Inside the Fall of CDC... 
Grapples With White House Meddling, Its Own Mistakes... 
TRUDEAU: Border closed until America gets covid under control... 
WINTER WARNING: Germany sees most daily virus cases since start of 
pandemic... 
France hit by biggest spike... 
London Households Banned from Mixing as Rules Tightened... 
UNITED CEO: No return to 'normal' until 2024... 
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/ 

https://www.msnbc.com/way-too-early/watch/sen-sasse-criticizes-trump-
during-call-with-constituents-93957189981 

https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/trump-s-praise-extrajudicial-killings-
cancels-out-his-law-order-n1243591?icid=msd_topgrid 
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The Associated Press: Democrats aren't happy with how friendly Sen. 
Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., the ranking member of the Judiciary 
Committee, has been during Amy Coney Barrett's hearings. Her hug with 
committee Chairman Lindsey Graham, R-S.C., was the last straw for 
some. [ 87 years old, reported to be confused like trump at times giving 
different answers to the same question; time for do-nothing, self-
enriching feinstein to go! ]

Former White House chief of staff tells friends that Trump 'is the most 
flawed person' he's ever met 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/16/politics/donald-trump-criticism-from-
former-administration-officials/index.html [ That was certainly my 
impression, despite all the media hype/hoopla though my client was 
happy to meet him and ultimately do business with trump casinos. ]

TRUMP TOWN HALL STUNNER: *PRAISE* FOR QANON! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-refuses-denounce-qanon-nbc-town-
hall_n_5f88e71cc5b66ee9a5ee4db3 Trump Refuses To Denounce QAnon 
At Town Hall Event [ Sick! trump (and his late bud epstein) were 
integrally part of, not thwarters of pedophile perversions, etc.. 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 ]

YAHOO Politics HuffPost Conservative Columnist Sums Up Donald 
Trump’s Strong Case For Worst President In History 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/max-boot-donald-trump-worst-president-
editorial-085641989.html The Hoax! trump lied, people died! THE HOAX-
THE PRESIDENT OF THE DISUNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-dances-to-ymca-florida-rally-
185611990.html 

BEYOND EMBARRASSING! 
america IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD! 
http://albertpeia.com

MSNBC Trump's toxic masculinity could literally be making other people sick 
now https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-dances-to-ymca-florida-rally-
185611990.html 
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https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/max-boot-donald-trump-worst-president-editorial-085641989.html
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Trump’s Strong Case For Worst President In History 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/max-boot-donald-trump-worst-president-
editorial-085641989.html 

YAHOO Bill Gates's bleak prediction about pandemic's 2nd wave Bill 
Gates on coronavirus: 'The fall is going to be worse than the summer' 
THE HOAX-THE PRESIDENT OF THE DISUNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-dances-to-ymca-florida-rally-
185611990.html 

BEYOND EMBARRASSING! 
america IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD! 
http://albertpeia.com
I think Ann is jealous of Kamala Harris; who, unlike Ann, she's actually 
prosecuted criminals, not just talked about it while wringing her hands as
does Ann. 
And, is Ann in estrus, sending signals that she herself would like to mate 
with Willie Brown? ANNthropology ... 
http://albertpeia.com/anthroindex1.htm 
CNN Blitzer presses Pelosi on why she hasn't taken Trump stimulus deal 
Situation Room https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/10/13/nancy-
pelosi-intv-stimulus-bill-trump-offer-coronavirus-tsr-vpx.cnn [ Truth be 
told, it isn’t often that I listen to an entire exchange as unfolded between 
Wolf Blitzer and Nancy Pelosi. But, I did herein and Pelosi cleaned 
Wolfie’s clock! ]
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THE PRESIDENT OF THE DISUNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-dances-to-ymca-florida-rally-
185611990.html 
Watching Trump Dance To 'Y.M.C.A.' Post-COVID-19 Is... Something
David Moye·Reporter, HuffPost
10-13-20

What a total joke america’s become.
BEYOND EMBARRASSING! 
america IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD! 
http://albertpeia.com
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YAHOO Politics LA Times New book by former Trump aide alleges early 
racist comments https://www.yahoo.com/news/book-former-trump-aide-
alleges-192229162.html Former Trump Organization executive Barbara 
Res describes the president as insecure about his IQ (for good reason), 
disdainful of his supporters, and openly racist.

https://www.msnbc.com/way-too-early/watch/sen-sasse-criticizes-trump-
during-call-with-constituents-93957189981 

https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/trump-s-praise-extrajudicial-killings-
cancels-out-his-law-order-n1243591?icid=msd_topgrid 

The Associated Press: Democrats aren't happy with how friendly Sen. 
Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., the ranking member of the Judiciary 
Committee, has been during Amy Coney Barrett's hearings. Her hug with 
committee Chairman Lindsey Graham, R-S.C., was the last straw for 
some. [ 87 years old, reported to be confused like trump at times giving 
different answers to the same question; time for do-nothing feinstein to 
go! ]

Former White House chief of staff tells friends that Trump 'is the most 
flawed person' he's ever met 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/16/politics/donald-trump-criticism-from-
former-administration-officials/index.html [ That was certainly my 
impression, despite all the media hype/hoopla, though my client was 
happy to meet him and ultimately do business with trump casinos. ]

James Woods@RealJamesWoods 
Weren't you in that film with Jon Voight getting swallowed by a snake 
named Donaconda?

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
Half Of U.S. Workers Made Less Than $35,000 Last Year... 
8 Million Slip Into Poverty... 
Jobless claims higher than expected... 
'Nightmare' stock valuations driven by 'young, dumb' investors, fund 
manager says... 
MAP: INFECTED STATES OF AMERICA... 
Inside the Fall of CDC... 

https://www.propublica.org/article/inside-the-fall-of-the-cdc
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-cases-infections-rising-increasing-2ddca651-d3b0-40e5-a15c-fd5dfa749f3e.html
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Grapples With White House Meddling, Its Own Mistakes... 
TRUDEAU: Border closed until America gets covid under control... 
WINTER WARNING: Germany sees most daily virus cases since start of 
pandemic... 
France hit by biggest spike... 
London Households Banned from Mixing as Rules Tightened... 
UNITED CEO: No return to 'normal' until 2024... 

TRUMP TOWN HALL STUNNER: *PRAISE* FOR QANON! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-refuses-denounce-qanon-nbc-town-
hall_n_5f88e71cc5b66ee9a5ee4db3 Trump Refuses To Denounce QAnon 
At Town Hall Event [ Sick! trump (and his late bud epstein) were 
integrally part of, not thwarters of pedophile perversions, etc.. 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 ]

YAHOO Politics HuffPost Conservative Columnist Sums Up Donald 
Trump’s Strong Case For Worst President In History 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/max-boot-donald-trump-worst-president-
editorial-085641989.html The Hoax! trump lied, people died! THE HOAX-
THE PRESIDENT OF THE DISUNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-dances-to-ymca-florida-rally-
185611990.html 

BEYOND EMBARRASSING! 
america IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD! 
http://albertpeia.com

MSNBC Trump's toxic masculinity could literally be making other people sick 
now https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-dances-to-ymca-florida-rally-
185611990.html 

YAHOO Politics HuffPost Conservative Columnist Sums Up Donald 
Trump’s Strong Case For Worst President In History 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/max-boot-donald-trump-worst-president-
editorial-085641989.html 

YAHOO Bill Gates's bleak prediction about pandemic's 2nd wave Bill 
Gates on coronavirus: 'The fall is going to be worse than the summer' 
THE HOAX-THE PRESIDENT OF THE DISUNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
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https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-dances-to-ymca-florida-rally-
185611990.html 

BEYOND EMBARRASSING! 
america IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD! 
http://albertpeia.com
I think Ann is jealous of Kamala Harris; who, unlike Ann, she's actually 
prosecuted criminals, not just talked about it while wringing her hands as
does Ann. 
And, is Ann in estrus, sending signals that she herself would like to mate 
with Willie Brown? ANNthropology ... 
http://albertpeia.com/anthroindex1.htm 
CNN Blitzer presses Pelosi on why she hasn't taken Trump stimulus deal 
Situation Room https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/10/13/nancy-
pelosi-intv-stimulus-bill-trump-offer-coronavirus-tsr-vpx.cnn [ Truth be 
told, it isn’t often that I listen to an entire exchange as unfolded between 
Wolf Blitzer and Nancy Pelosi. But, I did herein and Pelosi cleaned 
Wolfie’s clock! ]
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THE PRESIDENT OF THE DISUNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-dances-to-ymca-florida-rally-
185611990.html 
Watching Trump Dance To 'Y.M.C.A.' Post-COVID-19 Is... Something
David Moye·Reporter, HuffPost
10-13-20

What a total joke america’s become.
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: I MIGHT LEAVE COUNTRY IF I LOSE 
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/521513-trump-on-if-biden-wins-
maybe-ill-have-to-leave-the-country [ Promises, promises! Additional 
incentive to defeat mentally ill mobster/criminal trump! ]
MAGA RALLY LAUGHS 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
BATTLEGROUND MAP EXPANDING
SHOCK POLL: BIDEN +17
'91% CHANCE' OF WINNING 
Trump superfan who worshipped 6ft statue of President dies after 
starving himself... 
DONALD DANCES NIGHT AWAY... 

A 'second wave' of mental health devastation due to Covid-19 is 
imminent, experts say https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/12/health/mental-
health-second-wave-coronavirus-wellness/index.html [ Truth be told, I 
believe covid would merely be a further coverup of and excuse for 
already pervasive inherent mental illness across all breeding populations 
in america. That reality of which trump is at once a glaring consequence 
and evidence, is quite tragic actually. ]
Al
@alpeia
ANNthropology ... http://albertpeia.com/anthroindex1.htm 

DRUDGEREPORT
BATTLEGROUND MAP EXPANDING
SHOCK POLL: BIDEN +17
'91% CHANCE' OF WINNING 

TRUMP MAGA RALLY AT WHITE HOUSE
GOP SOCIAL-DISTANCES PRESIDENT
'14% CHANCE OF WINNING' 
NYT: TRUMP BIZ FLOURISHED FROM PRESIDENCY...

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-businesses-flourished-from-his-presidency-times-reports/ar-BB19TDe9
https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/2020-election-forecast/
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https://projects.economist.com/us-2020-forecast/president
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BUILDS HIS OWN SWAMP...
7 NEW REVELATIONS FROM TAX RETURNS... https://www.msn.com/en-us/
news/politics/7-key-findings-about-trumps-reinvented-swamp/ar-BB19TySo
[ DUH! ]

DRUDGEREPORT
Taliban endorses Donald! [ Yes, Ann; you’re so right. trump picking up 
peace-lovin’ endorsements across the globe. Ann, you’re a cruel dude! ... 
But defense of, not resistance to, trump is futile! … Ann et al. are beating 
a dead horse for lack of anything meaningful to say! ] 
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm  …  

http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.gif 

CRIME TRULY HAS PAID FOR THE TRUMPS. 
HOW EMBARRASSING FOR AMERICA. 
BEYOND EMBARRASSING! 
america IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD! 
http://albertpeia.com

MARKETWATCH The stock market is going to ‘crack pretty hard,’ and 
here’s what one billionaire says investors should do to prepare The stock 
market is going to ‘crack pretty hard,’ and here’s what one billionaire 
says investors should do to prepare Published: Oct. 11, 2020 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-stock-market-is-going-to-crack-
pretty-hard-and-heres-what-one-billionaire-says-investors-should-do-to-
prepare-11602468784?link=MW_latest_news “...Within 18 months, it’s 
going to crack pretty hard. I think that you want to be avoiding it for the 
time being. When the next big meltdown happens, I think the U.S. is going
to be the worst performing market, actually, and that’ll have a lot to do 
with the dollar weakening.’ ...”

San Martin, Argentina – “perpetual recession…?” asks a Reuters headline 
this morning.
“Most likely, is our guess.
Already, before COVID-19 arrived, U.S. GDP growth rates were the lowest 
ever recorded. At only 1.8% per year, the U.S. economy limped and 
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staggered – barely making any headway.
And now, with $78 trillion of debt… a public that has been warned not to 
leave home… and a $4 trillion budget deficit – we’ll be lucky to have any 
growth at all...”

https://finance.weissratings.com/reports/SMR/bw/fp-29-vft-1/event/?
sc=DINMI&ec=LSMRUT138&utm_campaign=Pandemic1.1VSL 

https://secure.brownstoneresearch.com/?
cid=MKT484091&eid=MKT485567&channel=%7Bexternalchannel
%7D&assetId=AST149898&page=2 

DRUDGEREPORT FITCH lowers     US credit rating to 'negative' after debt   
pileup... 
Congressman: Actual national debt is $30 trillion... [ This amount is 
insurmountable; america hopelessly defacto bankrupt. ] 

Federal Debt Tops $27 Trillion for First Time... 
https://www.usdebtclock.org [These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable!]
Trump’s New Legacy: Biggest U.S. Trade Deficit In 14 Years and this 
WILLIAM BONNER“...Cover Up The federal government now owes $27 
trillion that it can’t pay. The country as a whole, including the private 
sector, owes $80 trillion… that it can’t pay. And the government has 
promised America’s 76 million baby boomers (and others) $210 trillion in 
unfunded “entitlements” – pension, medical, and Social Security benefits 
– that can’t be paid, either…..” https://www.usdebtclock.org/ 

HUFFPOST
Trump’s New Legacy: Biggest U.S. Trade Deficit In 14 Years 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-trade-deficit-steelworkers-
jobs_n_5f80f602c5b62f97bac2b429 

HUFFPOST
Trump’s New Legacy: Biggest U.S. Trade Deficit In 14 Years 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-trade-deficit-steelworkers-
jobs_n_5f80f602c5b62f97bac2b429 

PELOSI: TRUMP IN ‘ALTERED STATE,’ ROLLS OUT 25th AMEND. BILL 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/nancy-pelosi-trump-25th-amendment_n_5f806d5ac5b664e5babcea76
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-trade-deficit-steelworkers-jobs_n_5f80f602c5b62f97bac2b429
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-trade-deficit-steelworkers-jobs_n_5f80f602c5b62f97bac2b429
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-trade-deficit-steelworkers-jobs_n_5f80f602c5b62f97bac2b429
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/IGhjajjitgQ/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fclick.exct.bonnerandpartners.com%2F%3Fqs%3D1106c44206604e348d3d4fd8073ff8d6b2c5f7069ee4fd275778d9b0671048139cd21dd07c598e7007371a4803513461d0b50decebd105a7
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.cnsnews.com/article/washington/terence-p-jeffrey/federal-debt-tops-27-trillion-first-time
https://justthenews.com/government/congress/buck-actual-national-debt-30-trillion-theres-no-conversation-dc-about-paying-it
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/united-states-outlook-revised-to-negative-from-stable-by-fitch/ar-BB17qy05
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/united-states-outlook-revised-to-negative-from-stable-by-fitch/ar-BB17qy05
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/united-states-outlook-revised-to-negative-from-stable-by-fitch/ar-BB17qy05
https://secure.brownstoneresearch.com/?cid=MKT484091&eid=MKT485567&channel=%7Bexternalchannel%7D&assetId=AST149898&page=2
https://secure.brownstoneresearch.com/?cid=MKT484091&eid=MKT485567&channel=%7Bexternalchannel%7D&assetId=AST149898&page=2
https://secure.brownstoneresearch.com/?cid=MKT484091&eid=MKT485567&channel=%7Bexternalchannel%7D&assetId=AST149898&page=2
https://finance.weissratings.com/reports/SMR/bw/fp-29-vft-1/event/?sc=DINMI&ec=LSMRUT138&utm_campaign=Pandemic1.1VSL
https://finance.weissratings.com/reports/SMR/bw/fp-29-vft-1/event/?sc=DINMI&ec=LSMRUT138&utm_campaign=Pandemic1.1VSL


https://www.huffpost.com/entry/nancy-pelosi-trump-25th-
amendment_n_5f806d5ac5b664e5babcea76 [ Alas, poor Donny; a fellow of
infinite jest, of most excellent fancy. ]

MSNBC
Pelosi announces bill on 25th Amendment: 'Fitness for office must be 
determined by science and facts' 

DRUDGEREPORT
WHO: RECORD INFECTIONS TODAY
CDC WARNS OVERWEIGHT 

PELOSI: TRUMP'S IN ALTERED STATE... 
Will undergo 'medical evaluation' in FOXNEWS appearance...
COUGHS ON 'HANNITY'...
Noticeably Hoarse, Voice Breaks Off Twice... 
Video prompts green screen speculation, online skepticism...
Chris Wallace Says President 'Made Big Mistake' By Bowing Out of 
Second Debate...
Projection of normalcy hits obstacles...
Investors Now Betting He'll Lose!
BIDEN +10.2%...
TED CRUZ: REPUBLICANS COULD FACE 'BLOODBATH OF WATERGATE 
PROPORTIONS'... 

The Lincoln Project COVITA Don’t cry for me White House staffers. Signed: 
Donny Dimwit trump https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4tZVnbDq9B4&feature=youtu.be 

DRUDGEREPORT
SHRINK: TRUMP SHOULD BE LOCKED IN MENTAL WARD… 
https://www.salon.com/2020/10/06/sociopathy-psychiatrist-says-trumps-
behavior-meets-criteria-for-a-locked-psychiatric-facility/ 
RETURNS TO OVAL OFFICE...
Still struggling to breathe, aides say...
Staff To Wear Gowns, Masks, Goggles...
Top Pentagon officials quarantining...
Cases keep rising in Capitol...
FAUCI: 400,000 Americans could die...
NYC to hand out $1,000 social distancing fines...

https://www.fox5ny.com/news/mayor-warns-of-bleak-days-ahead-with-coronavirus
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/519935-fauci-as-many-as-400000-americans-could-die-from-coronavirus
https://www.rollcall.com/2020/10/06/covid-19-cases-keep-rising-in-capitol-complex/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/06/politics/pentagon-leadership-self-isolating-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/trump-oval-office-return-covid-white-house/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/942213/trump-still-seemingly-struggling-breathe-after-hospital-return-white-house-aides-say
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8814691/White-House-aides-wear-yellow-gowns-surgical-mask-disposable-eye-goggles-near-Trump.html
https://www.salon.com/2020/10/06/sociopathy-psychiatrist-says-trumps-behavior-meets-criteria-for-a-locked-psychiatric-facility/
https://www.salon.com/2020/10/06/sociopathy-psychiatrist-says-trumps-behavior-meets-criteria-for-a-locked-psychiatric-facility/
https://www.salon.com/2020/10/06/sociopathy-psychiatrist-says-trumps-behavior-meets-criteria-for-a-locked-psychiatric-facility/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4tZVnbDq9B4&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4tZVnbDq9B4&feature=youtu.be
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/520352-cruz-gop-could-face-bloodbath-of-watergate-proportions-on-election-day
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/520352-cruz-gop-could-face-bloodbath-of-watergate-proportions-on-election-day
https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/polls/president-general/national/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/traders-dust-off-2016-trump-040000527.html
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Projection-of-normalcy-hits-an-obstacle-The-15632610.php
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/chris-wallace-says-president-trump-made-a-big-mistake-by-bowing-out-of-virtual-debate/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/chris-wallace-says-president-trump-made-a-big-mistake-by-bowing-out-of-virtual-debate/
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Trump-s-video-prompts-green-screen-speculation-15632630.php
https://www.mediaite.com/donald-trump/listen-trump-who-claims-hes-cured-from-covid-is-noticeably-hoarse-voice-breaks-off-twice-during-hannity-phone-interview/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/1604517/trump-could-hold-rally-florida-saturday-coughs-on-air/
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/fox-news-dr-marc-siegel-will-interview-trump-conduct-medical-evaluation-on-camera-friday-night/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/1607421/nancy-pelosi-25th-amendment-donald-trump-friday/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/other/cdc-expands-covid-risk-warning-to-include-overweight-people/ar-BB19Q5el
https://news.trust.org/item/20201008165852-2v4l2
https://www.msnbc.com/hallie-jackson/watch/pelosi-introduces-legislation-related-to-the-25th-amendment-93516357719
https://www.msnbc.com/hallie-jackson/watch/pelosi-introduces-legislation-related-to-the-25th-amendment-93516357719
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/nancy-pelosi-trump-25th-amendment_n_5f806d5ac5b664e5babcea76
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/nancy-pelosi-trump-25th-amendment_n_5f806d5ac5b664e5babcea76


4 In 10 Planning 'Virtual Thanksgiving'; 30% Will Take Guests' Temps... 

BIDEN OPENS UP 9.3% LEAD 

TRUMP GASPING 
https://twitter.com/i/status/1313263278613827585 
https://twitter.com/i/status/1313256208363552769 
WHITE HOUSE CHAOS
WEST WING TURNS GHOST TOWN
MYSTERIES AROUND HEALTH
FAMILY DIVIDED OVER BEHAVIOR 

HUFFPOST ‘AN EMBARRASSMENT’: TRUMP SAVAGED FOR ‘DON’T BE AFRAID’ 
ADVICE 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1313263278613827585 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1313256208363552769 

HUFFPOST SICK PREZ CUTS OFF COVID AID TALK! 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1313263278613827585 

CNN Pentagon leadership quarantining after exposure to coronavirus

https://  twitter.com/i/status/1313256208363552769   

HUFFPOST SICK PREZ CUTS OFF COVID AID TALK! 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1313263278613827585 

news.yahoo.com Donald Trump Jr. "wants to stage an intervention" 
because he thinks his dad's "acting crazy": report

DRUDGEREPORT
TIME RUNNING OUT FOR SICK TRUMP WHITE HOUSE 
PRESIDENT SEEN GASPING
'DON'T BE AFRAID OF COVID'
RISKS RISE IN WEST WING
BIDEN +12 PA 

https://www.monmouth.edu/polling-institute/reports/monmouthpoll_PA_100620/
https://www.axios.com/trump-coronavirus-west-wing-staff-risks-c56a04cc-44ff-4521-82d0-695840b5395b.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/dont-be-afraid-of-covid-trump-says-undermining-public-health-messages/ar-BB19JwFD?li=BBnb7Kz
https://twitter.com/brenonade/status/1313256208363552769?s=21
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/06/politics/cnn-poll-biden-trump-2020-election/index.html
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fnews.yahoo.com%2Fdonald-trump-jr-wants-stage-163913470.html&h=AT0F9vtQ8sMP_RDuZNl4D3-fZb-wfwAF8KUi8aCA1VVy05D9RHLnAmdw0TER4J8o5C7lCBkZbED2ibVaV7CN280lygQQlX7K05zmW1NsdAbaShgYw9tJvwsK7X7V1nuOVWWz4C2nnncQH2bM93pu&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT1pNUWr77LwzzwYqn4qU1F8-8VyPYHRW16_4pvqvj-FW56LvDAqE1zLz8CEQ-jNnzFWdWo6NZPOE0klkjURhEkTjVy0RxIVyi03ETFlDuxGpYRMrgDwezxJazuQb7256VOUMYYc0UBmYETJ1AQAUgrHFy0n_X3P9ExyCXkEqkoGIXQT06sj
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fnews.yahoo.com%2Fdonald-trump-jr-wants-stage-163913470.html&h=AT0F9vtQ8sMP_RDuZNl4D3-fZb-wfwAF8KUi8aCA1VVy05D9RHLnAmdw0TER4J8o5C7lCBkZbED2ibVaV7CN280lygQQlX7K05zmW1NsdAbaShgYw9tJvwsK7X7V1nuOVWWz4C2nnncQH2bM93pu&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT1pNUWr77LwzzwYqn4qU1F8-8VyPYHRW16_4pvqvj-FW56LvDAqE1zLz8CEQ-jNnzFWdWo6NZPOE0klkjURhEkTjVy0RxIVyi03ETFlDuxGpYRMrgDwezxJazuQb7256VOUMYYc0UBmYETJ1AQAUgrHFy0n_X3P9ExyCXkEqkoGIXQT06sj
https://twitter.com/i/status/1313263278613827585
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-coronavirus-stimulus-talks_n_5f7cbe59c5b61229a0588306
https://twitter.com/i/status/1313256208363552769
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/06/politics/pentagon-leadership-self-isolating-coronavirus/index.html
https://twitter.com/i/status/1313263278613827585
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-coronavirus-stimulus-talks_n_5f7cbe59c5b61229a0588306
https://twitter.com/i/status/1313256208363552769
https://twitter.com/i/status/1313263278613827585
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-covid-tweet-angers-pandemic-survivors_n_5f7c64c4c5b61229a0575e06
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-covid-tweet-angers-pandemic-survivors_n_5f7c64c4c5b61229a0575e06
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/10/don-jr-thinks-trump-is-acting-crazy-presidents-covid-joyride-has-family-divided
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/10/05/meadows-trump-hospital-monday-426394
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Trump-set-to-leave-hospital-today-doctors-15622933.php
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2020-election/buoyant-trump-returns-deflated-white-house-n1242188
https://twitter.com/i/status/1313256208363552769
https://twitter.com/i/status/1313263278613827585
https://twitter.com/brenonade/status/1313256208363552769?s=21
https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/polls/president-general/national/
https://www.studyfinds.org/hosting-pandemic-americans-temperature-checks/


https://twitter.com/i/status/1313263278613827585 

america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/ 

Christie’s Sells ‘Stan’ the T. rex For $27.5M 
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/christies-sells-stan-the-t-rex-for-27-5m-
01602036284?link=MW_latest_news [ Auctioneer's final cry, "Sold American" … 
Yes dinosaur Donny, you did and you’re done! ]

Trump's erratic behavior raises concerns that Covid and the treatments for it 
are warping his judgment https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/new-
concerns-covid-treatments-are-warping-trump-s-judgment-93310021840 [DUH! 
Talk about no fine line … ]

america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/

CNN Trump's erratic behavior ignores worsening pandemic and its victims 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/07/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus/index.html 

TRUMP RESURFACES: GETTING COVID ‘A BLESSING FROM GOD’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-blessing-from-
god_n_5f7e3a06c5b6e48b1682f821 [WOW! You can’t make this sh*t up! 
Sick/mentally ill beyond the pale! Best medical 24/7; desperation, delusional 
lies,coverups continue for this tragically broken sick criminal of a 
man.Pathetic!] WILLIAM BONNER"Biggest Crash But on the horizon is the 
biggest crash of all. Like a freight train loaded with debt.THE U.S. IS 
ABOUT TO GET SLAMMED BY $237 TRILLION WORTH OF “UNFUNDED 
LIABILITIES.” The boomer elite did not merely look out for itself in the 
past and the present… It promised itself pension and medical benefits, 
literally, from now until Kingdom Come. There are 76 million boomers. 
None is eager to get to the grave. But every one of them hopes to get 
there before his Social Security/Obamacare benefits run out. Many 
believe it’s a sure thing… They think there is a “trust fund” with money 
tucked away to pay for their care. But there is no “trust fund,” no savings,
no pot of money anywhere. Here’s what former Federal Reserve chairman
Alan Greenspan had to say about it: The term Social Security “Trust 
Fund” is nonsense… It is a mandatory outlay and there is a 0% chance 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-blessing-from-god_n_5f7e3a06c5b6e48b1682f821
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-blessing-from-god_n_5f7e3a06c5b6e48b1682f821
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-blessing-from-god_n_5f7e3a06c5b6e48b1682f821
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/07/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/07/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus/index.html
http://albertpeia.com/
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/new-concerns-covid-treatments-are-warping-trump-s-judgment-93310021840
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/new-concerns-covid-treatments-are-warping-trump-s-judgment-93310021840
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https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/christies-sells-stan-the-t-rex-for-27-5m-01602036284?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/christies-sells-stan-the-t-rex-for-27-5m-01602036284?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/christies-sells-stan-the-t-rex-for-27-5m-01602036284?link=MW_latest_news
http://albertpeia.com/
https://twitter.com/i/status/1313263278613827585


that outlay will not get made. When the fund runs out, there is no chance 
anything will change. The U.S. has committed to pensions it cannot pay…
Greenspan is right. There is another head-on collision coming, much more
serious than the Democrat-Republican game of chicken. There is zero 
chance that the payments won’t be made. But there is also zero chance 
that the funds will be there to make them. The One Big Threat You Face 
on November 3rd. Unpayable Liabilities Immovable object meets 
irresistible force. The current estimate of unfunded liabilities – made by 
professor Laurence Kotlikoff of Boston University – is around $210 
trillion. Add that to the $27 trillion official “national debt” and you get 
$237 trillion. Who’s going to pay that? Well… no one… and everyone. 
Politically, it must be paid… or the party in power will be removed by 
boomer voters. But, financially, it can’t be paid, not without some hocus 
pocus from the Federal Reserve (which will make the payments much 
less valuable). And no, the system cannot be “reformed” and “saved.” 
Politically, entitlements are immovable. Mathematically, they are 
unpayable. Result: a head-on collision. U.S. entitlements are “a tragedy 
we see coming,” says JPMorgan Chase CEO Jamie Dimon. So much of the
economy now depends on money from the government that if the 
amounts forthcoming were reduced, consumer spending would go down…
and the U.S. economy would crash. Bigger Bailout That is also why 
another CARES Act is becoming more urgent. The big GDP bounce we 
saw in the third quarter, which commentators took as evidence of a 
recovery, was a fraud. It was almost completely paid for with the Fed’s 
phony money. And now, that money is petering out. And so is the 
recovery. What else can the geezers do, but print more of it? And what 
will happen as they print more and more money, trying to keep the train 
on the rails? There are only a few more weeks before the election. Our 
guess is that Ol’ Casey Jones – now recuperating in Walter Reed Hospital,
and soon back on the job in the White House – and the whole team of 
Republican lawmakers, will be so desperate to announce another big 
bailout… and another beautiful stock market boom… …that they will 
welcome a much bigger bailout than they first proposed. That is, they will
chicken out… avoid a crash now… and set up a bigger one later." 

WILLIAM BONNER“...Cover Up The federal government now owes $27 
trillion that it can’t pay. The country as a whole, including the private 
sector, owes $80 trillion… that it can’t pay. And the government has 
promised America’s 76 million baby boomers (and others) $210 trillion in 



unfunded “entitlements” – pension, medical, and Social Security benefits 
– that can’t be paid, either…..”

NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE CALLS FOR TRUMP TO BE 
VOTED OUT... https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMe2029812 

I'll give you that; like the trumps and clintons, the obamas were a pair of 
dysfunctional grifters! 

You can’t call the bushes typical american grifters; war criminals/profiteers, 
typically corrupt, ie., wall street fraud/bailout, etc., more to the point. One piece
of american s**t after the other. All incompetent, criminal in their own way. 
Globally, evincing quite a pathetic picture of a nation in decline.

Replying to 
@AnnCoulter
I think Ann's a bit jealous of Kamala Harris; who, unlike Ann, she's 
actually prosecuted criminals, not just talked about it while wringing her 
hands as does Ann.
2:38 AM · Oct 8, 2020

CNN
Trump calls in for rambling and ugly post-hospital interview [ america’s 
crazy don! ]

america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/

HUFFPOST
DEBATE DRAMA: TRUMP REFUSES VIRTUAL — SCHEDULE IN CHAOS 
[ america’s crazy don! ]

america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/
DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP QUITS SECOND DEBATE
CALLS FOR OBAMA TO BE JAILED
PIERS: HE'S FLAMING OUT!

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8814809/PIERS-MORGAN-Donald-Trumps-presidency-crashing-burning.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/trump-calls-on-biden-and-obama-to-be-charged-with-crimes-says-bill-barr-will-go-down-in-history-as-sad-if-not/
https://apnews.com/article/election-2020-virus-outbreak-joe-biden-donald-trump-archive-47938faf487760963c96fffb41d7458c
http://albertpeia.com/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-biden-debate-virtual_n_5f7ef77cc5b6a9322e23de7b
http://albertpeia.com/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/08/politics/trump-covid-fox-interview/index.html
https://twitter.com/alpeia/status/1314138007541182464
https://twitter.com/AnnCoulter
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMe2029812
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMe2029812
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BIDEN OPENS UP 9.8% LEAD 
[ america’s crazy don! ]

President Calls Kamala 'Communist' and 'Monster'... Bizarre moment fly 
sticks to Pence head... FOR 2 MINUTES!
JOE SELLS THOUSANDS OF SWATTERS... 

WILLIAM BONNER“...Cover Up The federal government now owes $27 
trillion that it can’t pay. The country as a whole, including the private 
sector, owes $80 trillion… that it can’t pay. And the government has 
promised America’s 76 million baby boomers (and others) $210 trillion in 
unfunded “entitlements” – pension, medical, and Social Security benefits 
– that can’t be paid, either…..”
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/

MSNBC
Trump loses again on tax subpoena, a further setback in his efforts to 
shield his returns 

COVID CLASH: PENCE SAYS HECKUVA JOB — HARRIS: ‘GREATEST 
FAILURE’ [WOW! Remember “hekuva job Brownie”; ‘heckuva job’, must be
republicant code word for FUBAR. ]
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/

MSNBC
Harris calls Trump's Covid response ‘greatest failure of any presidential 
administration’ [ Because it is! pence had an opportunity to show he was 
more than a sycophantic mentally ill mobster/criminal trump automaton 
and failed miserably. He’s so pathetic! ]

america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/

CNN
Trump calls in for rambling and ugly post-hospital interview [ america’s 
crazy don! ]

https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/08/politics/trump-covid-fox-interview/index.html
http://albertpeia.com/
https://www.nbcnews.com/video/harris-describes-biden-administration-response-to-covid-93396037532
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HUFFPOST
DEBATE DRAMA: TRUMP REFUSES VIRTUAL — SCHEDULE IN CHAOS 
[ america’s crazy don! ]
DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP QUITS SECOND DEBATE
CALLS FOR OBAMA TO BE JAILED
PIERS: HE'S FLAMING OUT!
BIDEN OPENS UP 9.8% LEAD 
[ america’s crazy don! ]

President Calls Kamala 'Communist' and 'Monster'... Bizarre moment fly 
sticks to Pence head... FOR 2 MINUTES!
JOE SELLS THOUSANDS OF SWATTERS... 

WILLIAM BONNER“...Cover Up The federal government now owes $27 
trillion that it can’t pay. The country as a whole, including the private 
sector, owes $80 trillion… that it can’t pay. And the government has 
promised America’s 76 million baby boomers (and others) $210 trillion in 
unfunded “entitlements” – pension, medical, and Social Security benefits 
– that can’t be paid, either…..”

MSNBC
Trump loses again on tax subpoena, a further setback in his efforts to 
shield his returns 

america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/
DRUDGEREPORT TRUMP QUITS SECOND DEBATE...
COUGHS ON 'HANNITY'...
Noticeably Hoarse, Voice Breaks Off Twice... 
Pelosi questions President's health: 'Going to be talking about 25th 
Amendment'... [Not just physical health]

WHO: RECORD INFECTIONS TODAY 
CDC WARNS OVERWEIGHT
OUTBREAK KILLS 9 AT CA NURSING HOME
POTUS STILL CONTAGIOUS? 

MSNBC

https://apnews.com/article/virus-outbreak-donald-trump-new-york-virology-archive-7b23f6838c00ee1bd1c1672adf68c8d7
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/covid-19-outbreak-kills-9-at-watsonville-nursing-facility
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/other/cdc-expands-covid-risk-warning-to-include-overweight-people/ar-BB19Q5el
https://news.trust.org/item/20201008165852-2v4l2
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https://www.mediaite.com/donald-trump/listen-trump-who-claims-hes-cured-from-covid-is-noticeably-hoarse-voice-breaks-off-twice-during-hannity-phone-interview/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/1604517/trump-could-hold-rally-florida-saturday-coughs-on-air/
https://news.trust.org/item/20201008223011-hjc68
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Katyal: Trump’s call for Barr to indict his enemies is ‘the last gasp of a 
desperate, failing man’ https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/neal-
katyal-trump-s-call-for-indictments-against-political-rivals-is-the-last-gasp-
of-a-desperate-failing-man-93483077842 

http://albertpeia.com/seeingthelight.wmv 

Defense of, not resistance to, trump is futile! … Ann et al. are beating a 
dead horse for lack of anything meaningful to say! 
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm  …  

http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.gif 

The Lincoln Project COVITA Don’t cry for me White House staffers. Signed: 
Donny Dimwit trump https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4tZVnbDq9B4&feature=youtu.be 

Christie’s Sells ‘Stan’ the T. rex For $27.5M 
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/christies-sells-stan-the-t-rex-for-27-5m-
01602036284?link=MW_latest_news [ Auctioneer's final cry, "Sold American" … 
Yes dinosaur Donny, you did and you’re done! ]

DRUDGEREPORT
TIME RUNNING OUT FOR SICK TRUMP WHITE HOUSE 
PRESIDENT SEEN GASPING
'DON'T BE AFRAID OF COVID'
RISKS RISE IN WEST WING
BIDEN +12 PA 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1313263278613827585 

Trump's erratic behavior raises concerns that Covid and the treatments for it 
are warping his judgment https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/new-
concerns-covid-treatments-are-warping-trump-s-judgment-93310021840 [DUH! 
Talk about no fine line … ]

CNN Trump's erratic behavior ignores worsening pandemic and its victims 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/07/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus/index.html 
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https://www.axios.com/trump-coronavirus-west-wing-staff-risks-c56a04cc-44ff-4521-82d0-695840b5395b.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/dont-be-afraid-of-covid-trump-says-undermining-public-health-messages/ar-BB19JwFD?li=BBnb7Kz
https://twitter.com/brenonade/status/1313256208363552769?s=21
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/06/politics/cnn-poll-biden-trump-2020-election/index.html
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The Lincoln Project COVITA Don’t cry for me White House staffers. 
Signed:Donny Dimwit trump https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4tZVnbDq9B4&feature=youtu.be 

DRUDGEREPORT
SHRINK: TRUMP SHOULD BE LOCKED IN MENTAL WARD… 
https://www.salon.com/2020/10/06/sociopathy-psychiatrist-says-trumps-
behavior-meets-criteria-for-a-locked-psychiatric-facility/
RETURNS TO OVAL OFFICE...
Still struggling to breathe, aides say...
Staff To Wear Gowns, Masks, Goggles...
Top Pentagon officials quarantining...
Cases keep rising in Capitol...
FAUCI: 400,000 Americans could die...
NYC to hand out $1,000 social distancing fines...
4 In 10 Planning 'Virtual Thanksgiving'; 30% Will Take Guests' Temps... 

BIDEN OPENS UP 9.3% LEAD 

CNN Pentagon leadership quarantining after exposure to coronavirus

https://twitter.com/i/status/1313256208363552769 

HUFFPOST ‘  AN EMBARRASSMENT’: TRUMP SAVAGED FOR ‘DON’T BE AFRAID’   
ADVICE 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1313263278613827585 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1313256208363552769 

MSNBC Doctor criticizes Trump's 'joy ride' for putting others at risk 
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/doctor-criticizes-trump-s-motorcade-ride-
outside-walter-reed-hospit  al-93126725602   [ Ask him if he cares. trump’s 
inadequateness, the antithesis of greatness. No heroics from mentally ill 
mobster criminal trump. Trump told staffers in masks to 'get that thing 
off': NYT ]

YAHOO Politics Salon The man who told the truth about Donald Trump … 
and no one listened https://www.yahoo.com/news/man-told-truth-donald-
trump-105901171.html [ I did read it; and knew it to be true from direct 
observation and experience! ]
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/06/politics/pentagon-leadership-self-isolating-coronavirus/index.html
https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/polls/president-general/national/
https://www.studyfinds.org/hosting-pandemic-americans-temperature-checks/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/mayor-warns-of-bleak-days-ahead-with-coronavirus
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/519935-fauci-as-many-as-400000-americans-could-die-from-coronavirus
https://www.rollcall.com/2020/10/06/covid-19-cases-keep-rising-in-capitol-complex/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/06/politics/pentagon-leadership-self-isolating-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/trump-oval-office-return-covid-white-house/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/942213/trump-still-seemingly-struggling-breathe-after-hospital-return-white-house-aides-say
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8814691/White-House-aides-wear-yellow-gowns-surgical-mask-disposable-eye-goggles-near-Trump.html
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http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperju  ry.pdf  
Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian 

DRUDGEREPORT 
WSJ/NBC POLL: BIDEN +14… 
LEAD DOUBLES AFTER DEBATE… 
Trump in Walter Reed Photo-Op Signs Blank Paper... 
Edits Out Cough? 
DOWD: Reality Bursts the Bubble... 

HUFFPOST Sen. Ron Johnson Took COVID Test En Route To Wisconsin 
Fundraising Dinner. It Was Positive. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/ron-
johnson-covid-positive-fundraising-dinner-
wisconsin_n_5f78ec9bc5b649e564b3a101 The Wisconsin senator 
defended his decision to attend the function, knowing he had been 
exposed to COVID-19.

MSNBC ‘  An absolute disaster’: Ohio voters discuss Trump’s response to   

the Covid-19 pandemic https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/ohio-
voters-discuss-trump-s-response-to-the-covid-pandemic-an-absolute-
disaster-93116485677 

CNN Trump's doctors give another jarring update on his health 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/04/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-
alternate-reality/index.html 

Ann et al. are beating a dead horse! 
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm  …   [ I don’t think I Have to 
say who that horse is...Shhhh! ]
http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.gif 

 🚨  OVAL OFFICE OUTBREAK — PRESIDENT INFECTED —   BIDEN TESTS   

NEGATIVE    🚨   

 🚨  TRUMP HOSPITALIZED — ‘FEVER,’ ‘FATIGUE’ — DEVELOPING...  🚨   

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-condition-
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https://dnyuz.com/2020/10/03/reality-bursts-the-trumpworld-bubble/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8802887/Did-White-House-edit-cough-video-Walter-Reed.html
https://www.newsweek.com/trump-walter-reed-photo-op-blank-paper-1536238
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/meet-the-press/biden-s-national-lead-over-trump-jumps-14-points-after-n1242018
https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-scores-14-point-lead-over-trump-in-poll-after-debate-11601816400
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coronavirus_n_5f77952fc5b64cf6a250382f [ Darn hoaxes and fake news! ]

PREZ TESTS POSITIVE https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-
tests-positive-coronavirus_n_5eb5d776c5b69c4b317a5ee5 [ Praise the 
Lord! ]

https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/-evil-three-ex-trump-
aides-join-to-oust-trump-after-debate-debacle-92897349875 

https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/-unhinged-trump-s-own-
lawyer-coauthor-and-wh-aide-pan-debate-92897349854 

Ann you’re a cruel dude! ... But defense of, not resistance to, trump is 
futile! … Ann et al. are beating a dead horse for lack of anything 
meaningful to say! http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm  …  

http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.gif 

Bob Woodward: We now have a constitutional problem 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/10/01/bob-woodward-trump-
biden-debate-constitution-tsr-vpx.cnn 

Russia's Military Strength Now at Post-Cold War Peak... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/russia-e2-80-99s-military-
strength-now-at-post-cold-war-peak-report-says/ar-BB19AgPx?
ocid=uxbndlbing 

Yes, Ann … they are ‘proud boy like’ disgusting americans. No 
discrimination allowed. Circular firing squads are necessary.
‘Proud boys’ … even the name is pathetic … should be ‘lost boys’ to fit 
trump’s peter pannish hitlerian fantasies. SICK!
Replying to 
@anntensity
@AnnCoulter
and 
@realDonaldTrump
http://albertpeia.com/seeingthelight.wmv

Ann Coulter Retweeted

https://twitter.com/AnnCoulter
https://t.co/cQDJLRYPKm?amp=1
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump
https://twitter.com/AnnCoulter
https://twitter.com/anntensity
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Nov 20, 2019 Pretty low key at the moment, rally against hate occurring in front
of Wheeler Hall where Ann Coulter is expected to speak. They are now 
chanting: “ANN COULTER IS A NAZI”

‘Proud boys’ … even the name is pathetic … should be ‘lost boys’ to fit 
trump’s peter pannish hitlerian fantasies. SICK!

YAHOO Science Business Insider 9-29-20 After measuring radiation on 
the moon for the first time, scientists say a lunar base should be built 
underground to protect astronauts Astronauts didn't measure how much 
radiation they were exposed to on the moon. New data shows the doses 
are 200 times as high as on Earth. [ Ah, that radiation thing, as in the Van
Allen Belt, will do it (fry you) every time … 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv ]

TRUMP’S DEBATE DISGRACE EVEN RANKLES REPUBLICANS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-debate-biden-proud-
boys_n_5f74a95ac5b66377b27c16d6 

DRUDGEREPORT NIGHT EXPOSES NATION IN DECLINE 

https://www.chron.com/news/article/Trump-Biden-cage-fight-stokes-
global-perception-15608915.php Trump-Biden 'cage fight' stokes global 
perception of a country in decline, mired in chaos Rick Noack, The 
Washington Post 9-30-20
YAHOO Science Business Insider After measuring radiation on the moon 
for the first time, scientists say a lunar base should be built underground 
to protect astronauts Astronauts didn't measure how much radiation they
were exposed to on the moon. New data shows the doses are 200 times 
as high as on Earth. [ Ah, that radiation thing, as in the Van Allen Belt, 
will do it (fry you) every time … http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv ]

CNN Fact Checker Calls Trump’s Debate Performance ‘An Avalanche Of 
Lying’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/cnn-fact-check-trump-
debate_n_5f7419dec5b6374c55867245 

RAGING BULL: LYING, CHEATING, BARKING, BULLYING —   DEBACLE   
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/debate-2020-trump-

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/debate-2020-trump-biden_n_5f73d4d5c5b66377b27a144a
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biden_n_5f73d4d5c5b66377b27a144a [ It’s called desperation! ]

YAHOO Politics The Independent 'They're all hustlers': Trump reportedly 
mocks his Christian supporters in private 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/theyre-hustlers-trump-reportedly-mocks-
180224098.html 
'I always assumed he was an atheist’ claims Barbara Res, former 
executive at the Trump Organisation

YAHOO Politics Salon "He’s done": George Conway predicts Trump will 
wind up "bankrupt" and a "criminal defendant" 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/done-george-conway-predicts-trump-
153356837.html Video   Trump's Tax Returns Reveal Massive Personal   
Debts, Tax Liabilities And Staggering Business Losses

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
TONIGHT!
OLDEST CANDIDATES IN HISTORY
UNDERDOG TRUMP '22% CHANCE'
BETTING MARKETS GO JOE
MUSK: MOVE TO MARS BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE! [ Yeah, right after Musk 
moves there. ] 

WARNING: HUGE TRUMP DEBTS A ‘NATIONAL SECURITY RISK’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-tax-debt-national-security-
risk_n_5f72acacc5b6117cd10374fc 

Ex-Watergate Prosecutor Says ‘No Question’ Trump And Ivanka Could 
Both Face Prison https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-ivanka-trump-
tax-fraud_n_5f7292dfc5b6f622a0c375f9 

Carl Bernstein: Trump Has Created ‘First Grifter Presidency’ In America’s 
History https://www.huffpost.com/entry/carl-bernstein-trump-grifter-
presidency_n_5f728576c5b6117cd10342cf [ Actually, trump’s worse than 
that; a mobster, to be sure! ]

CON IN A CORNER: WIN AT ANY COST —   OR FACE THE MUSIC   
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-tax-returns-prosecution-
debt_n_5f724356c5b6117cd102f616 [ Sums it up! ] 
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https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/2020-election-forecast/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alisondurkee/2020/09/25/trump-biden-age-study-super-agers-health/
https://apnews.com/article/election-2020-joe-biden-virus-outbreak-donald-trump-health-aeab14ec95426d4161f1cff966a26a1f
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https://drudgereport.com/ CAN'T AFFORD TO LOSE: TRUMP OWES $421M 
WATCHDOG CLAIMS CAMPAIGN 'LAUNDERING' MONEY 
PARSCALE THREATENS SUICIDE; 10 GUNS TAKEN 
NYT: 18 Revelations From Trove of Trump Tax Records... 
LOST MORE MONEY THAN MADE? 
FINANCED EXTRAVAGANT LIFESTYLE WITH USE OF BUSINESS 
EXPENSES... 
'Can you believe how f*cking stupid the IRS is?'
FLASHBACK: Ripped Obama 20.5% Rate... 
Said poor should have to pay to 'be part of game'...
WIRE: National Security Threat... 
Biden ad compares to what workers pay...
Sells 'I paid more income taxes than Donald Trump' stickers... 

Carl Bernstein: Trump Has Created ‘First Grifter Presidency’ In America’s 
History https://www.huffpost.com/entry/carl-bernstein-trump-grifter-
presidency_n_5f728576c5b6117cd10342cf [ Actually, trump’s worse than 
that; a mobster, to be sure! ]

YAHOO Politics HuffPost Trump Mocked 'F**king Stupid' IRS After 
Reaping Huge   ($10 million)     Refund: Michael Cohen   
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-moeffing-stupid-irs-michael-cohen-
114719415.html 

HUFFPOST Russian State-Owned Media Taunts Trump With Post-Election 
Job Offer HuffPost https://www.huffpost.com/entry/rt-trump-work-for-
russia_n_5f6ac766c5b629afbe983c2e 

THE DIRTY DETAILS: $750 TAX BILL, MOUNTAINS OF DEBT, CLEAR 
CONFLICTS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-debt-irs-421-
million_n_5f7117c8c5b61af20e776eb5 
NYT BOMBSHELL: TRUMP PAID NO TAXES FOR YEARS — *JUST $750 IN 
’16* 

‘  Freeloader-In-Chief’: Twitter Afire Over Explosive Trump Tax Return   

Report

NYT Report ALSO Reveals Trump’s Massive Hairstyling Bill

YAHOO Politics Rolling Stone With 200K Dead, Trump Spews Lies Then 

https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/200k-dead-trump-spews-lies-175806854.html
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Golfs for the 298th Time During His Presidency 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/200k-dead-trump-spews-lies-
175806854.html The president seemingly does not care about the more 
than 200,000 Americans who have lost their lives as a result of the 
coronavirus (the hoax), but we do know one thing he cares deeply about 
— his golf game. 

NYTIMES Records Obtained by The Times After Years of Secrecy
• The Times has obtained tax-return data for President Trump   

extending over more than two decades. It tells a story 
fundamentally different from the one he’s sold to the public.

• Mr. Trump’s finances are under stress, beset by hundreds of millions   
in debt coming due and an I.R.S. audit that could cost him over $100 
million.

• He paid $750 in federal income taxes in 2016, and nothing at all in   
10 of the previous 15 years — largely because he lost so much 
money.

HTTPS://DRUDGEREPORT.COM/ ABCNEWSWASHPOST: JOE +10… NYT: 
+8... 
DEBATE IN DAYS...
Will not shake hands! 
BIDEN PREVIEW: 'The president's a liar'...
'Isn't that smart'...
Compares to Nazi propagandist... 

WashingtonPost Biden maintains lead over Trump as support from women
fuels ex-vice president’s advantage, Post-ABC poll finds 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/poll-trump-biden-post-abc/
2020/09/26/940ef678-ff7f-11ea-9ceb-061d646d9c67_story.html 
DRUDGEREPORT 'I feel sorry for Americans': Baffled world watches 
USA… 
https://www.thenewstribune.com/news/nation-world/article246006985.ht
ml [ Indeed! ]

GOOGLENEWS ‘  I Feel Sorry for Americans’: A Baffled World Watches the   

U.S. From Myanmar to Canada, people are asking: How did a superpower 
allow itself to be felled by a virus? And why won't the president commit 
to a peaceful ...The New York Times

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMI7rigMwlq88?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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WOODWARD: Historians examining Trump Era will ask 'What the F 
happened to America?' 
https://thehill.com/blogs/in-the-know/in-the-know/517535-woodward-
historians-examining-the-trump-era-will-ask-what-the-f [ Can’t say I didn’t 
warn you! ]

Assistant U.S. Attorney Says William Barr ‘Dishonors’ Justice Department
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/assistant-us-attorney-says-william-barr-
dishonors-justice-department_n_5f6f8062c5b64deddeee9dc5 [ DUH! ]

Politics Salon Trump Tower Hicksville: Why is the Trump campaign 
sending rent checks to a Long Island P.O. box? 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-tower-hicksville-why-trump-
090002310.html Trump campaign's rent payments to Hicksville, New 
York, might be of interest to a tax fraud investigation

DRUDGEREPORT Archbishop: Donald faces biblical challenge against 
'demonic forces'... [ What a total fraud christianity is becoming! … ie., 
james bakker, franklin graham,jr., trump, evangelicals, et al., etc **The 
following excerpt is instructive: 'Revelations from the Apocalypse 
Volume I: Here is Wisdom Chapter 7 Excerpted' by Lawrence W. Page II 
(a.k.a. Seven Star Hand); but, take his assertions that he is “Melchizedek, 
reincarnated, the primary servant of the Creator of this universe, on this 
planet...” with the proverbial ‘grain of salt’. [ Reading ancient texts as I have, 
more out of curiosity than quest for enlightenment (ie., ‘Dead Sea Scrolls’ - 
whatever version) ], one gets the sense of pragmatic underpinnings to certain 
beliefs, practices; and as well, there’s the untimely ignorance (ie., flying wheels
as referenced in the Book of Ezekiel, etc.). Some interesting, important points; 
unfortunately for people of this world, I believe are indisputably true. On 
balance though, owing to his self-aggrandizement, I believe he is, as so many of
this world before him and contemporaneously are, full of s**t!

”...The original wisdom texts were all constructed using the symbology of the 
ancient Philosophers’ Stone. Later derivative texts reused the original 
symbolism because of its mysterious and inspirational qualities and because 
certain stories told in a certain manner had grown to represent the core of 
ancient traditions. The creators of the ancient symbology fully anticipated and 
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prepared for the fraudulent activities of future religious and political leaders. 
Accordingly, the resulting wisdom texts were purposefully designed to endure 
and survive millennia of tampering, misrepresentation, and misinterpretation. In
the course of reading this book you will discover :
•Proof of the source, nature, and meaning of ancient symbolism.
•Proof that the texts of all three Faiths of Abraham and related mystical 
traditions are based on this symbolism.
•Proof that current religious texts are based on earlier symbolic texts that were
rewritten and recast by religious leaders and scribes.
•The use of the symbology throughout these texts is redundant, consistent, and
in verifiable contexts, thereby demonstrating that their origins were symbolic 
wisdom narratives, not religion. Consequently, several facts and conclusions 
emerge from these realizations:

•Much of what these religions and mystery schools assert is verifiably false.
•These assertions are not mere mistakes but are purposely fraudulent and 
deceptive.
•Christianity is by far the most dishonest and deceptive of all three of these 
religions.
•Any religious leader or scholar with minimal intelligence who has spent years 
exploring these texts and who still insists they are literal history is delusional 
and/or purposely deceptive.
•The assertions by all three Faiths of Abraham that their texts are the 
unmodified “word of God” or were delivered by angels are verifiably fraudulent.
•Every single story about supernatural occurrences is based on misinterpreted 
and/or misrepresented symbolism and/or rehashed from earlier mystery school 
traditions.
•The original texts focused on wisdom, philosophy, and prophecy, and 
repeatedly spoke out against the ignorance and deception of religion.
•The wisdom symbology evident in these texts is more than 6000 years old and 
is tightly synchronized with the Hebrew alphabet, calendar, and the Zodiac.
•All three of these religions contain purposeful deception perpetrated by 
religious, monetary, and political leaders throughout the last several millennia.
•The association of the original authors of the original symbolic wisdom texts 
with the Creator of the universe is now verifiable and intellectually 
demonstrable. Consequently, the existence of a Creator of this universe is 
verified.
•The images and assertions about the Creator by these religions are purposely 
false; therefore, the gods portrayed by these religions are false.
•The original Hebrew calendar was solar-based and its creation was purposely 
and verifiably synchronized with the original prophecies and wisdom texts.
•Most ancient religions and mystery schools are based on texts using the same
ancient symbology, which can now be shown to have long-predated all of them.



•This ancient symbology and associated wisdom originated on the African 
continent and predates both Egyptian and Mesopotamian civilizations.
•None of the empires and societies of this epoch have ever fully deciphered the
wisdom of the ancients. It is therefore undeniable that it remained a mystery to
them because it predated all of them.
•The Great Sphinx perfectly embodies this ancient symbology and is significant
evidence that it probably predates Egyptian civilization, as already 
demonstrated using other knowledge.
•The Great Sphinx is the symbol for the Lion of the Tribe of Juda, and its 
African face is obvious and undeniable, regardless of repeated assertions that 
it is the image of later Egyptian pharaohs.
Once you’ ve gained the ability to understand ancient symbology and can 
discern the truth of the above conclusions, further revelations flow from this 
knowledge:

•Decoding the symbology and interpreting the translated texts proves that 
Christianity’s assertions about Jesus Christ and associated prophecies are 
blatantly false and purposely deceptive.
•Every single one of the assertions of miracles attributed to the fantasy Jesus 
Christ are rewritten Hebrew symbolism taken from prophecies and narratives 
about me.
•Both Judaism and Islam lend support to the existence of Jesus Christ and are 
likewise lying about this and many other topics.
•With the understanding that Christianity and Jesus Christ are purposeful 
deceptions, it is undeniable that stories about the Holy Grail and Mary 
Magdalene are recast symbolic narratives and allegory originally symbolizing 
the Teacher of Righteousness and the feminine characterization of wisdom. 
The very same symbolism is used to portray Sophia and King Solomon’s 
intimate relationship with wisdom.
•On the other hand, it proves that the symbology of the original Hebrew texts 
was purposeful, structured, and encoded great wisdom, as has long been 
asserted. Consequently, a major byproduct of that wisdom is to expose how 
religions recast and embellished ancient wisdom texts into purposeful 
deception.
•Likewise, most of the allusions to angels are recast and/or misinterpreted 
symbolism further embellished to support a long list of literal fantasy angels 
living in an equally fanciful heaven.
•Many of the Hebrew texts contain legitimate wisdom and prophecy, though it 
is necessary to identify the original symbolic elements, strip away the religious
embellishments, and reconstruct the original narratives as I have done with 
The Apocalypse. Once you fully understand that these religions are purposely 
fraudulent and their true focus is the manipulation and exploitation of entire 
populations, many other things become abundantly clear.



•These religions are the products of human deceivers and represent great fraud
and great injustice upon the entire human race.
•Once you can prove that these religions are the work of greedy, arrogant and 
deceptive men, you also know such actions are directly counter to the wisdom 
of our Creator. Consequently, the ages old veil is stripped away and all the 
evidence leads directly to the Vatican as the secret source and controller of all
three Faiths of Abraham.
•The Vatican and its Roman predecessor had a direct hand in the creation of all
three Faiths of Abraham, as evidenced by their texts and many historical facts. 
It still secretly controls all three.
•Christianity serves as the primary cover story to hide the true nature and 
activities of the Vatican, which is the mysterious power behind the New World 
Order and other international deceptions.
•The Vatican and world leaders have long conspired together to attain and 
maintain wealth and power through great deception and cruelty, precisely as 
the Book of Daniel and The Apocalypse symbolize.
•All three Faiths of Abraham are products of the ancient priesthood and 
mystery schools that emanated from ancient Babylon and Egypt. They secretly 
controlled the primary empires that resulted in western civilization, precisely 
as the Book of Daniel symbolizes.
•The Vatican is the modern incarnation of that ancient priesthood and is the 
remnant of all four ancient empires as symbolized in the Book of Daniel, The 
Apocalypse, and elsewhere.
•The Vatican is the secret power center and capitol of the worldwide empire 
symbolized as Mystery Babylon in The Apocalypse.
•The Vatican is also the secret remnant of the Roman Empire, which has 
remained intact and actively accumulating wealth and power throughout 
history. It now secretly rules the entire planet in coordination with the 
religious, monetary, and political leaders that belong to its secret societies.
•When you understand that the Vatican secretly controls all three Faiths of 
Abraham and the leadership of most nations, it becomes obvious and 
undeniable that wars, terrorism, poverty and most of the struggle and suffering 
of humanity are purposely engineered through widespread Machiavellian 
manipulation and conspiracy. Not only have I decisively and verifiably exposed 
the lies of all three Faiths of Abraham, thereby proving the true nature of the 
Vatican, I have solved many ages-old mysteries and given humanity the ability 
to understand ancient symbology and the wisdom it encodes. More importantly,
I have given humanity the ability to intellectually verify the existence and the 
true nature of the Creator of this universe. Furthermore, the assertions of all 
religions about the nature of their “gods,” the sources of their texts, and their 
relationship to the Creator (which are their primary claims to authority), are 
now decisively and irretrievably exposed as blatant lies. Based on a mountain 
of evidence, which includes the keys to recovering much ancient wisdom, I 



now prove to humanity that I am Melchizedek, reincarnated, the primary 
servant of the Creator of this universe, on this planet. I am the ancient sage 
and symbologist who labored through many lifetimes authoring much of the 
ancient wisdom and prophecy that religious leaders recast to serve their own 
greedy and deceptive purposes. I now reveal many long-hidden truths, thus 
exposing the deceptions of religious, political and monetary leaders and 
imparting substantial wisdom to all of humanity, not just to some self-chosen 
few .”

Trump's fear and rage: Bob Woodward on Trump’s mentality and lies 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/trump-s-fear-and-rage-
exposed-bob-woodward-on-trump-s-mentality-and-lies-92569157844 
[ trump is so sick, beyond the pale! ]
america is a total fraud! 
http://albertpeia.com/ 

Nancy Pelosi Still Doesn’t Think Biden Should Debate Trump: ‘Why 
Bother?’ The House Speaker told "CBS This Morning": Trump "doesn't tell 
the truth," and "he isn't committed to our Constitution." [ I absolutely 
agree 100%! ]

American dictator': Trump co-author on Trump's 'serious threat to 
democracy'   https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/-american-  
dictator-trump-co-author-on-his-serious-threat-to-democracy-with-illegal-
election-plot-92496453834 

Hundreds of retired generals and admirals back Biden 
https://news.yahoo.com/more-200-retired-generals-admirals-
093007165.html 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
america is a total fraud!

Mary Trump: Take It Seriously That Trump May Not Hand Over Power 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mary-trump-niece-president-peaceful-
transition-power_n_5f6d338cc5b6cdc24c16808e 
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Bob Woodward: Trump Is 'Putting A Dagger In The Constitution' 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/bob-woodward-trump-election-
comments-003523588.html The journalist and "Rage" author commented 
on Trump's disturbing refusal to commit to a peaceful transfer of power if
he loses the election.

TRUMP WON’T PLEDGE PEACEFUL TRANSFER OF POWER —  ‘  GET RID OF   
THE BALLOTS’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-election-results-
transfer-power_n_5f6bd70fc5b653a2bcaf9455 [ trump/hitler reincarnate …
You can’t make this s**t up! ]

2 Officers Shot in Louisville Protests: Live Breonna Taylor … 
www.nytimes.com › breonna-taylor-decision-verdict

2 hours ago - What does that mean? ... Police officers with a 'no-knock' 
warrant broke down Ms. Taylor's door. ... jury decided to not charge any 
officer in the killing of Breonna Taylor, ... Because the officers did not 

shoot first — it was the young woman's boyfriend who opened fire, striking
one officer in the leg; he has said…

HOW WILL TRUMP CHEAT NEXT? https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
election-cheat_n_5f6d0354c5b6e2c91263069f Trump has cheated his 
entire adult life, from failing to pay contractors to accepting Russian help
in the 2016 election, and is now setting the stage to cheat again. [Truly, a
legitimate question!]

Adam Schiff Urges Trump’s Own Staff To Walk Out Now While They Can 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/adam-schiff-trump-staff-resign-
082916746.html 
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

YAHOONEWS Trump niece files suit: Family cheated me of millions The 
lawsuit alleged the president and two of his siblings portrayed 
themselves as Mary Trump's protectors while secretly taking her share of
minority interests.
'Unfathomable cru  elty'   https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-niece-files-
suit-saying-153631586.html 
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america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/
H.R. McMaster: Trump's 'unwise' policy choices "will result in greater 
danger to Americans" 
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/h-r-mcmaster-
trump-s-unwise-policy-choices-will-result-in-greater-danger-to-americans-
92475461664 
Retired Lieutenant General H.R. McMaster joins Andrea Mitchell to 
discuss his new book and President Trump's foreign policy. He says that 
the president's defense of Putin "emboldens him" and that "he's made 
unwise policy choices. [ People have to come to grips with the reality 
that trump’s used to dealing with mobster bosses/power brokers. trump is
but a typically sordid queens county, little italy (throw in Russian/KGB 
mafia) new york, jersey city, hudson county, new jersey kind of guy. In 
other words, PATHETIC! ]

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

Breonna Taylor live updates: Officer Brett Hankison charged … 
www.washingtonpost.com › nation › 2020/09/23 › breon...

2 hours ago - Louisville police fatally shot Breonna Taylor, a 26-year-old 
Black woman, ... because they had been fired upon first, by Kenneth 
Walker, Taylor's boyfriend. ... disputing earlier reports that a “no-knock” 

warrant was being served. ... after the Kentucky attorney general 
announced that no police officers would be...

Matt Walsh@MattWalshBlog
Everything you’re hearing about Breonna Taylor is a lie. It was not a no 
knock warrant. They did announce. The boyfriend fired first. And by the 
way, Breonna was apparently involved in her ex boyfriend’s drug 
enterprise. All of this info has been publicly available for weeks.
“hatred, destruction and terrorism”, death, extortion, high end money 
frauds, thefts sounds trumpish, organized crime to me; ... Weren't you in 
that film with Jon Voight getting swallowed by a snake named 
Donaconda?

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

http://albertpeia.com/
https://twitter.com/MattWalshBlog
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H.R. McMaster: Trump's 'unwise' policy choices "will result in greater 
danger to Americans" 
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/h-r-mcmaster-
trump-s-unwise-policy-choices-will-result-in-greater-danger-to-americans-
92475461664 
Retired Lieutenant General H.R. McMaster joins Andrea Mitchell to 
discuss his new book and President Trump's foreign policy. He says that 
the president's defense of Putin "emboldens him" and that "he's made 
unwise policy choices. [ People have to come to grips with the reality 
that trump’s used to dealing with mobster bosses/power brokers. trump is
but a typically sordid queens county, little italy (throw in Russian/KGB 
mafia) new york; jersey city, hudson county, new jersey kind of guy. In 
other words, PATHETIC! ]

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/
Donald J. Trump
www.donaldjtrump.com
Meet me in New Jersey
Yahoo/Inbox
Donald J. Trump <contact@victory.donaldtrump.com>

To:albert_peia@yahoo.com
Thu, Sep 24 at 7:18 PM
Trump Pence Make America Great Again

Albert, ...

trump, that Queens, N.Y., Jersey City, N.J. kind of guy/mobster.

Same Reply:

On Friday, September 11, 2020, 2:31:44 PM PDT, DonaldJTrump.com 
<contact@victory.donaldtrump.com> wrote: This is important. We need to 
know where you stand.
Re: This is important. We need to know where you stand.
Yahoo/Sent
albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>
To:DonaldJTrump.com
Fri, Sep 11 at 2:49 PM
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You need to know where I stand?
How's this; plain english: F**k you, trump, you sick mobster bastard ... 
You're done!
YAHOONEWS Trump niece files suit: Family cheated me of millions The 
lawsuit alleged the president and two of his siblings portrayed 
themselves as Mary Trump's protectors while secretly taking her share of
minority interests.
'Unfathomable cru  elty'   https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-niece-files-
suit-saying-153631586.html 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

Breonna Taylor live updates: Officer Brett Hankison charged … 
www.washingtonpost.com › nation › 2020/09/23 › breon...

2 hours ago - Louisville police fatally shot Breonna Taylor, a 26-year-old 
Black woman, ... because they had been fired upon first, by Kenneth 
Walker, Taylor's boyfriend. ... disputing earlier reports that a “no-knock” 

warrant was being served. ... after the Kentucky attorney general 
announced that no police officers would be...

Matt Walsh@MattWalshBlog
Everything you’re hearing about Breonna Taylor is a lie. It was not a no 
knock warrant. They did announce. The boyfriend fired first. And by the 
way, Breonna was apparently involved in her ex boyfriend’s drug 
enterprise. All of this info has been publicly available for weeks.
“hatred, destruction and terrorism”, death, extortion, high end money 
frauds, thefts sounds trumpish, organized crime to me; ... Weren't you in 
that film with Jon Voight getting swallowed by a snake named 
Donaconda?

TRUMP WON’T PLEDGE PEACEFUL TRANSFER OF POWER —  ‘  GET RID OF   
THE BALLOTS’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-election-results-
transfer-power_n_5f6bd70fc5b653a2bcaf9455 [ trump/hitler reincarnate …
You can’t make this s**t up! ]
Trump refuses to commit to a peaceful transition of power after Election 
Day https://www.cnn.com/2020/09/23/politics/trump-election-day-peaceful-
transition/index.html 
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WOODWARD: Historians examining Trump Era will ask 'What the F 
happened to America?' 
https://thehill.com/blogs/in-the-know/in-the-know/517535-woodward-
historians-examining-the-trump-era-will-ask-what-the-f [ Can’t say I didn’t 
warn you! ]

DRUDGREPORT Dear Donald, Dear Mr. President: Trump-Nixon '80s 
Letters Revealed… 
https://apnews.com/01f16cd5e4e8d563578b091715fdcce7 [ Well, that 
explains trump bud stone’s nixon tatoo/love fest … Pathetic! ]
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

POISONING THE U.S. DOLLAR https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-
diary/ Bill Bonner's Diary “...We are now headed into a period of 
depression, political and social instability, and claptrap financial policies 
on a scale never before attempted. The blowout inflation will come. But 
not right away. And in the short run, the dollar is likely to strengthen, not 
weaken...”

Politics The Week The Trump campaign is reportedly 'discussing 
contingency plans to bypass election results' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-campaign-reportedly-discussing-
contingency-153100735.html President Trump's campaign is discussing 
"contingency plans" that would involve bypassing the result of 
November's election, reports The Atlantic. The report …
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/

TRUMP BLURTS IT OUT: WANTS HIS SCOTUS PICK TO DECIDE ELECTION
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-supreme-court-steal-
election_n_5f6bb408c5b653a2bcaf648a 

Bob Woodward says Trump has ‘failed miserably’ as president 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-reidout/watch/bob-woodward-says-trump-has-
failed-miserably-as-president-92353093538 [ Indeed he has! ] 
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YAHOONEWS U.S. Town & Country Robert F. Kennedy's Grandson Was the 
Whistleblower for Jared Kushner's COVID-19 Taskforce
Max Kennedy, Jr. revealed his identity to the New Yorker, saying that the 
Trump administration's response to the pandemic "was like a family office 
meets organized crime, melded with Lord of the Flies."

• A Kennedy who worked on Jared Kushner's COVID-19 task force said he   
was asked to distort a coronavirus prediction to make the outbreak seem 
less bad
Business Insider

• RFK's Grandson Blew The Whistle On Kushner's 'Lord Of The Flies' COVID   
Task Force: Report

HuffPost

HUFFPOST
Trump Celebrates Recent Violence Against Journalists, Says It’s ‘Actually
A Beautiful Sight’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-violence-
reporters-beautiful-sight_n_5f6ab53ec5b629afbe98284d [ Sicko trump … 
You can’t make this s**t up! ]
WOODWARD: Historians examining Trump Era will ask 'What the F 
happened to America?' 
https://thehill.com/blogs/in-the-know/in-the-know/517535-woodward-
historians-examining-the-trump-era-will-ask-what-the-f [ Can’t say I didn’t 
warn you! ]

Bob Woodward says Trump has ‘failed miserably’ as president 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-reidout/watch/bob-woodward-says-trump-has-failed-
miserably-as-president-92353093538 [ Indeed he has! ] 
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YAHOONEWS U.S. Town & Country Robert F. Kennedy's Grandson Was the 
Whistleblower for Jared Kushner's COVID-19 Taskforce
Max Kennedy, Jr. revealed his identity to the New Yorker, saying that the 
Trump administration's response to the pandemic "was like a family office 
meets organized crime, melded with Lord of the Flies."

• A Kennedy who worked on Jared Kushner's COVID-19 task force said he   
was asked to distort a coronavirus prediction to make the outbreak seem 
less bad
Business Insider

• RFK's Grandson Blew The Whistle On Kushner's 'Lord Of The Flies' COVID   
Task Force: Report

HuffPost

america is a total fraud!
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Bob Woodward says Trump has ‘failed miserably’ as president 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-reidout/watch/bob-woodward-says-trump-has-
failed-miserably-as-president-92353093538 [ Indeed he has! ] 

HUFFPOST
Trump Celebrates Recent Violence Against Journalists, Says It’s ‘Actually
A Beautiful Sight’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-violence-
reporters-beautiful-sight_n_5f6ab53ec5b629afbe98284d [ Sicko trump … 
You can’t make this s**t up! ]
WOODWARD: Historians examining Trump Era will ask 'What the F 
happened to America?' 
https://thehill.com/blogs/in-the-know/in-the-know/517535-woodward-
historians-examining-the-trump-era-will-ask-what-the-f [ Can’t say I didn’t 
warn you! ]
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Jeremy Bash: If CIA report on Russian agent Derkach is accurate, 'this is 
collusion’ https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/jeremy-
bash-if-the-intelligence-officer-s-report-is-accurate-this-is-collusion-
92347461909 [ DUH! Without doubt, the Russians have some serious s**t,
kompromat, on trump. ] 

america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/
DRUDGEREPORT
60% of Americans describe economy as 'poor'... 
DILLER WARNS ON STOCK MARKET; SAVE CASH... 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/09/22/barry-diller-calls-stock-market-great-
speculation-says-to-save-cash.html 
america is a total fraud!
http://albertpeia.com/
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	Eric Trump’s Response To NYT Report Alleging Pay-To-Play: ‘We’ve Lost A Fortune’ [Let’s wake up here! Who to believe, the New York Times or mob family trumps. Clearly, the trumps have been doing pay to play, mob tribute for quite some time, albeit on a smaller scale; ie., my direct observation/experience vis-a-vis federal bench, maryanne trump barry, et al. http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf , celebrity, etc.. Quite pathetic! Brazen, with impunity. Wake up! trump et al. were already in their typical, downward, bankrupt style and sought the big patronage/source prize; viz., huge government bureaucracy revenues and quid pro quo for being there. ]
	Bob Woodward: Trump Is 'Putting A Dagger In The Constitution' https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/bob-woodward-trump-election-comments-003523588.html The journalist and "Rage" author commented on Trump's disturbing refusal to commit to a peaceful transfer of power if he loses the election.

	2 Officers Shot in Louisville Protests: Live Breonna Taylor … www.nytimes.com › breonna-taylor-decision-verdict
	H.R. McMaster: Trump's 'unwise' policy choices "will result in greater danger to Americans" https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/h-r-mcmaster-trump-s-unwise-policy-choices-will-result-in-greater-danger-to-americans-92475461664
	Breonna Taylor live updates: Officer Brett Hankison charged … www.washingtonpost.com › nation › 2020/09/23 › breon...
	Breonna Taylor live updates: Officer Brett Hankison charged … www.washingtonpost.com › nation › 2020/09/23 › breon...
	Jeremy Bash: If CIA report on Russian agent Derkach is accurate, 'this is collusion’ https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/jeremy-bash-if-the-intelligence-officer-s-report-is-accurate-this-is-collusion-92347461909 [ DUH! Without doubt, the Russians have some serious s**t, kompromat, on trump. ] 

	How Covid-19 myths are merging with the QAnon conspiracy … www.bbc.com › news › blogs-trending-53997203 Sep 3, 2020 - Online and in real-life demonstrations, two viral conspiracy theories are increasingly coming together. [ trump (and his late bud epstein) were integrally part of, not thwarters of pedophile perversions, etc.. america is totally FUBAR ; viz., F**ked Up Beyond All Recognition!
	Peter Strzok: 'I believe that the president is compromised by the Russians' https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/peter-strzok-i-believe-that-the-president-is-compromised-by-the-russians-91988549724
	Review: Woodward's Trump exposé 'Rage' reflects the lazy thinking that got us into this mess Woodward's journalism helped bring down Richard Nixon. But "Rage" it too ploddingly neutral and enamored of access to make a dent in this fallen age.
	Trump Blames Biden, Who Isn’t President, For Not Instituting National Mask Mandate https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-biden-mask-mandate-abc-town-hall_n_5f617ac9c5b68d1b09c9541a
	‘Art Of The Deal’ Co-Author: I’ve Never Seen Trump ‘More Out Of Control’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/tony-schwartz-trump-out-of-control_n_5f629236c5b6c6317cff40ea Michael Cohen On Why Republicans Support Trump: ‘We’re Stupid’
	Mary Trump: It's ‘deeply delusional’ that Donald Trump feels he has been treated unfairly his whole life https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/mary-trump-deeply-delusional-that-donald-trump-has-been-treated-unfairly-his-whole-life-92027973866
	Mary Trump: ‘Nobody tells as many lies on purpose’ as President Trump https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/mary-trump-nobody-tells-as-many-lies-on-purpose-as-pres-trump-92026949843
	DRUDGREPORT Dear Donald, Dear Mr. President: Trump-Nixon '80s Letters Revealed… https://apnews.com/01f16cd5e4e8d563578b091715fdcce7 [ Well, that explains trump bud stone’s nixon tatoo/love fest … Pathetic! ]
	america is a total fraud! http://albertpeia.com/
	American dictator': Trump co-author on Trump's 'serious threat to democracy' https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/-american-dictator-trump-co-author-on-his-serious-threat-to-democracy-with-illegal-election-plot-92496453834 america is a total fraud! http://albertpeia.com/
	‘Freeloader-In-Chief’: Twitter Afire Over Explosive Trump Tax Return Report

	Michael Cohen says release of Trump’s tax returns is ‘the beginning of the end for Donald Trump’ https://www.msnbc.com/the-reidout/watch/michael-cohen-says-release-of-trump-s-tax-returns-is-the-beginning-of-the-end-for-donald-trump-92747333507
	Carl Bernstein: Trump Has Created ‘First Grifter Presidency’ In America’s History https://www.huffpost.com/entry/carl-bernstein-trump-grifter-presidency_n_5f728576c5b6117cd10342cf [ Actually, trump’s worse than that; a mobster, to be sure! ] america is a total fraud! http://albertpeia.com/
	america is a total fraud! http://albertpeia.com/
	Ex-Watergate Prosecutor Says ‘No Question’ Trump And Ivanka Could Both Face Prison https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-ivanka-trump-tax-fraud_n_5f7292dfc5b6f622a0c375f9
	america is a total fraud! http://albertpeia.com/
	america is a total fraud! http://albertpeia.com/
	CNN Fact Checker Calls Trump’s Debate Performance ‘An Avalanche Of Lying’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/cnn-fact-check-trump-debate_n_5f7419dec5b6374c55867245 YAHOO Science Business Insider 9-29-20 After measuring radiation on the moon for the first time, scientists say a lunar base should be built underground to protect astronauts Astronauts didn't measure how much radiation they were exposed to on the moon. New data shows the doses are 200 times as high as on Earth. [ Ah, that radiation thing, as in the Van Allen Belt, will do it (fry you) every time … http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv ]
	america is a total fraud! http://albertpeia.com/
	america is a total fraud! http://albertpeia.com/ Yes, Ann … they are ‘proud boy like’ disgusting americans. No discrimination allowed. Circular firing squads are necessary.
	Bob Woodward: We now have a constitutional problem https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/10/01/bob-woodward-trump-biden-debate-constitution-tsr-vpx.cnn
	HUFFPOST Sen. Ron Johnson Took COVID Test En Route To Wisconsin Fundraising Dinner. It Was Positive. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/ron-johnson-covid-positive-fundraising-dinner-wisconsin_n_5f78ec9bc5b649e564b3a101 The Wisconsin senator defended his decision to attend the function, knowing he had been exposed to COVID-19.
	MSNBC Doctor criticizes Trump's 'joy ride' for putting others at risk https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/doctor-criticizes-trump-s-motorcade-ride-outside-walter-reed-hospital-93126725602 [ Ask him if he cares. trump’s inadequateness, the antithesis of greatness. No heroics from mentally ill mobster criminal trump. ]
	This Tribal Map of America Shows Whose Land You're Actually Living On https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/tribal-map-america-shows-whose-202100342.html
	A 'second wave' of mental health devastation due to Covid-19 is imminent, experts say https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/12/health/mental-health-second-wave-coronavirus-wellness/index.html [ Truth be told, I believe covid would merely be a further coverup of and excuse for already pervasive inherent mental illness across all breeding populations in america. That reality of which trump is at once a glaring consequence and evidence, is quite tragic actually. ]
	YAHOO Dr. Fauci: ‘This is an outbreak of historic proportions, the likes of which we’ve not seen in 102 years’ 'little anthony and the washington imperials say, 'Goin' Out of My Head' https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c
	Former White House chief of staff tells friends that Trump 'is the most flawed person' he's ever met https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/16/politics/donald-trump-criticism-from-former-administration-officials/index.html [ That was certainly my impression, despite all the media hype/hoopla though my client was happy to meet him and ultimately do business with trump casinos. ]
	YAHOO Politics LA Times New book by former Trump aide alleges early racist comments https://www.yahoo.com/news/book-former-trump-aide-alleges-192229162.html Former Trump Organization executive Barbara Res describes the president as insecure about his IQ (for good reason), disdainful of his supporters and openly racist.
	Ronald Reagan's son: We have grifters in the White House https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/10/18/ron-reagan-donald-trump-children-grifters-white-house-republicans-intv-nr-vpx.cnn Reagan's son: We have grifters in the White House Newsroom Ron Reagan, son of former President Ronald Reagan and former first lady Nancy Reagan [ True enough; but, senile ronny helped make them and ‘just say no’ prescription addict nancy (the great Kitty Kelly) both loved those right-leaning mafia guineas … Reagan extended a courtesy to me, and ‘cold war’ and so, for a time I overlooked a lot about ronny. ]
	Science Says Cats Are Good For Your Health https://edition.healthline.com/s/science-benefits-cat-lover-d9acc83f25274e7e?utm_campaign=benefitscatlover-a2ddaa07e0ff4554&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=oat&utm_term=HOMEPAGE_US

	CNN North Carolina is the center of the political universe https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/22/politics/north-carolina-voters/index.html
	Trump relies on repeating lies until supporters believe them https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-relies-on-repeating-lies-until-supporters-believe-them-94728261987 [ A page out of hitler’s blood-red linings playbook! With all that’s known of mentally ill mobster/criminal trump much less what’s indicated of piece of s**t trump; that trump is not already in jail and still purportedly in contention as americans wring their hands while cowering in fear is absolute proof that america is a s**thole and total fraud! ]
	"The Stock Market Will Crash": Why Investors Should Ignore Trump's Fiery Assertion

	Jason Johnson: ‘Trumpism is not dead even if Donald Trump is removed from office’ https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/jason-johnson-trumpism-is-not-dead-even-if-donald-trump-is-removed-from-office-94512197946 [WOW! You can’t make this s**t up. Talk about too much time on his hands and mental masturbation. ‘Trumpism’-a merger of mental infirmity, mental illness, and criminality? ‘trumpism’/trump is a direct consequence of ‘obama/holderism’ which was a direct consequence of ‘dumbya bushism’ which was a direct consequence of ‘hillbilly mobster clintonism’. One piece of s**t after another.]
	MEANWHILE: Supremes Hand GOP Huge Victory, Blocks Mail Ballots Received After Election Day https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw https://www.huffpost.com/entry/supreme-court-wisconsin-absentee-ballots_n_5f975dd8c5b63fd49cef5106
	Mark Hamill Shows Why Trump’s The ‘Worst President Ever’ In New Biden Video https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mark-hamill-reacts-to-trump_n_5f9a5202c5b6aab57a0f6ec6 [ Forget the force. The facts, reality are with him (Mark Hamill). ]
	2020 Feels Like An Apocalypse — Because It Is One https://www.huffpost.com/entry/apocalypse-2020_n_5f8f824ac5b6b005f5f0a7c0
	I truly hope that Ann was being her usual sarcastic self in positing trump’s transparent awfulness as a positive. After all, to be sure, one does not have to try hard to imagine how shocking it truly was/is to rational sensibilities consonant with civilized behavior and rules of law to see the so-called powers that be fall over themselves enabling, covering up for mentally ill mobster/criminal trump. Pathetic!
	DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ BIDEN GETS MOST VOTES IN AMERICAN HISTORY NATION WAITS FOR FINAL RESULTS! BIDEN 264 TRUMP 214 50.25% 48.13% NATIONAL MAP GA MI NC NV PA MARKETWATCH [ trump’s Hoax Update ] New coronavirus cases in U.S. hit record 103,000 in a day https://www.marketwatch.com/story/new-coronavirus-cases-in-u-s-hit-record-103-000-01604538303?link=MW_latest_news
	DRUDGEREPORT
	DRUDGEREPORT
	Polls Underestimated Trump Again. Here’s What We Know So Far. [ No! It’s not that they underestimated trump; it’s that they overestimated america! ]
	MARKET WATCH Coronavirus update: U.S. case tally tops 10 million and Biden warns vaccination is still months away despite positive Pfizer news
	U.S. Hits All-Time High For COVID-19 Hospitalizations https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-all-time-high-covid-19-hospitalizations_n_5fab4e0dc5b635e9de9d06b2 [ and it’s drivin’ Little Tony (and the Washington Imperials) out of his head! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c ]

	CNN Alarm grows over Trump's 'dictator moves' as he denies election defeat Trump's administration looks like a tottering regime, with attacks on the military chain of command, a bunker mentality and delusional claims of victory https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/11/politics/donald-trump-joe-biden-transition/index.html YAHOO Politics The Independent Mary Trump says her uncle is attempting a coup on departure from White House https://www.yahoo.com/news/mary-trump-says-her-uncle-182044919.html They're going to break as much as they can on the way out’
	DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ RECORD HOSPITALIZATIONS VIRUS OUT OF CONTROL 'COVID HONESTY' DILEMMA FOR WORKERS MODEL PREDICTS 400,000 DEATHS BY FEB YAHOO Politics The Independent‘I’m beginning to see what happened in Germany’: Democrat compares Trump refusing to concede to rise of Hitler https://www.yahoo.com/news/m-beginning-see-happened-germany-145243439.html 'How do you elect a person president, then all of a sudden you’re going to give him the authority to be dictator? That’s what Hitler did in Germany.’ [ DUH! ]

New Study Shows COVID-19 May Also Lead To Mental Health Disorders https://www.huffpost.com/entry/study-covid-19-mental-health_l_5faadafbc5b623bfac545b03 The most common conditions experts have seen include post-traumatic stress disorder, anxiety, depression, insomnia and dementia.
	DIRE: FIVE STATES SET COVID DEATH RECORDS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/5-states-record-covid-deaths_n_5fabf7dbc5b68707d1fb123f DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ RECORD HOSPITALIZATIONS VIRUS OUT OF CONTROL 'COVID HONESTY' DILEMMA FOR WORKERS MODEL PREDICTS 400,000 DEATHS BY FEB STILL NO PEAK THE WORLD MOVES ON... Boris Johnson mocks 'previous president'... White House in tumult... Public schedules show little interest in work... Trump team hunts for proof of fraud... ROVE: Result Won't Be Overturned...
3% believe Donald was reelected...
Republicans muzzle anger over Pentagon culling... 
Truckers threaten nationwide strike for MAGA...
CHARGED: Golf-Club Wielding Trump Supporter Attacks Elderly Couple Holding Biden Signs...
Postal worker admits fabricating allegations of tampering...
Money to support court fight could flow to president...
'Commercialize and monetize all of this'...
	YAHOONEWS Drudge Report https://drudgereport.com/ , a Former Trump Ally, Looks to Biden https://www.yahoo.com/news/drudge-report-former-trump-ally-201614545.html WASHPOST Trump’s election challenge looks like a scam to line his pockets Opinion by Dana Milbank
	‘At the heart of it all, he's a narcissist’: Trump’s last grasp at White House is like the sad story of 'Emperor’s New Clothes', expert says https://www.yahoo.com/news/us-election-trump-concede-white-house-192730796.html
	‘At the heart of it all, he's a narcissist’: Trump’s last grasp at White House is like the sad story of 'Emperor’s New Clothes', expert says https://www.yahoo.com/news/us-election-trump-concede-white-house-192730796.html
	Samuel Alito Goes Full Political Commentator In Federalist Society Speech https://www.huffpost.com/entry/samuel-alito-political-supreme-court_n_5fadf9f1c5b6dd8959789997
	ALITO UNBOUND: Supreme Court Justice Delivers Stunning Partisan Screed To Federalist Society https://www.huffpost.com/entry/samuel-alito-political-supreme-court_n_5fadf9f1c5b6dd8959789997 Ted Cruz @tedcruz Reasonable question. Al @alpeia Is this the same ted cruz whose father according to outgoing president trump was complicit in JFK's assassination?

	Laurence Tribe explains why Trump probably can’t pardon himself https://www.msnbc.com/the-reidout/watch/laurence-tribe-explains-how-trump-probably-can-t-pardon-himself-95895109662 Thousands of cars line up for food bank in Texas https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/15/us/dallas-texas-food-bank-coronavirus/index.html
	Lawsuits that tried to disrupt Biden's wins are withdrawn https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/16/politics/lawsuits-michigan-pennsylvania-wisconsin-georgia/index.html
	Georgia secretary of state says Lindsey Graham suggested he find a way to toss legal ballots https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/ga-sec-of-state-says-lindsey-graham-suggested-he-find-a-way-to-toss-legal-ballots-96032325627
	YAHOO Court rejects Trump claim on ballot observers in Pa. https://www.yahoo.com/news/pennsylvania-supreme-court-rejects-trump-211700634.html
	Trump keeps asking for money to fund his lawsuits. That doesn't mean it's where he's spending it. https://www.msnbc.com/katy-tur/watch/election-law-analyst-on-trump-lawsuits-this-isn-t-a-coherent-legal-strategy-96084037634
	‘No Pardons. No Immunity’: Mary Trump Says Her Family Must Pay https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mary-trump-no-pardon-donald-trump-family_n_5fb752a7c5b67f34cb39c357 [ YES, INDEED THEY MUST! ]

	Carlson: Trump lawyer refused to provide fraud evidence https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/tucker-carlson-trumps-attorney-got-angry-when-they-pressed-her-for-evidence-of-voter-fraud-062143725.html
	MNUCHIN CUTS FED AID — OUTRAGE: ‘TRYING TO TANK THE ECONOMY’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mnuchin-denies-trying-to-hinder-incoming-biden-administration_n_5fb7fdacc5b67f34cb3a94ef DRUDGEREPORT Rudy says someone should 'cut head off' Dems and makes throat-slashing gesture... [ CRAZY RUDY! ] Ann, you’re a cruel dude, a mean hombre! But as Ann now knows, defense of, not resistance to, trump is futile! http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm Seldom is it, to be sure; but, on this (infra) I unequivocally agree with the National Fraternal Order of Police post and Ann's retweet thereof!
National Fraternal Order of Police (FOP) The ambush attacks on our officers MUST stop! Those who target our officers must be punished to the fullest extent. This officer, despite being shot in the chest, was motivated to keep fighting: "I'm not going to let this person take me away from my family & the people I love." https://pic.twitter.com/5n9qialE9S
	america is a total fraud! https://pic.twitter.com/5n9qialE9S

	Senators who rejected impeachment in favor of 'letting voters decide' now reject voters' decision https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/senators-who-urged-voters-to-decide-impeachment-won-t-admit-trump-lost-the-election-96339013632 

CNN US coronavirus cases surpass 12 million It only took less than a week for the US to record more than 1 million Covid-19 cases. One expert says the disease is spreading 'faster' and 'broader' than ever. https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/21/health/us-coronavirus-saturday/index.html 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
DANGER DAYS
CASES, HOSPITALIZATIONS BREAK RECORD 
President Skips G20 Pandemic Preparedness Meeting to Go Golfing... 
Founders didn't prepare for president who refuses to step down, historians say... Detroit asks judge to sanction Trump campaign for spreading disinformation... Outrage in Black community over claims of voter fraud... WIRE: Who needs Russia? Loudest attacks on America are from Donald... Fails to leverage power of office to subvert Biden win... BALZ: Vindictive man seeks to undermine... Criminal probes, legal dangers await after White House... YAHOO Entertainment INSIDER The world's best chess player said Netflix's 'The Queen's Gambit' 'did chess better' than anything else Hollywood has done, but the game still has a culture of belittling women https://www.yahoo.com/news/worlds-best-chess-player-said-080000265.html
	PREZ READIES ARMS DEAL DISASTER — BUT CONGRESS COULD STOP IT https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-arms-deal-uae_n_5fb6e9b3c5b618e45b468a37 Chris Christie Tears Into Trump’s Legal Team: ‘A National Embarrassment’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/chris-christie-national-embarrassment_n_5fba7c5cc5b6e4b1ea435614 Chris Christie Tears Into Trump’s Legal Team: ‘A National Embarrassment’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/chris-christie-national-embarrassment_n_5fba7c5cc5b6e4b1ea435614 [ National Embarrassment? Jersey’s the joke that keeps on giving. new york/new jersey mafia paradises with front men cuomo, de blasio, and previously only half sicilian trump tutor christie, florio, mobster trump lands both; thrice count trumpsters/kiddies of CONnecticut. But, talk about wops of the northeast, I still haven’t gotten over that huge wopper promulgated by none other than Conn. Senator blumenthal concerning vietnam service that never was. Pathetically, his tears sufficed or re-election. What they did to poor, brilliant Tesla seems in ghostly cursed fashion paid back on edison’s floundering ge of CONnecticut as TESLA reaches for the stars. CONnecticut turned out to be a big disappointment, though better, more civilized than new york/new jersey mafia/mob paradises.
	DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/
	DRUDGEREPORT
	Thanksgiving Flashback: Trump Mocked Turkey For Refusing to Concede, Demanding Recount... Overexposed president goes dark in defeat... Averaged 48 minutes on camera every day in 2020! Blames lawyers as 'fools making him look bad'… Secret Service asked about protecting soon-to-be-former president full time in FL... Bernstein lists 21 Republican senators who have privately expressed contempt for Donald... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8976975/Watergate-reporter-Carl-Bernstein-lists-21-GOP-senators.html
	DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ THANKSGIVING SUPERSPREADER FEAR 'WE WANT TO SEE THE FAMILY' 2,284 DEATHS IN DAY CA CASES JUMP 17% IN 24 HOURS
	Ann, you’re a cruel dude, a mean hombre! But as Ann now well knows, defense of, not resistance to, trump is futile! http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm

	MSNBC Exiting Trump puts dubious characters in top roles at Pentagon, NSA https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/exiting-trump-puts-dubious-characters-in-top-roles-at-pentagon-nsa-96490565930
	‘WE’RE DROWNING’: HEARTLAND HOSPITALS SWAMPED https://www.huffpost.com/entry/covid-cases-flood-hospitals_n_5fbd255cc5b66bb88c619fe3 [ Hoax? Trifling occurrence? Ann, you’re a cruel dude, a mean hombre! ]
	https://twitter.com/i/status/1331071355911979009
	Steve Schmidt: ‘We’ve entered the corrupt pardon phase of the Trump coup’ https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/steve-schmidt-we-ve-entered-the-corrupt-pardon-phase-of-the-trump-coup-96633925837 I’m ‘aghast at what I have seen happen here in Washington,’ fmr. CIA Director Brennan says
	Federal appeals court denies Trump campaign effort to revive Pennsylvania lawsuit saying 'claims have no merit'
	Iran's top nuclear scientist killed in apparent assassination, state media reports https://www.foxnews.com/politics/obama-cia-director-john-brennan-blasts-assassination-of-iranian-nuclear-scientist-offers-advice-to-iranian-le Former CIA Director Brennan blasts assassination of Iranian nuclear scientist. Brennan condemned the killing of an Iranian scientist believed to be linked to Iran's nuclear program.[Given that israel is a nuclear scofflaw, the consequences of such action will be substantial. ]

	Ann, you’re a cruel dude, a mean hombre! But as Ann now knows, defense of, not resistance to, trump is futile! http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm
	DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ TRUMP DUMP: FBI RIGGED ELECTION! [ They’ll take it … positing effective competence (with the exception of straight-shooting Agent Barndollar) where none exists, were in step with do nothing, no results mueller et al. , with a history of ultimate compromised (homosexual) bureaucrat hoover, etc.. As is so of nearly all delusional assertions of their protected mentally ill mobster thief in chief trump, RIDICULOUS! ]
	First Cat? Bidens Reportedly Bringing A Feline To The White House https://www.huffpost.com/entry/joe-biden-cat-white-house_n_5fc44585c5b66bb88c6809c0 [ Great choice! ]

	The top infectious disease expert in government can't get the president to listen to him https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/dr-fauci-warns-of-post-thanksgiving-covid-surges-as-trump-doesn-t-weigh-in-96867397998 [ And, it’s driving Little Anthony and the Washington Imperials out of their heads. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c ]
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	WASHPOST Last two of six states Trump contested certify his defeat
	Anderson Cooper Delivers Lengthy Takedown Of Trump’s Latest ‘Con’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/anderson-cooper-donald-trump-latest-con_n_5fc741b1c5b6b47a31ecac22 Justice Department Investigated ‘Bribery-For-Pardon Scheme’ As Trump Campaigned, Court Reveals [ TIME TO APPLY TRUMP’S GOLDEN RULE TO TRUMP: NO MERCY! Failing to completely finish trump and company will be regretted for decades to come with far reaching consequences/damage! ]
	DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/
	Mary Trump Warns What Her Uncle Will Put ‘Considerable Energy’ Into Post-Presidency https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mary-trump-donald-trump-post-presidency-warning_n_5fc893d5c5b6933ec7dc8de8
	DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/
	Kellyanne Conway: ‘It Looks Like Joe Biden And Kamala Harris Will Prevail’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/kellyanne-conway-joe-biden-kamala-harris-will-prevail_n_5fca903fc5b6636e0925233d [ DUH! ]

	Biden transition blocked from key intelligence as Trump appoints 'screwballs' to Pentagon https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/biden-transition-blocked-from-key-intelligence-as-trump-appoints-screwballs-to-pentagon-97165893518
	These Cat Jokes Deserve a Round of Applause https://www.alwayspets.com/s/cat-jokes-909921e0e6004753?utm_campaign=kittyjokes-ebaf5659efe14d34&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=oat&utm_term=HOMEPAGE_US
	These Cat Jokes Deserve a Round of Applause https://www.alwayspets.com/s/cat-jokes-909921e0e6004753?utm_campaign=kittyjokes-ebaf5659efe14d34&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=oat&utm_term=HOMEPAGE_US

	Maddow: Losing and complaining are the most lucrative scams of Trump's presidency https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/maddow-losing-and-complaining-is-the-most-lucrative-scam-of-trump-s-presidency-97166405559
	Rudy Giuliani admitted to the (MENTAL?) hospital https://www.cnn.com/2020/12/06/politics/rudy-giuliani-coronavirus-positive/index.html
	Trump barely shows up to work, ignoring U.S. crises https://news.yahoo.com/trumps-final-days-rage-denial-161650930.html
	Michael Cohen: Trump’s biggest post-White House worry is the IRS, and here’s why 'A danger': Trump insider … on Trump’s life after WH https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/-a-danger-trump-insider-who-went-to-prison-on-trump-s-life-after-wh-97286725999 [By ow, most would agree that trump could delusionally rationalize any action however illegal, traitorous for his (“unfair”) treatment.With rump’s time in office dwindling, his former personal attorney Michael Cohen joins MSNBC’s Chief Legal Correspondent Ari Melber to iscuss the potential legal fallout Trump may face when he is no longer president. Cohen explains his role in providing a hush money ayment to Stormy Daniels and confirms Trump directed him and collaborated with him to do so, and argues that Trump will “sell ational security information to the highest bidder” and pose “danger” to the country.
	MARKETWATCH Short Seller Jim Chanos on Navigating the Golden Age of Fraud https://www.marketwatch.com/videovideo/short-seller-jim-chanos-on-navigating-the-golden-age-of-fraud-2020-12-07/E89FB3F3-E8F7-4607-8278-6F51C4170AE6.html
	'If you or I did that we'd be indicted': Trump pressing officials to falsify vote results https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/-if-you-or-i-did-that-we-d-be-indicted-trump-pressing-officials-to-falsify-vote-results-97308229515
	Mary Trump: Donald has ‘taken the politics of grievance to an artform’ https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/mary-trump-donald-has-taken-the-politics-of-grievance-to-an-artform-97302086000
	Lawrence: The Supreme Court basically told Trump, 'You are out of your mind.' https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/lawrence-the-supreme-court-crushed-trump-97379397803 [ DUH! ] The retweeter in chief, Ann’s a cruel dude, a mean hombre! But as Ann now knows, defense of, not resistance to, trump is futile! Good morning. In today's AP Morning Wire:
	'DEPRESSED' TRUMP GHOSTING FRIENDS WHO ADMIT HE'S THE 2020 LOSER
	'DEPRESSED' TRUMP GHOSTING FRIENDS WHO ADMIT HE'S THE 2020 LOSER
	Over 3,000 died of Covid in the U.S. on Wednesday, a record. Trump said nothing. https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/over-3-000-died-of-covid-in-the-u-s-today-trump-said-nothing-97447493862
	GOP senators ready to acknowledge Biden won https://www.cnn.com/2020/12/09/politics/republican-reaction-trump-refusal-to-concede/index.html
	'Sedition, and perhaps treason': Joe’s scathing message to Republicans backing Trump’s coup https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/more-than-100-house-gop-support-texas-lawsuit-97536069852
	http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ] america is a total fraud!
	Maddow: Barr ends shameful tenure that began with a big public lie about the Mueller investigation https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/barr-ends-shameful-tenure-that-began-with-a-big-public-lie-about-the-mueller-investigation-97731653541
	Barr's replacement has record of protecting Trump and friends, punishing Trump's enemies https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/barr-s-replacement-as-a-g-has-record-of-protecting-trump-and-friends-97820741577 [ DUH! ]
	Chris Christie Spells It Out For Longtime Friend Trump: Accept Defeat https://www.huffpost.com/entry/chris-christie-donald-trump-joe-biden-victory_n_5fdc6206c5b650b99adb6c24 [ Half-sicilian to fredo cuomo, brother of mob friendly frodo cuomo (jersey/new york guinea to guinea ... No don tumpbalony, not like in your old corrupt stomping grounds). ] Typical crazy wops; jersey/new york guinea-land trump/americon style crazy:
	Mitt Romney: It’s Extraordinary Trump Hasn’t Mentioned Suspected Russia Cyberattack https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mitt-romney-trump-russian-cyberattack_n_5fdc23f2c5b6aa861e5d2716 [ Well, better late than never to impugn trump’s “affinity” for and protection of ‘The Brighton Beach Boys’ (KGB, et al.) ….. As Putin just said of Navalny, if they wanted him dead he’d be dead … riiiiight … Then again, Mitt predicted a trump win earning him the moniker, ‘Mitt is full of s**t’ . ]

	Millions in donations to Trump's 'election defense' fund go right into his and his family's pockets https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/trump-s-latest-con-ripping-off-maga-fans-after-losing-98046021506 [ ‘The Art of the Con’ by mentally ill mobster/criminal trump and crime family ]
	Kushner Helped Launch Shell Company That Paid Campaign Funds To Trump Family: Report https://www.huffpost.com/entry/american-made-media-trump-campaign-shell-company_n_5fdd3505c5b60f8288564e86
	Trump Shrugs Off Massive Kremlin Cyberattack As No Biggie, Baselessly Points To China https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-cyberattack-shrug-off-china-russia_n_5fde803dc5b6e5158fa78462 [ Well, if Russia says it, it must be true … If trump says it, it must be true … WOW! You can’t make this s**t up! ]

	'Thuggery': Ret. Gen. McCaffrey slams Flynn's suggestion that Trump use martial law to retain power https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/-thuggery-four-star-army-general-blasts-trump-s-maga-martial-law-plot-98210885528 ‘'Seven Days in May' (1964) | The 15 Best Political Films of All Time… https://entertainment.time.com/2012/09/05/the-15-best-political-films-of-all-time-the-votes-are-in/slide/seven-days-in-may/ One review:”..Seven Days in May could very well have been made in 2019. Same stuff, 50 years earlier..” Not quite analogous but similar enough. Saw this on a field trip in Mrs. Paul’s class (?) (does anyone know if she ever became a lawyer; she seemed to be considering it?). [ You can’t make this s**t up! ]
	Ann’s a cruel dude, a mean hombre! But as Ann now knows, defense of, not resistance to, trump is futile! http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm
	A Brief Reminder Of Charles Kushner’s Creepy Crimes, Through Tweets https://www.huffpost.com/entry/charles-kushner-trump-pardon_n_5fe3f923c5b66809cb3004c8
	Latest Round Of Trump Clemency Benefits Manafort, Other Cronies https://www.huffpost.com/entry/latest-round-of-trump-clemency-benefits-manafort-other-cronies_n_5fe49ca7c5b6e1ce8338d6b1 Latest Round Of Trump Clemency Benefits Manafort, Other Cronies
	Trump’s Post-Election Pardons List: War Criminals, Crooked Politicians And Family https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pardons-allies-law-enforcement-mueller-investigation_n_5fe4eaf7c5b6acb5345775d5 trump’s pardons include military contractors who killed children, law enforcement officers who violated civil rights and, of course, his allies.
	Trump’s Donors Funnel $10.5 Million Into His Businesses During His Presidency https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-self-dealing-campaign-slush-fund-donations_n_5fe7b503c5b6acb534585c51

	Rep. Beatty: Trump has been on vacation while people are starving and dying https://www.msnbc.com/the-sunday-show/watch/trump-not-signing-covid-relief-bill-fate-of-2-000-checks-discussed-by-rep-beatty-98444357549 [America, as a nation, must be faulted for soft-touch approach to mentally ill mobster/criminal trump; to be sure, does anyone really think sicko trump cares about getting people more money ($2,000 vs. $600) or just an excuse for havoc, disruption, etc.. Then there’s the Russian stuff/connection. PATHETIC!]
	Geraldo Rivera Has Had Enough Of ‘Entitled Frat Boy’ Trump "Sadly, he lost a bitterly contested election," said Rivera. "S**t happens [ Indeed, S**t happens; the story of token geraldo’s life. ]

	MSNBC Biden criticizes Trump admin for 'roadblocks' on national security issues
	CNN Biden says his transition team has 'encountered roadblocks' from Trump appointees

	Neal Katyal: 'Trump is still living in a fantasy world' on election results https://www.msnbc.com/the-reidout/watch/-trump-is-still-living-in-a-fantasy-world-98576965839 [ Come on, WAKE UP! america’s what’s living in a fantasy world; to be sure, mob infested jersey/new york embraced mentally ill mobster/criminal trump’s fairy tales, adopted by corrupt mob-friendly america; and the rest is as they say, HISTORY (of decline and fall of america). ]
	US sets daily Covid-19 death record for the second day in a row. https://www.cnn.com/2020/12/31/health/us-coronavirus-thursday/index.html [trump’s hoax] It truly is difficult to imagine america recovering from the disastrous debacle named trump! https://www.washingtonpost.com/video/politics/the-wildest-political-moments-of-2020/2020/12/28/98b7e234-c1e7-4c54-a7ea-d60164b0244a_video.html Trump Abruptly Cuts Short Florida Vacation To Return To White House https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-leaving-mar-a-lago-early_n_5fedcaedc5b6fd33110d013b [ Come on … another bulls**t trump fiction/scenario … ashamed/afraid to face the music/attendees, loser that he is, trump ‘disappears’ to fight the fake fight … What a pathetic, mentally ill mobster/criminal piece of s**t trump certainly is! ]
	'Unimaginable': Fauci calls out those who still believe Covid is 'fake news' https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/dr-fauci-thinks-it-s-unimaginable-some-americans-still-believe-covid-is-fake-news-98646085546
	RARELY HAVE MARKET TIMERS BEEN AS BULLISH AS THEY ARE NOW, WHICH IS A WARNING SIGN FOR STOCKS

	US surpasses 20 million cases. The worst is still to come
	'Unimaginable': Fauci calls out those who still believe Covid is 'fake news' https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/dr-fauci-thinks-it-s-unimaginable-some-americans-still-believe-covid-is-fake-news-98646085546 [ And it’s drivin’ Little Anthony (and the Washington Imperials) out of his head! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3j9bAVqt3c ]
	Trump and Hawley set off Republican meltdown https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/02/politics/trump-hawley-electoral-college-georgia/index.html
	Federal judge throws out Gohmert lawsuit asking Pence to interfere in Electoral College count
	S&P 500 Has Only Been This Expensive One Other Time … S&P 500 Has Only Been This Expensive One Other Time — At The Peak Of The Dot-Com Bubble

	Donny Deutsch: Donald Trump is nothing more than the ‘chief crime boss’ https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/donny-deutsch-donald-trump-is-nothing-more-than-the-chief-crime-boss-98616389969 [ Absolutely TRUE! Send a signed copy of this report to the ‘alphabet’ soup of government/bureaucratic slugs, feds of all stripes and colors, judicial hacks, etc., who (from my direct observation and experience) were falling all over one another to cover for trump and other mobsters/criminals; and the rest is as they say, HISTORY (of decline and fall of america). PATHETIC! ]
	John Heilemann: We’re heading into the ‘crescendo of crazy’ of Trump's last days https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/john-heilemann-says-we-re-heading-into-the-crescendo-of-crazy-98608709709
	A look at the investigations and lawsuits facing Trump after he leaves office https://www.msnbc.com/the-reidout/watch/trump-facing-multiple-lawsuits-upon-leaving-office-98627653973
	Trump's latest 'con': Ripping off MAGA fans after losing https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/trump-s-latest-con-ripping-off-maga-fans-after-losing-98046021506
	'Sociopathic': GOP presidential speechwriter blasts Trump’s scheme to overturn election he lost https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/-sociopathic-gop-presidential-speechwriter-blasts-trump-s-scheme-to-overturn-election-he-lost-98209349553

	Trump begs Georgia secretary of state to recount election: 'I just want to find 11,780 votes' https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/trump-pressures-georgia-secretary-of-state-to-recount-election-i-just-want-to-find-11-780-votes-98726469948 [ In the “old days”, they’d find twice what pussy-grabbin’ celebrity mobster trump asked for ... PATHETIC! ]
	NYTIMES In Taped Call, Trump Pressured Georgia Official to ‘Find’ Votes https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/03/us/politics/trump-raffensperger-call-georgia.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
	President Issues Vague Threats in Bid to Overturn Election LATIMES Trump pressures Georgia official to ‘find’ votes to overturn the election https://www.latimes.com/politics/story/2021-01-03/trump-pressured-georgia-official-on-vote-tally-as-allies-seek-to-overturn-results-in-congress
	WASHINGTON POST In extraordinary hour-long call, Trump pressures Georgia secretary of state to recalculate vote Listen to the full audio and read the transcript
	It’s impeachable. It’s likely illegal. It’s a coup.
	Trump begs Georgia secretary of state to recount election: 'I just want to find 11,780 votes' https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/trump-pressures-georgia-secretary-of-state-to-recount-election-i-just-want-to-find-11-780-votes-98726469948
	Trump asks Georgia officials to 'find' votes to tilt election https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/03/politics/donald-trump-brad-raffensperger-call-washington-post/index.html
	Carl Bernstein: This is the ultimate smoking gun tape https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2021/01/03/trump-georgia-votes-raffensperger-call-tapes-bernstein-sot-vpx.cnn
	Trump allies shouldn't be sworn into office until cleared of their own claims of election fraud https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/trump-allies-shouldn-t-be-sworn-office-until-cleared-their-n1252676?icid=msd_topgrid

	White House tried calling Georgia official 18 times, sources say https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/04/politics/trump-brad-raffensperger-calls-georgia/index.html
	One more (yet another) crime? Ari Melber on why Trump’s Ga. call may be an unpardonable felony https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/one-more-crime-trump-s-ga-call-may-be-an-unpardonable-felony-98783813890
	Raffensperger Demands Apology From Perdue After Wife Got Death Threats https://www.huffpost.com/entry/brad-raffensperger-david-perdue-apology_n_5ff47229c5b61817a539d84c
	Scotland’s leader explains why Trump can’t visit Scotland’s Leader Explains Why Donald Trump Can’t Visit After His Term Ends https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-scottish-golf-resorts-61-million-loss_n_5ff3bcb9c5b6ec8ae0b53917
	Back In July, Trump Demanded Capitol Protesters Serve 10 Years In Prison https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-tweet-july-capitol-protests_n_5ff62283c5b665581f6774de [ TIME TO APPLY TRUMP’S GOLDEN RULE(S) TO TRUMP: NO MERCY! Failing to completely finish trump and company will be regretted for decades to come with far reaching consequences/damage! Mentally ill mobster/criminal trump and company's current outlandish violent chaos is but a mild taste of far worse nation destruction to come if soft touch/forgiving approach to trump and company is embraced. ]
	DAILY KOS
	GOOGLENEWS 'A direct attack on democracy': World leaders react with shock after Trump supporters riot at US Capitol World leaders condemn the 'unacceptable attack' against American democracy by supporters of President Donald Trump.
	THE ULTIMATE QUESTION IS: WHO HAS THE FOOTBALL?
	DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ CERTIFIABLE! https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-reportedly-conclude-mentally-132000587.html Pelosi, Schumer call for Trump's immediate removal from office...
Republicans weigh drastic options...
Transportation Secretary Chao -- McConnell's wife – resigning… 'Traumatic, Entirely Avoidable Event'... FACEBOOK UNFRIENDS THE DON... President Getting Closer to Pardoning Himself... Republican rep calls for 25th Amendment to be invoked...
	Mary Trump To Lawmakers: Ignore ‘Performative’ Trump Speech, He Must Be Impeached https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mary-trump-capitol-riots_n_5ff7e32fc5b691806c47a553
	DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ HOW CRAZY WILL HE GET? 288 HOURS SET TO PARDON INNER CIRCLE, FAMILY MONDAY: IMPEACHMENT Pelosi calls General to block President from nuke codes...
	DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ HOW CRAZY WILL HE GET? 264 HOURS LEFT MONDAY: IMPEACHMENT II ARTICLES DRAFTED HE'S BANISHED FROM TWITTER!
	‘Deranged And Dangerous’: Newspapers Nationwide Demand Immediate Removal Of Trump https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-newspaper-editorial-boards-must-go_n_5ff979edc5b691806c495576

	Joe: Trump, his son, and Giuliani should be in prison for insurrection https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/two-days-after-riots-trump-reverses-his-stance-on-election-loss-99130437760 Kasparov: Impeachment now is the best protection against a future Trump
	DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ HOW CRAZY WILL HE GET? 264 HOURS LEFT MONDAY: IMPEACHMENT II ARTICLES DRAFTED HE'S BANISHED FROM TWITTER!
	DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ HOW CRAZY WILL HE GET?

	Psychoanalyst: Trump is a “delusional psychopath” who needs to be removed immediately https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/psychoanalyst-trump-is-a-delusional-psychopath-who-needs-to-be-removed-immediately-99181637806
	Laurence Tribe: Senate could hold short impeachment trial ‘if halfway responsible’ https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/laurence-tribe-senate-could-hold-short-impeachment-trial-if-halfway-responsible-99180613758
	DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/
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	China Stocks Sending Troubling Message To The World https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-03-25/china-stocks-sending-troubling-message-world BY kimblecharting A break of 1-year support by China ETF, sends a bearish message to stocks around the world
	Stock Market Investors Are Doomed When the Markets Correct https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/stock-market-investors-are-doomed-when-the-markets-correct/
	Delusional Trump Makes Bizarre ‘Hugging And Kissing’ Claim About Capitol Riot https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-riot-hugging-and-kissing_n_605d4982c5b67593e057266d [ WOW! ]

	MSNBC Trump likely cost the U.S. 400k excess Covid deaths, according to new study
	This psychiatrist was terrified by Trump's mental health. Yale just used a flawed rule to fire her.
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/was-trump-critic-s-1st-amendment-violated-yale-we-re-n1262233 [Yale is definitely overrated; after all, there’s mobster hillbilly clinton, and from personal experience a Yale-man/prof something far less than judicious in handling a clear violation of law concerning a grievance filed against a CONnecticut purported law practitioner. Quite pathetic, actually!]
	YAHOO Stone levels shocking claim against surgeon [Sharon Stone, just a shy, modest mid-atlantic/american girl who can uniquely boast an ex-husband who was literally ravaged by a (Komodo) dragon … hmmm]
	In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud
	HUFFPOST CDC COVID WARNING: ‘IMPENDING DOOM’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/biden-cdc-covid-warning_n_6062a457c5b6531eed07df2a
	Another Woman Accuses Andrew Cuomo Of Kissing Her Without Consent https://www.huffpost.com/entry/another-woman-accuses-andrew-cuomo_n_60621111c5b66d30c747001c

	Ponzis Go Boom!!!! https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/ponzis-go-boom"I don’t know when it’s going to blow, but if I’m right that the top is in, the deluge isn’t too far off. Bubbles are highly unstable - if they’re not inflating, they’re usually bursting - there isn’t really a middle option…" 3-29-21 Tech Bubbles: What You Need To Know https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tech-bubbles-what-you-need-know March 10, 2000 marked the peak of the dot-com bubble. Almost to the day 21 years later, a new tech bubble is in the process of bursting...Cryptos Jump, Small Caps Dump As 'Archegeddon' Hits Banks, Bonds, & Bullion
	HUFFPOST CDC COVID WARNING: ‘IMPENDING DOOM’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/biden-cdc-covid-warning_n_6062a457c5b6531eed07df2a DRUDGEREPORT Virus surges globally… https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-cases-rising-around-world-europe-india-7e3e9d42-4eba-4b16-8a35-490e6f7a864c.html Leaders call for pandemic treaty... We're doing shots! Vaccinated or not, America wants to party again...
Dire Warnings Amid Immunization Race...
Case counts trend wrong direction... 
Stocks Favored in Reopening Trade Hit Turbulence... 
FLORIDA COVID NUMBERS GET NEW SCRUTINY
RESEARCH FINDS 5,000 MORE DEAD

	Stocks Sink As Fed's Kaplan Admits "Challenges" Due To "Excess Risk-Taking" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-sink-feds-kaplan-admits-challenges-due-excess-risk-taking"There’s no question that financial assets, broadly, are at elevated valuation levels...that could ultimately create challenges..."[DUH!][All assets, not just financial assets]
	In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud
	YAHOONEWS Politics ABC News Kanye West announces he's running for president MUSK VOWS SUPPORT… PUBLICITY STUNT FOR NEW MUSIC? [ Hmmm … a rational motive for an irrational act? Could be, who cares ….. But, an inhabitant of a dying planet exploring a dead solar system at great cost has got to make you wonder. ]
	The costs of sending humans to Mars outweigh the possible benefits
	Robots are a better option for exploring the planet
	The technology is so far off that it’s not even worth debating a Mars mission


	Getting Weedier
	Bitcoin & Black Gold Soared In Q1, Treasuries Suffer Biggest Loss In Over 40 Years
	Cuomo Ordered Aides To Conceal Nursing Home Death Numbers While He Negotiated $4M Book Deal: NYT https://www.zerohedge.com/political/cuomo-ordered-aides-conceal-nursing-home-deaths-while-he-negotiated-4m-book-deal-nyt While Democrats try to shift the narrative to focus on Matt Gaetz, more Cuomo scandals are rising to the surface. Gaetz showed lawmakers nude photos, sources say https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/01/politics/matt-gaetz-photos-women/index.html
	Matt Gaetz can't seem to stop incriminating himself. The FBI would like a word. MSNBC
	Matt Gaetz Showed Nude Pics Of Sex Partners To Colleagues: Report CNN
	New Matt Gaetz Bombshell Report Alleges Drugs, Sex, Money... And Receipts https://www.huffpost.com/entry/matt-gaetz-receipts-apple-pay_n_606697d5c5b6c00165bf9e57 “...The newspaper reported that Gaetz and his friend, Joel Greenberg, who was indicted last year on federal sex trafficking charges, recruited women online for sex and sent them money via Cash App and Apple Pay. Although Times reporters reviewed text messages related to the encounters as well as the payment receipts, the newspaper said some payments were made via cash from hotel ATMs in Florida...” [Trump friend Matt breaks into an old tune:
	Bye bye love Bye bye happiness Hello loneliness I think I'ma gonna cry
	New Matt Gaetz Bombshell Report Alleges Drugs, Sex, Money... And Receipts https://www.huffpost.com/entry/matt-gaetz-receipts-apple-pay_n_606697d5c5b6c00165bf9e57 “...The newspaper reported that Gaetz and his friend, Joel Greenberg, who was indicted last year on federal sex trafficking charges, recruited women online for sex and sent them money via Cash App and Apple Pay. Although Times reporters reviewed text messages related to the encounters as well as the payment receipts, the newspaper said some payments were made via cash from hotel ATMs in Florida...”

	hannity relentlessly pounded clinton on the Juanita Broaddrick rape; but what about hannity bro trump: "I understood that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant Trump had sexual contact with me at four different parties in the summer of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly rape me. During the course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. Defendant Trump responded to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his open hand and screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately following this rape, Defendant Trump threatened me that, were I ever to reveal any of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse of me, my family and I would be physically harmed if not killed." https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000
	HUFFPOST Embattled Rep. Matt Gaetz Refuses To Resign In Defiant Op-Ed: I Am ‘Not A Criminal’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/matt-gaetz-op-ed-not-resigning_n_606c1b0dc5b6c55118b75591

	Who’s to Blame for America’s Decline? https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/whos-to-blame-for-americas-decline/ Bill Bonner Apr 6, 2021 Bill Bonner's Diary The U.S.' economic issues stem from the end of the gold standard in 1971. Since then, new money has undermined the nation's economy and political institutions. So who's to blame? [Yes, who? The astute Bill Bonner weighs in.]
	ROCKWELL.COM Market Update for Tuesday - April 6th, 2021
	Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:
	MARKETS
	arrow down S&P 500 4074 -4 -0.1%
	arrow down Dow Jones 33430 -97 -0.3%
	arrow down Nasdaq 13579 -20 -0.1%
	arrow up Crude Oil 59.20 +.55 +0.9%
	arrow up Gold 1744.4 +15.6 +0.9%
	*As of market close
	Stocks finished slightly lower today, after a choppy trading session. The DOW saw the biggest decline, down 0.3%. The S&P and NASDAQ snapped a 3-day win streak with today's drop.
	Airlines and cruise lines saw another nice trading day. Delta (DAL) jumped 2.8% and Norwegian Cruise Lines (NCLH) finished with a 4.6% gain.
	The JOLTS Job Opening (Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey) report showed that job openings rose by 268,000 jobs to a 2-year high. The report is considered to be less significant than the Jobs Report released last week. But it’s said that the FED does keep an eye on these numbers.
	Fighting words? Roth Capital slammed Tesla (TSLA) with an investor’s note on Monday, saying the company is only worth $150 a share and that the automaker is just a “minor player” in U.S. and European markets. But Tesla traders didn't seem to care much for the report. The stock finished the day just slightly higher with a 0.1% gain.
	Paychex (PAYX) lost 4.9% after reporting better than expected earnings but disappointing future guidance.
	It’s a quiet week for the economic calendar. But tomorrow’s FOMC Meeting Minutes at 2pm ET is arguably the biggest report of the week.
	Next week big banks will kick off earnings season.
	Rep. Matt Gaetz Reportedly Sought Blanket Pardon From Trump In Final Days Of Administration https://www.huffpost.com/entry/matt-gaetz-pardon-trump-sexual-allegations_n_606d004dc5b6865cd29584cb
	CNN Dangerous UK variant is now dominant in the US https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/07/us/uk-variant-dominant-coronavirus-strain/index.html DRUDGEREPORT CDC: UK variant now dominant strain in USA... Hospitals seeing more young adults with severe symptoms... Half new infections in just 5 states... MANY SKIP SECOND DOSE... Detroit sending workers door-to-door to compel... Teen diagnosed with Guillain-Barre after dose... UK to Restrict ASTRA Jab to Over 30s on Blood-Clot Link... 'Passports' advance despite growing controversy... Merkel calls for national lockdown... Restaurant owners clash with Rome police... EU life expectancy drops across bloc... Ontario to issue 4-week stay-at-home order... Israel and Chile both led on jabs, so why is one BACK in lockdown? Brazil death surge set to pass worst of USA... 1 in 3 survivors suffer mental, neurological problems...

	The Feds Are Implementing the Greatest Monetary Experiment in U.S. History https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-feds-are-implementing-the-greatest-monetary-experiment-in-u-s-history/ Bill Bonner Apr 7, 2021 “… It is really just a monstrous grab-bag full of giveaways, payoffs, bribes, and scams. And each one of these boondoggles squanders real resources, energy, and time...In the feds’ fantasy world, money is unlimited. But in the real world, time and resources are not. And as the feds print more “money,” the rising tide of new dollars lifts prices for cement, soybeans, diapers, milk, houses, stocks, Graham crackers, tennis rackets, taxi fares… practically everything...”
	MSNBC Feds investigate Matt Gaetz's trip to Bahamas for possible sex trafficking https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/feds-probe-gaetz-s-bahamas-travel-for-possible-trafficking-109833285576
	Rep. Matt Gaetz Reportedly Sought Blanket Pardon From Trump In Final Days Of Administration https://www.huffpost.com/entry/matt-gaetz-pardon-trump-sexual-allegations_n_606d004dc5b6865cd29584cb
	HUFFPOST U.S. News Anne Frank’s Stepsister Says Trump Reminded Her Of Hitler https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eva-schloss-trump-hitler_n_606f76bfc5b634fd437b690c The 91-year-old Holocaust survivor said Trump had "obviously admired Hitler and just copied him with his anti-Semitism."By Jeremy Blum [ Indeed, truth be told. That this woman of 91 years felt compelled and endured the pain to remind all of that dark moment of history and trump’s current personification thereof; is truly a moment of shame on all who enabled, advocated for, and followed the likes of mentally ill mobster/criminal trump/hitler/mussolini. ]

	How Trump is trying to turn presidency into his biggest con yet https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/how-trump-s-election-scam-still-making-him-money-n1263566
	What the GOP has become after Trump was defeated https://www.yahoo.com/news/defeated-trump-making-muddle-gop-141253331.html
	GOP donors raise concerns over Trump’s influence after Republicans spent $1.2million at Mar-a-Lago
	Trump Rips ‘Dumb Son Of A Bitch’ Mitch McConnell At RNC Donor Event: Report https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-criticizes-mcconnell-pence-chao_n_6072f5cec5b6c795e154f9eb [ WOW! Definitely a ‘takes one to know one’ moment; but, that mentally ill mobster/criminal trump’s still standin’ , scammin’, defraudin’ and not already in prison is testament to how pathetic fallen america truly is! ]
	PREVIOUS POST: US stocks are in a bubble, and it's unclear when it will pop, hedge fund manager says https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/08/investing/wall-street-market-bubble-yusko/index.html “...Last month famed investor Jeremy Grantham said the bull market that began in 2009 had "matured into a full-fledged epic bubble" marked by "extreme overvaluation, explosive price increases, frenzied issuance and hysterically speculative investor behavior...” [ DUH! … Yes, this is the market bubble of all market bubbles (as a courtesy to President Elect Biden I’ve refrained from focus on this obvious reality – REASON: True enough, the plethora of debased dollars printed increases the nominal numeric ‘Weimar wheelbarrel’ effect for all asset classes, including particularly paper shares of stock, but the underlying damage, economic and financial, from the pandemic and point in the economic cycle has not even in the slightest been discounted … financial armageddon, no fault of Biden’s, awaits america especially)].
	Practically everything is getting more expensive in America https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/13/economy/consumer-inflation-march/index.html
	CNN US intel community warns of devastating long-term impact of pandemic https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/13/politics/us-intel-report-coronavirus/index.html [Now, I’m not suggesting that everyone begin wringing their hands in despair, though warranted; but, at least a modicum of reality should be embraced for true perspective.]
	KNEWZ Daunte Wright was facing attempted-robbery case when killed by cop https://nypost.com/2021/04/13/daunte-wright-was-facing-attempted-robbery-case-when-killed-by-cop/?utm_source=knewz Daunte Wright had an open warrant related to an armed-robbery case against him when he was shot dead Sunday by a cop who claimed she thought she was firing her Taser, court records show.
	John Hohmann


	US Intelligence Issues Ominous Warning Over 'Sustained Economic Downturn' And Other Long-Term Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/political/us-intelligence-issues-ominous-warning-over-sustained-economic-downturn-and-other-long "The economic fallout from the pandemic is likely to create or worsen instability in at least a few—and perhaps many—countries..."4-14-21
	Don't be fooled -...- https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/15/politics/supreme-court-expansion/index.html 

DRUDGEREPORT Hybrid monkey-human embryos created in lab for first time… https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/hybrid-monkey-human-embryos-created-23922632 [ Humans evolving. ]

	Einhorn: "The Market Is Fractured And In The Process Of Breaking Completely" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/einhorn-market-fractured-and-process-breaking-completely "Dr. Michael Burry, famed for his role in The Big Short, reportedly received a visit from the SEC after tweeting warnings about recent market trends – and decided to stop publicly speaking truth to power."
	Einhorn: "The Market Is Fractured And In The Process Of Breaking Completely" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/einhorn-market-fractured-and-process-breaking-completely "Dr. Michael Burry, famed for his role in The Big Short, reportedly received a visit from the SEC after tweeting warnings about recent market trends – and decided to stop publicly speaking truth to power."
	"We're #1": Yet Another Ignominious All-Time Record High Is Established In The Late, Great United States…
	DRUDGEREPORT WHO: INFECTION RATE NEARS PANDEMIC HIGH https://news.trust.org/item/20210416071348-1n3ui
	Hybrid monkey-human embryos created in lab for first time… https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/hybrid-monkey-human-embryos-created-23922632 [ Humans evolving. ]

	A Conman And the U.S. Government’s Scam Bill Bonner Apr 16, 2021 Bill Bonner's Diary https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/a-conman-and-the-u-s-governments-scam/ Famed Conman Bernie Madoff died in prison this week. Bill draws a comparison between his scam and the feds' current boondoggles...
	Jerome Powell Admits Federal Budget "Unsustainable" But Assumes We Can Fix It Later https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/jerome-powell-admits-federal-budget-unsustainable-assumes-we-can-fix-it-later
	Man charged in Capitol riot worked for FBI, lawyer says ...
	Global Covid death toll passes 3 million as cases surge. The US has the highest number of fatalities https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/17/world/3-million-death-toll-covid-intl/index.html "We're #1": Yet Another Ignominious All-Time Record High Is Established In The Late, Great United States…

	The Plutocrats Of Wall Street And Silicon Valley Are Scamming America https://www.zerohedge.com/political/plutocrats-wall-street-and-silicon-valley-are-scamming-america
	Global Covid death toll passes 3 million as cases surge. The US has the highest number of fatalities https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/17/world/3-million-death-toll-covid-intl/index.html "We're #1": Yet Another Ignominious All-Time Record High Is Established In The Late, Great United States…

	The Global Debt Model
	BY Rational Egoism

	London Admits Silver Squeeze Freakout, Chinese Gold Bid is Back
	BY jhanders

	Asset bubbles and their human toll
	BY akrainer
	ROCKWELL.COM
	DRUDGEREPORT Behind Mysterious Demise of $1.7 Billion Mutual Fund… https://www.wsj.com/articles/behind-the-mysterious-demise-of-a-1-7-billion-mutual-fund-11618911000 Dogecoin at $50 Billion Makes It Bigger Than FORD, KRAFT... [Hmmm..Getting a bit dicey, methinks! ]

	Yes, It is a Bubble… and Yes, a Crash Comes Next https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-04-20/yes-it-bubble-and-yes-crash-comes-next BY Phoenix Capital Research As I write this, stocks are clearly in the bubble UP phase. But we all know what is coming…
	ROCKWELL.COM
	Bernie Madoff's house of cards is gone. But these more legal Ponzi schemes remain. https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/connecting-stock-market-dogecoin-bitcoin-bernie-madoff-n1264445?icid=msd_topgrid

	Company Trump awarded $1.3 has produced nothing https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-admin-awarded-firm-1-083136627.html
	Every Physical Silver Ounce Has Been Sold Up To 1000x The current silver price has nothing to do with supply and demand...
	Millionaire Investors Pile Into Cash As Sell-Side Researchers Warn Of Market Turbulence The market "feels a bit frothy…" [DUH! A bit frothy methinks!] https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/millionaire-investors-pile-cash-sell-side-researchers-warn-market-turbulence
	DRUDGEREPORT
	ROCKWELL.COM https://www.rockwelltrading.com/ Market Update for Thursday - April 22nd, 2021 Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:
	MARKETS
	down up S&P 500 4135 -38 -0.9%
	down up Dow Jones33816 -321 -0.9%
	arrow downNasdaq 13762 -173 -1.2%
	arrow up Crude Oil 61.66 +0.31 +0.5%
	arrow down Gold 1784.0 -9.1 -0.5%
	Stocks opened slightly lower but were trading at session highs midday. But a sudden drop in the afternoon sent stocks lower and the major indices ended the day with losses of 0.9%+.
	The sharp slide at 1pm came after reports that President Joe Biden is set to propose a capital gains tax hike that could be as high as 39.6% for wealthy Americans. According to Bloomberg News, the proposal would essentially double the capital gains tax rate on people that earn over 1mil.
	Growth stocks like Amazon (AMZN) and Tesla (TSLA) reacted negatively to the news, with AMZN reversing and finishing the day with a 1.6% loss. TSLA ended lower by 3.3%.
	Unemployment Claims came in much better than expected with 547,000 Americans filing for unemployment. This compared to the 607,000 forecast and last week’s 586,000 claims.
	Dow Inc. (DOW) lost 6.0% even though they reported better than expected earnings and revenue for the first quarter.
	Southwest (LUV) reported mixed earnings results. The company said that they had a 116mil profit last quarter but would have had a 1bil loss if it wasn’t for aid from the federal government. But the CEO is optimistic about the airline recovery and says that they are looking at being breakeven by June. The stock finished lower by 1.6%.
	Equifax (EFX) beat earnings expectations and rocketed higher after reporting its highest ever quarterly revenue. The stock finished higher by 14.9%.
	https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
	CNN Dozens of Palestinians injured in police clashes as Jewish extremists chanting 'Death to Arabs' march in Jerusalem https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/23/middleeast/jerusalem-clashes-injured-intl/index.html
	Authorities are looking at whether a Bahamas trip involving several young women was part of an effort to illegally influence Gaetz https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/23/politics/gaetz-probe-public-corruption-medical-marijuana/index.html
	ROCKWELL.COM https://www.rockwelltrading.com/ 4-23-21 Today's Highlights:

	ZEROHEDGE.COM Musk On Mars: "A Bunch Of People Will Probably Die, But It's A Glorious Adventure" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/musk-mars-bunch-people-will-probably-die-its-glorious-adventure “If an arduous and dangerous journey where you might not come back alive, but it's a glorious adventure, sounds appealing, Mars is the place. That's the ad for Mars.”SUN APR 25, AT 3:15 PM Elon Musk will host SNL in May https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/24/business/elon-musk-snl-host-may-8/index.html
	DRUDGEREPORT Musk (the self-proclaimed space alien) warns 'people will probably die' during mission to Mars… https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/elon-musk-warns-people-probably-23974161 [DUH!] [ Elon Musk says he is an alien two years after denying suspicions that he hails from another planet. https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-bizarre-23491683 ]
	In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud
	YAHOONEWS Politics ABC News Kanye West announces he's running for president MUSK VOWS SUPPORT… PUBLICITY STUNT FOR NEW MUSIC? [ Hmmm … a rational motive for an irrational act? Could be, who cares ….. But, an inhabitant of a dying planet exploring a dead solar system at great cost has got to make you wonder. ]
	The costs of sending humans to Mars outweigh the possible benefits
	Robots are a better option for exploring the planet
	The technology is so far off that it’s not even worth debating a Mars mission


	A Market Bubble of Epic Proportions
	What Happens to Stocks When HOT Inflation Hits? https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-04-27/what-happens-stocks-when-hot-inflation-hits BY Phoenix Capital Research Look, we all know what’s going on here.
	DRUDGEREPORT Musk (the self-proclaimed space alien) warns 'people will probably die' during mission to Mars… https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/elon-musk-warns-people-probably-23974161 [DUH!] [ Elon Musk says he is an alien two years after denying suspicions that he hails from another planet. https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-bizarre-23491683 ]
	In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud
	YAHOONEWS Politics ABC News Kanye West announces he's running for president MUSK VOWS SUPPORT… PUBLICITY STUNT FOR NEW MUSIC? [ Hmmm … a rational motive for an irrational act? Could be, who cares ….. But, an inhabitant of a dying planet exploring a dead solar system at great cost has got to make you wonder. ]
	The costs of sending humans to Mars outweigh the possible benefits
	Robots are a better option for exploring the planet
	The technology is so far off that it’s not even worth debating a Mars mission

	NY Post Reporter Resigns, Says She Was ‘Ordered’ To Write False Kamala Harris Story https://www.huffpost.com/entry/new-york-post-kamala-harris-book_n_6088ce24e4b0b9042d8bdee7 [ WOW! Journalist Laura (the) Italiano said she failed to push back hard enough against the incorrect story, describing the incident as her “breaking point.” Aha! That explains everything. Ya can’t fight Mulberry Street, NYCity Hall. Hmmm. ]
	CNN Elon Musk on Mars: 'You might not come back alive' https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/27/tech/elon-musk-spacex-mars-danger-scn/index.html [ Oooh! ...Sounds like a plan!
	DRUDGEREPORT Musk (the self-proclaimed space alien) warns 'people will probably die' during mission to Mars… https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/elon-musk-warns-people-probably-23974161 [DUH!] [ Elon Musk says he is an alien two years after denying suspicions that he hails from another planet. https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-bizarre-23491683 ]
	In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud
	YAHOONEWS Politics ABC News Kanye West announces he's running for president MUSK VOWS SUPPORT… PUBLICITY STUNT FOR NEW MUSIC? [ Hmmm … a rational motive for an irrational act? Could be, who cares ….. But, an inhabitant of a dying planet exploring a dead solar system at great cost has got to make you wonder. ]
	The costs of sending humans to Mars outweigh the possible benefits
	Robots are a better option for exploring the planet
	The technology is so far off that it’s not even worth debating a Mars mission

	New First Cat Is ‘Waiting In The Wings,’ Jill Biden Says https://www.huffpost.com/entry/bidens-first-cat-waiting-in-wings_n_608c0cafe4b0c15313f36a27 YAHOO Politics The Telegraph The purr-fect addition? White House prepares to add a cat to family - but there's one Major problem 
Associated Press Jill Biden plants tree as White House readies for family cat
	New First Cat Is ‘Waiting In The Wings,’ Jill Biden Says https://www.huffpost.com/entry/bidens-first-cat-waiting-in-wings_n_608c0cafe4b0c15313f36a27

	The Beat with Ari Report: Gaetz ally says he and the congressman allegedly paid for sex with a minor
	ROCKWELL.COM
	Market Update for Friday - April 30th, 2021
	Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:
	MARKETS
	arrow down S&P 500 4181 -30 -0.7%
	arrow down Dow Jones 33875 -186 -0.5%
	arrow down Nasdaq 13861 -109 -0.8%
	arrow down Crude Oil 63.58 -1.43 -2.2%
	arrow down Gold 1767.7 -0.6 -0.03%
	Today's Highlights:
	Stocks dropped today. After opening lower, the major indices continued to fall during the trading session, ending near session lows. The NASDAQ led the major indices lower with an 0.8% loss.
	Today’s drop sent the DOW and NASDAQ into negative territory for the week. The DOW ended the week with a 0.5% loss, the NASDAQ slid 0.6% and the S&P was trading right around last week’s close before finishing the week with a small gain 0.02%.
	Chevron (CVX) fell 3.6% after reporting worse than expected earnings per share before the bell.
	Exxon Mobil (XOM) beat analyst expectations but dropped 2.8%.
	Lower Crude Oil (CL) prices were a drag on energy stocks, with Crude Oil sliding 2.4%.
	Amazon (AMZN) reported blockbuster earnings after the bell yesterday with profits tripling. But after a strong start and new record highs, Amazon retreated with the overall market and finished the day with a 0.1% loss.
	Twitter (TWTR) was hammered. The company reported disappointing growth and 2nd quarter revenue. Twitter lost 15.2%.
	CNN
	Kentucky Derby returns to its regular race day, but fewer fans will attend https://www.cnn.com/2021/05/01/us/kentucky-derby-how-to-watch-spt-intl-trnd/index.html
	DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ UPSET: Medina Spirit wins Kentucky Derby... Was unwanted yearling that sold for mere $1000… MAY DAY: VIRUS OUTBREAKS RAGE PROTESTERS CLASH INDIA 400,000 CASES IN 24HRS! FAUCI: LIKE WAR OREGON SURGE SICKENS YOUNG
	DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ UPSET: Medina Spirit wins Kentucky Derby... Was unwanted yearling that sold for mere $1000…
	ZEROHEDGE.COM We Are At The Early Stage Of The Biggest Cobra Effect In The History Of Economics https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-early-stage-biggest-cobra-effect-history-economics "We have just lived through a colossal public-private experiment where fiscal and monetary policy globally have been unleashed at unprecedented proportions."
	Beware Of The "Cobra Effect" In Business - Forbes
	The world is in the midst of its worst Covid crisis so far. It didn't have to be this way https://www.cnn.com/2021/05/01/world/world-covid-crisis-covax-dst-intl-cmd/index.html
	WASHPOST

	Rejection of 2020 election results becomes defining GOP loyalty test [How pathetic/trumpish is that!]
	The best weapon against Trump's Big Lie is a bigger lawsuit https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/why-newsmax-apologized-rather-face-defamation-lawsuit-n1266099?icid=msd_topgrid [No! The best weapon is a meaningful rule of law which means prison for trump for his innumerable crimes. trump’s a joke as is america the total fraud!]
	ZEROHEDGE.COM Stagflation Slams US - Production Slumps As Supply Chain Disruptions Spark Record Surge In Prices https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/supply-chain-disruptions-spark-record-surge-prices-amid-mixed-manufacturing-survey-data
	DRUDGEREPORT BUFFETT WARNS 'VERY SUBSTANTIAL INFLATION'… Gas Prices Hit $5 In CA; Nearly $100 To Fill Tank!
	ZEROHEDGE.COM We Are At The Early Stage Of The Biggest Cobra Effect In The History Of Economics https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-early-stage-biggest-cobra-effect-history-economics "We have just lived through a colossal public-private experiment where fiscal and monetary policy globally have been unleashed at unprecedented proportions."
	Beware Of The "Cobra Effect" In Business - Forbes
	ZEROHEDGE.COM Stagflation Slams US - Production Slumps As Supply Chain Disruptions Spark Record Surge In Prices https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/supply-chain-disruptions-spark-record-surge-prices-amid-mixed-manufacturing-survey-data

	ZEROHEDGE.COM Stocks Extend Losses After Yellen Says "Rates Will Have To Rise" "It may be that interest rates will have to rise a little bit to make sure our economy doesn't overheat''
	Flash crash - 11 years later...and things look similar
	US Factory Orders Disappoint In March
	Federal judge calls out Barr for lying, orders previously withheld documents released https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/federal-judge-calls-out-barr-for-lying-orders-previously-withheld-documents-released-111358533515 [DUH!]
	The best weapon against Trump's Big Lie is a bigger lawsuit https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/why-newsmax-apologized-rather-face-defamation-lawsuit-n1266099?icid=msd_topgrid [No! The best weapon is a meaningful rule of law which means prison for trump’s innumerable crimes. trump’s a joke; but so to is america. america is a total fraud!]
	ZEROHEDGE.COM Janet Yellen's Flip-Flop And What She's Really Telling Us https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/janet-yellens-flip-flop-and-what-shes-really-telling-us The Fed is boxed into a corner. Powell knows it. Yellen knows it…

	Over 8 Million Jobs Below Pre-COVID Levels: ADP Employment Data Disappoints In April
	ZEROHEDGE.COM

	Our Bullshit Economy: Hyperinflation Edition BY quoth the raven https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-05-05/our-bullshit-economy-hyperinflation-edition On this podcast, I rant about bubbles on top of bubbles, Bill Hwang, and the coming inflation time bomb.
	1984 vs. Brave New World: Which Dystopian Nightmare Is Likelier to Come True? [That really is the question, isn’t it.] Hobson’s choice, pick your poison, optimism vs. pessimism
	Cheney warned in an op-ed the GOP was at a 'turning point' at which it must decide whether to choose truth and fidelity to the Constitution' or bow down to Trump https://www.cnn.com/2021/05/06/politics/liz-cheney-donald-trump-gop/index.html 

[ William Bonner (on american decline): “… BAD EMPERORS
	YAHOONEWS Politics The Daily Beast A Federal Judge Finds That Bill Barr Was a Fixer and Corrupter of Justice https://www.yahoo.com/news/federal-judge-finds-bill-barr-143111826.html [DUH!]
	ZEROHEDGE.COM Gundlach Warns America's "Unfunded Liabilities" Are $163 Trillion, More Than 5x National Debt https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/gundlach-warns-americas-unfunded-liabilities-are-163-trillion-more-5x-national-debt "A lot of weird things happened once the pandemic hit....it was a steady march to dependency on the government by a larger and larger fraction of the US population..."5-6-21 [These are insurmountable numbers, beyond the pale.]
	CNN Elon Musk on Mars: 'You might not come back alive' https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/27/tech/elon-musk-spacex-mars-danger-scn/index.html [ Oooh! ...Sounds like a plan!
	DRUDGEREPORT Musk (the self-proclaimed space alien) warns 'people will probably die' during mission to Mars… https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/elon-musk-warns-people-probably-23974161 [DUH!] [ Elon Musk says he is an alien two years after denying suspicions that he hails from another planet. https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/elon-musk-claims-alien-bizarre-23491683 ]
	In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud
	YAHOONEWS Politics ABC News Kanye West announces he's running for president MUSK VOWS SUPPORT… PUBLICITY STUNT FOR NEW MUSIC? [ Hmmm … a rational motive for an irrational act? Could be, who cares ….. But, an inhabitant of a dying planet exploring a dead solar system at great cost has got to make you wonder. ]
	The costs of sending humans to Mars outweigh the possible benefits
	Robots are a better option for exploring the planet
	The technology is so far off that it’s not even worth debating a Mars mission

	ZEROHEDGE.COM Cyberattack Forces Shutdown Of Largest Gasoline Pipeline In United States https://www.zerohedge.com/energy/cyberattack-forces-shutdown-largest-fuel-pipeline-united-states 5,500-mile Texas to New Jersey Colonial Pipeline transits up to 45% of all the East Coast's fuel supply and the continued closure likely to send gasoline prices soaring...5-8-21
	Elon Musk Claims He Is First Person With Asperger’s To Host ‘SNL’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/elon-musk-snl-aspergers-host-monologue_n_60975acae4b0aead1b849b7e
	ROCKWELL.COM https://www.rockwelltrading.com/ Market Update for Monday - May 10th, 2021
	Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:
	MARKETS
	arrow down S&P 500 4188 -44 -1.0%
	arrow down Dow Jones34743 -35 -0.1%
	arrow down Nasdaq 13359 -361 -2.6%
	arrow down Crude Oil 64.88 -0.02 -0.03%
	arrow up Gold 1836.6 +5.3 +0.3%
	Today's Highlights:
	Stocks dropped today, with the NASDAQ leading the major indices with a 2.5% loss. The DOW made new record highs but finished the day lower by 0.1%.
	A ransomware attack shutdown the largest U.S. fuel pipeline over the weekend. The 5,500 mile Colonial Pipeline runs from the Gulf Coast to New York and is the main source of diesel, gas, and jet fuel for the East Coast. The pipeline was partially restore and hopes to have things fully operational by the weekend.
	Oil & Gas stocks jumped early after the pipeline news but ended the day lower in spite of the pipeline disruption. Marathon Oil (MRO) was finished lower by 2.0%, Occidental Petroleum (OXY) lost 2.8%.
	BioNTech (BNTX) reported earnings that were better than expected. The company also said that there's no evidence requiring the company to adapt its vaccine to emerging variants but they are prepared to do so if necessary. BNTX finished with a 10.2% gain.
	Alphabet (GOOGL) and Facebook (FB) suffered losses after being downgraded by Citigroup. The downgrade comes on concerns over future ad revenue growth. Alphabet lost 2.6% and Facebook slid 4.1%.

	Israel wants the world to ignore its little 'real estate dispute.' Here's the truth. https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/what-israel-calls-real-estate-dispute-really-ethnic-cleansing-n1266897 The latest Israel-Palestine crisis isn't a 'real estate dispute.' It's ethnic cleansing. 

[Uh oh! 51 Documents: Zionist Collaboration With the Nazis: Brenner ...
	GOP told to 'moderate' or face breakaway party https://www.yahoo.com/news/more-100-republican-former-officials-031100619.html
	ZEROHEDGE.COM Dip-Buyers Disappear As Bonds, Stock Bloodbath Escalates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/dip-buyers-disappear-bonds-stock-bloodbath-escalates Somebody do something? Where's Janet? 5-12-21 [And, where’s Waldo? Don’t forget: ‘SELL IN MAY AND GO AWAY’]
	ROCKWELL.COM Market Update for Wednesday - May 12th, 2021
	Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:
	MARKETS
	arrow down S&P 500 4063 -89 -2.1%
	arrow down Dow Jones 33588 -682 -2.0%
	arrow down Nasdaq 13002 -350 -2.6%
	arrow up Crude Oil 65.72 +0.27 +0.4%
	arrow down Gold 1815.9 -20.2 -1.1%
	Today's Highlights:
	Stocks were hammered today, with the NASDAQ leading the major indices lower with a 2.6% loss. The DOW lost 682 points which was the biggest on day drop since January. And the S&P slid 2.1% with its worst day since February.
	The VIX (aka Fear Index) rocketed 26.3% to highs not seen since March 8th.
	Worries over inflation were a big drag on the market, after CPI Data jumped 0.8% last month which translates into a 4.2% increase since a year ago. Analysts were expecting just a 0.2% increase. This is the highest inflation has been over a 12 month period since 2008.
	The 10 Year Yield jumped after the inflation data, up 0.068 today which represents a 4.2% increase.
	With the Colonial Pipeline shutdown impacting up to 2.5 million barrels of gasoline, diesel fuel, heating oil and jet fuel a day, Gas prices popped above $3 for the first time since 2014.
	Apple (AAPL) dropped below its 200-day moving average today after a 2.5% loss.

	Potential Trump indictment moves closer with McGahn agreement to testify to Congress https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/potential-trump-indictment-moves-closer-with-mcgahn-agreement-to-testify-to-congress-111837765683
	The Last Two Times This Hit, Stocks Dropped 20% and 50%, Respectively
	BY Phoenix Capital Research https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-05-13/last-two-times-hit-stocks-dropped-20-and-50-respectively
	Florida Officials Reportedly Steeling For A Trump Extradition Block By Gov. Ron DeSantis https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-tax-fraud-extradition-desantis-florida_n_609da26ae4b099ba7534c341
	Florida Officials Reportedly Steeling For A Trump Extradition Block By Gov. Ron DeSantis https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-tax-fraud-extradition-desantis-florida_n_609da26ae4b099ba7534c341
	These Are the 200 Most Popular Cat Names of 2020 Elizabeth Rhodes May 13, 2021 https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/200-most-popular-cat-names-110000156.html

	3 Reasons Why Goldman Now Sees Almost No Upside For Stocks In 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/3-reasons-why-goldman-now-sees-almost-no-upside-stocks-2021 Decelerating US growth, a real rate-driven rise in interest rates, and the likely passage of tax reform.
	"This Is All About Stagflation... The U.S. Is Walking Into The Early Stages Of The Fourth Turning" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/all-about-stagflation-us-walking-early-stages-fourth-turning
	Ann’s a cruel dude, a mean hombre! But as Ann now knows, defense of, not resistance to, trump is futile! http://albertpeia.com/beatingadeadhorse.htm
	Israel blew up the AP's office and lied about an invasion. That's not right. https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/why-israel-s-mistreatment-press-gaza-big-mistake-n1267537?icid=msd_topgrid
	Historian: Biden admin 'complicit in shielding Israel' from international pressure https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/middle-east-historian-biden-administration-is-complicit-in-shielding-israel-from-international-pressure-112143429784
	How the Israel-Gaza conflict erupted into its most violent crisis in years
	Israel blew up the AP's office and lied about an invasion. That's not right. https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/why-israel-s-mistreatment-press-gaza-big-mistake-n1267537?icid=msd_topgrid
	ROCKWELL.COM Market Update for Monday - May 17th, 2021
	Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:
	MARKETS
	arrow down S&P 500 4163 -11 -0.3%
	arrow down Dow Jones 34328 -54 -0.2%
	arrow down Nasdaq 13313 -80 -0.6%
	arrow up Crude Oil 66.38 +1.01 +1.6%
	arrow up Gold 1867.6 +29.5 +1.6%
	And here's today's stock market update:
	Today's Highlights:
	Stocks finished the day slightly lower. The NASDAQ led the major indices lower with a 0.6% loss.
	AT&T (T) announced that WarnerMedia and Discovery (DISCA) will merge in a $43 billion deal. Both stocks opened higher but T finished the day with a 2.7% loss and Discovery ended lower by 5.1%.
	BTC went on a wild ride over the weekend after traders believed that Tesla (TSLA) dropped the currency following an Elon Musk tweet. Musk confirmed that this wasn't the case, but BTC still traded at lows not seen since early February and is currently down 4.5%.
	Another "big short"? Tesla (TSLA) has finished lower 5 out of the last 6 trading sessions, losing another 2.2% today. And to make things even more interesting, the famous investor Michael Burry (Michael bet against mortgage backed securities and was the focus of the movie The Big Short) revealed that he has a short position worth 534 mil.
	This week the economic calendar is quiet. But we do have the Fed Minutes release on Wednesday. Earnings season is also winding down but we'll hear from retailers like Home Depot (HD), Lowes (LOW) and Target (TGT).
	NYTIMES Kushner’s Absurd Peace Plan Has Failed [DUH!]
	ZEROHEDGE.COM Too Much Crypto, Not Enough Stuff BY Portfolio Armor https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-05-18/too-much-crypto-not-enough-stuff There are 9,888 crypto currencies now, but the world economy is running low on everything from coffee to steel.

	“…Arbitrary Rearrangement of Wealth” (except it’s not arbitrary; but rather fraud/scam)
	Ex-DOJ Official Warns Trump: ‘This Is A Letter Talking About Jail Time’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/neal-katyal-trump-investigation_n_60a498f3e4b063dcceb01997
	ROCKWELL.COM https://www.rockwelltrading.com/

	Trump responds to New York AG investigation: 'Desperate search of a crime' https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/trump-reacts-to-criminal-investigation-opened-by-new-york-attorney-general-112477765758 [trump’s Freudian slip is telling; viz., ‘search of’ not ‘search for’ a crime of which there are many, the only rub being who else is tainted thereby, bribes, etc..]
	DRUDGEREPORT CRYPTO CRASH! BILLIONS WIPED https://www.wsj.com/articles/bitcoin-and-dogecoin-prices-tumble-as-investors-sour-on-cryptos-11621435489 BOOM AND BUST? CHINA CRACKDOWN
	ZEROHEDGE.COM Crypto, Crude, & 'Crappy' Stocks Dump'n'Pump As Fed Sparks Dollar Spike https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/crypto-crude-crappy-stocks-dumpnpump-dollar-treads-water ... in the past 7 sessions, stocks have suffered 3 of the largest bouts of concentrated selling pressure in history.5-19-21
	Israel Ignores U.S. Pressure To Wind Down Offensive, Launches New Strikes On Gaza https://www.huffpost.com/entry/israel-palestinian-conflict_n_60a61183e4b0a24c4f780a17 [american money, american armaments, american long-term cost for blood on america’s hands. Time for 2 state solution; or, cut israel off. No loss!]
	138 House Democrats Demand Biden Call For A Cease-Fire In Israel
	WASHPOST Netanyahu rebuffs Biden’s call to wind down attacks Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said the operation would not stop until Israel achieves its military objectives. The president had told Netanyahu he “expected a significant de-escalation today on the path to a cease-fire,” according to the White House [Joe forgot to say please...american money, american armaments, american long-term cost … What gives Joe? Tails wagging dogs? Time for 2 state solution; or, cut israel off. No loss!]
	ZEROHEDGE.COM Bibi Netanyahu Fails to Form a Governing Coalition, Bombs Civilians and Media Outlet Instead https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-05-19/bibi-netanyahu-fails-form-governing-coalition-bombs-civilians-and-media-outlet [Yes...Quite incredible, pathetic. This is all on america, no excuses. Yes, a final solution is necessary!]
	138 House Democrats Demand Biden Call For A Cease-Fire In Israel
	WASHPOST Netanyahu rebuffs Biden’s call to wind down attacks Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said the operation would not stop until Israel achieves its military objectives. The president had told Netanyahu he “expected a significant de-escalation today on the path to a cease-fire,” according to the White House [Joe forgot to say please...american money, american armaments, american long-term cost … What gives Joe? Tails wagging dogs? Time for 2 state solution; or, cut israel off. No loss!]

	ZEROHEDGE.COM Mapping The World's Top Countries For Military Spending https://cms.zerohedge.com/s3/files/inline-images/Mapped-The-Worlds-Top-Military-Spenders-in-2020-1200px.png?itok=ub-6qms1 [america may be defacto bankrupt; but, spends more on “military” than all other nations COMBINED!]
	ZEROHEDGE.COM

	Why Did Former FBI Director Freeh Give $100k To A Trust For VP Biden's Grandkids In 2016? https://www.zerohedge.com/political/why-did-former-fbi-director-freeh-give-100k-trust-vp-bidens-grandkids-2016
	ZEROHEDGE.COM Warning: Today's Crypto Markets are Napster and iTunes is Coming, Pt 1 BY Phoenix Capital Research https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-05-21/warning-todays-crypto-markets-are-napster-and-itunes-coming-pt-1 Bitcoin and crypto currencies are currently in the "Napster" phase of their development.
	Investing For The Death Of The Dollar (Podcast) BY quoth the raven

	Existing Home Sales Unexpectedly Tumbled In April For 3rd Straight Month As Prices Soar
	Inflation Fears Soar As US PMIs Explode To New Record Highs In May

	Why Did Former FBI Director Freeh Give $100k To A Trust For VP Biden's Grandkids In 2016? https://www.zerohedge.com/political/why-did-former-fbi-director-freeh-give-100k-trust-vp-bidens-grandkids-2016
	Delusions of Wealth in the Cryptocurrency Space https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/delusions-of-wealth-in-the-cryptocurrency-space/
	RICO’s 35 Offenses
	RICO’s 35 Offenses
	DRUDGEREPORT HITLER PLACARDS AT GAZA DEMO IN LONDON https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/placards-with-anti-jewish-hatred-mar-protests-by-tens-of-thousands-hvnqg5njm NAZI SYMBOLS
	ZEROHEDGE.COM The Market Just Issued a MAJOR Warning of What’s to Come https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-05-24/market-just-issued-major-warning-whats-come BY Phoenix Capital Research
	"The Fed Has Lost Control" - John Williams Warns Of Hyperinflation In 2022

	Fed Says Balance Sheet Could Hit $9 Trillion By 2023 "The exercise suggests that the SOMA portfolio could grow through ongoing asset purchases to reach $9.0 trillion by 2023, or 39 percent of GDP. MAY 24, 2021 [WOW! In for a penny, in for a pound!]
	Robert Shiller: "In Real Terms, Home Prices Have Never Been So High" "I could imagine they'd [prices] be substantially lower than they are now."https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/robert-shiller-real-terms-home-prices-have-never-been-so-high "In real terms, home prices have never been so high. My data goes back over 100 years, so this is something," Nobel prize-winning economist Robert Shiller told CNBC's "Trading Nation."Shiller is the co-founder of the S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller home price index. He is worried about a housing bubble forming where the "Wild West" mentality pushes prices higher. He also is concerned about stocks and cryptocurrencies.
	ZEROHEDGE.COM Here Comes The Hangover: Soaring Prices Result In Record Crash In Home, Appliance Buying Plans https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/here-comes-hangover-soaring-prices-result-record-crash-home-appliance-buying-plans Six onths from today, the US economy will be far, far uglier 5-25-21
	From 'sham' universities to charities: A running list of investigations into Trump https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/trump-investigations-loom-manhattan-d-a-moves-to-grand-jury-in-trump-org-probe-113245253572
	'This is gross. This is humiliating': Garland's DOJ 'bending over backwards' to whitewash Barr https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/two-things-to-know-about-the-doj-and-the-potential-release-of-the-trump-prosecution-memo-113280069978 [More of the same. Just another typical american slug.]
	ZEROHEDGE.COM Yes, the Fed is 100% Responsible For What's About to Unfold https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-05-26/yes-fed-100-responsible-whats-about-unfold Yes, this is 100% the Fed’s fault.

The Market Just Issued a MAJOR Warning of What’s to Come https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-05-24/market-just-issued-major-warning-whats-come BY Phoenix Capital Research

	Why Do Empires Collapse? https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/why-do-empires-collapse/
	Baby killed by family dogs, officials say https://www.cnn.com/2021/05/26/us/north-carolina-baby-killed-by-family-dogs/index.html

	'This is gross. This is humiliating': Garland's DOJ 'bending over backwards' to whitewash Barr https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/two-things-to-know-about-the-doj-and-the-potential-release-of-the-trump-prosecution-memo-113280069978
	Why Do Empires Collapse? https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/why-do-empires-collapse/
	ZEROHEDGE.COM

	US Inflation Surprises Are The Highest On Record https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/us-inflation-surprises-are-highest-record "the fact that we’re seeing an overwhelming positive beat on US inflation surprises in recent times must surely reduce the confidence to some degree of those expecting it to be transitory."
	'I could defeat whatever remains of Joe Biden by 2024' https://www.yahoo.com/news/rep-matt-gaetz-eyes-presidential-run-in-2024-173710244.html [Yeah, if he’s not in jail as he should be. But, as with trump who should be in jail, the same is no bar (pun intended) to the presidency. america is so corrupt, pathetic: Why the Biden DOJ is choosing to protect Trump rather than the truth https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/trump-obstruction-memo-shows-biden-s-doj-still-protecting-trump-n1268698 [Come on, WAKE UP! They’re just a bunch of typical corrupt american slugs!]
	'This is gross. This is humiliating': Garland's DOJ 'bending over backwards' to whitewash Barr https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/two-things-to-know-about-the-doj-and-the-potential-release-of-the-trump-prosecution-memo-113280069978
	Why Do Empires Collapse? https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/why-do-empires-collapse/
	Nonprofit Presses For ‘McMafia’ Law To Reveal Cash Sources For Trump’s Scottish Resorts https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-scottish-golf-resorts-all-cash-wealth-order-court-action_n_60b04eb3e4b04ddf13ebf50a [You can be sure america opposes that enlighteningly meaningful law.]

	'This is gross. This is humiliating': Garland's DOJ 'bending over backwards' to whitewash Barr https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/two-things-to-know-about-the-doj-and-the-potential-release-of-the-trump-prosecution-memo-113280069978
	Why Do Empires Collapse? https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/why-do-empires-collapse/
	9-year-old girl dies after being shot while on trampoline
	In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud

	Why Do Empires Collapse? https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/why-do-empires-collapse/
	Bear Markets Matter More Than You Think, Part 2 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bear-markets-matter-more-you-think-part-2 It's not the economy, it's math, stupid! 5-28-21 UMich Sentiment Slides As Record Number Of Americans Fear Soaring Prices
	And Now Prices Are Really Soaring: May Rent Jump Is Biggest On Record
	america is a total fraud!
	Trump Org. was 'rotten to its core,' says fmr. deputy assistant AG https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/harry-litman-says-trump-organization-was-rotten-to-its-core-113947717825 [DUH! So, how did they, their mobster/criminal leader in chief slide unscathed into the whitehouse? ANSWER: Because america, federal/state/local executive/legislative/judicial bureaucracies are ‘rotten to their core’. Quite simple, actually. Covered up, to be sure. Quite pathetic.]
	In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud

	Why Do Empires Collapse? https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/why-do-empires-collapse/
	ZEROHEDGE.COM

	The Fed’s Argument That It’s Not Directly Financing Government Debt Finally Fails https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-05-28/feds-argument-its-not-directly-financing-government-debt-finally-fails
	Two dead, 20 injured after gunmen open fire on Miami crowd https://www.msnbc.com/gibson-reiser/watch/two-dead-over-20-injured-in-miami-mass-shooting-114017349873 [Florida, trump’s kind of place.]*
	Trump Org. was 'rotten to its core,' says fmr. deputy assistant AG https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/harry-litman-says-trump-organization-was-rotten-to-its-core-113947717825 [DUH! So, how did they, their mobster/criminal leader in chief slide unscathed into the whitehouse? ANSWER: Because america, federal/state/local executive/legislative/judicial bureaucracies are ‘rotten to their core’. Quite simple, actually. Covered up, to be sure. Quite pathetic.]
	In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud

	Why Do Empires Collapse? https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/why-do-empires-collapse/
	YAHOONEWS Reuters Video Australian farmers suffer devastating mice plague https://www.yahoo.com/news/australian-farmers-suffer-devastating-mice-073501447.html

	"You Can't Escape The Smell" - Mouse Plague Of Biblical Proportions Overruns Eastern Australia https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/you-cant-escape-smell-mouse-plague-biblical-Proportions-overruns-eastern-australia
	[australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the (implicit penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the making when breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent criminality is egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called america, the haven for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.(The irony is not lost on the Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big music festival...Taunts Trump: 'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ]

	YAHOONEWS Report: Trump says he'll be back in WH by August [WhiteHouse?…I don’t think so...Big House(Prison)...Yes, I think so!]
	DRUDGEREPORT REPORT: Trump Telling People He'll Be Reinstated as President in August... https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-is-reportedly-telling-people-he-will-be-reinstated-as-president-by-august/ [america is so f**ked up as is mentally ill mobster/criminal trump! FUBAR america!]

	US Dollar Will Be Replaced Just Like the Peso, Pound Sterling and the French Franc https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-06-02/us-dollar-will-be-replaced-just-peso-pound-sterling-and-french-franc Reserve currency status does not last forever.
	Beware The BIS: Macleod Warns "We're At The Top Of The Bubble" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/beware-bis-macleod-warns-were-top-bubble "I think the real big, big change is going to be in the second half of this year…"
	KNEWZ.com
	CNN Donald Trump is getting worse https://www.cnn.com/2021/06/03/politics/donald-trump-2020-election-fraud/index.html [DUH!]
	CNN Famed trial lawyer F. Lee Bailey, whose clients included O.J. Simpson, dies at 87 https://www.cnn.com/2021/06/03/us/f-lee-bailey-lawyer-dies/index.html [F. Lee Bailey: Read his books, saw him speak (at a college). Very impressive man!]
	ZEROHEDGE.COM

	Stagflation Signals Soaring As Factory Orders Tumbled In April https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/stagflation-signals-soaring-factory-orders-tumbled-april For the first time since April 2020, US Manufacturers new orders fell in April. 6-4-21 [ Stocks rally … Total fraud! Pathetic! ]
	DRUDGEREPORT DOJ SPIED AND GAGGED NYT https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/04/us/politics/times-reporter-emails-gag-order-trump-google.html
	Trump Turned Into A Mocking Emoji On New York Daily News Cover
	Jim Acosta to Donald Trump: 'You are not well, sir. You need to get over this' https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2021/06/05/trump-august-reinstate-white-house-claim-acosta-hold-on-nr-sot-vpx.cnn [ trump not well … DUH! ]
	ZEROHEDGE.COM Yellen Admits Inflation Is About To Surge, Says It Will Be A "Plus For Society" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/yellen-admits-inflation-about-soar-says-it-will-be-plus-society [WOW! Can’t make this s**t up!]
	The Bush family has been loyal to the GOP. The GOP hasn't returned the favor. https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/bush-family-evolved-along-gop-george-p-bush-no-exception-n1269793?icid=msd_topgrid [ Maybe it’s this http://albertpeia.com/bushisms.htm

	Peter Schiff Warns "It's A Double Whammy" https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/peter-schiff-warns-its-double-whammy ...the economy is far weaker than anybody is admitting... the Fed is still printing money... This is a double-whammy on the economy and a lot of people still don’t get it. Have Stocks Already Priced In The "Economic Boom"? The risk of disappointment is high. And so are the costs of being "wilfully blind" to the dangers...
	MSNBC Why George P. Bush chose Trump over his family [Because he’s bush*t … Yesterdays news!]
	The Bush family has been loyal to the GOP. The GOP hasn't returned the favor. https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/bush-family-evolved-along-gop-george-p-bush-no-exception-n1269793?icid=msd_topgrid [ Maybe it’s this http://albertpeia.com/bushisms.htm
	CDC says 8 Mainers have died with COVID-19 after being fully vaccinated https://wgme.com/news/local/cdc-says-8-mainers-have-died-with-covid-19-after-being-fully-vaccinated PORTLAND (WGME) -- Eight Mainers have died with COVID-19 after being fully vaccinated, according to the Maine CDC. 30 additional coronavirus cases ...

	Resetting the Federal Debt - 07 June 2021 That the debt is unpayable may be obvious, but the endgame is not obvious at all.
	Holy Cow... the Treasury Thinks Higher Inflation Will Be GOOD For Us! Janet Yellen just made one of the stupidest claims in financial history.
	ZEROHEDGE.COM Accelerating Wages Early In The Upturn Resemble The '70s Business Cycles https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/accelerating-wages-early-upturn-resemble-70s-business-cycles ...general inflation pressures that policymakers would soon discover are not "transitory." Investors and policymakers forewarned…

Yellen Admits Inflation Is About To Surge, Says It Will Be A "Plus For Society"

	Stagflation Signals Soaring As Factory Orders Tumbled In April
	Two Pins Threatening Multiple Asset Bubbles, Part 2
	10Y Yields Plunge Below 1.50% As Record Short Squeeze Accelerates
	Why the DOJ's E. Jean Carroll decision is so disappointing https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/garland-s-trump-defamation-lawsuit-decision-might-be-legally-defensible-n1270188 That’s bad for Carroll, obviously, but it’s also bad for efforts to restore people’s faith in DOJ and our legal system. [Faith in the DOJ and america’s legal system?…Wake up! They’re just a bunch of corrupt slugs!]
	HUFFPOST BIDEN DOJ BACKS TRUMP IN RAPE DEFAMATION CASE JUSTICE SHOULD BE SERVED Why the DOJ's E. Jean Carroll decision is so disappointing https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/garland-s-trump-defamation-lawsuit-decision-might-be-legally-defensible-n1270188?icid=msd_topgrid [Faith in america’s legal system?…Wake up! They’re just a bunch of corrupt slugs!]
	PRICES ARE SURGING. HERE'S WHAT IS GETTING MORE EXPENSIVE 

Bonner: https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-feds-bad-economic-strategy/ 
https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/americas-inflation-explained/
	DRUDGEREPORT UP, UP AND AWAY: Inflation Fastest Since '08...
DEUTSCHE BANK issues dire economic warning for America… https://thehill.com/opinion/finance/557743-deutsche-bank-issues-dire-economic-warning-for-america
	ZEROHEDGE.COM Peakish Growth? The 10Y Yield Decline Is More Signal Than Noise https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/peakish-growth-10y-yield-decline-more-signal-noise ...the odd part of all... GDP is going to decelerate with inflation (probably) following suit to even greater extent. All of this while the Fed is talking about talking about tapering their asset purchases...
	HUFFPOST Watergate’s John Dean: New Trump Scandal Is ‘Nixon On Stilts And Steroids’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/john-dean-donald-trump-doj-nixon_n_60c45a84e4b0daf882b7a9f2
	BONNER https://www.rogueeconomics.com/bill-bonner-diary/the-federal-reserve-has-an-ulterior-motive/ “… Elite Heist A high price is not the same as a false price. And a “fraud” is not the same as an error. Over the last 20 years, the elite – who control the federal government and the Federal Reserve – used “inflation” like thieves use handguns, to shift wealth from other people to themselves. They inflated the elite sectors – Wall Street, government, education, medical care, big business… while earnings and household wealth for most people slumped. Wages in manufacturing (where they make things!) actually went down...”
	Overnight violence brings the number of mass shootings in the US this year to 267 https://www.cnn.com/2021/06/12/us/us-mass-shootings/index.html

	Reporter Who Broke Clinton-Lynch Tarmac Story And Received 'Significant' Death Threats Found Dead https://www.zerohedge.com/political/reporter-who-broke-clinton-lynch-tarmac-story-and-received-significant-death-threats
	Clinton Speaks: He Did It Because He Could - There Are Serial Killers On Death Row Who Have Killed Fewer People Than Unconflicted, Pathological Liar/Perjurer, Rapist, and Murderer, Psychopath criminal american clinton
	clinton Flashed ("Dropped his Drawers") Paula Jones and Implored Her To "Kiss It" (his penis, which owing to distinctive "marking/disfigurement" she was able to describe)
	clinton "Cops a Cheap Feel/Grope" From Kathleen Willey In Attempting Prey Upon Her Perceived Vulnerability
	clintonites Threaten Dolly Kyle Browning In Attempting To Intimidate Her Into Giving False Testimony
	clinton Brutally Rapes Juanita Broaddrick
	clinton Was Asked To Leave Oxford Owing To Sexual Assault Of A Fellow Student
	He Does It Because He Can
	Remarkably similar threatening tactics have been directed at other women who, like Mrs. Browning, have personal knowledge of Clinton’s misconduct and were sought as witnesses in official proceedings against Clinton. See id. at 134. Plaintiffs referred in their Amended Complaint to the threats and retaliation by Clinton and his agents against Kathleen Willey and Linda Tripp when they were called to testify in the Jones case and the Independent Counsel’s investigation of the Lewinsky affair. Indeed, the number of women who have suffered from these "Clintonian" tactics is significant. On March 11, 1999, Investor’s Business Daily reported that at least nine (9) women have now charged that Clinton "personally assaulted them or, through his ‘agents’ or ‘people,’ threatened to do them or their families physical harm." The list includes Dolly Kyle Browning, Gennifer Flowers, Juanita Broaddrick, Paula Corbin Jones, Kathleen Willey, Monica Lewinsky, Linda Tripp, Sally Perdue, and Elizabeth Ward Gracen. "And all of them say they’re afraid for their safety so long as he remains in power."
	Lewinsky, who told her own account of the affair in the 1999 book "Monica's Story," said she reluctantly spoke out about Clinton's tome "My Life" because he tried to rewrite history. "He says he was proud of the way that he defended the presidency, at my expense," she said. "In the process he destroyed me, and that was the way he was going to have to do that, to get through impeachment," Lewinsky added. "I was a young girl and to hear him saying some of the things he was saying today -- it's a shame."


	John F. Kennedy Jr. Potential Candidate for Senator from New York. died: 7/16/99 Within days of an NBC Dateline story hinting at a possible run for the Senate seat currently assumed to be the property of Hillary Clinton, JFK Jr. and his wife and sister-in-law died when the Piper Saratoga II TC JFK Jr. was piloting crashed in to the ocean just short of Martha's Vineyard. The NEWSWEEK issue for the following Monday, which NBC Dateline had reported would announce JFK Jr's candidacy, was yanked from distributors and destroyed.
	Even before the wreckage of the plane had been found, the media was saturated with news stories declaring the weather to have been very hazy (the weather was VFR conditions, and 8 mile visibility, plus weather radar and witnesses on Martha's Vineyard all reported clear skies) making it impossible for JFK Jr. to know which way was up (he also had working instruments in the aircraft).
	As was the case when TWA 800 was shot down, the United States Navy took control of the crash site, ordering an unprecidented 5 mile wide no-fly zone while the wreckage of the aircraft was recovered and taken to a military base.
	Reporters Cindy Adams and Andrew Goldman have documented the planting of false information about JFK Jr. in the media in the days following his crash. The feeding of false information to the press proves there is a cover-up. The existance of a cover-up is why JFK Jr. gets an entry on the Dead Bodies List.
	According to some reports, Mrs. Kennedy was pregnant.
	CLINTON BODY COUNT By: Ether Zone Staff
	Here is the latest body count that we have. All of these people have been connected with the Clintons in some form or another. We have not included any deaths that could not be verified or connected to the Clinton scandals. All deaths are listed chronologically by date. This list is current and accurate to the best of our knowledge as of January 13, 1999 August 1, 2000. Susan Coleman: Rumors were circulating in Arkansas of an affair with Bill Clinton. She was found dead with a gunshot wound to the head at 7 1/2 months pregnant. Death was an apparent suicide. Larry Guerrin: Was killed in February 1987 while investigating the INSLAW case. Kevin Ives & Don Henry: Initial cause of death was reported to be the result of falling asleep on a railroad track in Arkansas on August 23, 1987. This ruling was reported by the State medical examiner Fahmy Malak. Later it was determined that Kevin died from a crushed skull prior to being placed on the tracks. Don had been stabbed in the back. Rumors indicate that they might have stumbled upon a Mena drug operation. Keith Coney: Keith had information on the Ives/Henry deaths. Died in a motorcycle accident in July 1988 with unconfirmed reports of a high speed car chase. Keith McKaskle: McKaskle has information on the Ives/Henry deaths. He was stabbed to death in November 1988. Gregory Collins: Greg had information on the Ives/Henry deaths. He died from a gunshot wound to the face in January 1989. Jeff Rhodes: He had information on the deaths of Ives, Henry & McKaskle. His burned body was found in a trash dump in April 1989. He died of a gunshot wound to the head and there was some body mutilation, leading to the probably speculation that he was tortured prior to being killed. James Milam: Milam had information on the Ives & Henry deaths. He was decapitated. The state Medical examiner, Fahmy Malak, initially ruled death due to natural causes. Richard Winters: Winters was a suspect in the deaths of Ives & Henry. He was killed in a "robbery" in July 1989 which was subsequently proven to be a setup. Jordan Kettleson: Kettleson had information on the Ives & Henry deaths. He was found shot to death in the front seat of his pickup in June 1990. Alan Standorf: An employee of the National Security Agency in electronic intelligence. Standorf was a source of information for Danny Casalaro who was investigating INSLAW, BCCI, etc. Standorf's body was found in the backseat of a car at Washington National Airport on Jan 31, 1991. 

Dennis Eisman: An attorney with information on INSLAW. Eisman was found shot to death on April 5, 1991. 

Danny Casalaro: Danny was a free-lance reporter and writer who was investigating the "October Surprise", INSLAW and BCCI. Danny was found dead in a bathtub in a Sheraton Hotel room in Martinsburg, West Virginia. Danny was staying at the hotel while keeping appointments in the DC area pertinent to his investigation. He was found with his wrists slashed. At least one, and possibly both of his wrists were cut 10 times. All of his research materials were missing and have never been recovered. 

Victor Raiser: The National Finance Co-Chair for "Clinton for President." He died in a airplane crash on July 30, 1992. 

R. Montgomery Raiser: Also involved in the Clinton presidential campaign. He died in the same plane crash as Victor. 

Paul Tully: Tulley was on the Democratic National Committee. He was found dead of unknown causes in his hotel room on September 24, 1992. No autopsy was ever allowed. 

Ian Spiro: Spiro had supporting documentation for grand jury proceedings on the INSLAW case. His wife and 3 children were found murdered on November 1, 1992 in their home. They all died of gunshot wounds to the head. Ian's body was found several days later in a parked car in the Borego Desert. Cause of death? The ingestion of cyanide. FBI report indicated that Ian had murdered his family and then committed suicide. Paula Gober: A Clinton speech writer. She died in a car accident on December 9, 1992 with no known witnesses. Jim Wilhite: Wilhite was an associate of Mack McClarty's former firm. Wilhite died in a skiing accident on December 21, 1992. He also had extensive ties to Clinton with whom he visited by telephone just hours before his death. 

Steve Willis, Robert Williams, Todd McKeahan & Conway LeBleu:   Died Feburary 28, 1993 by gunfire at Waco. All four were examined by a pathologist and died from identical wounds to the left temple. All four had been body guards for Bill Clinton, three while campaigning for President and when he was Governor of Arkansas.They also were the ONLY 4 BATF agents killed at Waco. 

Sgt. Brian Haney, Sgt. Tim Sabel, Maj. William Barkley, Capt. Scott Reynolds: Died: May 19, 1993 - All four men died when their helicopter crashed in the woods near Quantico, Va. - Reporters were barred from the site, and the head of the fire department responding to the crash described it by saying, "Security was tight," with "lots of Marines with guns." A videotape made by a firefighter was seized by the Marines. All four men had escorted Clinton on his flight to the carrier Roosevelt shortly before their deaths. 

John Crawford: An attorney with information on INSLAW. He died from a heart attack in Tacoma in April of 1993. 

John Wilson: Found dead from an apparent hanging suicide on May 18, 1993. He was a former Washington DC council member and claimed to have info on Whitewater.

Paul Wilcher: A lawyer who was investigating drug running out of Mena, Arkansas and who also sought to expose the "October Surprise", BCCI and INSLAW. He was found in his Washington DC apartment dead of unknown causes on June 22, 1993. 

Vincent Foster: A White House deputy counsel and long-time personal friend of Bill and Hillary's. Found on July 20, 1993, dead of a gunshot wound to the mouth -- a death ruled suicide. Many different theories on this case! Readers are encouraged to read our report in Strange Deaths. Jon Parnell Walker: An investigator for the RTC who was looking into the linkage between the Whitewater and Madison S&L bankruptcy. Walker "fell" from the top of the Lincoln Towers Building. Stanley Heard & Steven Dickson: They were members of the Clinton health care advisory committee. They died in a plane crash on September 10, 1993. Jerry Luther Parks: Parks was the Chief of Security for Clinton's national campaign headquarters in Little Rock. Gunned down in his car on September 26, 1993 near the intersection of Chenal Parkway and Highway 10 west of Little Rock. Parks was shot through the rear window of his car. The assailant then pulled around to the driver's side of Park's car and shot him three more times with a 9mm pistol. His family reported that shortly before his death, they were being followed by unknown persons, and their home had been broken into (despite a top quality alarm system). Parks had been compiling a dossier on Clinton's illicit activities. The dossier was stolen. Ed Willey: A Clinton fundraiser. He died of a self-inflicted gunshot wound on November 30, 1993. His death came the same day his wife, Kathleen, was sexually assaulted in the White House by Bill Clinton. Gandy Baugh: Baugh was Lasater's attorney and committed suicide on January 8, 1994. Baugh's partner committed suicide exactly one month later on February 8, 1994. Herschell Friday: A member of the presidential campaign finance committee. He died in an airplane explosion on March 1, 1994. Ronald Rogers: Rogers died on March 3, 1994 just prior to releasing sensitive information to a London newspaper. Cause of death? Undetermined. Kathy Furguson: A 38 year old hospital worker whose ex-husband is a co- defendant in the Paula Jones sexual harassment law suit. She had information supporting Paula Jone's allegations. She died of an apparent suicide on May 11, 1994 from a gunshot wound to the head. 

Bill Shelton: Shelton was an Arkansas police officer and was found dead as an apparent suicide on kathy Ferguson's grave (Kathy was his girl friend), on June 12, 1994. This "suicide" was the result of a gunshot wound to the back of the head. Stanley Huggins: Huggins, 46, was a principal in a Memphis law firm which headed a 1987 investigation into the loan practices of Madison Guaranty S&L. Stanley died in Delaware in July 1994 -- reported cause of death was viral pneumonia. Paul Olson: A Federal witness in investigations to drug money corruption in Chicago politics, Paul had just finished 2 days of FBI interviews when his plane ride home crashed, killing Paul and 130 others on Sept 8 1994. The Sept. 15, 1994 Tempe Tribune newspaper reported that the FBI suspected that a bomb had brought down the airplane. Calvin Walraven: 24 year on Walraven was a key witness against Jocelyn Elder's son's drug case. Walraven was found dead in his apartment with a gunshot wound to the head. Tim Hover, a Little Rock police spokesman says no foul play is suspected. Alan G. Whicher: Oversaw Clinton's Secret Service detail. In October 1994 Whicher was transferred to the Secret Service field office in the Murrah Building in Oklahoma City. Whatever warning was given to the BATF agents in that building did not reach Alan Whicher, who died in the bomb blast of April 19th 1995. 

Duane Garrett: Died July 26, 1995-A lawyer and a talk show host for KGO-AM in San Fransisco, Duane was the campaign finance chairman for Diane Fienstien's run for the senate, and was a friend and fundraiser for Al Gore. Garrett was under investigation for defrauding investors in Garrett's failed sports memorabilia venture. There was talk of a deal to evade prosecution. On July 26th, Garrett canceled an afternoon meeting with his lawyer because he had to meet some people at the San Fransisco airport. Three hours later he was found floating in the bay under the Golden Gate Bridge. 

Ron Brown:. The Commerce Secretary died on  April 3, 1996, in an Air Force jet carrying Brown and 34 others, including 14 business executives on a trade mission to Croatia, crashed into a mountainside. The Air Force, in a 22-volume report issued in June of 1996, confirmed its initial judgment that the crash resulted from pilot errors and faulty navigation equipment At the time of Brown's death, Independent Counsel Daniel Pearson was seeking to determine whether Brown had engaged in several sham financial transactions with longtime business partner Nolanda Hill shortly before he became secretary of commerce. Charles Meissner: died: UNK - Following Ron Brown's death, John Huang was placed on a Commerce Department contract that allowed him to retain his security clearance
by Charles Meissner. Shortly thereafter, Meissner died in the crash of a small plane.   He was an Assistant Secretary of Commerce for International Economic Policy.

William Colby: Retired CIA director was found dead on May 6,1996 after his wife reported him missing on April 27,1996. Apparently, Colby decided to go on a impromptu canoeing excursion and never returned. Colby who had just started writing for Strategic Investment newsletter, worried many in the intelligent community. Colby's past history of divulging CIA secrets in the past were well known. Strategic Investor had covered the Vince Foster suicide and had hired handwriting experts to review Foster's suicide note. 

Admiral Jeremy Boorda: Died on May 16,1996 after he went home for lunch and decided to shoot himself in the chest (by one report, twice) rather than be interviewed by Newsweek magazine that afternoon. Explanations for Boorda's suicide focused on a claim that he was embarrassed over two "Valor" pins he was not authorized to wear. Lance Herndon: Herndon a 41 year old computer specialist and a  prominent entrepreneur who received a presidential appointment in 1995 died August 10, 1996 under suspicious circumstances. He   appeared to have died from a blow to the head. Police said no weapons were found at his  mansion, adding that Mr. Herndon had not been shot or stabbed and there was no evidence of forced entry or theft. Neil Moody: Died -August 25, 1996 Following Vincent Foster's murder, Lisa Foster married James Moody, a judge in Arkansas, on Jan 1, 1996. Near the time Susan McDougal first went to jail for contempt, Judge Moor's son, Neil died in a car crash. There were other reports that Neil Moody had discovered something very unsettling among his stepmother's private papers and was threatening to go public with it just prior to the beginning of the Democratic National Convention. He was alleged to have been talking to Bob Woodward of the Washington Post about a blockbuster story. Witnesses said they saw Neil Moody sitting in his car arguing with another person just prior to His car suddenly speeding off out of control and hitting a brick wall.

Barbara Wise: Wise a 14-year Commerce Department employee found dead and partially naked in her office following a long weekend. She worked in the same section as John Huang. Officially, she is said to have died of natural causes.

Doug Adams: Died January 7, 1997- A lawyer in Arkansas who got involved trying to help the people who were being swindled out of their life savings. Adams was found in his vehicle with a gunshot wound to his head in a Springfield Mo. hospital parking lot.

Mary C. Mahoney: 25, murdered at the Georgetown Starbuck's coffee bar over the 4th of July '97 weekend. She was a former White House intern who worked with John Huang. Apparently she knew Monica Lewinsky and her sexual encounters with Bill Clinton. Although not verified, it has been said that Lewinsky told Linda Tripp that she did not want to end up like Mahoney.

Ronald Miller: Suddenly took ill on October 3rd,1997 and steadily worsened until his death 9 days later. (This pattern fits Ricin poisoning.) Owing to the strangeness of the illness, doctors at the Integris Baptist Medical Center referred the matter to the Oklahoma State Medical Examiner's Office. The Oklahoma State Medical Examiner's Office promptly ran tests on samples of Ron Miller's blood, but has refused to release the results or even to confirm that the tests were ever completed.
	Had been investigated by authorities over the sale of his company, Gage Corp. to Dynamic Energy Resources, Inc. was the man who tape recorded Gene and Nora Lum and turned those tapes (and other records) over to congressional oversight investigators. The Lums were sentenced to prison for campaign finance violations, using "straw donors" to conceal the size of their contributions to various candidates. Indeed, Dynamic Energy Resources, Inc. had hired Ron Brown's son Michael solely for the purpose of funneling $60,000 through him to the Commerce Secretary, according to Nolanda Hill's testimony.
	Sandy Hume: On Sunday, February 22nd, 1998, Sandy Hume, the 28 year old son of journalist Britt Hume, was reportedly found dead in his Arlington, Virginia home. Aside from the statement that this was an "apparent" suicide, there remains in place a total media blackout on this story, possibly out of concern that the actual facts will not withstand public scrutiny. Worked for Hill magazine, about Congress for Congress.
	Jim McDougal: Bill and Hillary Clinton friend, banker, and political ally, sent to prison for  eighteen felony convictions. A key whitewater witness, dies of a heart attack on March, 8 1998. As of this writing allegations that he was given an injection of the diuretic lasix has not been denied or confirmed. Died on March 8, 1998 Johnny Lawhon: 29, died March 29, 1998- The Arkansas transmission specialist who discovered a pile of Whitewater documents in the trunk of an abandoned car on his property and turned them over to Starr, was killed in a car wreck two weeks after the McDougal death.. Details of the "accident" have been sketchy -- even from the local Little Rock newspaper. Charles Wilbourne Miller: 63, was found dead of a gunshot wound to the head on November 17, 1998  in a shallow pit about 300 yards from his ranch house near Little Rock. Police found a .410 gauge shotgun near Miller's body and a Ruger .357-caliber revolver submerged in water. Investigators concluded the Ruger was the weapon used by Miller to kill himself. Yet, two rounds in the handgun's cylinder had been spent. He had long served as executive vice president and member of the board of directors for a company called Alltel and was deeply involved in his own software engineering company until the day he died. Alltel is the successor to Jackson Stephens' Systematics, the company that provided the software for the White House's "Big Brother" data base system and that was behind the administration's plan to develop the secret computer "Clipper" chip to bug every phone, fax and email transmission in America.
	Carlos Ghigliotti: 42, was found dead in his home just outside of Washington D.C. on April 28, 2000. There was no sign of a break-in or struggle at the firm of Infrared Technology  where the badly decomposed body of Ghigliotti was found. Ghigliotti had not been seen for several weeks.
	Ghigliotti, a thermal imaging analyst hired by the House Government Reform Committee to review tape of the siege, said he determined the FBI fired shots on April 19, 1993. The FBI has explained the light bursts on infrared footage as reflections of sun rays on shards of glass or other debris that littered the scene.
	"I conclude this based on the groundview videotapes taken from several different angles simultaneously and based on the overhead thermal tape," Ghigliotti told The Washington Post last October. "The gunfire from the ground is there, without a doubt."
	Ghigliotti said the tapes also confirm the Davidians fired repeatedly at FBI agents during the assault, which ended when flames raced through the compound. About 80 Branch Davidians perished that day, some from the fire, others from gunshot wounds.
	Mark Corallo, a spokesman for the congressional committee chaired by Rep. Dan Burton, R-Ind., said that police found the business card of a committee investigator in Ghigliotti's office. Corallo said Ghigliotti's work for the committee ended some time ago.
	Tony Moser: 41, was killed as he crossed a street in Pine Bluff, Ark on on June 10, 2000. Killed 10 days after being named a columnist for the Democrat-Gazette newspaper and two days after penning a stinging indictment of political corruption in Little Rock.
	Police have concluded that no charges will be filed against the unnamed driver of a 1995 Chevrolet pickup, which hit Moser as he was walking alone in the middle of unlit Rhinehart Road about 10:10 p.m
	Police say they have ruled out foul play and will file no charges against the driver because he was not intoxicated and there was no sign of excessive speed.

	4 U.S. cities reeling from weekend mass shootings https://www.yahoo.com/gma/4-mass-shootings-6-hours-173448621.html
	Financial Blowout Ahead: Lobotomized Economists Clash On The Deck Of The Titanic https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/financial-blowout-ahead-lobotomized-economists-clash-deck-titanic Under the new world order of “stakeholder capitalism” citizens will learn to own nothing and be happy…
	ZEROHEDGE.COM

	Warning: Stocks Are Now On Borrowed Time BY Phoenix Capital Research https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-06-14/warning-stocks-are-now-borrowed-time There are multiple signs that a significant drop is coming, maybe not this week, but soon.
	Things Are "Bat-Shit Crazy" Right Now - Paul Tudor Jones Likes Bitcoin, Debunks Transitory Inflation Narrative “The idea that inflation is transitory, to me ... that one just doesn’t work the way I see the world."
	ZEROHEDGE.COM Michael "Big Short" Burry: This Is The Greatest Bubble Of All Time In All Things "By Two Orders Of Magnitude" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-big-short-burry-greatest-bubble-all-time-all-things-two-orders-magnitude
	ROCKWELL.COM https://www.rockwelltrading.com/

	DOJ officials humored Trump while stalling his false claims of election fraud https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/-wink-wink-nudge-nudge-doj-officials-humored-trump-while-stalling-election-scheme-114864709692 [ Aw shucks .. how cute … Pathetic!
	ZEROHEDGE.COM "The Fed Has Lost Control" - Peter Schiff Warns Tucker Carlson About Skyrocketing Prices & The Inflation Tax https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/fed-has-lost-control-peter-schiff-warns-tucker-carlson-about-skyrocketing-prices "The Fed is pretending that it’s transitory because they really have no ability to control it because it’s the Fed that’s creating it.” 
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	ROCKWELL.COM https://www.rockwelltrading.com/
	Market Update for Wednesday - June 16th, 2021
	Albert, first things first - here's where the major markets ended today:
	MARKETS
	arrow down S&P 500 4247 -9 -0.2%
	arrow down Dow Jones 34299 -94 -0.3%
	arrow down Nasdaq 14030 -98 -0.7%
	arrow up Crude Oil 72.48 +1.60 +2.3%
	arrow down Gold 1860.3 -5.6 -0.3%
	And here's today's stock market update:
	It was a wild day for stocks. The major indices were quiet in the morning then started to slide ahead of the Fed Statement. Once the statement was released stocks quickly sold off. The major indices experienced a bit of a rebound after the Fed Press Conference but eventually ended the day with losses. The DOW was hardest hit with an 0.8% drop.
	As expected, the Fed kept its short-term borrowing interest rate near zero, as well as keeping its monthly bond buying rates steady. But the Fed announced that it sees two interest rate hikes by the end of 2023 which is earlier than expected. The Fed also expects inflation to rise in the short-term to 3.4%, although it reiterated its stance that their long term goal for inflation is 2%.
	Roblox (RBLX) lost 8.0% after reporting a drop in daily active users. The company saw 43.0 mil active users compared to 43.3 mil in April which could indicate a drop in demand for gaming as the world reopens.
	Computer technology company Oracle (ORCL) tumbled by 5.6% after reporting quarterly earnings. Oracle beat analyst expectations but expects profits in the current quarter to be lower than expected because of cloud computing costs.
	General Motors (GM) gained 1.6% after announcing it will raise its spending for electric and autonomous vehicles to $35 billion through 2025.
	Banking giant CitiGroup (C) sank by 3.2% as the company’s CFO warned about a 30% decline year over year trading revenues for 2021, as well as a decelerating earnings per share forecast for 2022.
	http://albertpeia.com

	Putin polls higher than Biden among Trump voters https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/putin-polls-higher-than-biden-among-trump-voters-114976837699 [ Hmmm … that explains a few things. ]
	ZEROHEDGE.COM

	Initial Jobless Claims Unexpectedly Jumped Last Week https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-unexpectedly-jumped-last-week
	http://albertpeia.com
	MSNBC Prosecuting Trump: Insider says NY DA blinked in Trump Org probe https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/insider-says-new-york-district-attorney-cy-vance-blinked-in-trump-org-probe-114806341534?cid=referral_taboolafeed [ Blinked? Come on, WAKE UP! Covering up, (who has taken or who is) taking a cut (one way or another), how has mentally ill mobster/criminal trump avoid criminal sanction/penalty. Yet another dog and pony show? america is such a total fraud!
	Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a failed real estate developer into the White House YAHOONEWS
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	The GOP's mission: whitewash the Trump presidency https://www.cnn.com/2021/06/18/politics/republicans-trump-january-6-whitewashing/index.html Since the truth is too painful for Republicans and is detrimental to their future political prospects, an alternative narrative must be constructed [ Truth be told, that’s the story of america in a nutshell (truth too painful-PATHETIC!)]
	http://albertpeia.com
	Trump Finally Admits He ‘Didn’t Win’ — And Then Says Something Ominous
	http://albertpeia.com

	ZEROHEDGE.COM Fed's Bullard Spooks Markets With Taper Talk, Fears "Froth" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-accelerate-losses-feds-bullard-admits-tilted-more-hawkish
	2Y Treasury Yields Are Exploding Higher, Yield Curve Collapse Crushes Banks https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2y-treasury-yields-are-exploding-higher-yield-curve-collapse-crushes-banks
	http://albertpeia.com
	[Near trump tower? Start spreadin’ the news, we’re leaving today, (don’t) want to be a part of it, (cuomo, diblasio, trump, mob town) New York, New York. City that never sleeps? Needs to get some sleep methinks!]
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	DRUDGEREPORT Burry warns 'mother of all crashes' near… https://markets.businessinsider.com/currencies/news/big-short-michael-burry-warns-meme-stocks-crypto-crash-coming-2021-6-1030534935 Tight Housing Market Uncoils With Sellers Ready To Cash Out... HSBC offers sub-1% mortgage as interest rate war intensifies… DOW -533 to close out worst week since October... 90% of NFTs Will Be Worthless, Declares COINBASE Founder ... Rich Snap Up Private-Jets...
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	ZEROHEDGE.COM Powell Just Made A Huge Error: What The Market's Shocking Response Means For The Fed's Endgame https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/powell-just-made-huge-error-what-markets-shocking-response-means-feds-endgame "...Back in December 2015, just days before the Fed hiked rates for the first time since the global financial crisis, in its first tightening campaign since June 2004, we said that Yellen was about to engage in a great policy error, one which like the Ghost of 1937, would end in disaster...and sure enough it did, when after 9 rate hikes, Powell realized that a rate of 2.50% is unsustainable for the US economy which first cracked during the summer of 2019 repo crisis when the Fed cut rates three times, only to cut rates to zero from 1.75% in a matter of days after covid conveniently emerged on the global scene and led to an overnight shutdown of the US economy and "forced" the Fed to nationalize the bond market as well as inject trillions of liquidity into the market. But what is it that prompted us to predict - correctly - that any rate hike campaign is doomed to fail (similar to the Fed's ill-conceived plan to hike rates in 1937, which brought the already reeling country to its knees and only World War 2 saved the day, giving FDR a green light to unleash a fiscal stimulus tsunami the likes of which we hadn't seen until the covid response)? Simple: as we explained back in Dec 2015, the equilibrium growth rate in the US, or r* (or r-star), was far far lower than where most economists thought it was. In fact, as the sensitivity table below which we first constructed in 2015 showed, the equilibrium US growth rate was right around 0%. As we explained then making the case for a far lower r-star, "if nominal growth is 3 percent and the debt GDP ratio is 300 percent, the implied equilibrium nominal rates is around 1 percent. This is because at 1% rates, 100% of GDP growth is necessary to service interest costs." In this case, real growth would slow in response to rate hikes because productivity would stay weak at full employment and companies would be profit/price constrained around paying higher wages. Moreover, nominal growth would then slow even more than real growth does because inflation would fall to 1 percent or below. As we concluded then, "this is the important policy error scenario because even a very shallow path of rate hikes might drive the real Funds rate well above the short-term equilibrium real rate, further depressing demand. It is then plausible that the economy would be driven into recession, and the Fed would quickly be forced to abort the hiking cycle. As an aside, such a policy error could reinforce itself by causing structural damage that puts additional downward pressure on the equilibrium real rate. In this case the yield curve would flatten meaningfully, at least until the Fed actually reversed course by cutting rates." As the chart at the top shows, this is precisely what happened, only instead of World War II - which is what short-circuited the Ghost of 1937 rate hike policy error, it was the covid crisis that gave the Fed and the US government a green light to unleash an unlimited monetary and fiscal stimulus, delaying the inevitable recession and kicking the can a few years..."
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	The FBI's Mafia-Style Justice: To Fight Crime, The FBI Sponsors 15 Crimes A Day https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fbis-mafia-style-justice-fight-crime-fbi-sponsors-15-crimes-day [ That explains it: corrupt half italian jersey city jersey boy louis freeh, fbi director, corrupt half sicilian jersey man and trump tutor chris christie, us attorney; they can’t be made men (not 100%) so the government mob suits them fine – clinton chose wisely http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
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	Powell Just Launched $2 Trillion In "Heat-Seeking Missiles": Zoltan Explains How The Fed Started The Next Repo Crisis https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/powell-just-launched-2-trillion-heat-seeking-missiles-zoltan-explains-how-fed-started-next
	30Y Treasury Yield Tumbles Below 2.00%, Japanese Stocks Plunge https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/30y-treasury-yield-tumbles-below-200-japanese-stocks-plunge
	http://albertpeia.com

	Existing Home Sales Tumble For 4th Straight Month To Lowest In A Year https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/existing-home-sales-tumble-4th-straight-month-lowest-year
	http://albertpeia.com
	CNN Suspected shoplifter from viral video at San Francisco Walgreens arrested https://www.cnn.com/2021/06/22/us/shoplifting-san-francisco-walgreens/index.html
	http://albertpeia.com

	At Least Three Fed Members Don't Think Inflation Is Just "Transitory" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/least-three-fed-members-dont-think-inflation-just-transitory [DUH!]
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	Live from New York, it’s your show canceled for mocking Donald Trump! https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/trump-asking-if-doj-could-investigate-snl-was-dictator-move-n1272248?icid=msd_topgrid
	http://albertpeia.com

	It Always Ends The Same Way: Crisis, Crash, Collapse https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-always-ends-same-way-crisis-crash-collapse Risk has not been extinguished, it is expanding geometrically beneath the false stability of a monstrously manipulated market...
	Chris Irons: Central Banks Running "Biggest Ponzi Scheme In History" https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-06-24/chris-irons-central-banks-running-biggest-ponzi-scheme-history
	http://albertpeia.com

	EXCLUSIVE: Trump laughed at Rudy for falling asleep on planes and 'spitting during meetings' and would tell him he 'sucked' and was 'pathetic' after TV appearances, new book claims
	http://albertpeia.com

	Albert Edwards: The Fed Is Trapped In An Epic Bubble, It Can Never Normalize Rates Again https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/albert-edwards-fed-trapped-epic-bubble-it-can-never-normalize-rates-again
	http://albertpeia.com

	BofA Crashes The "Transitory" Party: Sees Up To 4 Years Of "Hyperinflation" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-crashes-transitory-party-sees-4-years-hyperinflation "So fascinating so many deem inflation transitory when the stimulus, economic growth, asset/commodity/housing inflations deemed permanent."
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	Man charged in Capitol riot worked for FBI, lawyer says ...
	http://albertpeia.com
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	N.Y. prosecutors give Trump Organization a deadline https://finance.yahoo.com/news/ny-prosecutors-trump-organization-monday-225501315.html [But, they forgot to say please; as they huff and puff to blow mobster/criminal trump house down. PATHETIC!]
	Trump kicks off revenge tour with eyes on one Ohio Republican https://www.cnn.com/2021/06/26/politics/trump-rally-anthony-gonzalez/index.html [ Revenge tour … you can’t make this s**t up … PATHETIC! america is such a total fraud! ]
	http://albertpeia.com
	HUFFPOST BARR DAMAGE CONTROL: TRUMP ELECTION LIES ‘ALL BULLS**T’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/bill-barr-election-trump-bullshit_n_60d8862ce4b0996083acadd8 [DUH! So, why didn’t barr say so at the outset of this trumpish fraud … because barr/doj is corrupt and part of america’s total fraud.]
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	Politics, Profit, & Poppies: How The CIA Turned Afghanistan Into A Failed Narco-State https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/politics-profit-poppies-how-cia-turned-afghanistan-failed-narco-state
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	Why the Fed’s Bluff Will Cost Investors’ Trillions, Pt. 1 BY Phoenix Capital Research https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-06-28/why-feds-bluff-will-cost-investors-trillions-pt-1
	http://albertpeia.com
	ZEROHEDGE.COM And Now Prices Are Really Soaring: June Rent Jump Is Biggest On Record https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/and-now-prices-are-really-soaring-june-rent-jump-biggest-record Surging rents - the "missing link" from both the CPI and PCE baskets - are back with a vengeance, and the result is that no matter which official inflation metric one uses, we are about to see some truly epic inflation numbers in the coming weeks.
	http://albertpeia.com
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	Do We Hear A Trillion: Fed's Reverse Repo Hits Record $992 Billion, Up $150 Billion In One Day https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/do-we-hear-trillion-feds-reverse-repo-hits-record-992-billion-150-billion-one-day
	http://albertpeia.com
	http://albertpeia.com
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	Musk: Nuke Mars In Order To Colonize https://moneycougar.com/g/elon-musk-confession-mars-mission?l=a&utm_medium=CPC&utm_content=%7B%7Bad_title%7D%7D&utm_source=yahoo-adrizer&utm_campaign=433821&utm_term=HOMEPAGE_US%7Ec%7Eyahoo.com&as=802&bdk=0 [Sounds like a plan...hmmm … You can’t make this s**t up! ] The first manned mars mission is slated for 2024 but there's some dark truths to the sacrifices that will be needed for its success…
	ZEROHEDGE.COM "It Won't End Well": Self-Proclaimed "Fully Invested Bear" Leon Cooperman Says Market Has Him "Nervous" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-wont-end-well-self-proclaimed-fully-invested-bear-leon-cooperman-says-market-has-him [DUH!] "I have a s rong feeling the cycle we're going through won't end well but I have no i ea where it ends

	Manufacturing Surveys Disappoint In June, Signal Looming Stagflationary Threat https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/manufacturing-surveys-disappoint-june-signal-looming-stagflationary-threat ISM's Employment Index dropped back below 50 (into contraction).... prices paid continued soaring....
	U.S. deficit will total $3 trillion in fiscal 2021, budget panel says
	Mary Trump Reveals The Family Members Most Likely To Turn On Donald Trump https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mary-trump-loyalty-indictments_n_60de92f1e4b0ad1785d9ff90
	'Classic gangster move': How Trump Org. execs allegedly orchestrated years-long tax scheme https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/here-is-why-the-new-indictment-of-trump-org-and-its-cfo-is-rattling-trump-115866693566
	Tax scheme in Weisselberg indictment echoes NYT reporting on Ivanka Trump payouts https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/tax-scheme-outlined-in-weisselberg-indictment-echoes-nyt-reporting-on-ivanka-trump-payouts-115880517926
	HUFFPOST [Road to] DYSTOPIA, antonym of utopia (a term that was coined by Sir Thomas More and figures as the title of his best known work, published in 1516, which created a blueprint for an ideal society with minimal crime, violence and poverty), typically one that is totalitarian or post-apocalyptic. DYSTOPIA: GAS LEAK IGNITES *IN THE OCEAN!* https://www.huffpost.com/entry/pemex-oil-pipeline-fire-gulf-of-mexico_n_60df8ab8e4b0ad1785dbb85e [AKA the trumpy trail]
	MSNBC 'Only the little people pay taxes': Fame is no protection from prosecution for ducking taxes https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/fame-is-no-protection-from-prosecution-for-ducking-taxes-115884101787 [Donny O’ill and the Little People...Wasn’t that a movie?]
	Buzz Aldrin Confirms Moon Landing Photo Was Staged https://zenherald.com/g/buzz-aldrin-moon-landing-photo?l=a&utm_medium=CPC&utm_content=%7B%7Bad_title%7D%7D&utm_source=yahoo-adrizer&utm_campaign=436039&utm_term=HOMEPAGE_US%7Ec%7Eyahoo.com&as=802&bdk=0
	In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud

	"A Structural Inflation Shock" https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-07-03/structural-inflation-shock Veteran commodity hedge fund manager warns this isn't a transitory spike.
	Do We Hear A Trillion: Fed's Reverse Repo Hits Record $992 Billion, Up $150 Billion In One Day https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/do-we-hear-trillion-feds-reverse-repo-hits-record-992-billion-150-billion-one-day
	Watch: Looters Ransack San Francisco Neiman Marcus In Broad Daylight https://twitter.com/i/status/1412273927980654594
	Weimar Los Angeles: "You Can't Go Home Again" https://www.zerohedge.com/political/weimar-los-angeles-you-cant-go-home-again
	Book: Trump told John Kelly Hitler 'did a lot of good things' https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2021/07/07/donald-trump-john-kelly-hitler-comment-book-chalian-newday-vpx.cnn [ WOW! Takes your breath away, literally and figuratively. You can’t make this s**t up! ]
	Yahoo News Israel again demolishes Palestinian village in West Bank https://news.yahoo.com/israel-again-demolishes-palestinian-village-135931240.html [ Time for 2 state solution! ]
	John Dean Reveals The Massive Legal ‘Trap’ Trump Accidentally Set For Himself
	‘Stupid On So Many Levels’: Trump’s Social Media Lawsuits Raked Over The Coal
	Damning Supercut Uses Trump’s Own Words To Show Why He’s In Big Legal Trouble

	Why Trump's Big Tech lawsuit is just a 'ginormous grift' https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/trump-s-effort-to-sue-facebook-twitter-and-google-while-facing-criminal-probe-as-ivanka-dodges-cohen-116273733921
	‘Legal buffoonery’: Trump's social media lawsuits are a fundraising publicity stunt
	Trump's 'PR stunt' lawsuit against Twitter, Facebook is DOA

	'Like the mob': Trump in trouble as family member floats Ivanka flipping https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/trump-speaks-out-against-criminal-probe-as-family-member-suggests-ivanka-trump-could-flip-116163653530?cid=referral_taboolafeed
	Daily Briefing: Stocks Crash Worldwide as Reflation Trades Backfire https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/daily-briefing-stocks-crash-worldwide-reflation-trades-backfire Peter Boockvar, chief investment officer of Bleakley Advisory Group, joins Real Vision’s Samuel Burke and Jack Farley to make sense of the risk-off sentiment…
	Fed Finds Inflation Is "More Lasting But Likely Still Temporary" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-finds-inflation-more-lasting-likely-still-temporary [What the f**k are they talking about. They have no idea!] "More lasting but likely still temporary upward pressure on inflation has come from prices for goods experiencing supply chain bottlenecks, such as motor vehicles and appliances."
	America's Descent To Third World Status https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-07-10/americas-descent-third-world-status Americans can no longer take the basics (plentiful electricity, safe buildings, etc.) for granted.
	IN MANY CITIES IN AMERICA, THE CRIMINALS ARE STARTING TO GAIN FIRM CONTROL OF THE STREETS Every week the horrendous crime wave that is sweeping across America seems to get even worse. In some of our largest cities, looting, murder and violence are becoming a way of life...
	Hunter Biden paintings pose ethical challenge for president
	White House Sets Ethics Plan for Sales of Hunter Biden's Art
	HUFFPOST POISON: TRUMP RAVE FOR RIOTERS — ‘GREAT PEOPLE’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-january-6-great-people_n_60ec5124e4b07afbc34a05a7 [You can’t make this s**t up! PATHETIC! STRANGLEHOLD: TRUMP DOMINATES CPAC POLL https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-cpac-straw-poll_n_60eb9cf7e4b07afbc3490836
	Trump becomes more unhinged as legal woes worsen and GOP devotion deepens

	'Weird,' 'frightening,' 'disastrous': Inside Trump's paranoid final days in office https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/michael-wolff-s-landslide-looks-inside-trump-s-paranoid-finals-days-in-office-116722245967
	Trump becomes more unhinged as legal woes worsen and GOP devotion deepens
	MSNBC The RNC knew Trump was lying through his teeth. New emails prove it. https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/leaked-rnc-emails-prove-republicans-always-knew-trump-was-lying-n1273894 [DUH!]
	YAHOONEWS Nicola Sturgeon ‘misled’ Scottish Parliament over Donald Trump money laundering probe, court told https://www.yahoo.com/news/nicola-sturgeon-misled-scottish-parliament-175754938.html [There you go … Not so ‘great scot’. The age old story of a not so great people, always under someone’s thumb for a price, in permanent decline, as america.]
	Top U.S. General Said Trump Preached ‘Gospel of the Führer’ https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2021/07/i-alone-can-fix-it-mark-milley-likened-trump-to-hitler.html General Mark Milley, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, likened Donald Trump’s effort to hold on to power after the 2020 election to Adolf Hitler, saying the president was preaching “the gospel of the Führer” with his lies about the election being stolen, according to a new book by two Washington Post reporters. New York Magazine

	‘Get A Grip’: Sen. Lindsey Graham Smoked For Declaring He’d Go To War For Chick-Fil-A https://www.huffpost.com/entry/lindsey-graham-chick-fil-a_n_60efae71e4b0b2a04a205078 [Hmmm...u.s. senate...You can’t make this s**t up!]

	It's The Second Drop That Will Hurt the Most https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2021-07-15/its-second-drop-will-hurt-most When stocks crash, don't jump in immediately thinking you are picking up stocks for pennies on the dollar.
	The person to ‘weaken’ America: what the Kremlin papers said about Trump
	Reported Kremlin Leak Appears to Confirm Existence of Trump 'Kompromat'


	MSNBC 'What a jerk': Claire McCaskill slams Barr's redemption tour, calls him a 'hack' AG https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/book-details-former-ag-barr-s-realization-that-trump-would-lose-the-2020-election-116877381847 [DUH!]
	MSNBC Trump evading punishment for trying to steal the election goes way beyond white privilege https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/whiteness-helps-shield-donald-trump-election-consequences-n1274244 [Yeah. Simply put, it’s called deep, pervasive corruption. After all, mentally ill mobster/criminal trump’s money laundering, ties to organized crime, bribery have been documented by the private sector, but protected by governmental (federal, state, local) bureaucrats; ie., http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf and, trump’s Russian connection Trump’s Russian Laundromat | https://www.democracynow.org/2017/7/20/married_to_the_mob_investigative_journalist Trump’s Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a failed real estate developer into the White House.]

	Why Trump's response to Gen. Milley makes an awful story worse https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/why-trump-s-response-gen-milley-makes-awful-story-worse-n1274130 [You can’t make this s**t up! Pathetic!]
	Humans, Neanderthals share up to 98.5 percent DNA, new study reveals https://nypost.com/2021/07/17/humans-neanderthals-share-up-to-98-5-percent-dna-study/ New York Post
	Study finds most modern human DNA is shared with ancient human ancestors SlashGear


	"Stunning Divergence": Latest Bank Data Reveals Something Is Terminally Broken In The US Financial System https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stunning-divergence-bank-data-reveals-something-terminally-broken-financial-system-here-are Loan demand is nowhere near enough to offset the Fed's forced deposit creation which incidentally ends up not in the economy but in capital markets, resulting in broad deflation offset by asset price hyperinflation.
	Trump Org. witness reportedly implicated Trump in tax scheme https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/trump-org-witness-jennifer-weisselberg-told-prosecutors-trump-was-involved-in-tax-scheme-116917317569
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